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PREFACE TO VOL. VIII.

At the end of another volume we again tender our heartiest

thanks do our subscribers and contributors.

The current vohnne of the magazine has, like its two immediate

predecessors, been published in eight months. In spite of this, extra

pages have had to be given to clear off accumulated material, and, at

the present time, thanks to our contributors, we have a large number

of important articles on hand, which will be published in due course.

As we announced, however, on the completion of the last volume, we

shall revert to the old monthly mode of publication with Volume ix.

We much regret that we are not able at the present rate of subscrip-

tion to permanently enlarge the magazine.

We have attempted to produce a fair share of readable matter for

the more scientific entomologist and for the field worker. Our " Field

Work Notes " for the various months will be continued in the next

volume, and several well-known entomologists have also kindly

promised their help in various directions. Our aim is to make the

magazine a living record of what is actually being done in the various

strata of the entomological world. We trust we have in some

measure succeeded.

Our best thanks must be again given to Mr. G. B. Routledge,

F.E.S., who has for the third time taken charge of the Special

Index.
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General observations. Selection. Protective coloration.

Utility.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Every educated man and woman has heard of the leaf-butter-

flies, and, sooner or later, every entomologist, when showing his

collection to a friend, is suddenly pulled up and asked to explain why
certain insects resemble leaves, and how such peculiarities have arisen.

There are three ways of answering the enquirer's question, so far

as Ave have observed :—(1) To say you do not know. (2) To equivocate,

because you do not like to say you do not know. (3) To explain the

matter clearly to your own satisfaction and that of the enquirer.

In order to do the latter, even in general terms, it is necessary to

have some definite idea as to details one's self. The reason why
certain insects resemble leaves is evident : it is to enable them to

escape from enemies that would otherwise prey upon them. To explain

how the peculiarities, which give them such strong resemblances to

leaves, have arisen, is a much more difficult matter.

It is evident that, if we are to attempt to explain the matter, we
must hazard a theory. Our theory, it must be remembered, only

attempts to explain the facts. The use of a theory is to offer a

probable explanation. If it explains all the conditions we observe, it

may be that the theory is really the true explanation of how the

facts have been brought about. So soon as the theory ceases to be in

accordance with observed facts, so soon the theory must be discarded.

Those who have attempted to explain the origin of mimicry have
done so from two diametrically opposite standpoints. The first, as

exemplified by Darwin and Wallace, have looked upon the external

forces of natural selection as the cause. Others, as Niigeli and
Askenasy, have looked upon it entirely as the result of forces at work
within the organism.

Neither of these alone entirely satisfies the conditions, but a

combination of the action of certain internal forces, with the principles

of natural selection as enunciated by Wallace and Darwin, gives a very

satisfactory explanation of the phenomena observed. It appears to

us that internal forces must be considered as giving rise to variations

of the structure, so as to allow of the necessary modifications. The
internal force is, therefore, in a manner, creative. The external

force acts selectively on the organism, and determines the particular
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direction in which the modifications shall take place, so as to produce
the results necessary to adapt the individual to its environment. The
external force (natural selection) is, therefore, directive.

Professor Weismann has recently discussed this matter, but in his

attempt to prove Nageli and Askenasy wrong, he appears occasionally

to refuse to internal forces, powers which he afterwards grants, whilst,

in order to fortify the part that external forces play, he ascribes

to them a creative power,'-' which appears to us to be hardly in

accordance with the facts. Yet, taking his paper as a whole, the

views he puts forward appear to resemble those above suggested. The
variations (from which all possible modifications arise), he asserts,

are inherent in the germ, whilst towards the end of the paper he says

that utility guides variation, which appears to be practically synony-
mous with the position Ave have enunciated.

With these preliminary notes, necessary to explain certain criti-

cisms we may offer from time to time, it may be well to briefly run
over the latest pronouncement on the subject.

Referring in general terms to the principle of selection, Weismann
calls attention to the fiery criticism through which the principle has
passed, and refers to Huxley's well-known statement that " Even if

the Darwinian hypothesis were swept away, evolution would still stand

where it is," and suggests that Huxley would thus appear to " have
regarded it as not impossible that the hypothesis should disappear

from among the great explanatory principles by which we seek to

approach nearer to the secrets of nature." Weismann, however,
boldly asserts his belief in the principle, and sees in the doubts that

have been raised concerning the principle of selection only a natural

reaction from its over-estimation. " The principle of selection was
not over-rated in the sense of ascribing to it too much explanatory
efficacy, or of extending too far its sphere of operation, but in the

sense that naturalists imagined that they perfectly understood its ways
of working, and possessed a distinct comprehension of its factors,

which was not so." On the contrary, he asserts that, the deeper
naturalists penetrated into the working of selection, they found that

although its action upon the whole was clear and comprehensible, yet,

in detail, so many formidable difficulties were encountered which they
were unsuccessful in tracing out so far as related to the actual details

of the individual process, and, therefore, in fixing the phenomenon as

it actually occurred. The difficulty, as Weismann points out, is that

we do not know how great a variation must be to have a selective

value, how frequently it must occur to acquire stability, nor can we
assert in scarcely a single actual instance in nature whether an observed

variation is useful or not, and he further indicates the difficulties

in getting the necessary facts relating to these points, suggesting that

it seems almost impossible to observe sufficient individuals of a species

in all their acts of life, and to observe these acts with a precision

enabling us to say which variation did or did not have a selective

value, /.('., was a decisive factor in determining the existence of the

species.

* " The opposition of our own day contends that selection cannot create, but
only reject, and fails to see that precisely through this rejection its creative etlieaey

is assured " (Weismann). We prefer not to regard this as creation of new, but as

modification of existent, conditions.
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" At the best," he says, " we can reach only a probable inference."

Even in the most indubitable cases of adaptation, c.;/., those that

occur in the striking protective coloration of butterflies, the sole

ground of inference that the species upon the whole is adequately

adapted to its conditions of life, is that the species appears to be pre-

served undiminished, and, even then, we may not infer that this

protective colouring has selective value, nor that, if it were absent,

the species would necessarily have perished. At the same time Weis-
mann points out that many of the cases of protective coloration which
insects now exhibit, may not be at all necessary for their preserva-

tion at the present time, since, in some cases, a change in environ-

ment, in others, the extinction of an enemy against which they were
protected, may have taken place. In these cases, " the protective

coloration will continue until the law of organic inertia" {i.e., the

slow retrogression of superfluous characters) or new adaptations shall

modify it.

It is suggested above that the control of nature in her minutest
details is gainsaid us, and, even if this be so, yet Weismann considers

that to renounce the principle of selection or to proclaim it as subsidiary

on the ground that protective coloration is not really protective colora-

tion, but a combination of colours inevitably resulting from internal

causes, " is to sacrifice the gold to the dross," for the " protective

colouring remains such," whether or not it be now useful to the

species, and " arose as such." In Weismann's opinion, the colour-

ing did not arise because " it was a constitutional necessity of the

animal's organism, that here a red, and there a white, black, or yellow

spot should be produced, but because it was advantageous, because it

was necessary for the animal." He assumes that only selection offers

an adequate explanation, and asserts that " we have no reason to

assume teleological forces in the domain of natural phenomena."
Weismann then contrasts the position of those who argue that the

spots and patterns of a butterfly's wing have been wholly determined

by forces arising within the organism, and his own opinion that they

have been determined by utility. He says :
—" It has been frequently

asserted that the colour patterns of a butterfly's wing have originated

from internal causes, independently of selection and conformably to

inward laws of evolution. Eimer has attempted to prove this asser-

tion by establishing, in a division of the genus Paidliu, the fact that

the species there admit of arrangement in series according to design."

Accepting this as a fact, Weismann asks whether " a proof that the

markings are modified in definite directions during the course of the

species' development, is equivalent to a definite statement as to the

causes that have produced these gradual transformations?" He further

asks whether " our present inability to determine with exactness the

biological significance of these markings, and their modifications, is a

proof that the same have no significance whatever?" Weismann then

states his belief that the wing of a butterfly " is a tablet upon which
nature has inscribed everything she has deemed advantageous to the

preservation and welfare of her creatures ; that the colour patterns

have not proceeded from inward evolutionary forces, but are the result

of selection. At least," he adds, " in all places where we do under-

stand their biological significance, these patterns are constituted and
distributed exactly as utility would desire."
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It will be observed that up to this point Weismann offers no sug-

gestion that the colours themselves are not produced by physiological

processes. His point is, that tlieir arrangement is not determined by

internal forces working within the organism, but by selection guided

by utility.

Notes on the early stages of some British Butterflies.

];y .TOHX .T. WOLFE.

Mditaca aiiriiiia.—-The eggs of M. aurinia are always laid on the

underside of a scabious leaf, near the ground. On one occasion I

found the eggs laid on the leaf of a plant, known locally as
" Hnowberry," some three feet from the ground, and on this very

young larvae were feeding freely. Since then I have often reared the

species on this plant. Eggs of M. aurinia are very difficult to find, as

one cannot turn over a field full of scabious leaves, but I have often

seen the remains of them, and twice I have persuaded females to

deposit them in captivity. They are decidedly yellow in coloiir

(Buckler says they are " pale brown "), and, I think, quite globular and
shining. They are laid in a layer as closely as possible, and over

the greater part of the first layer a second layer is deposited, and often

a partial third. In one batch I counted considei-ably over 400 eggs,

and I do not think this an luiusual number. This February has been

very mild, and the young larvae of M. aurinia came out of their

hybernacula in numbers, sunning themselves and nibbling at food on
February 9th ; and are now, March 4th, considerably grown, though
they have not yet changed their skins, either indoors or out, since then,

and are not preparing to do so. The pupa is almost invariably ex-

posed. I have reared himdreds of them (of course, liberating the

imagines in suitable places, as I have no sympathy with wholesale

destruction), and have found dozens of pupae in a natural state, and
not half-a-dozen of all had a leaf drawn together in order to somewhat
conceal them.

I'l/ramcis atalanta.—The newly-hatched larva of /'. atalanta feeds

at first on the upper side of the leaf, usually the young leaf on which
the Q^Q was laid, but if this has got a little hard it leaves it for

one higher up. It retreats into the hollow just over the stem, and
spins a flat roof of whitish web over its head, and under this it feeds.

It probably lacks strength to bend the leaves to cover it.

When the full-fed larva of I\ atalanta makes its tent of one large

leaf with the edges drawn together, it cuts the mid-rib close to the

base, so that the pupa hangs straight, or, as younger larvie also do
this, is it to keep oft' rain ?

The remark made by Mr. Tutt {Ent. llir., vol. vii., p. Ill) as to

Pyravicis carrhii endeavouring to pass the winter here without hybernating

is, in certain years, evidently true of some P. atalanta also. In a fine

autumn {r.;!., 1898), I have obtained very young larva- up to the last

day of October, but although all pupaj and larva) out of doors were
afterwards killed by the first severe frost, indoors I had imagines appear-

ing in January, and (one at least) in February. This late one was
crippled, but all those that emerged until the end of December came
out in perfect condition.

Epinepliele ianira and K, tithoniis.—The pupa of E. ianira invariably
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hangs. [Hellins states that " the tail ends in a short, stout, curved
spike, on the top of which are a few straight, feeble bristles, quite

unfit for suspending it ; on the ventral surface, close to this spike, is

a scutcheon of a somewhat rounded form, with a centi'al cicatrice,

and on the front edge two little projecting knobs, which, with the

spikes, no doubt keep a hold on the cast larva skin. The colour is

green, with some brown spots and lines. Boisduval has figured the

pupa suspended by the naked anal spike, but I do not think that can be
correct" [Larrac of Brit . Butts., p. 1G7) .] I reared fully thirty last summer,
and a few before, and I do not remember that one of them dropped.

I had also several (20) pupte of 7'.'. tit/umus, two or three of which did

drop. The larva of E. iaiiira is occasionally brown in colour, but
not so dark as the larva of K. tithonus.

Enodia Iii/peranthus.—I have three or four times found larv;e of

K. hi/jicraiit/iKs in early summer, and once ("94:-"95) reared a single

specimen from the egg. All pupated in a cup-shaped hollow in the

moss I provided, and I did not notice any cocoon. I thought them
very hardy ; I never lost one. They fed and showed themselves
only at night, but did not seem to avoid lamplight. The one I had
fed occasionally all through the winter, as did also some larvae of
7'. f'f/t'iia I had with it. Some of the latter died, the others pupated
and emerged much earlier than those outside, l^ut the K. In/pcrant/tus

appeared very little before its fellows [Compare this with Knt. Fiec,

vol. vii., p. 258.

—

Ed.] .

T/u'cla rubi.— I had one larva of T. nthi last summer, found and
fed upon heath blossoms (Erica tctrali.v). It pupated in a chip-box

;

the pupa was attached to the side of the box, but the silken threads
broke very easily when I wanted to remove it.

The Resting Habit of Insects as exhibited in the Phenomena of

Hybernation and ;€stivation.

By W. F. De VISMES KANE, M.A., F.E.S.

The interesting discussion started by Mr. Tutt on this subject has
elicited a series of papers from others, and in Dr. Dixey's article we
have had an admirable summary of the aspects of the general question.
He has also supplied a welcome supplementary exposition of Mr.
Tutt's position, which was not very clearly defined in the original

paper (a failure very unusual with him), namely, that his contention
was against the supposition that cold acted as the immediate stimulus
in inducing individual hybernation, and not, as I took it, impugning the
popular assumption that cold, directly or indirectly, originally induced
what is usually called the habit of hybernation, with its various atten-
dant phenomena. A portion of the paper which followed Mr. Tutt's,

written by me, was, therefore, it seems, unnecessarily occupied with
an attempt to show " a causal connection between cold and hyberna-
tion," that is, as I understood it, as an external factor which originated
the racial habit. I would now wish to add a few remarks on the dis-

cussion which has ensued, especially as some of the points I relied on
have been dealt with by Dr. Dixey in rather a summary manner.
Although I am perhaps rash in questioning anything put forward
by such an authority, I venture to doubt whether the present
state of biological science warrants such large and far-reaching
problems being disposed of so easily. Dr. Dixey takes exception to
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my having referred to inherited habits, morphological adaptations,

and acquired instincts as having acted as factors in the vital phenomena
of various animals. Now, it seems to me that either he must take the

position of denying that there are such things as those which go by

the above titles, or else that these inherited tendencies produce

results. As Dr. Dixey in his preceding sentence speaks of the
" hybernating habit," and as Professor Weismann frequently employs

the term " hereditary tendency," I presume that the existence of these

phenomena is unquestioned. But if natural selection by a longer or

shorter course of operations has given rise to a habit in any succession

of individuals, that habit, though only a result, becomes a factor, so

long as it survives, in controlling the actions of the organism ; and,

as I contended, in case of a change in the environment, before the

new conditions have had time to induce a full reaction, the old habit

would persist, and force the animal along the old groove, even to its

detriment.

Now, if any results are produced by such instinct or habit, they

may either be trivial and transient, or. on the other hand, they may be

far-reaching and destructive of the race before adjustment to a

changed environment takes place. Take the case, even hypothetically,

of certain moths in the x\rctic regions, which are said to be attracted

by a bright light in the daytime, even as their fellows are in countries

where night gives them a signal for flight. This instinct, if the fact is

as I have mentioned, may be a survival from an earlier epoch, when
those regions were not in their present position in regard to the pole,

and were subject in part, at least, to alternations of day and night

during the period of their imaginal existence. Or take any other

hypothesis as to the origin of the instinct and its survival. One
observer has recorded that he noticed numerous specimens drowned in

the waters of a cascade, into the flashing sweep of which they

persistently flew. Natural selection in the end eradicates prejudicial

habits, if the animals survive during the period of that sometimes
very slow process, but, pending this, the secondary factor will con-

tinue to operate. Dr. Biding, whom I know to be an enthusiastic

worker and careful observer, agrees that possiblymy theory of unreason-

able surviving habits may be a sufficient explanation of cases of

hybernation which commence before any cold or scarcity of food has

set in. He is mistaken in thinking that 1 deny the latter factor to be

a possible predisposing cause in the evolution of a hybernating habit.

My arguments were merely in support of the proposition that cold

was an original and potent factor in its phyletic origin, but I nowhere
negatived the other suggestion. In pointing out that cold produced
torpor, I mei'ely desired to suggest that torpidity was a somewhat
analogous phenomenon to hybernation, suggestive of homologous
adaptations, probably both physiological and morphological in a
similar direction. Dr, Dixey points out that the latter is physio-

logically different from the former.

I am unfortunately ignorant of the researches of Mr. Marshall Hall
on this subject, and have no opportunity in the country to consult

them ; but torpidity would appear to be the direct efiect of cold upon
organisms not prepared to adjust themselves to the stress, while
hybernation may be the acquired method of adaptation in such cases

as are subject to regularly recurrent conditions of cold as obtain in
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temperate or more Northern latitudes, and involving complex physio-

logical changes. The habits of bears in tropical or sub-tropical regions

would possibly be worth enquiring into, as to whether any tendency

to resting habits analogous to hybernation exists. Recurring again to

Dr. Dixey's criticism upon my position in regard to the inheritance of

acquired characters, it really matters little whether the opinions of a

mere student like myself have the sanction of Mr. Herbert Spencer's

authority, or of those who follow the hypotheses advanced by Prof.

Weismann and others, so long as the very abstruse subjects under their

discussion remain undisposed of. Until the issue is decided, the dicta

of neither can be gratuitously assumed as canons of biological faith.

j\Ieanwhile, students of morphology may talk of the apparent

phenomena of acquired habits and instincts without discussing the

metaphysics of their phyletic origin. And lastly, as to the real subject

matter of Mr. Tutt's interesting article, namely, whether the " resting

habit " of hybernation is referable to the periods of quiescence

exhibited by the protozoa, I would wish to point out to Dr. Dixey
that, so far from denying the capacity of protoplasm to allow such

adaptations, I commenced by postulating that " all the phenomena of

life are ultimately referable to the jDotentialities of protoplasm." This,

however, is very different from stating positively, as Dr. Dixey does,

that " the ultimate origin of the habit " (not merely the ability of

acquiring it), "is no doubt to be sought for in the capacity for rest

possessed by all protoplasm." Dr. Riding very truly points out the

difference between the habit of sleep, which is a physiological necessity,

and that of hybernation ; but, although the capacities of protoplasm per-

mit of both one and the other,we do not seem by that admission to get a step

nearer to the origin of the specialised hybernating habit in a relatively

small number of the existing animals. The same capacity also allows of

the endurance of long periods of functional cessation due to other

causes, such as catalepsy, etc., without fatal results supervening; but

to suggest that the habits of sleep, hybernation, aestivation, etc., were

evolved by transmission from primitive forms of protozoa and metazoa,

is a proposition which requires fuller knowledge of the phyletic evolution

of existing forms than is at present available, to my mind. Dr. Dixey

further on, however, takes lower ground, namely, that the "capability

of protoplasm gives the requisite material for natural selection to work
upon," etc., a thesis with which probably most people will agree.

The Genus Dianthoecia.

A discussion on the genus Dianthoecia took place at the meeting of

the South London Entomological Society on March 12th last. It was
opened by Mr. C. G. Barrett, who briefly touched on three points,

which he considered to be of interest. These were :—(1) The probable

specific identity of Diantlutfcia capsopliila and TK carpujihana. (2) His

disbelief in the British authenticity of 1>. cunipta, (3) His belief that

D. banrttii was a specialised tovm oi Lujierina luteaiju. His arguments
were as follows :—

The probable specific identity of Dianthcecia capsophila and

D. cARPOPHAGA.—A few years ago Mr. W. H. Blandford captured, on

the coast of Pembrokeshire, a large number of the larviP of a 1 dianthoecia,

which produced imagines, that were, in Mr, Barrett's opinion, inter-
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mediate in tint between typical IJ. rapsojtliila and D. carpopJuti/a.

Mr. Elliott, of Roxburgh, N.I)., also captured larvi^ which produced
similar intermediate specimens. The larvte, too, Mr. Barrett averred

were practically alike, and they had the same food plants.

With regard to this point, Mr. Tutt called attention to the following

facts :— That in the Cooke cabinet, in the Liverpool Museum, were

specimens almost identical with the intermediate specimens exhibited

by Mr. Barrett. That taking into account the distribution of

D. capsitphila, it was remarkable, if it were only a form of D.carixijiJiafia,

that it should l)e so permanent in its characters from the Pyrenees to

its most northerly range ; further, that from undoubted larviP of

capsDiihila no specimens of carpiijihai/a were ever bred ; that it

appeared to him that the doubtful specimens presented rather a condi-

tion of parallel colour variation than of specific unity ; and also that,

in a matter of doubt, it was infinitely better to retain two so abundantly

distinct forms as separate species until their specific identity was
proved beyond doubt, than to unite them on what is usually considered

a very weak character—that of colour.

Disbelief in the authenticity of British D. compta.—Mr. Barrett

stated that the right of J>. compta to be considered British rested on
three facts : (1) The fact that it was a reputed British species.

(2) The presence of two specimens in the Dublin Museum, said to

have been captured by Mr. Tardy in Ireland. (3) The reputed capture

of specimens by Mr. Meek at Howth. With regard to the species

being among the " reputed " British species, Mr. Barrett pointed out

that the compta of the old authors was undoubtedly our connpcrsa.

As to Mr. Tardy's specimens, he considered that there was no proof

either for or against, except the fact that the specimens were in

existence, and that other reputed captures by Mr. Tardy led him to

think some mistake might have been made. He had no hesitation in

refusing the Howth specimens a ]^)ritish origin, and he read a letter from
the late ^Ir. H. Doubleday to himself, written at the time of the reputed

captures, in which it was stated that " one of the so-called Howth
specimens had been sent to him, that it was undoubtedly a re-set

specimen, the pin being gunnned, and that on being put into a damp
box it returned very quickly to the original Continental setting." He also

added that the "food of IK comjita did not grow wild at Howth, nor, in

fact, in Ireland." He also referred to the fact that Mr. Gregson, whom
]\Ir. Meek stated to have likewise captured a compta at Howth, imme-
diately denied the suggestion, and stated that the insect he did capture

was a var. of /-'. conspcrsa, and that he did not believe that 7>. compta

occurred at all at Howth.
Mr. South thought there was more evidence in favour of consider-

ing I), comjita British than Mr. Barrett had adduced, for when visiting

Canterbury on one occasion, some years ago, he called on Mr. Parry

and obtained a specimen of 1>. compta, which Mr. Parry had taken

with, and supposed to be an aberration of, I >. cii>ispcrt<a. He now liad

the specimen in his collection.

Mr. Tutt agreed entirely with Mr. Barrett. So convinced was lie

of the want of evidence that J>. antijita had any claim to be considered

British, that when he worked out this group some few years since he

did not even include the species in his work on the Noctuides. He had

also stated in that work that the IK compta of the old British authors was
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nothing- but D. ron.yicr.sa. He also was able to add a little to the

elucidation of the Canterbury specimens. By a curious coincidence it

happened that on the very occasion that Mr. South exhibited the speci-

men of 7>. rniiipta, that he had obtained from Parry, at the South Lond.
Entomological Society's Meeting/--' he (Mr.Tutt) had in his possession a

box received from Parry containing five specimens of D. coiisjicrsa, and
one of ]>. cinnpta, with which he had received a note calling attention

to the fine var. of ronspcrsa, and asking what he (Mr. T.) would give

for them. Mr. Tutt returned his specimen to Parry with a plainly

expressed opinion, rendered all the more forcible by Mr. South's
timely exhibit. He had no hesitation in coming to the conclusion

that the Canterbury IK eoiiipta were not British.

DiANTHCECIA BARRETTH AS A SPECIALISED FORM OF D. (LuPERINA)
LUTEAGo.—Mr. Barrett said that, like other men, he was a little proud
of his own discoveries. x\s he was the first to capture 1>. harirttii, he
naturally was hard to convince that his species was really not distinct

from the Continental ]>. Intcai/o. Its colour was so different that he
hoped in its distinctness, until Mr. Hellins bred it and proved the two
species identical. He now agreed that barrettii was only a local

race of 1>. lutt'di/ii.

Mr. Tutt considered that it had long been conceded that barrettii

was only a local race of 7>. luteai/a. He would like to have heard
something of its affinities. Mr. Kane considered that it was in all

essential characters a l^iantlioeda, in spite of its larval habit. Mr.
Tutt had come to the conclusion that Vianthoecia was in reality an
Apameid genus, and he had in llritisli Mothsf recently transferred the

tribe Carporapsiili (containing the genus ] h'anthoccia) to the sub-family
Apamein.e, where it fell between the tribes Apameidi and Hadcnidi, so

that the two genera

—

IHantlioecia and Luperina—-were not, in his

opinion, so far removed as their old positions in the British List would
suggest.

There are only two reputed British specimens of this species which
have been taken out of Ireland—one in Wales, the other in Devon-
shire (or Cornwall). Both these were exhibited by Mr. C. G. Barrett,

and our attention was drawn to them by Mr. McArthur, who has
caught a large number of the species at Howth. Mr. McArthur
considers most positively that neither is />. lutcatfo var. harrettii,

and we agree with him. One specimen appears to be (so far as the

bad light allowed one to judge at the meeting) a dark Apainea basilinea,

the other a dark Vianthoicia conspcrxa. We throw out doubt in

this brutal fashion in order to obtain from Mr. Barrett an explanation

of the structural characters on which he named these two specimens
]>. lutt'Of/o var. barrettii.

Breeding Dianthcecia carpophaga.— Mr. T. Hall, in the course of

the discussion, referred to the ease with which 7>. carpnjihai/a could be

bred. A few years since, when walking one evening in the neighbour-

hood of C-roydon, he observed large numbers of the larva^ of this

species feeding. He collected the seed-heads on which the larvte were
feeding, and placed them (with the larv*) in a large bandbox,
containing at the bottom an inch or two of sand. He took no more

* This exhibit and the discussion that followed, appear never to have l)een

published in the Proceediiui.'i of the Society.

1 Routledffe & Sons, Ltd.
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trouble with them, and they emerged next year in large numbers.

The essential point, in his opinion, was to leave them alone and to

disturb them as little as possible. The colour-variation extended from

almost white to dark ochreous. The food-plant of the larvie that he

captured was Lydniis irspertina.

Resemblance of D. conspkusa to the colour of the rocks on

WHICH it rests.—Mr. McArthur stated that D. muspcrsa rested on
rocks, and that its colour to a very great extent responded to the

colour of the rocks on which it rested. He observed that, when
collecting in the Shetland Isles, the specimens that were captured on
Mainland were very dark in colour, approximating closely to the tint

of the dark rocks on which the moths rested. In Unst, on the north-

west coast, an intermediate form was taken, the rocks there being less

dark, whilst he had observed when collecting in the Outer Hebrides,

where the rocks were largely mottled with a yellow lichen, that

the moths were much mottled with a yellow tint. In the

Southern counties of England its natural habit was to rest on the

chalk, and in these localities the beautiful, although common, black

and white form was the only one obtainable. He observed, too, that

whilst Silcjtc injiata was the food-plant of the larva of this species in

the South of England, in Unst it fed on Silcnc viaiifima.

DiANTHCEciA coNSPERSA VERSUS D. NANA.—It was auiusing (luriug the

discussion on this species to hear Mr. Barrett continually refer to this

species by the former name, whilst Mr. South referred to it by the

latter. Mr. Tutt pointed out that he had already shown that Hufnagel's

va)ia referred to llaiJcna thiitlna, and not to IHauthoccia ronxjx'r.sa, and
that it was, therefore, an error to continue to use the name nana for

D. cojispcrsa.

Notes on Eupithecia stevensata.

By SYDNEY WEBB.

Very little is yet known of Kupithccia strrcnsata. It has never been
bred, the nearest approach to it being the finding of a female with

limp wings sitting on a stem of a golden-rod plant. It was not a bad
find, for I netted more than thirty visitors to her that evening. This
species is mentioned in Stainton's Manual as " suhrinata, Dover? " I

cannot see the likeness to this species, however, and its time of

appearance— the latter part of September and October—is against it.

I have searched in vain for a first brood which this date seems to

suggest.

K. suhrinata flies in sunshine, at 5 p.m. or thereabouts, in

July as a rule, and around its food-plant. /'.'. stevensata flies close to

the short turf of the downs. It visits flowers, but is wary. If a net

be placed over it and the flower, it does not rise, but, on the contrary,

drops, and then starts out underneath.

The very few eggs that have been obtained have mostly proved in-

fertile, but they certainly do resemble the green brick-shaped eggs laid

by K. sobrinata. Up to the present, the moth will not lay on juniper,

and the young larva' have refused to eat it.

The only known locality is Dover. It has, however, been
erroneously reported from the Isle of Wight, Bond's specimens from
there being distinctly diflerent from the Dover insects.
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^^ ARI AT 10 N.
Ox THK DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS FORMS OF OpORABIA DILUTATA.

The following Table on the various forms of this species may prove
useful to those who are at work on the distribution of local forms :

—
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without any further feeding or attention, I bred 82 moths. Of these,

10 inclined to the purple-banded form, but were not so strongly

marked ; 19 were pale with dull markings, 82 pale with very faint

markings (approaching var. y/(av'.s7r;;.s), 21 were of the latter aberration.

The ground colour was pale yellow, and there were none with red-

dish marks among them.—A. E. Cannon, Mannofield, near Aberdeen.
Man/,, 1H9(>.

The differences exhibited by the specimens of A', fidrann, in my
series, run into one another gradually, and it is impossible to draw
hard and fast lines. The purple band runs into a reddish-ochreous

one with faint purple tinge only ; the well-marked band into the

faintly marked, and the faintly marked into ven'. flaiy.sn'u.s, and even
in these the outlines of stigmata, transverse lines and dots can be

traced. By the way, does ab. //(//v.sroj.s breed true? Most of my
specimens have a primrose-yellow^ ground colour ; I have none with

orange yellow, but three are of a somewhat dusky deeper yellow mot
primrose at all) a yellow with a tinge of brown in it. These are from
Buckerell. I have only bred three ab. jiarcsccns from catkins collected

here during 4 years—4 in my series are from Wimbledon. Has it

been noticed that these are bred from one sort of sallow more than

from another ? I seem to remember having heard this suggested.

The long-leaved sallows {Sali.r cujn-aia and S. riunra) are the com-
monest here, the round-leaved (.S'. aiirita /) rarer.—W. S. Riding,

M.D., F.E.S., Buckerell Lodge, near Honiton. Manh, 1896.

I have taken very few specimens in this neighbourhood. The only

three from near Weymouth in my series are rather pale yellow with

chocolate-coloured markings.—N. M. Richardson, B.A., F.E.8.,

Monte Video, near Weymouth. March, 189G.

Of a large number of A', fnlrai/ii which I saw on the sugar last

autumn in Sutfolk, I took only 8 of the pale-lemon form = ab.

fkircsn'iis and one of the parallel orange-yellow form = ab. auiantia,

whilst here at Rainham I took only 2 of the ab. Jiariscms.— (Rev.)

C. R. N. Burrows, Rainham, Essex. Man/i, 189G.

@-URRENT NOTES.
There appears to be little doubt that such hybernation as Coliafi

hi/ali' is capable of, takes place in the larval stage. ^Ir. H. Williams

records that of three larvae which attempted to hybernate (indoors),

and w^hich had, on December 10th, 1892, been quiescent thirty days—
one died at the end of December, one on February 22nd, 1898 ; the

third commenced feeding on March 17th, 1898, and continued to do

so until April 8th, when it attempted to moult, but died on April

18th without doing so.

Mr. Mitchell records Papilia iikkIkkdi (12 examples) and Kucldoe

cardcaiiUu'x (8 examples) passing two winters in the pupal state. The
same gentleman adds that at Starcross, ( 'alUiiuirplia Iwra was " more
easily obtained in bright sunshine, one specimen, not apparently dis-

turbed," being captured as it was " flying over clover blossoms quite

naturally, like a butterfly."

The Rev. 0. Pickard Cambridge records the capture of 102

specimens of Tinea nitjn'jiunctrlla on one window of his house (Blox-
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worth Rectory), during four weeks in July and August last. Aciptilia

pahiduin was scarce, one specinaen, however, as early as June 4th.

Mr. Grover records " one specimen of Ai/mtis obclisra, taken July

20th, 1895, at flowers of h'liildbiiun aiiifustifdliwii, in the Guildford

district. This is a very unexpected locality.

The two cockroaches, I'cn'jdaiu'ta amtralaslae and P. aiiwrirana,

have both been captured in England. The former has more distinct

markings, with a deep black patch on the thorax, and a broad yellow

streak along the basal portion of the costal margin of the fore-wings
;

the hind-wings are also comparatively broader, and the mouth appen-

dages shorter than those of /'. aiiicricaua. The specimen recorded as

P. aiiicriraiia, captured in Kew Gardens on April 28rd, 1H95, was in

reality /'. aiistrala.siac.

Mr. C. A. Briggs writes that 7 British specimens of A/ilasta (Hioiiaria

are known. One (captured 1866 by Mr. Piffard) is in the "Doubleday
collection." Three specimens (captured by Mr. F. Standish) are in

Mr. Webb's collection. Two specimens (captured by Mr. Holyday)

are still in the captor's possession. One specimen (captured by Mr.

Purdey), is in Mr. Briggs' collection. All other reputed British speci-

mens want inquiring into.

Mr. F. C. Lemann has done an excellent piece of work. The

JhUtcrtiies of Siritwiiaiid. It is a translation of that portion of

Professor Dr. Heinrich Frey's Die Lepidopteren der Schweiz, relating to

the Rhopalocera. It is a marvellously good translation, and the

work is remarkably well printed and arranged. It is, unfortunately,

only printed for private circulation.

Dr. Chapman finds that the pupa-cases of the supposed true

Snlf'iidhia tfiiinetnila (from Mr. Sidebotham's collection) are not dis-

tinguishable from those of .V. innnispii-Kdla, the apterous $ moths of

which also agree absolutely in the number of the joints of the antennae

and tarsi. He points out, however, that these may be generic and
not specific characters, and hence these supposed separate species may
be one or distinct species.

Mr. Blatch adds (^ucdius n'pariK.s, Kellner, to the British list, from
14 specimens captured at Porlock in February. It belongs to the

SanriiJus group, and lives on the margins of the streams flowing from
the hill-country in the neighbourhood of Porlock.

Mr. Bradley adds I'dt/iiiKita liircKs, Zett., to the Diptera of Britain.

He captured about 80 specimens by sweeping rushes at Blackroot

Pool, Sutton Park, in June, 1895. The male is peculiar in having a
" long, thick wisp of hair proceeding from the genitalia and curling

up on each side of the abdomen, giving it a most curious appearance.

A similar wisp of hair is present beneath each cheek." He also records

the following rare species :

—

1 >irr(iu<iiiiiiia sfii/uiatira (Wyre Forest,

August, 1894). J>. iiniata (Wyre Forest, June, 1894), l\ri(>ptrra

poUui/oitalis (Cannock Chase, June, 1895).

Many entomologists are interested in photography. One of the

most difficult matters in connection with photographing insects has

been to get rid of the exceedingly heavy shadows which are often

thrown by the insects. This appears to be obviated by placing the

insects on a sheet of ground glass, Avith a sheet of white paper at

some little distance from and behind the glass. The insect may be

fastened by attaching (with glue) tiny pieces of cork to the glass, and
inserting the pin therein.
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Professor Gannan writes of the oviposition of the Bot-fly {(ra-'^tni-

li/iilns fijui) :
—" This Hy huzzes ahout horses (Uu'ing the hot summer

days, occasionally alighting on their hodies, and, when an opportunity

offers, placing its eggs among the hairs on the inside of the knee, on the

shoulders, and sometimes even on the mane. Its mouthparts are in

a rudimentary condition, and it cannot, even if it were so disposed,

do any injury to horses. It is probable that the grubs recently

hatched from the eggs of this fly are taken into the mouths of horses

on the lips or tongue. I am told by a gentleman who has had much
experience with horses, that he has, on many occasions, taken the

eggs between the moistened palms of his hands, and in a few

moments felt the young grubs wriggling about. It appears that

moisture accelerates the hatching of the eggs, and it is just possible

that many eggs Avould never hatch at all if the eggshell was not

moistened in some way. Whether this must be from the horse's

tongue or lips, in all cases, is a question which may be considered

not yet settled. Professor H. Osborn is disposed to believe that the

young do not hatch unless moistened by the horse's tongue, and that

the young grubs generally die in the eggs if left for 85 to 40 days."

Herr J. Rober, of Dresden (J-'lnt. XacJir., xxii., No. 6), describes the

following new varieties of British Lepidoptera from the Cilician

Taurus.

—

Picris hrassirae var. ratalcma. Larger than the type, the

black apex much less sprinkled with white atoms, in the ? s the black

projections inward therefrom longer and sharper, and the black spot

on the inner margin of the fore-wing only indicated by dark scales ;

the black spot on the costa of hind-wing large and sharp.

—

An/i/nnis

latlionia var. saturata. The red-brown markings of the underside of

hind-wing darkened, the silver spots particularly well expressed
;

ground colour of upperside lighter than the type.

—

Aniipuiis at/laia

var. (ittomana. Larger than the type, the upperside strong red-brown,

the black spots larger and more confluent, the silver spots on the

underside of the hind-wings less developed, of the fore-wings entirely

wanting, etc., etc.

—

Dri/as (Ann/iuiis) paplda var. deUla. The 3 s

somewhat redder than German specimens, the 2 s with upperside

greenish, almost as in 5 s of IK pamJora ; underside lacking, in both

sexes, the violet colouring on the silver bands of the hind-wings.

The collection of the Rev. C. A. Sladen was sold by Messrs.

Stevens on April 13th. The chief prices were as follows :

—

Pieru

(htjilidirr, 11 j- ; J'hiraiicssa antiopa (2), 18/- ; Ari/i/nnis lat/ninia, 22/-
;

Chn/sop/ianHs (Uspar, 26/-, 80/-, 40/-, 75/-, 47/6, 42/-, 24/- per speci-

men ; Poli/<)iiiniatu.s corj/dun vars., 25/- ; Drilrp/iila lironiira, 20/- ;

('/locrocaiiipa velcrio, 11/- ; hybrid SiiierintJius ordlatus-populi, 22/-
;

Deiopi'ia pulchdla, 12/- ; Laelia cnoiosa, 10/-, 8/-, 14/-, 14/-, 8/-, per

pair ; Drepana harpanula, 24/-, per pair ; Lasiovavipa ilicifulia, 82/6,

per pair ; IhijopJnla iinpar, 18/- (for 4) ; Ai/mtin siibrasca, £4 (for 4) ;

I'ar/inohia In/jirrbarca var. alpina, 40/- (for 6) ; Cn/tnolcx c.rulix, 85/-

(for 4), 82/6 (for 4) ; C r.nilis var. assimilis, 35/- (for 5), 40/- (for 5) ;

(Jlcora ruluan'a, 'lO/-, 21/-, 12^- (per pair); Stirnia dathrata (nearly

black var.), 80/- ; P/iibalajitin/.r pnli/^/raDniiata, 6/- (for three), 10/- (for

'S),GI- {tori); Kustnniui rrtiriilata/ii/- (for 8), 10/- (for 2); Calli-

nif>rj)lia (Inmlnida ab. Intrsccus, 28/-.

The French work on Coleoptera reviewed in our last number can be

obtained from Bailliere, Tindal and Cox, 20, King William Street,

Strand.
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With this number we are sending, free to each subscriber, a copy of

a new " Label List of British Butterflies." It Avill enable those who
wish to rearrange their collections, so as to exhibit the latest pro-

nouncement on the subject, to do so.

JS^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Spring Notes.—Insects have been abundant at the sallows, and

before the sallows were in flower I took Taoiiocainpa munda, T. pnlrcni-

Iciita, T. stabilis, T. instabilis, T. //othica, and a few Xijlina saria and A".

rhizolit/ia at sugar, but no Dasi/caiiijia nchiniiira. (Jrr/iodia racruiii,

0. li(/ula and Scopdosowa satelUtia were there in numbers. I never
saw so many specimens of the last named before ; there were from
ten to a dozen on every patch of sugar. Tcji/irosia crcpuscidaria has
been very abundant during March. I invariably find it drying its

wings at the base of larch trees.— J. Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge,
Somerset.

On April 4th the sallows at Dinmore (Hereford), were nearly over,

but Puchnobla rubricosa ah. ntfa, P. Irucoi/rapJia and ab. lepetitii, Taoiio-

cainpa niiniosa, T. instahilis, T, stabilis, T. (/racilis, T. pulcendenta, T.

popideti (one lovely ab. nif/ra), T. iininda and ab. innnacidata, T. i/otJiica

(some with the i—i-like mark very constricted), Hoporina crorea</o,

(jfonoptera libatrix, Panolis pinipcrda, and quite a nwn^ev oi Kupitlicria

abbrcriata (just out) were taken. On April 9th we saw quite a number of

cocoons oi (.'eniia bicuspis on aider, and C. bifida on poplar, but all

empty. P(d!/i/onia c-albniii was on the wing. On April 10th a male
Jvac/dae cardainines deserves mention. Pieris rajiae was seen several

times during the week.—J. W. Tutt. April, 1896.

The habits of Acidalia emarchnata.—Almost all collectors take this

species occasionally ; it is very rarely that any large number, however,
can be obtained. It is frequently to be taken just at dusk flying

among sallow bushes (although sallow is not mentioned as a food-

plant for the larva). I have taken odd specimens at sugar, and beaten
occasional specimens by day. Mr. Bayne says that it is fairly common
in the bogs of the New I'orest at dusk, and that he saw it very com-
monly in a road, leading through damp fields, near Aylesbury, in July,

1H9H, and believes that it is reported as occurring very late in the

evening. Mr. -J. Mason states that the few specimens which he has
taken have been netted at dusk. Mr. Sydney Webb says that the

species is very local, but generally pretty abundant where it occurs,

and that, although it may be beaten by day, like A. iinitaria, it flies by
preference somewhat late in the evening. It appears to be one of

those species which can only be obtained in any numbers Avhen the

males are assembling, and that, to get a good series, one should
search with a lantern on the herbage where the males are flying, for a

female. No doubt it is easy to breed, like most of its congeners.

—

J. W. Tutt. April, 1896.

Eare British Lepidoptera.—In my previous note (^py)it. Rcc, vol.

vii., p. 317), I dreAv attention to Si/nia inuscnlosa, and asked for

information. Thi-ee more were sold in the Rev. C. A. Sladen's collection.

These were labelled as follows: -" W'ye Downs, 1885, Morley collec-

tion "
; "Brighton, 1878, Stowell collection"; " Bristow, Bexhill,
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Harper collection," and sold for G/-, 1/-, 4/- each respectively.

Lot 115

—

'^ Xi/liita '.inrhi'iiii, Deal, 1SS(), A. Austin," fetched 5/-;

there was also " T. Dstrina, Freshwater, Rogers," which, with

73 other insects, went for 5/- ; Ihilctohia fHluiniaria, " Blackheath,
Stevens," went for 5/- ; 3 Strrrha sarraiia and 2 Lijtlnia purpKrarid,
" Essex, Button," went with HI other insects for 6/-. Is there really

no entomologist in the country who can give me information as to

Sj/iiia iiiusriddsa and T,i/t/iria jiurjiKraria as British species?

—

John
Bull, London. Ajuil, 189G.

Early Sallowincj.—On March 21st .Mr. Duncan and myself paid

a visit to our favourite early sallow, and to our astonishment found it

in full hloom. Having returned home for our sheets, we arrived at it

again at half-past seven in the evening, and made three separate

shakes, capturing six Trtc^/Zorrtz/^w //o^/z/Vv/, three T. stahilis and three

T. iiici'iia, together with a fair number of worn Scdpclo^^iiiia satdlitia,

Calocaiiijia I'.ndcta and (hrlidiJia racciiiii. From the appearance of the

sallows in the woods they will not be out for at least another fortnight,

but this is out in the open, and is always a fortnight before the rest.

This is the earliest record I have ever made for the appearance of

T. i/dt/iica and 7'. .stahilis. In reading Mr. Tutt's article of March 1st

on " Sallowing," it struck me at the time that Dr. Chapman would be
unable to carry out his method of working sallows in this district,

because all our sallow trees are trees, and not mere shrubs. One tree

in particular we are in the habit of Avorking is at least thirty feet high,

with a trunk of six feet in circumference, and even the lower branches
are ten or twelve feet above our heads. The only way we can work
this is by taking one limb of the tree at a time, and Mr. Duncan
climbs (I am not a climber) as far as he possibly can to the end of the

branch, and there goes through various antics in his endeavours to

shake it, which remind one of the habits of some of the large

anthropoid apes, for his mutterings and chattering, as a rule, are

entirely unintelligible, except perhaps when one of his eyes gets half

impaled on a projecting twig, and then one could almost fancy oneself

on a dark morning in Billingsgate market. While all these manoeuvres
are going on up in the tree, hosts of catkins, earwigs, queen wasps
and moths come hailing down upon the sheets and myself, and then
my curiosity to look into the sheets has still to wait, as I must show a
light to enable Mr. Duncan to find his way down the trunk. We
then both start together and search the sheets, going on the principle

of " findings, keepings." The only ideal way of working this

particular tree would be to spread underneath it the mainsail of a
man-of-war, and have ropes attached to the top, with a team of men,
who have been well trained in the game of " tug of war," to maniim-
late the ropes. I feel sure that if this could only be done we could
supply all the collectors in Britain with a full series of all their

wants.

—

Montague Gunning, M.D., Montrose. April '12nd, 1896.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Note on the use of Xanthia.—In recent papers I have noted the

fact that Ochsenheimer identifies Wnhwi'v^fulviujo \\\i\\p(dr(ura, hence
the true type of Xanthia becomes the latter species. I had hoped to
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avoid what is a distressing change, by assuming that the ftdrai/d of

the Tcntaiiicii was fidrai/d, L. { = (rra(i(i, F.) ; but Mr. L. B. Prout
writes me that this assumption cannot be accepted in the face of the

fact that the Linnean name oifnlrai/i> iovccrai/o was not at all employed
in Germany till comparatively (juite recently. For the palcacca of

Esper, the fidrai/d of Schili'ermiiiler, we must use Xiotthia, Hiibn.,

Tciitaitioi, 1H06. Thus Knaniia, Hiibn., Vii^riclniiss, 285, falls before

Xantliia. Hiibner himself identifies tSchitfermiiller's fidrat/o with
IHilcarca in the Vfrzcic/ntiss, and there seems no possible doubt that the

Tciitaiiicn names are used in the sense in which they were employed
by Schiliermiiller. In the Vt'r-cichjiias, 234, we first have the term
L'irr/ii'a for citrai/o, L., and fidnKjo, Linn. (= .sidp/iurai/d, Schifl". =
iH-hrafid, Esper). This latter identification is now considered erroneous,

and the insect is sidphnrat/d, Fab., a species I have not been able to

examine. Mr. J. W. Tutt kindly writes me that he has separated
citraijd generically from the old genus '^ XaiitJua '' under the name
TiUari'a. If Cirrliia has been previously used by any author since

Hiibner, for citrof/d alone, then ritiai/d becomes thereby the type of
( 'irrhia. Or if, again, sidpJiuraifd is not generically distinct, or belongs
to some iin-ridiisli/ named genus, leaving citra<id for Cirr/iia, then
TiUacea would fall. If mlpliurcKju is a " Xaiithia,'' which, from what I

can learn, I doubt, then it might become the type of the genus for

Avhich ('irrhia would be retained. At present we have Tilia<r<( citrai/d

and Cirrliia suljduiraiid, an unknown quantity. In ascertaining the

type of a genus, a knowledge of the literature a)id a knowledge of

structure must go hand in hand and work together. Either failing,

the facit is unreliable. After ( 'irrhia we come to Citria, rV/'cr'/rA;;m,

284,

—

rcrai/d, Schifi'., and silaiid, Hiibn. = jiaraiio, Fabr. = tai/ata, Esp.
This seems, then, the earliest term for what we have been calling
" Xaiithia." I would propose, then, to call the genus, (Jitria, with
tiaraijd, Fabr., as type, a species found in North America as well, the

choice being open. We then come to Mcllinia, Veri., 235, for

pallcaiid — iiilvaijd var. and drdlaris, Borkh. If these two (or perhaps
only one) species are generically identical with Citria fiaca<id, the term
will, of course, fall.—A. R. CIroti:, M.A., Hildesheim. April, 1896.

Tabulated, these results of Professor Grote give the following-

changes in the British List :

—

Citria, Hb. Mellinia, Hb.
flavago, Fab. gilvago, Esp.
fulvago, Linn.

|

ocellaris, Bkh.
Tiliacea, Tutt.

|

circellaris, Hufn.
citrago, Linn. Xanthia, Hb.
? aurago. Fab. paleacea, Esp.

We have no hesitation in asserting that the insects at present

included in the genus Xanthia belong to at least three distinct

genera. Whether anrai/d belongs Avith citrai/d or not there is at present

insufficient evidence to decide, but the little that is known would
suggest that its affinities are rather with Tiliacea than with the other
genera.—J. W. Tutt.

Distribution of Tortrix vibukniana.—My friend, Mr. .J. E. Robson,
is in error in stating {ante, p. 2G6) that Tartri.r ribumiuna is "only
found on Northern moors," for it is very abundant on the extensive

tracts of moorland in this part of the South Coast : the larvfe are

plentiful on Mi/rica [/ale, as well as other plants, and in 1894 I found
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them commonly on /."//;.v unijur. Perhaps 'Sh. Robson has been mis-

led by Stainton's remark in Man., ii., 198, that rihtcniUuia is " common
on nioors in the North of England and Scotland," but Stainton

cannot have meant to imply that it did not occur in the South, for he

derived all his information about the Tortrices from S. J. Wilkinson's

work, and AVilkinson says (Brit. Tort., p. 44) "occurs throughout the

country, but more commonly in the North of England ; also in

Scotland, and at Killarney, in Ireland."

—

Eustace R. Bankes, M.A.,

F.E.S., The Rectory, Corfe Castle, Dorset. March 28th, 1896.

Structure of Copismerinthus. — In illustration of my note on
the British species of Snierin-

thus ( Knt. Berord, vii., 56 y, I

olier the above drawing of
( '(ijiisiin'ri)ithi(s occllatus, Linn,

sp.* The figures are of

natural size. The veins

numbered are in accord with

the amended system Redten-

bacher—Comstock [Vcnatinn of

the irint/s of Inserts, 1895, 83).

Fig. 1, Primary wing of Cojii-

snicrinthus occllatus ; Fig. 2,

secondary ditto, (
'., cross vein ; Fig. 3, fore-leg, with tibial spine {$).

—A. Radcliffe Grote, M.A., Roemer Mus., Hildesheim.

* Consult also Grt., Jonrn. N. Y. Ent. Soc, iii'., 132.

J§>RACTICAL HINTS.
Re-paperixu cabinet drawers.—I never re-colour cabinet drawers,

but always re-paper them when necessary. To do this, first paper the

bottom of the drawer (the paper should be cut about half-an-inch

each way in excess of measurement), affix with starch paste, and

afterwards add the top and bottom strips, each to come round the

corners about half-an-inch ; the side strips should be cut into lengths

exactly of the measurement required, and must be put on last. All

these strips are added after the bottom is dry, and they should be

higher than the sides of the drawer, the superfluous height to be

trimmed oti' afterwards (when stiffly hardened) with a sharp knife

edge. Various papers have been suggested, but I find the best and

cheapest to be what paper-hangers call lining paper—ninepence a roll

of about twelve yards. This is far better than cartridge or other

fabrics, has but few blemishes, and is sufficiently porous to take the

damp readily.— S. Webb, Maidstone House, Dover. April, 1896.

I prefer re-papering cabinet drawers to painting them, and always

use the wall -lining paper recommended by Mr. Webb, which is soft,

and does not turn up the points of the pins. I remove the old paper

by thoroughly wetting two or three folds of calico in hot water and lay-

ing them in the drawer. These moisten the old paste in a short time,

when the paper is easily stripped off. 1 always dissolve a lump of

carbolic acid in the paste before using —-T. Mason, Clevedon Court

Lodge, Somerset. April, 1896.

Painting cabinet drawers.—With regard to Mr. Studd's query

[Ent. liec, vii., p. 277), the best paint for doing cabinet drawers is, I
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think, that given in Tin- Insrct I l/intcr's ('omjianlini, p. 81. It is made
as follows :

— " Dissolve about a di-achm of isinglass in half a pint of

boiling water. Let the solution stand until cold ; then remove the

clear jelly. Warm this and mix it with the best zinc wliite (oxide of

zinc) and an additional half-pint of water, until you have a paint of

the consistence of good cream ; stir in, until perfectly mixed, an

almost imperceptible amount of ultramarine blue, and an addition of

two grains of powdered white arsenic. This paint is whiter than

paper, besides, it prevents the diffusion of grease." I used to keep

my insects in store-boxes painted with this, and found it very satis-

factory.—(Major) R. B. Robertson, Wellington Court, Cheltenham.

April, ISdG.

I paint my drawers instead of, and to avoid the, to me, difticulties

of re-papering. The inodns ojirranili is simple in the extreme. I buy

small bottles of " Chinese White," from Reeves and Son, colourmen,

Cheapside, mix with plain water, in a saucer, to the consistency of

thin cream, give two or three rubs with a stick of Indian ink, to take

off the dead whiteness, and then paint the drawers (having first

cleaned them) with a large flat water brush, such as is used in offices

to damp press copy letter-books ; take up any surplus litjuid with a

piece of blotting-paper, and then dry the drawers carefully by the

tire. The use of gum gives a glazed appearance, which I deem
unsatisfactory and therefore avoid.—T. W. Hall, F.E S., Stanhope,

The Crescent, Croydon. Ajiril, 1896.

The object of my previous note (A'»^. /(Vr., vii., p. 277) is to get a paint

which can be used over paper. My object is twofold : (1) To get a surface

on which pencil lines can be ruled and easily got rid of when required
;

the paint I have been using does this admirably. (2) To discourage

mites and mould without injury to the insects. It is here that I fear

my paint, for some reason, fails. Though I have no mould and can

tind no traces of mites, my insects (which do not touch the bottom of

the drawer) are apt to get fringed, and to have a worn appearance.

Of course, not all, or even most, but still an appreciable percentage,

Tnjiihai'na jiinbria being an especial victim. The drawers are kept well

supplied with naphthaline. Is it safe to dip insects in corrosive subli-

mate dissolved in alcohol, as recommended by Mr. Chope {Kntovi.,

xxviii., p. 388) ? and what Avould be its effect on the fringes of the

insects thus dipped?—p]. F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L., F.E.S., Oxton,

Exeter. April 13th, 1896.

There is no doubt that the advice given by Mr. Chope (A'«^oh/.,

xxviii., p. 338), and referred to by Mr. Studd, is about as bad as can

be offered. I remember well, as a youngster, dipping insects in cor-

rosive sublimate dissolved in alcohol, with a most marvellous and

unlooked for result, the specimens becoming covered, as Mr. Richard-

son pomts out,* with a white coating, which entirely spoilt them.

The use of corrosive sublimate should be always carried out with

great care, and the weakness of the solution should be, as JNIr.

Richardson further explains, such that no possible deposit can be

detected after the evaporation of the fluid. The off'-hand advice of

one beginner to another (or to older hands, who think that the said

beginner is an authority on such matters), often results in working

considerable injury to the specimens of those who profit by such

crude and undigested information.—J. W. Tutt.

* Mr. Kichaixlson's note has unfortunately been crowded out of this issue.—Ed.
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Field work for April and May.

By J. W. TUTT, FES.

1.—During April the larvic of Girrhoidia .irrampclijta are to be

found under moss on ash trunks, or among the ash-blossoms. They
are more readily obtained by night, feeding on the blossoms.

2.—During April, Apaiiira uiuniiniis pupates under loose bark of

willow trees, or in stems of thistles.

8.—In early April collect the dead teazle heads of the previous

year. Keep in a bandbox, and you will breed J'ciitliina (/cnticnia and
FAipocrilia i-iis(>ana

.

4.—During April, the small bushes in a recently cut wood should

be searched by night for larvte of AjiUrta tiiirta, Tri/iiJiaoia fimbria, etc.

5.—Search the trunks of apple trees during April for Kupit/nria

coiisii/nata.

6.—During April, the small larvje of I'crirallia si/riiif/aria are to be

found hanging at night from their food-plant (honeysuckle).

7.— In the months of April and May the larv» of iHinia huoUana
are plentiful in the leaf buds of different species of Pinus. The
presence of a larva can be assumed by there being an opaque and
hollow resinous exiidation on a bud.

8.—When apple trees (crab or cultivated) are in blossom, collect

the blossoms that are spun together by a silken web. The larva of

KHjiit/wria nrtani/idatd feeds within.

9.—The larva of TctJiea suhtiisa is to be found on poplar, between

two leaves spun together. It is full-fed towards the end of May.
10.— In early May the terminal shoots of juniper bushes should be

searched for the feeding larvae of Arf/i/renthia dihrti'lla.

11.—Those who wish to pair Sjiilosiniia tncmlica must, as is the

case with many other species, put them in a cage through which a

current of air Idows.

12.—In May the full-fed larv« of fAurania littoralis are to be found

feeding by night on Aiinn(ii>hila anindiiiarra, and hiding by day at the

roots of the same plant.

13.—During May the larva of Tarnincaitijia i/rarilis may often be

found in marshy places, in tents formed of leaves of Spiraea abnaria

spun together.

14.—The larva of < 'lisincauijia lastnnsis will feed freely in gardens

on common garden chrysanthemums.
15.—During the first week in j\Iay the young larv* of Srotasia

vetulata mine the young shoots of llhaimius catliartiru.s, their presence

being indicated by the drooping condition of the young twigs. After

a week or so they emerge from the mine, and live in a shelter made by
spinning two or three young leaves together.

1(5.—Beating juniper in May gives larvje of luijiitlic<ia subrinata.

17.—During the first fortnight of May the larva of (hi/jitilus

/i('t('r(i(lact!/liis [tciicrii) is to be found full-fed on the leaves of Tfurriniii

N'-orodonia. The larva eats a small round hole into the stem about

two joints down, which causes the tip of the plant to droop, and then

eats the growing leaves around.

18.—In early May the larviE of Srsia jiliihoitliifniiiiis are to be found

feeding in the stems of sea-thrift {Statire aniicria), which grows in pro-

fusion in many coast districts. The stunted plants scattered in the
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clefts of waterworn rocks are those selected. A little red patch on the

cushion of thrift betrays the work of the larva, and after a little

practice affected plants may soon be recognised at a distance.

19.—During May the larvte of Drpn'ssaria niirella are to be found
on Kri/iiiiiitiii ; their presence may usually be detected by the dirty brown
appearance of the leaves, which they roll up.

20. —In May the larvae of Di/sc/nn-ista upsilon can be obtained in

abundance beneath the loose bark of willow trees, where they hide by
day. They go up at night to feed. The larva of Catocala imiita may
often be found in the same places.

21.—The birch trees on the Muckross peninsula at Killarney are

reported to be the exact haunts of Xatodaiifd hicidur in Ireland. The
imago appears in May, the larva in June.

22.—In April, look over the willow sticks that have baen cut in

woods (or elsewhere) during the previous winter. In them a number
of orifices will often be observed. The burrows contain the full-fed

larva? of TriHliiUiim honh/'fifdniir.

23.—-At the end of April and beginning of ^lay the larva of

Xqi/iopti'ri/.r abietiila sometimes feeds in a central shoot of Hcotch-fir.

It is, however, more often found in dead shoots of the previous year's

growth, eating out the pith. The stem or shoot which contains a

larva may be known by its decayed or sickly appearance, the needles

beinsf shrivelled and brown.

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London met on April 1st, 1896.

Mr. Champion exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Blatch, specimens of

QuEDius RiPARius, Kellner, capturcd in February last on the banks
of running streams at Porlock, Somerset. He remarked that the

insect was an interesting and unexpected addition to the British list,

and the second recent novelty from the west country, the other being
Or/it/n'biii.s h'jolm, Muls. and Rey, found at Ilfracombe, in June last,

by Mr Bennett. It would seem to indicate that further additions to

our list of Coleoptera might be expected from the country South of

the Bristol Channel. He added that Mr. Waterhouse had informed
him that he had seen specimens of the (Jucdius from ^Yales and
Scotland. Mr. Champion also exhibited a small collkction of Coleop-
tera MADE BY Mr. O. V. Aplin in Southern Tunis during various

expeditions inland from Gabes. The collection included some inter-

esting Tenebrionidte of the genera I'liiidia and Ailcsmia. Mr. Aplin
noticed specimens of these insects impaled by shrikes. Mr. Goss
exhibited, for Mr. Cameron, an apterous :malh: of Mutilla conti:acta,

taken by Mr. Rothney in Barrackpore, India. The specimen was
stated to be the first recorded instance in this species of a wingless
male, and was also abnormal in having the thorax incised laterally.

Dr. Sharp called attention to the fact that at a recent meeting of the

Society (March 20th, 1895, see ]'ror., 1895, p. x.) a specimen of a
SUPPOSED dimorphic FORM OF ONE OF THE SPECIES OF DyTISCUS WaS
examined, and Prof. Stewart enquired whether any anatomical
examination had been made of the sexual organs. He said that in

the Cotutf.s llcnihi.s Sue. JJordcau.r, 1894, there was an account of the

examination of the sexual organs of the supposed second form of

]>. niar;fi)ialis by Mons. Peytoureau, w^ho came to the conclusion that

it was really a distinct species, which be called B. hcrbeti. Dr. Sharp
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suggested that there must be some doubt as to M. Peytoureau's

conclusion, as there was a series of these double forms in connection

with this genus, and it would be a very extraordinary fact if in one

case the second form should be a distinct species, while in other

species of the same genus the form corresponding to it should be only

a variety. Prof. Poulton exhibited examples of the type labels

now in use in the Hope Collection at Oxford, and illustrated their

employment by projecting on the screen, by the lantern, a photograph

of the Westwood types of Afiucax Eusemli; described in F. Bates"

" Matabele Land " (Lond., 1881). He said that such labels, having

been once set up in type, could be reproduced in electrotype very

cheaply and efficiently. Black ink was considered better than red, on
account of its greater permanence. Mr. Verrall said he was of

opinion that no species should be described from a single specimen or

type, but from many specimens, and he wished every so-called

'"type" could be destroyed as soon as a species had been described

from it. Mr. lUandford exhibited a series of lantern slides showing

the USES TO AVUK'H I'UOTOtiUAPHY COULD BE PUT IN ENTOMOLOGICAL ILLUS-

TUATioN. The photographs shown included various Saturniidae, Yanca-

sitlae, species of Maiiustra, Tijnila, Opliiaii, Carabiix, Luccuiiis, Sitoncs,

etc., as well as one or two examples of insect injury, and a view in

Windsor Park showing oaks defoliated by Tortri.r rir'ulana. Mr.

Blandford said that the photographs were taken without any con-

siderable practice in photography ; that good and well-set specimens

were desirable for reproduction ; the colour-values had to be arrived

at by the careful use of orthochromatic methods, and a large lens of

good focal length should be used. Careful attention had to be paid

to the lighting of the objects, a point in which entomological experi-

ence was of great value. Prof. Meldola expressed surprise that

photography had hitherto been so little employed in the illustration of

works on Entomology. Prof. Poulton read a paper entitled " On
THE CouKTSMip OF CERTAIN KuKOPKAN AcuiDiiu.K." The authop Said

that these observations upon the courtship of Swiss Acridiulac were

made in the exceedingly favourable weather at the end of August

and beginning of September last year. He was much indebted to

Mr. F. .Jenkinson, of Cambridge, and Mr. V. F. Dickins for many inde-

pendent observations and valuable confirmation. The observations

were almost all made in the neighbourhood of the Weisshorn Hotel,

high above Vissoye, in the Val d'Anniviers. Prof. Poulton stated

that Dr. Sharp had been kind enough to name the species referred to

in the paper. Prof. Meldola expressed great interest in the paper,

and said that the observation of the habits of insects in the field

seemed to be much neglected by many entomologists. Dr. Sharp

remarked that there was a greater variety in the organs capable of

producing sound in the Orthoptera than was generally supposed.

The North London Natural History Society met on March
26th, 1896. The Curator announced a donation from Mr. Bacot of

lepidoptera from our " local district," including specimens of Cnlias

cdusa, T/ierla Ixiidtif, ( 'assiis lii/iiipcrdd, Zi'Uzcra pi/riua, Picraimra

riniila, J h'/ifrn/i/hi ^trdhriiiscida, Churtudes arcuosa, Hj/dniccia iiiititans,

Tri]diiis(t (hihitutd, Scafusid r/idiiniata. Exhibits: Mr. Prout, a series

OF Caradiuna jiokpheus var. obscura, Tutt, bred from ova from North

London. Misses Simmons and Nicholson had both observed bees at

WORK. The former lady had noticed that the bee does not curl its
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proboscis every time it takes pollen, but flies about with it extended

until it has quite a large amount of pollen sticking to it. Mr.
Woodward had captured at Eppinu Forest five AiJip/u'dasi/s stratiti'ut

on March 22nd, where he had also found lirepluis part/iritias, just

coming out.

jSiEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Butterflies of Sumatra.*'

This list, as it is callei by its authors, runs to just 200 pages. It

is not at all a dry series of names, but is annotated throughout with

remarks on the magnificent denizens, which haunt the woods to be

found in the north-east of the island. This tropical island contains

8,000 more square miles than the British Islands, and its position,

exactly bisected by the equator, makes it apparently a perfect paradise

of butterfly life, 756 species of which are given as inhabiting the north-

east of the island. The description of the island and of the collectors

employed is exceedingly interesting, but even here cultivation is playing

havoc with the insect fauna. '

' The plains were formerly entirely covered

with large dense, lofty primeval forest, but this has had to make way
for the miserable tobacco plant, the cultivation of which began about

the year 1865. The primeval forest, once destroyed by fire and the

axe, does not grow again, but is replaced by a high-growing and
tenacious species of grass {Imperata anuuUnana)
which now entirely covers all the ground temporarily unoccupied by

tobacco. The cultivation of the nicotinous plant pays so highly and
yearly so increases in extent, that there is now no forest whatever

left in the true tobacco district of Deli .... and as the Iiiijicrata

anindlnacea is not liked by any animal, there have disappeared, not

only all the interesting pachyderms, but also all the butterflies whose
food-plants are in the forests. Ten or twelve years ago, or even six or

eight, certain species, for instance, the dift'erent black and brown
Knploeas, were to be found commonly everywhere. But then all the

forest had not been cut down ; now these species are never seen, having

retired to the well-wooded outer hills and mountains or to the

boundaries of the tobacco districts."

Of the collectors we read:—"Our collectors were usually Battaks

from the two mountainous zones ; to places in the plains we usually

sent two very clever Chinamen. The latter were most zealous if given

some advance of pay, which allowed them to buy some necessary

provisions and the never-to-be-omitted opium. On their return with

their bag of captured butterflies they received the balance of their

monthly salary, together with an extra bonus for any rarer spoil they

may have been fortunate enough to capture. The Battaks received

some rice and salt fish, enough to feed them for a fortnight, before leav-

ing for the mountains, but as they are inveterate gamblers, and will not

turn out of their villages until they have lost at some game of hazard

every cent they possess, no advance in cash was given them." ....
In 1893 and 1894 Mr. de Niceville induced three amateur collectors

in British India to send down to Sumatra some of the well-known

Lepcha collectors from Darjiling to Dr. IMartin's care. These men met
with very good success, though at first they Avere afraid to mix with

*A list of the Butterflies of Sumatra, by L. de Niceville, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S., and
Hofrath Dr. L. Martin [Calcutta : The Baptist Mission Press].
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the cannibal Battaks, and refused to go to the mountains. However,
after giving them a Battak guide and interpreter, they went oft" to the

hills regularly, and did very well there.

There are many interesting notes on mimicry. One of these relates

to a very peculiar endemic form of the female of Pa/iilio incnnKni,

Linn. " It belongs to the first form of female of the species, l.i'., the

form which has no tail to the hindwing and is most like the male
;

the second form is also tailless, but has a large white patch on the

outer half of the hindwing never found in the first form. This

peculiar first form female has the ' epaulettes ' {i.e., the basal portion

of the discoidal cell of the forewing on both surfaces) almost pure

white, faintly tinged only with ochreous, so that it may perhaps be

called cream-coloured. It probably mimics the second form female of

P. forhcsi, which also possesses similar white epaulettes, the first form
lacking them altogether, and is therefore like the male. It may be

urged against this theory that females of 7'. forbcsl are very rare,

especially the white-epauletted second form. Dr. Martin having

obtained only two specimens of it, but this scarcity is probably more
apparent than real, both sexes of /'. forhrsi occurring in equal numbers,
but the males, coming down to the hill streams to drink, are caught

in large numbers, while their less thirsty spouses keep only to the

thick forest, where they escape the dangers of the butterfly net."

British entomologists will be greatly interested in the remarks on
Anosia an-hippus (^<'i-ijipiis), which has occurred in Malayana. The
authors follow out mainly the line of argument taken by Dr. Buckell

(Kut. Ui'coyd, vol. v., p 1) to whose article they refer, but refuse to

accept airliipinis, Fab., as the correct name for the species, when
erippHs, Cramer, is so distinctly the older name. Of its distribution

Mr. Niceville writes:— "Mr. W. F. Kirby has already recorded it

from Java. I now for the first time, I believe, record it from North
Borneo, the late Mr. W. Davison having sent me a male
specimen from that island. The Rev. W. J. Holland notes that he
has received it from Borneo and Java, also its occurrence in the

Azores. In Part ii. of a new edition of Morris' liisttnii nf ]>ritis/i

BKfti'rtlic^, p. 72, it is stated to have been found in the Andaman
Islands. Furthermore, the late Mr. E. F. T. Atkinson, in 1889,

presented a female specimen of this species to the Indian Museum,
Calcutta, which was captured on April 19th, 1889, by Mr. C. White,

the chief officer on board the P. and 0. s.s., ' Ravenna,' in the

Straits of jMalacca (which is at the point where the butterfly was caught
only a few miles broad). It is, therefore, not at all improbable that

the butterfly flew from either the adjacent island of Sumatra or from
the Asiatic mainland."
The book is full of good, interesting and readable notes; scarcely

a species is mentioned that has not some original observations on its

variation and habits attached to it. It is very rarely that one meets a

l.ixt of butterflies of an unknown country that one can read with

pleasure. This one can be so read, independently of its value as a

work for reference.

Errata. — Vol. vii., p. 293, line 3/5, for " mmndosa " read
" vitclli}ut."—Vol. vii., p. 294, line 12 from bottom, for " Stift' hairs

intermixed" read " Stiff' hairs not intermixed,"—Vol, vii., p. 320, line

21, for " pi/roiiiidca'' read " traijopofjonis,"
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JOURNAL OF VARIATION.
Vol. VIII. No. 2. May 15th, 1896.

The Relationship of the lower Lepldoptera with Trichoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

McLachlan, in 1865, and Speyer, in 1870, pointed out certain

broad affinities between the Trichoptera and some families of the

Lepidoptera. Packard, in 1863, suggested somewhat similar affini-

ties, but no one thought of rejecting co-ordinal relationship between
the two Orders. The general affinities then discussed have since been
considerably amplified ; but not imtil the meeting of the Entom. Soc.

of London, March 4th, 1896, when Dr. Sharp made his remarkable

statement, has any authoritative entomologist attempted to unite

Trichoptera and Lepidoptera. That there is much to be said on both

sides one must admit, but our views are against the union of the two
Orders.

Commenting on the pupa of a species of Mirroptcvyx (probably

semijiurpitrt'Ua), which had been sent to him by Dr. Chapman, Dr.

Sharp stated that he " considered the pupa to be that of a Trichop-

terous insect ; most of its structures were those of Trichoptera, and
the account given by Dr. Chapman of its emergence showed that

this was essentially the same as that of Trichoptera. He remarked
that the imago of this division of Mirnijitoi/x had been already shown
to approach Trichoptera in several respects, and suggested that it

should be treated as a group of Trichoptera Avhose larvae are not
aquatic in habits. '••'' If this course were not adopted he felt clear that

Trichoptera could not be maintained distinct as an Order from Lepi-

doptera. He remarked on the peculiar projection from the head of the

pupa of Microj>te)i/.r, and suggested that it might be comparable with
the head-vesicle of the nymph, or primary pupa, of Lepidoptera. He
also called attention to the importance, for a classification of Lepi-

doptera, of obtaining a full knowledge of the structure and life-history

of Eriocepliala caltJuila.''

This is positive enough, for an opinion, and it suggests to us that

the consideration of some of our most generalised Lepidoptera, and
the views held by various authorities with regard to them, might prove
of interest.

Now that the generalised structure of certain moths has become
recognised, there appears to be a tendency to assume that such moths

For the description of a Trichopterous non-aquatic insect, vide E. McLachlan
on " Cases of Enokyla piisilla," E. M. M., vol. v., p. 43.

—

Ed.
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are closely related to each other. This assumption is, in a measure,
true, yet it is likely to be misleading, if we group these generalised

forms into a single super-family, rather than into separate super-

families, each with the more specialised families, which have origi-

nated from or near to it, in connection with tlie stem form.

The most generalised of all our Lepidoptera is the Super-family
Eriocephalides. This comprises the British species Krioccplicda

raltJiclla, xcppella, aruncdla, aureatella, thunht'i(/ella and vtansurtiilu.

Walter discovered that J\. ralthclla had maxillae constructed on the

type of those of biting or mandibulate insects. Chapman has further

discovered that the larvie have remarkable prolegs and antennie.

The complete life-history of a member of this genus is one of the

greatest desiderata of entomological science. Owing to the great

difference betAveen these and all other Lepidoptera, Packard divides the

Order into two great divisions or Sub-orders. These he calls

—

I. Sub-order : Lepidoptera-laciniata. II. Sub-order : Lepidoptera-

HAUSTELLATA. The Lepidoptera-laciniata includcs only the Erioce-

phalides. Formerly the species in the single genus Krioccpliala,

at present comprising the Sub-order, Lepidoptera-laciniata, were
included in the genus Micnqitcnjx. Meyrick still classifies them with

the Mivrojitci-i/i/iilaf, making the latter family consist of the two genera,

Mierapterj/.r and Kiineepluda. This in no wise represents the facts,

and Packard's method of setting them oft' as a Sub-order equivalent

to all other Lepidoptera is preferable. Not only do the Eriocephalides

difier from all other Lepidoptera in the structure of the imaginal
mouth-parts (maxillary lobes, mandibles, etc.), but also in the more
generalised condition of the thorax and abdomen of the imago. The
larva is quite unlike that of any other lepidopterous insect, and as far

removed as can be imagined from the apodal larvae of the true

Micropterygides. It has large 4 -jointed antenna? and 8 pairs of

remarkable prolegs. The neuration of the imago is also highly

generalised, and the wings are united with a jugum. In the two
latter characters the Eriocephalides resemble Trichoptera.

The general appearance of the imagines of the Eriocephalides

is not unlike that of the Micropterygides, the next Super-family to

be considered, as presenting more generalised characters than any
other Super-family except the Eriocephalides, just considered. So
dift'erent, however, are these structurally from each other, that the

jNIicropterygides are placed in the Sub-order, Lepidoptera-haustellata

by Packard. They are, however, very different from any other of the

numerous Super-families in this Sub-order, and hence Packard gives

them a separate division to themselves. He sub-divides as follows :
—

' \. Pal.eolepidoptera (Pup^e

liberae).

2. Neolepidoptera (Pupre-

incompleta? and Pupas-

obtectte).

The division which the Micropterygides occupy alone is called

PALiEO-LEPiDOPTERA. It is characterised by—(1) The generalised

form of venation. (2) The union of the fore- and hind-wings by a

jugum. (B) The remarkable pupa in which the antenna, mouth-parts
and limbs are free. (4) The enormous pupal mandibles, described

by Chapman as being adapted for cutting through the dense cocoon,

Sub-order : Lepidoptera-haustellata^
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(5) The strange apodal larva. This division, then, presents also the Tri-

chopterid characters possessed by the Eriocephalides, both as regards

neuration and jugum.
The only other Super-family of Lepidoptera known at present to

possess a jugum is Hepialides. It also exhibits the generalised form

of neuration characteristic of the Trichoptera, and hence, like the

Micropterygides and Eriocephalides, may be said to possess certain

Trichopterid characters. Hepialides, however, although preserving

these ancestral characters, has become exceedingly specialised in other

Avays, and, since the sum total of characters presented by a Super-

family must be considered as a whole in determining its position, this

Super-family must be placed far away from Micropterygides, with

which it shows no alliance except the general characters which both

have retained from the Trichopterid ancestors from which they originally

sprung. On these grounds, Packard has placed Hepialides in the

division Neo-Lepidoptera, and not with the Micropterygides in

Pal.eo-Lepidoptera. He says that the Hepialides should be placed

very near the base, although they present in their boring larval

habits, in the reduced maxillary and labial palpi, and the entire

absence of a haustellum and of mandibles, a considerable degree of

modification compared Avith the Micropterygidae.

It will thus be observed that we have three Super-families of the

Lepidoptera which present close affinities with the Trichoptera, and

yet, considered from all points of their structure, bear no very close

relationship to each other. So little is yet known of the remarkable

Proto-Lepidoptera (Eriocephalides), that we can only follow Chap-

man and Packard in our consideration of them ; but Micropterygides

and Hepialides give us some tangible ground to go upon.

Those entomologists who refuse to look at anything besides

neuration and wing peculiarities, have observed the striking resem-

blance of the neuration of these three otherwise unlike Super-families,

and when they have found this to be supported by the presence of

the jugum or yoke, by which the wings are held together, they have

immediately jumped to the conclusion that these Super-families are

in reality closely allied. On these grounds Comstock united them
into the Sub-order, Jugate, and Meyrick (on imaginal characters)

follows suit. Now it is easy to see that the whole value of the

characters, which have been worked out with so much care and

patience, are in danger of being entirely misunderstood. We have

already seen how Packard clears up what has been an actual, and

is still a probable, source of error ; and Chapman has had to do

the same.

Chapman has shown, indeed, that even on neurational grounds

alone these authorities are wrong. He shows that " the cell does not

exist as such in Pal.eo-Lepidoptera (Packard), but is a most definite

feature in the higher Neo-Lepidoptera (Packard). In Jli'iiialus the

formation of the cell has already made definite progress, and so,

treated from a neurational standpoint alone, it is possible to place

llcjiialm in the Neo-Lepidoptera, and separate it from the Micro-

pterygides." To substantiate his position, he argues: "Supposing
the maxillary palpus had been taken as the structure on which to

base a classification, we might then have started with the Pal^o-

Lepidopteua, progressed through certain Tineina, reached the Pyra-
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LiDEs, and then might have placed the Hepiai,ides above these.

This ilhistrates the absurdity of treating a single character in a
mechanical or Linna^an manner, and serves also to show the import-
ance of handling your one structural character in a proper way.
It serves also to show, as might be shown from half-a-dozen other

characters, that llepialus belongs to the Neo- and not to the Pal.eo-
Lepidoi'tera, and that a wide gap exists between llrpialus and
MicroiiU'rijx, a gap vertically, as well as laterally. Different forms
of the lowest Neo-Lepidoptera have retained, in different degrees,

different characters of the Pal.eo-Lepidoptera. The Hepialides
happen to have retained especially certain wing characters, but they
have diverged as regards maxillary palpi and some other imaginal
characters, such as ocelli and tibial spurs, both characters which are

up to this point in a very unfixed state ; they have also largely

diverged as regards larval and pupal characters. A larva with well-

developed prolegs, and a pupa with so many parts well fixed, cannot
belong to the Paljco-Lepidoptera. It would be quite as correct to

place Hctt'nii/cncidac*'-'' in the Micropterygides (Paheo-Lepidoptera)
because all (1— 7) the abdominal segments of the pupa are free, as to

place Hcpialus there because it retains the jugum and additional veins

to the hind-wing."
The error into which Meyrick has fallen, and which Dr. Chapman

has pointed out, is one into which any superficial worker can easily

fall. We were astonished, however, to read in Xatiire (March 26th,

1896), in a review of our little book on Jh-itish MatJifi, the folloAving (by

Mr. W. H. F. Blandford) :
—" Hcpialidai', MicrojiU'ri/f/idac and Erim-r-

pltaluiae are separated from each other by numerous families,

although the position, remote from all other Lepidoptera, that has
been assigned to the three, is one of the most important and widely-

accepted of recent changes." This is true in a measure. The
Eriocephalides and Micropterygides are remote from all other

Lepidoptera, up to a certain limited point. The latter, how^ever,

probably forms the base from which the Adelid, Tineid and other families

which have largely preserved the maxillary palpi arose, and, there-

fore, these families must of necessity be brought into close connec-
tion with and cluster around their stirps.

On the other hand, the Hepialides probably represent the stirps from
which the Zeuzerids and Cossids arose (maybe even the Zyga'uids are

high along this line of development). The cell in the fore-wing of

Zeuzera is directly traceable from that of Ucinaln^, and that of ( V^.s.sh.s

is also near. Other characters, particularly larval and pupal, also

suggest affinities, and hence, in any system of classification, the families

represented by these must be brought into close connection with
Hepialides. Of this Speyer says, in his interesting paper (^Stctt. Knt. Xeit.,

1870), that the neuration of Ilcpialidac and (Jossidac is very similar,

and that they resemble the Trichoptera no less than the Microjitfn/i/idac,

though the ilcpialidac exhibit other close analogies to the Trichoptera.

He adds that the middle cell of the wing in the Phr>i(jancidae is not

fundamentally different from that of the Ilcpialidac, C'os.sidac and
Microptoijfjidae. He further associates the Xi/i/acnidac with the

(Jossidac, ( 'ochlinpodidae, Hctcrom/nidae, Psycliidae and Hcpialidac, and
remarks that all these families are isolated among the Macros

• Includes the two British species Limacodes asella and Heterogenea testudo.
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(p. 221). Chapman says that in neuration we find the next stage

(in the evohition of the diseoidal cell) to that obseiwable in I Icjiutlits, " in

Zeuzcra, and we pass on without any great hiatus to Cossus. In

several higher groups, and especially in many Torthicides, certain

records of the later stages of the process remain. A similar evolution

may be traced in the Tineid stirps."

The most recent work on the subject, therefore, suggests that the

Micropterygides is the remnant of the ancestral stirps from which the

Adelids, etc., have been derived, whilst Hepialides is the remnant

of another ancestral stirps, from which the Zeuzerids and Cossids have

been derived. We have yet to learn that the characters which both

have in common with the Trichoptera, ally them very closely to each

other, or that it is scientifically correct to unite two such dissimilar

bases in the same Sub-order

—

Jugat.e—as is done by Comstock, instead

of with those more specialised families which have sprung from them.

We have seen, then, that the Jugat.e as a Sub-order cannot stand,

but that each of the Super-families included therein must be grouped,

as it were, with the higher or more specialised families which have

sprung therefrom, if the system of classification adopted is to exhibit

any real relationships. In the same way it is possible that, as our

information becomes less fragmentary, many of the Super-families in

Chapman's Incomplet.e will be shown to lead directly or indirectly to

Super-families now included in Obtect.f., so that these names will fall,

so far as indicating relationships, and this we take it is the ultimate

end of all systems of classification. At the same time we trust that

we have shown that one can be logical, and yet (in a book) separate

Hi'piaUdac, Microjitcri/tjiihte and KrwcephaUdae by numerous families,

and that their position, remote from all other Lepidoptera, except in

the restricted sense that Ave have explained, is not a very widely-

accepted change, however important it may be.

Entomology, Evolution, and Romance: a plea for a new departure.

[A Criticism of Mr. Frost's Article] .

By H. H. CORBETT, M.R.C.S.

The somewhat extraordinary essay under the above heading, Avhich

appeared in Tlic Entcniioldi/iifs Record, vol. vii., No, 12, should not, I

think, be allowed to pass without some comment, and with your per-

mission I offer a feAv criticisms on passages selected si'iiatini from it.

" A dictionary states that entomology treats of insects ; this would

be more correct to-day if put in the past tense." Why in the past tense ?

Does not entomology to-day treat of insects ? Is not every insect in

itself " a definite coherent heterogeneity," which in its life-history has

undergone changes from a state of " homogeneity " (ovum) ; and are

not our entomologists of the new school endeavouring to work out the

meaning of the various stages, the " history of the steps ?
"

"Mr. Herbert Spencer laid down the rule, "That no analytical

truths, no combination of analytical truths, can ever make up that

synthesis of thought which alone must be the interpretation of the

synthesis of things. He fortunately never carried this principle very

far towards its logical conclusion, &c." Quite true, analysis, whether

chemical, or by the scalpel, can never result in synthesis. But when
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a thing, the result of synthesis, r.//., imago, is presented to us in various

stages of its synthesis, r.;/., pupa, larva, and ovum, and all the varied

states of each of them, we can, hy analysing each stage of its

existence, arrive at some sound data upon which to form " the interpre-

tation of the synthesis of the thing." Surely if entomology be a

science, " the means are justified by the end proposed," the furtherance

of truth. "What are the ends proposed by entomologists to-day?

Are they not many in number ? " Yes !
" And chaotic in

direction'?" No! They are retried in direction. One may be

studying the embryology of insects, another the differences in imaginal

structure, yet another tlieir habits in a state of nature. But all who
are entonwhKjhU are endeavouring to add some new fact or sound
theory to help explain the why and how of life.

" The man in the street " knows little, and cares less, of the doings

of the vanguard in any branch of science. The names of the great

leaders—the Huxleys and Tyndalls—are known to him ; the lesser

lights working each in his own special line are unknown. Hence the

difference.

On the subject of nomenclature I will not touch, as it is somewhat
outside the title of the essay.

The suggestion that Dickens' American spiritualist possessed the

right type of mind for a practical naturalist, the " kind of person
"

that " should be sent into the field to observe and to collect facts," is

truly beautiful ! "He can be absolutely trusted " to fail to distinguish
" bosh " from sense, even when the bosh is palpably due, as bosh ever

is, to error.

Then in the next paragraph we meet once again the old ! old ! !

story of the certainty of the theories of philosophers being sooner or

later contradicted. Where are the philosophers of to-day who contra-

dict tlu' laws of gravitation ; the spheroidal form of the earth, or the

fact that the earth revolves round the sun, and not rice rrrsa ! Of
course, when a great new philosophy begins, there are siire to be among
its exponents some who make mistakes, and such mistakes are certain,

sooner or later, to be corrected ; but the truth of tlie original philosophy

is not thereby shaken.

The " Will of the Wisp " metaphor is not a happy one, because, as

I have endeavoured to show in the last paragraph, facts do not

decompose.
In support of his argument the essayist goes on to mention the

fossil insects that have been found in the Kainozoic and Mesozoic

rocks, and after telling us that all such insect remains are referable

to well-known recent groups, he adds, " These facts are suggestive.

How far beyond the Palaeozoic epoch must we look for the parent types

of each division, letting alone their common parent ? " I quite agree

that these facts are suggestive, but other equally suggestive facts are

omitted. It is quite unnecessary to go " beyond the PaUeozoic epoch,"

wherever that may be, but if such insect remains as have been found

in the Paheozoic deposits be examined, they will be found to be of very

generalised and archaic types. Such remains have only been found,

so far as I know, in the Devonian and Carboniferous formations. The
vast ages represented by the Laurentain, Cambrian and Silurian rocks

tell us nothing except that the period occupied in depositing them
was infinitely greater than that occupied by the whole of the

Secondary and Tertiary periods together.
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" You cannot leave out geology." No ! and we do not want to, but

we do want to trace out a parallel between the life-history of each

species and its probable evolutional history, as told to us in very

fragmentary evidence by fossils.

In reference to the tirade against the written works of Darwin,
Huxley and Tyndall, I can only echo the sentiment of the editorial

foot-notes.

As for the " neAV departure," the idea is pretty, and if it could be

put into practice I believe that all good naturalists, whether of our

particular cult or otherwise, would welcome it ; but I don't think that
" the man in the street " would come in great numbers, even to see

living insects and to learn what a " living museum " could teach about

them. Is there not at Westminster a large building erected for the

purpose of letting " the man in the street" have an opportunity of

studying the habits of living fish ? Has it been a great success ?

By all means let us do all we can to educate the crowd to a due

appreciation of the charms of nature, but at the same time do not let

us quarrel with those who are ahead of the crowd, and are prying

further and further into nature's secrets, even though the facts that

they elucidate may seem, when taken separately, to be uninteresting to

the o-eneral.

MIMICRY.

II. The origin of protective wing markings. Internal forces plus

SELECTION AND UTILITY.

By J. W. TuTT, F.E.S.

In our previous considerations {autf, pp. 1—4) we have reached the

point at which " selection and utility," on the one hand, and purely

"internal forces" on the other, have been suggested as the cause of

the complicated protective wing-markings found in many butterflies.

In this we shall attempt to show that both " internal forces," and
" selection and utility " take part in their production.

The complexity of many wing-markings is stated, by Weismann,

to be due to the inheritance of the patterns of all the ancestral

species, the inherited patterns having been eli'aced, preserved, or

modified as new designs became necessary. But, although the

markings rose conformably to law, yet " the laws involved, i.e., the

physiological conditions of the variation," have been subservient to

the ends of a higher power—utility, which primarily determines the

kinds of colours, spots, streaks, and bands that shall originate, as

well as their method of disposal. The physiological conditions

" come into consideration only to the extent of conditioning the

quality of the constructive materials—the variations, out of which

selection fashions the designs in question." With this we quite agree.

Internal forces condition the quality of the material ; selection, guided

by utility, fashions the designs.

It is the principle that the formation or fashioning of these

patterns is brought about by internal forces, to which Weismann
objects. He states that formative laws of the kind suggested by his

opponents, imply that "definite spots on the surfaces of the wings

are linked together in such a manner by inner invisible bonds, as to
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represent the same spots or streaks, so that we can predict from the

appearance of a point at one spot, the appearance of another similar

point at another, and so on. It is an undoubted fact that the mark-

ings frequently exhibit a certain symmetry," or, as Bateson" puts it,

" a meristic representation of equivalent design elements occurs."

Yet, Weismann thinks that " we should be cautious in deducing

laws from these facts, because all the rules traceable in the markings

apply only to small groups of forms, and are never comprehensive nor

decisive for the entire class, or even for the single sub-class of diurnal

butterflies, in fact, often not for a whole genus. All this points to

special causes operative only within the group."

We are not inclined to lay so much stress as Weismann, on the

facts ho points out. He has himself previously stated that the

inherited patterns have been greatly modified, that the wing was
" even at its origin, far from being a tahnla ram, but was a closely-

written and fully-covered sheet, on which there was no room for new
writing until a portion of the old had been efl'aced." It appears to us

to want only a very slight application of this principle, in various

directions, to understand why the rules traceable in the markings

apply only to small groups of forms. At the same time we are inclined

to agree with him, that some more general characters would be trace-

able through a larger number of species if the markings were entirely

produced, governed and moulded by internal forces.

Weismann then asserts that " if internal laws controlled the

markings on butterflies' wings, we should expect that some general

rule could be established requiring that the upper and under surfaces

of the wings should be alike, or that they should be different, or that

the fore-wings should be coloured the same as, or differently from,

the hind-wings. But, in reality, all possible kinds of combinations

occur simultaneously, and no rule holds throughout. Or it might
be supposed that bright colours should occur only on the upper

surface, or only on the under surface, or on the fore-wing, or only on

the hind-wings. But the fitness of the various distributions of colours

is apparent, and the moment we apply the principle of utility we
know why, in the diurnal butterflies, the upper surface alone is

usually variegated, and the under surface protectively coloiired, or

why, in the nocturnal butterflies the fore-wings have the appearance

of bark, of old wood, or of a leaf, whilst the hind-wings, which are

covered when resting, alone are brilliantly coloured. On this theory

we also understand the exceptions to these rules. We comprehend
why Danaids, Heliconids, Euploeids and Acraeids, in fact, all diurnal

butterflies offensive to the taste and smell, are most brightly marked,

and equally so on both surfaces ; whilst all species not thus exempt
from persecution have the protective colouring on the under surface,

and are frequently quite differently coloured there from what they

are on the other."

This paragraph wants examining carefully. One is struck by the

excellent way in which Weismann presents his facts as to the utility

to the individuals of the actual existing patterns of coloration which
are to be found in various groups of butterflies and moths. Yet, we
are not sure that the flrst part of the paragraph is convincing.

* Materials for the Study of Variation with especial Regard to the DiscontinHitij

in the Origin of Sjjecies. London, 1895.
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There seems to be no reason why, if internal laws were assumed to

control the markings on butterflies' wings, they should not be

as complicated as if controlled by external forces. On the contrary,

we are ready to admit that any number of combinations might occur

in the markings even as a result of internal forces, for Weismann
has elsewhere explained to us that the determinants which give rise

to the various structures are largely independent, and that, therefore,

the determinants which produce respectively the scales of the

upper and under surfaces, may be, and probably often are, de-

veloped quite independently, and therefore may be modified quite

independently. We have no doubt ourselves that " the root of the

internal selective processes lies in that place where it is determined
what variations of the parts of the organism shall appear," and that

when the internal forces have produced the variations, and condi-

tioned the quality of the constructive materials, then selection directed

by utility fashions the designs. It seems to us that, in producing
the final result, either the external or internal force is impotent
without the other.

But, when it comes to the consideration of the actual designs and
patterns that the combinations have taken, then we confess that the

supposition that they have been developed by internal forces, appears

untenable, and we are quite ready to agree that the particular combi-
nations have been brought about as suggested by Weismann. Utility,

there can be no doubt, does show us in what direction it has caused

natural selection to act, and does show us why the various mimetic
patterns have been evolved, and we can suggest no other factors but
selection, guided by utility, capable of evolving them.

On the value of rare British Lepidoptera.

By Rev. .J. GREENE, M.A., F.E.S.

In the April number of the Kiitoinolot/ist's Record is an article signed
" John Bull," in which I think I recognise the hand. Be this so or

not, I wish to express my most cordial approval of every part of it.

I have long since ceased to care for " Rarities," so-called, and have
removed from my small collection such species as Paclictra leiwophaca,

Ennnmos autumnana, and others. I have noticed that after a sale,

you, and others, have remarked that such and such a collection (or

certain rare insects in them) went for comparatively nothing

—

assigning as the reason the absence of any " history " of it. or its con-

tents, such as " labels," " locality," " from whom received, etc." But
of what value is such a history ? What is to prevent a collector or

dealer from attaching such a label, or locality or name, to any insect

that he thinks wortii the trouble "? In these days of importation—of

eggs, pupBB, etc.—of what value is the declaration—honest or dishonest

—that the insect was bred by self, on such a day, and in such a

locality ? I would not accept as a gift any rarity or novelty captured
during the last thirty years. The donor, whether amateur or dealer,

may be absolutely honest, but—" Quis custodiet custodes?" How is

he to prove that he himself is not the victim of a fraud ? As to

"dealers," I have bought for many years insects from Messrs.

Harwood, W. and T. Salvage, but they know that I never buy a
" rarity." My experience goes back to a period when the " dealers

"
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as such were almost unknown. When it began {i.e., the business) it

spread by leaps and bounds, and speedily produced such men as
Parry, Button—" et id genus omne." I crossed the Channel (in

1869) in the same steamer as a dealer, who triumphantly showed
me D. compta on his setting-boards ! I observed a discreet silence.

Very shortly afterwards it was proved beyond dispute that he had
brought foreign pup;f with him from London so as to emerge at

Howth. But the most bare-faced fraud of all was the attempt to

palm off three specimens of (Huplnsia crenata as having been taken at

Howth ! Now the food of (i. irenata is strictly confined to poplar.

The island of Howth is about the last place in the world to take
G. crenata. I know Howth as well as I know my own house, andean
safely affirm that there has never been a poplar tree in it—at any rate,

not up to the time when this fraud was attempted. Per ruiitra, I

must speak in very high terms of HarAvood, of Colchester. I have
known him well for many years. Of course, strictly speaking, he is a
dealer, but far superior in every way to the average specimen, and, as

he is well-known, I am sure your readers will agree with me. It does
not affect me much, for, as I have already said, I have long since

ceased to feel any interest in " British "
(?) rarities, and confine

myself to varieties, and interesting or unusual forms of common
things. I have, of course, some rarities, but they belong to a bye-gone
age. Some, as Laelia cae)iona, Aijrotis sulirosea, I'liihalapteru.i- pali/-

fjrajiimata, and others, I owe to my old and generous friend, the late

H. Doubleday ; and others to my own efforts, as Aporia mttacjii,

Pvlijonniiat^is acis (Noiniades seuiian/Hs), Lijcaeiia ariou, (ilnp/iisia

crenata, etc. I feel sure that (financially) all labels, localities, etc.,

are utterly valueless, for the reason already given.

An explanation of the Melanochroism occurring in certain Scotch
specimens of Tryphaena orbona, Hufn., Fab. (comes, Tr.).

By J. W. TUTT.*

The various dark aberrations of this species which have been
obtained in certain areas of Perthshire, Aberdeenshire, Moray,
Sutherland, the Orkney Islands and the Isle of LeAvis, were for a time
unscientifically grouped under the name of ab. curtisii, Newm. In
British Noctnae ami their Varieties, Vol. ii., p. 96 (1892), the chief

dark forms were differentiated as follows :

—

1. Fore-wings dark brown with red costa = ab. curtisii, Newm.
2. Fore-wings black = ab. >ii(iresce)is.

3. Fore-wings black with red costa= ab. iiifo-iniircscens.

4. Fore-wings black, hind-wings also almost black =: ab. iiiura.

To combine the perfectly black and rich brown (with crimson
costa) specimens under the same aberrational name is absurd.

There can be no doubt which form Newman meant to designate as
curtisii, for he quotes Curtis' figure and description, the latter

"Brown with the costa reddish ; two pale strigae towards
the base ; an oblique, oval, and an auriculate, stigma, with pale margins
and reddish centres, beyond which are two pale sinuated strigie, the

nervures between them pale, and bearing a row of dots, as well as the

posterior margin ; the inferior wings orange, fuscous at the base, the

* With many thanks to Mr, McArtbur,
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nervures fuscous, a black fimbria, narrow at the anal angle, curved

above and reaching the centre, where it forms a crescent, the extreme

edge indented and not touching the margin, etc." It may now be

well asked how many of the beautiful aberrations sent to us from
Scotland under the name cnrtisii really belong to this aberration.

Mr. Curtis' type specimen was taken (di tlir Iwath at the back of

Mr. Kean's house, in the Isle of Bute, on the 27th of -Tuly, 1825.

Throughout the wide geographical range of T. orhona, i.e., over the

whole of Europe to 59" N. lat.. Western Asia, and Northern Africa,

the insect is very little subject to striking variation. An increasing

development of the transverse lines in the specimens from the Scilly

Isles and certain Mediterranean localities being the most striking

feature. It is only in the extreme north-west of its area, i.e., the

west, north-west and north of the British Islands, that the variation

becomes marked, red replacing the ordinary grey and ochreous-grey

on the western shores of Ireland ; whilst in certain restricted parts of

Scotland it assumes deep mahogany-brown, black and crimson

colorations, which are never seen elsewhere.

Now, a very pretty theory might be formed (as, indeed, has

already been done by Mr. Adkin), that this change is due to cold,

since the tendency to dark variation is only found in the more
northern portions of our Islands ; but, unfortunately for the theory,

(1) the districts in which such melanism is found are exceedingly

warm and mild ; ''(2) the aberrations are not found in the same lati-

tudes on the Contment, where tne mean temperature is much lower,

and the atmosphere drier than in Scotland.

Now, whatever may be the cause acting within the organism to

give rise to the necessary variations presenting themselves, there can

be no doubt that the useful variations presented are seized upon by
natural selection, and the directive external force is, in this case,

undoubtedly due to the actual environment of the species. The
peculiar variations present themselves for selection ; the habit of the

dark specimens is to rest on the heaths, peat, etc., in the localities in

which they occur ; the variations tending to darken the ground-colour are

those most useful to the species ; selection (guided by utility) at once

seizes these dark variations, and the melanic forms are the result.

We are often led to regret that our professional collectors give us

so little of their actual field experience to help us in our attempts to

explain the phenomena connected with our favourite study. At a

meeting of the South London Entomological Society, on April 23rd,

Mr. McArthur, whose experience with dark forms of this species is

almost unequalled, stated that he considered the dark coloration of the

melanic forms of T. orhona to be entirely protective. In the places it

haunted—heaths and peat-bogs—it had an entirelydifferent habit from
that which it was assumed to have in our southern counties ('•/:.,

resting under leaves, etc.), for it rested on the ground, and could not

hide beneath green leaves, where the latter were not forthcoming for it

to hide beneath. The dark form of the insect was to be found resting

by day upon the black peat, and it was quite possible for the insect to

* " Rannoch and Forres can scarcely be compared ; the former is a high'
lying, cold, inland district ; the other, lowlying, warm (Forres is one of the
mildest and driest places in Scotland) and maritime " (F. B. White, E.M.M., vi.,

p. 190).
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be thus resting, whilst one looked straight at it without discovering it,

so perfectly was it protected. He had repeatedly found them sitting

thus, but only after much close searching, and he had often been
struck by the marvellous way in which they were protected. It was
further remarkable that at Forres, both dark and light forms of T.

orbona occurred, but whilst there was some little intermingling, as

might be expected, in contiguous areas, yet, it was remarkal)le how
large a proportion of the dark specimens was strictly confined to the

low-lying peaty ground, whilst on the drier and higher land, and in the

woods around, the ordinary grey forms, such as were found in the

Southern counties, occurred almost entirely. On the sand-hills,

at a very short distance, only the most ordinary grey forms were

to be obtained, the dark forms scarcely appearing, even as a rare

aberration, although one might reasonably expect that specimens of a

strong-winged species like this would cover a large area easily enough
when on the wing.

In Orkney, only melanic specimens of T. orhona are found ; no
grey ones have ever been taken. Here they occur entirely on peaty

land, and the pale form has become entirely eliminated. In the

Island of Lewis, again, pale and dark forms were found, the conditions

of environment being, however, dift'erent for the dili'erent forms.

Such evidence as this is of the highest value, and it is to be

regretted that Messrs. McArthur, Rcid and Salvage are so chary of

recording their observations. There can be no doubt, as we are

attempting to show in our papers on " Mimicry," that the same
general laws hold good all round. (1) The germ contains endless

variational units. (2). These compete amongst e^ich other by intra-

selection. (3) Forces (nutrition, moisture, temperature, etc., etc.)

acting on the organism determine which variational units shall be

most successful. (4) Selection chooses those variations that will be

most useful for the protection of the organism, and directs them into

lines that will serve best to protect it.

It may be asked, what influence we think the excessive moisture of

some of the areas, where these forms occur, has in moulding the

melanism of this species. The influence it certainly has is to intensify

the blackness of the peat and heath, and hence to aid in intensifying the

blackness of the species, the specimens of which respond, under the

above conditions, to the environment. It may also be a factor that

gives certain variational units (Weismann) an advantage, and aids

them in their struggle against other units, Lc., it may be a factor in

the process of intraselection.

.SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
An unusual pairing of T.eniocampid species.—I have been ex-

tremely busy of late, working sallows near here, and have done

extremely well. I took a male Taeninraiii/ia stabilis in copula with

a female 7'. nnonla. The latter laid about 160 eggs, which have

changed colour, and will, I believe, prove fertile.—W. HEvvKxr, 12,

Howard Street, York. A]>ril llth, 1H96.

The genera in the Apatelid.e.—Now that Dr. Chapman has given

us his authority that " not only are Cuspidia, Viniinia and liisnlcia

good genera, but that Cmpidia must be sub-divided into genera, much
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like the sub-genera into which Mr. Grote divides the section," we
know where we are, and as the discussion (which must have appeared

to occupy a space quite unproportioned to the value achieved, to

many) has led Professor Grote to work out the correct application of

the names according to the law of priority, the average entomologist

can now, by the application of a little common sense, draw up a satis-

factory nomenclature for working purposes.

This, then, will be as follows :
—

Family: APATELID.E.

Sub-family: ACllONYCTINiE.

Tribe: CUSPIDI.
AcRoxiCTA, Ochs.

LEPOKiNA, Linn.
Apatela, Hb.

ACEHis, Linn.
CuspiDiA, Chapn.

MEGACEPH,\LA, Fab.
Hyboma, Hb.

sTRiGosA, Fab.
Tki.ena, Hb.

psi, Linn.
TKiDENs, Schitf.

JOCHE^RA, Hb.
ALNi, Linn.

Tribe: VIMINIDI.
Pharetra, Hb*

AURicoMA, Fab.
MENYANTHIDIS, VisW.
EDPHORBia;, Fab.

vnr. MYKica;, G.
RUMicis, Linn.
ALBOVENOSA, GoZB.

Tribe: BISULCIDL
Craniophora, Snell.1^

LiGUSTRi, Linn.

We think that lepidopterists could not do better, now that a final

conclusion has been reached, than use the above synonomy in their

work and communications to the magazines.—J. W. Tutt. April,

1896.

Brotolomia iiETicuLosA DOUBLE-BROODED.—Mr. E. F. Studd has
fallen into a curious error (unless the printer has substituted another
name for the one he intended) in his note on Brotolomia uieticuloi^a

(Ent. Pu'c, vol. vii., p. 318), for Newman says most distinctly :

—

" The moth appears in May or June, and a second brood is out in

September" (British Moths, p. 404). As far as my own very limited

experience goes, this common species is more abundant in the second

brood than the first. I have taken and bred it in April, May and
June ; and the second brood in August, September and October, in this

district.—W. Grover, Kent Villa, Harvey Road, Guildford.

—

Ajiril ISth,

1896.

*Viminia and Arctonii/scin are generically synonymous with P/mreira. \Bisulcia

is generically synonymous with Craniophora.

<irURRENT NOTES.
Mr. G. C. Champion [E. M. M., May) adds Ainara faiiirlira, Zimm.

to the British list, from specimens captured in the neighbourhood of

Woking and Chobham (September 10th). It occurs in sandy places

on heath, chiefly in the spring and autumn, in company with the

extremely local A. infinia.

Lord Walshingham has re-examined Zeller's series of Ari/j/rcsthia

illuiiiinatdla. The oldest specimens have on them two names

—

" illwiii)utttila, Ti.," and the unpublished one, " ulabrrrimtila, Z."
The true illuwinatdla, as described in the his, 205 (1839), Lord
Walsingham considers, does not agree with Salvage's captures, which
may probably turn out to be an unsuffused form of A. praecocella.
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A. atinovidla (which was also inchided in Zeller's series of A. illumin-

ati'Ua) is quite distinct.

Mr. C. G. Barrett has added (with as many suggestions of douht
ahout his own action as we rememher having seen) another species to

the Leucaniids of the world. We have waded through his long
description (why do describers not give us the salient specific points

they rely upon ?) and make it agree with L. iiujmra ah. piuictiliiu'a

{Ijrit. Xoct., i., p. 4:0). These are the points that Mr. Barrett relies upon
for its specific claim :—"The somewhat greater robustness of the

thorax, the greater breadth and different shape of the fore-wings,

their very peculiar colour and texture." He further adds, " I know of

no connecting link to unite the form which I have here described with
L. jiallens, yet, from the presence and position of the three round
black dots (when visible), a very close alliance to that species in-,ist

be admitted." We should like to see these specimens before giving

an opinion as to whether /W/vVo^)/' is a distinct species. The specimens
came from the Essex (or Suffolk?) coast last July.

Dr. Knaggs has devised a method for " dry relaxing " small

lepidoptera. He procured an " accurately stoppered, Avide-mouthed,

three-ounce bottle, a piece of sheet cork was cut in the form of a circle

of a diameter a trifle less than the mouth of the bottle, while a long
pin, stuck in its centre, served as a handle. Into the bottle two
drachms (^oz.) of sublimated napthalin, with six drops of wood
naptha, were introduced ; the insects, pinned on the stage alluded to

above, with their wings kept well away from the cork, were then

lowered into the bottle and the stopper replaced." In 48 hours
relaxation was apparently complete. Ordinary albo-carbon is not so

satisfactory for this purpose as the purena]3thalin.

At this time of the year we cannot do better than call attention to

Graf-Krusi's excellent nets, which fold into an exceedingly small

compass. All our collecting during the last two years has been done
with one, and it has proved remarkably serviceable.

Mr. E. Cornell records a specimen of I'ln'i/alia pcdaria, only

fifteen-sixteenths of an inch in expanse.

Dr. Knaggs is anxious to re-open the old, old question of the intro-

duction of Ulostcra anachorcta into Britain.

Mr. G. C. Green recorded in the Field the occurrence of i'l/aniris

anjioluH and Paran/c ri/eria, in South Devon, on March 30th.

Mr. Shepheard-Walwyn records the pairing of Tacnidcampa
stabilis g and T. (/(itJiira $ , also of Hi/hoiiia iiiari/iiiaria J with
T. pulverulenta J .

Mr. Morris records the capture of I'lmia )ii(>ncta in a garden at

Wallington, Surrey, in August, 1894.

The Rev. 0. P. Cambridge writes :

—" The spot where I and Bond
took Ch'ora vidnaria in tolerable abundance (in the New Forest),

appeared to me (in 1895) to be quite unaltered, with nothing, so far.

to lessen the likelihood of its occurring there now ; and its food

(supposed, I believe, to be the lichens on the old oaks) is certainly

still in abundance. I heard from a local collector there, ]\Ir. C.

Gulliver, that it had not been taken for a great many years. It was
unknown to the latter, and, indeed, he did not know the exact locality

where it used to occur, nor the method of working for it. This, I

suppose, accounts for the long price that this pretty moth fetches

when now brought into the market ; but I would ask whether any
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serious collectors do now ever work for it in the right place, in the

right way, and at the right time ? I think the ' pretty widow ' can
only be in hiding. lltU, however, is not, I fancy, generally con-

sidered to be the habit of those of whom the sapient Mr. Weller bid

Samivel ' beware! '
" The Rev. 0. P. Cambridge does not hint at the

" right place," the " right way," or the " right time." Could not
he give the secret to an absolutely trustworthy amateur collector

(there is one, a rather near neighbour of his, to go no further) to test

whether C. ridnaria be still an inhabitant of the New Forest ?

li^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Hybernating larv.e.—The larvae that I sleeved out for the winter

appeared, in the middle of March, to be, on the whole, in good con-

dition. A batch of PhonHli'sma siaarandaria have wintered most
successfully, sleeved out on Southernwood or " Old Man." (renmctra

papilianaria larvffi were already nibbling the birch buds, whilst a few
P. baiularia larvae were promenading on their sleeve in the sunshine.

Lasiovampa queirifolia were still sprawling on the naked stems of plum
and sallow, and looking uncommonly like them too. When touched,

they show their orange spots between the segments, which are very

conspicuous against the dull dead brown of their bodies. Later on,

when full-grown and grey, the blue in these spots predominates, if my
memory serves me, as such a pampered menial should. Why is this ?

And why have such spots '? Is the showing of them likely to frighten

a bird, who thought that nice rotten piece of wood was good for

building a nest '? The protective colouring of the animal is marvellous,

enough to deceive even entomologists, let alone birds ; but when
touched and showing off, these intersegmental glories are most con-

spicuous.—E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S., Myddleton House, Waltham
Cross. April, 1896.

Early spring collecting.—I paid a visit to Kinnoull Hill on the

night of March 9th, and was very much surprised to find Larentia

midtistrii/aria flying in abundance. I also paid three visits to the

sallows in this vicinity during March (I may remark that sallows are

scarce in the immediate neighbourhood), and found them literally

swarming with Taeniocampa (/otltica, T. stabills, T. instabUix, Orrluxlia

vaccina, L'alocanipa c.coleta and Panolis piniperda. At Easter, I

wenttoMethvenMossto sweep for larvae, and got a considerable number
of those of Oiyi/ia fascdina in second skin, and Boiiihi/.r callunac.

Larvae of Plmia internxiationis were very scarce, only five, nearly full-

fed, being secured.—E. R. Bush, 71, Strathmore Street, Bridgend,

Perth. April, 1896.

The only fact of importance that I have to record is the great

number of Paiudix piniperda which have turned up at the sallows

this year. I generally take about a dozen during the season, but this

year they were most abundant, and came flying to the light in

dozens.—Montague Gunning, M.D., The Mall, Montrose. April

IQth, 1896.

The male sallows in this neighbourhood began to show their

anthers about March 23rd, but there were few moths on the wing at

that date. On March 80th, fine night, the thermometer indicated
42*^ F. at 10 p.m., and I took Tacnidcainpa opium, T. instabilis, T.

stabilise T. ijothica, T. pulrcrulcnta, S. saUilitia and Calocampa ccolcta.
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April 4th, wind west, thennometer indicated 40*-' at 10 p.m., T.

ifothica, T. instahilix, T. stahiU.s, T. pnlrcndcuta, all very plentiful
;

T. opiwa, about a dozen specimens; Lobdjilidra carinnata f lobiilatd /,

Larentia iin(ltistri(/(iria and Panolis jiijjijirrda, S((t)(rnia paronia (bred).

April 6th, wind west, dry atmospbere. ^lotbs not so plentiful as on
tbe 4th ; T. (/ot/iii-a, T. stahilis, T. instahilis, T. ojdiiia, L. carjiiiiata, P.

pinipcrda were captured, and -S'. paronia (bred). From April 8th to

the 19th the weather was mifavourable for collecting. The wind
was north, and there was frost at night (9*^ of frost on the 15th).

This finished the sallows up in this locality for 1896.—J. Finlay,

Meldon Park, Morpeth. April, 1896.

The season here has so far been fairly good. Xi/ssia hispidaria

was common in early March, and was followed by (Ji/iiiatojdnira

fiaricorni^, which was also abundant. Kpitiraidtia arellaneUa, wliich

is usually common on the birches with (J. Jiarin)r)ti.s, was scarce this

year. The common Tteniocampids have been abundant at sallows

—

T. pupnh'ti very common here, and T. iiiunda, at York. Amplu'sa

prodrouiana [irall,rraita) has been fairly common. Can anyone give

me a hint as to how to find the larva of this species '?—H. H. Cokbett,

M.R.C.S., Hallgate, Doncaster. Mai/, 1896.

The sallows are working well, all the usual things being fairly

common. The beautiful deep red form of Taeniorainpa i/rarilis appears

pretty plentiful here this year, although usually rare.—W. Salvage,

Kinloch, Rannock, Perthshire. April 2QtJi, 1896.

Date at which sallows blossom in Scotland.—In his paper on
Tri/jdiarna nrhona {comes), read April 23rd, Mr. R. Adkin suggested that

cold was probably the factor that developed the melanic specimens of

this species in Aberdeen, Moray, Sutherland, Orkney and Lewis; and
although I pointed out that Dr. Buchanan White had repeatedly shown
that the mean temperature of these areas was (except in the mountains)
somewhat high, and the districts often remarkably warm all the winter

months, whilst Mr. McArthur stated that the dark specimens lived on
(or near) peat-bogs, Mr. Adkin insisted on his point, remarking that
" If the temperature was not low, there was soDU'thini/ peculiar in the

atmosphere, for sallows were six weeks or more later than in England."
Taking our own records in the last and present numbers of the magazine,

we find that sallows were out at Perth " during March," Mr. Bush; at

Montrose, "March 21st," Dr. Gunning; at Morpeth, "March 23rd
—April 6th," Mr. Finlay; at Rannock, "April," Mr. Salvage;
Hereford, " Middle of March to April 4th," myself; and soon. On
the whole I should suppose that, leaving out the mountains, the

sallows would have been in working order from March loth to April

6th all over the British Islands, and in the mountains or hilly districts

a fortnight later. Is there any ground for Mr. Adkin's assumption as

to the late date that sallows blossom in Moray, whence most of our

melanic T. orhona come '?—J. W. Tutt. Maij, 1896.

Popular names of insects : wanted, information.—Can any of

your readers inform me as to what insect the "Back-swimmer" is?

Is it the Boatman {Notonecta (/laiica) 7 The information is wanted for

the English dialect dictionary. "Back-swimmers are rowing them-
selves about by the hind-legs." In Hampshire, some of the larger

dragonflies are called " adder stingers." I have heard them so

designated frequently, but I fancy the name is very local. Is this so ?
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I should be glad of any answer through the I'hit. Record relating

to these (queries.—-J. Anderson, Jun., x\lre Villa, Chichester. April
24.tli, 1896.

New Entomological Lantern.—I have had a new lantern made,
from my own specifications, for entomological purposes, by Griffiths

and Sons, Birmingham, and fitted with the patent burner of the
Cera Light Co., Limited, Glasgow. The peculiarity of this latter is

that it burns Cera (wax), a solid. A copper Avire communicating with
the Cera in the tank is curved in a spiral over the burner, and when
the wick is lighted the heat is rapidly conducted down the wire, and
the wax in the tank is melted. When the flame is blown out the tank
rapidly cools, the wax solidifies, and the lantern may then be packed
and carried in any position without greasing. A piece of the wax may
be carried in the pocket, and the lamp replenished while actually

burning if necessary. I think, Avith one or two slight improvements,
it will make a useful lantern.—H. Tunaley, F.E.8., 30, Fairinount

Road, Brixton Hill, ri.W.

iS^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

On the number of British species of Oporabia.—-Life-History

OF Oporabia filigramm.aria.—I have been much interested in Mr. J. A.

Clark's account of Oporabia tilif/raminaria, because I am noAv breeding it

myself. Mr. -J. E. R. Allen kindly sent me a batch of about two dozen ova

from Bolton. These hatched in February, from the 13th to the 26th,

and now they have nearly all pupated. Mr. Allen wrote to me on
February 13th, telling me that his also were hatching. These dates,

it will be observed, exactly agree with those quoted by Mr. Clark, but

are fully two months earlier than those given in his own observations.

My larvae have been fed up exclusively on whitethorn, the only food

available when they hatched. In their later coats the general ground
colour was a dark blackish-green, very different from any larvae of

0. (liliitata which I have ever seen in Hampshire, and the yellow

stripes on the very dark green make them striking and handsome
larvffi. This darker colour may no doubt be owing to the particular

district from which they came, but it seems to me to be worth
noticing, for no one could mistake these for the usual form of the

larva of (>. dihitata.—J. C. Moberly, M.A., F.E.S., Rockstone Place,

Southampton. April 12th, 1896. - [These notes by Mr. Moberly
make it pretty certain that we have three species of Oporabia in

Britain, as was long ago asserted by British lepidopterists. It is very

necessary that these species should be well worked out now in all their

stages.

—

Ed.] .

It may be well, in connection with the above, to call attention to a

note by Mr. Kay, of Bury, Lancashire, who wrote on June 9th,

1876 :—-" Wishing to obtain larvae of L. caesiata, and, if possible,

those of O. filii/raiinnaria, I visited two localities in this neighbourhood,

where I hoped to obtain both species ; nor was I disappointed,

although 0. fiUtirammaria was not known to have previously occurred

at one of the places worked. Some of the larvae, especially those of

O. fUiiiranuHaria, were found feeding quite exposed; others at rest,

but the majority were obtained by beating ling (Erica vuljaris).
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Although taken on ling, both species will eat whinberry (Vacciniwn
iinirtilliis) quite as freely in conlinenient. On referring to my notes, I

find my first captures were made on May 20th, ri-., three (>. Jili-

(jraiiniiarin and sixteen Lari'ittia (-((csiata. Larcntiu diih/iiiata larvte

were very numerous along with the above, and equally common,
feeding on whinberry " {Kntaiii., ix., p, 159).—J. W. Tutt.

Habits of l.uiva of Eupithecia subciliata.—With regard to the

habits of Kupitlwcia suhciliata, the larvae feed on maple bloom in May.
On one occasion we beat ninety larvje (on May 22nd). These pupated,
and imagines appeared on July 18th, and following days. The next
year we beat about 70 larvse on May 16th, and on May 30th the

following year I received another supply of larvtB feeding in maple
blossom. They feed up rapidly, pupate in or near the surface of the

soil or among the food-plant, and are very easy to rear.— F. Norgate.
April, 189G.

The hyberxating stage of Tiliacea (Xanthia) citrago.—

I

happen to have some ova of T. citraiiu, received from Mr. Harwood,
of Colchester, last autumn. They have been of a leaden colour all the

winter, and have recently got darker, and I have no doubt would
hatch at once if put in a warm place, or where the sun could get at

them. I have kept them under a glass cover in an outhouse, north
exposure, and with access for plenty of air. I expect they will bore
into the buds of the lime just as Xanthia auraiin does with beech a few
weeks later on—not tliat I mean to express any opinion as to alliance

between the two species, but only that the habits are probably similar

as to Avintering and emergence.—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S.,
Buckerell Lodge, Honiton, Devon. April, 1896.

Egg-laying of Pachnobia leucographa,—I found PacliiKjhia

liHcm/rapha very shy of laying. Mr. Dutton and I have hit off the

initial stage by placing small bunches of thread ends, suspended or

coiled up in the box or cover where the females have been kept. On
the thread they have laid a nice lot of ova. I noticed this

peculiarity with /'. rKhrimsa first. Any bits of torn muslin or stray

thread ends were utilised, but the flat surfaces never. Tieniocampids
deposit readily in the usual way, except T. urarilis, which is about the

most stubborn I have yet tried to get eggs from.—S. Walker, 28,

Portland Street, York. April 2'dnl, 1896.

Cannibalism of Callimorpha hera.—Of ten caterpillars of Calli-

iiior/t/ia hera received last autumn as soon as hatched, all did well until

the cold weather came. I then got a root of dandelion and put into a

pot, placed the larvae on the plant, and covered the whole with muslin.

About a week since I looked at them, and could find only one, and
that had grown and done well. Are they cannibals '?—W. J. Cross,

Ely. Ajtril 20th, 1896. [An excellent account of wintering the

larva of this species, by Mr. .Tiiger, is to be found in K)it. Fwc., vol. ii.,

pp. -41-42, and an account of cannibalism among its larvjc in Kitt.

Ju'c, vol. iv., p. 174.

—

Ed.] .

Hybernating larv.je of Callijiokpha hera.—With a great amount
of care, I have succeeded in getting my larvfc of Calliinnrjiha hera

through the winter, and they are now almost full-fed. —W. Hewett,
12, Howard Street, York. Ajiril llth, 1896.
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J^RACTICAL HINTS.
I used to paint my drawers with a mixture of oxide of zinc and

milk, which acted very well. The former should be obtained without

lumps, and in a line powder. Grease does not penetrate this paint to

any extent worth mentioning, the only objection being that the paper

is more difficult to remove if re-papering is subsequently done. I

think, however, that re-papering is much l;he better plan.

If I find mites in a drawer, I put a bit of sponge on the head of a

pin with a few drops of chloroform, and let it remain some hours,

then put naphtha.line in the cells, and sometimes sprinkle it on the

paper. I find that the smell will really kill mites in a few hours.

I should strongly advise Mr. Studd to experiment on a few dupli-

cates with corrosive sublimate before soaking the insects in his

collection. If there is any appreciable (|uantity, it will corrode the

pins and produce a white efflorescence on the wings after a little

while. I use it with a small paintbrush (one in a (|uill, not a metal

tube) for removing mould, dissolved in spirits of wine, but so weak
that Avhen a little is evaporated on a piece of glass the white crystals

are almost invisible. But I would not soak moths in it, nor in any-

thing, unnecessarily.—N. M. Eichakdsox, B.A., F.E.S., Monte Video,

near Weymouth. April, 1896.

Field work for May and early June.

By .J. W. TUTT., F.E.S.

1.—Towards the end of May, search the trunks of aspen in the

evening for paired imagines of Lohophora hcdterata (ln'.captcrata).

2.—" Cannock Chase.— (Tastroparha ilicifolia, May 17th, in repose,

clinging to a dead sprig of heather, apparently but lately emerged from

the pupa. From its great resemblance to a withered leaf it would not

probably have caught my eye, had I not luckily knelt down within a

few inches of it to pin a small Tortrix."—W. S. Atkinson.

—

Zddhxji^t,

p. 3396 (1852).

3.—When rhododendrons are in bloom they should be worked

systematically at dusk, for t'hncyocaiupa pnrvellus.

4.—During the early part of -June and August the large brown
blotches on the leaves of Hemdeiun splioiKhjliwn contain the mining larva3

of Chauliorhui cliaeroplnillellm. After a week they feed externally

(usually gregariously) but, on the underside of a leaf.

5.—The first week in June is the time for ScsUi sjiJir/ii/onii is, which

assembles freely. It occurs in considerable abundance in Tilgate

Forest, Basingstoke, and was so abundant in a Welsh locality last

year—Dolau Cothy, Carmarthenshire—that the larva? destroyed almost

all the alders grooving there.

6.—-Early in -June, srarcfi the sallows and willows for spun-up

chambers containing the green larva of Clcocrris viwinalis. As soon as

these disappear, examine the folded leaves towards the end of the

twigs for larvte of TetJiea retiisa.

7.—The larva of Dcpycumria canhwlla mines the leaves of Cnivu-s

lanrcdlatHs, and other thistles, in June, moving freely from plant to

plant.

8.—During the first week in June, beat elms for the larv;c of
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Tlii'cla ir-albwii, which are then ahiiost (or quite) full-fed. The larva

of Zc]>lii/nis qwrciis is to be obtained at the same time by beating oak.

The larvte of Cosmia ajfinis, Tricliinra i-rat(U'(/i and A-stcrtisropus xphin-r,

can usually be obtained at the same time.

9.—The almost barren terraces of limestone in South-western
Galway and co. Clare produce Zi/;/aena iiiinus in immense numbers at

the end of June. The puptc are to be found attached to stones.

10.—-In early .June the imago of Diantlioecia cama is to be obtained

flying over the newly opened flowers of SiUme maritiwa, whilst the

larva is to be found a fortnight later feeding on the flowers of the same
plant (and S. Injiata .') in the coast districts bordering the Irish Sea.

11.—During the first fortnight of June the capsules of Silene

iiiaritima should be collected for larvie of DiantJiowia cnnspcrsa. Later
in the month those of Li/clinis vespertiita should be collected for

J>. rarpopliatia, and those of Sileue rucubalus for D. rapainrola. It is

better to search by night than by day.*
12.—Blackthorn bushes (stunted ones are often most prolific) should

be beaten in June for larva? of ZcpJujrm betular.

13.—In hunting for A(/n>phila trahealis in June, " a switch, for the

purpose of brushing the herbage, is of great advantage ; and in

capturing the moth, the net should be quickly placed over it as soon

as one can get within reach."—(F. Bond).
14.—In May the full-fed larva of Batrarhedra pinirohlla occupies a

gallery on the surface of a twig of spruce [Abies ccnim). When full-

fed it spins a slender, somewhat flattened cocoon, on the underside of

the same or an adjoining twig.

1.5.—In May the larv;e of ( 'haidindns insiriirdlus feed on the

leaves of Tlicsiiuii /iKiiiifnsimi. Those of the second brood feed on the

leaves, flowers, and unripe seeds in July.

16.—The larva? of Jhitalis siccdla live in long silken galleries,

composed of sand and silk interwoven, attached to half-buried stems of

Tlii/iniis scrpiillam and Lotua coniiculatus in early May.
17.—In May and .June, marshy places producing Awjelka Hi/lrcstris

and Aci/ojiadiwit pndai/raria, should be visited for larvae of Chauliudw'<

iUit/cirUus, which live in crumpled leaves. In August, the larvae of

the second brood eat round holes through the sheaths of the unex-

panded umbels, and feed on the immature flowers within.

18.—The larvie of Ihitalis rariella are to be found about the middle

of May, making long silken tubes of silk and sand, interwoven, and
attached to half-buried twigs of Calluna nihiaiis and Erica cincrca.

19.—^" To find the larv;e of Xudaria innndana, note some wall of

loose stones (a 'dry stone dyke ') where the imago is abundant, and in May
lift the upper stones and examine their undersides. The larva? will be

found feeding on a green confervoid growth that covers the stones."

—

(F. B. White).
20.—At the commencement of May, the side shoots of branches of

Scotch fir trees should be searched for the light brown pup;c of

Iicti)iia pinivorana.

21.—At the end of April, and during May, pick the rolled-up leaves

of sallow. Ibipk'ritu'cia aiii/ustana, Aninn'stliia pijuiiiafdla, Pcntliina

caprrana, Tartri-c, cratari/ana, Pti/r/ioldiiia leclwana, Srinasia populana,

* 11.—Mr. Prout remarks of this note;

—

^' LijduiU for D. capsincola, Silciie

iox D.carpophaga and Z>. cucubali."
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Gdecliia popultila, Kpunda riminalh, Ort/ionia lota, and many other

species will be bred. Quite a succession of species will be obtained if

the leaves be gathered continuously for several weeks.

SOCIETIES.
Thk City of London Entomological and Natural History SocrETV.

'

—April 7th, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. Nicholson : a batch of ova op

Taeniocampa miniosa laid on a dead oalv-leaf, which they strongly

resembled in general tint, having changed slightly in colour since

deposition ; they were sent by Dr. Chapman. Mr. J. A. Clark : a

CURIOUSLY MARKED SPECIMEN OF Hybernia MARtiiNARiA, which rescmbled

some of the rather suli'used forms of H. (lefoltaria. Mr. Tremayne :

LIVING LARV^ of ('alUinorplm lUnninula, Bumbi/.r qucrcus, (Jdonestis

potatoria and Arctia caia, from Deal ; he distributed some of the

larvfe of C. doin inula, which, he said, were excessively abundant near

Kingsdown this year. He also showed a pupa, which he had found
lying on the sand on the shore, not far from some bedstraw ; Mr. Clark

said it was < 'hoi'mcrDiipa dpcnor : but it was a small specimen. ^Ir.

Fuller : a perfect specimen of Agrotis saucia, which he had taken on
sallow-bloom at Keston. A short discussion took place regarding the

difficulty in breeding Callimurpha dominula. Mr. Clark said that

he had always been very successful so long as he fed the larvce on non-
succulent plants, like hawthorn, nettle, dead-nettle, etc. ; but ground-
sel and similar juicy plants were invariably fatal. Mr. Tremayne
mentioned a case in which nothing but cripples resulted ; he thought
this was due to the fact that all these pupa? had been removed from
their cocoons.

April 21st, 1896.—Exhibits: -Mr. Nicholson: a piece of sallow
cut from the end of a branch about 5 feet in length, growing on a bush
in Ongar Park Wood. The lower part of the branch was normal, but

about 2 feet from the ground it gradually began to widen and flatten,

until at the end it was about an inch and a-quarter in width, but only

^^ of an inch thick. The last four inches of the piece shown curved
round till it almost formed a circle, and from the extreme end a

normal twig had groAvn to a length of about 3 inches. The catkins

and flower-buds were distributed in a roughly-spiral manner round the

flattened portion throughout. Mr. Nicholson mentioned a similar

instance of exactly parallel malformation in a piece of asparagus,

exhibited by Mr. Battley at a meeting of the North London Natural
History Society. No one was able to suggest a cause for this extra-

ordinary freak, which, Mr. Riches said, was not infrequent in asparagus
and some other plants. Mr. Tutt read the following :

—

" Notes on Hydrcecia lucens.—I exhibit to-night, for Mr. J. Finlay,

of Morpeth, a long series of H. luccna. Probably no Noctuid species

are less known than those recognised as H. nirtitans, H. lucens

and //. palwU'i. Whether they be species or sub-species is not known.
They are very easily to be distinguished by those who know all three

forms. They may even occur on the same ground and maintain their

marked distinctions, whilst //. paltulis, at any rate, breeds true. It

would appear that the collectors in the North of Britain get only
//. lucens, whilst those in the south get only H. nictitan^. The range

of //. fialuiUs has not yet been determined. It is the only form of the
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group that occurs on certain parts of the south coast of Enghmd. It

overlaps //. iiirfitdiis at Deal, and overlaps IJ . lurmn at Warrington.

Although at present I have no doubt that H. jndmUs is distinct, as

species go, from Id. nirtitcois, my knowledge of H. luci'nx in nature is

not sufficient to lead me to hazard an opinion. It will be observed

that in the specimens which Mr. Finlay sends for your inspection

three forms occur, ri:., (1) with the reniform white; (2) with the

reniform orange ; (8) with the reniform red. It will further be

observed that two of the specimens which are grouped with those

having a white reniform have the latter slightly tinged with ochreous.

In ground colour it will be observed some specimens are darker than

others. It is remarkable in this respect, that whilst the ground colour

of the specimens with white reniforms are partly bright red, partly

dark (inclining to brown), with one pale (somewhat grey) specimen,

all those with red stigmata are of a bright red ground-colour, only one

specimen being somewhat darker. On the other hand, those with

orange stigmata are Avithout exception dark in ground colour. The
small orbicular, too, which, in many of the specimens having a white

reniform, is almost imperceptible, is most distinctly red or orange in

those specimens which respectively have red or orange reniforms.

The mottled character of all the specimens is, however, very

noticeable."
" Aberrations of Agrotis tritici.—I exhibit also two specimens of

A. tntici, a species which is exceedingly rare at Morpeth. The first,

captured on x\ugust 10th, 1895, is of the normal dark greyish-fuscous

streaked form {tritici, L.). The second, captured on August 28rd,

1895, is a most uncertain-looking specimen, confusedly marked, and

not at all unlike some A. nigricans in general appearance. This is the

ab. hurtorum, St."

Mr. Bate read the following :

—

Notes on Selenia tetralunaria

(illustkaria). The insects exhibited to-night were bred from ova

given me last year by ^Ir. Bacot, which were laid by union of two

of his summer brood. He told me that the batch of eggs which pro-

duced the ova given to me were largely infertile, and this infertility

was conspicuous in the present case ; certainly not more than one-

third of the batch given me hatching out. They fed up well on

birch, and pupated between two leaves, drawn together with a few

threads of silk. Although not so large as his spring brood, they are

distinctly larger than his summer brood, and it is noticeable that,

although not perhaps so widely different as in his insects, the females

are distinctly darker than the males. I spoiled the condition of the

bulk of my specimens in the endeavour to continue the breed, as

it was not until I fortunately obtained a pair of insects, which

emerged within twenty-four hours of each other, that I succeeded in

obtaining fertile eggs. It looks, therefore, as if this was a necessary

condition for copulation to take place. A brood of larvae is now
feeding up, and I trust to bring copious details of their life-history

before the Society at an early date."

Mr. Bate then read the following:

—

-"Notes on Spilosoma men-

mcA." The insects exhibited consist of two males and six females,

bred from ova given me by Mr. ]\lay, of Tottenham, last year, and

there is nothing peculiar about them. Out of a batch of thirty eggs,

seventeen hatched, and after feeding rapidly on narrow-leaved plan-
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tain {riauta(i<i lanci'ulaia), pupated on the ground, amongst dead
leaves, spinning a loose Spilosoina cocoon ; being kept indoors, they

emerged in March, producing eight females and six males. Being
unable to get them to pair, I obtained nothing but infertile eggs, and
the race is therefore lost ; the imagines were ke^jt in a large glass-

topped cardboard box. The females remained perfectly motionless

for days together, but the males fluttered about for hours
during the period of darkness and, although they often ran right

over the females, they took no notice Avhatever of each other.

Although the males battered themselves to pieces in twenty-four

hours, the females were in fair condition after living a fortnight. I

suggest that in nature the male searches for his mate."

Dr. Sequeira exhibited very dwarfed specimens of Selenia tetni-

hinaria, KiunUa InipcranthuH, Mdanari/ia (/alatea, A;/lais (J'anessa) urtUar

and others ; also four British specimens of Euvanefisa antiopa, with data

of capture. ]\Ir. Bate said he had been unable to induce Spilofunna

iiicudica to pair in captivity, although he had sacrificed many specimens.

Mr. Tutt said that this species would not pair in captivity, unless a

current of fresh air were allowed to pass freely through the cage

containing the moths. Messrs. Prout, Nicholson, and Riches ex-

hibited series of Mdanippe jiuctiiata. Mr. Prout's series illustrated

the various forms mentioned by him in a paper, which he read, on
that species.

The North London Natural History Society held a meeting
on Thursday, April 9th, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. R. W. Robbins

:

Choerocampa clpenor, bred from Cheshunt larva ; Mr. L. J. Tremayne :

ova of Ampkidasiis strataria. Mr. Jennings recorded two additions to

the local list of Diptera, viz., Gunia fa.sciata ( $ netted from flowers

of chickw^eed, by the side of the Chingford Road), G^cliiniiijta {Serrtllia)

ursiua, from sallows near High Barnet. He had also found Chchmia
i/rossa in limited numbers, and a smaller species which he believed to

be C. Jiariaintis. Both these species are well known to mimic most per-

fectly the bees of the genus Andrena, and this mimicry renders them
most difficult of detection. Mr. Jennings had also met with Fioid-

bi/Uits major : but this was not yet fully out. Mr. R. W. Robbins
mentioned that Mr. Woodward, in company with Mr. Lovis, had
taken 150 Panolis pi)iip(i<la at Oxshott, on Easter Monday. Mr. Rose
had taken Taeuiocaiiipa iiiiniosa in some numbers in Abbott's Wood,
on Easter Monday. Mr. C. B. Smith, on behalf of Mr. R. James,
recorded one specimen of T. miniusa on Epping Forest, this year. Mr.
Bishop said he had taken one there seven or eight years ago. Mr.
Battley recorded T. ininiosa from Brentwood, where, in fact, he had
taken all the specimens of the genus in one night, except T. upi)iia.

Mr. Nicholson had noticed that, though the sallows were over, the

usual " sallow " insects were still in fine condition, except T. iinuida.

The South London P^ntomological and Natural History Society

met on April 9th, when Mr. Tunaley exhibited a lantern for entomo-
logical purposes, designed to obviate the inconvenience and smell

of oil. It was thought that it would be, when completed, a capital

success. Mr. South exhibited a banded specimen of Aijlais (Vanessa)

urticae, taken alive in his house at Tooting, on March 22nd. Mr.
Williams : a living specimen of BomhyUns vwdia. Mr. McArthur : a

bred series of llnpsipctis trifasciata, from Hoy. They were of a rich
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chestnut colour, and had been reared on heather. This was con-

sidered to be a most unusual food.

The Diptera of Guernsey/-'

Mr. W. A. Luti' has done much for the entomology of the Channel
Islands. Almost all Orders seem to be passing under his notice, for

we have already had the Lepidoptera and Hemiptera. He commends
the study of the Diptera to entomologists in the following notes :

—

" There have been few Orders of insects so neglected as the Diptera
;

for although some of the species are very elegant and beautiful in the

perfect state, still the great majority are small in size and sombre in

colour, and do not attract beginners in the science, like such insects

as butterflies and moths. The life histories of these insects, however,
are so interesting and varied that a study of even a few species will

repay the observer."

In his general remarks of the families he says :
—" The (Estridii?,

or Bot-flies, are parasitic on horses, sheep, and oxen. They are

termed ' hots ' in horses, ' maggot ' in sheep, and ' warbles ' in

cows and oxen. The eggs of the Bot-fly are laid on the hair in those

parts likely to be licked by the horse. The young larva readily

adheres to the moist surface of the tongue, and is from thence con-

veyed into the stomach, where they feed. Mr. Bracey Clarke, one of

the best observers of these insects, says they are not injurious ; others,

however, are of a contrary opinion.
" The ' maggot ' in sheep has a still more wonderful history.

Its eggs are laid in the nostrils of sheep ; these, on becoming larvje,

penetrate into the frontal and maxillary sinuses and even the horns,

and feed on the secretions. When full-grown the larviB fall through
the nostrils of the sheep to the ground, and there change into

the pupa state. In about two months the perfect fly makes its

appearance.
" The ' warble-fly ' of the cow and oxen is far more formidable

than either of those just described. Its eggs are laid on the sides and
backs of these animals, and the larvie resulting from them pierce

through the hide, producing tumours as large as pigeons' eggs.

The food of the larva appears to be the pus or matter surrounding
it in the tumour in which it exists. Having attained its full size,

it presses itself against the upper part of the tumour, and, by some
unknown process, makes a hole in the hide about the size of a pea.

Through this the larva wriggles itself and falls to the ground, where it

soon becomes a pupa. After lying on the ground some weeks the

perfect fly emerges. It is a large and handsomely-coloured species,

but very difticult to obtain on account of the rapidity of its flight

and the difficulty of breeding it, the larva dying on being removed
from the animal on which it has fed."

One species which Mr. Luff" has captured, rh., Ih/cilodrsid rarhti,

Schiner, is not recorded as British. Of the rarer species which Mr.
Luft' has met with

—

h'jntriptiin rhuiulatnx, Fab., Si/rjjlm.s (/rossidariai',

Mg., KiunciHs (iiindatits, Mg., and Lurina faKciata are especially

worthy of notice. The revised nomenclature, suggested by Mr.
Verrall, is adopted throughout.

* The Diptera of Guernseij. By W. A. Lull'. Published by The Guernsey
Society of Natural Science, lb95.
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The Blue Butterflies of a Kentish hillside.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

A tan,q:led shaw runs up the chalk-hills from the road to the wood
yonder. 'L'oo broad for a hedge, too narrow for a wood, a mystery
of verdure, the haunt of eharmhig insects, of beautiful flowers, of

interesting things of fur and feather—that is a Kentish shaw.
The chalk-hills here are capped with the Tertiaries. At one

time, we doubt not, they were covered with them, but the action of

air, rain, frost and running water has stripped their sides almost
bare, and deposited rich beds of soil in the valleys, whilst a deeper

layer of clay and sand still covers the summits of the hill-ridges of the
North Downs. On these are situated those Kentish woods which
make one of the most charming pictures of English scenery. From
the boundaries of Surrey, past Rochester and Canterbury, these chalk-

hills stretch, until at last they fall with precipitous cliffs sheer into

the sea, a few miles north and south of Dover.
The woods are all of mixed growth—yews, oak, beech, hazel,

birch, pine and ash intermingle their varied foliage, whilst a thick

undergrowth is festooned with wild roses, honeysuckle and clematis.

Hawthoi-n, buckthorn, privet and hazel form the chief undergrowth
of the shaws ; and inlets, carpeted in spring with primroses, violets,

blue-bells and anemones, run into the woods.
The first Blue butterfly appears with the blue-bells. What connec-

tion there is between Ci/aniris aniiolus and the blue-bells we do not
know, but years ago our attention was called to the fact, and where-
ever there is a carpet of blue-bells, there, on a hot sunny morning,
the Holly Blue will be observed flitting about. The second brood of

this species is here exceedingly rare. Occasionally a specimen is to be
seen in August or September flitting along the rides, or on the out-

skirts of the woods, but such appearances are very uniisual.

With the last week in May, in ordinary years, rohjininiiatus he/-

IdniK.s, I', iidiusiiud I'.dsfiairhr appear, usually almost sinmltaneously,
but whereas the first-named comes with a burst and remains on the
wing for two or three weeks in succession, the last appears suddenly,
remains pretty abundantly for a few days, and disappears as suddenly
as it appeared. The appearance of /'. irarus is, at this time, only the

herald of a long, straggling brood, which lasts well on through .June,

often, indeed, until the earliest specimens of the second brood ni-e well

on towards maturitv.
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These species have their special likes, foi' whilst /'. astrarc/ir hiunits

the edges of the woods, keeping close company with ' '(illdplirtis nihi,

that now abounds on the luiAvthorn blossoms, or, after midday, around
the beeches, /'. icdru.s loves a rough, grassy spot, and /'. bdlarinis

haunts the steep, open hillside, clothed with the vetches and trefoils on
which its larva feeds. These three species occur together again in

August, when the flowers of the thyme and marjoram are often covered

with the brilliant little creatures.

There is considerable difference between the feuuiles of the two
broods of /'. hdlanjus, those of the early brood being especially brightly

tinted with the male coloration (=:al). rmiuns). This occurs, to a

certain extent, in l)oth broods, but is much more frequent and mort.'

strongly developed in the females of the spring brood. Many
marvellous aberrations have been captured here. At Queensdown
Warren (Rainham Station, L.C.D.R.), Mr. Tyrei' and ^Ir Sabine
have captured many remarkalile specimens (/V»^ lice, ii., p. 111),

and there are miles of similar country all over the hills.

In July, /'. <-nri/(l(»i appears, but much less abundantly than its

brilliant neighbour. Usually it occurs at a period cpiite intermediate

between the appearances of the two broods of /'. Iirlldn/its. But this

is not always so. In cold summers, the appearance of J'. c(ii;/(l(»i is

often so much delayed that late specimens occur with the earliest

individuals of the second brood of /'. hdlaqnts. This is particularly

the case if we have a hot spring (which produces a very early first

brood of the latter species), followed by cold weather in June and
July, so as to delay the emergence of /'. rori/ihDi. Under such

circumstances, the later part of the only brood of /'. rdri/dmi and the

early specimens of the second brood of /'. hr/laniiis are to be seen

flying together.

The great similarity of the larv;p of these species is accompanied
by a parallel similarity of the females, which resemble each other very

closely. Sometimes, and this is especially the case with /'. hdlanins,

the females are sprinkled Avith blue scales, and then these correspond

in tint with those of their respective males. When they are not

thus sprinkled, the black ground colour, the cleaner fringes the more
richly, orange-red spotted hind margins, and the less strongly spotted

underside of /'. hdlatym appear to offer the chief marks of distinction.

If there are any better ones, we should be pleased to hear of them.

These are not the only " Blues " that haunt the chalk-hills.

Here and there a rough grassy bay runs for a short distance into the

Avood. From the middle to the end of June, these abound with
i'Hpidd iiiiniiiia, quietly ffitting in the sun or resting on the grass

culms at the close of the afternoon. The females of this little IMue
are much darker than the males, which are often quite plentifully

sprinkled with the pale blue scales.

Xomiaih'ti scHiianfKs used to occur here. Nothing, however, has

been seen of it for about a qiuirter of a century, but there nuist be

hundreds of acres of suitable collecting ground on these hills, where
the foot of an entomologist has rarely, if ever, trod. Li/cafiia arum
was recorded by Lewin and Stephens as a Kentish insect, and, judged

by its Continental haunts, many suitable spots still occur.

Yonder is a stretch of rough ground, covered with scabious,

bramble, ragwort, sainfoin and niunberless other chalk-loving plants
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in tangled confusion. There, a charming race of I'lclxiiis ,i,'t/iiii lives.

When we first captured specimens, we thought they were /'. arijKs, and
that we had added another species to the British list. But Mr.

Nicholson, of Lewes, recognised them as /'. rtc//"", in spite of their

heing so nmch finer and larger than any of the heath-grown specimens.

We wonder who will add 1'. ari/iis to the the British list; it is so like

/'. a(';io)i that it can easily he overlooked by the smartest collector ; it is

so widely distributed and so abundant on the Continent, that it can

hardly fail to exist here.

Lavipidrs hiictird has not been known to wander on the Kentish

chalk hills, nor are their warm southern slopes yet known to hide

Kcerex an/iadt's, but the woods produce Tlwda ii--alhuin, Xcji/ii/nis

bctulai' and Z. (jiwrcus, and the slopes swarm with Skippers. The
clover fields that run along between the hills and the river sometimes
teem with < 'alias hijale and ('. I'tlii.sa, whilst the woodside in spring is

never wathoiit (rnmiitrry.r rhamiil. In short, forty-six species of our

P>ritish Rhopalocera are to be captured on these banks, and in the

woods behind them, within a distance of five miles, and the number
of moths is legion, indeed, no day's enjoyment can be better ob-

tained, no more delightful scenery met with, no more interesting

specimens captured, than on the breezy downs, through which the

l\Iedway cuts in its course between Maidstone and Rochester.

The Mallophaga or Biting Lice.

'

From the time of Eleazar Albin's Xatnral tiistori/ of Knt/li.sh

Insi'cts, 1720, the Mallophaga have interested a long series of the

most eminent entomologists, including Linne, De Geer, Fabricius,

Schrank, Stephens, etc. The insects are very small, live externally

parasitic on the bodies of birds and mammals, are wingless, have
l)iting mouth-parts, and differ from true lice by not sucking the blood

of their victims. The average length of tliese insects is somewhat
less than one-tenth of an inch, and they feed on the epidermal pro-

ducts (feathers, hair, etc.) of their hosts.

As early as lOGH, Redi mentioned one of these insects, now known
as Trinotim luridiiin, as the "louse of the teal;"' whilst another

species, Li/x'vnis hantlus, is mentioned as " Pulex columba' majoris."

In IKIH, Nitzsch compiled a memoirf which presents the essential

features of the classification of the group now used ; but the monu-
mental work;!: on the group is (iiebel's monograph, although to the

student, IMaget's worklj is the most valuable treatise, the uncoloured

figures and descriptions lieing very good indeed.

The MALLOPHA(iA have an incomplete metamorphosis. The eggs

are glued to the barbs of the feiithers of their hosts, and the

* New MallopJuifia: irith spcri((l rc/rmicc to n collection imuh' j'roni maritime

liinU of the Bail "J ^lonterti, Califoniid. J!y Vernon L. Kellogg. (16 pages and
XV. plates. Published by The Leland Stanford Junior University, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia. ISOfV).

:
" Die Faniilien and Gattungen der Thierinsekten als ein Prodroinnsi XaMii-

geshichte derselben."

—

<ieniiai\'< Magazin der Kiituiiiolo;iie, vol. iii, Isl^.

; Iiixecta Epizoa, die auf Sdtigethiereii mid ]lUielii nrhittarotzenden Insekteu, naeh

Chr. L. Xitzsch'ii Nachlatmhedrheilcl. mil w. 'I'a/ebi. etc. 1874. Leipzig.

II

Lea PedieuUnes Kxsoi Monoiini/iliiiiiic, xol. !.. Texte, vol. ii., Plane-lies, 18H0,

Supplement, 1H8>, Leyden,
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young insects resemble the parents in ull essential characters, the

absence or incompleteness of the abdominal markings being the chief

point of difterence ; the chitinization of the plates makes the

insects darker as they get older, but the number of moults is not yet

known for any species.

The food of the Mallophacja has formed the subject of consider-

able study, and it has been concluded that the conspicuous large,

dark, pear-shaped blotch in the abdomen, found in a majority of

individuals examined, is the crop and its contents, the latter composed
of hair, feathers, epidermal scales, and not blood. The dark colour,

of course, is most distinct directly after a full meal and later, after

digestion, is wanting. Blood has occasionally been found in the

crop ; and Kellogg describes at length the peculiar habit of Menniitm

titan var. luifctris, which is parasitic on the Californian Brown Pelican

{r<ifcanus califonticus), and is found commonly clinging to the inner

surface of the gular pouch. The clinging is accomplished by the use

of the numdibles, which are inserted in the skin of the pouch, and
the insects appear, when discovered, to be always firmly lodged.

Some effective clinging is, of course, necessary to prevent them being

carried away by the water taken into the mouth when feeding. In

several instances Kellogg noticed that a small region surrounding the

parasites was raw and bloody, biit he is inclined to think that their

food consisted of the epidermal scales of the inner wall of the pouch.
The abundance of certain species, like ^[nutjnm pallidnm, on

domestic poultry, causes much inconvenience to the hosts, owing to

the irritation set up by the sharp-clawed feet of the parasites. On the

death of the host, the parasites remaining on the body die, and
Kellogg considers this is due to the loss of heat, since it cannot be due
to lack of food. It appears remarkable that those species which infest

swimming and diving birds are not furnished with special contrivances

for their mode of life, but, living as they do at the roots of the feathers,

where water never penetrates, such special contrivances are not

necessary.

Although the Mallnphatja rarely pass from the host's body, yet

migration is accomplished in many species, without doubt. This may
easily take place among gregarious birds and mammals, or amongst
others at the breeding season. In the case of birds, gulls, etc., where
difterent species live gregariously, purasites can pass from one species

of bird to another, and hence the same species of insect may occasion-

ally be parasitic on different birds.

But when the same insect is parasitic on two birds , which are

respectively confined to the New and Old Worlds, explanation is

difficult. Yet Kellogg mentions twenty-two different species which

have been described as parasitic on purely Old World birds, and which

he has found on other birds in the New World. I'hus he has found

Xirnnis si(/HatHs and X pilcus on the American Avocet, although they

were originally described from specimens taken on the European
Avocet. The meeting of these two birds is practically im-

possible, and the only reasonable explanation is that the parasitic

species have, in these instances, persisted unchanged from the common
ancestor of the two allied bird-species, now so completely separated.

As Kellogg points out in such cases—" the parasites have remained

practically unaffected by the conditions which have produced the
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difference between the birds ; the temperature of the host's body, the
feathers asfnod, all the conditions of the environment are essentially un-
changed in their relation to the parasite." The parasitic species may
thus remain unchanged, whilst the bird species may have become
differentiated into a dozen specific forms, all with a common parasite.

The possibility of this explanation being true is largely increased by
the fact that there is no known case Avhere the same species of parasite

affects Old World and New World species of birds, which are widely
separated phyletically.

The peculiar conditions relating to those species of Mallophaga that
live on hosts of non-gregarious habits niust also be considered. It is

possible that in birds of monogamous habits the parasite becomes almost
entirely cut oft' from its own kind, and, for many years, in-and-in
breeding alone takes place, the only possible chance of a cross being
when a fresh selection of a mate occurs. This isolation will soon
mark the race, and the conditions will prevent the production of any
wide divergence in the same species. It will create a great number of

small variations in the same species, but, at the same time, it Avill tend
to preserve practically unchanged (except for these trivial specific

variations) the specific homogeneity of the parasites, and hence Kellogg
says that, whilst he can refer a score of species taken from American
birds to species described from p]uropean or Asiatic birds, yet, in all

these cases, there are slight but recognisable differences between the
Old World and New World specimens.

Some birds have as many as six species of Mallophaga parasitic

on them, others have tw^o or three, whilst in others a parasite is con-
fined to a single species or genus. It happens very rarely, however, when
more than one species of parasite is found on a bird, that the parasites

belong to the same genus. Usually the parasites belong to widely
different genera.

The position of the Mallophaga among insects is still open to
question. They have been included in Hemiptera, because the
rrdindidac (or sucking lice) belonged there, and both are external
parasitic insects on mammals and birds. Then they were removed to

the Platyptera in the neighbourhood of Termites, Psocids, Perlids
and Enibids (and are even retained there now by Dr. Sharp), and
more recently, i.e., since the Platyptera were broken up by Brauer,
Mallophaga have been created into a separate Order. Their
specialisation—in the hne of degradation—is such that it is difficult

to relate them closely with any other insects.

For British students, we do not know whether any work later

than Henry Denny's Monnf/rcqthia Annplnrovuni hrittaniae or An
T-r.s.srt// 11)1 the British Species of Parcmtic Insects, 1842, London, illus-

trated with coloured plates, has been published. Some good general
remarks on the Order are to be found in the The (_'ainbri<l(/e Xatiiral
llistnn/, vol. v., by Dr. Sharp, but he states that the development of the
Mallophaga " is very imperfectly known,'" so that a specialist at the
Order is sure to break virgin soil. Dr. Sharp gives no generic or
specific characteristics, and hence his chapter is of no use to the pure
systematist.

We have been tempted to write th(^ above : (1). Because an up-to-
date monograph of the British (and European) ^[afj^ophaga, with
notes on habits, life-histories, etc., is very badly needed. (2). Because
we have received for review a valuable work on the Order, by Mr,
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Vernon L. Kello.n-i;-, which should be in the possession of eveiy student

of the Order, both for the excellence of the letter-press and the plates.

As Mr. Kellogg's studies have led him to recognise twenty European
species (out of about sixty examined) of this Order, as parasitic on
American birds, so we have no doubt the study of Mr. Kellogg's

newly-described species will speedily prove that some of them, at

least, ha\e an European range. We are not in a position to criticise

the scientific portion of the author's Avork, but must thank him
heartily for the interest and instruction the perusal of his book has

aH^'orded us.

Melanippe fluctuata.

By L. 11. I'KOUT, F.K.S.

My object in l)ringing this paper before the City of London Ento-
mological and Natural History Society this evening, is not to pi'ovide

a complete account of the natural history of the species whose name
iippears in its title, nor to clear up any difficult (question of closely-

M.llied species, nor {niirahile (Jictu .') to ]ii'ove that it is the unhappy
possessor of a name which does not belong to it ; but chiefly to

discuss its variation, and endeavoui- to reduce to some measure of

order the chaotic varietal nomenclature ; in fact, if possible, to do

for this species what Dr. Ikickell did so admirably for ('oninniiiniilni

fifliliiDi., six months ago. Since, however, a mere dissertation on
varietal nomenclature is not likely to prove very interesting to most
of our members, however useful it may be for subsequent reference,

I propose also to incorporate the few sketchy notes which 1 have

at connnand on tlie life-history and geogi-aphical distril)ution of this

connnon insect.

It is, as I have alreiidy hinted, (juite a relief to come across a

species amongst the (tkometkides, whose specific name is established

beyond all possibility of cavil, or of future alteration according to the

rights of priority. In the very first year in which such names were

given, IT'^iS, Liima;us (Si/st. Xaf., ed. x., p. 529) named it ilmtnatii,

and his diagnosis runs, " Plialaoia. (Tfomrtnt seticornis, alls cinera-

scentibus : anticis fasciis abbreviatis tribus fuscis." The authors of

the " Accentuated List " are in doubt whether Linnjeus derived the

name from Hiirfiinri', to undulate—" the pale parts of the wings
being much undulated with fine ashy streaks ; or fliirtuare, to

fluctuate—from the variableness of the species." As a rule, Linnanis

described from one or two specimens only, and knew little enough
about the variableness of any species ; hence one would be inclined

to favour the former derivation, only that, unfortunately, his type is

the non-undulated pale form ; undei- the circumstances, therefoi-e, I

" give it up." Linn;BUS cited figures in three or four (nirliei- works,

and^ he may have inferred from these, either the variability of the

insect or the undulated appearance of certain specimens. The type

specimen in the LimiiToan cabinet (a female, hence the " seticornis
"

and the name fiuctnata, not aria) agrees with the diagnosis, being

the pale form with dark basal patch, costal half only of central fascia,

and small sub-apical costal blotch.

In common with many other of our British L.\i!KNTnr).K, Mrhaiippr

iinrlnaia has a very wide geographical range ; pi'obably, in fact,
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nearly the whole of the PaUeavctic and Nearctic regions. Staudinger

says that he has himself taken it from the North Cape to the Straits

of (lihraltar ; it is not rare in many parts of Central Asia, etc. ; I

have a specimen from Syria; and the North American form, which
Criienee named idiiata, is now considered to be only a slight variety

of it, though Moeschler [VcrJi. :-/>. (iesdl. in Wicn, xxxiv., 803)

questioned this identification.

There can, I think, be no doubt that M(ianii>pi' ihutuata is capable

of producing some very extreme and very interesting varieties ; but

whether it is, in the ordinary sense, an unusually variable species

seems to be a matter upon which there is some difference of opinion,

arising, I take it, from the geographical situation, and other special

circumstances, of the individual entomologist. That is to say, my
researches have led me to conclude that the insect is liable, under
normal conditions, to run into certain ;/mores, if I may so speak, and
may so far abide in them in some localities that even an experienced

entomologist may come to deny that it is particularly variable. Thus
Guenee writes that, though it " varies without doubt," yet he con-

siders its variability has been a good deal exaggerated. On the other

hand, the Norwegian entomologist, Schoyen, writes [Archir for Mafhc-

viatih Off Xatnrridotslcab, v., p. 194) that the specimens from Fin-

mark vary more than those in the southern parts of the country, and
his compatriot, Sparre Schneider (TroinsO Mu^cninx Aarslwftcr, xv.,

p. 75), goes so far as to say that one may occasionally come across

specimens so aberrant that they are hardly to be recognised.

In this connection, the question is also suggested as to how far the

species lends itself to the formation of definite local races, as distin-

guished from mere aberrations ; and here again there is room for

difference of opinion, according to the individual standpoint. Thus
Mr. Adkin, dealing with the British Islands, has concluded that " it

would be wrong to assume that the species had assumed any special

form, other than the type, in any particular locality " {I'ror. S. Land.
Ent. Soc, 189-4, p. 82), and I think that to a large extent most
] Jritish entomologists will be disposed to agree Avith him

;
yet even

in our islands there are some frndeurlrs towards the formation of local

races here and there, as, for instance (as Mr. Porritt informs me) for

the Yorkshire specimens to run to the smoky forms ; and Dr. F. B.

White (Sciittish Xatnralist, iv., p. 173) considers that Scottish speci-

mens are almost invariably melanochroic ; though Mr. Home, of

Aberdeen, writes me that he cannot at all agree with this, both
extremes occurring, and the dark forms being, indeed, rather the excep-

tion in his experience.

At any rate, when we take a wider survey of the species, we do
appear to find local variation assuming a considerable degree of

stability; Romanoff', in his Mnimircs snr Irs Tji'/iidn/iterrs (vol. ii.,

p. 131) says that all the specimens caught by him at Askhabad, as

Avell also as the Trans-Caucasian examples, show constant differences

from the European, and appear to form a local race ; to this I shall

allude again presently. Again, the variety from Syria, and the

Neapolitan and the Sicilian form, all seem to show distinct charac-

teristics ; and one may reasonably imagine that the same is true of

the American var. idiiata, Gn., or Guenee would hardly have considered

it a distinct species ; but I have only seen one American specimen,
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to my knowledge, and that is in such wretched condition that I can
make nothin,!,^ out of it.

From the very meagre inlormation on the suhject of Jiercdity in

this species whicli i yet have at connnand, tlie aljove statements
concerning local variation do not appear surprising : 1 hifer that,

given tolerably stable conditions of envinminent, the characteristic

niarkings of a form may be transmitted from generation to genera-
tion with a, considerable degree of persistency, a,nd hence that, in

some districts, what may be termed the " vai'iable strain " may
easily be bred out of existence in course of time, i have myself only
once bred M. furtuuta from the iigg, and then the whole brood
followed the normal parent form pretty closely ; and I find from the
l'!itti>iii(il<>;/i.st's llcmnl, vol. iv., p. 2H8, that ])r. Jhickell has had a
similar experience. The case is also genei'ally mucli the same in

allied species, as, for example, Mc/din'/iiir siifiatu, ( '(iri'iiiia (li'siti)iatn,

etc., etc. ; while, if one has the luck to get eggs from an abnormal
female, ;i most interesting and variable brood is likely to result. I

recently called attention in the l\iifi>niiil(>iiist's llcnird to a case in

poi]it, as ix'gards .1/. snri<it« : and ^Ir. (ioldtbwait has obtained some
extreme vars. of (

'. tlrsii/iiiif(( by breeding from ;i narrow-banded
female, and also a parallel series of .1/. jhirtiiatd. My idea is, there-

fore, from these and many simihii' instances, that there are, except in

a few extraordinarily aberrant species, constant strains running along-

side by side with the variable strains, and that the latter are not very
likely under oi-dinary circumstances to assume any local fixity, but
are. on the othei' band, somewhat liable to become suppressed m
time in certain regions. Staudinger's distinction l)etAveen " vai-.''

and •' ab."' will be very useful in such species as this ; fo)- whilt' all

vars. may ap])ear casually here and there as aberrations, yet there

ari! certain aberrations which, as far as has yet been discovered,

have nowhere become permanent varieties.

As regards the affinities of }f. titiciuatd. the less I say to-night,

the less I shall probably have to retract by-and-bye : foi- I neglected,

on the only occasion when 1 bred it from the egg, to make any
critical examination of the early stages. From what 1 recollect, I

imagine it will turn out to be somewhat closer to ('mrmia than to the

snciata group ; possibly .1/. innutauata will prove to be its nearest

ally, but I rather think the larva has a good deal in common with
' '. <ltsii/)l<lt<(.

The larva is a pretty general feeder on < 'rnn'h'nir, etc. Those
which I have occasionally come across in my garden have been found
on species of Tnipneolion, and this seems to be a very general food-

])lant. There are at least two broods in the year, but, as with Cmrmia
fiirwiata, etc., emergences are sometimes very erratic. It is capable

of going through its metamorphoses very rapidly : my brood of eggs
was obtained on -Tune 22nd, 1H92, the larvic hatched on -Tune 28th,

commenced going to earth about July IGth, and the rirst imago
appeared on August 8rd ; but 1 find that shorter periods will suffice

at certain times of the year and under certain conditions. ^Ir. Fenn
[F.nt. /iVc, iii., 17G) gives five days for the ova, -Tuly 4—9,1874;
and about Wiesbaden, according to Rtissler, the larval period is fifteen

days only. On the other hand, a few larv;e (abotit fourteen) found
in my garden in September, 1890, behaved, in the pupal state, in
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thv eccentric manner which 1 lind to be so fre(juent with ( 'onmia
lcnii(i(it(i, Linn, (loiiflnitaria, Haw.) ; the hirviO were nearly full

.^rown, and soon pupated, but of course I cannot say how rapidly

they liad fed up. About Christmas they were brought in-doors

to force, but none appeared until April, and then only two or

three ; in May they were again turned out into an out-house to take

their chance, and a few more came out at intervals, one in mid-
winter, LS91-2 ; another in March, 1892 ; and the last on May 1st,

1892, after some nineteen months in the pupal stage. These speci-

mens came out nnich more variable than the 1892 batch, reared

from ova.

I suspect that to these eccentric broods belong the specimens occa-

sionally met with in mild weather in winter. I have one record

for November, and Mr. Douglas A. Onslow {l\iif(»ii.. xxiii., VMi)

records a S2)ecimen in his garden on Feb. 2nd, 1890. J should be

interested to learn whether this species generally develops in the pupa,

before the Avinter ; for, if so, occasional early emergences could easily

be accounted for. I remember that the imagines from the 1890 larviv,

or some at least of them, developed a xevy longtime l)efore emergence,

and I am under the impression that some one has informed me that

that is usual.

In spite, however, of these occasional eccentricities, I have no
doubt that we are reasonably safe in speaking of Mclaiiiiiin' iliivtiiata

as a double-brooded species ; it is so regarded by all authors, and the

dates of the two bi'oods are usually fixed iit about jMay and .Tuly or

August respectively. It is, nevertheless, rather curious that I very

rarely meet with a spring specimen in my garden, but that there is

usually a sudden emergence of numerous fine fresh specimens at the

very beginning of •Tuly. Is the second brood generally very much
the commoner, and is it usual for that brood to be out (|uite so early ?

And whence come the not infrequent June specimens ?

It has been suggested that the two broods have somewhat different

facies, and Mr. Boden tells me that he has found this to be the case

in his experience, having himself bred both broods.

The Large Copper Butterfly (Chrysophanus dispar).

Hy .T. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The Large Copper butterfly was first noticed as lieing a British

species by Lewin, in his Insects of (ircat llritain (179B). Under the

name of hijip(it/nie, he figures it on PL -40 of that work, and states that

specimens were met with ])y a gentleman in Huntingdonshire, on a

})iece of moorland. The specimens were afterwards sent to Mr.
Seymer, F.L.S., of Dorsetshire, who presented them to the late

Dowager-Duchess of Portland.*-'

At the time that Lewin's work was published, Donovan was pro-

ducing (in parts) 'J'/ie Xatnral Ilistori/ of Britis/i Insects. He also

figured (Plate 117) the Large Copper under the name of /liiijidt/iDc,

and it was not until Haworth published the Lepiilo/ifera liritannica

* We wonder whether Mr. Davies can tell us whether these are included in the

Catalogue of insects, sold with the Duchess of Portland's collection, that he has ?

Specimens of C. virgaurcac (two pairs) arc included, vide, Kiit. llecurd, vol. v.,

p. 126.—Ei>.
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(IHO;-}), that the name tlispar was applied to our J>ritish insect, which
was described as "a new and very beautiful species." On the Conti-

nent, however, two other authors, Creyer (in his extension of Hiibner's

Hid-np. Srhiiictt., tio-s. <)(;G-1)()H), and Esper (PL HH, ti,i,'s. 1-2) fi,i,mred the

lU'itish species undei- the name of /lijiiKit/mc. Until this date all the

authors who had called the I British insect hijijintlioc had done so

under the impression that the ]>ritish insect was tlae A/7//'"^//nr of Linne,
which, however, is another species. Among- othei' things, Donovan
asserted that this buttei'tiy had been taken in Scotland.

Returning to Haworth, we find that he informs us that " the

butterHy in July frequents the marshes of Cambridgeshire in certain

but undeterminable years," further, " that it is a new and very

beautiful species, lately detected by himself and his very dear friends

W. Skrimshire and P. Bkrimshire, M.D., and formerly in Wales by
the celebrated botanist, Hudson." He also adds that the species has

not been taken in Scotland, as Donovan has affirmed from ei-roneous

information. It would apjiear that the Messrs. Skrimshire first saw
this butterfly near Ely, in 1797 or 171)H, and that, knowing it was not

a common t)iu\ they afterwards went with Haworth to capture it.

The Aberdeen locality for disjiar appears to have been maintained
l)y Samouelle. who (in 1K19) gives the names of three Copper butterflies

as inhabiting l)ritain, besides the Small Copper {('/iri/sop/iaiiKs ji/iIucks).

These are :—(1). " Li/rantn ilispar (the Large Copper), I'djiilioJiijijint/Kic

of Donovan. Inhabits the fens of Cambridgeshire, and has been

observed near Aberdeen, in Scotland." (2). " Liiiatna clui/seis

(Purple-edged Copper). Inhabits Europe ; in Britain it is extremely

rare." (8). " Li/ctinia viiyaiinar (Scarce Copper). Inhabits Europe ;

vei'y local in Britain. It is found in some parts of Huntingdonshire." '••'

There can be little doubt that /-. (lisjud- and L. n'lyaiircac, as mentioned
above, refer to the same species. The maintenance of the Aberdeen
locality, first started by Donovan, is quite inexplicable in the face of

Haworth"s previous I'emarks.

Before leaving Haworth's own published remarks, it nuiy be well

to quote a letter of his on the subject to the Kev. ^^'. T. Bree, who
conmuuiicated it to Loudon's XdtKral. Hilton/, 1884. In this

Haworth remarks:—"Some entomologists once made an excursion

into the fens for the purpose of taking the beautiful Li/racna disjiar, or

liai'ge Copper butterfly, which, it is well-known, frequents low marshy
grounds. The Coppers Avere captured in great abundance. It so

happened that the following winter proved to be a very wet one, and
th(! entire tract of land where the Coppers had been found was com-
pletely inundated, and actually lay mider water for a considerable

time. The entomologists deemed that the flood would certainly

destroy the Coppers, and that the race would become extinct in that

part of the country. The next sunnner, however, the butterHies were
found again on tlic very same spot, as i)lentifullyas before. Subsequently

the tract of land was submitted to the action of fire, and the wliole

surface l)urnt. with a \iew to agricultm'al improvement. After

this operation, the C()[)pers were no longer met with in that particulai'

locality."

_
Kirby and Speucc (1.S2G) make reference to this species, in their

Ento)nvlo(jists^ Useful Covipoid'mm, p. 211.
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I iitr<>(h«ti<>)i til Knt'iiiioldtii/, intlae following sentence:—" Morasses also

liave their peculiar insects. In this kind of district, in the Isle of Ely, has

been taken that scarce and beautiful butterfly, Li/idcna rin/anrcar, by a

Fellow of Trinity Colle.Lte, Canil)ridge," showing that e\en then the

nomenclature, as in use among British lepidopterists, was somewhat
mixed.

Mr. C. W. Dale asserts that, after the capture of the specimens

mentioned as having been taken by Haworth and the Messrs. Skrimshire,
'• the next specimens were taken at Whittlesea Mere, by Thonuis

Speechly, an old boatman in my father's employ, in July, ISIO, and
subsequently by my father himself and the Messrs. _ Standish. It

appears to have occurred in great plenty, as several hundreds were

taken within the next ten years by the London collectors, who visited

AYhittlesea and Yaxley Meres during the month of July, for the sole

purpose of obtaining specimens. In 1H27, Mr. Haworth took fifty

s})ecimens in a single day in P>ardolph Fen, Norfolk ; a few also were

til ken at ]>enacre, in Suffolk.'"''-'

In 1828, Stephens wrotef of this species as follows :
—" This

splendid insect appears to l)e confined to the fenny counties of

Cambridge and Huntingdon, with the neighbouring ones of Suffolk

and Noi'folk, unless the account of its capture in Wales by Hudson be

admitted ; but this may probably be the following species (liiji/iot/idr),

which may, moreover, eventually prove synonymous with /.. di^i/iar.

In the ffrst two localities it appears to occur in great profusion, as

several hundi'ed specimens have been captured within these last ten

years by the London collectors, who have visited Whittlesea and
Yaxley INIeres during the month of July, for the sole purpose of

obtaining specimens of this insect, which is also stated to occur on the

coast of Suffolk, at I>enacre ; but that locality may. however, belong

to the next insect."

It is very dubious for which of the Coppers Stephens" hijipothor

was meant. One would, on reading his comparison of it with

/,. ilisjHir, be inclined to agi'ee with him tliat it was an aberration of

the latter, " the female of lii/.iKit/ioi' dift'ering from that of //. dispar

in haxing the spots on the upper siirface of the anterior wings smaller,

and in having the entire disc of the posterior wings above dusky,

clouded with deeper spots, and without the fulvous nervures ; the

under surface has fewer and smaller spots than L. iJisino-."

The general remarks that follow, however, tend to lead one to the

conclusion that it was an imported Continental species (like those of

r//)7/.v'/.s and riniauirac, which Stephens also describes). Of the insect

described under the name of Iiipjintlioi', Stephens writes :
—" The

inferior size of the above insect, as well as the dift"erences in the

number and size of the ocellated spots on the lower surface of the

wings, and the colour of the upper surface of the inferior ones of the

female, combined with the circumstance that, amongst several

hundreds of L. dispar which have been taken at Whittlesea ^lere, not

one specimen occurred agreeing Avith the abo\e definition, seem to

point out the present insect as a different species. The male which I

possess was in the late Mr. Beckwith's collection, and the female is

* British Butterflies, p. 47.

^ Xilustratiuns of British Entomolofi ij , vol. i., p. 82.
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in that of Mr. llaworth. \vho informs nie that he ol)taint'(l it many
years since from an ohl cabinet that was formed hy a jfentleman

residing in Kent, and "which contained scarcely any insect that was not

the production of that county, thence called the ' Kentish Cabinet,'

which renders it probable, as Mr. Haworth surmises, that the true

locality of the insect is Kent." 80 little care was taken in those early

days to separate ]^)ritish and Continental specimens, that one is driven

to conclude that this must have been an importation. That either

Stephens' or Haworth's specimen was a Kentish one, we do not for a

moment believe. The description siiggests that the sj)ecies is indeed

the vHtilns form of ('. (li.yiar.

There is something to be said in favour of considering these to be

really British specimens of the nitilns form, for ]\Ir. (t. J3ethune-Bakor

states that this form was undoubtedly taken in Britain. He writes:

—

'' I have known for many years that my father took both ordinary
(

'. ilisjKir and var. rntilHs some time between 182;") and 1834. My
father tells me he captured all his specimens (eight in number)
himself, all of which are in may collection, rh., five J and three ? .

One male is typical n(tili(s<, another almost typical, but with slightly

larger spots, whilst a third is midway between ili.yjar and rutilus, the

remaining tAvo are true ilii^par. Of the females, one is fairly typical

riftihis, another is on the upper side like the darker specimens

occasionally taken on the Continent, ri:., with larger spots on the

upper wings, but the spots beneath are decidedly larger than any of

my var. iiidlux. whilst the third is true ilispar'" (J\.M.M., vol. xxviii.,

p." 190).

I^ut the day of extinction was not very remot(% for in 1847 or 1818,

the last capture of this species in Britain was made by Mr. Stretton,

who took five specimens in Holme Fen. Thenceforth, all references to

]>ritish C. disfnir are in the nature of I'eminiscences of what the insect

was.

Many of these re)niniscences are interesting. One of these was
recently penned by that entomological Nestor, Mr. Sam. Stevens, now
undoubtedly t/i<' Father of P)ritisli entomologists. He writes, " I well

r(>member, at the meeting of the British Association at Cambridge, in

the yoar, I think 1844 or 1845, I was introduced by Mr. Vernon
Wollaston. or Rev, Hamlet Clark, to a man of the name of Rawlinson,

the " Bie-man," as he was called. He used to go out for gentlemen of

the University, to collect for them in the Fens—plants, insects, and
other objects of Natural History—in the summer time, but in thv

winter he sold pies. Rawlinson asked me if I wanted caterpillars of

the Large Copper ; 1 said I could do with a few. Two days after-

wards he brought me a dozen ; I told him six woiild be enougli, which

I purchased of him at the price he asked, sixpence each, I took them
home and bred five fine and perfect specimens. At that time one

could Iniy the butterfly, from Argent and other London dealers, at Is,

and 2s, each. If one could only have anticipated what has happened,

1 should certainly have taken tlie dozen caterpillars and laid in a large

stock of Viutterflies, for a little fortune might be made out of them,"'-'*

Another reminiscence, which, written as it was by a professional

collector ("old Harding," of Deal), has a pathetic interest, as it tends

• Science Gossip, 1895, p. 20.
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to do away with the pleasant fiction, in the beUet' of which we have
all made oui-selves comfortable, that collectors had no direct hand in

the extermination of this beautiful species, but that the untoward
result was brought about by the drainage of their haunts. This, how-
ever, is what Harding has written :

—" About forty years ago Mr,
Benj. Standish (the grandfather) heard that dispar, as then called, had
been seen in the t'ens He got a painting of the butterfly,

coloured by his fatlier, and went down to the Fens and showed it to

people there, but no one knew anything about it, Mr, ])rake, at the
' Checkers,' told him that a man lodged there who worked in the Fens,

cutting reeds, who was a most likely person to know. When the

num returned from work Standish showed him the drawing and said,

'Do you know anything about a butterfly like this?' 'Yes,' said

the man, ' I saw some to-day,' ' Well,' said Standish, ' what shall I

give you to take me to the spot ? ' ' No,' said the man, ' I intend to

take a lot up to London." Stnndish then ottered him five shillings to

take him to the place, but the man would not divulge the locality,

even for a promise of two shillings for each insect captured. The
landlord, however, told Standish where the man worked, and he was
successful in finding the place and took a fine lot of /'. hipjiotluw. it

soon got wind among the folks at the Fen that they were worth two
shillings each in London, and two men came from C'and^ridge and
secured a large quantity, which they took to London in boxes full and
sold them at sixpence each, 1 went down about three years after

and got some of the larvte. They appeared to be very local, and
most numerous where their food-plant—the water-dock—was most
abundant. The larvae were collected by all persons, young and
old. I l)ought two dozen larv^e of an old woman for ninepence, from
which 1 bred some fine specimens, and sold them at one shilling

each. Mr. Cole, at Holme Fen, took a large quantity of them.
His back-yard was (piite close to their locality. The last time

I was there j\Ir, Cole said he had not seen one for some years. There
was the food-plant in plenty on the same spot but no larvte. They
had been too closely hunted for " (Ivnt., xvi,, p, IHO), The facts that

its food-plant existed '• in plenty '" long after the insect had gone and
that " the larvae had been too closely hunted for," speak volmnes.

The records of more recent authors are, of course, all culled from
the ancient publications. Even as late as lHo7, Stainton gives two
species of Jiritish Coppers, besides Chnisdiihamisplducax. These are :

—

(1),
''

(

'/iri/s(ipliauu.s ili.spar (Large Copper), and (2) C/tii/sdji/icmits

(•/(///.sr/.s (the Purple-edged Copper)," Of ('. dispar he writes:—" 1",

7'"
. Bright copper-red, with one or more black spots on each wing ;

hind margins black, U,-s,

—

H,-av., pale blue, with distinct black

spots, vii.-viii. Larva green, with a darker dorsal stripe, and one
paler stripe on each side (Freyer), On Jliiuir.r htidndapatlnuii (great

waterdock) and /.', aipiaticxs, vi. Formerly found at Whittlesea

]\Iere and Yaxley,"*''

Stainton then quotes Mr. IJond as follows :
—" You ai'c (piite right

in supposing that I have had personal accjuaintance with living < '.

dis/iar. I much fear that I shall nevei- have the pleasure again, as 1

am (juite sure they have disappeared from the Cambridge and Hun-
tingdonshire fens. All I can tell you about their habits is this, that

* Manual, i., p. 55.
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they were very active and shy, and would only fly when the sun

shone ; they woiild always settle on a thistle when they could find

one in bloom, flyinij;- oft* to attack any insect, no matter what, that

mit^ht come anywhere near them ; not always returning, but generally

passing on to another place. It was very little use following them
if you missed your first stroke with the net, as they went away like

the wind, and seldom let you get a second chance ; indeed, it was

difficult to follow them, as keeping your eyes on them and the lioggy

places was rather a difficult job."

Newman (1H71) adds a little. Among other things he says :—
" Varieties of this species are not conuuon ; in those that have passed

through my hands there has been a remarkable uniformity of colon i--

ing, but Mr. Dale informs me that he possesses a female almost

entirely black." He then adds, "My acquaintance with the cater-

pillar and chrysalis was made very many years ago, in Mr. Double-

day's garden at Epping, where the very plant of liuini'x lii/dnildpnt/iuni,

on which the caterpillars fed, is still in existence." The present

writer believes that he possesses, thanks to the great generosity of

Dr. Chapman, one of the very last specimens that Mr. Doubleday

bred on that plant.

Of the variability of the dates of appearance, Mr. Newman gives

the following facts :
— •' Caterpii.i.aks appeared at beginning of June,

1841 ; July '2-ith, IH'Al . Chkysalids on July 2r)th, 1827. J>uttkk-

FLiKs, June 2r,th, 182G ; July Hrd-uth, 1888 ; July 19th, 1827 ;

August, 1819 ; xVugust 4th, 1821."" These dates were obtained from

Mr. J. C. JJ)ale. Newman had quite given up the idea that this

beautiful species occurred anywhere except in the counties of Cam-
jiridgeshire and Huntingdonshire. In the former county he says it

was taken " in plenty at Whittlesea Mere (J. F. Stephens) ; not taken

in Cambridgeshire since 1845 (Thomas IJrown)." Of its occurrence in

the latter county we read :
—" Yaxley and Holm Fens. The latest

capture, consisting of five specimens, was made by Stretton, in either

1847 or 1848; they were all purchased by Mr. Harrington. 1 was

at Yaxley for several successive yearn after this, but never saw another

specimen or heard of another being taken " (F. Bond). Newman
does not give Norfolk and Suttblk, to which counties we have already

referred as producing specimens, on the testimony of Stephens and

Mr. C. W. Dale.

There is one little item in the history of C. (lisimr which we have

not been able to fathom. This originates in a report of the meeting

of the South London Entomological Society, held on March 9th,

1898, where we read that " a discussion arose as to the occurrence of

l'(ill/(i)iiiii(itus (lis/iar, Haw., at Cambei'well, fifty years ago, and Mr. Fenn
and Mr. Tugwell, both recorded probable Kentish specimens previous to

1848."'"' 1 have already ([uoted whiit Stephens says of a species of

large Copper, supposed to have been captured in Kent, long antecedent

to the date of his work (1828), and which he described undei' tlu'

name of liijiintthn?. The only other reference that I can And liearing

on the sul)ject is a paragraph, which is rather more detailed than

Stephens' remarks, iiltbough e\idently referring to the same speci-

mens, by Mr. C. ^^'. Dale, who writes :

—" It (var. nitiln.s) has l)een

recorded as Jiritish under the name of lnpp<itliut. Concerning this

my father wrote iu Luudvn's Miujazine for 1834 :
' Mr. Hawoitb told

* Ent. liecard., iv., p. 121
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me that they came out of an old cabinet called the ' Kentish Cabinet,"
and were said to have been taken near Faversham. I had a mah-
and a female from the late Mr. Latham, which were from Cai)t.

Lindegren's cabinet, whence, probably, all the supposed British

specimens came.' "f This is all I can find relating to Kentish speci-

mens of ( '/ni/sdji/nnnis dispay.

Some of the impossibilities I'elating to the records of the occur-

rence of this species may be mentioned. We have already stated

that Donovan considered that specimens were taken in Scotland, whilst

llaworth records it as having been taken formerly in Wales by the cele-

lii-a,ted botanist, Hudson. Mr. .1. I). Hodgkinson, of I.'reston, states

in the Kiitniiioloiiisfs Wccldii I iitclliiinicfr, vol. iv., p. 10 (iH.'iH). that

he saw a specimen *• in Cumberland," that he took " a very deliberate

look at it and lost it after all."' This set the ball rolling, for, in the

same Mag., p. 181. Mr. \V. ' Winter, of Ranworth, says: "This
species has again appeared in the fens here ; I saw four yesterday,

but missed them all." This was on June 19th, 1858. One is

recorded {Kntom., vol. vi., p. 221) as having been seen on Hackney
Marshes. I doubt whether any one of these has a suspicion of

probability in it.

For very many years it was fondly supposed that we had this

fine species all to ourselves, as it was well known that Duponchel's
(i., 18, H-6) and IJoisduval's (IctDH's, 10, 1-8) figures, described

under Hawortli's name, were from tJritish specimens ; but when
Staudinger's Cataloii ilfr Li'piilojj., etc., was published in 1871, it was
found that, although (

'. (Uspar was confined to Phigland, yet it was
only a form of a species well distributed over the Continent. This
latter was the rutilux of Werneburg (Btr., i., p. 891), the hipjjot/ioi',

of Hubner (figs. 852-4), Ochsenheimer (1, 2, 88), Godart (1, 9 sec. 5

10, sec. 8), and Freyer (127). It has been captured in " P'rance,

(lermany, South-Eastern Europe (citr. Graeca), Bithynia, Armenia
and the Altai." Kirby also considers the type confined to Flngland.

The var. rutilus, which occurs on the Continent of Europe, is

diagnosed by Staudinger as being smaller, with smaller spots ; but,

as the Ik'itish specimens of dispar vary greatly in size, and some are

certainly not larger than large nitilKs, some other distinction was
necessary. This was provided Ijy Mr. Howard Vaughan, who drew
attention to the mucli broader hind marginal orange band on the

underside of the hind-wings in British specimens of (
'. dispar, when

compared with var. iKtiliis.

Lang says that all the Continental specimens which he has seen

"belong to the var. rutilua, and are so distinct that there ought not
to be any confusion between them and the true typical form once
taken in England." He further adds :

" The most distinctive feature

of nitilus, however, is the narrowness of the orange band on the

underside of the hind-wings, near the hind-margin. I have examined
a great number of specimens of nitilits, and also of dispar, with the

object of fixing upon some constant character by which they may be
differentiated, and have never seen a specimen of rKtiliis with the
hind-marginal band so broad and so well defined as it always appears
in dispar. I am, therefore, inclined to look upon this character as

diagnostic"!

+ British Jintter flics, p. 46. : llhopalocera Europae, p. iil.
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This was all clelightfuUy cleav, and those who had invested their

gold in British '• Coppers " hreathed freely again, for it had heen
just recently asserted that a form, quite undifferentiable from British
('. (lispar, had been found in the Pontine Marshes near Rome, and in

Egypt, and it is w^ell known—-such are the peculiarities of rare (and
even extinct) l^i-itish species—that the occurrence of the same foi-m

abroad would at once l)e accompanied with a great increase in tbr

number of bona-jhif British specimens.

The latest disturbance, however, on the " Copper "' horizon was
started by ]\Ir. Betliune-liaker, who asserts that he has specimens of

var. nitiliis of undoubted British origin, captured in the Fens years

ago with the ordinary disjiar. Of course, this is, from a scientific

point of view, the most natural tiling possible, for there is no doubt
that all local forms of a species will occasionally turn up as chance
aberrations in all localities where the species occurs under other

variations. But it is unfortunate from the speculator's point of view,

for now lu> cannot insist that the var. nttilKs, which are occasionally

ottered for sale as British, are not in reality so. Two undoubted vai*.

rutilus were oft'ered for sale as British, in the auction rooms, and, we
l)elieve, purchased as such, on April 18th last. j\Ir, Jiaker's remarks
are quoted in cj-tniso in an earlier part of this paper.

There are still some hundreds of ]>ritish i '. dis/iar in existence,

but every year lessens the number. Accident, and the falling of old

cabinets into a neglected condition, are the two main causes of the

reduced numljers. Hence the price of C. disjiar will always be on the

up-grade. When we commenced to collect, in 1871, no dealer's list

priced the finest (
'. ilis/hd- at more than 15s,, and anything over a

pound for a good specimen was looked upon as exorbitant. Slowly

and surely as the number of specimens has decreased, and the

number of buyers has increased, the price has steadily advanced.

It is in my mind that only one specimen has ever produced more than

i'7, this was at the sale of Mr. Tugwell's collection, when a specimen

went for £7 7s., but many have come near it ; whilst £5 5s. for a

really hue nuile, and £5 10s. for a. really tine female, can be looked

upon as ordinary market jn'ices. In the sale of the Burney collec-

tion, males touched £ti 10s. and £5 15s., whilst fenuiles reached

£() 10s., £(), and £5 15s. In the Fry collection, £0 15s., £G (is., and
£() per specimen were reaclu'd ; whilst a specimen in the Tugwell

collection went for £(>, and ;i female variety of (
'. ilispar in the

Howard Vaughan collection for £(> 10s. High as these prices are.

they are nothing to what may be exjjected in th(> not very distant

future, when " Coppei-s " may ])roduce figures more nearly approach

ing the prices that have been given for (ireat Auk's eggs.

To anyone wlio can see the humorous side of things there is much
to l)e amused at when the sale of < '. dispar is on. Tbere is the pro-

fessional, who will give a coui)le of guineas for any specinum, in the

poorest condition, if pei'fi'Ct ; but who will not look at the most
l)rilliant e\aui[)lc if il has an antenna missing. He knows his

mai-ket, and he never l)uys the latter. Then there is the keen

amateur, who bides his time, watches the sale of the less imi)ortant

collections, and tells you be has a series of 10 or T2 specinu'us, for

which he has not paid nujre than £2 or £8 each, and which are (juite

as line and perfect as specimens which, in better known and better
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advi'i-tist'd colU'ctions. produce about t'"). Tiu'ii thei'c is tlic wcaltliy

collector, who must have the specimen, and simply runs all opposition

off its letj;s. It may be urt^ed that this is dero.^atory to science, and

that we should not descend to these particulars. We can only reply

that this is the only method left now by which one can collect l>ritisli

JE^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.

HYBEKNATIN(i PlUSIA BRACTEA L.^KV-E. Iliad 10() lurV;eof /'. hrdctid.

which went into hybernation about September 20th, 1H95, when 1

removed them to a muslin bag. This was not disturbed during the

Avinter (except on moving here from Enniskillen, last November, when
the bag was packed into a tin, to travel). On opening the bag, on

February 15th, there were only five larva^ alive, and these I placed on

groundsel, growing in a pot. One died on March 2.5th, and the four

survivors are now full-fed. One commenced to spin (April 10th) on

the muslin cover of the pot. I should add that since February 15th

the larva^ have been kept in a, room in which there has l)een a tire

during the aftei-noon and evening, and so are somewhat forced.

Should I have the luck to get ova again, I should certainly try to

force the larva' from the first.—(Capt.) E. W. Ijrown, Roval Barracks,

Dubhn, Aiu-il, 1H96.

Spring notes.—Hybernated larvte have been very plentiful this

spring, after the mild winter. The Holly Blue {( 'i/aiiiris an/iolus) has

been unusually abundant. The spring brood is generally very rare,

the second brood being the more numerous.—J. Mason, Clevedon

Court Lodge, Somerset. Mai/, 189G. [This is exactly contrary to our

usual experience in Kent, where the second brood is always very rare.

—Ed.] .

The winter has been so unusually mild, tliat many larva' supposed

to hybernate have, in my boxes, been feeding slowly all the winter. In

the open, also, many larvie, such as Antia r'dlica, Siillnsiniiii fidiniiiosd,

are much more abundant than usual, and very forward.—C. ^^'.

Williams, Penarth. Mai/, 189G.

I paid my first visit to the river- wall on Easter Monday, and found

on the sea-wormwood cases of < 'uleophara inaritiiiwlla and larvf^ of

i'liorddi'xiiia xiiiarat/daria. The cases of ('. iiniritiiiidla are studded

with small particles of grit, like those of (
'. laripennella. The larvte of

P. -viiarai/ilaria were almost naked, and have not yet (April 13th)

shown any disposition to assume their spring attire.—F. (1. Whittle,
8, Marine Avenue, Southend. April, 1896.

IkiTTERFLiEs ! BuTTERFLiEs !
!—I never expected again to sec here

so many butterflies on the wing as have lately appeared. For many
years I have not seen butterflies so plentifully as I fancy I used to do ;

but for the past month butterflies have really l)een plentiful. All

common species, no doubt. Hybernated Ai/lais nrticac have never been
in such force. Ci/aitiris an/idlKs uaed to be seen two or three a day,

this year two or three could be taken at one sweep of the net.

I\. rrt/v/«////H^'.s- is abundant, not to speak of I'icris rajnn' and /'. )i(i/ii. 1

have not yet seen /'. hrassicac I'aran/r inc(jai'ra abounds. Vainssa in,

P. ei/cria, ( 'liri/snplia)n(s plihiras, ('octKnu/iinilia paiiiji/iilus, r(ili/i/(i)iia

c-albiiw have also put in an appearance. All this at my own door,
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where a butterfly of anv sort is a, i-aritv in not a few seasons.

—

T. A. Chapman, M.D., F.'E.S., Firbank, Hereford. Man 'i-^tJi, 1806.

Hallowing.—The earliest Ta^niocampids were in plenty at sallow

bloom by March 25th, but the species that turn out later

—

Tamio-
ramiia (/lacilix a,n(l Varlnidhia IcHniiiriijihd — were at their best

about April 6th. The evening of April 4th was one of the best

nights at the " sallows " I have ever had. At IJishop's Wood (Cawood,
nr. Selby) with my friend, ^Ir. Dutton, we adopted the plan of

cuttmg branches of the best bloom from the inaccessible parts of the

wood, and hanging them up on the branches of trees in the rides. On
each of these moths swarmed, and we had an umbrella literally

covered after each shake. 7'. jioiiHlt'ti was in the majority, and
included the reddish form, which I had not previously met with.

I boxed two fine female T. niiima, a species which I had not previoiisly

taken at llishop's Wood, a series of 7'. nraciiis, and a, few /'. b'Uroiiraiilni

in the best possible condition, and evidently just out.— S. Walkek, 2;->.

Portland Street, York. Ma;i, 1896.

SvMA MUSCULOSA AS A Bkitisu INSECT.— 1 iiiu mucli auHised at

" John Dull," in the last nundier of your magazine (vol. viii.. No. 1)

making eiKjuii-y nbout the above insect, as to its being a British species.

Between 18,50 and 1855 at least 15 specimens, to my certain knowledge,

were taken at and near ]^)righton. Mr. Hemming, a hard-working-

collector in those days, and a most reliable man, took 7 or 8 ; 2 of

these I have now in my collection. Mr. Tidy, also a collector, took

several. Dr. Winter, who still resides .\t Pjrighton, took 2 or H, if I

remember rightly, at the lamps, at Koyal Sussex Hospital, he being

house surgeon at the time ; his collection has since passed into the

hands of Mr. Boyd. Others were obtained by Di'. Allchin, and other

collectors at the time residing at Brighton. In those days the dealers,

and tlu)se who sold their insects, were more honest, and did not

attemjit to introduce foreign specimens. I am sorry to say some of

them of late years have not been so particular.

—

Samuel Stkvkns,

F.i'^.S.. F.L.S., " Loanda," 61, Beulah Hill, T'p]ier Norwood. Maij

iUh. 18n().

Thanks to tlu' Editor, 1 am able to I'eply to .Mr. S. Stevens'

note at once. I am nmch obliged for his courteous remai'ks relating to

my question {Hiif. I!fr., vii., p. HIT), but data of the kind given are

not exactly what T fef[uii'e. What I want to know is, whether thei'i'

is a living lepidoptei'ist who cnn honestly say that he has captured jit

large (wild) a living specimen of ^'. musnihisa in Britain. 1 ha\e no

doubt, from the numbei- of specimens (probably not less than four or

hve hundred) scattered throughout ]]ritish collections, that the pos-

sessors of such believe them all to be the hoiio 'idr captures of " hard-

working collectors." That I do not believe they are, simply exhibits a

difference of opinion between these gentlemen and myself. 1 am,
however, open to conviction, and should be most interested if a

"hard-working collector" would exhibit a living specimen of this

species, caught in Britain, at a meeting of one of the London Ento-

mological Societies. Does Mr. Stevens think that the S;ilvages would
go to Scotland with N. nnisculosa at theii' back doors? The delightful

way in which professional men particularly—lawyers and clerics as

well as doctors—have enjoyed being gulled in matters entomological

by unlearned collectors has long been a source of amusement to me.
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As for the last pani.^nipli of Mr. Stevens' note, T dissent entirely, and

afifirin, from a close perusal of our old British authors, that reeo,i;nised

professional collectors (who advertise their trade) were never so honest

as now. We know so nnich more of our fauna, that a careless lie can

usually he nailed to the counter at once; to wit, the 'icjihrDiia 'htcraria

fraud of a few years ago. It is well known that a professional col-

lector actually hrought about the expme of that fraud by showing the

reputed locality to he impossible for the species. It is not that the

old dealers were more honest, rather that it was much less easy to

detect fraud.— John Bull.
" Keflections and queries on the value of rare British

Lepidoptera."—Had your correspondent, " John Bull," studied the

]'')it. Annual, to which serial he refers in his note under the above

heading {Knt. lire., vii., pp. ;-il6-8), he would have had no need to ask
" the real ground upon which l>. ramhurialis and K. catalannali.s are

considered British." The capture, by himself, of a specimen of the

former, at Probus, in Cornwall, on June Kith, IH'iH, is recorded by

Mr. Thomas Boyd in P^iit. \\'l.\ Int., iv., 1858, and again referred to in

Knt. Ann., 1859, p. 149, a coloured hgure of the species being given on

the plate ha that volume ; whilst the latter is introduced as British by

Mr. Staiiiton, in l\ni. Mn. Ma;/., iv., 152, on the strength of a

specimen taken at C'heshunt by Mr. W. C. Boyd, on September 18th,

18G7, the capture being again noticed in Ent. Ann., 1868, pp. 108-9,

and the species figured on the accompanying plate. It is, per-

haps, hardly necessary to add that the names of Mr. W. C. Boyd and
his cousin are more than sufficient guarantee for the genuineness of

these captures. lioth species have been taken in Britain more
recently, '•= but are of extremely rare occurrence. In his British

I'l/nili'lis (ISSG), ^Ir. J. H. Leech gives " Lewes, Folkestone, Dover,

Cornwall," as localities for I>. lanthuriali.s, and Portland must be

added, for one was taken there by the Rev. C. K. Digby, on July 11th,

18Ht) (Hilt. Mn. Mail.. WW, 881)'; while for /•;. ratahmnalis Mr. Leech

gives " neai' London, near Dover." It may interest " J. B." to know
that " W'ai'rcn's collection," which he quotes in connection with

Mrnina /Kili/i/Dnnli.s, has, I believe, throughout the catalogue of the Fry

sale, no reference to Mr. W. Warren, but is an error for " Waring's

collection," referring to Mi'. S. Waring, whose name on some, at any
rate, of the M.S. labels in Mr. Fry's drawers was wrongly spelt

" Warring." " J. V>." says of llddfno jn'm/rina that he believes

"there are two known J>ritisl] specimens which ]^>ond had": he

seems to be unaware of the existence of the /•,'//^ Mn. Ma;/, (as he

writes from London, it must be easily accessible to him in public or

]irivate liljraries), in which, only last Jainiary (vol. xxxii.. 19-20), Mr.

'McLachlan drew attention to the fact that he has a specimen taken l)y

himself at Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight, on August 2Hrd, 1859, and
I'ccorded in the " Xnnloiiixt " for 1H59, p. ()781, and also in the /•>'>//.

Anil.. FS()0, p. 110. Mr. Sydney W'ebb could tell us whether Mr.

l)ond had more than the one specimen alluded to in I'-nt. Ann., 1859,

p. 147, and perhaps a search might disclose other records. " J. B."
asks why Mr. T. Salvage has never recorded the specimen of Oiihioih-H

/idiiiris tliat he took on j^righton racecourse. Probablv for the same

* Will our correspondent give exact iffeiences and captrn's' names, please

leaving out Mr. Digby's capture?—En.
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reason tliat ho lias lU'ver ivcorded the other rare insects that he has

cai)tureil, and if he can ,i>et as good a price for them, in any case, one

cannot wonder at his not trouhling to puhlish notes on them, altliough

one regrets that so many hard-working and rehable collectors, l)oth

professional and amateur, neglect to give us the benefit of their

experience.—A Country Cousin. April, 1896.

BREKinNG Ijrephos parthenias.—I should he very glad if someone
would give me advice as to the best method of rearing /*'. ixntlu-nias

from larva". I have often tried to rear them, but they have invariably

died.—L. S. Brady, 17, Filey Street, Sheffield.

AuUXDANCE OF LARV.E OF APAJIEA OPHKXiRAMMA. Will yoU 1)0 kind

enough to tell me if the enclosed are larvie of A. nji/iiiii/idimiKi ! 1 took

them where I generally find the imago, hut there are so many, though

(hfficult to find, that I fear they are not that species ; although,

according to the books 1 have, they should be. Do they pupate in the

stems or on the ground '? Will they thrive on the cut grass "? There
is no way of sleeving them where I find them.—W. J>. Thornhill,

Castle (!osey. Castle Belliugham, Ireland. Maij %ii\, 1H9C. [We
submitted the larv^e, after exhibiting them at the meeting of the

Entomological Society of London, to the Rev. C. R. N. ])urrows, and
append his reply.

—

Ed.] .

I believe the larva to be that of A. Dp/iioi/rainnia. It is the same
as I am now finding in swarms on the striped grass here. The
distinguishing mark seems to be the character of the plates on the

anus, which look like another head. With regard to the (jueries :

—

(1). The larvie pupate in the ground. (2) 1 expect they would thrive

on cut pieces of grass stem, replaced daily, allowing moss, etc., to hide

in, and earth to pupate in. My grass is absolutely demolished. —(Rev.)

C. R. N. Burrows, Rainham Vicarage, Essex. Ma;/ S)th, 189B.

ToRTRix viBURNiANA.—Last summer a friend of mine sent me sonie

crumpled leaves of Ilubiis (/uDiiaenionis, from the top of Fondle Hill, near

Clitheroe. This is the highest mountain in Lancashire. Three

females and one male emerged. The female is very difficult to get,

although the species swarms on all our mosses. Some of the forms

we obtain are exceedingly fine.—J. 1>. H()D(iKiNsoN, F.1''..S., Hosebory

House, Powis Road, Ashton-on-Ribble. Mai/, 189(5.

Elachista oiN(iiLLELLA IN LANCASHIRE.—Revertiiig to the note

fEnt. Ili'c, vol. vii., p. 259/ on this species, I may say that I have two
specimens that I captured about ten years ago, at (Irango-ovor-Sands.

They were named for me by Stainton.

—

Ibid.

:^RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for June.

I5y .) \V TUTT, F.E.S.

1.— In early .)uno the unoxpanded Howor-buds of the connnon

mallow are tenanted by a very small white hir\a, whieli )>r()ducos

Geltchia rilcllci.

2.—In the middle of -luiie the lar\a> of .Waniodia fi>iirlsluinii makes
conspicuous white blotches in the leaves of Silcnr iiiitaiis. 'i'his insect

is still waiting to be added to the liritish fauna.

8.—About .luno lOth is the best average date for Inuiksia anitittiild,

when it abounds in Chip[)onham Eon.
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4.—In Juiu', shaking' uiarniin t>rass, which hauj^s over a, l)aiik on

coast sand hills, often gives a supply of Ijiiu-atiin litturalisiind Mayustra

iilhifdliiii. In July and August, Atjrotis tritici, J. iiirsoria and Avti'hia

/iriiicd.r may be obtained in the same way.
').—The rare Botijs rcjiandalis is reported as having been bred from

larvie found feeding in June, in the heads and young shoots of !>/•-

hiisciiiti nil/nun, on the south coast of Devon.
(*). - In May and early June the larva of Elac/iista srir/)i makes

short. l)road mines in the upper half of the leaves of Srirjni.s man'tii/ius.

7.— The imago of I'lnjcix iiuhouaricUa prefers to rest on burnt

places on heaths.

8.—The blossoms of fir (I 'inns .v////v.s7//.v) should be collected in

early June foi' larvu; and pupa' of Sfricoris hifasfimui and Hftinin

si/lrcstn(ii(i.

!).— In June, the lar\ii' of the iirst brood of ( '/Kddiodiis charniii/ii/l-

Icllns are to be found on Umirlfiiin sii/i(niili/lii(ni and I'astiinua stitira,

feeding on the under surface of the large lower leaves beneath a slight

web, and pupating among rubbish on the ground. The second brood

feeds similarly in Septend)er.

10.—The green larva of 'I'ortri.r hifaid-i/ana is to be found in June,

making an upright tube of joined leaves on the top of a shoot of

Miinca ijalc.

11.—I'^arly in June the wych-elm should be l)enten for lai'v.-e of

Mdlinia [XiDithiu] ijilriKid.

12.—" The collector should regard the net as useful only when it

directs him to the locality of an insect, and gives a clue to the

discovery of the larva ; and if he should discard it for an entire season,

possibly on looking over the year's work during the inaction of winter,

he would find his cabinet certainly no poorer, and his mind replenished

with an amount of information no mere collecting can afford

(Threlfall).

l;-5.—The larvte of I'ljialis (/IditciiKi/is liave been found during

May and June in the nest-like bunches of twigs, which may (tfteii be

ol)served growing at the ends of branches on birch trees.

14.—To find the larvae of the Sraixniar, '' i)eel off the moss
growing on the north side of shady rocks, hirge l)oulders and walls, in

spring and early summer, and examine the underside of it. If

larva' be there, the galleries of silk slightly spun upon the moss and
the grass will indicate their presence. To rear them, place the tufts

of moss in a jam-pot with ground top, and co\ er with a piece of glass
"

(F. r.. White).
15.—In June, plants of Scdmn tclfidiium are often much covered

with the webs of the larva^ of I lii/iniinnifiifa riiiinfiintiictatiis. The
larvie of the second brood are still moi-e al)undant in August.

1().—The first week in June is the hest time foi- l>. carsid, and the

second week for ]>. haiMtii.

17.— In the ndddle of June, the i)ai'reii denes near ^ ariiiouth should

be searched for the long cocoons (|)laced perpendicularly in the sand) of

i 'rainhus fasn-liiuilus. They may he found just beneath the sand where
the grass Triticnin juiicrHni is growing. Cocoons ai'c often e\i)osed

by the wind.

IH.—The Ordnance Survey Maps (Stanfoi'd, Charing Cross)—Nos.

Ixiv., Ixxi., Ixxii., and Ixxix., are those required by those who work
the Lyndhurst (New Forest) district.
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19.

—

lltniniiia nihonirld is hest talu'ii iit I'cst in the early mornint,',

but it comes to siij^ar late at ni,Lrht.

20.—Lai'va^ of Tctlifa siil/tiisn arr to he I'nund " in pockets at the

edges of the leaves of pophir, made in an almost identically similar

manner to those formed by the youni;' larva' of 'rHiana citraiin"

(B. A. r>o\ver). Please compare with (tiitc, [>. 20.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
ThK (trass and (iUAlN -loiNT-WORM FLIES AND TDKIK ALLIES, by

L. 0. Howard. [Published at the (lovernment Printing OfHce,

Washington] .—In his " Lettei- of Transmittal," Professor Howard
says that this is the " second number of the technical series of bulletins,

intended especially for working entomologists, and to be distributed also

to learned societies, and to periodicals and libraries." It is to be hoped
that the Entomological Societies of the British Islands will endeavour
to get a copy, for this pamphlet deals most fully with the phytophagic
EuRYTOMiN.i-;, mainly from the classificatory standpoint, although
many interesting notes as to habits, etc., are appended. The dimor-
phism and alternation of generations of Isosmna tritici and /. (jiandc

were established some ten years ago by Professor Riley, but many new
observations and facts have accunmlated since that time, and it is these

that Professor Howard has so skilfully brought together. Figures of

many new and old species are given.

JOHN A. COOPKPi. Died April 19th, 1S9G, aged 17 years.

It is with the greatest regret that we have to infoi'in our readers of

the imex])ected and almost sudden death of Mr. •). A. Cooper, at the

age of 47. As late as (rood Friday last he was in his usual health,

but a day or two after he took cold, and intluen/a set in during
Piaster week. Pneumonia supei'Ncned towards the end of the

following week ; \\v grew rapidly worse, and the illness terminatcnl

fatally on Sunday the 19th. The funeral took place on April 2;-}rd,

at llford Cemetery, when several of his entomological friends were
present. He lost his wife some four years ago, and leaves two sons

and a daughter ht'tween the ages of 17 and 21.

( )f his entomological work there is little to be said. He was not a

scientific man in the true sense of the word, but a lover of nature,

passionately fond of out-door life, an ardent collector of birds as well

as insects, an accurate observer and pleasant companion. Of recent

years he has been more deeply interested in the collection, and study of

the variation, of hirds" eggs than lepidoptera. althougli he usually

found time to get a few h'.ntstrut r<inisf}ila, and other specially

local species every year. His collection of L(>pidoptera is not a large

one, but the specimens are in excellent condition, and faultlessly set.

He was. until recently, a member of both the City of London and
South London Entomological Societies, although of late years he has

not attended the meetings of either with any degree of regularity. He
was a liberal su])porter of the private funds by which the South London
Entomological Society is enabled to print its I'roceedings.
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SOCIETIES.
Soi Til London Entomological Society.— April 28r(l, 1896, Mr. C. A.

r>rig,<^s exhibited a male specimen of Stylops melitt/i:, taken at

Leatherhead on April iHtli, 189G. Messrs. Barrett and Turner

:

series of 'l'nii>lia<nu orhonn {comes) from various localities. Mr. Adkin :

his very long and varied series of the same species from many localities

in the lii-itish Islands, and also specimens from Asia Minor and
I'juropt'. He then read a paper entitled, Fukthek notes on Tkyi-hjcna

coMKs WITH spKCiAL REFERENCE TO VAR. cKRTisii. After referring to his

previous paper on the subject, Mr. Adkin gave an account of

the geographical distril)ution of this species, stating that its eastern

boundary extended into Asia, but was ill-defined, Avhilst to the south

it included North Africa, and to the west was bounded by the Atlantic

sea-board. Its northern boundary was remarkably constant, for, so far

as it has been recorded, it was bounded by the parallel of 59*^ N. lat.

in Russia, Denmark, Sweden and the Orkneys, whilst the species was
absent from Norway and the Shetlands. The species is, on the con-

tinent, only slightly variable. In x\sia Minor the specimens are of

an uniform clay colour, and the insect only develops the s))ecicil

melanic forms towards its north-western boundaries. It becomes red

in its more western localities, whilst in the Scilly Isles it is peculiiirly

marked with strongly de\eloped scalloped transverse lines. He con-

sidered that southern Europe was the original home of the species.

He jiointed out that Mr. Merritield had suggested that the darkening

of some lepidoptera was due to the influence of low temperatures, and
lie was inclined to think that the darkening of 7'. nrJxnia was due to a

somewliat similar cause, as it only occurred in the most north-westerly

part of its range where the temperature was low. Mr. Adkin found

that the larva, which hybernated during the middle of winter in nature,

under the influence of a higher temperature, in confinement, con-

tinued to feed all the winter. Mr. Barrett called attention to the way
in whicli the waved line mentioned by Mr. Adkin was formed, c/^., by

the union of the elbowed line with a series of dots which ran parallel

to it. Mr. Tutt said that the formation of this line had been well ex-

plained by the Rev. Mr. Burrows in his recent article "On Calaiiiia

liitosd and its variation,'' and that it was of very general occurrence in

various Noctuid families. He considered that Mr. Adkin was entirely

wrong in attributing the cause of the melanism of iyjipliaoui orlmna

to cold, for Dr. Buchanan White and Mr. Norman had repeatedly

pointed out that the districts haunted by this particular form, c/:.,

Forres, Sutherland, &c., were among the mildest in the British Islands,

and that many species which were (piite missing in the ' north of

England and southern Scotland re-occurred again in these districts.

Macaria natata was a well-known instance. He looked upon the

variation as due to protective resemblance. He further remarked
that ]\Ir. Adkin still retained the name of 7'. vawrR, first used

erroneously in this country in Tlir Kntimiolni/ist Si/iHiin/viir IJst,

l)ut he had shown [llrit. Xacf. and their Varieties, vol. ii.) that

the old nomenclature, as generally used in Britain— »•/:., 7'. nrlmjia,

Hufn., for the common species, and 7'. stibsetiiia, Hb., for the rarer

one, was correct. Mr. Barrett doubted Avhether the coloration was
protective as the imago of T. (irbnna rested under leaves. He was
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also inclined to allow that moisture had sonie influence in causin;r

melanism in this species. Mr. jNIcArthui- whose experience with dark
forms of this species is, perhaps, uneciualled, said that he considered
the dark colour was protective. In the places it haunted it could
not hid(> heneath ^reen leaves, as suggested by Mr. ]>arrett, l)ut

it rested on the diu-k peat, where it was marvellously well pro-

tected. "••= Mr. Adkin, in reply, touched on three points. He did not
agree with Mr. Tutt that the dark coloration was protective, althougli

he considered it was an advantage to the species [What this means
we do not (juite understand.

—

Ed. J . He had looked into the matter of

the name of the species, and did not know tliat anything had been
]iublished which had been generally accepted as to the change of the

insect's name from nnnrs. He, thei-efore, did not see the necessity

foi- altering the name. He knew that Dr. ])uchanan White had said

tliat Moray and parts of Sutherland were very mild, but yet there was
siiiiirtlii}iii peculiar about the atmosphere, for sallows w^re some six

weeks later there than in the South of England.
A meeting of the C'AMBKinfiE Entomolooical and Natural Histoky

Society was lield on May 1st. Mr, ]jrown, F.E.S., exhibited some
interesting specimens from Australia, including a mimetic insect,

TniiKldni ariilii'iilid, and some of the remarkable structures made by
tlu' •' biisket-worms," or caterpillars of the {'ni/c/iidar, some of which
were formed fi-om portions of leaves woven into a sort of cocoon,

while another was a structure of considerable strength formed by

fastening together pieces of twigs cut by the insects to suitable lengths,

also some cocoons of Cimhr.r upon twigs of the whitethorn, found
near Cambridge. Mr. Paton (Queens') exhibited a specimen, believed

to be a hermaphrodite of Spil<is(,iiut luhririjifda. The President (Dr.

Sharp) read ;(, paper, illustrated by diagrams, on the structure and
DEVEi-oPMENT OF THE Lepidopterous WING. Hc Said that an Italian

observer had recently found rudiments of wings in the caterpillar of

the silk worm, three or four days before it was hatched from the e^g.

From tliis early stage he traced the development, mentioning how
Gonin believes that the wing becomes an external organ, the growth
and fate of the tracheae and the origin and structure of the nervures

of the wing of the perfect insect.

The North London Natuhal History Society held a meeting
on Tliursday, Api'il 2;-5rd, 189(5.—Exhibits :— Mr. Prout : specimens of

Aiitirlca baillata, l)red from Epping Forest larvHs, also larvfP of ( hihosia

siisiu'cta, from Wimbledon ova. Referring to the nomenclature of the

Uee Hawk Moths, he said that, as this Society was at present bound
by South's list, we ought to call the two species by precisely the

o])posite names to those which Newman used. That is to say. the

r>road-boi'dered species was hoiiihi/Utnniiis, the Narrow-bordered,
^'iiiifitniiis. Mr. liattley had seen the first specimens of I'lrris raiKir

at i-'.nfield, on April IHth. Mr. R. W. Robbins made some remarks
on the f()i-w;ii"dness of the season, which was about two or three weeks
earlier than last year. Mr. Harvey I'emarked that " Sallowing " in

I'.ppiiig Forest on Saturday last(Ai)ril istli). bad been almost a failui-c.

though he had taken a few specimens of I'drlnmliKt nthriinsn,

Taeniovainjia i/rarilix, 7'. nnouht and 7'. iiistahilis.

* Mr. McArtluu's full remarks form the suliject-iiiatter of a sepurute

article, vide, lunc. p. o4.
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MIMICRY.

III.

—

Utility as the predominant factor in developing mimetic

PATTERNS.

By J. W. TUTT , F.E.S.

In our preceding remarks (aiitr, pp. 31-33) we have attempted, to

show by what process of reasoning Weismann has reached the con-

clusion that utility is the mainspring in producing the particular

forms of protective coloration and mimetic patterns that we so

frequently observe, and we find ourselves agreeing with him that

utility does show us why these have been evolved each in its special

direction.

We now find Weismann asserting that the " supposed formative laws

are not obligatory," and that " dispensations from them can be issued and
are issued whenever utility requires it." Weismann has previously stated

that, in his opinion, " the laws involved " in giving rise to the

markings are "the physiological conditions of the variation," and
that " the laws come into consideration only to the extent of con-

ditioning the quality of the constructive materials—the variations,

out of which selection fashions the designs in question."

His assertion, therefore, is so startling that it may be well to con-

sider how he justifies it. He states that " these transgressions of the

law extend so far, that, in the very midst of the diurnal butterflies, is

found a genus, the South Xmevicnn Ai/fntnia, which, like the nocturnal

butterfly, shows on the entire upper surface of both wings a pro-

nounced bark-coloration, and concerning which we also know (and in

this respect it is an isolated genus, and dift'ers from almost all other

diurnal butterflies), that it spreads out its wings when at rest like the

nocturnal butterfly, and does not close them above it as its relatives

do."

From this illustration Weismann concludes that "the facts here

cited are alone sufficient to remove all doubt that not inner necessities

or so-called formative laws have painted the surface of butterflies'

wings, but that the conditions of life have wielded the brush."
We fail here to follow Weismann's reasoning, or to see how his con-

clusion at all follows from the principles that he has enunciated. We
can understand very well from the illustration that he gives, that

selection has brought about a certain useful result very satisfactorily,

but that the result has been arrived at independently of the laws

which he himself lays down (and which we quote in the second
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paragraph of this article), or has been caused by the external environ-

ment to which it responds, is quite another matter. We prefer to

consider the response to environment simply as the outward expression

of certain variable factors which must first arise, it seems to us (and to

Weismann also it would ajipear from other parts of his paper), within

the orf>;anism itself, and which are directed, as to what lines they shall

ultimately take, by the external conditions of life, as Weismann
intimates.

To support his conclusion, Weismann considers in detail the

coloration of the exempt Heliconids, which have the same hues on the

upper and lower surfaces of the wings, and he suggests that it might
be said that "the coloration of the Heliconids runs through from the

upper to the under surface," and that, possibly, one might suppose

that the coloration was "the expression of a law." But, he argues,
" among numerous imitators of the Heliconids is the genus
l'rntn;ionii(.s, which has the coloration of the Heliconids on its upper
surface, but on its lower exhibits a magniticent leaf-design. During
flight it appears to be a Heliconid, and at rest a leaf. How is it

possible that two such totally dift'erent types of coloration should be

combined in a single species, if any sort of nuter rigorous necessity

existed, regulating the coloration of the two wing- surfaces ?
"

Surely Professor Weismann has shown us himself how the

evolution of two such dissimilar wing surfaces could arise from
internal forces. It is easy to show that during the process of

histogenesis in the pupa, the scales are built up, and Weismann him-
self has shown lis that the original determinants of the scales must be

equally subject to variation as those of the other organs, and equally

independent of each other ; and, also, that the determinants of the

scales on the lower surface of the wing are quite separate from, inde-

pendent of, and vary differently from, those on the upper sur-

face, and can, therefore, be developed on entirely different lines.

It is easy to understand, then, how two different colours (or patterns)

can be developed on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing-

respectively.

We only state this to show that the Professor rather overplays his

part, and underestimates, to some extent, what internal forces

can do. Although, then, we disagree with this detail, we quite

agree with his conclusions, and believe that the direction which
these will take is determined by v;tility. It will be seen from
this that we are not among those who deny the efhcacy of

selection. Nor do we agree with those Avho think the directive

force which determines the character of these markings has its origin

within. What we do disagree with is the too generalised assumption

of the total inefficacy of internal forces, and the implied suggestion

that the external factor—utility—is sufficient to originate, and not

merely to direct.

Returning to the Protoi/onius, the Professor continues :
—" Now,

although we are unable to prove that the Protii(f(»ih(s species would
have perished unless they possessed this duplex coloration, yet it would
be nothing less than intellectual blindness to deny that the butterflies

in question are effectually protected, both at rest and during flight, and
that thrir colorations arc adajitirc." With this we quite agree ; so also

we do with the Professor's position that, " although we do not know
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their primitive history, we should hardly go astray if we assume that

the ancestors of the Protoi/onius species were forest-butterflies, and
already possessed an under surface resembling a leaf. By this device,

they were protected when at rest. Afterwards, when this protection

was no longer sufficient, they acquired, on their upper surface, the

coloration of the exempt species, with which they most harmonised
in abode, habits of life, and outward appearance."

But when we have granted all this, when we have agreed that this

is, as Weismann avers, sufficient to " explain why these butterflies did

not acquire the coloration of the Heliconids on the under surface;"

when we have further agreed with him that " the reason is, that in

the attitude of repose, they are already protected, and that in an
admirable manner," we appear to have got no further as to how the

duplex coloration originates, and we would suggest that our previous

explanation, viz., the independence of the scale-determinants of the

wing, is quite sufficient to explain how the differences originally came
about, natural selection having determined the respective directions

which the two surfaces should take.

Weismann probably would answer that he does not question this

view, that he is only asserting that utility explains " why," and not
" how." He repeatedly asserts, however, that selection and utility

originate the colour-patterns, which is true in a general (and only in a

general) sense, so far as actual patterns do not exist as such until

natural selection forms them out of the crude material at its disposal.

Nor do we agree with those who, Weismann says, assert that "the
colour patterns of the butterfly's wings have originated from internal

causes independently of selection," for we believe that there are at

least two processes of selection engaged before the ultimate production

of any colour pattern :—(1). Selection (internal) among the biophors

themselves, before the crude material is ready prepared, as it were, for

the action of (2) natural selection (external), to mould it into some
particular pattern.

The explanation offered by Weismann as to why exempt (nauseous)

diurnal butterflies should be coloured alike on the upper and under
surfaces, and should never resemble, in the attitude of repose, their

ordinary surroundings, appears sound. It is that "it is a much
greater protection to be despised when discovered, than to be well, or

very well, but never absolutely, protected from discovery."

Weismann holds that the implications of the apparently trivial

and commonplace statement that " butterflies are protectively coloured

on the under surface, militate against the inner motive and formative

forces which are ever and anon appealed to." We were inclined at

first to disagree with this, on the ground that internal forces were
responsible for the variations which natural selection has utilised in

order to build up the pattern which has rendered the butterfly pro-.

tectively coloured. This, however, hardly seems to be the point

raised, and we agree that the actual protective pattern has been
produced by external and not by internal forces.

On this subject, Weismann goes on to say :
—" No less than sixty-

two genera are counted to-day in the family of diurnal butterflies

known as the Nymphalid.e. Of these, by far the larger majority
are sympathetically coloured underneath, that is, they show in the-

posture of rest the colourings of their usual environment," He then:
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shows that this sympathetic coloration is extended in some species to

the tips of the fore-wings beneath, in others, the whole of the under-

side of the fore-wing is sympathetically coloured, the area of the wing
thus coloured being coincident with the part visible in the attitude of

repose. The Professor then asks :
—" Where are the formative laws

in such cases ?
"

In the sense that internal forces alone could give rise to this

sympathetic coloration, we would re-echo the Professor's question. We
do not believe that any formative laws originate the actual patterns from
within, in the way the question so distinctly suggests. We would
answer with the Professor that formative laws of this kind do not exist.

The scale determinants are subject to the same physiological laws as

those of other organs. They are guided in the course of their develop-

ment by various considerations, and there appears to be no doubt

that, whilst the general development of these is due to internal forces,

the exact peculiarities that they shall assume are determined by natural

selection.

The learned Professor is most anxious to point out that when the

sympathetic coloration spreads over any portion of the underside of

the fore-wing, it is due to thedevelopment neither of new, nor of more,

scales than are present on the covered portions of the wing in the

same species. It is simply due to the wing being exposed, and he

asserts that " the scales are just as dense on the covered as on the

uncovered surface of the Aving, and, in many species, for example,

in Katai/rainnia, the scales of the covered surface are coloured most
brilliantly of all."

We have now seen how internal variations and internal forces give rise

only to general results, that the detailed fashioning of these variations

into definite paths, so as to produce tints and patterns which shall be of

service to the species, is brought about by selection, and that selection

is guided in its action by utility, i.e., that although selection

chooses the particular variable factors for the purpose of building up
the required patterns, it selects only those which are useful for the

preservation of the species.

The Tephrosia Tangle.

By LOUIS 13. PROUT, F.E.S.

It is now fully two years since my interest was awakened in the

synonymic intricacies of the " Tephrosia question," through certain

passages which caught my eye in turning over the pages of Borkhausen,

the accredited sponsor of the name of />n<«J»Zrtrm {ride, Soiith's Si/n,

List, or Stgr's. Cat.) ; of which passages, more anon. I gradually got

together—at fitful intervals between my other studies—the more
important early Continental literature on the question, and had
recently decided to publish a note on Tephrosia crepnscularia and
T. biundularia (so-called) at an early date ; in fact, by a curious coinci-

dence, I had just returned from the British Museum, where I had been

supplementing my Continental notes with studies of our early British

authors, when, taking up the T'.M.M. for February, I was confronted

with Mr. Briggs' interesting note (p. 36) on the self-same British

authors. Mr. Barrett, in following the same question back amongst
the original nomenclators, quotes entirely from matter which I have
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tact in hand for eighteen months past (excepting his citation from
Illiger, which he attributes to the " authors" of the Vienna Catalogue),

and I only regret that I had not gone far enough to save him the

trouble and delay of six months in connection with his researches.

Mr. Briggs' results, as regards our I'ritish authors, seem to be
incontrovertible, except that he has made out that the July insect is

the second brood of the May (and June) species, which all breeders, or

careful observers of localities, etc., will admit is most certainly

erroneous. But, as Mr. Briggs points out, we must go back to the

German authors in order to establish the correct synonymy. Now, I

venture to suggest that Mr. Barrett, while he has brought forward
much that is important, has nevertheless left things in somewhat of a
tangle, has not given us any clue as to the months of appearance, etc., of

Borkhausen's biundidaria, and has not shown us by what name we may
know the "larch-frequenting early yellower species." It is well

known that ]\Ir. Barrett has long been firmly convinced that the two
insects are not specifically distinct (r/r/c, K.2L.M., xxiii., p. 85), and,
therefore, these matters are not important from his point of view ; but
many close observers have held, and do hold, a very different opinion.

I have, therefore, taken in hand to work out the nomenclature very
fully in the following notes.

I should recommend all who are interested in the subject to refresh

their memories of the " Trphwsia controversy" in the Kntomoloi/isttov

1886 (vol. xix.). As that is so readily accessible, I shall not quote
from it, but will merely state that we have two species or sub-species

to deal with:—No. 1.—Double-brooded, first brood generally brown,
March and April ; second brood generally grey, July. No. 2.—Single-

brooded, white or whitish, May and June.

No. 1 is the " cirpiisrularia'' of writers in the Kntomologint, and of

Doubleday's Second Cataloijue ; and I fancy most of us so understand
South's L/.sf, though Mr. Briggs interprets it otherwise. No. 2 is the
" hiundxdaria " of the same authorities. The latter alone occurs in

Epping Forest, or at least in the southern parts thereof, and is most
certainly single-brooded, notwithstanding the southerly locality. My
friend, Mr. A. F. Bayne, who knows the Forest well, once took a
crippled female in Xoretnher, but it is needless to say that that is

entirely abnormal.
Throughout this note the two forms shall be distinguished as

"No. 1" and No. 2," and I propose to insert those numbers in

parenthesis wherever they can possibly assist to elucidate my meaning
to those readers who may care to wade with me through the intricacies

of the subject. I therefore reiterate that No. 1 is the rarh/ double-

broodfd insect. No. 2 the pale species of Mai/ and June.
Siinilana, Hfn. [17G7] , must certainly be rejected as doubtful.

It is generally cited to crepuscularia or hinndularia, but Werneburg is

confident that it is— luridata, Bork., "whitish yellow, with brown
bands, and many dots of the same ; on oaks. 2nd size ; June and
July ; rare," will not assist us very much. Nor does Rottemburg
[1777] add much further light, though he calls the colour " dirty white,
yellowish dusted," and hence I cannot help thinking we really have
T. crepuscidaria or T. hiundidaria (or both) in the question, rather
than T. luridata,

Crepuscnlaria, W.V. [1776] , is a mere catalogue name, and has
been effectually disposed of by Mr. Barrett.
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Jiistortata, Goetze [1781], has been ignored, since the name was
"quite unfittingly chosen," being in fact due to the assumption that

the insect was identical with a bistort-feeding species in Reaumur.
But inasmuch as many of Linne's names of like origin have been

accepted {I'-H., Kiimuiefiia alchfDiillata, Ypinuinwuta eroni/niflhis), its

rejection is quite illogical. Goetze merely names a figure of De
Geer's [Memoires, Tom. 2, Pt. 1, pi. 8, fig. 16), quotes his diagnosis,

and does not even cite Reaumur. Hence it is clear that, if we can

identify De Geer's species, it will have to be called bistortata, Goetze,

just as his figure of the " Streamer " moth is now called nvjrofasciaria,

Goetze. De Villers subsequently [1789] names the same figure

binndnlata ; this latter name, therefore, sinks as a synonym, and the

question is again encountered with which synonymists have so often

to deal—Would hiundnlaria, Bork., or binndnlaria, Esp., be valid in

the face of this rejection? But, fortunately, I believe bitindidaria,

Bork., to be identical with bistortata, Goetze.

De Geer's important figure dates from 1771. He found the cater-

pillar feeding on alder, and it Avas full-fed on August 4th ; he kept the

pupa in a warm room, and the imago, a female, emerged on January
1st. He described it as being dirty white, marked with grey, and as

being almost of the colour represented in his figure (an uncoloured one).

As the grey dusting is somewhat sparse, Mr. Barrett suggests that the

insect ' represented is our biundularia (No. 2) ; but on investigation

this does not appear to be the case. I cannot entirely match the

figure by any British specimen known to me ; b;it it probably comes
nearest to a pale Perth example (No. 1, cre}nisrulana) in Mr. Tutt's

collection. By an interesting, though not important coincidence, Mr.

Tutt also has a bred specimen which emerged on January 1st ; I have

not heard of T. biundularia (No. 2) emerging so early, even under

artificial conditions.

In order to obtain further light, however, I consulted my esteemed

correspondent. Professor Aurivillius, as to the form actually occurring

in his neighbourhood (Stockholm), and he has very kindly sent me
two examples. He writes :

—" This species is rather scarce in Sweden,
and we have not many in the museum, but all which I have seen are

of the same pale colour ; the dark form has not been found in SAveden.

I think you are right in referring De Geer's figure to the form I am
sending you. In De Geer's collection of types, which is in our

museum, his species, however, is represented by a specimen of Cidaria

resppitaria, Bork., but this species agrees neither with the description

nor with the figure." The specimens sent me are indisputably cre-

pusndaria (No. 1), not the warmochreous form which wegetin England
(var. abietaria, Haw., according to Guenee), hwt the common Conti-

nental form, only a shade lighter than the ordinary German specimens.

In Sweden, the species normally appears in May and June, but so also

do Selenia bilunaria, Anticlea badiata, etc., etc., while the whole genus
Taeniovainpa appears in April and May ; so that there is no evidence in

the dates to prevent our uniting the Swedish insect with our early species.

In the entire absence of all evidence of the occurrence of our white insect

in Scandinavia, I therefore unhesitatingly declare De Geer's figure to

represent (as I had already believed from the appearance of the figure

itself) our early species (No. 1) ; and the two names belonging to the

figure, biaturtuta, Goetze, and biundidata, Vill., are to be referred here.
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Pnu'iniaria, Fb. (Ent. Si/st., No. 66), is most probably synonymous
with histortata, Goetze, but, like stinilaria, Hfn., is an insufficiently

described species. Werneburg determines it for '^ crcpuftrularia,'' and
it would certainly be curious if Fabricius had not noticed this common
species at all.

Borkhausen's hiundularia [1794] is prior to Esper's, for the

latter quotes the former. Mr. Barrett is no doubt right in concluding

that Borkhausen knew both species under the one name, but he omits

some evidence going to show that that author's ideas of the species were

chiefly based on our so-called crepuxculaiia (= histortata, Goetze =
No. 1). " Whitish-grey, more or less thickly brown dusted " is not

very definite, I admit, but I protest it is not quite fair to italicise the
" whitish," as Mr. Barrett has done. All the available evidence goes to

show that the less white species (No. 1), though not in the Avarm ochreous

colouring of our South British specimens, is the common Continental

form, and Guenee, who expressly distinguishes our May-June species

(No. 2) from his type, yet descriljes the type as " dirty white, strongly

powdered with reddish-brown." Further down, Borkhausen mentions

the "very white "specimens as a variety. His species is double-brooded
;

the first brood appearing very early, contemporaneously with Breplws

})artJienias and Asphalia flaricornis, the second brood in June and July
;

June would be rather early for the second brood with us, but a little

allowance may be made for latitude, etc., and Borkhausen obtained

these specimens bi/ hnnlinci from Mai/ larvae, so that our single-

brooded May-June species (from preriom seaxon's larvae) is not in the

question.

Surely, then, the citation of hiundularia, Bork., to Guende's " var.

B.

—

hiundularia, Esp.," is erroneous, and hiundularia, Bork., is to be

regarded as synonymous with histortata, Goetze (= No. 1).

Hiibner's fig. 158 {crepuxcularia) is, as Mr. Barrett says, the

May-June species, though it is a trifle more strongly brown-dusted

than some examples. As we have not yet found a name applicable

to this species, we discover—as Mr. Briggs will be pleased to learn

—

that Stephens and Wood were quite right, and Doubleday's second

catalogue wrong, and that this species (No.2) is the true T. crepuscularia.

Doubleday's second catalogue was based on Guen6e ; and the explana-

tion of Guenee's separation of crepuscularia, Hb., from hiundularia,

Esp. (both really = No. 2) is that the latter is the more extreme
form, and probably the examples in Guenee's collection belonged to

that extreme form. Esper's plate 40 follows Hiibner's fig. 158
chronologically ; the exact date of both is uncertain, but as Esper
cites Hiibner's figure, the order of priority is beyond question.

Esper's <? figure (PI. 40, fig. 3), as I have just said, represents

Guenee's idea of our Epping Forest species (No. 2), with but slight

dark dusting, and strong black transverse lines and marginal dots. I am
puzzled that Mr. Barrett has said, "his female figure is one upon
which no one, I think, would like to pronounce." This figure (PI. 40,

fig. 4), though badly coloured, or a singular form, is far better than
some of Esper's, and is of a decided brown colour, and most certainly

the banded spring form of the double-brooded species (No. 1). Thus
Esper, like nearly all Continental authors, unites the two species.

Duponchel's crepuscularia is certainly, both from his description

and from his very satisfactory figures (PI. 158, fig. 8), the browner,
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double-brooded species, the <? weakly marked, the $ more strongly.

His dates for the two broods agree well with Ijorkhausen's—end of

March and end of June.

Freyer's figures (246, (? and $, mjJUscKlai ia) are badly done,

and the ^ has strongly pectinated antenna-. I am not certain which
species they represent. He says that he has always found his larva'

in autumn, and bred the moths in spring ; he mentions that the insect

varies between "quite pale, almost white-grey," and "inclining to

dark brown." Later on (510-1) he figures, under the name of

(Ic/cssaria, one of the darker varieties with no prominent markings
except the pale subterminal. He describes it as being " grey-brown

"

in colour ; I should be inclined to call it a (Jirti/ inons f/reij, with pale

bhu'-i/rc!/ subterminal. Herr liohatsch [Wien. Kut. Zeit., iv., 17G)

refers to this aberration some black specimens received from England
as " hu(ii(Udaria" {i.e., of course, our extreme (/('Zf(;//r;v'}i.s/.s, B. -White),

and mentions the erroneous hlxc colouring of the white subterminal.

There is no doubt that Bohatsch's determination is right in the

main ; but our melanic form is a more extreme development of the

ab. (h'/i'smria, and deserves to retain Buchanan White's name of

(h'laiiicnnsis (?]iit., x., 128). On the Continent this ab. dcffssaria is

the only form recognised as " hinmhdaria ;" this can be seen from the

Zeller collection, or from the following quotation from Steinert, of

Dresden [Iris, vii., 322) :
—" Crepuscidaria, Hh.—Common. Stau-

dinger distinguishes in his collection three forms—the ordinary grey,

the dark with white border-line, which he calls hiundularia, and a

third, quite pale-grey, almost white, to which he has given no special

name. All three forms occur in our district. Two broods : March,
April, July, August." Apparently they get the single-brooded

species somewhat early (as in the North of England), but a few of

Zeller's specimens were obtained in May and June. Dr. Staudinger

must have overlooked Guenee's description of var. hiundularia as a
u-Jiitish insect. In fact, the synonymy, as given in Htaudinger's

( 'atalof/Hc, is altogether a most remarkable jumble. The above quota-

tion from Steinert shows that he regards the darkened drfcssaria

form (with the extreme ddauu'roixis), as " hiundularia ;" yet he cites

here Esper's white figure (PI. 40, fig. 8), and our ochreous brown British

abii'taria, Haw. {lariraria, Dbld.) ; while to his pale species, " rrcjiu.s-

cnlaria, Hb.," he cites Duponchel's bnnm figures, and Freyer's uni-

colorous dark dcfcssaria !

Mr. Briggs {K. M. 3/., xxxii., 2G) has so carefully worked out the

descriptions of our older British authors, that I need not say much
regarding them ; his only error was in giving cousauaria, Haw., and
Ktrii/ularia, Htph., as a variety of second brood of the May-June species

(No. 2\ thus repeating the error made by Doubleday in his i860

edition ; these names denote the pale second brood of bistartata,

Goetze (No. 1), as can be readily seen from the very satisfactory

descriptions and figures in Stephens (iii., 192) and Wood (figs.

518, 519).

Concerning other varietal names, I may mention that Thierry-

Mieg has named the blackish-brown Welsh variety of crrpnscularia,

Auct. Brit. (No. 1), " ab. /'rt.s.sc^//," and the black variety of biundu-

laria, Auct. ]3rit. (No. 2), " ab. ni;ira" {Lr yaiuralistc, viii., 237).

The diitc of those names ia 18bG, and the latter should probably sink
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tefore dflaiiien'usis, B. -White (1877), or is at least only a slight sub-

variety of it.

I have not discussed in this article the question of the specific

identity or distinctness of these puzzling insects. Our great authority

on differentiation by the genitalia, Mr. F. N. Pierce, finds no distinc-

tion whatever.'-"' While my investigations were in progress, I heard
from Mv. W. Hewett, of York, that he was trying to get together

all the information available on this point ; and he and I have
arranged to give it what study we can during the present season. I

append the full synonymic talnilation, based on the assiimption made
throughout, that there are two separate species (or, at least, sub-

species, Avorthy of careful differentiation).

No. 1. BisTOETATA, Goetze, I'hit. IJcitr., iii., 3, 438 (1781) ; Be
Geer, Memoin's, ii., pt. 1, pi. 8, fig. 16 (1771). Hiundnlata, Vill., Linn.

Knt., ii., 337 (1789). JUundularia, Bork., v. 65 (1794), Esp., pi. 40,

fig. 4. Crrpuxcularia, Dup., vii., pi. 158, fig. 3 (1829). Gn., i, 264
(1H57). J>bhl. Cat., ed. ii. (1859). ? Similaria, Hfn., linl. Ma>/., iv.,

512 (1769). '? Fnu-iinaria, Fb., Knt. S>/st., No. 66 (1794).

Var, Gen. 1. Abictaria, Haw., Lep. Brit., p. 276 (1810), Stph., iii.,

191, Wd., 517 = lariraria, Dbld., List, 15 (1848) = crrpn^ndaria,

var. A., ahietaria, Gn., i., 264. Warmer, more ochreous brown than
the Continental type.

Var. Gen. 2. (/ Cirpmcidaria, Haw., Tjcp. ]>rit. = ) cansonaria,

Haw., Li'p. Brit., p. 277 ; Stph., iii, 192 ; Wd., 518. Strit/idaria,

Stph., iii., 192. AVd., 519. (N.B.—As aberrations, consonaria, Stph.,

and strijudaria, Stph., may be separated, representing slightly different

forms).

Ab. juusHii, Thierry-Mieg, Lc Xaf., viii., 236 (1886). Blackish
brown.

No. 2. Crepuscularta, Hb., 168, {dr., 1797). BinndHlario,'Es]).,

pi. 40, fig. 3, 1ICC. 4 ((•/;. 1797), nee. Vill. Crcpuscularia, Steph., iii.,

191 (1829), Wd. 517. .' Crqmscularia, Frr., 246.

Ab. dcfesaaria, Frr., 510.1 (1847). Almost unicolorous grey, with
whitish subterminal.

Ab. dflamernms, B. White, Knt., x., 128 (1877). Smoky blackish.

Ab. niiira, Thierry-Mieg, Lc Xat., viii., 237 (1886). Entirely black,

except the slender white sub-terminal. (N.B.—For purposes of merely
rough classification, these three forms may be united, as they are only
gradations along the same line).

* The examination was naade on specimens determined by Mr. Prout.

—

Ed.

A sign of the times. The over=collecting of British Butterflies.

Nothing shows more the advance of scientific opinions among
lepidopterists than the remarkable discussion which took place at the
meeting of the Entomological Society of London, on May 6th. There
can be no doubt that, in the opinion of many lepidopterists, the man
who simply collects is rapidly becoming a public nuisance, and it is

pretty well understood that his exterminating processes act distinctly

as a check to the scientific aspirations of entomologists.

The discussion showed that it was well recognised that collecting

was necessary to obtain material for study ; further, that large numbers
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of men collect with no intention of study, but merely to make a

collection, which can, at some future time, be converted into cash.

This led up naturally to the assumption that the large money value of

purely British insects was the real basis of the evil of over-collecting.

If rare British insects had a value in agreement with that of

Continental specnnens of the same species, it was clear that the

professional collector would become a general collector of material for

scientific study, instead of the exterminator of comparatively rare or

local species, to fill up gaps in collections, whilst the amateur-

professional, knowing that his collection had only a general value,

and that no particular species had an unreasonable intrinsic value,

would cease to persecute such insects as, at present, have a high

money value, to the verge of extinction,

Mr. McLachlan opened the discussion, and pointed out that

Cfirijsophanm dispar and Noviiades sentianfiis had already undergone
extinction, whilst Lycaena arion, formerly a somewhat widely distributed

species, was slowly undergoing extermination at the hands of collectors.

Papilio machaon would undoubtedly liave long ago become extinct biit

for the inaccessibility of some of its haunts. He considered that the

damage was almost entirely connnitted by amateur collectors, and
thought that certain species should not be collected at all for some
years. He stated that one of the objects he had in view in bringing

this matter forward was to see whether some plan could not be devised

to protect those narrowly localized species which were apparently in

danger of being exterminated by over-collecting.

Mr. Goss instanced how Slelitaea cvu-ia and Li/caeua arion had
largely been exterminated, the former in its Isle of Wight localities,

the latter in Gloucestershire. He complained bitterly of the damage
done to L. arion, last season, by Major Still and a North London
collector. He would like to draw up a Bill to prevent all collectors

capturing these species for a time. He further stated that Vapilio

machaon, although apparently doomed to extinction in its chief locality

in Cambridgeshire (Wicken Fen), would probably linger on in the

county in smaller fens, such as Chippenham, where the larvre had

been found feeding on Angelica si/lrtatris. It would certainly survive

in the Norfolk Broads, both from the irreclaimable nature of the fens

there, and the extensive range of the species in the district, which

Mr. Goss said he had explored in 1887 in boats.

Professor Meldola knew little of British collecting, but thought that

schoolboys should be led rather to make observations on the habits of

the living insects, than to capture and kill them for no specific pur-

pose whatever.

Capt. Elwes thought that legislation in this direction would be some-

what difficult. He did not think that schoolboys destroyed many species.

He considered that the bad seasons, which had been so detrimental to

farming, had also been injurious to insect life, and that many insects

disappeared from meteorological causes.

Colonel Irby said that 7>. arin)i had disappeared many years ago,

not only from BarnAvell Wold, Northamptonshire, but from another

part of the county on the estate of Lord Lilford, not accessible to the

public, and that its disappearance there was no doubt caused by the

destruction of the food-plant and other herbage by burning the pasture,

and by the grazing of shee^).
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Mr. Tutt thought that it was improbable that the average seasons
were now any more injurious to insect life than they had been for the last

few thousand years. The question divided itself into two parts.

(1) Was there overcoUecting ? (2) If so, how could it best be
stopped ? In support of the first query he instanced Apatnra iris and
Melitara atludia, which in the " seventies " abounded in Chattenden.
He had seen as many as eight amateur and two professional collectors

stationed at the top of the hill (around which every specimen of

A. iris in the wood flew from about 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.), at a distance of

about two or three yards from each other, practically fighting for each
specimen as it came up. For about six or seven years, a dealer from
Dartford, and another from Erith, practically lived on the ground
from July 12th to August 10th, never missing a fine day during the

time that the insect was out, their total captures decreasing from about
250 in 1880, to an odd specimen or two in 1888, since which time the

species has been practically extinct. Mditaea athalia, being easier to

catch, had fared even worse. One man, living at Soham, was practically

responsible for all the damage done to Papilio niacliaon, at Wicken,
the collectors of the village being too wise to kill the goose that lays the

golden eggs. The extinction of the commonest butterflies in every

wood within easy reach of London bore evidence to the fact that
" over-collecting " did occur.

As to a remedy, Mr. Tutt thought legislation impracticable, and
considered that, as the country was well covered by natural history

societies, a committee should be formed to submit any information
relating to over-collecting, of which it might become possessed,

direct to the local association in whose district it occurred, Avith a

request to the ofiicers of such association to take steps to put a stop

to the injury that was being done to the local fauna. He proposed a

resolution that such a committee be appointed, which, being seconded
by Capt. Elwes, Avas carried unanimously.

On the Ovum, Oviposition and Food-plants of Callophrys

(Thecla) rubi.

By Colonel FREDERICK LE GRICE.

Call(iji/iri/s (Thecla) rubi occurs pretty freely at the Warren, Folke-
stone, flying generally over the brambles Avhich abound there, but not
despising the elder, mealy guelder rose, Avhitethorn, and other bushes.

It has long been a puzzle to me, and I fancy to many other Folke-
stone entomologists, as to Avhat the food-plant of the larva is, or on
what the ova are deposited, as none of the plants given in the text-

books occur there. I have, however, Avithin the last feAV days, much
to my pleasure, satisfied myself on these points, and think it may
interest others.

The sunshine of the last fcAV days Avas, I thought, a faAOurable
opportunity, so I determined to try and solve Avhat Avas to me a mystery.
The result of capturing a considerable number of C. rulii flying OA^er

brambles Avas not a single female, so I turned my attention to the
grassy slopes in their neighbourhood, and after some time had the
satisfaction of seeing a female evidently bent on OA'iposition. The
plant she selected Avas the rock-rose {HdiantJu'iiiiwi nihjarc). The
ova are green, about j^^ of an inch in diameter, of the shape of a
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flattened sphere, finely reticulated, and laid generally singly on the

upper side of the leaf, but sometimes on the stalk or flower-bud. I

had ample means of seeing that this was the only plant selected.

I captured one or two females, and having dug up a plant of the

rock-rose, confined them over it, with the result that I have just taken

from it twelve ova, from which I hope to get larvse, and rear.

[Frey says of the larva of this species:—" Caterpillar polyphagous.

I bred it many years since on Ocnista tinctoria, Sjiartiiiin smiiariion,

Ci/tisus, OuDhri/c/iis, lluhus f .' ), Sctluiii pcduxtrc are also quoted.

Certainly on Vacciiiiniii vitis-i(la<'a, also on Hiiiantheiuuw vuh/arc'' Ed.] .

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Types of oenera.—From some observations in the J^ntoiii()l<i(iist\s

Record it might appear a^ though the types of genera given by me were

arbitrarily chosen. If the student will read my argument as to the

type of Hailrna, as published in the E]it()m<)lo((ist\s llccttrd, I think he

will come to the conclusion that this is not so, and that the search

after a typ3 is conducted upon certain rales applying to the use of the

generic title in literature. From the use of the name, according to

priority, from its restrictions and extensions, from the reference of the

original species by subsequent authors, the type becomes revealed.

Errors in this search will arise from ignorance of the entire literature.

They are also possible from uuacquaintance with structure. So that

the best authority will be the one who knows the most facts of the

most species, and has read the most books upon the subject. I take

the opportunity of protesting against Mr. Meyrick's improper use of

Hiibner's generic titles, and this from the view both of the lepidopterist

who has a knowledge of literature and of the lepidopterist who has a

knowledge of structure. Mr. Meyrick's idiosyncrasies will add to the

already overburdened task of the man of letters, who will find much
to undo under the rules for the application of generic names, while

they seem certain, in many cases, to be set aside by the student of

structure. Mr. Meyrick's speculations as to the affinities of his generic

groups are, as I have said, largely in the air, lacking the support,

which is so necessary, of a knowledge of the structure in the difi'erent

phases of the life-history of the species.—A. Radcliffe Grote, M.A.,

Eoemer Museum, Hildesheim.

Is MiNOA MURINATA (eUPHORBIATa) DOUBLE-BROODED ? In J\llt())H.,

vol. iii., p. 347, Mr. Merrin asks whether Mimm mnrinata

(euphnrhiata) is double-brooded in England, and records that towards the

end of May he took several specimens, and in June others that were

faded and worn ; whilst on August 81st he took a single specimen

quite fresh. The question never appears to have been answered, and

it is probable that an occasional specimen is all that occurs of this

brood in Britain. A second brood, however, is quite usual in those

localities in which I have met the species on the Continent. I found

it in early August, 1894, at Courmayeur, a fortnight later in the same

year at Aix-les-Bains, and again fairly plentifully at Bregenz, in the

middle of August, 1895. Near Aix-les-Bains it evidently fed on box,

acres of this shrub forming a dense scrub on some parts of the hills

about Gr^sy-sur-Aix,—J, W. Tutt, June, 1896.
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Tephrosia cREPUscuLARiA AND T. BiuNDULARiA.—I should like to SGG the

differences of opinion relating to these species cleared up. These are

considered hy some to he one and the same species. I am of opinion

they are distinct, the browner species we only take in one wood here,

among larch, and its usual time of appearance is from the end of

March to the middle of April. The paler (or whiter) species does not

occur until the beginning of May, and may be taken until well into

June, and is generally distributed in every wood throughout the

district.—A. H. Hamm, Hatherly Road, Reading. June, 1896. [Mr.

Hamm is quite right. A long discussion in 1886, in The Kntumohxjiat,

showed that T. cveiniscnlaria occurred in March and early April, and

again in July (and August), whilst the single-brooded T. hiundularia

appeared in May and early June. There is some little difficulty in

Scotland (Perth), where T. vrcpUHcularia appears to occur at end of

April, and is single-brooded.

—

Ed.] .

Pupation habit of Argyresthia goedartella.—In The Ento-

mi)h)i/isfs Annual, 1858, Stainton writes of Aiyijresthia (jlaminella :—
" I have received the larva from Mr. Edleston, who finds them in April,

feeding solitarily in the sound bark of oak and horse-chestnut trees,

revealing their retreats by protruding a little reddish frass from the hole."

This habit reads much like that of A. ijoedartella, which Dr. Chapman
and myself have observed in great numbers in the woods around

Hereford, in April, burrowing into the crannies of the birches. The
larvie are in such numbers that the trunks of the birch trees are

covered with silk threads, suggesting that the larvae have fed at the

top of the tree, and only come down to find suitable places for pupa-

tion. Certainly the larva of A. (/oedartella does not feed in the bark.

Does that of A. f/laucineUa .'—3. W. Tutt. June, 1896.

Habits of Prestwichia aquatica, an aquatic Hymenopteron.—It is

with very great pleasure that I record the capture of two specimens

(both females) of the aquatic Hymenopteron

—

Frestin'chia cujuatiea,

Lubbock, wdiich I found in a pond within twenty miles of Charing
Cross. This insect crawls under water on various aquatic plants,

using its leijs for swimming, the wings being tightly closed. It has

not been recorded since its first capture in 1862, thirty-four years ago !

How is it that so veni few entomologists pa.y the smallest attention to

our British Parasitic Hymenoptera ?

I also captured, at the same time and place, a single specimen of

the beautiful Mymarid, ('arcqJiraetus cinctus, Haliday = Poli/neina

natantt, Lubbock, which uses its irini/st for swimming or flying under

water.

—

FredEnock,F.L.8., F.E.S., 21, Manor Grardens,Holloway,N.
[Mr. Enock is to be congratulated on his success, following as it does

so rapidly upon his discovery of the habits of Cairijihractus cijietiis last

year.— Ed.] .

Attempted copulation of Saturnia pavonia and Cerura vinula.—
I was somewhat surprised, wdien looking into a large breeding-cage

this week, to find a male S. pavonia vigorously (but vainly) endeavouring
to copulate with a female C, vinula. Has the cross ever occurred, and,

if so, what was the result ? I should be interested to learn if any of

your readers have noticed any proclivity to wander from their own
species in matters amatory with S. rarjiini.—W. B. Thoi!Nhill,

Castle Cosey, Castle Bellingham. Mai/ I'dth, 1896. [We should

suppose that two species so distant as S. pavunia and C. vinula Avould
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never produce fertile hybrid progeny. If, however, our correspondent

will look through the back volumes of the Kntnm. Itecord, or through
The KnUimohniist, he will find a number of records where copulation

has successfully taken place between vastly different species, of course

without resulting in fertile progeny. Such an instance has recently

been recorded (ante, p. 38). Pairings of Ampliidasys hetidaria arid

A. strataria, of Sviefint/tus ocellatus and S. jxqndi, of Cijmatdphnra

or and (
'. oculans, of Zygaena trifolii and Z . filipendulae have proved

fertile. Entomologists know very little about hybrid lepidoptera.

—

Ed.] .

Aporia crat.egi wintering in England.—Facts are always
worth recording. This winter some larvae of A. crataaji, from eggs
which Dr. Chapman sent me last July from Zurich, have wintered in

my back garden. I am astonished, though, at the great death rate,

considering the mild winter. I had not considered the matter until

Mr. Merritield asked me if a very large proportion was not killed oif.

I did not think this was so at first, but on examination of the survivors

I computed that not more than live to ten per cent, have survived.

—

J. W. TuTT. June, 1896.

On the position of the pupa of Aciptilia migadactyla, Hw.
(= spilodactyla, Crt.) — In his valuable monograph on " The British

Pterophorina," Mr. J. W. Tutt says of this species, on p. 147, " The
pupa is attached only by the anal segment, which is placed nearest to

the petiole of the leaf, the head being turned to the apex of the leaf ;"

but the following facts will serve to show that this statement requires

some modification. On the 18th inst. I searched in one of the insect's

haunts for pupse to send to a friend, and collected all that I could

find, which numbered exactly a dozen ; of these, six were in the

position described by Mr. Tutt, but in the other six that position was
completely reversed, for their heads pointed straight toAvards the

petioles, while their anal extremities were towards the apices of the

leaves. All twelve were, of course, on the upper surfaces of the leaves,

and attached by the anal segments only ; nine were fastened to, or

extremely close to, the midrib itself ; one was near the midrib, and
only 3 mm. from it, while two were fixed near the edge, at a broad
part of the leaf, and right away from the midrib altogether.

—

Eustace
E. Bankes, M.A., F.E.8., The Eectory, Corfe Castle. May 2'drd, 1896.

Hybernation of Melanippe fluctuata.—-At Erdington Hall,

Birmingham, I used to find the cocoons of M. fluetuata in November
and December, by stripping the bark off old trees in the garden. The
caterpillars had not then changed, and I kept some in tin glass-topi^ed

boxes, and watched them until April, when they turned to pup;iB about

a fortnight before emerging. The larvse retained their bright green
colour right up to the time of changing.—H. Tunaley, F.E.S., 30,

Fairmount Road, Brixton Hill, S.W. June, 1896. [This is interesting.

Compare, Ent. Ilec, vol. vi., p. 93.

—

Ed.] .

:Xi^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Re-occurrence of Gastropacha ilicifolia on Cannock Chase.—

On May 17th, when collecting on Cannock Chase with Mr. Basil

Burnett, I had the good fortune to find a tine (Tastropacha ilicifolia at

rest. It is a male, and slightly rubbed on the right fore-wing. This
find is almost a re-discovery, as the insect has not been taken here for
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fourteen or fifteen years. It was found some distance from the old

locality ; but for the present, its exact haunt will remain a secret, in

the interests of the insect. With the clue so obtained I hope to get
larvie this year. The date of my capture and the date of Mr. Atkin-
son's find, as mentioned in the current No. of the lieaird (p. 48), is a
most extraordinary coincidence.

—

Richard Freer, M.D., Rugoley,
Htaft's. Maij \Hth, 1896. [This is one of the most interesting finds

of recent years. The date is most remarkable, considering the " Cur-
rent Note " {cuiU', p. 48).

—

Ed.]

The oiuginal Buitish specimen of Lampides bcetica.—x\s time goes
on, many facts are forgotten, or, on the contrary, attain unwonted dimen-
sions. Mr. Lufi" has recently draAvn our attention to the introduction
of ('alliin(irj)lia hera into Britain more than a quarter of a century ago,

a fact which had almost been allowed to lapse, owing to the length
of time since its occurrence. On the other hand, Lampides boctica is

not an uncommon species in collections, although true British speci-

mens probably may still be numbered on the fingers of one hand. In
Newman's British Moths, p. 119, it is stated that Mr. McArthur
took "two specimens " of Lcunpides hoetiva at Brighton, the first on
August 4th, 1859, and the second the day following. This was
repeated by Mr. Newman in answer to a query, in I'lntom., ix., p. 92,
and has often been repeated since (Dale, etc.), although, in
Ktitoiti., ix., p. 182, Mr. Neil McArthur wrote himself :

—" In Entom.,
ix., p. 92, it is stated that I took 'two' specimens of L. boctica, it

should have been ' one,' which I have always understood to be the
only one ever recorded." This correction was made on April 24th,
1876. Who has this original specimen of Mr. McArthur's '? The other
recorded British specimens appear to be, " (1) By Mr. Latour, near
Christchurch, Hants, August 4th, 1859 (the same date as Mr.
McArthur's original Brighton specimen). (2) By Mr. C. D. Snell,
at Freshwater (Isle of Wight), August 28rd, 1878 {Kntom., xii., 88).

(8) By Mr. S. McCaul {Ent., xii., 155), a purchased specimen, stated as
coming from the Cotswolds. (4) By Mr. H. E. Durban, at Bognor, on
September 12th, 1880 (Ent., xiii., 240, and Knt., xv., 226). (5). By
Miss Staples, at Bournemouth, on October 2nd, 1882 (7'7«^, xv., 260.)."—.John Bull. May, 1896.

Acidalia perochraria.—In vol. vii.. No. 12, of the EnUniiidoqist's

Record, a singular mistake in reference to this species is twice repeated.
In "Current Notes," p. 818, mention is made of two A. perochraria
with the comment, " Not the original specimrns of Weston's." In
Mr. John Bull's article, p. 817, he says, " There are, presumably,
only Weston's tiro, supposed to be British. Are these Weston's? If

not, whose are they?" The italics are mine. It would perhaps be
as well to put the matter straight once and for all ; the more so, as a
specimen, fraudulently ascribed to Mr. Weston, was sold at the
Burney sale after Mr. Stevens announced from the rostrum that it

was not Weston's. There are but two authentic recorded British
specimens in existence—one, captured near Eedhill in 1865, by Mr.
Sydney Webb, is still in his collection ; the other, captured by Mr.
^yeston, also near Eedhill, in 1869, while staying with Mr. AVebb, was
given by him to my late partner, Mr. H. Vaughan, at whose sale it

was purchased by me. Both Mr. Vaughan and Mr. Weston (who was
in our office) often spoke to me as to the details of its captiare. These
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specimens are recorded in the Annual for 1871, and in E. M. M.,
vol. vii. In addition to these, Dr. Knaggs' Annual, 1871, records two
specimens given to him by Mr. Birchall, apparently genuine, but with
no titles. One of these specimens, given by him to Mr. Vaughan,
was also purchased by me, and is still in my possession. The other

one, purchased at Dr. Knaggs' sale, by Mr. Sang, was given by him
to Mr. Webb, who has it still. I have, unfortunately, no note as to

who purchased the so-called " Weston " specimen at the Burney sale.

If it was bought on conunission, perhaps its present owner is still

under the delusion that it is genuine, as I noticed that the lying label

was cleared with the lot. Mr. Burney 's collection included two other

specimens, of which one, stated to have been taken at Sevenoaks in

1880, was purchased, I think, by Mr. Bright. Other specimens occa-

sionally turn up at Stevens' in big collections, such as Dr. Harper's,

Mr. Brest's and others, but in the absence of any record of their

capture they must, I am afraid, be regarded as of questionable authen-
ticity.—C. A. Briggs, F.E.S., 55, Lincoln's-Inn-Fields. Maif lit/i,

189G.

A MATTER FOR THE LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE ENTOMOLOGICAL
Society's consideration.—The following astounding advertisement

appears in the Kxchantje and Marl of to-day's date :
—" Butterflies —

three large English Coppers, alive, splendid specimens ; also two
Camberwell Beauties, alive. What oft'ers, cash ?—J. W. Tattersall,

17, Cagneau Street, Liverpool." Comment is needless ! I have
Avritten to the advertiser asking for information as to where they were
captured, etc., and await the reply with interest.— S. J. Bell, 150,

Stockwell Park Koad, Brixton, S.W. Xla>i 22n,l, 1896.

Notes of the Season.

Reading.—This has been another great Staurointx faj/i year. Up
to date (May 14th) soaiething like ninety have been already taken. The
only new fact that I have observed as to the habits of the imago is

that copulation takes place during the night or very early hours of

the morning, a pair having been taken in vop. about 5 a.m. KndwmU
rersiculor has also been taken by most of our collectors, the total

obtained not having been exceeded since Mr. Holland left Reading.

Tephrusia consonaria has entirely failed. T. ciriimvularia has been

out in some numbers, but T. hiundularia is. at present, almost entirely

absent. Lcucojtha.sia sinapis is out in some numbers, and we hope
that the warm weather will bring on a numerous second emergence.

—

Joseph Clarke, 2G, Zinzan Street, Reading. Xfa// l-it/i, 1890.

RuGELEY.

—

Ifadcna (flauca is very scarce this year. ( 'alldphri/s

rubi. is plentiful, and the commoner species are unusually abundant.—
Richard Fi;eek, M.D., Rugeley. Mai/ iHtJi, 1896.

Leigh.—On May 12th, at Leigh, I found eight larvie of I'/ioro-

desnia sniaraiidaria and one case of J'.'piclmopteri/.r rctinila.— (Rev.)

C. R. N. Burrows, Rainham Vicarage, Essex. Xlaij 14</(, 1896.

First buood of Melanippe fluctuata.—The first appearance for

this year was on May 15th. On May 17th I saw some thirty speci-

mens on the windows of the house, on fences and at light.

Evidently the appearance of the first brood can be put down for the

second and third weeks of May.—J. W. Tutt, Westcombe Hill, S.E.

June, 1896.
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Early emergences,. Isle of Man.—The following few notes may,
perhaps, prove of some interest to the readers of the Hcan-d. The
spell of fine weather experienced here during the early part of May
caused quite a number of insects to emerge, some of wliich, in ordi-

nary seasons, do not make their appearance for a fortnight or three

Aveeks later. Dlanthoccia capsophila was taken on May 8th, a large

percentage of the specimens being worn and worthless for cabinet

purposes. Eupitliccia nmosata was out in some numbers on the 10th,

hovering over flowers of Silenc mantima. Hccatcra soma and
Suierinthus i^opidi on the 12th. Diant/iocria cac.sia, Heliotlds umbra,

Ct'rnra vlnula, Hepialus rdlcda and Cwullia niiibratira on the 13th,

the latter coming to floAvers. On 17th May the following butterflies

were out :

—

Vwrishrassicae, P. napi, P. rapac, CociuDn/iiijiha jiaiiijiliilm,

C/iri/sophanm pJilocas, Poli/oiiniiatus icarus, Paran/c iiii'f/acra. For
the last three or four days the weather has been somewhat cold and
unsettled, and insects have been scarce. I may here mention that

Mr. William Garrett, of Ramsey (who is working the north coast of

the island), brought to me a number of the 7>. rapsnpldla above referred

to, which were caught by him on the evening of the 8th, some of

which (judging by their appearance) had been on the wing for fully

a week prior to that date.— H. Shortridge Clarke, F.E.S., Sulby
Parsonage, Lezayre, Isle of Man. Maij 2\st, 1806.

Dates of fikst appearances.—Continuing my previous notes on
this subject [Ent. Peconl, vii., p. 316) I have now to record the

following:

—

Pieris rapae and Anticlca nii/rofaficiaria, on April 4th;

ISclcnia tetralnnaria, HoiicropJiila ahnqitaria, Alucita licxadartijla , on
April 9th; Eupit/wria rxh/ata, Satuntia paronia, on April 15th;

Cidaria sujf'umata, April 16th ; Pieris napi, Parari/c ci/eria, F.urldo'e

cardawines, Siirichtlnis vialrac, Kmatioya aUnnaria, Mekniijipc sociata,

on April 17th; Ci/ajiiris ar;iiolus, P. pctraria, Corcniia fcrrw/ata, on
April 19th. Satuniia paronia was probably out earlier than April

15th, as it is only found on heather some distance from my house,

and I had not been there since the 4th. C>/aniris aniiolm did not

appear this year until April 19th, although I daily visited its head-

quarters here. My earliest date for this species is a worn 5 on
Slarch 27th, 1892. It usually appears about the end of the first week
in April.—E. F. Studd, M.A., F.E.S., Oxton, Exeter.

:]^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Food-plants of Dyschorista suspecta.— So far as 1 am aware, very

little has yet been published concerning the larva of this species, and

I was not aware of any recorded food-plant, except birch. It may,

therefore, be of interest to some entomologists to know that I have
just been rearing a batch from ova on Populus balsam ifcra, on which

they thrive admirably. The larvte hatched before birch was available

to me. I found they would also feed on sallow.—Louis B. Pkout,

F.E.S., 12, GreenAvood Road, N.E. May 12t/i, 1896.

On the food-plants and pupation of Melit.tea aurinia.—Refer-

ing to Mr. Wolfe's remarks on the early stages of Mditaca aurinia

[Knt. Pu'c, vol. viii., p. 4), I venture a few observations on the habits

of this species in this district. I invarialily rear the larva' on honey-

suckle, which, in my experience, they prefer to the plant I take them
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from—devil's bit scabious. This spring, for the first time, I found a

colony feeding in a natural state on honeysuckle, from one to three

feet above the ground ; but I do not think the ova Avere laid on this

plant, as there was abundance of scabious in the place. As regards

pupation, they select various places whereon to accomplish this, the

favourite being on the undersides of dead oak leaves, with which their

haunts are freely strewn. They are suspended and well protected

from the weather. I occasionally find pupjB suspended from stems of

grass, reed, bilberry, and other low-growing plants, and sometimes a

few blades of grass are drawn together at the top, and the pupa hangs

in the centre of the tent-like construction thus formed. I cannot

remember ever having found a pupa on the food-plant.—F. H. Day,

6, Currock Terrace, Carlisle. ,hine, 1896.

Breeding Bkephos pakthenias.—In answer to Mr. Brady's inquiry,

I am aware of no difficulty in breeding this species if one point is

attended to. Both this species and ]>. notlia must be provided with rotten

wood, cork, or some similar substance into which to burrow for pupa-

tion. So far as my experience goes, the larvae invariably perish

miserably rather than adopt any other expedient. Though I made
this discovery for myself, it has long been known to our more expe-

rienced lepidopterists.—T. A. Chapman, M.D., F.E.S., Hereford.

June, 1896.

URRENT NOTES.
Has the " wizard of stagnation " laid his hand upon the Lancashire

and Cheshire Entomological and the Birmingham Entomological

Societies ? These societies used to do good work, but they have

recently sunk into obscurity. An amiable weakness may keep the

same officers in power too long, even after they have signified a wish

to resign. AVe had an example of a tendency to decadence in a

London society not long since, but new rules were made, so that every

member of the governing body should retire in rotation. The spirit of

this rule is at present strangely set aside by an ingenious manipulation

of the office of Vice-President. No ill result, however, is evident, at

present, although, for some six or seven years, certain members never

have retired. We trust that some of the younger members of the

dormant societies will waken up the powers (?) that be.

Mr. Prout informs us that he intends to undertake a thorough in-

vestigation of the genus Oporahia, as we suggested ; and he asks us to

appeal to entomologists on his behalf for information bearing upon the

subject.

Professor T. D. A. Cockerell, Las Cruces, New Mexico, U.S.A.,

proposes founding "a new Biological Station, and health and holiday

resort for scientific persons " in New Mexico. "When he went to New
Mexico, three years ago, he was sufiering from phthisis, and his

experience has led him to form the highest opinion of the value of

the climate for persons in the earlier stages of the disease. He states

that " the abundance of ncAV and interesting forms of life, especially

among the insects, is remarkable," and that " many interesting

general problems, such as those of the life-zones, can also be studied

in New Mexico with great advantage."
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Mr. Stevens will, on June 15th, sell the well-known collection

of the late Mr. Trinuner Williams, a past president of the South

London Entomological Society, and one of the original captors of

Boletobia fuUijinaria

.

:p>ractical hints.
Field Work for June.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—In June the terminal shoots of furze which have turned brown
should be collected for larvae of Anarsia sjxirtiella.

2.—In the middle of June the larva of ElacJtista trapeziella mines
the leaves of Luzula pihmi.

3.—About the middle of June the larva of Gelcclna alhipalpdla

feeds on (renkta anyliva, the larva drawing several leaves together

round the stem, and then eats them half through, thus discolouring

them, and forming conspicuous clusters of yellowish-white leaves.

4.—The last fortnight in June, and the first week in July, will

usually give larvae of Asphalia ridena if oak trees be carefully beaten or

searched, the larva generally fastening two oak-leaves together.

5.—At the end of June the larv^t of Lacerna .subhistrii/dla may be ob-

tained on Epihibiuiit )ii(»Uanmn. They live within the pods, on the

seeds. The infested pods are usually thickened and shortened, some-
times slightly distorted,

6.—In the last fortnight of Jime the larvae of Depn'^tmrla alhi-

pwtctiila &nd D. choerojilii/lUila should be obtained on C/toerophyllum

tmiiuli'iitum.

7.—Towards the end of June the ash trees in the neighbourhood of

Mickleham and Box Hill give larvte of Zelleria liepaiiella. Sometimes
the close white cocoons are found on the leaves during July.

8.—The last week of June and first week of July is the time to

find the larva of Eiicliroinia purpurana. It lives underground in a silken

tube, and gnaws the roots of SoncJtus anrnsis and Tara.cacuin officinale

externally.

9.— Imagines of Hj/j>pa rertilinca and T'lmia iuternM/ationls are to be
captured when resting on stumps and stones, in dull weather, in June
and early July.

10.—Moths may not only be found upon or below the sugar, but a
foot or two above, or on the other side of the tree, or hanging on the
twigs nearest to the sugar,

11.—Imagines of A. ripac have been found in abundance under
pieces of wood lying on the sand in June.

12.

—

Acidulia contiyuaria is so far a rare insect that it would pay
some good collectors to spend a July holiday at Bettws-y-coed or
Llanfairfechan, for a supply. The dark form is the commoner at the
first named locality, the pale one at the latter.

13.—The only common British butterfiy whose hybernating stage is

actually in doubt is T/iijnuiicKs tkawnas. Will those collectors who
get the insect enclose a female, on a grass-plant, in a glass jar, and
place her in the sun for eggs ? If the latter hatch in autumn, it will

confirm Buckler's observations, and contradict Hawes' statement.
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14.—At the end of June, visitors to Wicken Fen should collect the

rolled-up leaves of dewhavvy {IItihus cacsius) for larv:e of TortrLc diunctana.

15.—The larvffi of SciapJdla pcrtcrana feed, in June, in the

blossoms of ('hn/mnt/icitium, Hieraciuin anil othar ('(Diipnaitae. Their

presence may be recognised by the ray-florets being turned down so as

to form a covering for the larva. The insect is more common on the

sea-shore than inland.

16.—Descriptions of the eggs of TlujiiieUnis actaain, I'uhjoiniDatKs

cori/diDi, Xcjihi/rus hiinldc, Tliccla w-allnoii, T. j/runi, Mditaca ciit.ria,

M. atlialia are wanted to help complete the life-histories of our British

butterflies.

17.—N.r,.—Refer to Kut. llec , vol. i., p. 28 (No. 1), and p. 47

(No. 2), also to vol. ii., p. 44 (No. 2), for three series of " Practical

Hints " as to " field work in June," by present writer. Also to

vol. i., p. 71 (No. 8), for a series by Mr. Fenn. [Copies of these

numbers (except vol. i., No. 1) can still be obtained from Mr. Page.]

;:^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
TuK C'kambid.e of Nukth Amekica.—Ijy C. H. Fernald, M. A., Ph.D.

[81 pp. and 9 ])lates. Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1890] . We
have carefully examined this little brochure, and have no hesitation in

saying that it is the best piece of systematic work that has been

done on the American ( 'nniihidac. The introductory remarks are ex-

ceedingly interesting ; the descriptive work is well done ; the synonymic
references are most satisfactory (combining, as they do, the more
important European and American) ; the anatomical work is clearly

and successfully dealt with, whilst the colour-printing (by the

Heliotype Printing Co., Boston) is almost perfect. The success

attending the production of this little book is all the more praise-

worthy, owing to the fact that the heterogeneous material relating to the

North American (
'rcuiihidae has been published here, there, and every-

where—Germany, England, America, etc., and hence has been somewhat
difficult to collect. British lepidopterists would do well to get this work
for the general remarks on the group, which are of the greatest scientific

value. It will perhaps surprise our collectors to find that ( 'ranthiis

Jiauidliis, C. pascudluH, C. duinett'lliis, ('. hortut'lltis, C, peiieUus and
Fau-Ji 10)11 ius ocelleuH [ocdlea) are North American species. The
publication of this book exhibits very clearly the study that has yet

to be done in the matter of the life-histories of almost all the

American species. The painful repetition of " Foodplant and early

stages unknown," should stir up some careful lepidopterist to do for

the N. American species what Mr. Porritt has so ably done for our

British ones.

Devonia [Published by Henry S. Eland, 286, High Street, Exeter]

.

—We have received Pt. iv. of /Vro?)7V/, anew natural history magazine,

edited by E. W. W. Bowell and E. H. l^azeley. It is to be published

once in two months, and the subscription is 7s. The number before

us is excellent, and contains, among others, the following articles :

—

" On the Ancient Rocks of Menevia" (F. .1. Stephens), " British Land and
Freshwater Shells" (E, W. W. Bowell), "Respiration in Linnnea "

(A. E. Boycott), "The New Classification" (W. S. Riding, M.D.),
" Notes on some common Fungi " (E. W. Swanton), " A Scillouian
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form of Jfdia'Ua acuta, Miill." (E. R. Sykes, M.A.), " Classification
"

(E. W. W. Bowcll), " Collectanea " (by the Editors). Under the

latter head the main points of Mr. Frost's article in our own columns

(rt7i«c, viii., 811) are very fairly criticised. The Part, as a whole, is

excellent reading, presents a high level in its scientific contents, and

the Editors show considerable critical ability. These should make the

magazine a success. Published monthly, it would become a powerful

rival to Scioive (Jos.sip, in its present form.

j^OCIE TIE S.
The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—Tuesday, 5th May, 1H96.—Exhibits :—Mr. May : a series of

Asphalia ridens bred from larvte from Thaugh Bridge, Devon; the

specimens were variable in colour and markings, but were, generally

speaking, considerably marked with grey.

Mr. Bate exhibited Ephestia kuhniella in all its stages, and
read the following notes:—"Last year our respected past president

gave me some larviP of Kjilwstia kiiJiuidla, feeding on a packet of

AUinson's food. Finding that there were very few of them inside, I

determined to breed a number if possible, and therefore shut them up
and left them to their own devices in a large glass jar—a very large

number of larvie was the result. They mined away during the winter,

occupying little silk-lined runs, and quickly demolished the whole
quarter-pound packet, when I gave them wheat Hour. Mr. Tutt

having kindly drawn my attention to the fact that the sexes could be

differentiated in the larval state, owing to the genital organs of the

male being visible, I sorted out a number, and fed them separately.

The result is shown in the series of 10 bred from the spotted ones, and
11 from the unspotted, which I venture to hope represent the two
sexes. Of course, where the ovipositor is protruded, there can be no
doubt of the sex, but I freely confess I am not able to go beyond this.

The larvje are cream-yellow until the last few days before pupating,

when they become pink ; all have, all through, brown head, brown
shield on second segment, a row of 22 black tubercles each side of the

dorsal line, each of which emits a brown hair ; one central shining-

brown spot on the 18th segment"' with no hair, brown anal flap ; a row
of 11 tubercles either side of the first row, that on the third and 12th
segments having a black ring round it, and each emitting a single

hair. The spiracles are lighter brown. The spot on the ninth seg-

ment'"'* is distinctly an organ situated in the interior of the larva, and
shifts its position as the creature walks. The pupa is ochreous-brown,
shaded, and darkens considerably before the insect emerges. The
larviB have a great liking for eating the pupse. The eggs are oval,

quite white when laid, but turning slightly yellow soon afterwards,
and may probably alter further before hatching. I have been nnable
to see copulation taking place in either of the jars containing imagines
bred from all spotted or all plain larva^ although they pair freely in

the jar where the larvie were mixed. Realizing that the females may
be parthenogenetic, I have saved the presumed males in their jar, and
will report if I obtain larvie there, as that will indicate that the spot is

* We would suggest to our contributors that this antiquated method of de-
scribing larv£e should be dropped. A larva consists of (1) Head. (2) Thorax
(prothorax, mesothorax and metathorax). (3) Abdomen (segments 1-10).—Ed.
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not a sexual mark [What spot ?

—

Ed.] . I exhibit living ova, larvfe, pups?

and imagines, and shall be pleased if members will help themselves to

what they require. The perfect insects sit with their heads considerably

raised, antennae lying along their backs, and the females with the

body bent upwards and the ovipositor protruding. They remain quiet,

except in the presence of the opposite sex, when they flutter wildly,

running round and round until copulation takes place. The period of

this extends to several hours. Stainton's sexual distinction of the

Kphi'stiae reads as follows :
—

' Antennte of male not curved near the

base, in the male the base of the costa beneath with a tuft of hair.'
"

Messrs. J. A. Clark and Nicholson exhibited their series of Bombyx
QUERCus AND B. CALLUN.E to assist in illustrating a paper on those

species read by Capt. B. B. Thompson, who showed his own series,

and those of Mr. A. J. Hodges ; among the latter were two males,

supposed to be the var. roboria. Relating to Collecting observations,

Mr. J. A. Clark said that Ci/aniris an/ialus was well out at Epping

Forest, and Mr. Tutt said that he had seen Euchlni' cardaminea at

Hereford on April 10th. Mr. Bayne recorded a fresh specimen of

Taenioccuiipa inunda at the New Forest on May 3rd. Mr. May said

that an Erith correspondent, named Goddard, had found larviB of

Xi/.ssia Itisjddaria at Darenth and Chattenden Woods, feeding on

Spanish (or sweet) chestnut, but all except one were " ichneumoned."

Mr. Tremayne stated that he had a brood each of Aiiiidildasi/s strataria

and Knudiiios qucrcinaria feeding on Avhitethorn in separate jars. The
leaves which had been nibbled, or partly eaten, by the A. Hrataria,

had almost immediately turned brown round the edges and dried up,

while those which had been similarly treated by the E. quercinana

remained quite fresh. It was suggested that, in the case of the

A. strataria, the appearance ,might be caused by the action of some

liquid ('? acid) secreted in the mouths of the larvae, such liquid not

being present in K. qncrt-hiaria.

Entomological Society of London.—May 6th, 1896.—Mr. Cham-
pion exhibited specimens of Aniara famdica, Zimm., from Woking,

Surrey, a recent addition to the British list. He also exhibited,

on behalf of Mr. Dolby-Tyler, a series of Eburia qu.\drinotata,

Latr., from Guayaquil, Ecuador, showing variation in the number of

the raised ivory-white lines on the elytra, there being sometimes an

additional mark exterior to the short basal line, and sometimes an

additional one on the inner side of the second line. Mr. Gahan said

he did not notice anything remarkable in the specimens except in the

arrangement of the spots. Mr. Horace Donisthorpe exhibited a

SPECIMEN OF PtEROSTICHUS GRACILIS WITH THREE TARSI On OllC leg,

taken near Weymouth last month. Mr. G. T. Porritt exhibited a

STKiKiNi; sKuiES OF Spilosoma menthastri which he had just bred from

Morayshire ova, the ground-colour of the specimens varied from the

usual white, through shades of yellow, and dark smoky brown. Mr.

Merriheld exhibited specimens of (iitnepti ri/.r rJiaiiDii bred from larvae

found in North Italy and Germany, the pvpje of which had been

suB.iKCTKi) to various temperatitres. Hc Said that high temperature

appeared to cause an increase of yellow scales in the female, and low

temperatures generally reduced the size of the orange discal spot on the

fore-wings of both sexes. He also exhibited some bred specimens of species

of Vanessids, the result of experiments tried with a view to ascertain the

extreme of high temperature that the pupae would bear, and its results.



The species exhibited iiichided Pi/rameifi atalanta, At/lais nrticac and
Kurancssa antiopa. Mr. Merrifield said tliat the effects on the

imago produced by temperature were being made the subject of

systematic research by Professor Weismann, Dr. Standfuss, Mr. E.
Fischer and others. Mr. Elwes asked if these experiments had been
made on pupae only, or on the larvae as well. Mr. Merrifield said that

the results were only noticeable when the experiments were made on
pupje. The effect of them on larvae was not apparent. Mr. Kirkaldy

exhibited and made remarks on ova of Xotoiurta i/lauca var. ftiirata.

Mr. Tutt exhibited living larv.e of Apamea ophiogramma, together with

the grass on which it was feeding. He said the species was formerly

considered rare in Britain, but was now found freely in any localities

where Ribbon grass {r)iitrai>/iis araniJhiarea) was plentiful. The Secre-

tary read a communication from Mr. E. Meyrick on the subject of

Prof. Radcliffe-Grote's criticisms, contained in his paper published

in the proceedings of the Society, 1896, pp. x.—xv., on the use of

certain generic terms by Mr. Meyrick in writing on the group of

Lepidoptera known as the Geometridse. Mr. Meyrick stated that he
rejected the main assumption on which the criticisms were based,

viz., that the genera used by Mr. Grote were without descriptions.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—May 14th, 1896.—Mr. Enock exhibited specimens of two very rare
aquatic Hymfnoptera : Prestiric/iia aquatica, Vfhich uses its legs in swimm-
ing, and which has not been recorded since its first capture in 1865, and
C'araplirartiis rinctm= Pdli/jirnia natans, which uses its wings in swimm-
ing. Mr.R. Adkin : a bred series of Melanippe hastata, from Suther-
land, with series of the same from Sussex and co. Cork. The larv;e of

the first were fed on Mi/rica <ialf. The Cork series had a pale ochreous
tone, instead of the usual dead-white ground. The southern series

were very uniform, whereas the northern examples varied considerably

in the black markings. Mr. Barrett : series of Abraxas ulmata and
Pieris rap.e, v. cruciferarum, from Japan. The former were of

the British type, but the latter equalled P. bmssicae in size, had a
considerable suffusion of black from the base, and in some of the

females a partial fusion of the spots. In the discussion which ensued
it was suggested that it might be the result of abundance of succulent

food. Mr. Carrington remarked on the hardy constitution of the

species in Canada, where it experienced extremes of temperature from—
-60*^ F. to 188° F. Mr. Tutt noted the increase in abundance and the

variation of P. rapae in America, where it had survived, after a great

struggle with a closely allied indigenous species, with which it was
supposed to have interbred, and which Avas now very rare. Mr. Tutt,

for Mr. Merrifield : a number of species of butterflies bred from pup.e

subjected to different temperaturks, riz., A(jlai>< nrticac, Pi/ranicis

atalanta, J^uvanesaa antiopa, and (Toncpteriix rhainni. He described

the vaiiations in detail, and remarked that it was mainly the upper
sides which had been affected, whereas the undersides, which in the

Rhopalocera Avere developed for protection, were less influenced. The
melanism of Triphaena orhona, and that of such a species as A.
nrticac, were not parallel cases of variation, as, in the dark aberrations

of the former, it was the upper side that was protectively coloured.

])Ir. C. Clark : living specimens of the parasites of the stickleback,

with a micro-photograph x 80 of the same, the organs of attach-

ment being well shown. Mr. Tutt read a paper entitled, " Is cold
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THE CAUSE OF MELANIS:M IN ScOTCH SPECniKNS 01" TrYPH.ISXA OKBONA," 111

which he showed, by magazine references, that the area of distribution

of the melanic forms of this species by no means corresponded with the

coldest portions of the country, and that at Forres the sallows flowered

quite as early as in the S. of England. He was of opinion that the

variation was wholly brought about by utility, and that the species was
protectively coloured. In the subsequent discussion several members
considered that the dark variation in this species was a return to an
ancestral form, and that every evidence showed that the processes of

evolution were still in progress.

Cambridge Entomological and Natural History Society.—May
loth, 1H96.—Mr. Rickart exhibited a case of beetles collected by him-

self at the Cape, including the rare genus Lsr/ntostonni. Mr. Fleet

exhibited specimens, found at Cambridge, of the larv.e of Plusia

moneta ; the young larva is very difterent in form and habit from the

adult, and lives in a bunch of terminal leaves of Monkshood fastened

together. Dr. Sharp remarked on a work just published in (lermany,

by Dr. Standfuss ; this gentleman has made experiments in crossing

species and varieties of Lepidopteka, and some of his results are

certainly of interest : among other results, he finds that hybridisation

between closely allied species produces a remarkable amount of herma-

phrodite progeny. He also exhibited one of the basket worms discussed

at the last meeting ; the specimen was extracted from its basket, and
showed great differences when compared with ordinary caterpillars.

He also showed another very exceptional larva from Madagascar,

which he believed to be one of the "slug-worms" of N. American
naturalists. He then read a paper upon "The Destuuction of

Forests and its results." He said that much wanton destruction of

natural conditions occurs in all parts of the world, which, in the long

run, impoverishes humanity. In connection with this the Californian

Academy of Sciences has recently drawn up a report for presentation

to the Congress of the United States, protesting against such reduction

of forest preserves ; "it being a trespass of an inheritance which should

by every legitimate means be preserved by this generation for those

who are to come after. It has been conclusively proven that the

terrible droughts, floods, and famines in Southern Russia are directly

caused by the destruction of timber. It is also a well established

fact that the droughts and failures of crops in a large area of France

are due to change in climate caused by the destruction of

forests since the Revolution." In Britain, this does not interest us

so immediately, as we have a sufficient and moderate rainfall without

forests, but in our Colonies it is not so. He had information that

much unnecessary destruction occurred ; and that in New Zealand

much loss had recently been caused by drought. The preservation

and management of forests ought to be considered one of the most
important duties of Cohmial Governments. F'rom a naturalist's point

of view, it was sad to think that this destruction of forests involved the

extermination of many of the animals of the world, without our having

acquired any knowledge about them, and in many cases without our

having even seen them. It appeared from another report, made
by the Californian Academy of Sciences, that the only remaining herd

of N. American buffaloes in the Yellowstone Park had been wantonly

destroyed by hunters or sportsmen, as had also the only colony of

beavers in the same district.
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The Hybernating stages of British Butterflies.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Of the 65 butterflies considered as British by Newman, in his

British Jhittcrfiit's [i.e., excluding Ari/i/nnis niohe and Parnassins apallo)

he gives, on p. 17, the names of 42, the hybernating stage of which has
been " ascertained beyond all possibility of doubt." This leaves 23,

the hybernating stage of which were in doubt. Of the 42 about
which no doubt then 1 1871) existed, there are seven certainly wrong,
and of one [(Jhriji^Dphanus (iispar) the hybernating stage has never been
determined by observation, although the logical sequence of events

would suggest that Newman is correct.

In order to correct some of the errors into which NeAvman had
fallen, and to add fresh information. Fitch published, in 1879 {Ent.,

xii., pp. 1-4), a paper on the " Hibernation of British butterflies." He
makes one very grave error (connected with Aiyi/nnis adippc), and
also takes it for granted, like his predecessors, that FurainciH can'kii

hybernates as an imago. Besides these, he queries the stage in which
no less than 12 species pass the Avinter, and giyeBNoDiiades i>rmiciri/ns£hs

" unknown."
Since then the hybernating stage of the whole of these has, been

satisfactorily determined, except so far as relates to Chnjsoiilianmdispar

and Li/caena avion. With the' exception of the verification of the stage

in which Everes ar///rt(/t'.s' hybernates, and the verification (or otherwise) of

the statement made by Hawes relative to Thi/iaeUrns tJiaui/ia!<, we .may
consider that the hybernating stage of all our other British butterflies a^-e

now known. The stage in which 0. dispar, L. arion and E. an/iades

hybernate is more likely to be determined by European collectors, but
British collectors should be able to clear up the doubt surrounding
T. tJiaimias.

Newman stated {Biit. Bxitu., p. 10) that ;
—" It is a most interesting

fact, and one that cannot be too strongly impressed on the memory,
that all the individuals composing one species ' of butterfly always
hybernate in the same state : each adheres strictly to the practice of

its species." Fitch says :
—" The hybernation of a species is strictly

constant. A certain larva, even from the same ', batch of eggs, will

occasionally feed aAvay from its brethren, and appear as an im.'igo |in

the autumn, while the normal habit of the species is to hybernate in

pupa or even in larva, as the case may be. Agciin,, when May individuals

pupate together it sometimes happens that some
;
q,,re. pprfeotecl pye-
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maturely in autumn, the rest passing the winter in their penultimate

state. Such specimens are, I believe, invariably infertile, and play no
part in the continuation of their species. Hence they appear and die,

but in no way affect the constancy of the hybernation." This notion

of infertility was very common a quarter of a century ago, but con-

tinual breeding has taught us tlui,t such specimens as emerge in the

autumn instead of spring are fertile, and go through the ordinary

courses of existence just the same as if they emerged in spring. They
pay the penalty of their haste usually in the destruction of their

progeny, which winter overtakes before they have reached that stage

in which alone they can survive its rigours.

Of the fact that, with very few exceptions, the same species of

butterfly always goes through its hybernating period in the same stage,

wo are perfectly satisfied, and we think that Scudder has fallen into

grave error in IJuttcrjIics of tite Northern United States and Canada,

where he states that Pijraineh cardui, P. Jnintera, P. atalanta and
Aiilais milherti pass the winter, some specimens as imagines and
others as pupje, and that the former lay eggs in April and May, the

latter disclosing their inmates, which pair and lay eggs in June. Such
a statement is evidently based on erroneous or incomplete data.

It may be well to briefly summarise the facts known about the

hybernation of the various species. Of those in the Super-family

Hesperides the following appear to have been long since determined :

—

Tliijineliciis actacon.—Larva (Buckler,

Zeller, Fitch).

TlnjmeUcus lineola.—Egg (Hawes).

Nhojii(ide>( tages. — Larva (Fitch,

Hellins).
'

SijricJitJiKs inalvae. Pupa (Hellins,

Zeller, Fitch).

Pconphila sijlvanus.—Larva (Miihlig, Zeller, Fitch, Buckler).

The following have only been recently cleared up, or still remain in

doubt :

—

Pampliila comma.—" Egg (Hellins)." There can be no doubt that

P. comma hybernates in the eQg, state. Mr. Hellins had eggs on

August 24th, 1867, which hatched on IMarch 27th, 18G8.

Thi/melicm thaumas.—" Larva (Fitch, Hellins)." It was generally

assumed that Hellins' observations—" Eggs, July 29th, 1865, hatched

August 12th, small larvie (2mm. long), died November," and " eggs,

July, 1876, hatched August 15th ; spun silken hybernacula shortly

afterwards, and then came to grief "— settled the point that this

species hybernated as a larva. But Hawes writes {Ent., xxv., p. 177)

that " it may be well to correct an error with regard to H. thanmas

and H. line(da which appears to be accepted as fact. Neither species

passes the winter in the larva state. The eggs are laid at the end of

July and beginning of August, and remain as such until the following-

spring, emerging about April 20th." As we nowhere read that IMr.

Hawes has reared T. tlianmas, we are inclined to think, in the face of

Hellins' observations, that he has made an error of observation.

Carterocejdialus palaemon.—"? Larva (Fitch). Larva (Buckler,

Hellins, Chapman)." Buckler received eggs June 7th, 1888 ; hatched

June 11th, 1888 ; hybernated in silken cases as large larvse (1 inch

long) from October until February
;
pupated towards the end of March.

Of those in the division Lyc^enida, less than two-thirds were

certainly known when Fitch wrote his article. Those that were known
were as follows :

—
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Calloplirys ruhi. — Pupa (Buckler,

Harwoocl, Barrett).

Lampides hoetica —Egg (Milli^re),

Thecla w-album.— Egg (Newman,
Fitch).

Thechi pruni.—Egg (Newman, Fitch).

Zeplnirittt heUtlae.— Egg (Newman,
Fitch).

Zephxirus quercus. — Egg (Newman,
Fitch).

Nemeohius lucina.—Pupa (Newman, Fitch).

Cyaniris argiulnx.—Pupa (Buclcler).

Cupido minima. — Larva (Hellins,

Fitch).

Polyoximatua astrarche. — Larva
(Zeller. Fitch).

PolyommntU!^ corydoii.—Larva (Fitch).

PolyoiiniKitHx hcllarquK. — Larva
(Hellins, Fitch).

PU'hcius acfjon. —Egg (Fitch, Buckler).

A question appears to have arisen about Z. quennis, owing to an

egg having been deposited on a sallow leaf, Mr. Hellins writing

{E.M.M., xiv., 112) :
—" The sallow leaf would before long have fallen

from the bush and decayed ; and if the larva is not hatched till the

spring, what meanwhile becomes of the egg?" It would appear that this

proceeding must have been quiteninusual, the egg being (or is generally

supposed to be) laid on oak twigs, where the egg is safe enough. Can
anyone say he has ever found an undoubted Z. qiiercm egg on an oak-

twig ? or indicate an exact record on the point ?

There appears also to have been some uncertainty about P. astrarche,

for although Zeller gives it correctly as hybernating in the larval stage,

Newman gives it as doing so in the " egg." Buckler confirmed

Zeller's testimony. He obtained eggs September 13th, 1877, which
hatched September 19th ; larvae hybernated from November 3rd to

March 7th, 1878
;
pupated May 15th-24th.

Fitch queries Lamjddes hoetica as hybernating in the egg state, but
]\Iilliere's statement is very definite.

The species whose hybernating stage was doubtful until quite

recently were numerous. Fitch (1879) queried several as not certainly

known. Some of these have, and some have not yet, been cleared up.

Those which were then uncertain are as follows :

—

Chrysophanus dispar.—" ? Larva (Fitch). Larva (Newman)." This
has never been positively determined, although Newman gives it as one
of the " certain" species. Does anyone know how the larva of the

Continental var. rutilm hybernates ?

Ckrysopliamis phloeas.—"? Pupa (Newman). Larva (Moncreaff,

Harwood, Hellins)."—Fitch says, " the only authority I can find for the

hybernation of this very common species is Mr. Moncreaff's note at

Ent., iii., p. 41." The larva feeds up very slowly until December, is

very sluggish until the end of -January, when it commences to feed

again.

Lycaena arinn.—" ? Larva (Fitch)." It is well known that the

egg hatches in the summer, and we believe that the larva is to be ob-

tained again in the following spring, so that it is very probable that

the species hybernates in the larval state.

XumiadeH ^emiarym.-—" Unknown (Newman, Fitch). Pupa (Eiihl)."

Quoting Riihl, I write in British Butterflies, (£t., p. 1(35 :
—" The pupa

lives through the winter. It is attached by its anal segment to a stalk of

its food-plant, and has also a silk girdle round the waist."
P(dy<)iiniiat2(s icanis.—^^ Larva (Kaltenbach). ? Larva (Fitch). Egg

(Newman)." This is another of Newman's very many errors published
in his British Pnitterflies. The observation of Kaltenbach having been
repeatedly verified. Buckler had larvne which hybernated from
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September 13th, 18H0, until March 18th, 1881, whilst Hellins

bybernated larva?, obtained August 80th, 1875, from October, 1875 until

February 5th, 1876. Dr. Jordan has often found larviB of this species

hybernating in Devonshire, when searching for cases of Coleophora

ilisconldla, on Lotus corniculatus.

Jurri's aiyiadts.—Lang says that the larva of the var. corctas of

this species is to be found " in the autumn and early spring (after

hybernation)." This wants verifying badly.

It will be observed that we are yet someAvhat in doul)t about
('hiij,s(t})hanus dispor, Lycaena avion and Kvom anjiadcs. The circum-

stantial evidence available suggests that both ('. di^jtar and L. arion

hybernate as larviP.

Of the Division Papilionida, the hybernating stage of all the

species was well-known in the families Papilionida and Pierida,

except in the cases of ( 'alias cdnm and C. Injalc. The method of

pupation of the other species are given correctly by Fitch, as follows :

—

Papilio macJuto)!.—Pupa. FierU iiapi.—Puija.

Aporia cr((tru'(ii.—Larva (young).

Pier is hrassicac—Pupa.
Pieris rapae.—Pupa.

Pieris dapUdice.—Pupa.
Em'hhi'c carduiiiines.— Pupa.
Leiicoijliasiti siNii2)is.—Pupa

.

Gonepteryx rliamni.—Imago.

The hybernating stage of the two doubtful species has been

practically cleared up, and it is now evident that Newman's statement

that C. edusa hybernates as an "imago " is entirely wrong, and that

the suggestion of Fitch that it hybernates in the larval state is true,

except that it is possible that the species never does hybernate in any
stage in Britain : nevertheless the larval is the normal hybernating

stage in Southern Europe. Newman is also absolutely wrong in

giving C. Injalc as passing the winter in the "imago " state. Fitch sug-

gested the larval, in 1879, as the stage in which ('. Injalc hybernates,

and this has since been verified by Williams. Like ('. cdusa, this

species also probably never hybernates in Britain.

The hybernating stages of the Nymphalida have been long known,
except in the case of An/i/nvis adijipc, l'ijra)iii'is cardiii and A}insia

arcJn'pjnis. The species hybernate as follows :

—

Dii/as paphid. - Larva.

A yifynnis lathonid.—Larva.
A riij/iiiiis aiildia.—Larva.
Pre II this euphrosyne.—Larva.
Prentliis selene.—Larva.
Melitaea athalia. - Larva.

Melitaea ciiixia.—Larva.

Melitaea aurinia.—Larva.
Vanessa io.—Imago.
Euvanessa antiopa.—Imago.
A gla is urtica e.—Imago

.

FAUionia polychloros. Imago.
Polijuoiiiti c-alhiim.—Imago.
I'l/raiiu'is utnlanta.—Imago.

Liineiiitif! '^iliiiUd.—Larva.

Fitch follows Newman without question as to the stage in which
A. adippc hybernates. Newman says:—"The caterpillar lives

through the winter." Fitch gives " Larva." Buckler, on August
20th, 1877, had a female that laid 54 eggs. On August 25th, 1877,

he received 86 eggs. These all changed colour, went over the winter,

and hatched between March 2nd and 21st, thus proving that /i. adijijic

hybernates as an egg. On August 7th, 1882, he had 26 more eggs,

and these went over until Februar}', when they hatched. Although

A. adippc hybernates as an egg, its state is not so far different from that

of its congeners, which hybernate as young larv;e, for the larva is

formed in the egg of A. adippc soon after it is laid, although it does

not hatch until the next spring.
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The other doubtful species are ri/iai)icis cardHiaml Aiiosia archippm,

and, strange to say, these two species exhibit exactly parallel habits in

the Old andNew Worlds respectively, and what is said about one applies

equally to the other. Both are said by authors to hybernate in the

imago state. No author has ever adduced an atom of direct evidence

that either species does so, except Scudder, in the case of A. arckippui^,

whose statement that woodmen sometimes detect a colony hybernating

in a hollow tree wants verifying. It is possible that in the sub-

tropical homes of both species they are continuously brooded, and that

such hybernation as each is capable of is passed in the larval state.

Probably neither P. canlni, in temperate Europe, nor Auosia archipiius,

in temperate America, can hybernate at all. All individuals that arc

found there when winter approaches are exterminated, be they imago,

egg, larva or pupa. The temperate regions of the Old and New Worlds
are continuously populated by specimens which migrate in spring from
the sub-tropical haunts of /'. cardiii and A. arcJu'pinis respectively, and
their progeny, emerging in the summer, attempt to be continuously

brooded, and are exterminated fortliAvith [Culiafi cdusa and C. hi/ale

are exactly parallel cases in Europe]

.

The hybernating stage of most of the Satyrid/e has long been
beyond doubt, but still that of some few species has been uncertain

until very recently. Those that were certainly known in 1879 were :

—

Coenottympha tiplion.—Larva.ApatHva iris.—Lai'va.

Hipparchia sonde.—Larva.
Epinephelc ianirci. - Larva.
Epinephclc tithonitit.—Larva.

Enodia Injpennitlius.—Larva.
Erehia aethiojhs.—Larva.
Melainpini< cpiphron.—Larva.

Mdintanfut (jalatca.—Larva.

The uncertain species at that time were :

—

I'aranje mei/acra.—This species Fitch gives, " ? Larva," and adds :—
'

' Two or three Continental authors say that this species ' liber-

winters ' as a pupa. This agrees with the present idea as to its near
ally (P. eijeria).'' Zeller gives it as hybernating as a "larva"
(Stett. Ent. Zeit., xxxviii., 307). Newman is correct in giving this

species as hybernating in the larval stage. Hellins discovered that the

insect hybernated in the larval stage in 1881.
Parari/e epcria.—Fitch gives " ? Larva." Newman [Ent., iii., 217)

says that it " remains as a pupa throughout the winter;" in Jhit.

Butts., p. 86, he says, " the caterpillars hybernate early, and are full-fed

by the endof the following March." The caterpillars do not hybernate
" early," although they hybernate small. Fitch inclines to the

hybernation as a pupa, and says :
—" From present information

the earlier account appears to be correct." This is not so ; the larva

hybernates and commences feeding very early in the spring. Hellins
knew that it Avas the larva that hybernated as early as the winter of

1872-1873. Probably Newman knew this, and hence his change of

opinion. It is strange that Fitch did not. Greene says that he has
" several times met with the pupa of P. ar;p'ria suspended from blades of

grass when digging at the roots of trees. It is of a beautiful grass-green
colour, and passes the winter in the pupal state." We have not the
remotest doubt that if these pupae were found in autumn they would
have emerged the same autumn, and if in spring that they had spent
the winter as larvae.

Coenonympha pamphilus.—Fitch gives " ? Larva." Newman does
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not mention the hybernating stage in ]>rit. ButU., p. 101,
although on p. 17 he gives as certain the larval as the hybernating
stage. Von Prittwitz {E.M.M., vi., p. 223) gives it as hybernating in

the " Qgg.'' Hellins hybernated the larv;e from August, 1874, until

February 13th, 1875, and this is, as a matter of fact, the stage in

which ('. pcuiiphilus^oea hybernate.

Such a paper as this summarises the advance that has been made in

one direction during the last 25 years, and shows us how completely out-

of-date Newman's /''r/i/.sA /i»«('>///('.sis,andhowmuch beginners, who use
it as their first text-book, have to unlearn even on such a subject as this,

and when we consider that every page of Newman's book went through
the hands of Mr. H. Doubleday, who represented at that time the

highest point of British lepidopterology, we can pride ourselves that

the labour of the last quarter of a century has chronicled a distinct

advance in the facts that have accumulated about our British

butterflies.

Melanippe fluctuata.

By LOUIS B. PEOUT, F.E.S.

(Continued from ]i. 51 ).

Several authors, right down from the time of Borkhausen, have
endeavoured to arrange the principal varieties of this species in either

two or three tolerably distinct forms ; but their results do not entirely

agree, and it is pretty evident that the forms pass one into another by
very easy gradations. Borkhausen himself distinguishes chiefly two
forms, the white or whitish and the dirty yellowish-white, and
remarks that he finds the latter invariably larger, but, as he can see

no other difference, he does not propose to erect a separate species.

Duponchel figures two forms, the common one, and a darkish variety

inclining to the var. neapoUsata (vol. v., part i., pi. 189, figs. 3 and 4).

Hiibner figures a very brown form, strongly marked (fig. 249) ; I have
occasionally seen specimens of the form which I believe it represents,

though rather more ochreous brown than his figure. Treitschke says

that the species is very variable, and that the mountain forms are

smaller and with white ground colour, those of the valleys larger and
more yellowish. He is also the first, so far as I have observed, to

mention the existence of forms with an entire central band, and he
says that these have " at first sight much similarity with M. naliata."

Haworth makes two species, according to the form and breadth of

the central fascia, jhictnata for the normal broader-banded form,

costovata for the narrow-banded.

Herrich-Schaeffer figures (figs. 292, 294) two of the forms with the

central costal blotch much reduced, the forms frequently known in

this country as ab. costorata, Haw.
Guenee gives, besides the type, three varieties :

—

A. Central area, forming a complete band, blackish.

B. The " neapalhuUi " form.

C. The form with the central fascia much reduced, and very few other
dark markings.

This is probably about the most reasonable summary which can be

made of the ordinary European forms. Snellen's {Vlinders, i., p. 668)
seems to me less satisfactory ; like all other authors, he recognizes
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LinnEeus' own form as the type, but only gives two varieties, and these

are hardly very extreme forms ; var. i. being the common form with

darker dusting of the ground colour, coal-black costal half of central

fascia, and indication of the lower half by dark-grey rings ; var. ii., the

dusky-grey form covered by darker waved lines, and with the central

fascia not strongly contrasted. This last, I believe, is generally reckoned

as one of the sub-varieties of var, ueapolisata. It will be seen that

Snellen does not notice at all the frequent forms with the normal

dark markings reduced, the var. C. of Guenee.

The greatest extreme to which variation can run in this direction

is seen in the ah. imiuaculata of Tutt ( Kut. liec., i., 322); his des-

cription, " in its highest developed forms, pure white," would accurately

speaking, preclude all forms known to me ; but from the meaning of

the name, and the immediate context in Mr. Tutt's paper (" Melanism
and Melanochroism"), I think we are quite safe in applying it to all

forms in which the central fascia is entirelif irantinij : of course, the

black central dot remains, being common to the family, if not, indeed,

to the Lepidoptera generally, and being entirely independent of the

brown central fascia. So far as I can recollect, I had never seen this

extreme form until quite recently, but a few months ago, my kind

correspondent, Mr. W. E. Brady, of Barnsley, sent me for inspection

a perfect example of it from his own district, and I have since seen a

similar one in the Zeller collection, and one almost as extreme, though

with a slight remnant of the dark colour round the central spot, in

that of the late W. H. Tugwell. Mr. M. Farrant also records one at

Taunton [Entom., xxiii., 100).

The forms with the central fascia entire run in two or three

different directions in other respects, and are somewhat difficult to

classify. The two chief are seen in the var. acutangulataoi Romanoff',

in which the ground colour is nearly or quite white, and the fascia

therefore clearly defined ; and the ab. incanata of lieuter, in which the

ground colour is darker marked, though the fascia is still considerably

darker than the ground. It is in the direction of these latter aberra-

tions that the classificatory difficulty comes in ; for, on the one hand,

many almost normal forms have the central fascia indicated as

far as the inner margin, either by mere dark rings (Snellen's " var.

i."), or with varying degrees of intensity until the true incanata is

reached (compare Sepp's figures, vol. iii., pi. xxiv.) ; while, on the

other hand, some specimens dark enough to be classified as neapolimta

have also a fairly well-defined and complete dark central fascia

(Dup., 189, 4). My bred series from Hale End admirably illus-

trates the former transitions ; my very few neapulisata do not

exemplify the latter, but I fancy I am not mistaken in supposing

that a long and representative series would do so. I have also

an interesting specimen, kindly presented to me by our member,
Mr, H. Sauze, and taken at Sydenham, which is, in a measure,

intermediate between var, acntajit/idafa and the ordinary run of

banded aberrations ; the ground-colour and hind-wings tend towards

the pale coloration, not transversely lineated, and the central

fascia stands out very distinctly. On the whole, however, I incline to

regard it as belonging to the incanata form ; the true var. (and ab.)

acutani/idata has the basal patch white, the basal fascia being only

indicated by a dark line at its outer boundary.
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Habits of Larva and Pupa of Thecla pruni.

By S. G. C. KUSSELL, F.E.S.

I had a very long search in the haunts of Thecla pruni for larvaa

of the species, but only succeeded in finding one, although I came
across ten pupa;. I beat out a good number of larva;, however, and
think that, accordingly, the larva hides successfully, although, strange

to say, the one I found was not difficult to see. It was quite full-fed,

and was reclining on the topmost sprig of a blackthorn bush, in a

curved position, stretched at full length, and not humped—apparently
feeding. I say " apparently feeding," as the larva) I kept in the

dark, in small tin boxes, fed freely. The larva of Zepln/rus hctnlac

feeds at night. Had I worked a week earlier, I must, I now believe,

have found larva) at rest on the front side of the leaf. One larva of

T. pninl that I got, which was younger that any of my others, was
much more deeply tinged and inarked with red. As they get nearer to

being full-fed, this marking seems to become more of a yellow colour, and
then they are not unlike (Jalldjiliri/s mhi larvfe, although darker. The
pupfB I found were all (except in tAvo instances) attached to the front

of the blackthorn leaf, and plainly visible, forming, however, an excel-

lent imitation of a bird's dropping. In the two exceptions mentioned
the pupte were attached to the tAvigs. These I exhibited at the meet-
ing of the Entomological Society on June 3rd last. My opinion is

that the larvae, during the day, rest quietly upon the upper side of the

leaf, and that their colour assimilates Avell with that of the leaf, and
that they feed and move during the night. Zcji/n/rus hetulac larv?e

lie under the leaf.

Entomology and Romance.

By JOHN BULL.

In his article on " Entomology and Romance " {ante, vol. vii.,

pp. 308-312), Mr. Frost complains of the want of romance in

scientific writings. I was always under the impression that nine-

tenths of entomological literature, so-called, Avas pure romance.
FolloAving Mr. Frost's example, I find the dictionary defines

" romance " as "A falsehood or untruth ; fiction ; to forge and tell

fictitious stories,"

I think all observant naturalists Avill agree Avith me that much of

Avhat is called entomological literature comes very comfortably under
this head. Take the June number of the Kntomuhxiist. The article,

" Fungi parasitic on butterflies, "'•"'
is evidently pure fiction ; that " On

the Identification of DanaU plexijiiim " shoAVS hoAV to " forge " a good
story ; another, entitled " Remarks on Additions to the British

Lepidoptera during the past ten years," deals AA'ith the modified

"untruths" told by various people. Read Mr. Arkle, too, on
"Apterous females," or Mr. Wells on " Kimnda lirhenea larva) in the

NeAv Forest," and so on.

NoAV, when a man reads fiction, he must knoAV the truth before

he can recognise that it is fiction. Very feAV entomologists are Avell-

informed about insects, hence they read fiction as if it Avere truth.

The humour escapes them, and they vote the fiction sad and funereal.

*The iungi debcribed are evidently the male scent glands, or androconia.—J.B.
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It is useless to complain that entomological romances arc dry to

readers, because the latter cannot see the joke. One cannot expect

authors to be always writing, a la Punch, " This is a joke !"

Very few entomologists look upon Newman as a romancer. Yet

probably one-third of his book, Britifih BntUrjiics, is pure romance,

i.e., it is fiction—untrue. Take his description of the process of

exuviation when the larva becomes a pupa (pp. 12-18) ; there is

scarcely a word of truth in it. Read his note on hybernation

(pp. 16-17), where he states that Poli/omiiiatiis astrarche and P. icariis

hybernate as eggs ; Aiyynnis adippe as an egg ; (Joliaa edum and

C. hi/alc as imagines—all fiction—every word of it. Read his

descriptions of the larvae, with the living caterpillars before you.

Then you begin to see his humour and to understand the romance.

But of all the romancers Avho have unwittingly played ofi' their

humour and imaginative faculties on innocent entomologists, commend
me to Mr. Dale. Some years ago he wrote as a supplement to The

Younij Naturalist, a set of papers called " British Butterflies." The
fiction here is so clear that even the ignorant can find it. Compare

(p. xxxi. and p. 166) the two different descriptions ( ! ! ) of the egg of

Ku//(inia iiolyehldros, copied from Newman and Buckler respec-

tively. But it is in quotation that Mr. Dale excels. Take this,

relating to Ewanessa antiopa, for example :

—

STEPHENS, Illus. Hmist., i., p. 45.

" No insect is more remarkable for the

irregularity of its appearance than this.

Till about the middle of the last cen-

tury, few specimens had been observed ;

but, about 60 years since, it appeared in

such prodigious numbers throughout the

kingdom, that the entomologists of that

day gave it the appellation of the Grand
Surprise. Of late, it has again become
unfrequent ; the last times, accordi/in to

Doiiocdn, that it occurred in plenty being

17By and 1803, a few only having been

captured subsequently. At the present

day, it still appears to occur occasionally

throughout England, as Mr. Backhouse
informs me that it has been found
repeatedly near Seaton, Burliam—and
often floating on the river Tees."

DALE, British BiitterJiieA, p. 100.

" Stephens, in his Illustrations, 1828,

writes :
' No insect is more remarkable

for the irregularity of its appearance than
this. Till about the middle of the last

century,few specimens had been observed

;

but, about 60 years since, it appeared in

such prodigious numbers throughout the

kingdom, that the entomologists of that

day gave it the appellation of the ' Grand
Surprise.' Of late, it has again become
unfrequent ; the last times that it ap-

peared in plenty being 1789 and 1793, a
few only having been captured subse-

quently. At the present day, it still

appears to occur occasionally throughout
England, as Mr. Backhouse informs me
that, about the i/ear 1820, he sair vast

nniidiers streicinri the sca-shore at Seaton
Carew, Durham, both in a dead and livinfj

state, and alsojioatinri on the river Tees.'
"

Who can compare Mr. Dale's intended verbatim (?) quotation with
the original, and say that romance does not exist among those who write
Science (with a capital 8) for the entomological public ? What a
Avealth of imagination about the "vast numbers" oi Kuranessa antiopa
" strewing the sea shore at Seaton Carew, both in a dead and living

state!" How pathetically the bald statement of Stephens appealed
to Mr. Dale, a comparison of the italicised portions will show.
Whilst the scientific (!) magazines print the communications of these
romancers, Mr. Frost need not fear the decadence of entomological
fiction.

Truly, I cannot believe Mr. Frost to be much of an entomologist.
Had he a deeper knowledge, he would never have penned a large part

of his paper. For myself, the humours indulged in by certain writers
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who deceive themselves and others (and at the same time amuse a

small section of entomologists), have been the only link between me
and what some entomologists call Science. Fancy a course of

Chapman, Eaton, Verrall, Sharp, Prout, etc., without the rubbish of

A—•, B— , D— , F— , etc., to help digest it. It's really too awful, or

at least our Editors think so.

Description of Lepidopterous Larvae.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Many years ago (KiUoiindiii/ists' Wccldij InteUiijencer, vol. viii., p.

81), Stainton complained of the hap-hazard and unsystematic way in

which descriptions of larviB Avere drawn up, and he laid down, what
have subsequently proved very unsatisfactory, rules as tohow they might
be made more systematic. Among other things he suggested that

the head should be called " the 1st segment," the 1st thoracic

segment, "the 2nd segment," and so on, until the anal segment of

the caterpillar was reached.

It is well known that the head is not one segment, but a segregation

of segments forming a complex organ. Whether it is composed of

four or more segments is doubtful. As a separate organ it should be
described as such, and not as the 1st segment.

The three segments following the head constitute the thorax, and
are known as:— (1) The pro-thorax. (2) The meso-thorax. (3) The
meta-thorax or post-thorax. The structure and armature of these are

generally very different from those of the following segments.
The ten posterior segments are known as the 1st, 2nd, 8rd

9th abdominal, the latter being usually termed the anal segment.
It is almost impossible to unravel what some describers of larviD

wish to convey to their readers. They describe the larva as if it were
a piece of wall-paper, up one side and down the other, till they have
got to the end of it. They write pages about dorsal, subdorsal, lateral

lines, and are very choice in their selection of colour tints, but of the

structural peculiarities we learn nothing. How many subsegments
there are in the pro-thorax, meso-thorax and meta-thorax ; the exact

position of the pro-thoracic spiracle ; the relation of the tubercles,

hairs and spines to the subsegments, are altogether wanting ; whilst

the differences in structure between the thoracic and abdominal
segments are rarely hinted at. We wonder whether there is an atom
of scientific value in the descriptions penned by Newman. We can only

think of one, that is, to enable the collector to name the larva;

(with doubt). Of course, we understand that only general descriptions

can be given in elementary books for youngsters, but in those that

aim higher something more is needed.

The larva3 of all our British Pamphilids have white scaly

excrescences, which gradually develop under the epidermis during the

growth in the last larval skin, and are mature, so to speak, when the

larva is quite ready for pupation. These are situated under the sixth

and seventh abdominal segments. Zeller describes these as being
" on the tenth and eleventh segments," in T/n/iiiiiiriis cutafon, T. Uncola,

Pamphila si/lnaius and P. rniiniM. This is quoted by Stainton and
Barrett. Duponchel says that, in the larva of P. cuiniiut, they are
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" near the bottom of the ninth and tenth segments," and this is

quoted by Stainton. Hawes describes them in T. lincala as being

between "the fourth and the last pair of prolegs," whilst Buckler

says that in the larva of T. thaumas " a transverse patch of white is

situated on the front of the ventral surface of the eleventh and twelfth

segments."

The sixth and seventh abdominal segments are thus termed the

"tenth and eleventh" by Zeller, Stainton and Barrett, the " ninth

and tenth " by Duponchel and Stainton, the " eleventh and twelfth
"

by Buckler. This is only a single illustration of what is prevalent

amongst almost all authors in their descriptions of lepidopterous larvae.

.SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Food-plant of the Eriocephalides.—A statement, by Professor

Frey, in The Entom. Annual, 1858, reads :
—"The family of the Microp-

TERYGiD.E, Containing the single gQwws, Microliteryx, has only eight species

that occur in Switzerland. The half of these, i.e., four, have been

noticed on the higher Alps, r/c, raltlnila, arunerlla, allioneUa and
anderfic/iellei, often at considerable elevation. Certainly the larvte live

not only in the wood of trees, but also on low bushes and hard-

stemmed plants." The species named belong to the genus we now
call Kriocepliala. It is to the suggested food-plants that I would call

attention.—J. W. Tutt. June, 1896.

On the emergence of Cienonympha pamphilus.—Of a brood of

C. pamphilus, reared from eggs laid last spring (1895), half of the larva)

fed up, pupated, and attained the perfect state the following autumn;
the other half hybernated, Avhy, I cannot say, as they were all treated

alike. Those that did not feed up Avere not torpid during the winter,

but fed intermittently, and pupated about the 21st of May. The
imagines began to appear on June 9th.—S. G. C. Russell, F.E.S.,

Woking. June, 1896.

On a larval habit of Ccenonympha pamphilus.—The larva of

C. painji/iilns has a curious habit of feigning death when disturbed.

It does not curl up, however, but stiffens itself somewhat rigidly.

—

Ibid.

Classification of the Melalophid.e.—Having communicated my
arrangement of the European species of this family, established by
me in the Si/stetna, 1895, to Dr. Dyar, the latter has looked over his

material, and kindly communicated to me the result. The Melahiphidae

are Holarctic forms, previously united with the Ptiludontidae. The
Synopsis is as follows :

—

Fore-wings 12 veined. Blelalophidac, Grt., 1895.
a. Thoracic warts (upper three) of larva in line.

1. Primitive first stage absent : PJialerhiac, Grt.

(comprising the genera : Datcnut, Plialcra, Thaunuttopoca).
2. Primitive first stage present : Mdnloijhiiiae, Grt.

(comprising the genera : Mclaloplia, Pi/naevd, IcJitln/ura, Clostera).

The synonymy of the latter is not assured. The type of the family

and of the genus MelalopJia is M. curtula.

h. Thoracic warts not in line, larva3 very hairy. Apatelodinae, N.D.
(comprising the genera : Apatelodeg and Pamtlnjrix).

This latter group seems to be American. Dr. Dyar writes me that

the European Fi/gaera tiinon interestingly resembles Apatclodes. The
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affinity of the latter genus, which has even been placed in the

Genmi'triilae, seems to be now definitely ascertained. The Eujitcro-

tidac are not synonymous but distinct by the 11 -veined primaries.—A.

Radcliffe Guotk, M.A., Roemer Museum, Hildesheim.

On the PROBABLE FIJXCTION OF THE VENTRAL WHITE PATCHES IN ADULT

Pamphilid larv.h:.—Mr. Barrett, writing of the larva of T/ii/mdiciis

actai'on [Brit. Lop., p. 285) says : —"On the under surface of the tenth

and eleventh segments are the usual two snow-white patches, which
are said to be of a waxy nature, and the use and function of which is

totally unknown." We presume that Mr. Barrett means the two
white scaly excrescences found on the ventral area of the sixth and
seventh abdominal segments. Riihl says that in Pamphila roiinua this

" snoAV-white excresence is somewhat leaf-shaped, thick and viscous.

On the application of heat the substance melts like wax, and there-

with loses its white colour entirely." It appears that these are in

reality pockets of asbestos-like material, Avhich the larvae scatter

about when spinning their cocoons for pupation. We would suggest

that it probably helps to make the cocoons water-tight, a very

necessary provision, considering hoAV slender those of the Skipper

butterflies always are.—J. W. Tutt. June, 1896.

On the wing expansion op Melit.t.a aurinia.—On May 31st, at 11

a.m., a female specimen of Mditara aurinia, having, as usual, at the

moment of emergence, stained the inside of the anal portion of the pupa
with a crimson fluid, emerged from the pupa. I happened to open the lid

of the cage the pupiB were kept in, and a small piece of the pupal shell

came away attached to the left antenna. This I at once removed. By
11.5, the imago had fixed itself for expansion. By 11.12, the left-hand

pair of wings had attained almost full growth, both the fore and hind-

wings expanding regularly. The right pair of wings had scarcely

expanded at all, and were small and crumpled. By 11.15, the hind-

wing of the riglit-hand pair had grown almost to full size, the fore-

wing on the riglit-hand side being small and much crumpled towards

the tip. It then began expanding rapidly, and soon reached the hind-

wing, passed it, and by 11.20 had attained its full size. The butter-

fly then hung motionless for about ten minutes, after which the

hanging wings were separated, and each pair bulged out centrally,

forming a convex bow on each side. About mid-day the wings were

hung perpendicularly, the hind-wings separated somewhat from the

fore-wings. At about 12.30, the wings were ready for flight.—J. W.
Tutt. Jiuw, 1896.

Odynerus antilope.—This grand Odi/iwrnfi is very rare here; I am
not sure I have seen it here before, though it is not uncommon in

]\Ionmouthshire. A few days ago a specimen flew up to a hole in a

brick wall close to a window out of which I happened to be looking
;

she carried a large larva, which she I'apidly passed into the hole,

following it herself. The whole operation was performed so quickly, that

I thought the larva was that of Pier is rapac, but a specimen after-

wards obtained was that of a large Turtri.r, almost certainly adjunctana

f forstrrana), full-grown, and rather larger than the Odi/iirnis, and no

doubt the other was the same. She carried it by holding it in her jaws

by about the 2nd or 3rd segment, and the further portion held by
her legs under and parallel to her body. She pushed the head of the

larva into the hole, seating herself at the same time outside, retreating
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SO as to seize the larva in her jaws about the middle, again pushing
it further into the hole, and seizing it again near the terminal segments,

pushing it right in, and then following it. The legs assisted in the

process, and the whole appearance was that of passing the larva on
from hand to hand, as a row of men might do, but done too rapidly

to enable one to notice the details. But the way in which the

hole was used to steady the front of the larva, and direct its course

when pushed on from the middle and behind, in a way quite

foreign to the relative positions of wasp and victim on arrival,

evinced engineering skill of a high order.— T. A. Chapman, M.D.,
F.E.S., Hereford.

' Jnnr I'dt.l,, 1H96.

^^ ARI ATION.
Leucania fallens ab. kotypa.—Mr. Barrett (E.M.M., p. 99)

describes a form of Leiicaida pallciift, in which the red fore-wings

have no fine white longitudinal lines, and states that " this variety of

Leucania imllenx seems to agree with what Hiibner called L. ectifpa.'"

Mr. Barrett could hardly have compared this with Hiibner's figure,

which is particularly characterised by the presence of these white lines.

" Hiibner's fig. 231 has the anterior wings of a bright reddish ochreous,

with pale nervures, no central dot, two dots in outer row, one just

below the third branch of the median nervure. Hind-wings whitish-

grey, with a dark grey shade parallel to the hind margin. Dr.

Staudinger describes it as :
—

' Abe anteriores ruf^e.' I have many
specimens in my long series almost like Hiibner's figure. The develop-

ment of the grey shade on the hind margin into a transverse band
is rarely very distinct in British examples. This is treated by Guenee
as a distinct species in his Noctuclites, p. 94. I have specimens from
Howth, Deal, Aberdeen, Rotherham, Strood and Forres" (British

Noctuae and their Varieties, vol. i., p. 41).—J. W. Tutt. June, 1896.

Syrichthus malv^ ab. taras.—I took, near here, on the 13th

inst., a specimen of Si/richthus malrae ab. taras, in fine condition,

which variety is, I believe, rather rare in England. I have compared
it with specimens from the Continent, and it appears to tally accurately

as regards markings, although the spots are perhaps hardly so con-

fluent as in the foreigners. Butterflies have been very abundant
round here this spring.

—

Fredk. C. Lemann, F.E.S., Black Friars

House, Plymouth.
Variation in what has hitherto been considered a critical mark of

distinction between Trlena tridens and T. psi.—A short time ago

Mr. Tutt asked me to ascertain the value of the direct continuation of

the ^ at the anal angle into a dark line of the fringe, as a character

of Acronycta tridens, or, as I suppose we are now to call it, Triaena

tridens. With this object 1 wrote to a good many lepidopterists, so as

to ensure a sufficient number of reliable data, asking them to examine
their series, and I must take this opportunity of thanking them for

their kind assistance.

An examination of the tables thus collected gives the following-

results. Out of 447 bred specimens of T. tridens, 359 or 80*3 per cent,

have the line continuous. Out of 15G bred specimens of T. psi, 1 IG or

74'3 per cent, have the line intorrnpted. The tables of both insects,

not bred (some admittedly open to question as to species), give fairly

similar results ; thus, out of 84 captured T. tridens, 57 or 67*8 percent.
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showed the line continuous, and out of 145 captured T. jm, 103 or 71

per cent, showed the line interrupted. There seems, therefore, an un-

doubted general tendency to the direct continuation of the line in

T. tridois, and to its interruption in T. ^>.s/, but the character is not

sufficiently stable to be of much practical use, except so far as it may
add to its weight by accumulation to other characters already more or

less relied on, in attempting to distinguish the two imagines.

A few points of interest were brought out in the enquiry. Both Dr.

Chapman and Mr. Bankes called my attention to the asymmetry of the

character in a few individuals. Mr. INIera's series of 54 bred T. tridcns,

Mr. Home's of 22, and my own of 18, in which each individual shows

the continuous line, may point to the stability of the character in

certain broods or perhaps localities. Mr. Prout and others notice

the continuation of the line in var. sufum of T. psi of the London
district. From its melanism it is difficult to recognise any interruption,

but I can detect a trace of it in one specimen in my cabinet.

The following is the summarised table of the results :

—
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Variation of Oporabia dilutata.—For some time I have been
setting aside such specimens of (Jporabia dilutata as came in my way,
and I tind that most of the specimens that I have taken near Glasgow
are of a more or less unicolorous grey, the hind-wing being lighter

than the fore-wings, which have just a slight indication of marking,
although the bands in some specimens can be followed. I have a

number of specimens from the Paisley district which are rather

remarkable, reminding one of the specimens of lh/j)sij)('t('s sonlidata,

with a pale band across the centre of the wings, the remainder of the

wings being of a dark-grey colour, with the base lighter. I have a

few specimens from the high moorland ground (Lead Hills and Wen-
lochhead), which do not differ much from those taken in the lower
woodlands near Glasgow, except that there are a few dark (almost

black) markings along the costa, and extending inwards along the

central bands.—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S., 207, Sauchiehall Street,

Glasgow. June, 1896.

Oporabia dilutata is very common here (Castle Moreton) and can
sometimes be obtained in great abundance by beating the boughs of

trees during the daytime. Two forms (1) a dark grey, and (2) a pale

grey, with more distinct markings, are about equally abundant,
and I have also one specimen very pale indeed, and the markings more
distinct than in any other specimens. It approximates in markings
very closely to Plate III., fig. 1 {Ent. Pwr., vol. vii.).—(Rev.) E. C.

DoBREE Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton, Tewkesbury. June, 1896.

dfURRENT NOTES.
The "Power Collection" has been acquired by the Trustees of

the British Museum. It consists of about 30,000 specimens of

British Coleoptera, and about 5,000 specimens of Hemiptera.
Mr. J. J. Walker, of 23, Eanelagh Road, Sheerness, on the

evening of May 14th, found, on the foreshore of the Isle of Sheppey,
a number of Fixjinms littoralin and P. luridipennia running rapidly over
the bare mud, or, wherever a little moisture was to be found, sitting in

vertical burrows about half-an-inch deep, each beetle with its head
just at the level of the soil, the earth being thrown out round the
mouth of the burrow in a granular form, as by a sandhopper or a
Bledius, only much more regularly. He has specimens of 1'. lurid i-

pennis to spare for friends {K.M.M.).
Mr. Chitty records a specimen of Qucdius riparim, taken by him-

self in September, 1893, in flood refuse from the river Beauly, Inver-
ness, N.B., in the neighbourhood of Beauly Castle.

Dr. Sharp {]<::.M.M.) states that the rudiments of the wings of the
butterfly can be found in the interior of the body of the caterpillar,

and Verson has recently stated that he has found them in the
embryo caterpillar some days before the young silkworm leaves the
egg, when it consists of a few cells in close propinquity with a
tracheal branch, placed on the interior of the wall of the body on the
second and third thoracic segments. Further growth develops a pro-
jection into the interior of the body, and as the cells increase the
tracheae multiply and assume a complex form, so that branches of
minute, rollcd-up, tracheal? are found in the wing-rudiments. When
the quiescent stage preceding pupation is reached, the wings disappear
from the interior of the body, and, if the outer layer of the cuticle
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be stripped off, they will be found immediately under it, so that when
the skin is cast off, the wings are visible on the exterior of the body.

A rapid increase of size (especially of length) occurs when the wing
becomes an external organ, and at the moment the caterpillar skin

is cast and the chrysalis revealed, the bundles of minute tracheae are

torn out. In the chrysalis, large tracheje are found in the imperfect

wings ; these subsequently disappear, and it would appear that no
trachetTS can be found in the mature wing. The scales that cover the

wing are formed before the wing-membrane, on which they are subse-

quently implanted, exists.

Dr. Sharp points out, that although the trachea? in the pupal
wings have much the same arrangement as the nervures in the

imagines, the tracheee are not changed into nervures ; but that the

latter probal)ly have their origin from string-like structures, which run
near the tracheae, called " Semper's rods."

When the imaginal wing has expanded, the sides of the bag from
which it was formed become adherent by dried matter with a some-
what pillar-like arrangement. This is considered as probably refuse

material, which cannot be utilised otherAvise by the perfect insect.

The 2 of ( 'heiuiatohia hinmata has been found f» co/iuld on lamps at

some distance from the ground (Eiit. lice, vol. vi., p. 92 and p. 159) ;

it has been, therefore, assumed that the male carries her there. It

has been shoAvn by competent observers (Ibid., p. 159) that, when
the male and female of this species arc in copula, it is the female that

drags the male about, and not rice verm. Mr. Finlay states that the

idea of the male carrying the female has been repeatedly stated " in

horticultural journals and newspapers," but that he disbelieves it,

and probal)ly no man in Britain is better able to give a practical

opinion. This is supported by Mr. J. Mason {Ibid., p. 2G3), another

practical man. Quite recently, Mr. W. F. H. Blandford exhibited at the

meeting of the Ent. Soc. of London a grease-band covered with the

wingless females of C bntinata. Mr. iVrkle now assumes that the

males do carry females in sufficient numbers " to affect their distribu-

tion," and agrees with a correspondent of the Standard, that " grease-

bands are of no use at all." He further states that " the activity of

Geometers by night is well known to be limited." At Avhich most
entomologists will be amused.

Mr. Lucas, writing from Brisbane, Australia, states that he was
recently surprised at " a countryside home, in Australia, to see a

store-box full of Kurancssa antiojia. The owner told him that " in

the old country he had done well by them. He first of all imported

ova from America in hollow pieces of cane. These were duly hatched

and reared. Part were turned loose in the imago, others kept for

trade. Thus the specimens were bred on English soil ! I remember
one year 400 being the recorded number seen or captured in England."

Mr. Eustace Bankes {Knt., June) gives some remarks on the
" Additions to the British Lepidoptera during the past ten years."

He strikes out Hcda cumjjiijhnnis, Hcrajna pliriji/ealis, ^Liissablaptes

l/uloris, Acroh'pia assectella and An/i/rcstliia ilhuninatclla. He states

that Kepticula i/<d, Wk., sinks before N. fragariclla, Heyd., and that

lu'tinia rctifcrana is referable to Wocke, and not to Heinemann.
Figures of I'anrldora niadciiac, Fab., an insect probably imported

in cases of bananas, are given in 'J'/ic I'^ntouKdni/ist.
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In a paper on " Fungi parasitic on Butterflies," by Mr. Rickard,

are some remarkable statements as to the occurrence of microscopic

fungi among the scales of White (and other) butterflies. These are

not to be found among the females, but are to be detected on the

male wings of I'ierU hraHHccw, P. rapac, P. napi, P. (htplidicc and
FAicldoe ranht)iiiiu's ; whilst "several South African butterflies have
similar parasites," and he gives a large number of cases of similar

fungi as occurring in the males of various Satyrids and Lycaenids,

and considers that " the parent forms of the fungi will probably be

found, in a degraded state, on the food-plants of the various butterfly

larvffi," and that " all the fungi hitherto noticed appear to belong to

Berkeley's (jastrmmi/cetcs, a rather high order of the class ;" whilst

the Editor of the p})itomolo;/ist understands that Mr. Rickard has
continued his investigations of these butterfly "fungi," with the

result that his original conclusions are confirmed. He Avrites : "As
a matter of fact, I am cultivating the spores between glass-slips ;

some h;ive already germinated !
" Now, when a man describes "fungi

"

from specimens of Pit-ris cujatluna (1) that have been " dead some five

or six and twenty years," (2) when he finds that fungi are confined

to the scales of one sex, (3) when he cultivates such fungi as these on
glass- slips, one rather wonders what has happened. We would
seriously suggest that Mr. Rickard's fungi are simply the androconia
of the male insects, and not fungi at all. We await the " cultivation"

experiments with expectation.

;I510TES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Reflections and queries on the value of rare British Lepi-

DOPTERA.—Referring to the criticism under the above title (r/?(^(', p. 67),
I was quite aware that in the mists of antiquity one specimen of

Diaseuiia raiiiburialis was reported as captured by Mr. Thomas Boyd.
I was further aware that Ehulca cataUninalis was also introduced into

the British fauna on the strength of a specimen reported as captured
by Mr. C. W. Boyd ; in fact, the strange coincidence that two gentle-

men of the same name should capture the specimens by which two
such rare species were introduced was the point that struck me as

peculiar, but I did not know anything of these gentlemen whom your
correspondent champions so strongly. I had quite overlooked Mr.
Digby's record of the former species, or should have been more guarded
in my ofl'hand remarks (at least as to the specimen he captured). At the

outside, then, so far as " A Country Cousin " shows us, there are two
bona fide British captures of 1>. raiidmrialis recorded, and one of

E. catahnoialis. Now, this being so, it is the publication of a list of

localities like that in Leech's BritisJi l^i/ralidcs that puzzles me. Where
did Leech get the localities, " Lewes, Folkestone, Dover, Cornwall,"
for D. raiidmrialis, from ? Evidently, with the exception of Cornwall,
not from the magazines, and if "near London" is intended for
" Cheshunt," who captured K. ratalaunalis " near Dover ? " But
" A Country Cousin " knows that dozens of reputed British specimens
have gone through the sale rooms during the last 20 years. So far,

he has shown us that the British authenticity of these species rests

fairly on two and one specimen respectively. Meyrick says of E.
catalannalis, " Kent, a rare immigrant only ; S. Europe, S. Asia,

Malay Archipelago ;
" of D. ramburialis, " Kent to Cornwall, very
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local, perhaps not resident ; S. Europe, S. Asia, Africa, Australia, N.
America." These distributions will give an idea of the unlikelihood of

either species being a resident native, in sufficient quantities to supply

the demand. Those who own the " Boyd" and " Digby " specimens
had better keep them intact ; of others in collections I should like to

hear further.

" A Country Cousin " appears to know a great deal more of " sale-

room " nomenclature than I can lay claim to. There is nothing in the

catalogue of the sale to show that " Warren " = " Waring," and we who
are not behind the scenes could not be expected to guess it. At any rate,

that does not affect my question—Why did the McciiHa jiithiijanalis in

Tugwell's collection produce 95/- and 63/- each, and the "fine " M.
jKill/i/nualis from " Waring's " (Warren's) collection only 16/- (with 215
other specimens added) ?

I am quite willing to own that I deserve my critic's censure /v

Haili'Ud pcri'tirina. I see, on reference to Mr. Tutt's llritisji Xortuac,

etc., vol. iii., p. 82, that Mr. Bond only took one (September, 1875),

and " that a second specimen (probably Mr. McLachlan's) was after-

wards captured in the same locality."

I am not so satisfied as to his remarks about OiiJiiodcslunaris. I am
not like Mr. Harold Hodge, opposed to the professional collector y/c/'.sv,

but he should be above suspicion, and no professional collector who
sells (K luuan's, and equally rare species, without recording such, can

be above suspicion, and there is just a taint of sarcasm in the sugges-

tion that a certain collector has probably not recorded his rare

captures because " he can get as good a price for them," as, I suppose,

he could if he published records of them.

I cordially re-echo your correspondent's regrets that our professional

collectors neglect to give us, if not " the benefits of their experience,"

the scientific observations they have made. The professional ento-

mologists on the Continent are usually among the most scientific

entomologists of their respective countries. Herein lies the gulf

between them and our own professional collectors, whose sole aim,

judged by their publications, is not science but pence.

—

John Bull.
Kentish Chrysophanus dispar.—With regard to the specimens of

this species, reported as taken in Kent, at a meeting of the South
London Entomological Society [ante, p. 62), I would point out that

there were two or three in Tugwell's collection, which were labelled

in cabinet, and catalogued as " taken by Mr. Freeman, Say and Seal

Park." I did not see the undersides, but they were very small for

C. dispar, and, judging from the upper sides only, I should have
pronounced them var. rutilm. They certainly were not larger than

types of that form (I am speaking from memory only), and the prices

realised, 45/-, 55/-, and 68/- only, are very low for good examples,

which they were, and seem to corroborate my supposition. I do not

know who bought them.—W. G. Sheldon, Croydon. Maij 29M, 1896.

Drymonia chaonia and Procris statices in Co. Cork.—I have
taken, during this month, two specimens of IK rJiaouia near Mallow,
Co. Cork, Ireland, also Procris statices (common enough here), but the

date (May 25th) appears to be early.—C. Bingham Newland,
Killetra, Mallow, Co. Cork. Mai/ 21t/>, 1896.

Erratic emkroences : Melanippe kluctuata and EucHLoi<: car-

damines.— To show how erratic the emergence of M. jhictnata may be
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((oitr, p. 57), I may say that I took an odd specimen on January 1st,

this year, on a wall at Streatham, evidently just emerged. I was
informed by the keeper that a specimen of Kuclihw canla mines was
observed in Chattenden Woods on February 29th. — H. Tunaley,

F.E.S., 30, Fairmount Eoad, Brixton Hill, S.W.
Apamea ophiogramma.—It is like a dream to find A. (ipliUKjraiiinia

turning up after being a rarity for so long. Fifty years ago a Mr.

Fred. Grant, of Battersea, took an immense number in his garden. Of
these he gave a large number to Ham Carter, of Manchester, and
myself, just before he went to NeAV Zealand.—J. B. Hodgkinson,

F.E.S. June, 1896.

Chrysophanus dispar not in THh; Duchess of Portland's Sale.—
In reply to your footnote [ante, p. 57), I cannot find any mention of

the insect referred to being included in the Duchess of Portland's sale.

—J. E. P. Davies, Church House, Kington, Herefordshire. June, 1896.

Trip to Epping Forest.—-The North London Natural History

Society had a field excursion to Epping Forest on May 16th. The
party travelled by the 2.32 p.m. train from Liverpool Street to

Chingford, and then walked straight across the plain, and struck the

fields to the left of the " Woodman," Avhere Ino statiees sometimes
occurs in profusion. As it was, only a few KueUiUa mi and Kiiiinelesia

albnlata were taken ; and larva-beating did not pay much better,

though a couple of nests of Bamlji/.e neustria were turned up by Mr.
Bacot, and the commoner larva- were about in their usual numbers.
The members took a long walk round into the High Beech fields, and
thence made their way to the " Robin Hood," where the sole piece of

excitement of the day occurred, in the shape of a specimen of Bumbi/.r

ritbi flying along the Loughton Road at full speed, which induced a

corresponding proceeding on the part of Mr. Battley, Avho, however,

failed to catch it. After this effort the members had tea, and then

dispersed into the forest, walking slowly back to Chingford in various

groups. Dusking was quite a failure. The larvae of Pseudnterpua

jinunata were taken in some numbers on the Petty-whin after tea.

—

Lawrence J. Tremayne, Hon. Sec.

:i;i^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Brotolomia meticulosa.—I have often bred B. metieulasa in the

spring, but I think the larva^ and pup^e have generally been in warmer
quarters than natural. Once I remember finding a recently emerged
imago in a cold greenhouse during one of the early months of the

year.—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S. , Buckerell, E. Devon. June, 1896.

I received some larvae of 7>. iiii'tirnlosa in January, from a friend in

Bordighera, which emerged on April 1st last. I also took a J here

(near Weymouth) on May 9th, which has been laying quantities of

eggs.— N. M. Richardson, B.A., F.E.S., Monte Video, nr. Weymouth.
June, 1896.

Some 20 years ago I used to get the full-fed larvae of B. meticulosa

spun up in winter cocoons, among the mortar and loose rubbish

between the bricks forming the wall of a garden, in Strood (Kent).

They used to remain in this condition for some time without pupating,

but, ouce pupation took place, emergence rapidly followed. As
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pupation was usually very irregular, emergence was also.—J. W-
TUTT.

Pupation of Apamea ophiogramma.—Eeferring to Mr. Burrows'
notes on Aiminea opJikn/ramma, I find a large proportion of my larvae

have pupated in the dead stems of last year's grass, about two or

three inches above ground.—W. B. Thornhill, Castle Cosey, Castle

Bellingham. Junt' %ul, 1896.

J^RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for June and July.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—During July the lloAvers of common centaury {Eyijthraea

centauira) should be gathered for larvae of Miiiiacscoptilus zoiilioilacti/lns.

2.—In July, at Tuddenham, examine the heads of Sisi/mbriHiii,

which are just seeding. Many of the apparent seed-pods will be

found to be full-grown larvae of Lithnstcf/c i/riscata.

3.—The banks by the sides of the roads at the same time and place

will give a plentiful supply of larvae of Hecatcra serena and Dianthoccia

irnyularis. If the latter is not to be swept, search carefully at the

roots of Hllene otitcs. the food-plant, scraping the earth away gently

with the fingers, and the larvte will be found hiding during the day.

4.—Towards the end of July and early in August the larva of

EupitJu'cia raiiipanulata is to be obtained by knocking the plants of

the nettle-leaved bell-flower [Cawpanula trachduim) against the sides

of an open umbrella. The larvjc feed in the seed-capsules. In con-

finemement they will feed upon garden species of Campanula. In

some localities almost every dry corolla-tube contains one or more
larvae.

5.—At the end of July the full-fed larvjB of Gracilaria omisscUa

blister the leaves of Artemhia. The moths usually emerge about

three weeks later.

6.—The larva of Emmdesia decnlorata is to be obtained by
collecting the capsules of Li/chnis dioica in July.

7.—The tops of the shoots of Kup/iorhia aini/fidaloidcs should be

collected in July, if the central leaves be spun together. The larva of

Scricoris cupJiorbiana lives within, and bores down the stem some
distance. The pieces picked off should therefore be of good length.

8.—Collect capsules of SUcne in July for larvJB of 1-hipitliccia

renomta. Seed-heads (unripe capsules) of lAnaria ndi/aris in July and
August contain larvu3 of E. Unariata. Flowers of IHijitalis purjiurra

(foxglove) in July contain larvae of E. pxdclwllata . Flowers of

Vahiiana officinalis succour larvte of E. ralrrianata in July. Seed-pods

and flowers of Melamj yrum pratem^c in July and August produce E.

pUonhcolata

.

9.—Towards the end of July examine bedstraw (
(Jaliuin) from 10 p.m.

to 12 midnight with a lantern. By this means the larva.> of Clunro-

campa porcellus can often be found in considerable numbers.
10.—Towards the latter end of July, and throughout August,

Ereviohia itchrolcuca loves to sit in the centre of a flower of ('cntaurca

i^ralnnfta (or Ciiii/ra) in the afternoon sunshine.

11.—Beat larch towards the end of July for full-fed larvte of

Eupitlucia lariciata.
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12.-—In July the bushes of (.'unnis sanijuinea should bo searched for

mines of the larvte of Antixpila pfciff'cnila.

13.—Duiing the last week in July search should be made for small

aborted cones of common spruce fir and Abies (low/lasii. The aborted

cone usually forms one of a bunch of three or four, the others being

well developed. These will be found to contain larvae of Euzophera

(
Caterctima) tcrcbrella.

14.—Towards the end of July the larvae of Baiihsia an/i'ntitla can
be obtained by shaking the high grass stems

—

I'du annua, Poa aijuatica,

Poa pratciisifi, etc.—over a sheet of white paper.

15.—The last few days of July, and the first week of August, should

be spent in looking over the seed-heads of Jasione montana. The
reddish larvfe of F.upin'rilia palliiJana feed within.

16.—At the end of July the larva of ^EcJnnia drntdla is to be found
spinning together, with a slight web, the seed-heads of ( 'hacnqilnillnin

tanulcntum. It feeds on the seeds.

17.—The cases of Colenphnra flava(iinella are to be found during
July and x\ugust on the leaves, flowers and fruits of Snanla maritima.

18.—The larva3 of Arp-otera nemuralis feed on i'arpiniis hctidiis

during July, living in a loosely-spun web on the underside of the

leaves.

19.—^During the last week in July, the berries of liliauinus frant/ula

are sometimes found fastened together with silk. The larva; of

KupocciUa amhi<iuana clear out the berries after thus spinning them
together.

20.—In July and September the white patches formed by the

larvae of 7>o<//.s adnalis on the dark green leaves of Piithia pcnprina are

very conspicuous.

21.—The larvfe of Neptlcula hctiiUcDlella feed in early July, in

small contorted galleries, in birch, filled with brown excrement.
22.—-The larva3 of P)epri'ssaria caprcitldla are to be found in early

July on Pviipinella sa.nfraf/a, not in radical leaves, but high up the

stems.

23.—At the end of July the larva of Tinai/iiui rcsplcndclhiiii mines
in the leaves of alder, making blotches.

24.—The larva of Pcmnea jicnnntana feeds in bound-together leaves

of Piosa spinosissiiiia, generally on the lateral shoots, in June, July and
August. It occurs at Wallasey and Penmanbach (near Conway).

25.—Messrs. Webb and Jeffrey were in search of Lepidoptera, in

Kent, on a wild gusty day in July, 1878, when they turned their

attention to the bored stems of the yellow flag (Iris pseudo-anrnis).

The result was the addition of Xonaf/ria spartjanii to the British list.

The familiar green larva was found in the summer of 1879, in bur-

reed {Sjiar;ianiuiii rauinsi(iii). The insect probably occurs in all the
marshes from Deal and Sandwich to Hythe.

26.—The heads of Centanrca scabiosa should be collected during
July for larvae and pupae of ConrJn/lis f/igantana. Very abundant on
clifis near Dover.

27.—In early July the imagines of TapinoHtola cli/nii may he shaken
out of the plants of the sand-reed {I'Hi/iiim arenarius) during the day-
time, but are much more readily obtained resting on it by night.

28.—" The last fortnight in July Avas spent at Lowestoft, when I

went out mothing every night with a lantern, to the low marshy
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ground just at the back of our lodgings. I set eighteen dozen insects,

for they swarmed from nine to ten o'clock, so as to make the rushes

(JioicHs t'ff^nsi(s) look full of various coloured flowers. I could have

taken hundreds every evening, for they sat perfectly still, extracting

something from the heads of these rushes—then past flowering, and all

I had to do was to make a selection and box all I wished for"

(Skepper).

29.—Refer to Knt. lire, vol. i., p. 117, for a series of " Practical

Hints " as to " Field work in July ," by Mr. W. H. Tugwell.

\^ C I E T I E S

.

City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—May 19th, 1H96.—Exhibits:—Mr. Tutt : Buttekflies bkkd from

PUP^ WHICH HAD BEEN SUBJECTED TO DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES, and read

the following notes by Mr. Merrifield :

—" Goneptektx rha:mni. The
specimens are divided into tAVO batches. (1) The pupae of the first batch

were subjected to high temperature. These show an increase of yellow

scales in the female, probably caused by temperature, but not enough
individuals were bred to be certain that this was so. (2) The pupae

of the second batch were subjected to low temperature. These speci-

mens show a reduction of the orange spot on the disc of the fore-

wings. This resembles var. fai'iiidxd and var. jicpalfusis. Pykameis

atalanta. (1) The pupje of the first batch were subjected to high

temperature. The result is a broadening of the scarlet band, which
is also very bright in tint ; whilst scarlet clouds and patches appear

on parts of the wing, ordinarily black. On the underside the forced

specimens are seen to have somewhat pale areas. On the costa and
outer margin of the hind-wings, these pallid areas are much increased

in the imagines from cooled pup^e. (2) The pup;^ of the second lot, which
I have sent for comparison, were subjected to low temperature. These
have the scarlet band narrowed, and broken by dark nervures ; they are

also of a much duller tint, whilst the white markings are much increased.

Aglais URTic.E. (1) Some specimens of true A. urtirat' var. iclmusa,

from Southern Europe, of an exceedingly bright hue, but with the three

well-developed discal spots of the type obsolete. An ordinary British

specimen of the same species, for comparison. (2) Specimens bred

from English pup;e, which have been subjected to high temperature.

These exhibit a tendency [a) for the three (discal) spots to disappear
;

{b) for the colour to become brick-red and increase its area, especially

near base of hind-wings
; (<) for the outer border to become narrow,

tapering towards the anal angle of the fore-wings; ('/)to light colour of

outer border
;

[c) for the wings to be less angulated. (3) Some ex-

amples, the pupte of which were exposed to low temperatures, for

comparison. These are also British examples, part from a brood of

ordinary English specimens ; but one or two, probably Scotch, from
a brood slightly darker than ordinary English specimens. It will be

observed that these are all very dark, the area of the red colour very

much restricted, and the discal spots much increased in size. It will

be observed that the high temperature specimens show some approach

to var. ir/inusa, although not exactly the same. The low temperature

examples show some approach to var, jxilaris, Euvanessa antiopa.
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(1) Normal form. (2) Specimens from pups^ exposed to low tempera-
ture. These exhibit a narrowing of the pale border, a darkening of the

l)order by the increase in the number of minute l)laciv dots, an increase

in the size of the blue spots."

Mr. I). C. Bate read the following notes on the Lauva or Okgyia
ANTiQUA. This larva (which at hatchin<i is, as far as I can see,

indistinguishable from either I'sHura iminar/ia or (hncria dispar), at

its first change of skin develops the four paint-brush tufts of hair on
its back, but all black ; the tail tuft is very small and indistinct, as

also are the " ear tufts." At the second change the paint-brush

tufts are the first two, black, and the second two, white ; whilst at the

third change the whole are white tipped with pink. At the second
change the tail- and ear-tufts are fully developed. I show these three

stages ; Imt all my larv;e having pas.sed the first, I am unable to show
that stage, [For notes on the moults of the larva of (K fDitiijiKi, rid,',

}\. .][.}['., xxiii., pp. 224-227 and p. 274.—Ed.] .

Messrs. Bacot, Nicholson and Bayne exhibited their series of the
GENUS HiBERNiA to illustrate a paper on that group, read by the latter

gentleman. Mr. Tutt directed the members' attention to the fact,

that the hybernating stage was certainly known in the case of every
HiUTiSH SPECIES OF BUTTERFLY, with the exception of Li/cai'ua arion

and T/ii/iiidicus tliaidjuts, which he, therefore, recommended to

their notice. He stated that Callophrys rubi had been unusually
abundant at Folkestone, where it had been found to feed on sun-
ciSTUS {Hdiant/icinuin rulijair). He further stated that Dr. Chapman
and himself had seen what they believed to be a specimen of Orgyia
ANTIQUA, flying in the sunshine, on the 7th of April, near Hereford.
Mr. Bayne remarked that Lepidoptf.ha in general seemed scarce

in the New Forest, where he had noticed Paran/r ciicria on the
wing, at Easter. He and other members agreed that butter-

flies were not at all common at Epping Forest ; but Mr. Bacot had
found Kurldot' cardaiiiineN, and the usual " Vanessas," common at

Hatfield and Lambourne End.
June 2nd, 1896.—Exhibits.—Mr. Bacot exhibited specimens of

Tryph.enaorbona (comes), bred from ova laid by 2 $ s taken at Sandown
last September. The larvie fed up during the winter on cabbage, carrot,

etc., and the moths emerged during January, February and March. As
the larviP got mixed, he was unable now to separate tliem into the two
broods, which was unfortunate, as the variation was considerable The
2 s were too worn to be worth keeping, but so far as he could
remember, there was nothing very remarkable about them ; also,

Tii/phaeiia Janthhia, hred horn a, $ taken at Sandown. Mr. Bate: a
specimen of Smerinthus tili.e, having the right fore-wing somewhat
malformed, and without the usual dark central blothes; the whitish
apical mark was larger and more indistinct than that on the left

fore-wing, which was normal. Mr. Bate; also exhibited leaves of a
lime (?) tree, growing in the grounds of Sir H. Bessemer, atDulwich

;

this tree always produces abnormally large leaves, sometimes even
larger than those exhibited, which were about 9 inches in diameter.
Mr. Tutt exhibited living pup.k of Epinephele ianira and Enodia
iiyperanthus, and drew attention to the difference in their structure,

especially with regard to the al)l)reviated nose-horns of H. /ni/imnit/iMs,

and the absence of cremastral hooks in the latter .species, showing that
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it was impossible for the pupa of this insect to suspend itself. He
further drew attention to the way in which K. ianira was suspended

by means of the larval skin, and not directly by the cremastral attach-

ment, the cremaster of the pupa being fastened within the shed larval

skin, the latter being suspended from the spun silken anal pad. He
also exhibited Livixa pup.e of Thecla peunt, and drew attention to the

remarkable similarity that it bore to a bird's dropping, and to the fact

that it was well suspended, both by an anal pad and silken girth. Mr.

Sauze : various species, including lA'dra aurita, UaphuJia op/iioji.sis (the

Snake Fly) and Hippohtiscacquina (the Forest Fly) from the New Forest.

Mr. Tremayne recorded a male specimen of Euchlois caedamines in

THE heart of London. It had been observed flying the same afternoon

as the meeting, near the railway bridge at the end of Queen Victoria

Street. Attention was drawn to the defoliation of the oak (and

other) trees in various parts of the country, and it was elicited that

the larva.' of Hiihcnria drfoUaria, H. iiian/inaria and //. anrantiaria

were excessively abundant in many localities this year, although the

larvne of Tartri.r viriila)i(i, ( 'hi'imatobia hniiiiatd, PJu'i/alia pcdaria, and
even Astcrosrajiux sp/iin.r and Xi/.s.sia hispiilarid helped in the work of

devastation.

North London Entomological Society.— May 14th, 1896.

—

Exhibits : A discussion on rearing Spilosoma urtic.t: elicited the

fact that the pupa of this species required an unusual amount of

moisture. The Collecting Notes, contributed by members, included

the capture of Ihrpana hinaria, in Epping Forest, flying in the sun,

recorded by Mr. Harvey, and the observation that Clostcra ju't/ra had
been seen flying in the afternoon sunshine (at half-past four) , by Mr.

Prout. Mr. L. J. Tremayne opened a discussion on " Termites."

These, he said, were Neuroptera. They had been known to travellers

for a very long time, there being a possible reference to them in

Herodotus. But our information about them was still very incom-

plete, and discussion as to their modifications was still rife among
many. He gave a short account of some of the more prominent
habits of these creatures, referring principally to T. bellivosm, and
concluded with a reference to Drummond's theory, riz., that the

Termite replaced the earthworm in the tropics as a tiller of the soil.

On May 28th, members gave further notes of the collecting expedi-

tions they had carried out at Whitsuntide. Mr. Simes, on J\fay 23rd,

at looping Forest, had seen ('linjaophanus pJilncas, larva of ihhmestiH

jiDtatiiria, ova of Eurlddi' canlaiiiiiics, and imagines of Ihrpana binana
[/uniinla), IK cnltraria, FAiJiuUa pluinbaria, J'ajiai/ra pitraria, Xisnniades

taijcsnjud Si/n'c/itJius malnw, buthad noticed no Fritillaries. On May 24th,

at Thames Ditton, he had seen the ova of Eiicldoe carihuiiincs on
l-^fi/siiiiuiii aliian'a, Sif<ijiiibriniu. camiabiita, and ('anhoitiui' pratoixe,

and had also noticed Anaitix jiloijiata, I'aran/c jiicf/aera, and a speci-

men of E. canhuiunt'a ab. tunitis. On May 25th, at Ripley, he had
seen llrcnthis ciipliroi^iinc, (Jitpiibi nrniiunt, I'dli/di/niiatiis bcllanpis,

]'. icaras, KuchcUa Jacobacac, ihuiidia ijhiphica, Jl. mi, Strcnia

rlatlirata, and larva) of L'ucullia vcrbasci, but no Ncnwobius lucina.

Mr. Prout gave an account of the collecting in Epping Forest. He
had taken the larviP of Astci-asi-djius s-jtldnx oft' buckthorn, and a

specimen of Dicranura furctda on a tree-trunk, about 8.80, and the

larvte of Trichiitra cratanji were again turning up commonly.
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The Gradual Decadence of Lycaena arion.

By J. W. TUTT, P.E.S.

Some collectors tell us that our local butterflies are becoming rarer

each year, because the seasons have recently been so unfavourable. Such
forget that most of the species of British butterflies have been cut oft"

from the Continent for several thousand years, that unfavourable

seasons have recurred again and again, that such insects as Chri/so-

j)/iauus (Uspar and Li/raoia arion were abundant sixty years ago, and
that their extermination is a very recent matter, and requires explana-

tion. We do not wish to suggest that unfavourable climatic condi-

tions do not influence insect life, we know that they do ; but we do
suggest that unfavourable climatic conditions, which have allowed an
insect like Lycaena arion. to exist in tolerable abundance for many
thousands of years, did not rapidly exterminate it, say at Barnwell
Wold in the " fifties," at Bolt Tail in the " sixties," in certain

parts of the Cotswolds in the " seventies," and leave it all this time

in comparative abundance in its retired haunts in Cornwall ; and we
further suggest that this particular species was exterminated in its

old quarters, in regular order, as its haunts became known to, and
regularly visited by, collectors.

The history of this species in Britain will, we doubt not, be

interesting to those entomologists to whom libraries containing the

works of old authors are not readily available.

LeAvin {History of British Insects, 1795) writes :
—" This species is

but rarely met with in England. It is on the wing in the middle of

July, on high chalky lands, in difterent parts of the kingdom, having
been taken on Dover Clifts, Marlborough Downs, the hills near Bath,
and Clifden in Buckinghamshire." Donovan (Natural History of
Ihitish Insects, 1796) writes :

—" Papilio arion is a very scarce insect

in this country, and it does not appear to be much more common in

any other part of Europe, as Fabricius only says, ' Habitat in Europas
pratis.' Mr. Lemon, a collector of eminence, some years since met
with it in England." In these early days, the apparent rarity of

all but the most common insects, was due to ignorance of the distri-

bution of the various species.

Stephens {Illustrations of Brit. Knt., vol. i., pp. 87-88, 1828)
writes :—" An insect of great rarity, found on commons and in

pastures in the beginning of July ; it was taken by the late Dr.

Abbott near Bedford, in the Mouse's Pasture, where Mr. Dale caught
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a single specimen in 1819 ; it has also been caught near the signal-

house on Dover Cliffs, and on bramble blossoms, in rocky situations,

in North Wales; several specimens were taken in Kent during the

past season, I believe in the vicinity of Deal ; it is said to have

occurred near Winchester in plenty ; and Lewin tells us that it is

found on Marlborough Downs, Wilts, on hills near Bath, and near

Clifden in Bucks."
Passing from 1828 to 1857, Stainton adds :—" Barnwell Wold,

Northamptonshire," and quotes the following extract from the

Zoohxjist for 1852 (p. 3B50), by the Rev. Wm. Bree, of Polebrook :

—

"The great prize of all the butterflies of our neighbourhood, however,

I hold to be Pdhfonniiatus arion, which, if I mistake not, was first

discovered here by myself some thirteen or fourteen years since. It is

confined entirely, as far as my experience goes, to Barnwell Wold and

the adjoining rough fields, with the exception of a single specimen

which I once met with in a rough field near Polebrook Many
entomologists have, of late years, visited Barnwell Wold in search of

ariiiu : in short, a summer never passes without meeting in my rambles

with brother entomologists from distant parts of the country. I

rejoice, however, to be able to state that its annual occurrence does

not appear to be diminished in consequence. Unless my memory fails

me, I think Mr. Wolley, of Trinity College, Cambridge, informed me
that one year he captured in a few days between fifty and sixty speci-

mens in and about Barnwell Wold, though, in point of weather, the

days were anything but favourable." Stainton adds {Manual, i.,

p. 60, 1857) :
—" Since the above was written the insect has apparently

become less abundant," to which, under the circumstances, we would

add " as well it might, if the entomologists from different parts of the

country served the species as did Mr. Wolley" and Mr. Bond, Avho

took forty-nine specimens at Barnwell Wold, remarking at the time

that he reported the capture of these specimens, that the insect " is a

very local one, for, although I have searched the Wold well, I have

only found it in one spot, in the corner of a rough pasture under a

wood ; it is an easy insect to take, flying very low, and is very con-

spicuous, settling occasionally on wild thyme, etc." [British Ihittcrjliis

(Newman), p. 140] . Under the onslaughts of the Wolleys, Bonds,

and those who thought that an insect restricted to "a corner of a

rough pasture under a wood " could stand their continuous annual

attacks without being exterminated, the insect soon became extinct in

Barnwell Wold, as it had previously become in Beds, Bucks, Kent,

Hunts, Hants and Wiltshire.

About the same time Mr. Quekett and others did their best to

exterminate the species in Somersetshire. Of Mr. Quekett's exploits

we read :
—" I took about forty specimens on the 15th June, 1888, in

a situation abounding with long grass and brambles at Langport,

near Taunton ; and on the same day, in 1884, I took about twenty

specimens, and Mr. Dale ten." Newman adds :
—" Subsequently Mr.

Quekett visited the same locality on several occasions, and always

with the same success," and then, of course, L. arion became extinct

in Somerset.

Devonshire was the next point of attack. In 1865, Mr. Bignell

writes that he captured, on June 17th, thirty-six specimens near

Plymouth, some of them much wasted {Knt., ii., p. 295), whilst Mr,
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Gatcombe writes :
—"Two years since, when with some friends, we

caught several dozen of that species, and about a fortnight since many
were taken in that locaHty (Bolt Head) by a friend of mine " [Ent.,

vol. iv., p. 301). Following this up is a further communication from
Mr. Bignell (1870), which is quoted by Newman as follows :

—" From
the Bolt Head to Bolt Tail. One year I took it, wasted, on June 14th

;

but the following year it did not make its appearance until July 7th."
Then comes the following information—Kingsbridge Road (by rail),

Kingsbridge (by coach), Salcombe (by steamer or boat), then two miles
walk to Bolt Head. This was followed by a series of visits of the
fraternity who lived at a distance, two or three being located year after

year at the King's Arms, Salcombe, and then, at last, appeared the
inevitable note from Mr. Bignell :

—" I feel quite certain that the
haunts of Lijcaena arum at Bolt Head must be looked upon as a thing
of the past." There is the usual reference to " the destructiveness of

the elements," as if the seasons have never had their counterparts
in the ten or twenty or hundred thousand years that have elapsed
since our Lijcaena arion were separated from their relatives on the
other side of the Channel.

Then came Gloucestershire, when Mr. Marsden {Ent., iii., p. 314),
Mr. Merrin {Ent., vol. iv., p. 105), and Mr. Watkins {Ent., vol. iv.,

p. 120) told the world their localities. Following on this came
the usual irruption of the collector tribe—" brother entomologists
from distant parts of the country"—to exterminate the local species.

Aided as the immigrant collectors were by the locals, who
collected the insects in the bad seasons, the process of extermination
was rapidly carried on. Again, the weather was to blame, as

may be seen by the following note by Mr. Herbert Marsden
{E.M.M., 1885), who writes :—" It was on June 17th, 1866, that I

first saw the species alive, when, in the course of a long ramble, I

captured it in a narrow valley amongst the Cotswold Hills. The
early part of June, 1867, was dark and cold, and I only secured some
12 or 15 examples. The season, May and June, 1868, was hot and
brilliant, and L. arion appeared on June 5th, which is the earliest

date I ever heard of the species being out ; but, although rather more
plentiful than the previous year, it was still rather scarce. In 1869,
another fine or partially fine season, it was more abundant, and I find

from my diary that on June 19th I took 10 at rest about sunset. The
year 1870, however, is the one to be marked with a white stone

by the lovers of Li/caeniilac, and L. arion appeared much more
widely distributed than in any other year I know of, either before

or since. It would, I am sure, have been possible for an active

collector to have caught a thousand specimens during the season, for,

in a few visits, I secured about a hundred and fifty, not netting half of

those seen, and turning many loose again. During the next few years

L. arion continued to appear, but very irregularly as regards numbers
;

the best seasons since 1870 being those of 1876 and 1877, the latter

especially, but on no occasion has it been nearly so abundant as in 1870.

Now come the dark days. The latter part of June, 1877, was damp
and broken, not at all the bright warm weather which L. arion loves.

In dark, cloudy weather, they are always still, and I believe they will

only deposit their eggs when the sun is warm and bright. In 1878
the weather was worse, there being hardly a fine day in the month.
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and less than a dozen were seen, mostly worn and weather-beaten, for

there were scarcely two consecutive fine days. In 1879 the weather
was still worse, and L. arion was scarcer than ever, while in 1880
only two were obtained, and two or three more seen. For the four

years, 1881-4, not one has been seen in the Gloucestershire district that

I have been able to trace."

But six years before the above was penned, Mr. Marsden had
written {Ent., xii., p. 221, 1879) a note, relative to the rapid disap-

pearance of the species in the Cotswolds, and his report was so gloomy
that collectors ]3ractically ceased to go there for the species. This

respite gave the butterfly another chance, for, in 1890 {K. M. M.,

xxvi., p. 214), Ave find Mr. Goss " pleased to be able to report that

L. arion is not, as I feared, extinct on the Cotswold Hills. Yesoerday

(June 24th), in one of the localities, where I caught L. arion in 1877,

I took three specimens, all males ; of these one was worn, and two
had apparently recently emerged from the chrysalis. On visiting a

second locality, some four miles from the one last mentioned, I was
disappointed at not finding a specimen. To-day I have succeeded in

taking two male specimens, both fresh, in a new locality, some two or

three miles distant from the former ones." Since then, the gentlemen

who wish to "renew" or "enlarge" their series have given the

"Blues" on the Cotswold Hills a i^rrible doing. How local the species

is in its haunts in these hills is explained by Mr. Merrin, who says

that "the spot most frequented by them was, however, partly shel-

tered by a stone wall. The same locality subsequently yielded as

many as were taken on the first day, while all the district round

about, though much of it is of the same character, was perfectly clear

of them. This tends to show that the species is very local. On
another spot, some miles distant, but of a similar broken character,

the species was also found ; the area, however, being still more con-

tracted." So regularly have the collectors visited the Cotswolds

during the last few years, that the insect has become exceedingly

scarce again.

In 1893, Mr. Goss recorded (K. 21. M., xxix., p. 190) the capture

of the species in North Cornwall, and Mr. McLachlan purposely

omitted the locality in the record of these captures. The insect is

now confined to the hills and coast of Gloucestershire, Devonshire

and Cornwall, and we have no doubt our collectors will pursue it

there until its last south-westerly haunt has been reached. Mr. Goss,

at a recent meeting of the Entomological Society of London,

recounted, with some warmth, the injury done to the species last season

by the late Major Still and a London collector.

At the meeting of the City of London Entomological Society, held

on June 16th last, it was stated by Captain Thompson that a party of

nine was visiting a village in one of the South-western counties for the

purpose of aiding in the extermination of this species. Unfortunately,

we had previously heard of this, and that some of these visitors were

making the journey an annual institution.

The average educated man will naturally ask, what are the mar-

vellous scientific results obtained from the expenditure of so much
enthusiasm and ardour, for he will suppose that the scientific result

which attracts the same men to the same locality, for the same

insect, year after year, must bear some commensurate importance
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with the skill and energy expended ; and we have to inform the

average man that, in 1870, the late Mr. Newman described the egg of

the species, whilst, in the same year, Mr. Porritt described the newly-

hatched larva, and that the whole of the life-history of the insect,

besides these two items, is a blank.

Notes on the deviations in the Life= Histories of Bombyx quercus

and B. calluna^.

By Capt. B. BLAYDES THOMPSON.

The above species and its variety are set down in Tlie Kiitoviolnijist

Synonijiiiic List as BomhyM quercus, Linn., v. callunae, Palmer,

v. S' roboris, Schrank ; and callunae is at the present time considered

as a variety of B. quercus. It was not always so, and there are still

many careful observers who keep what is known as an open mind on
the subject, as in the case of Tejihrosia bistortata {crepuscularla) and
T. crepuscularia (biandularia), and await the result of further investi-

gation. The sponsor of callunae was a Mr. Palmer, but 1 have failed

to make out who he was, and I have also been unable to find the

original description of callunae if one was ever published.*-'

Among the many life-histories to which the signatiire of Edwd.
Newman is attached are those of Bonibi/.r callunae ( Kntoiiioku/ist,

vol. ii., p. 137), and, at the end, he gives a summary of the differ-

ences which he (or rather Mr. Backhouse and Mr. Doubleday, through

whom he had got the information) had perceived in what he called

the two " allied species," whatever that may have meant, for to my
mind all the species in the same genus may be taken to be allied.

Now these life-histories are so important, in attempting to illustrate

the eccentricities of the two insects under our consideration, that I

have taken copious extracts from them as a basis for my remarks.

With the question of species or variety, I do not propose to meddle,

but have tried to collect material scattered through our periodical

literature, personal information and notes, in such a manner as to

elicit information, and so to furnish a basis for further observation.

I will now proceed to read the two separate life-histories, and, as you
will see, they are so widely diflerent, that Newman goes out of his way
to set out no less than six specific characteristics in which the life-

histories diverge, and, in a subsequent volume of the KntoDiolot/ist, he
adds one more. Of JJ . callunae, 'tiewmnn writes {Kntoiii.,ltiG5,\). 137) :

" The male flies rapidly over the heather by day at the latter

end of May or beginning of June. Its flight is jerking or zigzag, and its

object to find the female, which rarely moves until impregnated.
The sexes remain in cop. about three hours, and about two hours
after the union takes place, the female takes wing and flies over the

heather with a pendulum-like motion, dropping her ova at random as

she flies, which, not having any glutinous covering, do not adhere to

any object which they may touch in falling. The act of oviposition

lasts from half-an-hour to three-quarters, and, when it is completed,

the emptied and exhausted female hides herself among the herbage,

and rarely survives the day. The young larva? emerge on the surface

of the earth, or on any object that may have arrested the fall of the

egg, and crawl up the stalks and twigs of L'alluna rulr/aris (common

* Eefer to Staudinger's Catalogue (1871), p. 69.

—

Ed.
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ling), their n)il>/ nat)(ral foml-plant, although in confinement they will

eat freely the leaves of HctMla alha and //. (/lutindsa. On emer-
gence, which usually takes place during the second, or, at latest, the

third week in July, the young larva is dark ash-coloured, the incisions

of the segments being indicated by two minute orange streaks, etc.

At the end of October it hybernates for the winter, and, in April, begins

to feed again. In June, it undergoes its final moult, having then
completed the first year of its existence, and is full-fed at the end of

August, when it retires towards the roots of the ling, and spins a dark
brown oblong tough cocoon, which it attaches to the stems and twigs

of the heather, ling, sedges, and other herbage, and the cocoons are

to bo found by separating the herbage down to the roots. Within
this cocoon the larva changes to a short, obese dark brown pupa, in

which state it continues throughout the winter until the following

May or June, Avhen, having completed the second year of its existence,

it appears in the perfect state."

Of Bomhij.v qiiercns, Newman writes :
—" The male flies rapidly, both

by broad daylight and after sunset, at the latter end of July and
beginning of August. The female is very lethargic, and rarely moves
prior to impregnation, and afterwards flies heavily and languidly, and
never to the same extent or so rapidily as the male. The female ovi-

posits like callunac, and the young larvte emerge towards the end of

August. They feed on Iluhus frnctimmn (bramble), Cratacf/us o.njacantha

(whitethorn), Prnnm spiiuisa (blackthorn), Ci/tisus scoparius (broom),
and other shrubs ; and towards the end of October they hybernate,

and appear again in the spring ; they again commence feeding, and
are full-fed in May, and then spin a compact oval yellow cocoon,

and turn to a dark brown, but not a shining pupa, from which the

moth emerges in July."

The differentiation of the two allied species, />'. qiuo-nis and B.
calhniac, is then set forth in the following manner :

—" All differences

in natural history are attractive in proportion to their amount,
and valuable in proportion to their constancy. In pairs of species the

amount of difference decreases as the individuals approach ma-
turity. As regards those under consideration the differences

are:— 1. In time of appearance.—B, callunae appears in May
and B. quercm in July. 2. In the time occupied in arriving at
MATURITY.

—

B. quercus takes but one year, and P>. callunac, two.

3. In food.— /). qxwrcm feeds on whitethorn, blackthorn and broom,
and B. callunac, only on ling. 4. In the ornAiMentation of the
toung larvae.—B. quercus has a dorsal series of lozenge-shaped
markings, white and orange, and B. callunae a dorsal series of triangle

shaped spots, orange only. 5. In pupation.—B. quercus forms a
small yellow cocoon, and B. callunae a large brown cocoon.
6. In the colour of the imago.—The wing-rays of 7>. quercus in

passing through the pale band of the wing assume its colour, and in

B. callunae they are darker than the band. In B. quercus, the lower
extremity of the band has a direction towards the abdomen ; in

B. callunae the direction is toAvards the anal angle of the wing, and
this holds good, both in the fore and hind-wings, more especially the
latter. The males of B. quercus are of a ferruginous brown colour, and
thoseof ii'. callunaeoi umber brown. 7. In size.-5. quercus is the smaller
of the two insects." I think there cannot be any doubt in the mind
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of any reasonable being that when Eclwd. Newman wrote these descrip-

tions, he considered the two insects as distinct species. But when
he pubHshed his work, British Moths, only two years subsequently, he
simply introduced rallunac in one line, under the heading of B. quemis,

as a variety, without comment, and I consequently searched The

Entnmohuiist, of which he was then the editor, to ascertain if he had
anywhere explained in its pages the reason for his sudden change of

front. My search resulted in the discovery of a short paragraph in

that magazine, vol. iii., p. 27, the year after the life-histories were
published, which runs as follows :

—" In my differentiation of B<>iiihi/.v

qiiercm and Bombij.v callnnae, I omitted a character which Mr.
Doubleday has long observed; the " so-called " 5. callunae has a

conspicuous white spot in the centre of the fore-wings on the under-

side, which is wanting in B. quercus, and, as callunae of Palmer is

certainly the quere as of Linnasus, it is desirable to resort to the

Linnaean name, and the querciis of Stephens in our cabinets is thus
left without a name, and I suggest it should be called fa)inliaris, etc."

This leaves us in the dark as to how he arrived at the conclusion that

the callwuw of Palmer was " certainly " the qufrcus of Linnaeus, but it

is a matter of history that his conclusion has been accepted ever since.'''

The title of this paper was suggested to me in consequence of my
observing the type and variety constantly mixed up in cabinets, un-
known to their owner. I have consulted the " London List," which has
been prepared by the Society, and find that there is no record therein

of B. callunae having ever occurred in the London district, whilst Mr.
Fenn is the only correspondent who reports B. ijuercus in the South

-

East District, and he says the species is nearly extinct there now.
There is also a statement by Mr. Arthur Rose, in the I'^nt. Becard,

that B. quercus occurs on the border of Epping Forest, in the lanes

round Sewardstone, just outside the London district. Thanks,
however, to several friends, I venture to think that after you have
heard what the differences are, and have seen the several exhibits

this evening, you will not have much difficulty in future in distinguishing

the variety from the type, and I propose to make a few remarks upon
Newman's differentiation.

First, as to the "time of appearance." Newman gives May for the

variety, and July and August for the type, and with this my own
experience coincides. In Yorkshire, the type occurs only on the coast,

the specimens found inland being, invariably, I>. callunae, and until

I got larvcB from Clacton, I had not had any experience in breeding
the type. In breeding 7>. callunae I found that the imagines emerged
a little before or after the 1st of June, and there is a fact impressed
on my mind in support of that statement which I may mention, vh.,

that on the day I left home, in 1890, for my trip to the Himalayas,
—May 15th, I found a male B. callunae emerged in my breeding
cage, which I put in a killing bottle, and set on my return in

December the same year. And there is further evidence of the
appearance of B. callunae in May, in Mr. Buckler's work on larvje.

On page 57, vol. iii., after describing the larva of B. quercus, he states

that hehada pairof B. quercus, incop., sent to him onAugust 25 th, 1875.

* Our contributor has missed the point. He should have given us Palmer's
original description of callunae, and the Linnaean description of B. quercus

; then
we could have drawn our own conclusions. The former is to be found in the
Zoologist, 1847, p. 1656, the latter in the Sijstema Naturae, xth edition, 498.—Ed,
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He says that the female laid a number of eggs in the box, and that the

larvic hatched out on September 12th following, i.e., the insect took 18
days to mature in the ovum state. He also describes the larva of the

variety callunac, on page 58, and states that Mr, Doubleday sent him
seven larv;e on the 8th of June, 1868. Now, having regard to the

fact that the ova of the type took 18 days to mature, that would
indicate that the ova which produced these larvse were laid at latest

on May 21st, and we may safely infer that the larvte would be a week
old, at least, when sent to Buckler ; that would bring the date of the

laying of the ova to May 14th. I have given these particulars

because I find there is considerable scepticism as to the appearance of

cnllunar in May at all. There is not a shadow of doubt about B. quercm
appearing in the imago stage in late July and August, having taken
12 months only for its metamorphoses, and it is only one way of

showing the eccentric character of the variety by proving conclusively

that it requires two years to mature, and it then appears three months
before its type !

Both these larvse are found in April and May, both have hyber-

nated the preceding winter as larv^, the larva of IL (jucrcus being
full-fed at the end of May, spinning its cocoon and pupating in June,

and emerging in July ; whereas, B. caUnnae is full-fed at the end of

August, spins its cocoon in September, hybernates the second winter

lua pupa, and emerges in the following May. A correspondent in the

Entovioloi/ist says they sometimes lie over a second winter. Indeed, I

have a friend now who has two pupa', from larva' that spun up in 1894,

with others, that emerged last June. From inquiries I have made,
I have not heard of the type hybernating more than once, and if I

had heard of such an occurrence as a whole brood of B. ipicirns larvae

hybernating as pupa', I should have had to satisfy myself that my
informant knew the difference between the type and the variety,

before I accepted the statement as fact. In the latest published work
upon entomology, under the authority of our worthy president, it is

stated that " occasionally a batch of eggs laid by a female will pro-

duce both forms, a part of the progeny having the habits of qiicrcns

and the other part those of callunae." The value of this information

depends much upon whether the female was at large when captured,

or whether she had been bred and impregnated with a male of the

other race, and wliat the " Iiabits" were that are referred to. Because
we breed hybrids of Snwrint/ius pojndi and S. acdlatus, 1 venture to

think no one will set up a theory that they are one species.^-'

With regard to the "food," the "ornamentation of the young larva,"

and " pupation," there is nothing, taking these difierences .s('iiatiiii,\s-h[ch

is extraordinary. In a state of nature, I believe, callunav is invariably

found upon heather, or, as Newman calls it, ling, and that the type

is polyphagous, if not omniphagous, and that they are never found in

the same locality. In the case of the wing rays and the shape of the

curvature of the bands, these distinctions are of great use in enabling

the student to distinguish the races at once, but are otherwise imma-
terial.

(To he continued).

* Species is largely a matter of definition. See Mr. J. Alston Moffatt's paper
on " Variation," in The lieport of the Entoni. Socicti/ of 0)itario, 1895, where ho
goes much further than this. The Report is in the library of the City of London
Entom. Soc.—Eu.
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MIMICRY.

IV.

—

Historical review of remarks made by various observers as

TO THE ORIGIN OF LEAF-MARKINGS DISPLAYED BY CERTAIN BUTTERFLIES

FOR PROTECTIVE PURPOSES ON THE UNDER SURFACES OF THEIR WINGS.

By J. W. TUTT , F.E.S.

It has been suggested that it would be interesting to rehite biietly

some of the published remarks relating to those butterflies which,

for protective purposes, exhibit on the undersides of their wings the

appearance and markings of leaves.

Most butterflies Avhen at rest close their wings vertically over the

back, and then allow the fore-wings to slide back as far as possible into

concealment behind the hind-Avings. The area of the wings thus

exposed to view consists of the whole of the hind-wings and the apices

of the fore-wings. This area is usually so coloured and marbled as

to render the butterfly inconspicuous in its resting-place.

Among the many patterns Avith Avhich the exposed portions of the

Avings are provided, there can be no doubt that the " leaf-markings "

of the oriental genus Kallma are among the most specialised. These

butterflies' are conspicuous objects Avhen flying, but Avhen they alight

upon a tAvig, the Avings raised over the back, and the fore-Avings thrown

Avell forAvard, the pattern and colour of the under-surface are such

that they make a perfect resemblance to a leaf. The mid-rib consists

of a coloured stripe crossing both Avings, Avhich, taking its rise at the

apex of the fore-Aving, is continued over the hind-Aving, and terminates

in a tail-like extension of the latter, the extension just reaching the

twig, and thus resembling the pedicel of a leaf. The Nymphalid
butterflies of this genus

—

Kalliiiia—are large, the Indian species

—

paralckta, inacJiis, a,nd jiliilarchn.'>, being nearly four inches in expanse,

whilst the African species, K. riunia, is smaller, nor is the underside

resemblance to a leaf so perfect. Butterflies of other genera, hoAve\'er,

have very similar protective leaf-markings.

Kirby and Spence (1815) Avere the first authors to apply the term

"mimicry" to the resemblance that insects bore to the objects on
Avhich they rested. In the introduction to their treatise on

entomology, they Avrite :
—" You Avould declare, upon beholding some

insects, that they had robbed the trees of their leaves to form for

themselves artificial Avings, so exactly do they resemble them in their

form, substance, and vascular structure ; some representing green

leaves, and others those that are dry and Avithered. Nay, sometimes

this mimicry is so exquisite, that you Avould mistake the Avhole insect

for a portion of the branching spray of a tree."

At the meeting of the British Association, 1859, Mr. Andrew
Murray read a paper upon the " Disguises of Nature," in AA'hich he
showed that the most perfect imitation of inanimate objects occurs,

not rarely or exceptionally, but in some groups so commonly, that the

Avant of it might be regarded as the exception, and that the conceal-

ment of the animal Avas the plain purpose of the disguise. So
hopelessly lost Avas he for an explanation, hoAvever, that he could

only suggest that the cause of this phenomenon might be found in

some force analogous to the great laAV of attraction, that " like draAVS

to like, or like begets like."

The theory of natural selection, however, propounded directly
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afterwards by Darwin, gave a clue to the cause of this resemblance,

and, although, as we have already said, we prefer Weismann's view

(the presence of " variational units " in every germ), to that of

Darwin, to account for the presence of the elements of variation in

the organism itself, yet, there can be no doubt that the theory of

selection, by which useful variations are seized upon and adapted to

specific ends, in directions useful to the individual, explains how these

marvellous resemblances have been brought about, and how insects

have become assimilated in superficial appearance to the vegetable or

inorganic substances on which or among which they may rest.

The application of the Darwinian principle to this particular phase

of protective resemblance was worked out at length by Wallace. He
writes :

—" The other species to which I have to direct attention is

the Kalliiim paralckta, a butterfly of the same family group as our

Purple Emperor, and of about the same size or larger. Its upper

surface is of a rich purple, variously tinged with ash colour, and

across the fore-wings there is a broad bar of deep orange, so that, when
on the wing, it is very conspicuous. This species was not uncommon
in dry Avoods and thickets, and I often endeavoured to capture it

without success, for, after flying a short distance, it would enter a

bush among dry or dead leaves, and, however carefully I crept up to

the spot, I could never discover it, till it would suddenly start out

again and then disappear in a similar place. At length, I was
fortunate enough to see the exact spot where the butterfly settled,

and, though I lost sight of it for some time, I, at length, discovered

that it was close before my eyes, but that, in its position of repose, it

so closely resembled a dead leaf attached to a twig, as almost certainly

to deceive the eye, even when gazing full upon it. I captured several

specimens on the wing, and was able fully to understand the way in

which this wonderful resemblance is produced. The end of the upper

wings terminates in a fine point, just as the leaves of many tropical

shrubs and trees are pointed, whilst the lower wings are somewhat
more obtuse, and are lengthened out into a short thick tail. Between

these two points there runs a dark curved line, exactly representing

the midrib of a leaf, and from this radiate on each side a

few oblique marks, which well imitate the lateral veins. These

marks are more clearly seen in the outer portion of the

base of the wings and, on the inner side, towards the middle

and apex, and they are produced by stria) and markings which

are very common in allied species, but which are here modified and

strengthened so as to imitate more exactly the venation of a leaf.

The tint of the under surface varies much, but it is always some ashy

brown or reddish colour, which matches with those of dead leaves.

The habit of the species is always to rest on a twig and among dead

or dry leaves, and, in this position, with the wings closely pressed

together, their outline is exactly that of a moderately-sized leaf,

slightly curved or shrivelled. The tail of the hind-wings forms a

perfect stalk, and touches the stick, while the insect is supported by

the middle pair of legs, which are not noticed among the twigs and

fibres that surround it. The head and antenn* are drawn back

between the wings, so as to be quite concealed, and there is a little

notch hollowed out at the very base of the wings, which allows the

head to be retracted sufliciently. All these varied details combine
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to produce a disguise that is so complete and marvellous as to astonish

everyone who observes it ; and the habits of the insects are such as to

utilise all these peculiarities, and render them available in such a

manner as to remove all doubt of the purpose of this singular case of

mimicry, which is undoubtedly a protection to the insect. Its strong

and swift flight is sufhcient to save it from its enemies when on the

wing, but if it were equally conspicuous when at rest, it could not

long escape extinction, owing to the attacks of the insectivorous birds

and reptiles that abound in the tropical forests. A very closely allied

species, Kallima inac/iis, inhabits India, where it is very common, and

specimens are sent in every collection from the Himalayas. On
examining a number of these, it Avill be seen that no two are alike, but

all the variations correspond to those of dead leaves. Every tint of

yellow, ash, brown and red is found here, and, in many specimens,

there occur patches and spots formed of small black dots, so closely

resembling the way in which minute fungi grow on leaves, that it is

almost impossible at first not to believe that fungi have grown on the

butterflies themselves " {Malay Archipelaijo, p. 203).

Varieties of Melanippe fluctuata.

By LOUIS B. PROUT, F.E.S.

(Continued from p. 108 A

After a good deal of planning and arranging of my material, I have

come to the conclusion that I can best make this paper serviceable to

entomologists of diftering opinion, with regard to the question of

varietal nomenclature, by adopting a system of broad division and
minuter sub-division. I shall, therefore, first give Avhat appear to be

the correct names for Guenee's aberrations, for use by those who aim
only at a rough approximation ; and shall then sub-divide these into

all the forms which are in any way worth distinguishing, after the

more thorough manner employed by Mr. Tutt in his British Xdctuac

and tlieir Varieties.

The type has already been defined, and will include, in Guenee's

sense, all specimens in which the central fascia is neither reduced nor

extended, nor the ground-colour conspicuously darkened.

Ab. incanata, Renter {Acta Soc. F.F.F.,ix., No. 6, p. 72).—This is

the oldest available name that I can find for Guenee's car. a—dark

central fascia extended right across the wing. I believe these forma do

not at all tend to become local races, except in the case of the var.

aeutanijulata.

Var. neapolisata, Mill. (Icon., iii., p. 267, pi. 130, fig. 7).— This is

one of our best known, and most generally used, varietal names, and
though I have called it " var.," yet it also appears as an occasional

aberration in many localities. It certainly represents roughly Guenee's
var. B, though he may probably have known no very extreme forms

;

it may be used comprehensively for all forms with darkened ground-
colour. It forms a local race in Naples and Sicily, and, in a measure,
in Yorkshire and Scotland. With regard to this variety, I may also

remark that in Naples, at any rate, it must be at least a fixed local race,

even if it do not ultimately prove to be a distinct species ; for Millierc

states that the male antennaj are more strongly pectinated than in the
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type. Judging from his figure in the Inmof/rajiliic, and from his own
remarks, the Neapolitan form does not very closely agree in tone with
the Aberdeen ; the former is much colder brown (almost i/rei/) than
the latter, and with some white markings remaining, and the hind-

wings also are not conspicuously darkened. It is, as Mr. South says

{Kiitniii., XXV., 187), a great pity that Milliere did not also figure his

female nrapolisata, from the same locality as the original male; the

female {Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. (6), vii., pi. v., fig. 7) was from Aberdeen, and
the figure is precisely identical in tone with the Pitcaple specimen
which I am exhibiting this evening. It is not unlikely that we may
ultimately have to abandon this familiar name for our Northern dark
form.

Ab. ciistdfata, Haw. {Lt'j}. Brit., ii., 334).—This name is generally

applied only to forms with a very small central costal blotch, but,

comprehensively, it may be used for all forms in which the central

fascia is reduced in width ; for Haworth himself mentions that it is

very variable, and includes those forms in which the remnant of the

central fascia is not costal, and even those in which it extends right

across the wing, though very narrow. I have in my own collection

one good example of this coxttivata-invaHata form. It is the compre-
hensiveness of Haworth 's diagnosis which has led Guen6e to conclude
that it does not deserve to be separated because it " differs only in

the form of the central blotch ;" while immediately below he has himself
differentiated the most common costorata forms (H.-S., 292-294) as his

var. c. This aberration, perhaps, shows some tendency to form a
local race in the Swiss Alps (see Frey's Lcp. dcr Srhivei:, p. 229), but
is generally of purely accidental occurrence, as, for example, round
London, and probably in most parts of Britain ; there are several

interesting specimens of it in the Zeller collection, merely labelled
" Europe."

There are a few varietal names, in the genuine sense, which are

also unquestionably worth retaining.

Var. aciitciniiidata (Christ.) Rom., Mem. snr Lcp., iii., p. 2, pi. 1,

lig. 1.—This, as I have already said, is the Caucasian form of the

species. Strictly speaking, putridaria, H.-S., 535 (nee. 536), from
Iillizabethpol, would have priority over this name ; but there seem to

be two reasons for retaining the later name :—1. Herrich-Schaefi'er's

pntridaria is based on some confusion, as the good species figured as

53G (?) is no doubt the species which he intended to erect under
this name, and which is still known by it ; but by error he figured a
jhu-tuata var. as its $ . 2. Acuiaw/idata, Rom., is more compre-
hensive, designed for the entire local race, and including forms
slightly different from H.-S. 535. Romanoff's ^ figure (fig. la) has
a narrow central fascia, not white in the middle of its costal por-

tion ; his 2 figure (fig. lb) agrees fairly well with H.-S. 535,
though not quite so strongly marked, both having the middle of the

broader costal end of central fascia white. The most rational course

seems, therefore, to be to designate the variety comprehensively "var.
acutant/idata, Rom." ; but we may denote as ^' ah. putridaria, H.-S.,"
the interesting aberrations with the said pale patch in the centre of

the median band. I have two or three European records for ab.

putridaria ; Arctic Norway and Malaga (Staudinger, S.F.X., xxii.,

394), in the former of which localities I suspect that the var.
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acHfaiii/ulafa is the dominant form (ride Schoyen, Air/iir for Matlic-

matih; etc., v., 194) ; Howth, Ireland [Kntom., -xxv., 187) ; and pro-

bably elsewhere in the British Islands, as I recently saw, at the

Entomological Society of London, a figure from the collection of

Mr. S. J. Capper.

Var. xi/riarata, n. var.—The forms announced in Staudinger's

trade lists as " var. e Sijria," and coming from Palestine, etc., do not
seem to fit with the last-named variety, as the central fascia is

frequently abbreviated, the outer area of the wings less marked, the

basal patch not white, etc. As I have only seen four specimens
from the region, it is very rash to attempt to diagnose it ; but if it

proves to be a marked local race at all, it will be distinguished

through tlie weakly-marked ground-colour and whitish hind-Avings,

perhaps also by the lack of some of the abdominal spots.

Var. iiluata, Gn., x., 403.—This is the North American repre-

sentative oi M.jiuctKata, and is said to be smaller (on the average), the

wings blunter, more chalky-white, the central fascia more dentated
at its edges, etc. It seems to be variable also in America, and the

Labrador forms probably come rather near some of the Norwegian.
The ab. americana of Gumppenberg (Si/stmna Geowi'trarnin, Theil

iii., p. 286) [1890]; Packard (Monoi/raph, pi. viii., fig. 72), has the
basal and median patches distinctly rnldisji -hvovfn. It is not unlikely

that this may also occur casually in the Old World.

On a supposed new species of Leucania.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

In the KntdmuUxjisfs Mdntldii Mju/azinc, vol. xxxii., p. 100, Mr.
C. G. P>arrett describes a Leucaniid, captured upon the Essex coast, in

July 1895, by Mr. Mathew. The specimens described consist of a
male and three females, and Mr. Barrett considers that they belong to

a hitherto undescribed species.

His description is very minute. Roughly, the insect may be said to

differ from L. jndlens in the presence of a transverse series of black dots

on the fore-wings in the position of the elbowed line. IMr. Barrett
writes of the fore-wings as being " rather broader than in L. jiallcns,

and more pointed at the apex, shaped, in fact, as in L. strawiiica ; costal

and dorsal margins nearly straight ; apex acute ; hind margin below it

oblique and faintly hollowed, but rounded oft' at anal angle

;

entire surface of a smooth soft honey-colour, or colour of the honey-
comb (a shade of buft' difficult to describe) ; having the nervures
faintly perceptible, but not paler in colour. At the apex of the discal

cell is a round black dot as in L. jiallnts, and two more lie in the
position of the ordinary ' second line ' or ' elbowed line,' which is

further indicated by faint blackish dashes, more particularly towards
the costa, where this faint line is decidedly curved back. Hind-wings
rounded, white at the base and apex, but with the middle area tinged
with smoky-grey and reddish ; all the nervures broadly dusted with
blackish ; cilia white. Under-side of the fore-wings pale buft",

tinged in the middle with brownish ; before the apex is a black spot

on the costa, indicating a faint slender transverse line ; hind-wings
yellowish-white dusted with black, and having a slender transverse
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series of black dashes on the nervures. In the female the fore-wings

are broader and more decidedly acuminate, also as strongly honey-

coloured ; in one specimen, the blackish indications of a ' second line
'

on the fore-wings are absent ; in ,another they are more noticeable

than in the male ; but in the third there is a conspicuous and complete

curved line of black dashes and spots from the costal to the dorsal

margin, where it is supplemented by further blackish dashes along

that margin, and a black spot in the position from which would arise

the usual first line. This last specimen is a very striking and

conspicuous insect. I know of no connecting link to unite the form

which I have here described with /.. jntUnts, yet, from the presence

and position of the three round black dots (when visible) a very close

alliance to that species must be admitted ; still, from the somewhat

greater robustness of the thorax, the greater breadth and different

shape of the fore-wings, and their very peculiar colour and texture,

I am disposed to think it specifically distinct, and, in that vieAV, propose

for it the name oifaricohir. At first sight, it strongly reminds one of

Xona<iria lutosa, and especially of the small race of that speices which

was once called ^Y. irctis, but from this species its hairy eyes at once

separate it."

The description led us to suppose that it might be the aberration

of Leucania iinjnira ab. punctiUnca {Ihit. Xoct., i., p. 40), and we
made this statement {antr, p. 38), but an examination of the

specimens exhibited by Mr. G. F. Mathew, at the meeting of the

Ent. Soc. of London, on June 3rd, showed that the specimens were, as

Mr. Barrett had suggested, more closely allied to L. pallcnx.

After a very careful examination, we came to the conclusion that

they were, in reality, aberrations of the latter species, forming, indeed,

a parallel aberration to that of ab. punctilinea in L. iiiipura, but, in

the female specimen, much more strongly marked.

It is well known that typical specimens of Leucania stiaminca and

/,. (ihsoh'ta have a well marked transverse row of small black dots

forming the elbowed line, and that a transverse row of tiny dots exists

on the nervures of the hind-wings in these species. It is the form of

L. impura, which exhibits similar markings to these, that has been

named pnnctilinea, and it appears to us that it is a parallel form of L.

pallens which Mr. Barrett has named faricolor. The form of L.

jiallem, known as ab. arriiata, St., has the transverse row of dots on

the nervures of the hind-wings, but these specimens not only possess

these spots remarkably well-defined, but the dots forming the elbowed

line of the fore-wings are much better defined than in any we

remember to have seen before.

It may be in the recollection of some that in British Noctuae and

their Varieties, vol. iv., p. 11, we discuss a remarkable statement of

Mr. Butler, who, in the British Museum collection, lumps a long series

of American L. jndleus with a few British specimens of L. stranunea,

and makes the following astounding statement:

—

" L. pallens ot the

United States agrees absolutely with the European L. stranrinea.

The two forms have practically the same characters, and, if received

from any extra-European locality, would never have been considered

distinct ; indeed, it is possible to find examples which cannot with

certainty be referred to one form rather than the other. L. straminea

differs chiefly in the generally more prominent pale longitudinal
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streak above the median vein of the primaries and the better-defined

black or dark markings" {'frans. Ent. Soc. Lonr/., 1890, pp. 660-661).
There is no need to recapitulate our criticism of this statement after a

close inspection of the series in the British Museum collection, except

to say that there we found seven specimens of European L. ^tra)iii)i)'a

mixed up with a row of American L. jiallcns.

Speaking from memory, we have an idea that the American L.

pallvns had more or less strongly developed traces of the dotted

elbowed line, and, in this respect, resembled the newly-described form
favicoJor.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Insect vision.—The latest that has been discovered relating to this

subject will always be of interest. Hence the following:—" It has
always been assumed that Howers attracted insects, in large measure,
at least, by the splendour of their inflorescence. Some recent

experiments by Plateau, recorded in the Bulletin <if the Behjian

Acculemij, throw doubt upon this assumption. In a considerable bed
of showy dahlias, Plateau concealed from sight the highly-coloured

rays of some of the flowers, exposing only the disc, and in a second
series of experiments the disc also, but independently, either by means
of coloured papers or by green leaves secured in place by pins.

Butterflies and bees sought these flowers with the same avidity, and
apparently the same frequency as the fully exposed flowers in the

same patch, the bees particularly pushing their way beneath the

obstacles to reach them, though not always with success. Plateau con-

cludes that they are guided far more by their perception of odours
than by vision of bright and contrasted colours. In a second com-
munication to the same Academy, Plateau gives the details of another
set of experiments to determine whether a wide-meshed net presents
any obstacle to the passage of a flying insect, which, as far as room
was concerned, could easily pass in flight through the interstices. He
finds that while such nets do not absolutely prevent passage on the
wing, insects almost invariably act before one they wish to pass as if

they could not distinguish the aperture, ending by alighting on the
mesh and crawling through. He reasons that, through the lack of

distinct and sharp vision, the threads of the net produce the illusion of

a continuous surface, as for us the hatchures of an engraving seen
at a distance" (Psi/che).—J. W. Tutt.

Egg parasites.—I have recently been engaged in reading up the
back volumes of The Kntumoloi/isf.s liecord, and was particularly in-

terested in your treatise on the " Ovum or Egg " (May and June,

1894), and I am thus induced to send you the following account,
which may possibly be of interest in connection Avith this subject.

During October, 1894, I took a batch of ova of Orijijia antiqua. The
remains of a $ with the eggs, I discovered on the empty cocoon, on the
underside of a bramble leaf. There was nothing unusual in this, but
I was greatly surprised in the following spring to observe that the
greater number of eggs hatched out a small species of ichneumon, the
remainder having previously produced the ordinary larvfe. I had kept
an eye on the ova, as I noted they had not all hatched. This may be
known to science, but in your article I do not see that ichneumons are
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mentioned as distinctive to ova, and this is not the only case that has

come under my observation. An ovum of Cerura vinula, taken last

year, also produced an ichneumon tiy. I presume these flies were of

different species. The larvae of the former passed the whole winter

within the egg, whereas the latter came out in some six weeks or two
months, and, indeed, I think the one from C. vinula was larger. The
others I still have in a box. If you care to see them, I can forward
them, though they are very small and shrivelled.—C. Bingham
Newland, Kalletra, Mallow, Co. Cork. Mcvj 2.7th, 1896.

Pupa of Melit^a aurinia.—I have often wondered how Hellins

figured such a dark pupa of M. aurinia (Larvae of Brit. Butts., pi. xii.,

fig. 2a), but I observe that for some hours previous to emergence the

pupa turns to a purplish hue. No doubt Hellins' drawing was made
from a pupa in this stage.—J. W. Tutt, Westcombe Hill, S.E.

A NEW MODE OF SEPARATING THE FKJIALES OF P0LYOMMATU8 BELLARGUS

AND P. cniiYDON.—In addition to the differences enumerated as existing

between these species ante, p. 50), I should like to point out the

following difference, which I think has not yet been noted. If

the undersides of these species be examined carefully, side by side, it

will be observed that the dark crescent-shaped markings on the under-

sides of the anterior wings of Poljioinmatus corydon and P. bellaryus

constitute a sure and easy method of differentiating the females of

these two species. In P. beUarnxis the markings lie very evenly in the

venule spaces, whether their convex sides are acute or otherwise, and
the axes of these crescents all converge towards the base of the wings.

Now, in P. conjdon there are two distinct sets of markings. Three
within the spaces of the sub-costal and discal venules being quite

different from the three in the spaces of the median venules. In the

former case the crescents are more or less acute, and their axes

tend downwards and inwards. In the latter case, and here comes
the most pronounced character, the markings are frequently oblong,

extending obli(]uely inwards and upwards. Where they retain a more
or less crescent form, their axes, that is, lines passing through their

most convex part, still pass inwards and upwards. I have examined
many specimens, but I have seen none that I have not been able to

at once identify on these lines.—H. Tunaley, F.E.S., 30, Fairmount
Eoad, Brixton Hill, B.W.

OviposiTioN OF Trochiliuji BEiMBEciFORME.—Aslhavenotediii previous

years, I continue each year to find the eggs of this species laid on the

undersides of the leaves of osiers, where the species is common, so

that there can be little doubt that this is not a mere occasional vagary,

but the normal method of oviposition in this species. The young-

larva must have several feet to travel to reach the usual habitat of

the larva ; but by travelling downwards it must inevitably meet with

wood of a proper age. Possibly the young larva enters younger wood
than we usually credit it with. I enclose you some leaves with ova.—
T. A. Chapman, M.D., F.E.S., Hereford. June 15t//, 1896.

Is MiNOA MURINATA (eUPHORBIATa) DOUBLE-BROODED ? (ScC EnT.
Rec, ,hme, 1896, p. 84).—As a fact, in connection with the above
question, I may state that on the 4th of August, 1893, I took a

specimen of this moth, evidently only just out of the pupal state ; it is

not rare here in most seasons during May. In the year 1893 it was
out in April, earlier than I had ever before noticed it.—0. P. Cam-
bridge, M.A., F.E.S., Bloxworth Rectory. June 16?/(, 1896.
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URRENT NOTES.
The sale of Mr. J. Trimmer Williams' collection, on Jime 16th,

was not at all satisfactory. The insects were in good condition, but
unlabelled, and in the middle of June entomologists evidently prefer

fields to the sale-room.

Larvte of a Culeophora Avere found on Vacciniiim vitis-idaea, at

Rannoch, by Mr. W. Salvage, in the springs of 1884, 1891, 1893, and
again this year, 1896. From these Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher bred

imagines which were identified as C. t/litzeUa, Hfmn., by comparison
with specimens in the " Stainton " collection. Mr. Bankes has now
compared larval cases and imagines with Dr. Hofmann's original

description (Stett. Ent. Zcit., 1869, pp. 119-122), as well as with the

insects and cases in the " Frey," " Zeller " and " Stainton " collections,

and gives a description {E.M.M.) of the imago, larva, case and pupa of the

Scotch insects. It appears that Scotch specimens " differ somewhat
from Continental ones," and Mr. Bankes gives us as points of

difference that (1) " Scotch specimens seem, as a rule, to run decidedly

darker than those from the Continent;" (2) " The larvae of Scotch
specimens are redder than those of German ones, the full-fed larvtT3 of

the latter being of a beautiful bright yellow. The fore-wings of the imago
are glossy, unicolorous, varying in colour in different individuals, from
rather dark grey to pale greyish ochreous. E.rp. al., 12-14mm. Hind-
wings glossy, dark grey to very pale grey ; cilia, pale grey to greyish-

ochreous." The females average smaller, and are less grey and more
strongly ochreous than the males. The case is nearly straight,

irregularly cylindrical-oval, 7-8 mm. long, formed of cut pieces of leaf,

smooth and somewhat polished, and varying in colour from very dark
to bright pale brown. It has a distinct keel along each side,

and its general shape is likened to a young pea-pod. The young larva
is said to mine a leaf of its food-plant in June, and hybernates in its

mine, quits the latter in early spring, makes a case, feeds a little while,

festivates, and then hybernates until the next spring, when it feeds up
rapidly, mining a broad gallery in the leaf, following the margin, and,
on leaving the leaf, makes a new case, in which it travels to a fresh

leaf. It spins up for pupation at the end of April, and the moth
emerges about the middle of May, on the Continent, but a month
later, middle of June, in Scotland. Dr. Chapman states that the way
in which the first pair of legs covers a portion of the maxilUe, and
also of the second pair, is peculiar. Mr. Bankes, in his description,

counts the head of the larva as the " first " segment ! !

Mr. R. McLachlan (E.M.M.) has suggested that the peculiar spine
or tooth found on the 4th segment of the male of Panarpa, and usually
concealed under a bristly flap or projection of the middle of the apical

margin of the 3rd segment, is stridulatory. Dr. Felt {Tenth Report of
the New York State Eutom., 1896) inclines to the opinion that the
structure is glandular, and secretes a volatile oil, attractive to the
female.

Mr. J. J. F. X. King captured a pair of A(iri/pnia jiicta, Kol., last

year, in Unst. This species had hitherto been known as British, from
a specimen taken on a gas-lamp, near London, by Mr. Pryer.

Mr. H. Slater, of Wansford, Northants, records the capture, on
June 1st, of a specimen of Ino statices, which has " a normal male-
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feathered antenna on the right side, and a slender female one on
the other." He also found that the " right wings were a shade longer

and larger than the left, which seems corroborative evidence of

hermaphroditism,
'

'

In the Fii'hl of Jmie 6th last, Mr. E. G. B. Meade Waldo states

that he saw a fine specimen of Danais chri/si2)j)Us in a field of trifolium,

near his house at Lymington, Was the species Anosia airJiipjins .'

If so, its early appearance, coinciding, as it does, with the early move-
ment of this species in North America, is interesting.

Mr. F. C. Adams records the capture, on May 29th last, of a fine

specimen of L'hnjwccpluda nii/ra, in the Rhinefield Enclosure, New
Forest. This is supposed to be the second recorded British specimen.

It is with great regret that we record the death of the veteran

entomologist, Mr. Peter Inchbald, F.L.S., F.E.S., at Hornsea, on
June 13th last. The celebrated Royal Academician, Edward Armi-
tage, R.A., F.E.S., who died on 'May 24th, was also a Coleopterist

and a Fellow of the Entomological Society of London.
In Bntish Tortvurs (1859), Wilkinson writes :

—" The folding and
twisting of the leaves and twigs is accomplished by means of an
elastic silk, spun by the larva, usually of a whitish colour, which
hardens and contracts on exposure to the air, and this draAvs opposite

portions of the leaves towards each other. A scries of spinnings and
contortions effect the end in view. The operation is, therefore, two-

fold : first, the act of the larva itself ; secondly, the force exercised

by the contraction of the silk ; there is otherwise no accounting for

the extraordinary folding and bending of stubborn leaves, obviously

beyond the unassisted strength of minute larvfe." In the Ent. 2Io.

McKj., vol. ii., p. 15, Mr. Pifi'ard wrote :
—" There appears to me to be

another reason for the approximation of the portions of leaves spun
together, viz., the contractile power of the recently spun web itself,

which certainly shrinks very considerably in a short spiice of time
;

and this must be of great assistance to the leaf-rolling larva." Dr.

Knaggs [K.M.M.) thinks that it is high time that someone made a

more thorough investigation of the matter. Why not Dr. Knaggs ?

:i^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Eaely appearance of Orgyia antiqua.—In connection with Mr.

Tutt's remark {ante, p. 119), I may add that I saw two specimens of O.

antiqua on the wing as early as April 4th, in Chattenden Woods.

—

H. Tunaley, F.E.S., 30, Fairmount Road, Brixton Hill, S.AW
Whitsuntide IN the New Forest.—On May 22nd, 1H96, the members

of the North London Natural History Society started on their

annual Whitsuntide excursion to the New Forest. Messrs. C. B.

Smith, L. J. Tremayne, C. Nicholson, R. W. Robbins and W. H.
Smith, left Waterloo by the usual 5.50 train, and arrived at Lyndhurst

Road soon after 9.0 p.m. Thence they proceeded by 'bus to Lyndhurst,

and were comfortably settled in their rooms at Lynwood a little before

10 p.m. The following morning was dry, but dull. All the members
were out before breakfast. The fences only yielded a specimen of

Eupithccia vidijata, a specimen of Ctrreiiiia fen-wjafa, and a worn
specimen of Taeniocampa stabilis ; but a walk round Pond Head
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enclosure revealed the fact, that larvae, at any rate, were about in

their usual numbers. Mr. Bacot turned up at breakfast time, and
soon afterwards the whole party started out, taking the usual route

down Beechen Lane. Larva-beating was immediately commenced,
but only with moderate success. The quantity, indeed, was great, but

the quality left much to be desired. All the Hybernias were common,
fl. (lefdliaria and H. iiianiiuaria being particularly and abnormally

plentiful. But the larvtT? of the local species Avere, for the most part,

scarce, and the following were beaten at various times throughout the

trip : Psibira monacha (one or two), Kiqdthecia abbreviata (one),

hliinera pcnnaria (common), Aaphalia ridens (a few), Brephos imrtlienias

(a few ofi' birch), AaphaUa tiai'icornis (do.), A. cUluta (a few oft' sallow)

,

(Jleoccris vlminalis (do.), Hi/jjsijMes sordidata (do.), Zephynis qiiercus

(two), Catocala proumsa and C. sponsa (a few), Taeniocampa miniusa

(in plenty off the oak), Ainpldpijm pyramidca (a few), HylopJiila

bicolorana (one), Cabera pumria (one), Ai/rlojiis aprilina (one). A
notable absentee was Amphidasijfi strataria, whilst Misdia o.rijacantliae

and Dilnba cocrulcoccphala were also not in evidence. The day showed
signs of becoming brighter, and a few butterflies appeared on the

wing, including 7>?-('»^A/.s- ('?//;/; ro«/»(' and 7 Vorny/c ei/cria, the latter in

very fine condition, evidently the second brood just emerging. On
turning into the pine woods, plenty of moths were found flying, mostly

Tlu'va variata, Pancu/ra petraria and Venilia wacidaria, though Mr. L.

J. Tremayne took a specimen of Drepana lacertinaria, and Mr. C.

Nicholson one of r>./WZoatoj-/rt, and one of Cidaria mfwnata. The
party worked on to the railway line in the hope of taking Macmf/lossa

fiiciformis (the Narrow-bordered), but the Alkanet ( Anchma oiJirlnalU)

was mostly over, and the sun was not bright enough to induce these insects

to fly. The party thereupon made a halt for lunch, and, after lunch,

finding collecting decidedly slack, the party rested for an hour or so on
the railway bank, except Mr. C. B. Smith, who worked further down
the line. Eventually the members, still without their president,

turned towards home. The railway bank had yielded Si/richthm nndcac,

Xisoniadi's tagcs, Euclidia mi, E. (/h/phica, and one or two specimens of

Pnlijuiiimatm icarus were also flying about. One specimen of

Callop/mjs rubi had also been taken by Mr. W. H. Smith during the

day. The party worked back through Denny Bog and Wood, and on
their arrival at Lynwood found Mr. Harvey awaiting them. The
President did not appear till some time afterwards ; he had, it

appeared, been right up to the " Iwina " ground, but failed to find that

insect, the weather being much too dull, lout had been rewarded by a
couple of specimens of 2Iacrni/li)sm/udf()niiis, and one of M. buuihi/li-

fonuis (the broad-bordered species). After tea, the party set out to

sugar in Hurst Wood. Plenty of Geometeides flew at dusk, but these

proved to be only Larcntia viridaria, Panaiira petraria, and other

common kinds. Before the sugar was well laid on, rain began to fall,

which it soon became evident had set in for the night. We soon had
to return home, but not before it became obvious that not a single

moth was coming to the sugar, and " assembling" with a specimen of

Euripiii'Hi' dnlnbraria, obtained by Mr. Bacot in the afternoon, was
equally unprofitable. On May 24th, before breakfast, Messrs. L. J.

Tremayne and Bacot worked in " Jones' " enclosure for the larvae of

Lmcnitis sibijlla, but without result, and a search for the larv« of
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Argijnnia paphia, in Beechen Lane, was equally unsuccessful. After

breakfast, the whole party started for Khinefield, with the exception of

Mr. Nicholson, who preferred to go for Nejnenbius luciiia. The day
was fine and bright, and the members spent some little time on Butt's

Lawn, searching for (Jalluphi-!/>i rubi, but they were unsuccessful, though
some fine specimens of rhytometra viridaria, Kiiiatun/a atomaria and
Brenthis euphro^ii/ni', were taken. They then turned into Hurst Wood,
where hard beating produced about 20 larvte of Catocala promhm. On
emerging on to the heath, between Hurst Wood and Vinney Eidge, the

members were unable to resist the temptation of a dip in the

Lymington river, after which they proceeded direct to Rhinefield.

Contrary to expectation, the rhododendrons were scarcely out at all,

though the azaleas were in full bloom, and the latter afforded most of

the attraction for the few insects that were on the wing. Although Mr.

Harvey took a specimen of M. bombylifonnu, almost immediately on
entering the avenue, scarcely any more were seen ; and though the

members remained on the ground for an hour or two, no success

rewarded their patience. In the afternoon the party returned home
via Vinney Ridge and Butt's Lawn. In the evening, Messrs. L. J.

Tremayne, R. W. Robbins, Harvey and Bacot, started to dusk at

Matley. Going across the heath by the side of the Matley road, they

turned up a few specimens of Scodiona hehjiaria, at rest. Mr. L. J.

Tremayne also took a specimen of Drcpana larrrtiiiaiia, flying.

Dusking at the Bog, however, again proved a failure, as, with the

exception of some rather worn specimens of Paclnjcnemia Ji ippocastanaria,

nothing worth taking was netted, Subsequently the party returned

across Whitemoor, and took a few more Svodiinia behjiaria. The next

day was spent by the members at Stubby Copse, working for Xciiwobius

lucina, of Avhich Mi\ Nicholson had taken seven the previous day.

Very moderate success, however, attended the North Londoners to-day,

as, although there was plenty of sunshine, the Duke of Uurgundy
Fritillary was only taken singly, and the numbers only reached about

seven in all. Several other collectors were observed in the rather

restricted localities to which the insect is confined, and it is feared that

these may be getting somewhat worked out. There were plenty of

insects on the wing, but nothing of any special note was taken. The
members had to return to town the same evening. One or two larvie

of liniiibij.r tnfolii were taken during the trip, but it is not thought

advisable to give the exact locality.

—

Lawrence J. Tremayne.
WiTHERSLACK IN JuNE.—Witherslack once more ! On the 12th

of June, I paid a visit to my old hunting-grounds, and although in an
unfit state of health for collecting seriously, I made the best use of

the four days I had there. The Aveather was all that could be desired,

from a moth-catcher's point of view, calm, but frightfully hot. How-
ever, I can stand hot Aveather, and made a fairly good catch.

The most astonishing feature was to find normally July insects oiit

in early June, and many even had been evidently out since the end of

May ; among others, Cocnonymplia tijphon and An/j/nnis adippe.

Among the smaller fry

—

O.rptilus parvidactylus, Aciptilia tetradactyla,

Coleuphuni junciculella, Uutalis fusroacndla were common, whilst of

KutJiciiKiiiia rusaula I captured both sexes, one with almost black

hind-wings. Lithosia incKoindla, Acidalia fumata, A.yiilatcs strinillaria,

Ihjria aurumria, Fuhjomniatm var. sahnacu, Mavaria liturata and
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Crambm pascuellus in plenty, whilst several other species turned up
singly. A nice variety of Poli/ommatus teams ^ , with pale yellow

spots on the borders of both fore and hind-wings, was given to me by

my good friend Lochan, who saw another, but failed to get it. He
sugared one night, and obtained Aplecta tincta.— J. B. Hodgkinson,

F.E.S., Roseberry House, Ashton-on-Ribble. Juh/, 1896.

Extermination of Cupido minima (alsus) at Witherslack.—This

species will soon be cleared out at Witherslack. Some years ago it

swarmed there, but this year I only saw three specimens. A man
from Bradford was on the bank, where it occurs, for a whole day,

never leaving it (not even to go to the inn opposite for refreshment),

he was so intent on a clearance.

—

Ibid.

Capture of imago of JocHyEARA (Acronycta) alni.—Whilst collecting

near Groombridge, Sussex, on the 1st of June, I was surprised to capture

a fine male specimen of Jochaeara alni, which I disturbed from grass.

—H. W. Andrews, Victoria Road, Eltham.

First appearance of Pyrameis cardui.—The first and, up to date,

only ri/rameis cardui observed this year, was seen on Saturday, June
27th, in a clover field near Wainscot, Kent. It was large, pale in

colour, but the wings were perfect.—J. W. Tutt. June SOth, 1896.

Unusual appearances of Syrichthus malv^e, Euchloe cardamines

and Acontia luctuosa.— <S'. vialcae was well out at the end of April,

and was most abundant the first fortnight in May. On June 20th

I caught a freshly-emerged specimen at Chattenden, and a worn one

on June 28th, at Cuxton. Were these attempts at a second brood ?

I do not think so, somehow, as there really has been no real break in the

continuity of the insect's appearance. Mr. Tunaley captured, on June

27th, a specimen of EueJdoe cardamines, a species which, in confinement,

and under the most favourable conditions, continues to emerge from pupa?

which have gone over the winter, for about three months, riz., last

week in March until middle of June. Acontia luctuosa, of which the

early brood was well out at the end of May, was captured in good

condition on June 28th. This must have been a straggler of the

early brood, for even in the environs of Paris, the last week of July is

early for the second brood.— J. W. Tutt.

A DAY AT Oxshott. — On June 13th, 1896, the members of the

North London Nat. Hist. Society made an excursion to Oxshott.

Messrs. Bishop, Lovis, Prout and C. Nicholson, caught the 9.35 train

from Waterloo, arriving at Oxshott at about 10.30. On crossing the

railway bridge to Esher Common, Mr. Lovis espied a freshly-emerged

specimen of Choerocawpa porcellm, at rest on a small plant. Almost
simultaneously Mr. Prout took a specimen each of Aspilates strigillaria

and Aeidcdia suhsericeata. Further specimens of both these species

were taken during the day, the former being quite common and in

fair condition. On proceeding over the heath, several Anarta mi/rtilli

were seen, but not captured. A pine wood produced Bupalm piniaria

and K)natiir(/a atomaria, both species being in a mixed condition,

eome perfect, others wrecks. Mr. C. Nicholson took a fine specimen

of the very local Tortrix piceana. Some half-dozen specimens of

Kllopia prompiaria were found at rest on the pine trunks, which were

tenanted on the ''faijella'' system hy Scoparia amhviualis, oi which

15 were counted on one tree, so abundant was the species. Numerous
specimens of Aijrotis exclamatiotm, A. scgetum and Trijphacna pronuba,
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were disturbed from the heath, etc., the first specimen of the latter

causing some commotion through its strongly resembling one of the

larger Bombycides. The fence round Claremont Park was then searched,

with no result worth mentioning, except the capture of a lovely speci-

men of Krastria fa.sciana. Single specimens of Painphila sylramus,

Si/ricJdJnis )iialrae and Nisoniades tcuiea, were seen flying together in

one spot, and all in good condition. The party returned to the

station to meet the 2.17 from Waterloo, and were joined by Mr.
W. H. Smith, who had travelled by the 12.35. The party was now
increased to 13, by the advent of Mr. and Miss Battley, Miss M. E.
Robinson, and Messrs. R. W. Robbins, Woodward, C. S. Nicholson,

Bacot and C. B. Smith ; and proceeded to spread over the heath
once more, with the result that several Anarta iiit/rtilli and Litfiusia

mvsomella, amongst other species, were captured. At 5.30 the party

adjourned for tea to the Queen Victoria Inn. After tea, the members
proceeded to the Black Pond. Mr. Robbins found a fine male specimen
of StmirDjiua fcuji at rest on a trunk in the middle of a pine wood,
where larvfe of Pwiolis piniperda fell pretty freely to the beating-stick.

Mr. C. Nicholson took a specimen of Eujdthecut indhiata, in worn
condition, and Mr. Robbins also captured two " Pugs," which may or

may not be the same species, their condition being hopeless. Some
of the members saw Stagbeetles flying in their usual steady Avay, at

about 12 ft. from the ground. Messrs. Bishop, Bacot, C. S. Nichol-

son and Prout, returned by the 7.37 train, the rest by the 9.25. This
excursion was one of the most enjoyable which the Society has ever

held, and it was by far the most successful, entomologically, of those

held during recent years.

—

Lawrence J. Trejiayne.

Spring collecting in the Doncaster district.—This season

differs widely from last, so far as collecting goes. Last year, sugar

was very good, and Micro larva? very scarce. The contrary is the case

this season. I have sugared regularly from May 25th up to July 5th,

and have not had one really good night. The only decent species that

have occurred have been a few Neuronia reticulata and Hadena
dhdmilix, but these have been few and far between. Of Micro larva",

I have got a fair number. Sciaphila sinuaua, I have succeeded in

breeding again from larva) taken during May. Lavcrna raschkhila and
Litliuculletis (rrasicolella are now about full-fed, and I hope to get a

fair number out. During May, the larvae of Arctia caia were very

plentiful. This is really a rare insect here. About the middle of

June I collected some loaves of aspen, rolled up like cigarettes, and
from these have emerged (besides a number of Tortrix riridana and
T. ribeana) a few T. braudrriajta. This is a new record for the

West Riding.—H. H. Corbett, M.R.C.S., Doncaster. July, 1896.

TRYPHiENA suBSEQUA IN JuNE.—I took four Tn/]iluirna subscqua last

night (June 21st), the first this year. I almost mistook the first one I

saw for Tn/pJiaena iantliina. I cannot understand this species being

ever passed over as T. orbona {comes), the fore-wings are so much more
marbled than those of southern T. orl/ona, and the black spot is so very

conspicuous on the costa. There is often also a whitish shading in places,

another similarity to 7'. janthina.—W. IL Christy, M.A., F.E.S.,

Watergate, Emsworth, Hants. July, 1896. [Is this species double-

brooded ? It appears to occur regularly on the coast of the Isle of

Wight, in September and October.

—

Ed.] .
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Rannook at Easter.—I spent Easter week at Rannock, when
insects wore much scarcer than they were last year at the same time.
Sallows produced Taeniocampa imtabili^ in variety, T. ijot/nca, some
very nice forms, T. populeti was somewhat scarcer. Calocampa
vt'tmta and C. exnleta were in swarms on the tree-trunks at night.
LobopJtora carpinata (lobidafa) was uncommon ; very few of the
banded forms occurred, however, whilst I was there. Asteruscopiis nuhe-
culosm was rare.—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S., 207, Sauchiehall Street,

Glasgow. Jnhj, 1896.

A DAY AT Swansea.—I had one day in the woods here during the
last week in April, and took Lophnpten/x camelina (male and female,
in copula, from which I obtained ova). Leiocampa dictacoides,

Tephrnda comonoria, T. piinctidata (common), Nola cristulalis,

Teplnrma hUtortata {crepu>icularia) , T. vrepmcidaria {biumhdaria),

Acirotix cinerea, Lobophora viretata, Siienia lunaria, Cidaria silaceata,

Hem.cfni)Jiila ahvuptaria, Paran/e mci/acra, Brenthis cuplirosync, Pul>/o)ii-

ynatus astrarcJte, as well as Aciptilia miemdacti/la, feeding on Eupa-
torium cannabinum.—(Major) R. B. Robertson, Royal Arsenal, Swan-
sea. Jidy, 1896.

Time of oviposition of Dejias coryli.—On May 17th I saw a
female D. con/li ovipositing on a small beech bush, about 9 p.m.

—

A. F. Bayne." Jul;/, 1896.

Capture of Xylomiges conspicillaris at Castle Moreton.—

I

had the good fortune to capture a beautiful specimen of Xtjlnmujes

cnnspivillans, on the evening of April 20th, off plum blossom.—(Rev.)
E. C. Dobree Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton Vicarage, Tewkesbury.
July, 1896.

Effkct of the unusual May weather.—The extraordinary weather
we have experienced has rendered collecting here quite unusual in

many Avays. Larva?, which should normally be beaten half-grown
during the latter part of May, were either full-grown or had already
pupated, e.y., Asteroficopm Rphinx, vihich-l have tried to procure for

May correspondents, owing to starting too late, I have found very
scarce. Zephyru!< (juercus, too, were full-fed much earlier than usual.

Many species, ordinarily very scarce here, have been comparatively
common, e.y., Selenia lunaria, Kurymcne dolnbraria, Drepana culfraria,

Lobophora viretata. Callophrys rtibi was very scarce, and during the
first week of June, Litluma mesomella was very abundant.—E, F.
Studd, M.A., B C.L., F.E.S., Oxton. July, 1896.

Methylated spirit versus rum.—At such times as I have sugared,

common Noctuides have been in abundance, and most conspicuous of

these are remarkable aberrations of Tryphaena pronuba. I was rather
surprised to find on the night of June 12th, both Panayra pctraria and
Hyhijdnla prasinana at the sugar, which was well scented with
methylated spirit. I have tried it in the place of rum, but I cannot
say I like it as well, from the fact that directly the light is thrown on
the sugar the insects fly off, a habit not usual with rum, otherwise, I

think spirit is more attractive.—E. R. Bush, 71, Strathmore Street,

Perth, N.B. Jidy, 1896.
Abundance of Aphodius sordidus.—Enclosed I send you a few

beetles. I am not very curious about Coleoptera, but I was out on the

night of June 18th, with the net for a few hours, when, just at dusk, I

came across one of the most extraordinary entomological sights I ever
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saw. On a path, I almost stepped on what I thought was a swanu of

bees, but, on closer examination, I found it to bo a seething mass of the

enclosed beetles, struggling over some horse droppings. A couple of

yards further on were two other patches, while the air for some
distance around was filled with countless thousands on the wing. In

four strokes of the net I caught a mass of them, weighing fully half-a-

pound. The whizzing of the wings in the air produced a peculiar

sryefrJiinii, rather than humming sound. In a case like this it is

difficult to avoid exaggeration, but I am confident that I am within the

mark if I say I could have brought home a peck measure full of them
;

in fact, it Avas as I have said, like three large swarms of bees.

The moon was shining at the time, and the reflection of the rays

glistening on the thousands of elytra was very beautiful. — W.
Bond Smith, Potton, Beds. Am/mt, 1890. [In connection with the

above, the following note on a " Swarm of Gcotnipes stereo rarius, L.,

at Poyntzpass," by the Rev. W. F. Johnson, is interesting :
" On

March 22nd, at about 7.30 p.m., two boys came to me, in a state of

great excitement, to tell me that there was a swarm of beetles at the

railway station. One had a large cardboard box, and the other his

coat-pocket, full of the beetles. On examination they proved to be

Geotrupes stercorarius. I was at the railway station the next morning,
and, on the pathway and road, were numbers of the beetles, dead,

where they had been trodden on by the people on the previous

evening " {E.M.M., xxxii., p. 158). Mr. Johnson suggests that the

abundance of the beetles was due to the presence of a large quantity

of cowdung at the station, from the cattle that are removed by rail,

after a large monthly cattle-fair which had been held at Poyntz-

pass.

—

Ed.].

We sent the beetles forwarded to us by Mr. Bond Smith to the

Rev. W. W. Fowler, who kindly determined the species, and writes as

follows :

—

" The beetle is Aphodins sordidm, Fab.— of all shades of colour. I

thought there were two or three species, but on closer examination have

found only one. It is by no means a common species, as a rule, but

nearly all the Aphodil simply swarm in hot weather, when they occur at

all. Perhaps the atmospheric conditions have produced a larger swarm
than usual."—(Rev.) W. W. Fowlek, M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., The
School House, Lincoln. Jidy, 1896.

Panchlora MADEIRA IN Bermondsey.—This large and probably im-

ported Orthopteron was figured by Mr. C. A. Briggs, in the June
nnmhev oiTJw Kntoiiiolu(/Lst, and that gentleman suggested that the two
specimens were introduced in cases of bananas, both being captured

in Covent Garden. On June 16th, a specimen was brought to me by

a boy named Frank Evans, which he had captured, with the usual

schoolboy apparatus of " hand and cap," in the gutter of Newcomen
Street, S.E. An inspection of the vicinity revealed a fruiterer's shop,

with the regulation barrow outside. The Borough Market is not far

removed. I gave the specimen to Mr. J. W. Tutt, who exhibited it

at the meeting of the City of London Entomological Society, on Tues-
day, June 16th. It is now in the possession of Mr. J. A. Clark, in

whose collection it may be seen.—A. S. Hepden, Webb Street Board
School, Bermondsey, S.E. Juli/, 1896.
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:]^RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for August.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—In August, the stems of Stachys palmtrk (occurring in marshes

and fens) should be collected for larvc^e of Antitheaia carbonana.

2.—At the end of August or beginning of September, the larva of

PJurosiuia undnlata is to be found feeding in a silken web on the upper

surface of leaves of sallow. As it gets older it spins two or three

leaves together.

3.—The spun terminal twigs of osiers should be collected during

the second week of August for the larva3 of Karias cldorana. Securely

enclosed in a band-box, they will pupate without further trouble.

4.—During the first fortnight of August, search carefully the

seeding plants of lettuce in gardens. The variable larvae of Ucvatera

ihjsodca will be found stretched at full length, during the day, on the

blossoms and seedheads.

5.—In August, search the flowers of Sulidayo viniaurca for a Pyralid

larva, living in a slight web. You will probably thus obtain the cater-

pillar of Botys terrcalix.

6.—During August, the larvae of Fionea maryaritalk are to be

found (often two or three together) under a web among the seed-heads

of Sinapis alba and S. arcoisis. They are best found, however, by
night, when they are feeding on the seed-pods. Those plants found

near growing corn are most frequented.

7.—In August and September the larva of Pelnnja annitata is

usually abundant on Chcnopodiuni. We used to get immense numbers
of this, and the larva of Eupitlwcia siibnutata, on Greenwich marshes,

by shaking the plants at night.

8.—In August and September the berries of the spindle tree

should be examined for larvje of XepliDptcri/.v anf/ustella. Frass pro-

trudes from the hole through which the larva enters the berry. A
supply of rotten wood for the larva to pupate in is very necessary.

9.—The seed-heads of i'lmpineUa saxi/ra;/a give larvae of E. pim-

pincUata in August and September.

10.—The larva of Ci/iiiatuphi)rafluctnosa is to be found by searching

or beating birches in August and September. It still occurs in

Darenth Wood.
11.—About the middle of August, search the upright stem of

Kpilublum for a swelling near or at one of the joints. Within it

the pupa of Lacema deeorclla is to be found.

12.—The pods of Astra/jalm (jli/ci/jilujUos should be collected in

August for larvce of Stbimonota pallifrontana.

18.—The flower-heads of Knautia arvemia should be collected in

August for larvae of FAipocciUa fiacic'diana.

14.—In August and September the larvae of Ncphoptenjx splcndidella

feed on the cones of spruce fir {Abies e.vcelsa). The larvre pupate in

rotten wood in September, and emerge the following year.

15.— In August and September the larvae of Eupoeeilia degreijana

feed in the seed-pods on the unripe seeds of Linaria rulgaris.

16.—In August and September, the larva of Nepticula urxdho/della

mines in birch leaves. This was successfully bred by Dr. Wood, who
supplied the larvae with earth, and kept them out of doors all the winter.
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17.—The cases of Colcophora atljunctella are to be found during
August and September, in salt marshes, on the seed-heads of Juncun
i/crardi.

18.—The first fortnight in September is the time for the larva of

Cosvwpteri/.c scJiiiiidicUa, which whitens the leaves of Vicia scpiuin.

19.—The flowers of Sol'fkujo cirganira, KupaturiiuH camuthiituiii,

Ani/dica sj/lcentris and Scahiosa sticcisa, should be beaten into an
umbrella, in August, for Knpitheciat' iarv«.

20.—The larvse of FAipitlicria sati/rata var. callunaria may be ob-

tained in August and September, by sweeping the flowers of ( 'alluna

rul(/aris.

21.—The larvfc of Xcjiticida ininu.sculiila may be bred from pear

leaves collected in August.
22.—The second Aveek in August is the best time to capture

Af/rotis (u/atliuia. " The best plan to capture it is to light the lantern,

and watch the places among the heather which are partly sheltered

with trees. The insect appears to fly for about a quarter of an hour
briskly over the heather, after Avhich it settles for half an hour or so,

during which time it may be found on the heather bloom ; the slightest

shake, however, causes it to fall like a stone, when it is usually lost.

After this half-hour's rest it flies again, and must be taken with the

net and lantern. This period yields by far the greatest number of

moths " (G. Norman).
23.—The larvfe of Sj)il<iil('S palealis are to be found at the end of

August, feeding on the umbels and flowers of Ikiucm carota.

24. - The cones made by larvae of iiracilcDia jihasianipcnndla, on
Pol)/f/i»ni)it Jnidrnpipa, are to be found in the middle of August.

25.—At the end of August the larva' of Kupit/iccia fra.riiiata may be

beaten out of ash.

26.- The larva of Aiu'si/rhia funcrdla is to be found feeding on
comfrcy at the beginning of August.

27.—In the middle of August collect the twisted sallow and willow

tops for larva3 of I'cnniea Itastiana.

28.—Rolled up leaves of Viburnwn lantana should be collected in

August for larvae of I'cnynea trtstana.

29.—The larva of KupitJucia hdirticata feeds on juniper in August
and September.

30.—Refer to Knt. Eec, vol. i., p. 141 (No. 5), for a series of

" Practical Hints " on " Field work for August," by Mr. J. Mason,
and to the Kut. lice, vol. i., p. 164 (No. 6), for another series on
" Field work for September," by Mr. W. G. Sheldon.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Butterflies.—By W. F. Kirby, F.L.S., F.E.S. [Published by

Edward Lloyd, Ltd., London. Price 6d. per part] .—I should like to

ofter a few remarks on Part III. of LluipVs Natural Histunj—
" Butterflies "--which is being compiled by Mr. W, F. Kirby, F.L.S.

(1) Mr. Kirby, on p. xviii, writes:

—

'^ Must ('(/(/s of Lepidoptera are

s('vii-tra})x})arcnt, and as they approach maturity the young larva can

often be seen coiled up inside. Some eggs are provided with a kind

of lid, which the larva pushes off when about to emerge." On
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pp. xix-xx, Mr. Kirby himself shows that only two out of seven

groups, into which the butterflies are divided by egy characters by

Doherty, are semi-translucent, all the others being opatjue, and it is

well known that the eggs of many moths are opaque. \Vhat, too, is

the " kind of lid " to which Mr. Kirby refers? (2) Mr. Kirby says

(p. xxi.), that " true caterpillars never have more than sixteen Zw/.v."

Have any insects more than six legs ? (3) On p. xxix, we read :

—

" Caterpillars are very voracious, and increase in size very rapidly
;

but as their tkin does vot e.rpand in proportion, it soon becomes too tii/ht.

Then the caterpillar moults." Is not the cause of moulting an

excretory function (See ^hnv^, Caudn-idi/e Nat. His., pt. v., Insects,

p. 1G2) ? (4) "On emerging from the pupa state, butterflies and

moths usually discharge a fluid /Vo»i their mouths ; and when they have

been unusually abundant, the phenomenon has sometimes been

imagined by the ignorant to be due to a rain of blood, for this fluid is

frequently of a red colour. When a moth emerges from the pupa this

jluid screes to soften the threads of the cocoon "
(p. xxxiii.). Is not the

fluid which newdy-emerged moths and butterflies sometimes discharge,

evacuated from the anus ? and is not the fluid with which pupa"; soften

their cocoons an acid secreted by head or prothoracic glands ? How
can a fluid come from the mouth of a butterfly or moth, considering

its structure? (5) On p. xxxiii, we read that "Some moths are

furnished with a stromj spine under tJie win</s, which they employ to

saw through the silk." What is. the nature of this spine, and how is

it used ? On p. xxxiii, " When a butterfly or moth emerges from

the pupa d,i first jiuid and tlwn air is forced through the

nervures of the wings." Is a fluid ever forced through the nervures

((•/(/(', Knt. Fu'c., vol. ii., p. 101) ? And again, in p. xliii, we read,

" The wings of insects are traversed by hollow tubes, which are

technically called nervures, and which sev\e,jirst as cireulatonj on/avs

for the fluid, which is forced through the wings on the emergence of

the insect from the pupa, and thus causes their expansion and

development; and aftenrards as air-tid)es." Surely the fluid that

expands the wings is forced between the upper and lower membranes
of the wing, and has nothing to do with the nervures at all ? (7) We
read again, on p. xxxiii, that " The body (of butterflies and moths) is

divided into three principal parts, called respectively the head, thorax,

and abdomen, each of which is connected with the next by a narrow

pedicel.'" Has the writer ever observed these pedicels between the

head, thorax and abdomen of Sphin.e convolindi, Xotodouta ziczac,

(J-eometra papiliunaria, Noctua rubi, Hi/pena proboscidalis, et cetera ?

(8) On p. xxxiv., we also read " Between the eyes are placed the ocelli,

or single eyes, on the summit of the head. In moths, there are always

two, when they are present at all, but in butterflies, and many genera

of moths, they are entirely absent. Their presence or absence forms a

generic character of importance among the moths." Have moths
really these ocelli ? Will Mr. Kirby give your readers a list of those

that have ? (9) " The long net used by the old collectors for catching

the Purple Emperors (a net on a pole tn-enty or tldrtij feet Ion;/) is now
rarely used" (p. 1.). Has Mr. Kirby ever looked at a stick thirty feet

long, and attempted to work out the improbability of its use at any

time? (10) " Insects pinned in the field are put into simiW iroode it

boxes lined with cork, and carried in the pocket." Who does this?
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Would the insects not dry up, and have to be relaxed ? Most collectors

of my acquaintance use zinc boxes, in which the cork has been well

damped.
Mr. Kirby had a rare chance given to him to write a book for " the

man in the street." The advertisement which Edward Lloyd, Ltd.,

is able to afford will carry the book into more humble homes than any
other book of a similar nature will have ever before reached. Is it too

much to ask that "the man in the street" have correct, if

simple, instruction imparted to him, and that such instruction be

up-to-date, and not derived from quotations, two, three, and four

pages in extent, from Duncan's book, published—well, just a few
decades ago?—^J.B.

SOCIETIES.
South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—

On May 28th, Mr. McArthur exhibited Insects from Hoy, as

follows :—A bred series of Hypsipetcft ruherata and //. trifimriata,

which as imagines were inseparable ; the latter species was reared on
heath ; Kupitlwcia venosata, E. inilclwUata and Mdamppe fiwtuata

\ar. neapolisata. Also specimens of Clin/souu'la arrensi.s a,nd ('. san-

(juinexi (from Hoy), with (J. distiiKjucnda from the South of England, for

comparison with the local northern ('. sanfininea. Mr. Edwards : a

twig of fir containing the nodule and lauva of Tortrix piceana,

from Brockenhurst. In reporting on the Field-meeting at Brockkn-
hurst, Mr. Edwards said that imagines were more plentiful than
last year, and that larva-beating was very successful. The weather
was tine, and some twelve members were in attendance during the

three days. Marnii/lossa fucifuDiiis and M. bombi/liforjiiis were both
captured. Larva' of Lhncnitis si/billa, i'atovala praDiissa, C. spansa,

Taeniocaiiipa viiiiiosa, tSpilosonia )iu')i(Uca, Zi'phijni,'^ ijuercu.s and X.
betulae, were among the species found. On June 11th, Mr. Lucas
exhibited specimens of the following Odonata :

—

Ichnura ehyans,

PyrrJwsoma minhoii and a series of I'latetrum depreHswn, including a

male which had not developed the blue colour characteristic of the sex.

They were taken by Mr. Turner, at Folkestone, on May 17th. Mr.
Barrett exhibited a very large and dark specimen of Mamestra
ABJECTA, and a beautiful var. of the same, having all the markings
clear and distinct upon a light ground ; a var. ninissa of Apamea
(jemina, and a specimen of iladrna i/cuistcu', to both of which the var.

of M. abjerta was comparable in many respects. Mr. N. D. Warne,
Keswick Insects, including a series of I'locris staturs, and a few
specimens of Kmiinic^ia adaequata [blandiata), one of which had
the central band almost complete. Mr. Tunaley : a specimen of

Empis tessellata, having in its grasp a Tijnda, which it had
captured. The middle legs of the Kmpis clutched the shoulders

of the wings of the Tipula, the hind-legs were bent under the

wings and body, while the fore-legs of the Empis were free to

grasp any support. The Tijnda was thus held as if in a vice, and
some of the individuals thus seized not infrequently lost one or

more of their legs in the struggle. The Empis repeatedly pierced

the thorax of the Tipula with its lancet, but was not always successful,
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owing to the struggles. This could easily be observed if the insects

were placed together in a small box. He also exhibited an ASYMJiiiTRicAL

FORM OF CoREsiiA DESiGNATA froui Eanuiore, having the band of the

right primary narrower than usual, and filled in completely with the

dark colour. The inner margin of the band was more straight than in

normal specimens. Mr. Mansbridge : an abkrkation of Syrichthus
MALV/E, having a notch at the apex of all the wings in which the cilia

were present, but shorter than usual. A discussion ensued, some
members considering it to be caused by an injury to the pupa, and
others thought that the cilia were shorter than usual, and that the

proximity of the white patch somewhat accentuated the appearance of

the notch. Mr. Edwards, a specimen of the rare Papilio danm-pa from
the Khasia Hills, and a short series of Lcptocircus curius. He then
read a few notes on the veky aberrant gknus of the Papiuonin^—
Leptocikcus. After envnnerating the species, and stating the

characters by which it differed from the other genera of the family,

he described its distribution, and quoted the opinions of various

collectors that the species were mimics of a species of Neuroptera, both
in their appearance and habits. On June 25th, Mr. West, of

Streatham, exhibited a bred series of Hypsipetes ruberata, containing
uniform and banded specimens, and a specimen of Trochilium crabroni-

forme, bred from an osier stem, cut at Streatham, in expectation of

obtaining Seaia formicaeforwis. Mr. R. Adkin : a bred series of

EupiTHEciA venosata FROM HoY, with serles from Shetland, Forres,

and I. of Man, for comparison, and noted that the Orkney ones were
of a browner shade, Avhile the I. of Man specimens were like S.

of England netted forms ; also full-fed lakv^ of Calocampa
VETUSTA, reared on dock, from Invernesshire ova. Mr. Barrett : A
series of the rare Osmylus chrysops from Haslemere. Mr, South :

types of the aberrations of Spilosoma menthastri, obtained from a

brood of the insect from Aberdeen. Several were smoky, one had
dark fringes, in another the edges of all the black markings had run
in appearance. Mr. McArthur : the five most remarkable forms of

Abraxas grossulariata, bred this year from some 3,000 larvae. In one
the black, external to the yellow band, was almost entirely suffused,

another was slightly smoky, and the spots had the appearance of

having run ; a third had the fore-wings almost entirely black, with the

outer half of the hind-wings wholly black ; another had the hind-wings
with a narrow black border, from the middle of which a wide streak

ran into the centre of the wing. The smoky form was remarked as

being very rare. Mr. Dennis : a series of Ccenonympha typhon from
N. Lancashire, taken early in June. The specimens had very pure
white markings underneath, referable to var. rothliebii {= pJiiloxemix,

Esp., ride, ante, vol. vii., p. 107, for proper use of this varietal name.-Ed.).
Also he exhibited several very brilliant Ci/aniris aniiolm from
Horsley, of a shade approaching that of Pob/owmatiis bellarf/ii^.

Members reported that Limenitis sibylla was flying in the New Forest
early in June.

City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.—
June IGth, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. Tutt : Ova of Trochilium ora-

broniforme, sent by Dr. Chapman. He distributed some of the eggs,

which were laid on the underside of willow-leaves, near the mid-rib
;

he suggested that the larva probably mines the leaf or young shoots
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at first, and gradually works its way into the twigs and branches, on
the wood of which it afterwards feeds. He also showed an example
of Panchlora MADEiR.E, Avhich had been found in Bermondsey, by a

boy belonging to the Webb Street Board School. Mr. Nicholson : a

living PAIR OF Eaphidia ophiopsis, and ova, from Epping Forest
;

also two SPECIMENS OF ToRTRix picEANA, froiu Oxshott. He also

showed OVA, which he suppossd to be those of IHantlioecia i-djisincola ;

they were found on the flowers of L>/c/inis rcsjjcrtina, growing in his

garden at Clapton, and, when first laid, were very pale yelloAvish-

white, changing gradually to the shade of brown assumed by the

flower when withered. Mr. .J. A. Clark : three 3^ specimens of

Cyaniris argiolus, from Epping Forest ; one of them having the

wings on the left side of a dingy, silvery greenish-blue colour, rather

like that of Poh/omniatus royijdon : the right pair of wings were
normal. Mr. Bloomfield : a living specimen of Thecla w-album,
bred from a larva captured in Suflblk a few weeks previously. ]\Ir.

Pearson : a larva of Zephyrus betll^, taken in the New Forest ; the

specimen was evidently nearly full fed. Mr. Bacot : a series of

LoPiioPTERYx carmelita, bred from ova obtained from Mr. .J. A. Clark,

and read tlie following notes :
—" The ova were received on May IGth,

1895, and had already commenced to hatch, The eggs are opaque white,

with a very slight greenish tint of the usual Notodont shape (rather

less than half a sphere). Ijwxwv. : —May 17th, 1st skin. —Pale whitish

green. Head very large, rounded, polished surface. Scutellum large,

but indistinct. Skin of larvie much wrinkled, but smooth and shiny
;

tubercles bear one simple hair, about i thickness of body in length.

Drops on a thread if it loosens its hold. May 2Gth, 2nd skin.—Bright

yellow-green. Scutellum plain. Head slightly notched at crown,
June 8th, 3kd skin.—Transparent green. Head not so rounded in

shape. A series of seven bright yellow or yellow-green longitudinal

stripes on dorsal area, and a broad well-marked lateral stripe.

June 9th, 4th skin.—Hecul is small, when well grown, in this stage it

is dull, pale green, with two pale yellow stripes down face. The hodi/

is very broad in middle, and tapers towards head and anus. The lines

on dorsal area are still present, but are much interrupted, lateral

stripes very plain. There is a pale pink spot or blotch on each seg-

ment, just behind the spiracles ; these spots are present on the meso- and
meta-thorax, where the spiracles are absent. Spiracles, black. Ventral

area, whitish-green, dusted with white. On the 28rd June I made a note

to the effect that the larvjB were going down. The larvae were fed up
indoors under a bell-glass, supplied with fresh birch twice a week, and
when about to pupate were placed in a flower pot, partly filled with

earth, covered Avith moss. They went through the moss, and spun
their cocoons on the surface of the earth. The cocoons were rather

tough, the silk being mixed with small particles of earth, moss, etc.

The pupse were kept out of doors during the winter, and emerged (1 am
sorry to say I did not note the exact dates) in April, the 19 emergences
being spread over about 10 to 14 days (I had fertile ova by the 12tb).

As to the time of day at Avhich they emerged, I have only my memory
to rely upon. Some were out expanding their wings from 8 to 9 a.m.,

others were later in the day, after I had started for the City.

July 7th, 1896.—Exhibits.—Mr. Bacot : a larva in its third skin,

being one of a brood hatched from eggs resulting from a pairing
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of a (^ Smerinthus uceUatiis and a 5 S. popidi. When very

young, the larvae strongly resembled S. ocellatus in the corresponding

stage ; but at present they were much closer to .S. iiopuli ; they,

however, resembled S. ocdlatus in the fact that the t/nni oblique

stripe was not more conspicuous than the others. Dr. Sequeira :

Aiiticlca >>inuata (2), I'hihalapterij.v li(/nata, Meliana jiamtnea, Phma
festiicac and its ichneumon, Macrof/astcr castancae ((?), Papilio

iinu-liaon, with the linear black mark at the apex (lower end) of dis-

coidal cell, with a yellow centre, Xa.scia riliaUs, and other species

taken at Wicken Fen during the first week in June. Mr. Prout : a

variable series of IhjHchorista siispecta, bred from a mottled female

taken at Wimbledon. Mr. Bate : Ci/inatophora dujdaris from

Dulwich, taken last June. Mr. E. Heasler : Acrouicta leporina,

Moina orlon, Pluda jndchrina, from the New Forest, at Whitsun-
tide, and Mr. S. J. Bell : Nola striiiida and Triacna psi from the

same locality.

The North London Natural History Society held a meeting on
June 11th, 1896, when the following exhibitions and remarks relating

to coLLECTNiG DURING THE PRESENT SEASON Were made. Mr. Quail

:

Ai/rotera nciiniralis and Aciptilia tepJiradaetijla, taken near Heme Bay.

Mr. L. J. Tremayne : a series of Taenioccunpa pulcerulcnta, from
Epping Forest. Mr. Simes reported that Mr. A. C. Smith had been
taking Melitaca cin.na in plenty at Guernsey. Mr. Battley gave an
account of a trip to Northamptonshire at Whitsuntide, when he cap-

tured CarteracephaluK palaemon, and larvae of Tlwda pruni, T. w-alhiiin,

Zt'pliijrus bctidae, Ai^teruscajnis s2)/iin,i-, Tiicldura cratacyi, etc. Messrs.

E. W. Bobbins and L. B. Prout recorded Zonosovia annulata, Aamtia
liictnnsa, Scoria lincata, and larvae of Saturnia parunia (feeding on
oak), from North Kent. Mr. Prout also recorded Si'tiita irrorella,

Acidalia oniata and Anaitis plaf/iata, the latter in great abundance,
among St. John's Wort (Hi/pcricu))!.), on the preceding Tuesday, at

Box Hill. Mr. Jennings recorded the addition of twenty-eight more
species to the local Diptera. He had also met with Miiithu praeccps

and Mcrotlun I'qih'stris, which occurred rarely last year. To the local

list of Aculeate Hymenoptera, he had added several species, amongst
them, Mochrta anitata, one of the parasitic bees, which he had taken

from the burrows of Anthoplioia ^nlipcs, in Epping Forest, in April.

Mr. Bacot read the following notes on the genus Smerinthus :
—" I

have lately been assembling the species of iSmerinthus in my garden
at Clapton. On the 7th I took four S. tiliae, between 8.50 and
9.25 p.m. With *S'. popidl and S. ocdlatus, I find it necessary to

place the $ on a bush or to leave the cage open, when a 3- will

usually be found in cop. with the ? by the next morning. The g- s

of these species do not, so far as my experience goes, assemble till

after midnight, probably just before dawn. I think I have at last hit

upon a reasonable explanation of the eye spots on the hind-wings of
6'. ocdlatus. If the moth is disturbed when resting, it raises its fore-

wings -and suddenly exposes the eyes. The effect is rather startling,

and is probably effective in scaring any small bird that might interfere

with it. In breeding S. tiliae, I have found that, though the larv;e, up
to about the third moult, do very well on the fresh young shoots of the

lime, they require less succulent food after this moult, and thrive
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best on the smaller dark green fleshy leaves from the top or upper

branches of the tree."—At the meeting of June 25th, Mr. C. Nichol-

son exhibited a specimen of Bombi/.v qiwrcus var. callunae, and some
of her descendants, also other insects from Pwllheli, viz., Calocam.pa

vetiista, Einmelesia affinitata, Lithosia f/riseola, Kmmelesia decolorata

and Melanippi' niiani/ulata. Mr. Battley : specimens of CarterocephaluH

paliuinon, Craninpliora li;iustri, Cidaria silaceata, etc., from Northamp-
tonshire. Mr. R. W. Bobbins : larvie of Diantlwccia capsincola and
J), carpophaj/a; and imago of Sesia vnjopaefonitis ivom. C\A])ton. Mr.

L. J. Tremayne drew attention to the recent discussion in the

Entomological Society of London, on the question of over-collecting

in the Lepidoptera, which resulted in the formation of a committee

to inquire into the matter, and moved the following resolution, which

was seconded by Miss Nicholson, and carried nan. con. :
— " That this

Society heartily approves of the action of the Entomological Society

of London, in appointing a committee to deal with the question

of over-collecting in the Lepidoptera, and will be pleased to

support the Society in any action they may think fit to take in the

matter."

The Synonymous Sighs of Simplex.

It is a fact that

" A little nonsense, now and then,

Is relished by the wisest men."

Why, then, should not the entomologist sometimes turn poet ?

And if not, why not ? Therefore, without further delay, I beg to

place before you the following doleful ditty, respectfully dedicated to

the " Fellows of the Entomological Society" :

—

The reed-maces gently were rustling,
i

So, perhaps, I may be linearis,

The pond looked by no means too clear, , Though soiuanjrea will do.

When, behold, with a wink in his eye,
[

.. Misfortunes await cinerea,
Domicia simplex appear.

|

-p^^. ^^,^ hypochaaidis now
;

The errors of men he bewailed, ' ]\Ii'nijitiit}ii(U!< is but a lame one,

And bitter the tears that he wept,
j

He's claripes, clubfoot, I vow.
For synonymies frequent and fearful

,
u Sagittariae now is bicolor,

Had mto the tamily crept.
|

jjjg ^^]^^^^. jg gtill just the same
;

" There's old Bonacia vuhiaris,
j

Discolor, now called coiiiari,

They've been and named him typluic ; Delights in the change of his name."
And even good Father iiw />«?«, rp

j^^^g murmured Donaeia simplex.
They've gone and labelled lemnae. ^hen, all in a moment, a net

" Then versicolora, the r.iscal, ! To his murmurs and doubts put an end,

Called Indens, (he's cut a new tooth !) For the very next day he was set;

Has thrown over poor Miss haccata,
; ^^^^^ ^^j^ displayed on a card

Because she s called nigra, forsooth.
1 j,^ .^ ^^^ ...j^^ .^ handsome glass top,

" And then, look at me, I am simplex,
j

Beneath was his name, fine and large,

I'm lengthy and coppery too, ! Simplex, F., linearis, of Hopp !

E.A.E. June 15th, 1896.

Errata.^P- 100, line 16, for " pupation .... are " read " hybernation . . . . is "

;

p. 104, line 14, for "that any, etc." read "than any, &c. " ; p. 105, line 10, for
" an egg " read " a larva "

; p. lOG, line 20, for "latter " read " last."
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Neuration in the Lepidoptera; the study of the wings, nervures,

shapes, etc. (Illustrated by plate.)

By AMBROSE QUAIL.

The development of scales—which protect, and perhaps strengthen,

the membrane - has probably had some influence upon the modification

of the wing neuration (or system of nervures which strengthen the

membrane). From the base of the wings rise five groups of nervures.

These nervures sometimes give out branches which are called nervules.

Thefivegroups are respectively, see PI. I., fig. 5 (1) Costal. (2) Subcostal

or Radius. (3) Discoidal or Media. (4) Median or Cubitus. (5) Sub-
median or Anal. There is another nervure which forms the costa, or

upper margin of the wings.

The system of numbering the nervures, by starting at 1 and
finishing at 12 or 13, or whatever the total number may be, is useless,

in so far as it does not explain the individual value of the nervvires.

On p. 18, anU', is an illustration of a system of numbering, "the veins

numbered are in accord with the amended system, Redtenbacher

—

Comstock." In this, the groups are represented by numbers, veins

of the fore-wings numbered IV ^ and IV 3 are, however, distinctly

attached to III and V nervures respectively, and are in point of fact

(IV j^) III5 and (IV3) Vj^, for a reason that I will proceed to explain;

the prefix IV indicates the ancestral value (or position) of those
nervures.

It may be well here to give the synonymy of the nervures. The
five groups of nervures, mentioned in the first paragraph of this article,

are named as follows :

—

I. KiRBY.— (1) Costal. (2) Subcostal. (3) Discoidal. (4) Median. (5) Sub-
median.

II. CoiisTOCK.— (1) Subcostal. (2) Radius. (3) Media. (4) Cubitus. (5) Anal.

Personally, I consider the names used by Comstock much more
appropriate than those used by Kirby, although the latter have
probably been much longer in use.

Modification of neuration goes on in various directions, the radius,

median, and cubitus groups become connected by transverse nervules,
thus enclosing the median nervure, and forming the discoidal cell.

By the strengthening of the radius and cubitus nervures, or, because it

is useless (after the formation of the cell), the median (discoidal) nervure
becomes weak, and is lost in the higher (most recently evolved) groups
of Lepidoptera, although some retain faint traces of it. The median
nervules, by a gradual alteration of position, are lost as such, and
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become one by one, either radius or cubitus nervules. This altera-

tion of position often causes one nervule to fork on to another, especi-

ally at the angles of the cell. In Hcpialus huinuli (PI. I., Fig. 1) the

hind-wings are asymmetrical in the position of the nervules, and
illustrate how such forking occurs ; some of the higher groups {('.(/.,

Nymphalids, etc.), after the loss of the median nervules, as such,

also lose the transverse nervules which form the cell ; sometimes a

nervule coalesces with another, and they merge into one ; sometimes
a nervule becomes weak and is lost in the higher groups ; the loss of

any other nervure, besides the median, indicates a high modification.

We may assume that modification of neuration in the Lepidoptera

tends to a reduction in the number of nervures, and once lost, or the

position altered, neither is ever regained. That an increase in the

number of nervules does occur, Plate I., fig. 3, Zeuzcra pyrina, proves.

In this fig. the left fore-wing has the normal number of nervules,

the right, however, has an increase of one ; this may be an accident,

or an attempt to throw back to an ancient number. On plate D,

fig. 4^, Knt. Fu'c, vol. iv., is shown on abnormal increase in the

number of nervules. The explanation of this seems to be that as

nervules 3, 4 and 6 failed to reach the margin, the neuration, in

order to support the membrane, developed branches from nervule 5,

otherwise it is probable the wing outline would have been indented.

Though I do not think an aberrational increase in number of nervures

is ever transmitted to descendants, I intend to work up the subject.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the total number and
position of the nervures is an important consideration, and I venture

to give a system of numbering, by means of which our workers at

special groups (Prout, Bacot, and others) could give a written descrip-

tion of the neuration of those groups, and show how far neuration

agrees with the conclusion arrived at by other lines of study. The
nervules should always be named and numbered from the nervure to

which they are distinctly attached. Thus, a description of the neura-

tion of Cumdae, fig. 5, would read as follows :

—

+ Costal or Subcostal or Discoidal Mediau or Submedian
ft Subcostal. Radius. or Media. Cubitus. or Anal.

1 1.3.3.4.5* 1.2.3. 2.1 2.1 = 13 fore. \

1 1 1.2.3. 2.1 3.2.1 = 10 hind. )

This may be compared with the neuration of Sinerinthidi, fig. 8,

thus :

—

t Costal or Subcostal or Discoidal Median or Submedian
ti Subcostal. Radius. or Media. Cubitus, or Anal.

1 1T3.4.5*
1^

3.2.1 1 = 11 fore. \

1
1.2*'' 1 3.2.1 2.1 = 9 hind. [

It will be observed that there is no median nervure in the fore and

hind-wing, whilst S 1 and R 1 are connected in hind-wing, and it can be

seen at a glance that Swi'rhit/tidi is the higher group. The fore-wing

has one median nervule only, which remains at the end of the cell
;

two nervules then have been lost, as also the median nervure. The
hind-wing has one median nervule only remaining, the radius has

acquired one, and cubitus another, and one anal nervule is lost. It is,

of course, only specialists in neuration who could say that radius 5 is

* V Indicates a forking of two nervules. t Kirby. tt Comstock.
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the ancestral median 1 of the fore-wing ; not the specialist in

Sphingides and one or two other near super-families.

In the super-family Micropterygides, the wings are of similar

shape, are narrow, and taper to a blunt tip, having, therefore, only

two margins (upper and lower), and the jugum (Plate I., fig. 1, J).

The neuration of all the wings is similar. It exhibits no discoidal cell

as such, and the hind-wings have a greater number of nervules than
any other lepidopterous group, except the Hepialides, showing a close

affinity between this group and the Trichoptera (see also Dr. Chapman's
" Evolution of the Lepidopterous Pupa," Eut. Ecc, vol. v., p. 25).

The members of the super-family Hepialides have a jugum. The
wings are all of similar shape, but are broader at the extremity than
those of the Micropterygides, forming another margin (the outer). The
neuration is modified by the formation of the discoidal cell (Plate I.,

Fig. 1, Hi'pialm hioiinli).

Some individual amongst the earlier Hepialides—which probably

more closely resembled the Micropterygides—developed the frenulum
in place of the jugum (Plate I., fig. 5, F). As all the other groups
possess the frenulum—except some of the higher, which develop an
extension of the hind-wing base, and the Rhopalocera—they seem to

have evolved from a common ancestor.

Those families which, in shape of wing, neuration, etc., most widely

differ from the primitive ancestor (which, as already inferred, had
narrow wings, and all of similar shape) logically seem to be the higher

families.

Thus of the groups possessing the frenulum, the super-family

TiNEiDES (genus Tinea and its allies) has probably the most primitive

wing-shape and neuration ; how unnatural the old group Tineina was,

neuration—on the argument that modification tends to reduce the

number of nervules—clearly shows. Lyonetidae (fig. 2) is very highly

specialised, whilst Elachistidcu' also takes a high position.

The super-family Pterophorides has also a highly specialised wing-
shape.

In the super-family Tortricides (including Tortrix, Cossiis, etc.) the

family Cossid.e has a high wing-shape, but the neuration places it as

a low group, whilst Zeuzera pi/rina (Plate I., fig. 8) belongs to an
earlier super-family (Zeuzerides) than that to which Cossus lif/niperda

(fig. 4) belongs. This is evident from the alteration of position of

the median nervules of the fore and hind-wings, and other details, as

well as the somewhat broader wings of the latter. The super-families,

which are more highly specialised than the ( 'ossidac, are the Sphingides,

BoMBYCiDEs, NocTuiDEs, Geometrides and intermediate families. Thus
Stauropu^ fa;/i (Plate I., fig. 6) represents the Pseudo-Bombycides,
and is intermediate—although highly specialised in larval characters

—between Tortricides {Cosmlac) and Sphingides, the members of the
latter, by the way, appear to have two clearly defined sub-families,

Spliimiidi and Snierinthidi— illustrated by Sphinx Uijmtri (Plate I.,

fig. 7) and Swerinthm jxijudi (Plate I., fig. 8).

In removing the wing scales from species of Rhopalocera, I was
struck by the fact that they (the scales) appear to be more firmly con-
nected to the membrane than are the scales of any other group. And
although the neuration superficially—in fact, closely—resembles that

of the BoMBYciDES, near which the Rhopalocera is placed by Corastock,
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Meyrick and others, the trace of the median nervure in the discoidal cell

of certain species of Parnossidi (see fig. 9

—

a fore-wing cell, b hind-wing
cell), clearly shows that it has not the remotest direct connection with

any super-family above the family ('omdac, and, as there is no trace

of a frenukmi in the Khopalocera, it probably originated separately

about the same time as the frenulum branch. This, however, is

merely a suggestion.

I have attempted to show in this article the value of neuration, etc.,

in studying the evolution of the Lepidoptera. Closer details of the

neuration in the difi'erent groups must of necessity be dealt with in

separate papers.

Description of Plate I. :—Fig. 1, Hepialiis Jnoindi, asymmetrical
hind-wings ; fig. 2, OposUya crcpiiscidilla, an extreme form of

neuration ; fig. 3, Zeuzera pi/rina, asymmetrical fore-wings ; fig. 4,

C'o.v.sM.s lu/nipcnJa ; fig. 5, Type of Cossid neuration, an Australian

species ; fig. 6, Stauropus fcu/i ; fig. 7, SpJnn.v lii/nstri, type of

Sphin(/idi ; fig. 8, Sinerinthus pnpuli, an extreme form of SDicrint/n'di
;

fig. 9a, Discoidal cell of Parnassid fore-wing ; fig. 9b, Discoidal cell

of Pornassid hind-wing.

MIMICRY.

V.

—

The origin of leaf-markings as a mimetic pattern.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

We have already learned that the imitation of leaves is a special

adaptation, by means of which many insects are protected against

their enemies, and it is of importance to notice that this sort of

imitation is by no means restricted to a few genera, still less to a

few species. All the species of the genus Anaea, which are dis-

tributed over the forests of tropical South America, the species of the

American genera, Hypna and Sidcrone, the Asiatic Sij^nphai'dra, the

African Halamh and Eunjplti'mc, exhibit this striking form of protec-

tion. Weismann says that he has observed fifty-three genera in

which it is present in one, several, or in many species, but there are a

great number of others.

As Weismann points out, " these genera are by no means all so

nearly allied that they could have inherited the leaf-markings from a

common ancestral form. They belong to difi'erent continents, and
have probably, for the most part, assumed their protective coloration

themselves. But one resemblance they have in common—they are

all forest-butterflies. Now, what is it that has put so many genera

of forest-butterflies, and no others, into positions where they could

acquire the resemblance to leaves ? Was it directive formative laws ?

If we closely examine the markings by which the similarity to the

leaf is determined, we shall find, for example, in Kail ima inai-lds

and paralh'cta (j)amlekta), the Indian leaf-butterflies, that the leaf-

markings are executed in absolute independence of the other uni-

formities governing the wing."

Weismann's description of the markings of the underside of A'.

paralekta reads as follows :
—" From the tail of the wing to the apex

of the fore-wings, runs, with a beautiful curvature, a thick, doubly-

contoured dark line, accompanied by a brighter one, representing
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the mid-rib of the leaf. This line cuts the * veins ' and ' cells ' of

the wing in the most disregardful fashion, here in acute, there in

obtuse angles, and in absolute independence of the regular system of

divisions of the wing, which should assuredly be the expression of the
' formative law of the wing,' if that were the product of an internal

directive principle. But, leaving this last question aside, this much
is certain with regard to the markings, that they are dependent, not on
an internal, but on an e.vternal directive force."

This is the first occasion in which Weismann states distinctly

that he is dealing with an " external directive force." Had he been as

explicit throughout his paper, there would have been no fault to find.

There will be found few, at any rate, to disagree with this, we
venture to think. It appears to us that the " directive force " must
be an external one.

Weismann then continues :
—" Should anyone be still unconvinced

by the evidence we have adduced, let him give the leaf-markings a
closer inspection. He will find that the mid-rib is composed of two
pieces, of which the one belongs to the hind-wing and the other to

the fore-wing, and that the two fit each other exactly when the
butterfly is in the attitude of repose, but not otherwise. Now, these

two pieces of the leaf-rib do not begin on corresponding spots of the
two wings, but on absolutely non-identical spots. And the same is

also true of the lines which represent the lateral ribs of the leaf.

These lines proceed in acute angles from the rib ; to the right and to

the left in the same angle, those of the same side parallel Avith each
other. Here, too, no relation is noticeable between the parts of the
wing over which the lines pass. The venation of the wing is utterly

ignored by the leaf-markings, and its surface is treated as a tabula
rasa, upon which anything conceivable can be drawn. In other
words, we are presented here with a hilateralbj si/unnetriral figure,

engraved on a surface which is essentially radially symmetrical in its

divisions."

Weismann says that he lays unusual stress upon this point,

because it shows that we are dealing here " with one of those cases
which cannot be explained by mechanical, that is, by natural means,
unless natural selection actually exists, and is actually competent to

create new properties ; for the Lamarckian principle is excluded here
ab initio, seeing that we are dealing with a formation which is only
passive in its efiects. The leaf-markings are eftectual, simply by
their existence, and not by any function which they perform. They
are present in flight as well as at rest, during the absence of a danger,
as well as during the approach of an enemy."

It appears to us, after careful consideration, that this passage is

considerably overdrawn. Are the leaf-markings simply " eltectual by
their existence, and not by any function which they perform ?" Does
this quite state the case ? Is not their very mode of development for

a particular purpose a suggestion of function, and do they not perform
the very necessary function of making the butterfly resemble a leaf ?

True it is that their function necessitates their remaining passive to

be of service to them, and that movement would destroy the functional
value of the specially-developed scales which form the leaf-markings.
Neither do we, except in a limited sense, accept the view that natural
selection has created new properties. It has distinctly produced a
new pattern, but only by the modification of a previous one.
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Weismann further says that we " are not helped here by the

assumption of purely internal forces which Nageli, Askenasy, and
others have put forward as supplying a mechanical force of evolution.
" It is," he says, " impossible to regard the coincidence of an Indian
butterfly with the leaf of a tree now growing in an Indian forest as

fortuitous, as a lusiis natwcw ;" but, although we arrive at the same
conclusion as Weismann, that selection has been the directive force

which has produced the markings, we do so on other grounds than
those by means of which he reaches this resiilt. It may, as he says,

be necessary to assume " pre-established harmony between the evolu-

tion of the ancestral line of the tree with its pre-figurative leaf, and
that of the butterfly with its imitating wing," if we are to assume the

directive force from within ; but does not the true explanation really

amount to this, that internal forces originate all these possibilities
;

whilst selection directs them into their several channels ? Thus far,

i.e., considering selection as a directive agent, we agree with Weis-
mann, that " cases exist wherein all natural explanations than that of

selection fail us," but considered as a creative agent (any further than
is assumed in its power to modify by direction) we doubt whether
Weismann's illustrations prove anything.

Notes on the deviations in the Life= Histories of Bombyx quercus
and B. caliunas.

By Capt. B. BLAYDES THOMPSON.

(Continued from p. 128y.

We may now consider the synonymy of the species. To give some
idea of the entanglement in this respect of the species B. quercm and its

variety, a correspondent of Tlw Entomolotiist (vol. xii., p. 272) makes
the following apposite inquiries:—"Newman describes and figures

quercus, and simply mentions calhinae as a variety. Kirby calls

Newman's querem—mllunae, and makes no mention of roboris.

Staudinger, in his 1861 (Jataloi/iie, gives one species, qnerni.s, with ab.

roboris and var. callunae, the later (1871) Catakujue changing to var.

roboris and ab. callunae. Doubleday, in his Cataloi/m', 2nd (and last)

ed., 1866, makes roboris a var. oiB. quercus, and B. callunae & separate

species, and in his 1873 supplement he makes callunae a synonym
of B. quercus, and B. roboris a separate species, with B. quercus as a

synonym. Mr. South, in his List, gives only one species, r/c, B. quercus,

with callunae and roboris as varieties." Then the correspondent

inquires, " Is the species figured by Newman, quercus, callunae or

roboris ! If it is quercus, what are the distinctions between it and
callunae and roboris, and are the two latter natives of Britain ?"

These queries were put to the editor of Tlie Entoviolo(/ist, Mr.
South, by a lady, and he replied:— "As regards callunae. Palmer,
and roboris, Schrank, the two varieties found in Great Britain,

authors do not seem quite in accord. I apprehend that quercus,

L.S.N., \., 498, is the type form most generally distributed in Europe,
including England, callunae the form which occurs in moorland
and mountainous districts, and differs from the type, principally in

the darker colour of the female ; and roboris, a variety of the male,

which has the fulvous bars of the fore-wings wider than usual, and
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broad fulvous margins to the hind-wings. The opinions of others

inndil be e.rreedini/h/ interestin;/." The only opinion I could find {I.e., vol.

XX., p. 109) was curiously enough from another lady, Mrs. Battersby,

of Westmeath, as follows :
—"Many years ago I wrote to my old

and valued friend, the late Hy. Douljleday, to ask him to explain to

me the difference between B. quervus and B. eallunae. In reply he sent

me a typical pair of B. qiiercm, desiring me to observe that in northern

specimens {eallunae) the white spots on the upper side of the male

are seen on the under as well as the upper surface ; also that the

bands differ. In qitereiis, on the upper-wings, the band turns inwards,

and forms on the under-wings nearly a semicircle. In eallunae, on

the lower margin of the upper-wings, the band turns outwards, and on

the under-wings turns downirards to the anal angle. Mr. Doubleday

mentioned that the form figured as quereus in New)nan\'i Moths, was

the typical form of ' eallunae.' He believed quereus and eallunae to be

distinct species. I have reared a good many eallunae, which were

ioimd invariablij feedin;/ on heather, in s^rmgiime. They grew to a

large size before they formed cocoons, and usually emerged in the

following year, and I have known them remain two years in the

cocoons. Some of the males have a brilliant orange spot upon each

upper winy, near the thorax."

It is plain, therefore, that the synonymy of B. quereus var. eallunae

is in a very tangled state. I find in the Linnaean Systema Naturae

(Gmelin) the description of cjuerem as follows :
—" Wings dark brown

(ferruginous), Avith a yellow band ; upper pair with a central white

dot. Male dark brown, female ferruginous, the white dot furnished

with a black ring."

Ochsenheimer, in his Sehmet. von Europa, says, " Male, dark

chestnut-brown; female, reddish -yellow," and Treitschke's description

is similar, while Haworth in his Lep. Brit., describes quereus as "fore-

wings brown, hind margin grey (!) with a yellowish central band and

central white spot ; female, paler." None of these authors allude to

roboris, or any other variety.

When we come to Stephens, he describes the male B. quereu.f as

" wings deep chesnut-brown with a broad yellow band ;
fore-wings

with a central white spot, usually triangular, and a conspicuous

yellow basal blotch "
; female " generally of a luteous colour."

There cannot be any doubt about this being the variety eallunae

and then he goes on to describe roboris as a separate species, as

follows :
—" Roboris—Similar to the last, hnt paler, fore-wings without

yellow patch at base, white spot generally rounded, yellow band

straighter and more dilated, female stouter, with broader and rounder

wings." A very fair description of the type !

I have been favoured by Mr. C. G. Barrett with a perusal of the

proof-sheets containing the descriptions of the imago and larva ot

B. quereus, for the large work he is now publishing. I find that he dis-

tinguishes the type from the variety by classing the latter as the

" Northern race,'' and the former as the " Southern race," making

one description suffice for both imagines, but according separate

descriptions for their respective larvse ; and among notes of occurrences

of larvffi he gives one of "a larva found as far north as Dumfries,

feeding in May, has been known to produce a moth in August of the

same year," but he omits to state whether the moth was the type or
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the variety. If it was the type, it acted like its congeners, but if it

emerged as the variety it would to some extent uphold Mr. Barrett's

theory. Again, with regard to " larvfB found in Hampshire and the

Isle of Wight, which fed up slowly and remained in pupa all winter,"

which form was it that emerged from these pup;e ? Callunae certainly

occurs in the New Forest and in Devonshire, and unless these pup?e pro-

duced the type after remaining in pupa all winter, rui hono .' When the

climatic theorists can show that an imago of the unmistakable Southern
form has been produced that had hybernated once as a larva and once

as a pupa, they would have some foundation to build their theory

upon, and they should also give some line of demarcation for the two
forms, showing where the climate begins to take efiect in the colora-

tion, such as the Trent, the Tees or the Tyne, north of which the

type is not found. There is no doubt that it occurs in Yorkshire ; and
Mr. Porritt, in his " Yorkshire list " says :

—" The specimens found in

the West Biding, and probably inland specimens generally, are the

form eallmuw, Palmer, but I believe the coast specimens are the true

<jih-rcHs.'" The larva occurs on the east coast of Yorks, being found on
the herbage on the sea front, and it also occurs on the Lincolnshire,

Norfolk and Essex coasts.

If we admit that these two forms constitute but one species, we are

still confronted with the problem that two races exist, emerging at

diflerent periods, and presenting a marked difi'erence in very many
respects in every stage of their transformation. Occupying as they do

in one case one year, and in the other two years to complete the latter,

it is impossible to suggest that one is the offspring of the other, for it

is certain that the oti'spring of each race emerges in the same month as

its parents, the type in summer and the variety in spring.

This leads me to allude to the controversy which crops up from
time to time in our periodicals, between our leading scientists, upon
the question of Ti'i>hnma hhtuvtata {cn'jnificidana) and 2\ rrepuxridaria

{biundularia). Are they separate species, or is one a variety of

the other ? The two points in dispute are, first, the ground
colour, and, secondly, the time of appearance, much the same
as in the species under our consideration at present. T. rirpns-

cularia is said to be brownish, and T. hiundularia whitish, and
T. crepuscularia appears from February to April, and T. hmndu-
lana in May and June ; and yet, notwithstanding the arguments
pro and con that have appeared from time to time, we do not

appear to be any nearer a solution of the enigma : Are they distinct

species, or merely a type and its variety ? The supporters of the

theory, that because T. crcpusiularia appears in April, and T. biundu-

laria in May, urge that it is not possible for one to be a variety of the

other, there not being time enough to permit of a brood maturing, and
the objection appears a sound one. I am, however, surprised that the

supporters of the theory that T. hiundidaria is a variety of T.

crepuscularia have not quoted B. callunae as a variety of a species

appearing at one time of the year, and the type at another. We
may, therefore, safely infer that the peculiarity attributed to B. callunae

is unique in the science of entomology.

I have now laid before you, I fear in a very imperfect manner, the

leading differences in the life-history of BiDuhiix qucrcus and its variety,

and it is manifest that we have yet much to learn respecting the
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Insects. We ought to know from the propagators of the climatic

theory what they consider the Northern limit of the type or Southern
race, or the altitude above which it does not occur ; and we also

require an undoubted example of that race, in the shape of an imago
that has hybernated one winter as a larva, and another winter as a

pupa. If the type occurs in Scotland as it does in Lancashire and
Yorkshire, and carries out its metamorphoses in 12 months there, as

in the South of England, the climatic theory is shaken to its

foundation.

The pupa of Coenonympha pamphilus, with notes on its colour-

changes just previous to the emergence of the imago.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

A pupa of C. iiaiiipliiliifi, received by me from Mr. S. G. C. Russell,

on June 5th, from a larva which had hybernated the previous Avinter

(egg laid in June, 1895), had been then in that stage about a fortnight.

It was of a delicate pea-green colour dorsally, slightly glaucous on the

sides of the well-developed meso-thoracic ridge. The skin is covered

with tiny pale green rugosities, most abundant on the meso-thorax.

The anterior edge of the face is bounded by a convex whitish ridge,

and the two abbreviated nose-horns. The bases of the antennae are

dorsal. The lunular glazed eye is on the outside of the base of the

nose-horns. The pupa is slightly depressed on either side where the

antenna passes from the dorsal to the ventral area. A sharp, raised

white ridge runs along the inner margin of the wing. The pupal

neuration is distinctly marked by slightly depressed furrows. These end
with " Poulton's line," which is at some distance from the edge of the

wing. The pro-thoracic spiracle is dorsal, placed on the marginal edge of

thepro-and meso-thoracic segments, and is very inconspicuous, being of

the same hue as the ground-colour. The meso-thorax is ridged medio-

dorsally ; the extreme apical margin of the ridge is grooved longi-

tudinally, and the groove is continued as a darker green line, over the

pro-thorax to the head. The 1st abdominal segment is small, and
there is a movable joint between the 4th and 5th abdominal segments.

Two inconspicuous pale yellow tubercular dots are placed one on each

side of the slightly darker green medio-dorsal line, towards the back of

each segment. Ventrally, there is a depression under each nose-horn.

The first pair of legs short, the second pair long, extending to the knob
of the antennffi. The latter extend to the tips of the wings, the tongue
beyond them overlapping, the upper part of the 5th abdominal seg-

ment. The cremaster is strongly built, with a stout lateral ridge,

plentifully supplied with hooks, so that it suspends itself freely from
an anal silken pad without the larval skin being attached.

On June 8th (9 a.m.) , the dorsal waist formed by the depression of the

meta-thorax and 1st abdominal segment had become dark green in

colour, the meso-thoracic ridge Avas paler, and the abdomen bright

green. The wings were brown, with a slight tendency to purplish, the
fore-wings extending beyond Poulton's line to the margin of the wing.
There were also distinct traces of the hind-wing along the inner margin
and at the anal angle. The maxilhe and legs dark green. The
antennae paler, somewhat yellowish.

On June 9th (9 a.m.), the wing-covers, thorax, etc., showed
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distinctly all the imaginal structures beneath ; the imaginal wings
distinctly visible through pupal wings, the full colour and markings
being very distinct. The imago emerged about 11 a.m.

The newly emerged imago has a similar habit to that I have pre-

viously described as occurring in Mditcwa aurinia, and other species,

viz., that when the wings have attained their full size, but have not

become stiffened, they are held so as to form a convex curve outwards,

the inner margins of the wings being near, whilst the central

portions of the wings are at some distance from, each other.

Varieties of Melanippe fluctuata.

By LOUIS B. PllOUT, F.E.S.

(Continued frnvi p. 155 y.

I now append a tabulation of the principal distinguishable aberra-

tions, with such brief comments as seem desirable.

1. Fluctuata, Linn., S.N. ed. x., p. 527 ; ct auct.—Type form,

with central fascia broad, on costal half of wing only.

Sub-forms:—a. Cinerascent, the ground-colour not conspicuously

spotted ; the c.f. abruptly terminated in centre of wing = fluctuata, L.

(1758) = rincrata, Fourcr., Ent. Paris., p. 274 (1785). This form
does not appear to be very frequent.

b. Darker dusted, c.f. continued by dark rings, or slight dusky
shading, to inner margin = Var. I., Snellen, Vlinders, i,, 668. = ab.

fihulata (?Hfn., Bcii. Mai/., iv., 604).—As far as it goes, Hufnagel's

description oihisfJl)ulata, which Rottemburg determines asjiuduata, L.,

agrees with this very common form of the species ; in any case, I am
not aware that it has otherwise been separately named, and it may,
therefore, pass as ^\fibulata, n. ab.," if my citation of Hfn. appear

precarious. The form is figured by Schwarz (PI. xxiii., fig. 3 [5 by
error] and 4), Duponchel (PI. 189, fig. 3), Lyonet (PI. xxvii., fig. 21),

and others, presumably including Albin's wretched figure (PI. xcix., g).

Guenee's " type " figure (Goedart, Mctaiiiorphasis, iii, PI. K) comes
between abs. a and b of my classification, the band being broken off in

the centre, as in the Linnean type, but resumed again in a spot on the

inner margin—a phase of variation very frequent in some allied

species, such as MdantJn'a bicolorata.

c. Ground colour ochraceous, markings as in ab. h = ab. ochrcata,

n. ab.—Here I would refer Hb. 249, though his figure is more
brownish than the genuine ochraceous examples, of which there is one

in the Zeller collection (labelled " Europe "), a record from Perthshire

by Mr. T. W. Hall {Pmr. S. Land. Ent. Soc, 1894, p. 65), and of

which I have one bred example from my garden at Dalston. Wood's
fig. 559 is also inclining towards this form.

Note.—The occasional almost pure white specimens, if otherwise

typical, need not be separated from the very pale type of Linnaeus. In

some localities, <'.//., Cannes (according to Milli re), very white forms

predominate.
2. Ab. incanata. Renter, Acta Sac. F.F.F., ix. No. 6, p. 72 (1893).

Central fascia extended across the wing. This general name may, as

I have already stated, be used as the equivalent of Guenee's var. A, for

all normal specimens of this description ; it includes the vars. f3 and
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y of Haworth, but the very distinct ab. putrirfaria, H.-S., should be

separated, even though that has also a complete central band. It is

curious that there seems no older available name than the incanata of

Renter. If Fourcroy's alahastrlna {Ent. L'aiis., p. 284 [1785] ) were,

as assumed by some of the older authors, really this species, it would
no doubt represent the form in question ; but it seems much more
likely to belong to one of the sociata group. From circumstantial

evidence, it is a moral certainty that Stephens' MSS. name intcurata

{Br. Mils. Cat., p. 167 [1856] ) belonged to the form, but no description

was given, and it therefore sinks. As Mr. Tutt's new book (British

Moths, 1896) will certainly fall into other hands than those of the

beginners, for whom it is primarily intended, it is worth while to

add /V/s("/rtto, Tutt (I.e., p. 275). as a synonym. These banded forms

probably turn up occasionally, wherever the species occurs.

Sub-forms:—d. " Obscurior, al. ant. canescentibus " = ab.

incanata, Renter, ? = var. /? of Haworth.
e. " Fascia media completa, sed insolida, sive cinerea " = var. y

of Haworth = ab. iiisolida, mihi.—Mr. R. Adkin has kindly shown me an

aberration in his collection (from Lewisham), which I assume to be

this form of Haworth's.
Note.—If irhitc forms with a complete fascia exist, otherwise than

in the forms belonging to ab. ptitridaria, or var. acutant/idata, yet

another name will be required here, as both the foregoing have the

ground-colour somewhat darkened. A banded figure of Herrich-

Schaeffer's (fig. 335, corollaria), which Staudinger thinks may be an
ahevvation oiJluctuata,.hsbS not yet been definitely determined: it is

generally referred to unirata, Gn.
3. Ab. putridaria, H.-S., 535 {nee. 536) ; aeutawjulata J (Rom.,

Mem. sur Lep., iii., p. 2).—Ground-colour white or pale, basal patch

only darkened at its outer edge, central fascia with a patch of the pale

ground-colour in the middle of its costal portion. I know of no sub-

forms, and, therefore, indicate this as /"—ab.7)H^ri'fflr/rt, H.-S., 535(1847).

4. Ab. NEAPOLiSATA,Mill., Ann. Soc. Ent. Er. (6), vii., p. 218, PL v.,

fig. 7 (1887) ; ? Ie<m., iii., p. 267 (1872).—Ground-colour strongly

darkened.

Sub-forms :—//. Tolerably uniform dark grey or brown-grey == ab.

ncapolixata, Mill. ? = var. S, Haw. = var. B, Gn.
h. The darkening produced by numerous tolerably distinct dark

waved lines on the paler ground = ab. nndidata, n. ab. = var. II.,

Snellen.

i. Very dark, almost black = ab. (? var.) thnles, n. ab.—This is the

extreme Shetland from, as described and figured in Entom., xiii., 291,

PI. iv., fig. 6.

Note.—Examples combining the characteristics of the aberrations

incanata and neapoUmta (f..'/.,Dup., 189.4), had best be described simply

by compounding the names. I am already in danger of being accused

of over-elaborating the varietal nomenclature.
5. Ab. costovata, Haw., Lep. Br., ii., p. 334 (1810).—Central fascia

reduced in width. This is equivalent to Guenee's var. C.

Sub-forms:—;/. "Abbreviated central fascia, small and sub-oval"
— ab. costovata, Stph., III. Hamt., iii., 220 (1829) ; Haw., Lep. Br.,

pro parte = H.-S., 294.

k. ( ? praec. eadem). " Wings more pointed, strong silky gloss, only
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a short transverse stripe from the costa, instead of the black-brown
costal half of the central area " = ab. rimata, Nowicki, Vcr/i. c.-/*.

(iescU.scluift in Wlrn, xv., p. 182 (1865).
/. " Smaller, almost clear white, with reduced black costal spot

"

= ab. sempinnaria (Ratzer) Frey, Lf'/>. drr Sdnveiz, p. 229 (1880).

Mountains, Simplon and Gadmenthal. This name may perhaps be

retained to distinguish the white forms of costorata, the older name
designating the cinereous specimens.

VI. " Markings reduced almost to vanishing point," only a rrri/

small spot on the costa remaining = ab. delcta, Ckll., Eiitaui., xxii.,

100 (1889).—This is, of course, merely an extreme development of the

ab. costorata, but I would point out that when the costal spot is reduced

absolutely to a minimum, it is generally rather triangular than sub-oval

in form ; and as I believe Mr. South's specimen, which furnishes the

type of this name {Prac. S. L<nuJ. Ent. Soc, 1886, p. 4-4), belonged to

this form, it will be quite legitimate thus to restrict the name ilclcta,

merely, however, as a very slight sub-variety of ab. costovata. H.-S.

292, has the blotch triangular, though not extremely reduced.

n. Central fascia wanting = ab. ininiartihita, Tutt, Knt. lice., i.,

322 (1891).—I have already detailed the few specimens of this extreme
form known to me. Specimens with a non-costal remnant of the

dark colour round the central spot are perhaps also better referred here

than anywhere else ; one such may be seen in the Doubleday collection.

Note.—Examples combining the characteristics of the aberrations

rostovata and inranata, had best be described simply by compounding
the names.

One last phase of aberration, exemplified in two or three specimens

in the Zeller collection, does not fall under any of the above heads.

This I denote

—

n. Ab. confiiso, n. ab.—The outer area of forewings, especially on

costal half, longitudinally smeared with the dark colour, presenting

the appearance of having had water poured on the central fascia, which
had caused the colour to "run." The aberration is very hard to

describe, but has a very characteristic aspect.

Notes on the Life=History of Enodia hyperanthus.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.8.

I. The full-ghown larva of fc^NOBiA hyperanthus.—General
DESCRIPTION.—The head is large, dull orange or brownish in colour,

the neck constricted, the skin thickly warted and hairy ; the colour

greyish with a tinge of green, the latter tint more marked on the

thoracic segments. A dark subcutaneous medio-dorsal line, not

conspicuous on the thorax, more strongly marked on the last

sub-segment of each abdominal segment, and becoming continuously

dark from the 6th abdominal to the anal segment, ending posteriorly

between the two bristly anal points, which are well separated. A
pale tumid flange separates the lateral and ventral areas, the flange

being marked with hairy serrations, which mark the segmental and
sub-segmental incisions, the latter somewhat obscurely. Midway
between the medio-dorsal line and lateral flange is a pale subcutaneous,

sub-dorsal line, whilst between this and the lateral flange are the
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minute but distinct black spiracles, those on the 1st thoracic segment

and ninth abdominal segment being the most conspicuous.

Sub-segments,—The sub-segments are somewhat obscurely marked,

but the segments appear to be subdivided as follows : Fro-thora.r—

2 sub-segments. Meso-tJiom.v and Mtta-thora.c—i sub-segments, those

of the meso-thorax very distinctly marked. Alnhniiinal—A or 5

sub-segments. There are 4 clear sub-segmental divisions, of which

the two anterior are very closely united, and only really distinguishable

when the larva is crawling. The hindmost sub-segment also shows

traces of duplication.

Head.—The head is of a dull orange-brown tint, with a few

minute black dots towards the crown. It is large, divided longitudin-

ally by a median depression, which bifurcates above the mouth. The
skin of the face is warty, the warts bearing short brown bristles, the

ocelli placed low down, blackish, five, forming a lunule, pointed

outwards, and one beyond the lunule. The mouth parts are blackish-

brown.
Thorax.—The thorax is pale greenish-grey in colour, dorsally

covered with pale scabrous-looking warts, arranged transversely, each

giving rise to a dark brown bristle. The pro-thorax narrow, divided

into 2 sub-segments, with a distinct black spiracle placed on the lateral

flange, just above the first pair of legs. The meso-thorax and
meta-thorax with 4 sub-segments somewhat distinctly marked. The
ventral area paler greenish-grey, covered Avith numerous warts, and
pale hairs ; the legs greenish-brown, with pale brown terminal hooks.

Abdomen.—Dorsalli),—The abdominal segments are whiter, and
with rather less of the green tinge that is noticeable in the thorax. The
first sub-segment on each segment is wider than the succeeding ones,

and also whiter, the third, fourth and fifth (so far as it is distinct)

sub-segments being greener, especially when the larva is crawling.

The skin itself is thickly covered with pale scabrous warts, each

bearing a longish brown bristle. The warts and bristles are arranged

transversely, and mark the sub-segments, the segmental incisions not

at all deeply cut, except laterally. A black spiracle is placed on the

common lateral portion of the 1st and 2nd sub-segments of each

abdominal segment (these sub-segments being, as before stated, only

indistinctly separable on the dorsum), and placed just above the pale

tumid lateral liange. Vcntralli/, between the lateral flange and the

prolegs, the skin is marked with reddish dots and patches, whilst the

ventral area of the caterpillar is pale greenish-grey, and is thickly

covered with pale warts, each bearing a black hair. The prolegs are

of the same tint, also warty, and bear similar hairs ; the terminal

hooks on the prolegs are brown.
II.

—

The quiescent stagk pukceding pupation of the lauva of Knodi

a

HYPEUANTHus.—I havc, fortunatcly, been able to make some observations

on the way in which Enodia hi/jicrcDithus prepares for pupation. It

first of all moves round and round among the grass, until a hollow

cavity is formed. It then spins together, with a few strands of pure

white silk, the grass leaves above it, so as to enclose itself, as it were.

Then it clasps a single leaf of grass, its anal segment resting on the

ground, and clings thus, in a vertical position, almost as if it were

suspended by a girth, after the fashion of a Pierid, to the grass culm
;

but it is not fastened in any way.
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In the course of a day or two the larva becomes shorter, the head
is drawn down, the dorsal area much humped centrally, the anal

segment still, however, resting on the ground. The greenish hue
present in the active caterpillar entirely disappears. The colour is

very pale, whitish-grey, and almost unicolorous, except for the dark

medio-dorsal line, which retains its chief characteristics. The
segmental incisions are more distinct than in the active lar\a. The
transverse, sub-segmental arrangement of the warts and their hairs is

more evident, and the larva loses, more or less, its hold on the grass

culm, but still maintains its vertical position, by virtue of the anal

segment resting on the ground. In this quiescent state it remains
about seven days, when it turns to a short blunt pupa, without
attachment. The structure of the cremaster, which terminates in two
blunt blackish points, is such, that it may be taken for granted that

there is no possibility of this species suspending itself.

III.

—

The newlt-fokmed pupa of Enodia hyperanthus.—On the

morning of June 12th, I was fortunate in finding a pupa of Knndia
Jn/piranflms, which had evidently only pupated, at the most, a few
hours. The larva had been in the quiescent stage a whole week.

The marvellous transparency of the external organs, led me to make
a note upon the newly-formed pupa.

The ventral area is quite transparent—wings, antennae, legs and
maxillse. Through them, the usually hidden ventral parts of the

thoracic, and the 1st, 2nd and 3rd abdominal, segments are distinctly

visible, as gristly-looking continuations of the dorsal rings of the same
segments. At this stage these transparent areas are quite spotless, except

for the darker glazed eye, and a brownish discalmark towards the base of

the wing. Poulton's line is faintly traceable as a sort of ill-defined

depression just within the apex of the wing. The abdominal
segments ventrally are not transparent, but of the palest wainscot tint.

The dorsal area is opaque, of the palest possible wainscot tint,

with a pinky hue about the thoracic segments. The meso-thoracic

ridge (which is ill developed as such) is marked with a sub-cutaneous,

fine, pinkish line (evidently part of the medio-dorsal stripe), and has

on either side a minute black tubercular dot. Otherwise the well-

developed, and comparatively large brown rims of the pro-thoracic

spiracles are the only darker markings visible on the thorax. The
waist (meta-thorax and 1st abdominal segment) tends to be slightly

transparent, thus approaching, but not becoming so in the same degree,

the transparency of the ventral area. The abdominal segments are of

the palest wainscot, with faint brownish incisions, the brown cremaster

bent backwards ventrally. A trace of the medio-dorsal line (evidently

a continuation of that on the meso-thorax) commences on the 6th

abdominal, and runs backwards to the anal segment.

Lateralh/, the spiracles on the abdominal segments 2-8 are rather

distinct, appearing as black specks (to the naked eye), but being well-

defined structurally under a lens of moderate power. A few black

dots are also visible at the base of the ridge, along the inner margin
of the wing.

IV.

—

Variation in the markings of the pupa of Enodia hyper-

anthus, WITH SOME NOTES ON THE COLOUR CHANGES PRECEDING EMERGENCE.

—It is generally assumed that the pale wainscot-tinted pupa of

E. hyperantlms has certain characteristic dark longitudinal streaks
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crossing the wing, and that these are somewhat constant in position

and conspicnousness. A specimen, however, which I received from
Mr. Wolfe (Skibbereen, co. Cork), towards the end of May last, was
of a delicate pale pinky-brown hue, with no dark markings or streaks

whatever. Another example, received from Mr. S. G. C. Russell, on
June 5th, was pale brownish, with a distinct ruddy tint, the wings
almost transparent, with reddish-brown neurational lines on the outer

half, and a dark red-brown discal streak, the area between Poulton's

line and the outer margin pale, whilst the glazed eye, situated at the

ventral edge of the abbreviated nose-horns, was also dark brown, and
very distinctly marked. I observed, too, what is not always so dis-

tinct, a double series of tiny black dots on either side of the sub-median
line of the abdominal segments ventrally. I have no doubt that

the pupse would be found to vary considerably in tint and markings
if a sufficient number were examined.

The change in coloration as the pupa approaches emergence is slow,

but continuous. On the 2nd of June, the pupa mentioned above as sent

by Mr. Wolfe, became darker brown ; it was much darker on June 8rd,

and by June 4th the wings were black, and the fore-wings pushed out

beyond Poulton's line to the outer margin of the wing. On June
5th, at 9 a.m., the imaginal organs were all pretty distinct, the

antenna being quite ruddy in tint. The imago emerged about 11 a.m.

of the same day. (The earliest example I have ever had).

On June 18th, the pupa sent by Mr. Russell (and which had
pupated on June 4th), was not noticeably darker, but, on June 19th,

at 9 a.m., the wing-covers were getting quite black up to, but not

beyond Poulton's line, the outer margin of fore-wing and edge of

hind-wing brownish. The head and thorax black, with the pro-

thoracic spiracle shiny black and prominent. A broad medio-dorsal

black band runs down the abdomen, broadening on the 3rd, 4th, 5th

and 6th abdominal segments ; the lateral and ventral areas of the

abdomen dark, dirty greyish-brown, the glazed eye very distinct and
brownish. The butterfly emerged on June 21st.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Wing expansion of Achrcea gpvIsella.—Dr. Chapman sent me a large

quantity of pupae of this species in honeycomb on June 13th. I had bred

the species before, but was much interested in observing the rapidity

with which the wings of this species expand. The wings appear to grow
whilst the newly emerged insect runs about mouse-like. A minute's

rest to expand the apical portions of the wings is sufficient to com-
plete the work, when, if disturbed, it adopts its mouse-like habits

without more ado.-—J. W. Tutt.

On the coloration of the cocoons of Bombyx quercus.—With
regard to Captain Thompson's quotation as to the colour of the cocoon
of Bombi/.r qucrnis [ante, p. 126), I may say that I have taken and bred

scores, and have never seen a " yellow " one yet. I may also add, in

reference to Captain Thompson's remarks on the hybernation of the

type form, that at Derby, on February 14th, 1865, I took 29 cocoons
of B. qiwrcns from the bottom of a hawthorn hedge. These were
large brown oval-shaped cocoons, from which the ordinary type was
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bred. The cocoons were obtained by sifting the dead leaves, accu-

mulated in the forked branches, through my fingers. There was
no heather anywhere within miles of this locality. There is no
doubt that the larvaB had fed on Cratact/Hs (u-i/acanthus.—H. Tunaley,
F.E.S., 80, Fairmount Road, Brixton Hill, S.W.

TEPHROSrA BISTORTATA (cRP^PUSCULARIa) AND T. CREPUSCULARTA (bIUN-

dularia).—I have taken Tcjilirosia cri'imscidaiia [biundidaria) here

about the second week in April, but only sparingly. At Port Talbot
the year before last it was out in the woods in plenty during the first

week of May. 7'. histortata {'repuscnlai-ia) appears here in the first

or second week of March. I think that these are decidedly distinct

species, although, in general appearance, one seems sometimes to

run into the other so closely, that it is somewhat difficult to tell the

one species from the other. I get both species nearly black, but
T. bistdftata always has a browner tint, T. crcjm.sndaria {hinnduhiria)

being in its extreme forms pure black with a white line near the

margin.—(Major) R. B. Robertson, Royal Arsenal, Swansea. Awixixt,

1896.

Protection of larva of Zephyrus betul.^.—I never saw the larva

of Z. hctulac move in day-time in nature. They always sit on the

underside of a leaf along the mid-rib, and are most difficult to see.

It is, I believe, a matter of common observation, that they are pro-

tected when young by their resemblance to a Si/rphm. The laws of

"mimicry," as established by Bates and others, are well exemplified.

Thus the larvre are doubly protected.—H. J. Turner, F.E.S., 13,

Drakefell Road, St. Catherine's Park, S.E. Awjmt, 1896.

Hybernation of Pararge egeria.- I have been greatly interested

in your paper in the Knt, Beeord of 1st July, on the hybernating
stages of British butterflies, a subject on which full and trustworthy
knowledge has long been wanting. So far as my own experience

goes—unfortunately it only extends to between twenty and thirty

species, and not by any means to every stage in all of these—it con-

firms your conclusions, except in the case of P.e(/<'ria, which, I incline

to think, sometimes hybernates as a pupa in England. In the latter

part of August, 1892, I obtained in the New Forest a large number
of eggs of this species. They were fed on grass, in a cool room, and
pupated between the 28th October and the 27th November. As they

pupated they were placed in a balconette, exposed to the north-west.

About twenty pupated, and of these five survived. Three, which were
forced in the middle of February, emerged in from seven to eight

days, the other two emerged on the 10th and 14th April respectively.

Of course this is not conclusive, as the larva^ were probably 5 to 10
degrees warmer than they would have been out of doors, and there-

fore pupated earlier ; but the facts that the pupa will bear the winter
temperature, and that the perfect insect appears in the spring earlier

than any of the other English species which are stated to pass the
winter as larvae, leads me to believe that a considerable number of

individuals, in some winters, at all events, hybernate as pup;B. If Mr.
Greene could state in what month he found his pupte, that would
probably settle the question.—F. Meiuufield, F.E.S., 24, Vernon
Terrace, Brighton.

Mr. Merrifield's note seems pretty conclusive that P. ei/rria might
possibly hybernate in Britain in the pupa state. It recalls to my
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mind also a note by Mr. J. H. Carpenter, written on Feb. 13th last,

but not published {Science Gossiji, iii., p. 13) until my own note (Knt.

liccnnl, \m., p. 101) was in print. Mr. Carpenter writes :

—" I have
had under observation, during the winter, a brood of I'aran/i' cijeria,

which I raised from ova deposited at the end of August, 1895. Some
of the various members of this brood have behaved unusually during

hybernation. The larger part fed up rapidly in autumn and turned

to pupae, the remainder being still in the larval condition. It is

usual, I believe, for this species to hybernate as a caterpillar. I placed

half the pupae of this brood out of doors, and the rest were kept in

the dining-room, where there is a fire daily during winter. No
change was observed until the first week in February, when some of

the chrysalides began to turn dark-coloured, and the first perfect

example emerged on February 7th. About the same time, the larvaj,

which had remained passive, commenced to feed and are rapidly

progressing towards maturity." This led me to write to Mr.
Carpenter, and in reply to some queries I put to him, he said:—
" With reference to P. e</eria, I may say, that for some little time past

I have been at a loss to understand its habits. The non-hybernators

(i.e., those that did not hybernate aslarvfe), as you suggest, pupated in

November, the portion of the pupa3 that I left out of doors emerged in

March and April, and all emerged with but one or two exceptions. The
other portion of these pupas, which were kept indoors all the winter,

emerged towards the end of February, but nearly all were cripples. This

may have been through an unfortunate mishap to the box they were
in, during the moving from Streatham to Sutton. The pup» got very

considerably shaken and no doubt injured. The wings seemed to be
properly formed, but the insects were quite incapable of holding on
to anything, and so the wings did not properly develop. The larvae

that hybernated pupated as usual, and emer.ged a little later than the

pupjB that were kept out of doors. As I still have this species under
notice, it will be well to see what results are obtained from another
winter ; but, at the same time, I feel certain that the species will pass

through the winter in either the larval or pupal stage." Of course,

the winter of 1895-6 was most abnormal, and not at all colder than

is the month of October in many years. Still there is here good
jiriiiia facie evidence that we have a butterfly, whose normal habit is

to hybernate as a larva, but which can, under certain conditions, do
so as a pupa. If so, the fact is most interesting.—J. W. Tutt.
Awjmt, 1896.

Htrernation of Pykameis atalanta.—I agree with you in the opinion

{ante, p. 98) that Fi/raiiieis atalanta cannot hybernate as a pupa in Eng-
land ; my reason being that I never found that the pupa could survive

a long exposure to winter temperature.—F. Mkrrifield, F.E.S., 24,

Vernon Terrace, Brighton.

@rURRENT NOTES.
We apologise most humbly for the annoyance and inconvenience

to which our subscribers were put last month, owing to being charged
excess postage on No. 6. Before starting for our holidays, the various

parts which make up the Magazine were weighed on ordinarij scales,

and appeared to be within the weight allowed. Finding, on our
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return, that the issiie had been surcharged, wo discovered that, on a

delicate balance, the scale was just turned, and that it was on this that

the excess was charged. We can only reiterate our apology.

Entomologists interested in the fauna of the Isle of Man, cannot
do better than write to Mr. H. tShortridge Clarke for a copy of his

Report read before the Isle of Man Natural History and Antiquarian
Society, in June last.

Mr. Roebuck has just completed in Tlw Naturalut (July and
August) his "Bibliography of the Lepidoptera for the North of

England, 1892."

As will be seen by reference to our advertisement columns, Mr.
Stevens has received instructions to sell by auction the collection of

Mr. C. A. Briggs. This is one of the very finest collections in the

country, and is sure to attract a large number of buyers.

Mr. H. W. Marsden records the capture of Li/cama arinn in

Gloucestershire, by his son, in 1889, in 1895, and again this year.

This year it was found on June 3rd, " some specimens worn," thus it

must have been out before the end of May. He says that he failed to

find the insect at Dursley, Stroud, and other localities, with the ex-

ception of " one specimen seen, one turned loose, and one pinned."

He considers that its extinction is only a matter of time, although he
states that he cannot pretend to say what " the prospect of the new
locality," discovered by his son, maybe.

:]p>RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for September.

1.— The larva of Sericoris euphorbiana is to be found in the

closed heads of Euphorbia ami/i/daloides during the first fortnight of

September.
2.— During September, larvse of Elachista taeniatcUa mine in

Brachjpodium syl vaticum.

3.—In September, the larvae of Eupithccia vxpaUidata are to be

found on the flowers of golden-rod f Snlidatjo vinjaurca ).

4.—The middle of September is the best time to beat the larvfc

of EupitJiecia hchwticata from juniper.

5.—In September, collect the seedheads of BarUin udontitcs for

larvae of Emmdesia unifasciata.

6.—In September, search out a locality where ragwort abounds.

Beat the ragwort heads against the sides of an old umbrella. Several

species of EKjiitJicria larvre are thus to be obtained ; among others,

E, satyrata, E. ccutaurcata and E. ahsynthiata are usually the most

abundant.
7.—Seedheads of Angelica si/lvestris, in September and October,

must be collected for larvt« of E. trisujuata and E. alhipunctata.

Flowers and leaves of Achillea millefolium in September, give

larvae of E. suhfidrata.

8.—The larva of Stiymonota u-eirana is to be found feeding between

beech leaves in September. It pupates in October.

9.—Beech nuts should be gathered in September and October for

larva; of Carpocapm. ni)iibaHa. This larva also pupates among moss on

the trunks of boech trees.
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10.—The larvfe of Asthena hlomeraria are to be beaten during

September from wych elm.

11.—During September the larva of Erastria fasciana (fuscula) is

to be swept by night ixoraMollnia caerulea{a,iiA perhaps other grasses).

The larva pupates about the end of the month.
12.—Larvfe of Boarmia rohoraria hybernate well in London on

birch, and eat the bark of the twigs before the leaves appear. As

they sometimes kill the young shoots, early removal in spring to

another branch is necessary.

13.—LarvfG of Pi/rausta pwiicealis are to be found during Septem-

ber feeding on the flower heads of Ncpeta cataria, under a confused

covering of silken threads. They spin tough cocoons about the

middle of October, and pupate irregularly in the spring.

14.—During September search Galiwii (especially isolated plants

growing on shingly beaches) for larva of Macrof/lossa stellatariDii and

Deilephila (jalii.

SOCIETIES.
The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.

July 21st, 1896.—Mr, C. Nicholson, Secretary, in the chair.

—

Exhibits :—Mr. Sauze : insects from the neighbourhood of Deal, con-

sisting principally of Tortricides, but including (JalUmorplia (hniiinula,

Brijnpldla perla, Liparis salicis, Melcaian/ia (jalatea, and Cupidu

tainma. Mr. Riches : Series of Semi myopaeformis from his garden

at Hornsey. Mr. Heasler : A specimen of the English Cicada ( Cicadetta

iiionata J ironi the New Forest in June. He said he had seen this

species in some numbers in the New Forest, and had his attention

drawn to the insect by the whirring noise which it made. He was
quite unable to say how this was produced, but it was certainly not

with the legs. Mr. Cox : A black Limenitk sibi/lla from the New
Forest. Mr. Cox gave a list of his captures at Brockenhurst during

the first week in July of this year. These numbered about 400 insects,

including nine species of Footmen, amongst which were LitJw.sia

deplaua, (jrnophria quadra, L.t/riseola and hJinijdia cribrum. Otherinsects

taken induced Cijmatoplwra jluctuosa, A. lepnrina, Tnjphaena auhaequa,

DjjHcJwruta siispecta, Aventia jie.vnla, Xochut stu/iiiatica, Cleora <ilabraria,

&c., &c. Several melanic specimens of Limenitis sybilla were reported

from the New Forest, Mr. Tremayne recorded lodif: rernaria from
Westerham. He referred to the general dearth of Lepidoptera by

DAY just now, and suggested that the abnormal heat of the season
might have caused an unusually large number of pup^e to dry up, as

had been the case in his breeding cages, in spite of regular damping.
Mr. Frost recorded the following species {inter alia) from Old Hall,
Ipswich:—July 11th, at dusk: Ci/aniris anjiolm, Ileiiiithea striyata,

llijpena proboscidalis, Nutodonta carmeUta (note date, Ed.) ; at sugar :

Caradrina alsines, Leucania convjera, Xylopliasia seolopacina, L'haretra

rumicia, Leucania pallem, Gonophnra derasa ; July 12th, by day: An/ynnis
aylaia, A. adippe, Euyonia polyclduros, Liworitis sibylla, Apatura iris,

llipparchia scincle, Enudia hyperanthus, Chrysophanus phlueas (in

good condition), Cyanirisaryiolm, Thyiiielicm thaumas, llcpialmsylranus
;

at dusk : Selcnia illunaria, Hoiiithea striyata, Timandra ainataria,

Macaria notata, Loinaspilix maryinata, Hypsipetes sordidata, Coremia
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imidentaria, C. ferrwjata, Scotosia undnlata ; at sugar : Lithosia

complana, P. niiiiicis, Craniophora lujUstri, Leucania conitjera, L.

lithartjijria, L. pollens, Xylophasia litho.vi/lca, X. ncolopacina, Miana
litcroHa, M. Htri;/ilis, Rusina tenehroaa, Trijphaena orhona, T. Jiiiihria,

DijHchorista smju'cta, Cosinia alfinis, Gonoptcra libatri.r, Na(>ni(( ti/jiica,

Hi/pena prnhoacUal is

.

August 4th, 1896.—Exhibits :^Mr. Oldham : fine forms of I'irris

rapae and P. jiapi, taken hist month in Cheshire. Mr. Bate : Sticnia

tctralunaria, exhibited as representing the conckision of an experi-

ment in heredity commenced by Mr. Bacot. The specimens were of the

sunnner brood, and most of the larv;B had pupated after the fourth

change, though a few had an additional cast. All these latter came
out ? s, and were larger than those which had only four changes. Mr.

Dadd reported Nuctita dahlii, and two specimens of Tnjphaena subseijua

from the New Forest, where he had found Noctua sti(jmatica very

common. He also recorded Ci/aniris an/iolua from Wood Green, and
Drcpana cidtraria at sugar. Mr. Tremayne reported Lepidoptera

scarce, and sugar a total failure, at Tunbridge Wells. Mr. Oldham
reported sugar and everything else unsuccessful in Cheshire. Mr.

Nicholson reported Lepidoptera common at Conway.
South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—

On .July 9th, 1896, Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a short bred skkies ok

diantii/ECIa conspeksa from larv.e takkn in Hoy. They were all

dark in colour, about midway between the Shetland and Scottish

mainland forms. Also a series of />. capsivcola, from the same locality,

shoAving no variation from the usual English form. Mr. Auld, series

of varieties of Abraxas grossulariata, bred this year. One speci-

men was of an unique form, the basal half of each wing being curiously

streaked, while the outer half was quite normal. On the hind-wings

the streaks were very irregular in length. Mr. Turner, series and
LiFK-HisTORiES OF the followiiig species of CoLEoriiORA :

—

C. lineolca

from Brockley and Lewisham, C. albitarsi'Ua from Lewisham, C. pal-

liatdla from Epping Forest, C. lariciclla and ('. J'usirilindla from
Carlisle. The latter species showed the young curved cases, which
are abandoned early and new straight ones made. Also living pupa'

of (Tonopteri/.r rhamni from Byfleet. Mr. Lucas, bred specimens and

pupa skins of the local dragonfly, Erntlirovuna naias, from Byfleet.

Mr. Enock, a living specimen of the very rare jiale of Prestwiciiia

AQUATicA, which, with the assistance of Messrs. Dennis and Scarfield,

he had discovered in a pond in Epping Forest. It had only the

merest rudiments of wings. He much doubted the statement that the

species was parasitic on the eggs of dragonflies. The ovipositor

seemed too strong and too long. He suggested that the ova were de-

posited in some aquatic larvte. On July 23rd, 1896, Mr. West
(Streatham) exhibited specimens of ('atocala promissa and C. spanf^a,

bred from larva; taken during the Society's Field-meeting at Whitsun-

tide. Mr. Robt. Adkin, a series of a Hypsipetes bred from

larvsB taken in Orkney by Mr. McArthur. He was unable to say

Avhether they were H. trifasciata or 11. ruherata, although he was
inclined to think they were referable to the latter species. He also

exhibited a specimen of C()cnovi/})iiiha pampliilu^, with the row of

ocelli on the underside very well developed. Mr. Dennis, a series of

UNDERSIDES OF CupiDo MINIMA, taken at Horsley, shewing a complete
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gradation in the number and development of the spots, and also one

upper side well scaled with blue. Mr, Fremlin, specimens of Foli/ovi-

iiiatus astrache v, mlmacia, from Castle Eden Dene. Mr. Mansbridge,

vAKiKTiEs OF Ai3KAXA.s GKossuLAKiATA, bred from larv* obtained at

Horsforth. Out of 150 larvjB, 2 or 3 % only shewed a more than

ordinary variation, compared with some 15 % last year from the same
locality. Two specimens were asymmetrical and one was a nicely

radiate form. Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited specimens of the

Hemipteron, Diei/tihiis epilohU, from Eltham. Mr. Moore, a specimen

of the second brood of Cyaniris aiyiolus, taken on July 12th at

Oxshott, and also a specimen of Flebeius aecjon destitute of the row of

fulvous blotches on the upper surface, and one having confluent spots

on the under side. On Thursday, August 13th, Mr. 8. Stevens exhib-

ited an unusually small specimen of Papilio macJiaon, having the

black band on the hind-wing very narrow. Mr. R. Adkin, a bred

series of Pachnobia hi/perborea, from pup?e taken at Raunock. Mr.

McArthur, a preserved larva of the same species, mounted on a twig

of its food-pfant [Einpctriuii nu/nuii) the Crowberry, and gave in-

teresting details as to its life-history. Mr. Fremlin, a series of Phii/alia

jH'tlaria from Saltash, including the dark reticulated form, and the

very dark uniform variety. Mr. H. Moore, numerous interesting

iNSKCTs FROM 80UTH xIfrica, including a fine specimen of Actias

iidiiiosac, which, from its sluggish habits, can be easily picked oft' the

bushes, its larvse are more or less gregarious ; several species of the

larger Orthoptera, PacJn/tijlm pardalinus, the species which often

appears in vast numbers and does considerable damage ; P. percipinus,

which is the Locust of N. Africa ; CjirtacanthuH purpurifcy, a very

large species ; Acheta afrkana, a mole cricket from Johannesburg
;

and numerous species of Coleoptera, which are attracted in thousands

to the electric light in Pretoria. Mr. Sauze, a spkcimen of Cicada anglica

(CicADETTA Montana), one of three taken by Mr. Heasler in Surrey. Mr.
Heasler had been attracted to some oak trees by an unusual stridulation,

and eventually succeeded in obtaining these three examples Thus a

doubt as to whether this species stridulates or not has been cleared up,

there being no previous record of such, in this country. Mr. West,
of Greenwich, a series of the local Hemipteron, PJurj/i/aster iiiaura,

from Folkestone. Mr. Mansbridge, a double cocoon of (.'lisiocaimpa

neustria, from which, although the imagines had emerged from the

pupa cases, they had been unable to extricate themselves. When cut

open there was only one cavity partially divided into two. Mr. Barrett

exhibited four British specimens of Blusia ni, two belonging to Mr.
Jeffrey and two to Mr. Briggs. One of the former was captured in

Surrey. Also a fine var. of Cleoceris viminalis, having the basal half

of the fore-wings very dark in contrast to the very pale outer portion
;

and a remarkable form of Aijrotis crdawatUmU, in which neither of the

stigmata were developed, but the elbowed and basal lines were very

distinct and perfect on the uniformly pale brown ground colour. [The
form of Cleoceru riviinalis here recorded as a variety, is the rare type

form, see Brit. N(jct.. and tlicir Varieties, Vol. iii., p. 51. Mr. Page
bred two or three this year from Kent larvfe.

—

Ed.] .

North London Natural History Society.—July 23rd, 189G.

—

Exhibits : Mr. Harvey : Geometra papilionaria from Epping Forest

larva;. Mr, E. W. Roljbins said he had been more or less commissioned
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by the Society at the last meeting to find out the food-plant of Papilio

MACHAON IN THE Alph. Plaviug Spent a week at Lucerne, he had found
the wild carrot extremely plentiful at elevations as high as those

whereon /-'. uiacluuni occurred, and had no doubt this was the food-plant.

Mr. Prout wrote from Sandown : " July 22nd, .... 1 consider

the season decidedly better than the average One wreck
of Aijrotis lunii/era turned up at sugar on Monday night . . . Sugar
has paid well, but only in the ordinary species ; Carailriiia tara.raci is

commoner than usual, and some pretty forms have been taken.

Miana bicoloria, M. literoaa, &c., are in about their usual numbers,
Leucania ((Diii/era perhaps a trifle commoner than usual. Last night,

it was too windy for convenient work in the Culvers, and I therefore

preferred to visit my Calainia p/irar/iiiitidis ground, which is sheltered

by the West Clifi'. C. jjhrw/iidtidis proved unfortunately to be worn
(though last year 1 took it in good condition right into August), but
the dusking was rendered rather exciting by the unwonted abundance
of three large species, Boiiiby.c quercus J s., both sexes of (Jdoiicstix

potaturla and Uraptcryx sauihiicaria. I think it must be a good season

for the BoMBYciDEs ; I picked up one species which I had not
previously met with in the perfect state, a ^ Clisiocainjui nemtria at

rest on a grass stem. By day the most noteworthy thing has been
the extreme abundance of the second brood of Cijaniris anjiolm,

unapproached since I commenced visiting Sandown in 1887. Once I

got three in iny net at the sane time, and more than once in striking

at one which was just out of reach, I netted another which chanced to

" cross the line of fire " at the moment. As in 1898 we shall doubtless be

favoured with a liberal supply of second broods. Those of I'hibalaptcri/.c

ritalhata, the Coremias, &,c., are fully out and more than ordinarily com-
mon, while of less general second broods 1 have already noticed Nisoiiiades

t(U/cs, Zorummia punctaria, and a lovely J/('Z«;t?)/;*f' unawiidata which can
hardly be a retarded straggler from the May-June brood. I am
somewhat doubtful where to class a good specimen of ^. iiian/hwjnmrtata,

as we are just midway between the time of the two broods. As an
undoubted contra to the early dates I am recording, I may mention
that on Monday afternoon I came upon a colony of Zt/i/acua trifuUi,

a species which is generally over when I arrive here, in

beautifully fresh condition. Cidaria dotata, Lithosia r/riseola, L.

li(rid('(da, Aiidalia intcrjcctaria, and some other species also seem fairly

normal as to dates. I have made one addition to my Sandown Macro-
lepidoptera list, a worn but quite recognizable specimen of A. inoniata."

August 13tli, 1896.—Exhibits:—Mr. Bishop: Macana liturata horn
OxsHOTT, Zonowmaporata and Plebeius act/on from Tunbridge Wells,
and a Dipterous parasite bred from a larva of I'Hcudoterpna prulnata

found in Epping Forest ; Mr. E. W. Bobbins, Stauropm fayi,

Ellopia prumpiaria, and Aspilates strlf/illaria from Oxshott, also

Livutcodcs tcstiido from Chattenden, and a specimen each of

Faiiiussiuiy u})oUn and Cucnoni/iiip/ui arcania from Lucerne. Mr.
Jennings said Lepidoptera had been observed freely this year by his

friend Mr. Ilarwood of Colchester, who had seen a specimen of

Sphin.ccunrolndi on July 3rd. Mr. Prout wrote from Sandown " After

the 27tli July, sugaring became somewhat unproductive, and with

the exception only of one or two nights has continued so. The species

are, however, decidedly early, and I have the pleasure of recording

the advent of a lovely Leucania alhipuncta (in " bred condition ")
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yesterday week, being full a fortnight early,—Aug. Hrd, this year as

against Aug. 18th. in 1891, and Aug. 19th, 1895. Since then, I

have been favoured with a strong and cold N. or N. E. wind crcr]! night,

but to-day the wind has shifted to the W., and I am hoping for better

luck, though the wind is still a great deal too strong. A few ni'ghts

have been devoted to work under the cliff, between Sandown and
Bhanklin, the ^' p/ucu/iiiitidis ground," as we call it; a few lovely

specimens of the red var. of phrai/initidis have turned up, and I had
the pleasure of re-discovering Cocnohia rufa, after an absence of some
five years ; I have taken about a dozen. By the way, it is quite

noteworthy how many of my old friends are returning this season

after an absence of some years. I believe I mentioned Zift/ncna tiifulii in

my first letter, and I am able to add Siiilosoiim fHlii/inusa (a ^ and
two J s) ; the latter have both, as usual with this species, laid freely

;

AcidaUa ('ijianjinata, one specimen only ; Ririila Hcriiralis, also one
only ; Lv/dia adustata larvsB (quite a large number in the spindle tree,

from which I obtained a lot in 1893) ; Dicranum farcnla larva, one
in the sallows whence I obtained two in 1893 ; and I believe one or

two other species. I have made one more addition to my Lepidoptera
list, having this afternoon captured a specimen of the local iSpilodcs

sticticalis." Mr. Lovis reported sugar a failure at Margate. Mr.
Rose reported that larvre of Spil()so}i)a urticae from Broxkournk had
pupated. Mr. C. B. Smith had been spending a week at Cromer,
where entomological collecting had not been very successful, but he
recorded the following species : Macnuilosaa stcllataruiii, Eiujonia

polijcldoros, Colias edusa, Arctiafidujinom, Ijiyophila perla (plentifully),

but no B. nmralis.

:KiEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Insects and Spiders.—Their structure, life-histories and hajuts,

BY J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. [Published by George Gill and Sons,

Minerva House, Warwick Lane, E.G. Price 1/-, 116 pp., 8 plates

and numerous woodcuts.] —This little book consists of 15 chapters,

giving structural and characteristic details of the various orders of

insects. These are entitled, " General external characters of insects,"
" Internal organs of insects and their functions," " Metamorphosis of

insects," " The Earwig," " Locusts and Grasshoppers," " Dragonflies,"
" Caddisflies," " Butterflies and moths," " Beetles—Cockchafers,

Burying Beetles, Boring Beetles, Glowworms," " Flies—House-fly,
Crane-fly, Gnats," " Social Insects—Bees, Wasps and Ants;" " The
Honey Bee," " Wasps," " Ants," " Spiders." As a sample of the

contents, the following paragraphs from the chapter on "Metamor-
phosis" will show the character of the work.

" EcDYsis.—The shedding of the skin is usually explained as taking

place because of the increasing size of the insect, but this is hardly a

satisfactory explanation, for the skin, even at the time of exuviation,

is capable of considerable extension. The skin itself is composed of a
basement membrane, on which is placed the cellular structure or

hypodermis, which forms the real skin, the latter being covered by an
excretion of chitin, which gives the skin its toughness. It has been
suggested that the skin is the organ by means of which much of the

waste matter of the body is got rid of, and, if so, it is very evident

that a time must come when the excretory power of the skin is reduced
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to a minimum. When this is so, a fresh layer of chitin appears to be

formed on the surface of the hypodermis, and, after a variable period

of time, the old skin, consisting entirely of waste matter and dead

cells, is cast off. If chitin, as has been supposed, really consists of

the waste matters of the blood, it renders easy of explanation facts

connected with excretion, which would be otherwise most difficult to

understand."
" Histolysis. Our observations on the state of the tissues of the

pronymph of the blowfly whilst in the pupal stage give us material

for reflection as to the changes which take place in the pupal stage of

other insects, and, if we examine the condition of the tissues of the

pupa; of butterflies and moths at successive intervals, we shall find

somewhat analogous characters presented. First, there will be the

breaking down of the tissues, or histolysis, as it is termed ; then there

will be the rehabilitation of the tissues, or histogenesis, during which
the tissue is formed anew into the various organs. Histogenesis is,

of course, largely dependent on histolysis, since the material used in

the rebuilding of the tissues must be obtained from the material which
has resulted from previous destruction. During the resting period of

the larva and the first stage of the pupal period, histolysis is in the

ascendant, whilst in the later pupal stages histogenesis is predominant.

The destruction of the tissues is carried on in a remarkable manner.
Viallanes explains fully how certain cells, called phagocytes, not unlike

the white corpuscles of the blood, enter the tissues which are to be

disintegrated. Here the cells become distended, a pseudo-inflammatory

process takes place in the tissues, and, at the same time, the larval

tissues are broken up and assume a creamy-looking appearance, whilst

the buds or germs from which the new organs are to be developed are

exempt from the destruction. Of these germs more than sixty have

been already detected, and once their growth commences, progress is

usually rapid. Certain organs and structures are in progress of

rehabilitation, whilst others are undergoing histolysis. There is much
yet to be learned of the processes of histolysis and histogenesis, but

there can bo no doubt that they are very general among all insects in

this stage, and are, according to Sharp, probably only exaggerated

forms of the phenomena of the ordinary life of tissues, due to greater

rapidity and discontinuity of tissue nutrition. It is worthy of notice,

that the regenerative buds to which we have referred, and also the

rudimentary sexual glands, are derived directly from the embryo, and
do not undergo histolysis, but remain in a comparatively embryonic

condition during the whole period of the growth of the larva, and
histolysis of the tissues. When these processes are complete, these cells,

utilizing the prepared material now at their disposal, rapidly grow
and come to maturity, and, on the completion of the various parts,

produce the perfect insect."

Report of the Entomological Department of the New Jersey

Agricultural College Experiment Station. By John B. Smith, D.Sc.

[Trenton, New Jersey, 1896.]—This volume is most interesting, not

only to economic entomologists, but also to systematists and general

students. The chapter entitled, " The relation of insects to fruits,"

is remarkably interesting. The illustrations are both numerous and
well-executed.

Errata.—p. 151, line 4, for "third oblique," read "Jimt oblique"; ]). 138,

line 11, for " Chrysoccphala,^' read " Physocephala,"
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Vol. VIII. No. 8. October 1st, 1896.

MIMICRY.

V.

—

The origin of leaf-markings as a mimetic pattern (contd.).

By J. W. TUTT , F.E.S.

There can be no doubt, Weismann considers, that the leaf-markings
readily admit of production by natural selection in the manner
suggested by Darwin and Wallace, and that, by the method they have
explained, the markings would be developed " with a gradual but
constant increase of fidelity," provided a single condition is fulfilled,

/.('., " the occurrence of the right variations at the right place." But
he suggests that some persons may consider this condition to be an
insurmountable barrier to the explanatory power of this principle, and
such may ask, " What is to be our guarantee that dark scales shall

appear at the exact spots to which the midrib shall be prolonged ?

That still later such dark scales shall appear at the places whence the
lateral ribs start ? That here, also, a definite acute angle shall be
accurately preserved, and the mutual distances of the lateral ribs be
alike, and their courses parallel ? That the prolongation of the

median rib from the hind-wing to the fore-wing shall bo extended
exactly to that spot where the fore-wing is not covered by the hind-
wing in the attitude of repose ?

"

It will be observed that we have now left the " why " of the

markings, and reached the "how." Before entering into the detail

necessary for the explanation of how it happens that the required
variations are always to be found, Weismann deals with some generalisa-

tions. He considers that the markings have not risen suddenly, but
have been perfected very gradually ; that, in one species, they probably
" began on the fore-wing, and in another on the hind-wing ; and
that, m many, they never, until recently, proceeded beyond one wing;
in other species they went only a little way, and in only a few did they
spread over the entire surface of both wings." He then continues :

—

"That these markings advanced slowly and gradually, but with mar-
vellous accuracy, is no mere conjecture. But it follows that the right

variations at the right places must never have been wanting, or, as I

expressed it before, the useful variations were always present."
He then raises the possible objections against the theory of selection.

He asks how is it possible that these " useful variations are always
present in such long extensive lines of dissimilar variations as have
gradually come to constitute markings of the complexity here pre-

sented ? Suppose that the useful colours had not appeared at all,
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or had not appeared at the right places '? Or suppose that thoy had

really appeared, hut occurred only in a small percentage of individuals?
"

Such are the questions he suggests as ohjections likely to be raised

by the opponents of selection. He says that "it is a fact that in con-

stant species, i.e., such as are not in process of transformation, the

variations of the markings are by no means frequent or abundant."

But is this true ? The minor variations in every species are innum-

erable, and in others even striking variations are abundant. It is, of

course, necessary to assume, if we are to accept the explanation of

mimicry as put forward by Darwin and Wallace, that the useful varia-

tions are always present, but, even in the very simplest cases of

selection we must make the same assumption, and also assume that such

variations always exist in a sufficiently large number of individuals

for the selective process. It must also be borne in mind that every

primary modification brings in its train secondary ones, which usually

occur in harmony with the primary one.

Having thus reached, as it were, the basis on which mimicry can

alone be explained by selective processes, viz., the unfailing presence

of useful variations in a sufficient number of individuals for the

purposes of selection, Weismann sets himself to discover why it

happens that the useful variations are always present, and concludes

that " the conception of the selective processes which has hitherto

obtained is insufficient, that the root of the process in fact lies deeper,

that it is to be found in the place where it is determined what varia-

tions of the parts of the organism shall appear—namely, in the germ."

To enter into the whole process of reasoning as to how it happens

that every particle of the germ contains, by its multitude of hereditary

transmissions, any particular variation that may be wanted, is outside the

scope of this paper. Sufficient to say that every independent part, how-

ever small (a single scale for example), is " represented in the germ by a

(h'tcn)iinant, that is, by a determinative group of vital units, whoso

size and power of assimilation correspond to the size and vigour of the

part. These determinants multiply, as do all vital units, by growth

and division, and necessarily they increase rapidly in every individual.

.... And since there is no more reason for excluding irregularities of

passive nutrition, and of the supply of nutriment in these minute

microscopically invisible parts, than there is in the larger visible parts

of the colls, tissues and organs, consequently the descendants of a

determinant can never all be exactly alike in size and capacity of

assimilation, but they will oscillate in this respect to and fro about the

maternal determinant as about their zero-point, and Avill be partly

greater, partly smaller, and partly of the same size as that. In these

oscillations, now, the material for further selection is presented, and

in the inevitable fluctuations of the nutrient supply I see the reason

why every stage attained immediately becomes the zero-point of new
fluctuations, and, consequently, why the size of a part can bo aug-

mented or diminished by selection without limit, solely by the dis-

placement of the zero-point of variation as the result of selection."

If, therefore, the vital units which make up a determinant are so

variable, either of these variable units may be advanced at the expense

of the rest, and will be advanced if of use. The variation, therefore,

is guided by utility. It matters not whether their primary constituents

be called determinants or by some other name, it is of importance to
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remember that each is composed of unlike units which struggle among
themselves, and that, by intrasclection, the struggle ends in the pre-

ference of the best, i.<\, of the most useful to the organism,

We have now reached that point at which, in spite of some of the

earlier statements of the learned Professor, we come to the same con-

clusion, viz., that internal forces originate all the variations, which
give rise to various modifications, whilst the particular line they will

follow is determined by their utility to the species. We can under-

stand, too, that the variational units may be absolutely undefined in

extent, in one case a scale, in another, the whole wing, according to

the needs of the case.

This being so, we find no difficulty in agreeing that, " in the case

of the butterfly it rests entirely with utility to decide the size and
shape of the spots that shall vary simultaneously in the same direction.

At one time, the whole under surface of the wing appears as the

variational unit, and has the same colour ; at another, the inside half,

which is dark, is contrasted with the outside half, which is bright, or

the same contrast will exist between the anterior and posterior halves
;

or, finally, narrow stripes or line-shaped streaks will behave as

variational units, and form contrasts with manifold kinds of spots, or

with the broader intervals between them, with the result that the

picture of a leaf or of another protected species is produced."

Thus we see that the germ substance of every scale varies indefin-

itely, that the particular variations can be selected by natural causes,

environment, etc., that the choice of selection depends upon the

respective degree of utility which each variation may have to the species,

and thus we see the harmony of the direction of the variations with the

requirements of the conditions of life.

Notes on Apions and their Larvae.

By CLAUDE MORLEY, F.E.S.

The majority of coleopterists will probably agree with me when I

say that among the whole of our British beetles, there is no more
interesting genus than the Rhynchophorous one of Ajtimi. This so

generally expressed interest is caused rather from the similarity of form,

structure and habits, than is the interest in Chrij.sotuela or CeuthorlujncJms,

also great favourites, the species of which are so diverse in their

itiodns rirrnili, that one rarely finds more than two kinds in one
situation or upon one plant. Apiou is one of the most extensive genera
we have in Britain, the most extensive, in fact, with the exception only
of Jlomalota, and comprises 77 species, all bearing so strong a " family

likeness " in superficial facies, that they are scarcely likely to be
ascribed to any other genus (unless it be Xandphycx, to which Apion
vcrnalc very nearly approaches to the casual observer, and which some
writers consider of nearer affinity to Apian than to Ciomi.s, where it

is now placed), when one once has an idea of one or more of the

members. Upon the face of it, it would seem that 77 beetles, all so

much alike that their genus cannot be doubted, even by the novice,

must be extremely difficult to distinguish inter sc, and in one group
of a dozen species, this certainly is so. This is known to (and

execrated by) coleopterists as "the red-legged group," and itj is
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certainly rendered a, matter of oxtrome difficulty and much study, to

pronounce with any degree of certainty upon most of its members.
Their outline is very similar— some are certainly a little shorter,

and some a little longer than others, but it takes the trained eye to

see even this without comparing the different species. In one, again,

the 3rd and 4th joints of the anteiinse are conspicuously broad in the

(J , but this peculiarity is wanting in the 2 , and therefore, to a certain

degree, fails as a specific distinction. But the remaining species of the

genus are easily identified, primarily by the formation and colour of the

rostrum, antennse, elytra and legs.

The whole genus is phytophagous, and consequently, for its suc-

cessful working, one should be something of a botanist ; this is only

necessary, however, to a very moderate extent, since so many species

feed upon the same or allied plants, that one might almost (though not

quite) divide them up into groups according to the food of the various

sections. Thus no less than 37 species feed upon Lei/iDiiinosac, 10
upon Poli/i/unaceae, 8 each upon ('ompositae and Labiatae, 2 upon
Mercurialis, and 1 each upon Scdiun, Statice, IJrtica, Betula and Saliv.

The food-plants of one or two species, such as A. aj/inis, which, how-
ever, is found beneath broom, A. nirtui, generally taken in sandy
places on the coast, A. jmbescL'ns, he&ten from willows, and A. jiliiosfrc,

are not yet known with any certainty. These are all very restricted

species, and a thorough examination of their particular locale would
probably show some plant peculiar to it, which might prove to be

their pabulum.
The predilection of these beetles iov Lcnuiiihtusae is often deplorable,

since, given favourable meteorological conditions, they will work great

havoc among the farmers' most precious crops of Tri/oliuin and Vuia,

nor is it possible to save the clover, &c., by any process of syringing.

The only thing to be done is to burn the whole crop, along with the

Apions, when in full flower, and so ensure, as far as is possible, against

a repetition of their depredations the succeeding season. This is by
no means an easy matter to accomplish with any certainty, since the

insects fly with considerable velocity, and are thus enabled to seek
" pastures new " (literally) at pleasure. Most curious and unaccount-

able is the error into which Rye fell when he said that these beetles

were apterous. Anyone wishing a proof of their abundance should

swing a net backwards and forwards through the air, anywhere

—

highway, hedge, or hillside—in the country, on a hot summer's day,

for five minutes, and, upon examination, he is sure to have taken several

ApumJiavijH's, and perhaps other species besides.

The Apion larva) are small white or yellowish-white grubs, with

hard heads, like those of Cossm. The majority live in the flower-heads

of their food-plants (hence, burn the clover when in flower, as the

insects cannot then escape) . Many make galleries in the stems, or live

in the pods, or in a gall''' on twigs or leaves, generally on the under-

side of the petiole of the latter, and a few mine, like llrpialm, within

their roots. To one species

—

Apiitii yiiininiuin—Canon Fowler draws
especial attention. It is, it would seem, the only species in Britain

whose larva lives upon trees (I think it doubtful whether that of A.

* These galls, as in the case of ./. gcutellare on Ulc.v )i(nni!<, resemble a string of

threaded beads, and are said to in no way interfere with the growth of the Inish.

^C.M.
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.simile attacks the birch, although the imago is generally found upon
it), and this in no ordinary fashion, for it is apparently parasitic in the

galls of a Nt')iiatiis, according to Perris, or those of a Dipteron,

according to Kaltenbach, on the underside of the leaves of Salix

vitdlina (the white willow).

Most of the species of the genus are not uncommon (the Leijii-

/»ino.s«t'-feeders often only too abundant), although those that aftect the

Labiatar are local, and for the most part restricted to chalky districts,

and there are a few great rarities : A. laerif/atuw, Kirby, is probably

now extinct as a British species ; it originally occurred at Birch Wood,
Kent, where its larva fed upon the terminal bud of Filcuio (jallica, but

its locality is now destroyed. A. .wmivittatum was once taken in

numbers at Margate, many years ago, on Mercurialu annua, and has

not been seen since. Of A. opeticum, two specimens only have
occurred in Britain—at Hastings; it feeds upon Orobits and Lotus, on
the coast ; in which situation, but upon Sedum album and S. acre (the

biting stone-crop), A. setli occasionally occurs. A. rerdo is generally

considered the only essentially northern species, yet I hear from
Mr. Elliman that he took it in goodly numbers at Chesham, Bucks.,

last spring. A. astrat/ali, still a very rare species, was, I believe,

originally discovered as British by Kirby, in his parish of Barham,
Suffolk, but I never had the good fortune to turn it up hereabouts.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
On the hybernating stage of Pakarge egeria.—Mr. Tutt, in

his most interesting article on " The hybernating stages of British

Butterflies" {Knt. Itee., vol. viii., p. 101), in reviewing the

evidence with regard to /'. ei/eria, says, " there is not the re-

motest doubt that if the pupiB Avere found in the autumn, they would
have emerged the same autumn, and if in spring, that they had spent

the winter as larvae ;" but I think there is a doubt, as the following

will show. On the 26th July, 1892, I captured a good number of the

butterflies in the New Forest (the majority at sugared tree-trunks, by
the way), and on the following day obtained ova, which hatched on
the 7th August. One larva at once outstripped its relatives, feeding

so rapidly, that by the 1st September it was ready to pupate, and
emerged—a fine female— on the 19th. The remaining larvfi; fed more
steadily, and pupated from the 20th to 27th September, about 80 in

all. I was under the impression that if they did not emerge that

autumn they would perish, and therefore kept them in a warm room,
the result being that one butterfly put in an appearance on the 16th
November, followed by others on the 19th and 22nd, and 2nd, 5th,

8th, 15th, 20th, 28rd, 29th, and 81st December. Now, going back to

the 20th November, on that date I thought I would, by way of experi-

ment, place eight pupte out of doors, and this I did. They remained
fully exposed to the intense cold of the winter, which was a severe

one, and retained their beautiful green colour until the 28th March
following, when they commenced to tinge with a faint brown. The
butterflies from these emerged 1st April (2), Brd (1), 4th (1), 5th (1),
6th (U), and 9th (1), thus it will be seen that the whole 8 came to

maturity, hariwi paused the ivinteras pupae. Of course this does not prove
that they naturally pass the winter in this stage, but it undoubtedly
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shows that they can. There is a noticeable difference in the colora-

tion of these insects, those that emerged in April, 1898, having the

undersides of a warmer brown tint, and more suffused than those bred
indoors in 1892, the latter having the undersides lighter, with, in

some cases, the darkening of the edge round the hind margin of the

hind-wings much more pronounced.

—

Herbert Williams, Hornsey
Rise, N. AiKjust I5t/i, 1896.

Pupal spines used for cutting the silk of cocoons.—In looking

over the Entoiiinloi/ist's Ucconl (vol. viii., No. 6) I was much interested

in the review of Kirby's work on " Butterffies," by J. B. I was sur-

prised to learn of the many errors pointed out, especially as the work
emanated from a man of Mr. Kirby's standing. J. B. seems to be

ignorant of the fact that some moths cut their way out of the cocoon
by means of a " strong spine." Artias luna, for instance, has these

so-called spines. In A. luna the organ is hard (chitinous), and black in

colour. It is in the form of a serrated spear, or, in other words, is a

pointed saw. There is one of these spines on each side of the thorax,

and when the moth is ready to emerge, it spins around in the cocoon,

and alternately drives the saws through the silken cocoon. There are

then two movements which would be analogous to a man turning on
a pivot, and elevating one shoulder and then the other. The cutting

through tha silk and the harder parts of the cocoon can be heard at

quite a distance. This cuts a circle in the end of the cocoon, but the

circle is not freed, all the strands probably not being severed. I think

it would be impossible for an A. luna to emerge Avith the aid of the acid

ffuid alone. This must all be quite familiar to you, but should have
been stated, as many of your readers may accept J. B.'s query as im-

plying a doubt of the fact.

—

Henry Hkinner, Prof. Ent., Acad. Nat.

Sci., Philadelphia. [We are disposed to think that J. B.'s query was in-

tended to throw doubt on the suggestion that the spines referred to are

placed " under the wings of the moth." Dr. Chapman has described

{Ent., xxiii., p. 94) a remarkable cutting instrument in the pupa of

Ili/hocainjia inilliauscri, but this is placed on the head ; those of Artias

luna are placed on the thorax. These cutting instruments are pupal

structures, and cannot very Avell be placed " under the wings of the

moth."

—

Ed.] .

Aphomia sociella in the nests of Bombus and Vespa.—Last

autumn, in examining a nest of Jioinhus wirorum [muscorum^ I found

a large colony of larvte among the moss. The greater part of the wax
of the cells had been devoured, and the honey run out, and as a con-

sequence the inhabitants of the nest had nearly all gone away or

perished. This was about the end of August. I removed the nest

with the larvte to a large glass with bell top, and after the larva; had
spun up into a hard mass the size of a cricket ball, I placed the glass

in a cool place. On taking it out, the first week in June, I found that

the moths—which turned out to be Aplunnia socidla (colinuila)—were

beginning to emerge, and by the middle of June the mass had yielded

up its occupants, which included some ichneumons and Braconids. I

examine very many nests every year of the carder bees, and
always find a few larva3, but only now and then a large colony. I

have never found them in the underground nests, either of bees or

wasps. Another colony of A. sucidla I bred had migrated from a

nest under a Wellingtonia in a garden lawn, and spun up a large ball
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composed chiefly of the dead needles of the tree. Both sexes of this moth
will come in freely to light. P.S.— Since writing the above I have found

that a colony of these moth-larvas have taken possession of a deserted

nest of Vcspa sylrcstris, which I had been watching. This wasp is an
eariy builder, and the queens and males fly out at the beginning of

August. The nest—which was in a cavity of a stump, a few inches

inside was a small one, and it is difficult to imagine what the larvae

could feed upon, there being no honey or wax.—W. H. Tuck, M.A,,

Tostock House, Bury St. Edmunds. Aur/ust 15th, 1896.

Ova attacked by Ichneumons.—I have lately had two more in-

stances of ichneumoned ova. (1) Some large ova discovered on a

piece of clean stick, possibly Boinhi/.v rubi, each egg contained a

number of small Ichneumon flies. This side branch of our science

appears particularly interesting when one comes to think of the mar-

vellous instinct which guides so small a fly, first to find the ova, and
secondly to place the right number of eggs within each ovum, so that

each larva shall be provided with suflicient nutriment to bring it to

maturity. (2) This was a batch of small ova on the underside of

Avillow, each ovum only producing a single fly. Surrounded as they

are in every stage by numberless enemies, it is indeed wonderful how
the lepidopterous insect ever arrives at perfection, and its race per-

petually continued ; true, some have become extinct, persecuted by

collectors, and possibly finished by Ichneumonides.—C. Bingham
Newland, Killetra, Mallow, co. Cork. Aui/uM, 1896. [Other cases

are recorded, Ent. Rfcoril, vol. v., p. 253, vol. vi., pp. 32 & 33, &c.—Ed].
The type of Ledereria.—A recent study of the species of

Luperina, Lederer (nee Boisduval), and the literature has brought me
to the conclusion that the type of Ledereria, Grote, 1874, must be

considered to be rirens. The contents of the genus Luperina, of

Lederer, comprise the types of at least three distinct genera. Accord-

ing to my researches, the type of Celaena, Stephens, would be

haworthii.—A. Radcliffe Grote, M.A., Roemer Museum, Hildesheim.

^^ARI ATION.
Capture of the black aberration of Limenitis sibylla.—While col-

lecting in the New Forest, on June 27th, I captured a splendid speci-

men of the black variety of L. aihijlla.—H. Broughton, 17, Riverdale

Road, Plumstead, Kent. August At/i, 1896.

The black aberrations of Limenitis sibylla.—In working out the

variation of this species for my recently published work, British

ButterjUes, I found that the specimens which we know collectively

as " the black variety" of L. sibi/lla are divided into three distinct

aberrational groups on the Continent. The narrow-banded form is

the ab. angustata, Stdgr. The form in Avhich the band is reduced to

separate spots is ab. staenotaenia, Honr., whilst the wholly black form
is the ab. ninrata, Weym. It would be well if the correct name were
applied to future records.— J. W. Tutt.

AitKRRATioNs ofTkyphaena pronuba.— Failing other species at sugar,

I have been collecting the various forms of T. pronuba at sugar,

and the following notes upon them may be of interest. (1) Pronuba,
Linn.—Very rare. I took one very small specimen in 1893, and a

second of the ordinary size with a dark reniform and very slightly
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paler costa this year. ',2j ab. (x/uca.—Common, but not so abundant
as are intermediates between this and ab. rufa. (3) ab. mfa.—Very
common, rarely with a pale orbicular. (4) ab. hnimwa.—Very
common, and merging gradually into ab. innuba. Some are very

unicolorous, others have the reniform filled with bluish black.

Many have very pale orbiculars. (5) ab. innuba.—Not very common,
varies in the same manner as ab. brumwa. (6) Of the pale costa forms,

I have a series of all ground colours from ab. cchrea to ab. innuba,

and one beautiful ab. (liftiHcta-racriih'srens.—H. H. Corbett, ivI.R.C.S.,

19, Hallgate, Doncaster. Aiu/mt, 1896.
Aberration of Bupalus piniarius.—On June 16th, whilst hunting

for Emi/dia cribrn»i, in which I was moderately successful, I took a

curious aberration of Ji. piuiarins ^ . I was struck by its warm
coloration as it Hew past, and therefore took it. The right fore-wing

and both hind-wings are normal, except that the usual ground-colour
is replaced by a warmer tint, something like that of a male Fidonia

atoinaria. The left fore-wing is of a warm brown, like the usual tint

of B. piniarius 2 , but with a strong black streak from near the outer

margin to the middle of the wing, and other slighter dark dashes.—J.

C. MoBERLY, M.A., F.E.S., 9, Rockstone Place, Southampton.
The black variety of the pupa of Parakge meg.era.—I reared

some fifteen I', yncnaera to get the black pupa, and was pleased to get two
of them. I think the environment has something to do with the

matter, but I must experiment carefully again, and will then let you
know the result. There seem to be no intermediate forms.—J. J.

Wolfe, Skibbereen, co. Cork.

Aberrations of Odonestis potatoria.—A number of the larvaj

of this species were collected this season at Angmering (Sussex), and
the imagines resulting show a great range of variation. Quite a large

proportion of females have the coloration of the male, and they form a

very striking series.

—

Alfred T. Mitchell, Gunnersbury, W.
September, 1896.

Saturnia pavonia (carpini) hermaphrodite and dark aberration.

—I had the good fortune to breed this interesting example last

May. I had a large number of pupse, and this specimen was the

first to emerge. The parents were twice inbred, resulting from
larvae taken at Wicken in 1893. The left primary is that of a male,

but the secondary on the same side has only about one-fifth of the

area with male coloration, just reaching the eye-like markings. On
the right side, both wings have the normal female coloration.

Antennae left and right, male and female respectively. Only one

other specimen was at all remarkable, Hz., a dark female approaching

a melanic form.—A. T. Mitchell, 5, Clayton Terrace, Gunnersbury,

W. Septemher, 1896.

:ii^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARV^, &c.

Egg of Trochilium crabroniforme (bembeci forme).—The egg is

oval, laid fiat on the underside of a sallow leaf. The colour, rich red-

brown (almost mahogany-brown) ; length to breadth as about 3 : 2.

Depressed on top, and at one of narrow ends (micropyle ?). Egg under

f lens ajjpears quite smooth—under i, minutely pitted. The eggs

appear to be generally laid in couples near midrib of leaf, but variable
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in both particulars, 2, 8, 4, 5 and 6 eggs being found on some leaves,

whilst sometimes they are placed well away from the midrib.—J. W.
TUTT.

Pupation of Apamea ophiogramma. — Mr. Thornhill was good

enough to send me four larvse of this species to determine for him.

Having no convenience here to keep species of this description, I cut

the stalks of grass he sent with them into pieces, about two inches

long, and kept them in a tin box. They fed up in the stalks, and

threw out the frass very freely, and made no difficulty about pupating

in the stems after the fashion of a Noncujria. The stalks began to get

a little dry, so I placed a piece of wetted blotting paper in the tin

with them. A very fine specimen emerged on the 15th, another on

the 16th, a third on the 17th, and the last on the morning of .June 18th.

—Ibid.

Second BROOD ofTephhosia bistortata (cricpuscularia, Dup.).—From
eggs sent by Mr. Mason, which hatched during the last week of

April, I bred, during the week of June 16th-28rd, several specimens

of the second brood, all, as usual, rather small, and of the

peculiar dead-white ground colour, characteristic of the summer-bred

specimens = ab. consonaria, Haw. These are particularly well-marked

with grey. On .June 23rd two larva? of the same brood were still feed-

ing. These later-feeding larvse were only about half-an-inch long

when the earliest went down. Imagines were found at large on

trunks in Chattenden Woods, July 4th.

—

Ibid.

Plusiamoneta at Ascot, Hastings, Folkestone, and Waltham Cross,

WITH some observations ON ITS PUPA AND THE COLOUR OF ITS COCOON. 1

managed to get Flusia ninmia again this year at Ascot. The larvas

were full-fed a fortnight earlier than last year. I got others from

near Hastings and Folkestone, and a neighbour of mine caught one

on the wing here the first week in July. The pupa is rather curious,

the leg-cases prolonged until nearly as long as the abdomen, and, just

before the moth emerges, the hind pair of legs and the proboscis can

be very plainly seen in their cases, but not nearly filling them [vide,

Ent. Hecord, vol. iv., p. 195). The wing-pattern and colour show

through very clearly, and even the specks on the ventral surface of

the abdomen, in fact, che whole pupa-case, is transparent, except the

dorsal surface, which is opaque and black. The cocoon, if spun

indoors, remains white, if out of doors, bright yellow. I tried to get

ova from these four difterent localities ; four were laid on the under-

side of a leaf of monkshood, but have proved infertile.—E. Augustus

Bowles, M.A., F.E.S., Myddelton Hall, Waltham Cross. Sept., 1896.

The colour of the cocoon of Plusia moneta, with a description

OF the larval habits.—The colour of the cocoon of P. vmncta appears

to depend upon the amount of light to which the caterpillar is exposed

at the time of spinning. The silk varies very considerably, some-

times it is lemon colour, at others, rich safi'ron yellow. When the

larvte first hatch, they are miners, several sometimes inhabiting one

mine. After hybernation, they feed in the flowering shoots, partly

arresting the growth by nibbling nearly through the shoot, and then

attach several leaves together, after the fashion of a Tortricid larva.

When half-an-inch in length, they are olive green, with four black

dots on each segment, thus, .
* '

. , and two others are placed laterally.

The larvcie, at this time, are partly clothed with longish hairs.
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Ilaviug chanyod this skin (the -1th or 5th, I believe), they assume
their full phuaage, and grow rapidly to full-size. The contrast, in the
length of time in which they do this, and that in which they pass
their previous stages, is remarkable.

—

Sydney Webb, Dover. Sept.,

1896.

The larva of Plusia moneta.—Whilst staying at Tunbridgo
Wells for a few days, at the beginning of May, I found, on a plant
of monkshood, a half-grown larva of Plusia moneta. It was enclosed
in a slight web among its food-plant. It turned to a pupa on May
21st, and produced a fine moth on June 10th. The Larva may be
described as follows :—Colour when half-grown, dark olive green, with
numerous black spots on eacli segment ; an indistinct spiracular line

;

head, and legs black ; claspers, green. After the last moult it assumed
a light grass-green colour, with a dark dorsal stripe, and spiracular
line lighter. Larva scattered with minute hairs. On the 31st May a
pupa was brought me from the same locality, which was found spun
up among larkspur ; this produced a moth on June 13th. I nuiy
mention that the colour of the cocoon enclosing the pupa, from the
larva found on monkshood, was quite white ; Avhereas that found on
larkspur was of a golden yellow.—H. W. Andrews, Victoria Road,
Eltham, S.E. Au;/t(.st, 1896. [The larkspur pabulum is important
and interesting.

—

Ed.] .

Note on the egg-laying of Hadena dissimilis (suasa).—A dark
specimen of Hadena dinsiviilis, caught at sugar on the night of June
21st, at Chattenden, was enclosed in a tin Idox, in which a depression
ran round at some little distance from the rim. One batch of eggs
was laid in four regular rows, about half an inch long, in this rim,
over which two other rows of equal length were placed. Another
batch, practically continuous with the first, consisted also of four rows,
about half an inch long. The female then seems to have shifted

her position, continuing the upper two of these rows for another
quarter of an inch, and completing the regulation four rows by com-
mencing two others directly above where the two lower ones left off.

These two upper rows were then continued alone for about three-eighths
of an inch. The eggs appeared to the naked eye to be of a
pale flesh-colour when first laid. They changed to a delicate violet or

purplish tint on the fourth day after being laid. The eggs hatched on
the afternoon of June 29th.—J. W. Tutt.

Description of thr ovum of Zephyrus betul.e. — In the F.nto-

vwlogist's Record for June 15th (p. 92), a description of the egg of

Z. hetulae is asked for. The following description was made from
nine ova, deposited in captivity on August 27th and 28th, 1895. I

had observed the same female laying freely before I netted her.

Position.—All were firmly attached to the main twigs, at the base of a

smaller twig, thorn, or small excrescence. Five of the eggs were
placed on separate twigs, two on one twig, a quarter of an inch apart,

while the remaining two, on another twig, are in actual contact.

Colour.—Pure white. Shape.—The ovum rises in the shape of a
depressed sphere to about five-sixths of its entire height, above which
it is continued in the form of a cap. Markings.—Under the lens
the egg is seen to be beautifully and perfectly ribbed with minute
ridges, which divide it into hexagonal cells, giving it a honeycomb
appearance. The array of these cells is very conspicuous when
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viewed sideways. Before reaching the cap-like top, tlie cells gradually

increase in size. At the topmost point there is a comparatively deep

depression of small circumference.— H. L. Wood, Old Grammar
School House, Ashford, Kent. Aw/ust, 189G.

Breeding T.eniocampa miniosa.—This species was exceedingly

abundant in the New Forest, at the end of May, on dwarfed oaks

outside the plantations, and I found many in the webs that served

as their nurseries. What a difticult species this is to breed ! I have

tried for three seasons to get a good series. I have brought home
hundreds of healthy larvfe, and have sleeved them out on growing

oak. They have fed up nicely, and then, one night, have eaten holes in

the sleeve and disappeared. Now I bring them in when in the last skin,

and keep them in a breeding cage with sand in the bottom, but they

produce very few pupa\ They go flabby, hang by the two middle

claspers, and go bad and smell most evilly. They produce numbers
of ichneumon cocoons, and even if they go down in the sand and

make a cocoon, they, as often as not, go bad in it. Can anyone tell

me how to breed them, supposing I have any patience to try again ?

—

E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S., Myddelton Hall, Waltham Cross.

September, 1896.

Descriptions of Geometrid eggs.—Egg of Angerona prunaria.^

Small for size of moth. In shape a somewhat flattened oval,

attached by long side. Length to breadth as about 3 : 2. The ends

gently rounded. A depression on the top surface occupying about

one-third of the area and situated rather nearer one end than the other.

Colour at first pale green, then, on second day, gradually changing

to a reddish hue with a tinge of green around the depression on

upper surface of egg. The egg appears to be minutely pitted. [The

foregoing was made under a two-thirds lens] . Under a one-sixth lens

very little more can be made out, except that the pitting is made up

of exceedingly minute polygonal cells, running in oblique, curved series

from the depression at the top to the attached side of the egg. The
sloping walls of the depression appear to be made of still more minute

cells. The two ends are somewhat evenly rounded with no appreciable

trace of the micropylar depression. The red colour assumes under the

higher power a somewhat crimson hue and appears to be more confined

to the ends, the upper and lower surfaces being much greener. Eggs
laid, .June 27th. Description made, June 30th. Hatched, -July 9th.

Egg of Acidalia subsericeata.—Oval in shape, laid on its long

side, long side to short side about 4 : 3. Very pale yellowish at first

and then changes colour slowly until in about four days it appears to be

of a deep orange colour to the naked eye. Under a ^ lens, it is seen

to be of a pale orange colour, with somewhat irregular patches of

reddish orange scattered sparingly over the egg. These are somtimes

almost dark enough to be called blood coloured. The egg is

beautifully pitted with minute, but regular depressions, and the upper

surface of the egg {i.e., the surface opposite to that by which it is

affixed) has a long central depression, the sloping sides being apparently

composed of somewhat smaller and finer cells than the pits which

ornament the sides. Two or three of the dark orange-red spots

always surround this rim. The eggs remained deep orange during

the fifth day, but on the sixth became somewhat blackish, the

depressed area retaining some of its orange tinge. The eggs hatched
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on the sovoiith day from deposition (June 27thj, and the young larvae,

black and white ringed, fed rapidly on knot grass {Poli/(/<iniiiii

a cin (Ja re). [Compare K.M.M., vol. xi., p. IIG, where Mr. Porritt des-

cribes the egg of A. straminata .~\

Egg of Acidalia trigeminata.—Of a distinct oval in shape, laid on
its long side, the long side to the short side apparently as about
1 : 3. Very pale pearly-white when first laid, changing to a dull

leaden colour before hatching. The surface is completely covered

with regular pits somewhat hexagonal in shape extending from the

depression in the upper face to the base in oblique curves. This cen-

tral area forms a comparatively large depression on the centre of the

upper face, somewhat irregular in shape, its sides formed of

minute cells. The eggs were laid on June 21s.t.

Egg of Acn)ALiA maeginepunctata (promutata).—The eggs are laid

somewhat irregularly, but glued so firmly that they cannot be removed
from the object to which they are attached without injury. The qqq
is somewhat oval in shape, with the micropyle at one of the narrow
ends. It is usually laid flat on its long side, but sometimes tilted by
overlapping an adjacent Ggg. The length : breadth : height as G : 8 :

2. With the naked eye the mature egg appears to be of a deep salmon
colour. Under a two-thirds lens, the Qgi^ is pale yellowish in colour,

with so much pinkish marking as to give the idea of an almost entirely

pink egg. It has a depression on its upper surface placed towards the

base, /.('., the narrow end opposite that which bears the micropyle.

This depression occupies about one-fourth of upper area, and gives to

the egg (viewed from above) a distant resemblance to a slipper. About
13-15 longitudinal ribs can be counted, running from micropyle to

opposite end. The micropylar end forms a terminal rosette, pale yellowish

in colour, in the centre of which the tiny micropylar cells are barely

distinguishable (under a one-sixth lens). Under a one-sixth lens, the

resemblance of the egg of this species, especially if it be tilted as it

were on another egg, so that its base (end opposite micropyle) partly

rests on the ground, to that of a Pierid, is very remarkable. The
depression on the upper surface is not strikingly conspicuous. There

is a slight narrowing from the middle towards the micopylar end, and

the longitudinal ribs in view are about 13-15. 8ome of these unite

and so lessen the number in the micropylar area, i.e., at the true apex

of egg. The longitudinal ribs are faintly crossed with transverse ribs.

If the depression mentioned above as occurring on the upper surface

could be removed, and the egg set up on end, instead of on its side, we
should have an Qgg very like the nine-pin egg of some Pierids. The
empty egg-shell is perfectly transparent. [Eggs laid about August

19th ("pale straw colour when first laid," H. E. Page), described

August 29th, hatched September 3rd.] .—J. W. Tutt. Awjmt, 1896.

DiANTH(EciA ooMPTA ijRED.—I have seut you a 7^ coinpta, recently

bred from a larva taken at Mendel, just below the Pass, on the Botzen

slope, from a Diantlnus (name unknown) capsule.—T. A. Chapman,

M.I)., F.E.S., Hereford. .Jnbj 5th, LS9G.

P2gg-laying of Ccenonympha pajipiulus.—Eggs of ('. paiiip/iilus are

easily obtained, as the species lays very freely in captivity. I doubt if

the food-plant is even necessary, they seem to neglect it so. Most of

the eggs obtained this year were laid on the netting on the top of the

case. At first they are of a pretty green colour, and as, in captivity

at least, they always seem (when they do lay on grass) to select
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the withered pieces, they are very eonspicnous, hut, after a day or two,

they become of a dull brown, and are by no means so easily noticed.

—J. J. Wolfe, Skibbereen, co. Cork. -/»/,'/, 1896.

Partial third bkood of Tephrosia bistortata, and partial second

ijRooD OF Spilosoma lubricipeda.—The following emergences may be

worth recording. (1) On August 17th, an imago of a third brood of

Tcplmma histortata {creinmndaria) came out in one of my cages, from

some pupte that went down between July 27th and August 5th. It

is similar to the perfect insects of the second brood, and was bred from

an Qgg laid by a female bred from a Clevedon first brood. On the

other hand, I have some pupae from another Clevedon first brood,

that went down during the second week of June, which have not pro-

duced any second brood, but are going over till next March. All the

pupae have been kept under similar conditions, in an out-house facing

north-west. (2) On August 28rd, I found a $ Spilosoma Inhricipeda

(2nd brood) had emerged from pupie that spun up at the end of July.

The insect is a fine intcrniediate var., and this is the fifth year of

selection of imagines originally from larvfB at Hull.—W. S. Riding,

B.A., M.D., F.E.S., Buckereli, E. Devon. Augmt mh, 1896.

Notes on Polia xanthomista var. nigrocincta.—I have not had

much experience in breeding this species from the egg, as I generally try

to collect the larv* when full fed at the end of June, but the eggs which

I have had here, all hatched in the spring (abovit the beginning of

April). On referring to a letter from Mr. C. S. Gregson, of Liverpool, to

me, dated February 27th, 1892, which accompanied a batch of eggs of

Polia rhi var. oli caeca, which he very kindly sent to me, he states,

inter alia, as follows :

—" Like P. nigrocincta, they {olivacca) generally

hatch in April, but not always. I have known both species to hatch

in autumn." I can quite imagine, however, if the weather be very

warm in September and October (similar to that which was experienced

here last year), that the eggs would hatch in the autumn, and the

young larviB, which feed on various low plants, would take readily to

either common plantain, sea plantain, violets, dandelion, butter-

cup, etc., etc. I know of numbers of other plants upon which the larva)

also feed. I have fed them on the plants named, and find that

they do not take to S. anneria until later on, say May and June,

when they prefer the sea-pink flowers, on which they can be found

feeding at night. It {nif/rocincta) is strictly a nocturnal feeder.

I have never found the larva during the daytime. My great

objection to rearing P. nii/rociiicta from the egg, is that such a large

percentage die oft", both before and after their last " moult," and
this is the reason why I prefer hunting for the larvae in June.

—

H. Shortridge Clarke, F.E..S., Sulby Parsonage, Lazayre, Isle

of Man. Aw/ust 28th, 1896.

:!^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Captures at Mallow.—The following list of insects captured in

the neighbourhood of Mallow, co. Cork, during the present season

may be interesting. I observe that Panolis pinipcrda is not mentioned
in Newman as an Irish species, although, of course, his book is hardly

up to date. An interesting capture appears to be that of Macroi/ht.ssa

hoiii.bi/liJ'or)nis, by Mr. F. Stawell, at Old Dromore, near Mallow. My
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own captures are : I'anolis pinipfida (larvne), PJdbalapttrij.r Ihjnata

(imagines), ('iirhoedia xcraiiipdina (larvffi), Tri/p/taena ianthina (pupfe

and imagines), T. interjecta (larvae, pupse and imagines), Pluda bractca

(imagines), P./V.stucaclpupse and imagines), Foeciloranipa pujiuli (larvfp),

Xuilaria unindana (larvfe), Cmpidia DU'i/accjthala (imagines), Ampld-
ildsi/s strataria (larvfB), Ccrura rimda, Xutodonta drumcdarius

(larva}), Ziiiiacna filipcndulae (very abundant), Pi/ranwis cardui (hn&go).

A cocoon of Arctia caia was found spun up between needles of Scotch

fir, at the end of a branch 6ft. from the ground. The imago has

since emerged. Has the larva of this species been known to feed on fir

needles? The specimen of M. boinhylifonnh (the narrow-bordered

Bee Hawk) was taken at rest on a gravel path, apparently just

emerged, being a perfect specimen.—C. Bingham Newland, Kelletra,

Mallow, CO. Cork. [An-tia caia always wanders from its food-plant

before pupating.

—

Ed.]

Mi5iA<:sE0PTiLus (Pterophorus) hodgkinsoni, etc., at Witherslack.

—The fine weather tempted me to go again to Witherslack, specially

to try for Lita ( (Jdcchia) jumtcUa. Some years ago I could generally

take this species towards the middle of August, and odd ones hyber-

natod until April. I could, however, not find any specimens on this

journey, although I made a fair " bag " of other species —notably
among which was AiiipJtisa (jcnnmiana, of which, on a rough rocky

slope, I captured about a hundred specimens, including only one

female. The males are large, superbly fine, and rich in appearance,

some half-dozen examples being brilliant varieties. In a rough field

I took nice series of KupDecilia duhitana, K. atricapitana, and the

second brood of E. cilidla, one fine Bcjircssaria pallordla, three

Gdechia siiaildla, one (rdcrhia (? sp.), not unlike kna(i(/sidla, plenty of

Dicrorhampfia aciuninatana (second brood), and about a dozen of the

long-lost " plume," M. hodi/kinsoni. When I captured the latter, I

was reminded of the remark of the late H. Doubleday, who wrote to

me in 186B, " You have sent me a new TortiLv (Eiuhroiiua rufana),

and also a new 'plume.' " So Henry Doubleday wrote to me, after

seeing several specimens. I can, in all, see a light streak (very pale)

on the lower side of the upper wing, and the heads of all are of a very

pale ash colour, as also are the legs. When pinned and set, the

differences between a series of this species and M. hipunctidavtijlus and
M. jda(/i(>darti/lm are more readily seen. I took some of the latter

species with the tips more hooked. In the grounds of Mrs. Cross,

I took An/ijirstlna anderc(i(jidlu, whilst (Tdcrhia rlioinhdla and Cocci/x

ratzcbuiyiana from spruce fir, (Jelcchia nvjritdla and G. cinerdla helped

to swell the bag. Crainbm tristiilus, large and variable (some brick-

red in colour), a black Plutdla radiatdla, together with the pale

form with the black streak along the fore-wing, were also taken. I

bred a number of specimens of the latter species some years ago from
larvfB found feeding on oak growing on the limestone. All were of

one colour, pale brick-red, without any markings on the wing. Erdda
act/n'ops was out in profusion. I'aranii' uieijaera were fine and brilliant

in coloiir. Goneptcri/.r rluo/nii were also fine. My captures took me
two days to set. I never set anything when from home ; insects

relax easily, and to keep the damp sand from injuring the cilia, I push
the heads of the pins in the sand.—J. B. Hodgkinson, F.E.S.,

Rosebery House, Powis Road, Asbton-on-Ribble. Awjtist lith, 1896.
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Attraction of moths.—A query.—There is a small outhouse

covered with ivy which stands close here, and I have noticed for the

past fortnight or more, numhers of Tri/phacna orhona every night

about dark, flying round and alighting upon the ivy leaves. They re-

main quite passive, and in a little time become stupefied— similar to

insects at sugar. On an average, I have seen more than a score of

these moths each night, resting on the leaves, also a few 2\ janthina.

Can any of your readers inform me what attraction ivy has at this

time of the year ? and why these insects should become stupefied, so

that they fall off the leaves at the least shake ? There is some honey-

suckle and convolvulus intertwined with the ivy growing over the

house referred to, but the bloom on the former was over some weeks ago.

Sugar has been useless here throughout July, and even up to the pre-

sent time fails to prove attractive. Kagwort also has been a failure

up to the time of writing.—H. Shortridge Clarke, F.E.S., Sulby
Parsonage, Lazayre, Isle of Man. Aw/iist 15th, 1896.

Cyaniris argiolus in London.—Is (Jijaniris ( Lycaena ) an/itiliis

known as a Lnndon insect ? On July 28th or 29th I saw a good
example sitting on the pavement in the Wellington Road, about 200
yards from St. John's Wood Station. If it is an uncommon visitor,

I thought you might like a note of it for the lieconl.—W. F. H.
Blandford, M.A., F.Z.S., F.E.S., 48, Wimpolc Street, W. Am/itst

Uth, 1896.

Lyc^na arion in the Cotswolds.—This species was not at all rare

in the " Cotswolds " this year.

—

^Ernest W. W. Bowell, 70, Sinclair

Road, West Kensington Park, S.W.
"Micros" of a Kentish wood.—Much as one can appreciate our

Epping Forest, as a change from town life, it cannot compare with
your Kentish wood ; such was my impression, when, in May last, I

stayed some time in the neighbourhood of the Blean Woods, where
the fauna, the clean and sweet flora, the fresh air, etc., gave a natural

beauty to the whole, which one would be only too glad to find in our
local forest. What little collecting I was able to manage, was done
mainly in the rides by beating, and the short list of " micros" may
be of interest. Cramlms pratdlus, Taytiix ininistrana, Penthina picana,

lioxana arcnana, EpiiippipJiora scutulana, Xanthusetia Itainana, Adela
(hycerdla, A. viridella, Gelechia aledla, Gracilaria swederella, Elachista

ci/(/nipc'nndla, lucurcana pradatdla , Agrotera nemoralia, liotys fiiscalis,

Herbida ccspitalis, and Leioptilus tcpliradavtylu^.—Ambrose Quail.
Excursion to Tunbridge Wells.—On August 3rd, 1896, the

members of the North London Natural History Society made an ex-

cursion to Tunbridge Wells, which was kindly conducted by Mr.
George Abbott, M.R.C.S., secretary of the S.E. Union of Scientific

Societies. Botany and geology occupied the greater part of the day,
and very few lepidoptera were flying, the commonest species being
Pnlyommatiis irarm and Parcmn' mcyacra. Near the High Rocks Hotel,
however, a good specimen of Zuvosovia porata fell to the net of Mr.
Bishop, and an unusually finely marked example of Astlitua candidata
to Mr. Fuller. Shortly afterwards Mr. Bishop captured another
Acidalia, which no one of the party was able to certainly name, but
which it was thought might be a nice var. of A. avermta. Coming
out on a breezy heath towards Broadwater Forest, it was discovered
that a few specimens of Plchdm aeyun were flying among the innu-
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mcrable /'. iranift, and Mr. L. J. Tremayne beat a ^ Drcpana Unaria

from a small birch tree, several fine specimens of ('hri/snpJtanitft pfdocns

being also taken here. Later in the day, at Bridge Rocks, a dead

pine tree, completely riddled with small holes, Oipparently the work of

some beetle, was inspected. The heartiest thanks are due to Mr.

Abbott for the trouble he took over this excursion.

—

Lawrence J.

Tremayne.
Aporia crat.egi.—I have much pleasure in recording the capture

of this supposed extinct British butterfly, in the middle of June last,

in a locality where it has previously beeft taken and recorded by

several entomologists.—H. Dou(jlas Stockwell, 2, Albert Road,

Dover. Awiust 23/v/, 1896.

You will be glad to hear that our local tap of Apuria cratarip' has

been almost common this year.

—

Sydney Webb. Septniiber, 1896.

Second brood of Acidalia subsericeata.—The breeding of a

large second brood of this species is perhaps sufficiently unusual to

place on record. From eggs deposited in June last, two broods fed up

pretty rapidly, and pupated about the middle of July. On my return

(August 23rd), after some weeks' absence from home on a collecting

expedition in the Dauphine Alps, I was astonished to find that some

fifty moths had emerged. Most of them were dead and dry, others

alive ; and two have since emerged (on the 2.5th inst.).—J. W. Tutt.

Auijmt, 1896.
" Reflections and queries on the value of rare British Leptdop-

TERA."—I am sorry not to comply with the Editor's request {ante. p.

67, footnote) to give " exact references and captors' names " of more

recent captures of D. ymnhurialis (omitting Mr. Digby's), and K.

catalaunalis, than those made by Messrs. T. and W. C. Boyd respectively.

Speaking from memory only, I do not recollect that any more recent

captures, with the exception of the Rev. C. R. Digby's, which I have

already mentioned, have been recorded, but my remark was that both

species had been taken in Britain more recently. This statement, the

truth of which as concerns D. rcimhurialis is proved by Mr. Digby's

capture alone, was, in the case of that insect, also founded on reliable

private information received about British specimens which I have

seen, and it is my rule never to publish such without authority : as

regards K. catalaunalis, it rests on the fact that in his British

Ihjralides, Mr. J. H. Leech, even r/' his " near London " refers to Mr.

W. C. Boyd's Cheshunt capture, has also recorded it from " near

Dover." " John Bull " wished to know the ground upon which these

two species are considered British, and having shown him, I have no

intention of pursuing the subject further : if the Editor is anxious to

do so, he cannot do better than write to Mr. Leech, who has published

three additional British localities, besides the two mentioned by me,

for D. ramhurialis, and at least one more for E. catahmnalin, and to

Mr. Sydney Webb, who probably knows full particulars about the

Kentish captures of both species. It may be worth mentioning, by

the way, that when Mr. J. W. Downing's collection was sold, in 1894,

there was in it a specimen of T). ramhniialis which, to my mind, was

almost certainly British : it was set in English style on an English

pin, had apparently never been re-pinned, and was doing duty for

D. liferalis, standing with three Pembroke individuals of that species,

and being catalogued as received with them from their captor, Mr. C.
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G. Barrett, though it had neither been taken by nor come from him.
—A CouNTKY Cousin. Aw/icst, 1896.

Plusia rioneta at Winchestek.—I have to record the capture of

P. moneta at Winchester. I had a worn male brought to me on July
4th.—H. Wilde, Culverlea, Winchester.

Plusia moneta at Bournemouth.—On June 22nd I called on my
friend Mrs. Jackson, in Bournemouth, and she showed me on her
boards the insects she had captured in the Public Gardens a night or

two previously. One she did not know, but I saw at once that it was
a specimen of P. moneta.— Vf. J. Cross, Ely.

EuvANEssA ANTioPA SEEN IN OXFORDSHIRE.—During a Walk on the

Oxfordshire side of the Thames, on September 7th, I had the pleasure

of seeing a fine specimen of FAivanesm antiopa sail close by me, and
settle on the branch of a large elm tree, within two or three feet of

where I was. After watching it close and expand its lovely wings, I

failed to catch it in my hat, having no net with me.—W. Barnes, 7,

New Road, Reading.

AcHERONTiA ATROPOS AT DuRHAM.—I beg to Tccord the capture at

rest of a fine specimen of this insect, at Framwellgate Moor, near
Durham, to-day.—T. Maddison, South Bailey, Durham. September

IGth, 1896.

®^URRENT NOTES.
Plusia moneta is recorded from Watford (June 19th), Leather-

head (four specimens), Sutton (Surrey, July 5th), Wallington (July

8th), Weybridge (nine specimens), Bromley (three bred, July 29th),

Ascot (long series, June 28th), Tring (eight, last Aveek in June and
1st week in July), Ashford and Wye (one each), Hastings, Folkestone,

Waltham Cross, Bournemouth, Winchester, &c.

Mr. Thorpe records a curious experience. Last year many moths
of Folia xanthomuta var. nu/rocineta emerged in his absence, and
deposited ova. In November last he discovered ova, part of which
had emerged and presumably died, the remainder not hatching until

the sirring of this year. This will remind the old collectors of a dis-

cussion as to the hatching of eggs of this species, in which we believe

Mr. Gregson and Mr. Doubleday took part.

The dark aberrations of Limcnitis sibijlla appear to have been
more than usually abundant in the New Forest. " Two " are recorded

by Mr. Nash, " several (about six) " by Mr. Blathwayt, " some num-
bers " by Mr. Auld, "one" by Mr. Broughton. We hear that

Gulliver caught six. We should be glad of as many records as

possible.

The larva of Acherontia atmjxif; is recorded as being abundant in

Cambridgeshire this year. It is also recorded from Lincolnshire,

Herts, Essex, Shropshire, co. Waterford, &c., so that it would appear

to be generally abundant.

Mr. Claude Morley has added the Dipteron, Xi/sta {Phasia) cana, to

the British list. It was taken on May 23rd while brushing for

Coleoptera.

The editors of the E.M.M. announce that Prof. Brauer and
others have succeeded in rearing both sexes of CohhoUJia clcplia litis, an
(Estrid, the larva of which lives in the throat of the Indian elephant.
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Thu larva leaves the throat in the early morning, changes into a pupa in

f i-oni one to two days, and in sixteen days after leaving the host the

imago appears.

Mr. Saunders records the S of Vcxpa austriaca and Oih/iu-niti

basalts at Bloxworth. ]\Ir. Pifi'ard records the male and female of

Crahro puhcscois at Briekell Wood, near St. Alhans, and describes the

female {K.M.M.).
Mr. Gardner records ]>('ilcjiltila lliutrnica and Tri/phaoia sith.^cqua

from Hartlepool in July last.

Mr. J. Harold Bailey, of 128, Broad Street, Pendleton, records

Telcphonis jialudostis from Ringleywood (seven miles north-west of

Manchester), and otters to send types to collectors requiring the

species.

The death is announced, on August 19th last, of Miss Georgiana
Elizabeth Ormerod, F.E.S.

Mr. McLachlan {E. M. M.) points out that the generic term
Xcurouia, used for the Noctuid moth jiojndaris, belongs by priority to

the Order Trichoptera, and that, therefore, the Noctuid moth wants
another generic name. Perhaps Professor Grote can tell us if one is

available.

Jp>RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for October.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—The brown mines of the larvie of Antisj)ila trcitsc/ihiclla should

be obtained on dogwood the first week in October.

2.—The larvte of Xeptinda lajiponica feed in broad serpentine

mines in birch, and are to be found from October 1st—20th.

3.—Bladder-like leaves of Artemisia, vulgaris should be collected

in October for larvcB of (Tvacilaria oiiiissdla.

4.—The larva of Xcjdicida (Jcspcratdla mines the leaves of wild

apple trees in October. It prefers the leaves on the small incon-

spicuous shoots that grow close to the ground.

5.—In October, the larva of Xeptinda lieadleijeUa makes a long and

very narrow gallery in the leaf of Prunella ndi/aris. The ali'ected

leaves are of a dull purple colour.

6.—The cases of Coleoplmra an/entida are sometimes to be obtained

in great abundance in October, on the seed-heads of yarrow.

7.—The orange-coloured larvce of Xeptinda poimila are to be found

in October and November in the leaves hanging from the lower

branches of the apple, tree. Sometimes there are as many as half-a-

dozen larvae in a single leaf.

8.—At the end of October, the larva of Xotliris rerbaseella is to be

found eating out the undeveloped leaves at the heart of plants of

VerJniseuiii pidreridentuui . It feeds slowly through the winter, and
full-fed specimens are to be found throughout the spring until the

middle of June, in July, the pupa is to be found in a slight web, on

the underside of the large lower leaves, generally in the angle of two
ribs or in the turned-down edge of a leaf.

9.—In October and November, collect the leaves of Vicia sepium

and Orobiis tulierostis for mines of Lithocollctis bre)nieUa.

10.—Larvie of Melanthia ocellata, Larentia salicata, and other
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moths, are full-fed in October, spin a silken web, but do not change
to pupre until the spring. Disturbance in this stage is usually fatal.

11.—Macro-lepidopterists should refer to F/nt, Ileron/, vol. i., p.
187 (No. 7) for an excellent series of "Practical Hints " on " Field
Work for October and November," by Mr. W. Holland.

Food-plant for larv.e,—I am again feeding the larvfe of Charidca
umbra [mariiinata) and HdiotJiis dipmcca on scarlet runner beans (on
the green pods), and find that lladcna pid and the Plusiae take to this

food so kindly, that I regret not trying DiantJioecia irref/nlaris and other
Dianthoeciac, as well as many other species on the same.—F. Norgate,
98, Queen's Road, Bury St. Edmunds. September, 1896.

SOCIETIES.
City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.—

August 18th, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. J. A. Clark : a pair of A>,sm
IdplKDiaria, bred by Mr. W. M. Christy (see KntomohxjUt, vol. xxviii.).

Mr. Bacot : a specimen of Dianthoecia conspersa, and a long series of

D. carpnpha(ja, bred from capsules of bladder campion gathered at

Boxhill ; also Phma festucae and Leucania Uttoralk from Norfolk.

Mr. Sauze exhibited some curios from S. Africa, consisting mostly of

ornaments and articles of dress made by the natives, and read some
very interesting notes on the habits and disposition of the Kaffirs.

Sept. 1st, 1896.—-Exhibits :

—

Porthetria dispar.—Mr. Nicholson
exhibited a bred series of large females of Porthetria dispar, in which
the subterminal line was very strongly developed on all the wings

;

one specimen had the dot on the fore-wings extended to meet the apex of

the V-shaped mark. Mr. Tutt said that he had found the species very
abundantly at Aix-les-Bains, Bourg d'Aru, Bourg d'Oisans and
Grenoble, in the course of his recent entomological trip to the Dauphine
Alps. He compared the habits of the species with those of <>ir/i/ia

antiqua, there being a striking resemblance between the two species,

whilst the manner of egg-laying was very similar to that of the
Porthesiai^ (P. rhri/sorrhoea and P. aurijiua). The female specimens
of P. dispar at Grenoble were of very large size. Captures
AT [pswfCH.—Mr. Frost reported the capture of the following species

at Ipswich :

—

Apatura iris, grey form of At/rotis nii/ricans, A. ptita,

with left hind-wing perfect, but much dwarfed, Noctua uinbrosa, N.
stitimatiea, X. dahlii, Xi/lop/iasia seolujiaeina, Triphaena fimbria,

Apleeta occulta, (Jerif/o viatura, IHantlioeeia eucubali, Jlijdniecia nivtitans

and //. palndis, among many other species from Ipswich, where he
found butterflies scarce (except Oi/aniris anjiolm, which was unusually
abundant). Moths did not come to sugar till after 10 p.m., and con-
tinued till 2 and 3 a.m. Cocoons of Saturnia pyri.—Mr. Tutt ex-
hibited cocoons of this species. They were large, and the silk very
dark in colour. Mr. Tutt explained that the silk was coloured after

the cocoon was spun, the silk at the time of the formation of the
cocoon being rather pale. After the larva had been at work some three or
four days, the dark colour was found to have been applied to the silk.

The larvae had spun up among the white paper with which he had
lined a little hand-bag, and in which they were carried from Bourg
d'Aru to London. The larvae were found near the former place in

the Veneon Valley, feeding on what he believed to be a species of

P^liamnm, His attention was first drawn to the bush by the denuded
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condition of some of the branches, and then by the large quantity of

frass pellets beneath. Pushing the stick of his net into the bush
resulted in bringing down a larva, and five others were then found by

searching. The larvfe had evidently just attained their last skin, and
were covered with striking, long spatulate hairs, which, however, soon

wore down to bristles, the hairs arising from the transverse series of tur-

quoise blue tubercles, with which each segment was ornamented. Before

pupating, the bright green ground colour became orange dorsally, and
then reddish-brown. Other larvje were seen at Bourg d'Oisans, maimed
in the roadway usually, and evidently these had come to grief when
searching for a pupating place. Mr. Harrison had also found the

larva at Grenoble, and had since captured it in North Italy, in some
abundance. Captures in the Isle of Wight.—Dr. Sequeira ex-

hibited lepidoptera taken in the Isle of Wight during the first three

weeks of August, including SpilosDina fidii/innsa and Xotodonta

(lirtaea, taken on gas-lamps at Ryde ; blue females and dwarfs of

Pdh/oDunatm iearm, ('i/cuiiris an/idliis, which had been very common,
and a brassy specimen of Cliri/sophanus phhwas, taken in the spot

where, many years ago, he took a specimen of the var. srJnnidtii.

Siigar was a failure. Mr. Tutt, commenting on this exhibit, drew
attention to the large number of second broods it contained

—

Tiiiiandra

aiiiataria, Zintdsoina annulata, N. dictaca, and others. Food of larva

OF Arctia caia governing hybernation.—Mr. Nicholson said that he

had been informed that, if larva? of Arctia caia were fed on lettuce,

they would invariably pupate in the autumn without hybernating.

SiLK-woRM EGGS HATCHING IN AUTUMN.—Dr. Scqucira recoi'dcd that

part of a batch of eggs of Bunibi/.r niori had abeady hatched,

although only deposited last July. This he considered strange, as the

well-known habit of this species is to hybernate in the egg state. It

was evidently an attempt to produce a partial second brood. Tethea
SUBTUSA IN London.—Mr. Bate recorded a specimen of T. subtiisa from
Dulwich, where he believed it to be rare. Mr. Tutt said that the

larvn3 fed on the poplars in gardens at Westcombe Park, and that he

had observed the imago occasionally on fences there. Wasp nest

ATTACKED Bv Aphomia sociella.—Mr. Tutt exhibited, on behalf of Mr.

W. H. Tuck, of Bury St. Edmunds, a wasp's nest that had been

attacked by A. saciAla. The nest was surrounded by leaves, and
one portion of it was of the hard, leathery (or felt) material, which
had been so often described as the work of this insect. Mr. Tutt

said that it was at first thought that the insect only attacked humble-
bees' nests, but it is now known that it attacks not only the nests of

all the Jiomhi, but also of various species of wasps. The nests are

attacked in July and August, and the larvse continue their ravages

until the bee or wasp colony is destroyed. By September the A. socirlla

larva) spin their long tough cocoons, although they do not pupate

until the following May or June. Mr. Tutt also exhibited specimens

of the wasp {Vcspa si/lrrstris) which Mr. Tuck had kindly forwarded.

Sept. 15th, 1896.

—

Aberrations of Epinephele ianira and Lim-

ENiTis SIBYLLA.—Mr. May exhibited three specimens of K. ianira,

captured in the New Forest, with large pale blotches on the wings,

one specimen being almost entirely pallid ; also a specimen of Limenitis

Sibylla ab. stcnotacnia, captured in the same locality last June. Pallid

patches.—Mr. Tutt remarked that these pale patches were due to

arrested scale development at an early st^ge, It had been shown that
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the scale in the course of its development in the pupa was (1) Trans-
parent. (2) White. (8) Yellow (owing to the deposit of pigment factor
from the pupal blood), (4) Ordinary colour of matured pigment. In
the pale specimens under discussion the scales were fully formed, but
did not appear to have got beyond stage 2 or 3. Triph^na ^uIiSEQUA.

—Mr. May exhibited specimens captured in the New Forest in June.
Mr. Tutt remarked that the regularity with which this species appeared
in the Isle of Wight in September, suggested a regular double brood in
the southern counties. Hlack aberrations of L. sibylla in 1896.

—

Mr. Heasler read the following note from Mr. Cross, of Ely:—" I

have made enquiries about black L. sibi/lla, and can only say I took
one ; Mr. Nash, two ; Mr. Cox, one ; Mr. Brameld, two ; Geo.
Gulliver, ten ; and his sister, Mrs. Hillier, several ; and also Mr. Hills,

of Folkestone, one. How many C. Gulliver took I cannot hear, and,
I daresay, others that have been here may have taken some ; it has
been a year for them." Aberration of Dryas paphia.—Mr. May said
he had seen a specimen of IK paplda in the New Forest last June,
which had a strong tinge of the ralcsiua coloration on the right hind-
wing. Catocala nupta ab. ceuui.kscens.—Mr. J. H. Smart exhibited
a very fine specimen of this rare aberration, which he had bred from
a larva taken amongst others, at rest during the daytime on
poplars, at Crossness Outfall, Belvedere, Kent, about the middle of

June last. It was put into an ordinary breeding-cage, fed on poplar,

and pupated at the end of June, the imago emerging on July 18th.

Mr. Tutt drew attention to the fact that only two British specimens of

this rare aberration were known, one taken by Dr. Laver at Colchester
(Brit. XiH-t., vol. iv., p. 51), and another by Mr. Mark Winkley at

Mitcham {Drit. Xoct., yo\. iv., p. 181). These three specimens all had the
usual red colour replaced by a purple-brown tint, and the specimen
exhibited by Mr. Smart was also somewhat melanic on the under-surface.
Calocampa vktusta var. bkunnea.—Dr. Sequeira exhibited Sligo

specimens of this particularly Irish form. Aberrations of Nocture
captured at Rainham, Essex.—The Eev. C R. N. Burrows exhibited a
gynandromorphous specimen of (ronoptera libatrLv, which had been
captured at Rainham. The left antenna was distinctly ^ , the right

2 . Also a specimen of Ai/rotis sci/ct/ion, with the costal edge towards
the apex of both fore-wings, quite white in colour. A specimen of

Leucania pallcm, exhibiting aberrant neuration. A specimen of

Mami'stra brassirac, having a ruddy tinge all over the fore-wings. Two
female Ai/rotis puta, strongly suffused with red. A specimen of

Triiphaona pnmuba, with dark longitudinal lines on the fore-wings.

Mr. Tutt remarked, with regard to the red form of A. pnta, that this

was Hiibner's type. He had captured a male, richly tinted, at

Deal, and recorded the same in JJrit. Noctuae ami their Varieties.

Captuhes in Suffolk.—Mr. Hloomfield exhibited Catocala spimsa,

Dianthoecia eucuhali, etc., from Bures, Suffolk. Food-plant of Papilio

MACHAON.—Mr. Tutt, referring to a remark made concerning the food-

plant of this species in the Alps, said that it was undoubtedly Daimis
carota and the allied umbellifers, which were exceedingly abundant
at pretty high elevations. It occurred up to 8,000 ft., and he
referred to a fact, first noticed by Mr. Lemann, that the species

had, in the high Alps, a habit of flying about the grassy knolls

which surmounted many mountains at a considerable elevation.

Sp«e4C Qf species.—Mr, Frost drew attention to the fact that he often
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caught an odd specimen of Dri/a^ papkia in localities where it did not

usually occur, and often somewhat later than is usual in the New
Forest, and other localities where it was regularly abundant. He
asked whether the members thought it was due to an attempt to

spread its area. Mr. Tutt said that he had no doubt there was a

tendency in many insects to do this. He had observed both sexes of

Aporia cratae<ii at Lautaret, above the tree limit, and where there was
no trace of any of their food-plants, unless " Cotoneaster," a food-plant

mentioned by Frey and which he did not know, occurred there. He
believed the specimens observed at high altitudes, were all stragglers

from the lower valleys. Egg of Pamphila comma.—Mr. Tutt exhibited

eggs of /'. cnmiiia which had been obtained by Mr. Hamm. He stated

that the egg had been described by Buckler, but that a description of

the larva was a great desideratum. There was considerable uncertainty

even as to the food-plant. He also referred to the fact that this

species hybernated in the egg stage, and that a description of the egg

of T/ii/)ihiicus actaeon was still wanted. Alpine Aglais urtic^.—Mr.
Tutt also exhibited specimens of A. nrticae, the larvae of which had
been obtained at Lautaret, where they were abundant, on a patch of

stinging nettles, near the Hospice. The larvje pupated in a large

chip box. A very large percentage, however, was infested with

dipterous parasites—of two species. The imagines emerged on August
80th, after a journey from Lautaret to London via Grenoble. He
called attention to the fact that the usual deep red hue of the Alpine

specimens was wanting, and that they were very little different on their

upper sides from those of southern England, but on the undersides

there was a considerable contrast between the pale and dark areas of

the fore-wings, the central transverse band was very marked, and the

blue spots parallel to the outer margin of the hind-wings were very

strongly developed. He also showed the pupa-cases, and drew atten-

tion to the mode of dehiscence.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society,

—.August 27th, 1896.—Mr. Montgomery exhibited a beautiful xanthic

EXAMPLE OF Ei'iNEPHELE TiTHONUs, taken at Jcvingtoii on July 27th. All

the usually black area being of a rich dark fulvous. Mr. Adkin, a flower-

head of ivy, with ova of Cyaniris argiolus in situ, and made some
remarks upon the habits of the species. Mr. Manger, a specimen of

EuooNiA poLYcHLOiios, taken on May 24th at Brockley. It was sug-

gested that the larva fed on poplar, as no elm was in the neighbour-

hood. [Had not a May specimen probably hybernated ?

—

Ed.] . Mr.

Moore, specimkns of Papllio daunus and P. cresphontis, from St.

Augustine's, Florida ; also several specimens of the " walking stick,"

Aniisdiiiorjtha huprcstoidcs, which, when seized, will spurt a strong acid

vapour from exceptionally large glands placed in the sides of the

thorax. Mr. Mansbridge, a bred series of Polia chi, from a dark

female taken near Huddersfield. Several examples were dark, having

all the lines, bands and markings of ab. oliracca, but without any trace

of the olive green shade of that aberration. Mr. South, two spiccurENs ok

Caradrina amiugua, taken by Mr. Woodforde, near Exmouth, in July

this year. The specimens were unusually pale and glossy, no doubt,

it was thought, due to its resting habit in that district. In answer to

a question from Mr. Barrett, Mr. McArthur said that the larva of

Hadena adusta spun its cocoon in the autumn, but did not turn to a

pupa till the spring. He had repeatedly found them at the roots of
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moss. Mr. Auld repoi'ted that the ab. NiaRATA of Limknitis sibylt^a

had been taken in some numbers in the New Forest this year. He
also knew of a specimen of Pohjammatiis iranis, having no vestige of spots

on the underside, and a var. of Un/as papliia, possessing a pale border and
a dark centre being taken. Mr. Turner had taken the second brood of

ZoNosoMA ANNULATA in N. Kent, and three specimens came to sugar.

Mr. Adkin had spent a fortnight at Eastbournk, but had seen no
CoLiAs EDUSA. Mr. South's experience was the same. Mr. Mansbridgc
had heard that the species was to be taken on the east coast. Mr.
Tutt, during a month spent in S. France, had seen but half-a-dozen,

in fact, it always appeared to be scarcer than C. Jnjale on the Continent.

Mr. Tutt asked if there was any direct evidence that Pyramkis cardui

HVBERNATED AS AN IMAGO. He had failed to find any authenticated

record. In N. Africa, Mr. Eaton had reported the larvte as feeding

during the winter. Mr. Barrett had seen imagines in late autumn,
and again in spring, but knew of no positive evidence of the species

being found in winter. Mr. Fremlin communicated the following

LETTER which he had received :—"' Culverlands,' 147, Willesden

Lane, N.W. Dear Sir,—I can offer bred A', anispicillaris (Kent; for

P. swarai/daria. I have them both set and unset, black pins. Can
also offer a fine T". antiopa (white border). Yours truly, Thos.

Humble Ralfe." Strong and pointed criticism of this letter ensued.

North London Natural History Society.—Aug. 27th, 1896.

—

Exhibits : Porthetria dispar.—Mr. C. Nicholson : Series of 1 <? and
8 ? s of P. ilispar, the 5 s being very handsomely marked, and one of

them having the ^-niark and the dot on the fore-wings united. Neur-
ATioN.—Mr. Nicholson also exhibited a bred specimen of Pijrainris

cardui, with the hind-wings much dwarfed and the nervures curiously

mixed up ; also wings of Aiiipliipi/ra traijopoiinniii, A. pijratiwlea, Mania
iiiaura and Xacnia tj/pica, showing neuration, and explanatory sketch

showing the difference between that of M. iiuiura and the other three.

Pollen glands on proboscis of butterfly and moth. — Mr. Battley

:

Knndia Iii/pcranthm and Noctua xanthoi/rapha, with pollen glands of

Orchis (pi/rainidalis /) attached to proboscis, from the Warren at

Folkestone, July, 1896. Odonestis rotatoria.—Mr. Oldham : Fine
bred forms of Odonestis putatoria, from Cambridge pupf?. Captures.—
Mr. L. J. Tremayne : Eupithecia suhfulrata, from Leigh, and lodis

vernaria, from Westerham. Collrcting at Sandown. — Mr. Prout
wrote from Sandown :

" I do not think the Londoners' experience of

sugar in early August was really so very difi'erent from mine ; for,

relatively to what one expects, it was also very bad here at that time.

It must be borne in mind that blank nif/hts are almost or quite unpre-
cedented on the Culver Downs, and that 1 consider a night Avhen there
are only about 50 common moths on the sugar, a wretched failure ; and
of such nights I have had two or three at least. Even recently, though
there is a slight improvement, the numbers present are not large,

Xoctua c-nii/rwn being much less common than usual, Tripluwna comes

absent, except for one cripple, which came up on two or three nights
(usually an abundant species here), N. .vanthoip-apha quite scarce, T.
]ironuba ditto (two or three per night on the average), the other
Tryphsenas entirely absent; and even A;/rotis puta and Miana bicoloria

hardly so abundant as usual. I ought also to mention that I have
only seen two Peridroma suffusa and one P. saucla as yet. On the

other hand, I have a piece of good luck to record in the capture of five
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lovely specimens of ( 'aradrina aiiihit/ua, in three nights ; of this species

I had previously only taken four — one in 1893, one in 1894, and two
in 1895—so that it appears to be gaining ground. Aporophijla australis

is only just beginning to come out, hence I cannot yet tell whether it

will be common or scarce ; two perfectly fresh specimens were taken

last week. Pohjimnnatus hellanjus, always common at Ventnor (except

only in 1894), is commoner than ever this year, indeed it is in untuld

])ni/nsion. It was a sight to see them flying up in clouds from the

warm chalk stones, animal droppings, etc., on Boniface Down, last

Saturday. I have had two larvae of Ac/wrontia atnrpas brought me
by the coastguardsmen, both taken in the same bit of garden, at inter-

vals of just a week. The first is now in pupa, and the second full fed.

I have done very little larva-hunting, as all my available accommoda-
tion here is at present occupied by larvfe reared from the egg." Ill-

health OF Memher.—It being understood that Mr. Quail was shortly

to leave England on account of his health, the usual vote of thanks

was coupled with congratulations on his recovery from a recent serious

illness, and best wishes for his life abroad, and was unanimously
carried by the meeting with unusual heartiness. An account was also

given by some of the speakers of Mr. Quail's work for the society in

the past. Sept. 10th, 1896.—Exhibits : Mr. C. Nicholson: Xortua

(lalilii and N. ruin, to exhibit the difference between the species ; Mr.

Woodward : Cuciillia rcrhasci from larvse taken in the Fens. The
Emerald moths, and some of the larvae, were shown by Messrs.

C. Nicholson, Lovis, Harvey and L. J. Tremayne. Mr. Harvey
recorded Kjn'ouc ap'uiaria and Cidaiia testata, from Epping Forest, the

previous Saturday. Mr. Harvey opened a discussion on The Emerald
Moths. He gave a short life-history of each species, and said it was a

remarkable thing that nearly all the larvfii, though hatching so early

in the autumn, go through the winter in a very small state, and do

most of their feeding afterwards ' Mr. C. Nicholson suggested the

possibility of a second brood of lodis lactcaria. Mr. Quail referred to

the discovery of a pink variety of Mi'trix-anipa waniurituria on the

Continent. Mr. L. J. Tremayne enquired as to the likelihood of the

extermination of Vliorodcswa siiiaraj/daria in its present restricted

haunts, and if any special means had yet been discovered of preserving

the delicate colour of these beautiful moths. Mr. Simes referred to

the discovery of Phorodesma .vnara^/daria by Mr. Tutt, in the high

Alps, a find which Mr. Harvey subsequently characterised as very

curious, considering the location of the insect here.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Abstract of proceedings of the South London Entomological

Natural History Society, 1895. [Published at the Society's rooms,

Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge, S.E. Price 2/-.]—Thanks to

the energy of the secretaries, these Pronrdinux are now brought well

up to date. The present volume is of considerable scientific value,

both for the short notes and observations relating to numberless

species of various orders, and the longer papers it contains. An
excellent summary of the Society's work during 1895 forms the

presidential address for the year. "Notes on Sea Anemones," by

Edward Step, F.L.S. " Colias edma, 1895," by E. M. Montgomery,

and " The variation of Plrehia aethiojjs," by J. W. Tutt, F.E.S., are

the titles of the more ambitious papers.
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On the hybernation of certain British Butterflies in the imago state.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

One would have supposed that, as butterflies are such dehcate
creatures, and pass a certain period of their lives in a quiescent state,

the pupal. Nature would have selected this for them to pass the winter,

and one is, therefore, much struck with the fact that Nature, showing
her usual abhorrence of fixed rules, does nothing of the kind, but
selects, as it were, each of the four stages—ovum, larva, pupa and
imago—through which a butterfly passes, for different species to

hybernate, and we find that, whilst many Thedidi pass the winter as

eggs, the Vaneaddi as imagines, and the Pieridi as pup?e, yet a great
proportion of our British butterflies hybernate in the larval state.

One would assume, even then, that closely allied species would
hybernate in a similar manner, and to a great extent this is true. The
whole of the British Hesperids hybernate as larvae, except Si/ricJitJms

malvac, which hybernates as a pupa.'-'' All the British Lyca3nids hyber-
nate as larvse, except Plebeim aeijun and Lampides boetica, which hyber-
nate as eggs, and Nomiadcs semiaiy/us and Ci/aniris art/iohift, which
hybernate as pup^e. Again, the British Theclids hybernate in the egg
state, except C'allnphrt/n rubi, which hybernates as a pupa. The British
PiERiN^ hybernate as pupfe, except Apnria crataegi, Colias kyale and
C. edusa, which hybernate as larvse, and Oonepteryx rhamni, which
hybernates as an imago. All the British Argynnids (and Melitaeids)

hybernate as young larva?, except An/i/nnis adippe, which hybernates
as an egg (although the larva is coiled up within the Qgg all the
winter). All the Vanessids hybernate in the imago state, except
Pyrameis cardui, which probably never hybernates in the true sense of
the word at all. The Satyrids all hybernate as young larvae without
exception, unless Paran/e eijeria be admitted as such. There is then,
in our British fauna, variety enough among near allies in their hyber-
nating stages, and yet a great deal of similarity between them,
taken as a whole. Nor is this confined to Britain (or Europe), for the
Vanessids, which are spread over the temperate regions of the Old and
New Worlds, where the winter is very pronounced, pass the winter on
both Continents in the imago state. This is not difficult to understand,
for most of the Vanessids disclose their imagines at a late period of the
year, and would not have time to complete their transformations before
winter would overtake them. Yet, in hot seasons, both Vanessa i<> and
Pyraineis atalanta do, more or less successfully, get in another partial

* Thymeliciis lineola and Pamphila comma hybernate as eggs.
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brood, althoiigh it often happens that the progeny of those that attempt

it is exterminated, and Nature is careful that in every brood, however
hot the summer, a certain percentage shall hybernate. So fixed is this

habit that there are often three broods of J '<ili/ii<iiii(( r-albuin and A(/lais

Kiiirai' in a year, yet a part of each of these broods goes at once into

hybernation (the first often as early as June). Pi/raiiicis ranlui, which,

probably, cannot hybernate in the imago state in Britain, is killed off

after each of its immigrations.

Scudder records that " in some instances, some of the chrysalids

which should produce the autumn brood, do not give out the butterfly

until the following spring." We have never heard and cannot believe

that this is the case in a state of nature for any of the butterflies that

naturally hybernate in the imago state. Scudder further says that,

" According to Wiesenhiitter, such chrysalids of Kurancs.^a antiopa as

pass the winter are presumably females, inasmuch as the female,

according to his observation, is generally fresh-coloured in the spring,

whereas the males are always very much battered and worn." We
are astonished at Scudder quoting such an illogical paragraph, and if

the only reason that Wiesenhiitter had for assuming that some chry-

salides of E. antiopa went over the winter, was the fresh appearance

of some of the females in the spring, we should beg leave to doubt the

fact that in nature E. antiopa ever passed the winter in the pupal

stage. We do not think it possible.

It is pretty certain that, in the case of all these wintering butterflies,

pairing always takes place in the spring, and we believe that, in

all cases where precocious specimens pair before hybernating, the

female lays her eggs, attempts to rear another brood, and dies, the

progeny usually being exterminated.

Very little is known as to where butterflies hybernate. The mar-

vellous resemblance of (roneptcri/.r rJiamni to a dead leaf suggests that

it hybernates among the leaves upon the ground. Landois saw
Vanenna io take up its winter quarters in an ivy bush, hanging from a

branch, and remain unmoved until a spell of warm weather in early

spring caused it to disappear. Goossens, of Paris, records having

twice brought down Polij;/unia c-album, when beating small trees in

November, and on these he made some interesting observations,

bringing them home and placing one in an unwarmed apartment, and
the other in the open air on the north-east side of a window. They
did not stir until February, when they resumed their activity. " The
one in the open air had experienced a temperature of at least -5'-'C.,

and Goossens discovered that numbness only comes on at -2'^C., for

when it was warmer their position showed that they appreciated the

difference between day and night. At such a time the hind-wings are

kept motionless, but in the day time the fore-wings are advanced, so

that the inner margin is at right angles to the body ; at dusk, the

fore-wings creep backward and finally pass behind the hind-wings,

nearly filling the empty space between the two wings in this genus,

due to their great excision. The process is again reversed in the

morning, showing that the butterflies are not completely benumbed,
and, however quiet, recognise the distinction between night and day."

Scudder gives an observation of his own, which he made on a

specimen of Kvrancssa antiopa, which, one November day, flew into his

cellar, "and took up its position on oijc of the risers of the stairway,
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just beneath the projecting edge of the tread above, the extremity of

its wings projecting beyond the tread. Here it remained for three

months without moving, except that it shifted its position six or eight

times in the course of the winter, sometimes forward, sometimes

backward, within the range of about an inch. At first the plane of

the closed wings was perfectly horizontal, but about the middle of

January they became slightly oblique, and the morning of the day it

left its station the obliquity was somewhat increased. It was watched

daily the winter through, and the wings were always in the attitude

taken at complete repose in the summer. When, on the last day of

February, it left its station, it took up another, head downward, on the

cellar wall, near a window where it caught the sun's rays a part of the

day, and here it remained motionless for five days more, except for

slight shifts as before, and that when the sun struck it, its antenna;

were thrust forward and parted a little, instead of being ensconced

beneath the wings."

Of the hybernation of AijlaU urticae, the Rev. 0. Pickard-

Cambridge, gives an account {Entoin., iii., p. 299) of a specimen

which entered the parish church of Winterbourne-Tomson, towards the

end of August, settled on a projecting rafter, and remained there

throughout the autumn and winter, "evidently never having once

moved from its first position," until May 5th the following year, when
it came off its perch and flew briskly about the church. " Its period

of motionless repose had thus been just nine months, and it was
apparently as fresh in colour and condition as if just out of the

chrysalis."

There is no doubt that each species has its own peculiar hiding

places—clefts of rocks, hollow trunks of trees, in stacked wood, barns,

church steeples, etc. Probably the two first-mentioned are the

commonest in nature, and some species, perhaps, simply hang beneath

the branches of trees. Scudder says, " Woodmen sometimes, in cleaving

open a tree, will discover a little colony of hybernating butterflies, as

has been done in the case of Amma a)-chippits." As we are much
inclined to doubt the natural hybernation of this species in the imago
state, we should be interested in any further records of the habit in

this species. Newman {British Butterflies, p. 17) states that he once

found more than forty specimens of Vanessa io hybernating inside a

hollow oak.

We have previously noticed Scudder's (Weisenhiitter's) remarks

about the hybernation of Envanessa antiopa, but his exactly parallel views

of the hybernation of Pijrameis cardui and other species in North America

are most remarkable. Of P. cardui he writes :

—" It hybernates in the

butterfly state (perhaps also some autumn chrysalids pass over the

winter), and so appears in early spring " [The Butterfiies of the Northern

United States and Canada, p. 85). We should require much evidence

of a very exact nature before we could suppose this possible, but

Scudder seems to think it the most natural thing possible that butter-

flies should hybernate in this haphazard fashion, for he says of its

near ally, P. hnntera :
—" It is double-brooded in the north, hyber-

nating as a butterfly, and also to some extent as a chrysalis.'''' The

* These remarks show that Scudder does not mean to suggest that the two
different methods of hybernation are adopted at different latitudes, but that both
occur in the same latitude.
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hybernating butterflies leave their winter quarters about the middle of

May, and the chrysalids give forth their contents a few weeks later. , .

In the South the number of broods is certainly greater, and the

winter is passed in the butterfly state, '' if not also in the chrysalis
"

(IbuJ, p. 87). He makes an almost identical statement about P.

ataJanta, of which he writes :
—" Its life-history is much like that of

/'. hnntcra, it being double-brooded, and hybernating principally as a

butterfly, but also as a chrysalis. About the second week in May, the

butterfly comes out of winter quarters, and by the first week in June
the chrysalids begin to disclose their inmates, both sets of butterflies

laying eggs at or about the same time " (Ibid, p. 88). Of Aylcm
milherti we read:—^" It is triple-brooded, hybernating in both the

butterfly and the chrysalis state, in the former, under piled stones.

The wintering butterflies come out while the snow lies on the ground,

and in April the wintering chrysalids give birth to the enclosed butter-

flies, which may be found on the wing in May " {Ibid, p. 90). That
the above records are a series of errors based on insiifficient data, we
strongly suspect, and unless Mr. Scudder will assure us that he has him-

self seen the pupse of P. canhd, P. Jnmtvra, P. atalanta and Atjlais

milbcrti in a state of nature during the winter months, we shall await,

with some degree of certainty, the correction of the above data by some
observant North American entomologist, so completely are they

opposed to the regularity with which the butterflies of temperate

regions ordinarily pass the winter in the same stage.

It is remarkable that almost all the butterflies that hybernate in

the imago state belong to the Vancssidi and Bhodoccridi, but it is so
;

the hybernating American Callidri/as cubuh' and XantJiidia nicippc

being allied to our Gdnepti'ri/.f rJiannii, whilst the American Vanessids

have identical habits with their European allies.

* These remarks show that Scudder does not mean to suggest that the two
different methods of hybernation are adopted at different latitudes, but that both

occur in the same latitude.

Are British Butterflies over collected?

By W. J. KAYE, F.E.S.

It is with intense satisfaction that I see this subject brought

forward by the Entomological Society of London, and also by the

Record, in the latter Juno number of this year. Are British butter-

flies over collected ?—and this query applies to moths as well

—

Yes ! emphatically yes ! ! Who has not been to Wicken, to Chat-

tenden, to Barnwell Wold, to the Cotswolds, to the Isle of Wight,

and not seen the result and the cause of such ? How is it to be

put a stop to ? Capt. Elwes is quite right in saying that schoolboys

do not destroy many (if any, I should like to add) species.

They get tired of catching the same insect, and consequently

direct their thoughts to something fresh. Neither do dealers, per sc,

exterminate species. They have not got the time !
" It is the man

who simply collects " who is at the bottom of the trouble. This
" mighty atom " catches all he can of the rare insects that occur

in his neighbourhood, and if this is done yearly, how can the insect

exist after many years ? Clearly, then, we have to cope with

this being. And as it is difficult to cope directly, indirect means

must bo applied. These "collectors" do not collect for the love of
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the thing, or from any scientific motives. It is so that they can
catch those entomologists who have more money than brains, and
who want a big series of the rare species. If anyone wants a long
series of a scarce insect, let him box a female and rear a series. He
will learn twenty times more about the insect than by taking the

series of imagines, and ten thousand times more than by buying.

Or again, collect a big series over several years. Or if you must buy,

buy from a well-known reliable collection, when put up to auction at

Stevens', for instance ; but do not buy rare insects from dealers,

and more especially from those exterminators who supply the dealers,

and anyone else, should they ofier to purchase. If all the societies

in the country were to proclaim this to their members, who could in

turn tell their friends who do not aspire to belonging to a society,

I think we should be on the high road to rectifying a growing evil,

which, if not taken in hand, will very soon assume such alarming
proportions, that the interest in entomology, as far as these islands

are concerned, will be seriously curtailed to all those who collect

as a means to an end, and which end is not extinction.

MIMICRY.

VI.

—

Selection guided by utility at work.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

We have already seen how the variational units of an insect's wing-

may differ. The variational unit may consist of a whole wing, of the

surface of a wing, of any part of the wing or of a single scale, and
we have seen that whilst the variational units result from internal

forces, their ultimate course, size and shape, is decided by utility.

It may be well now to follow Weismann's course of reasoning,

through what he conceives to be the niodns operajuH by which a hypo-
thetical butterfly reaches a certain pattern of mimetic coloration.

" Let us suppose," he says, " that the ancestral species of a certain

.forest butterfly habitually reposed on branches near the ground, and
covered with dry or rotten leaves ; such a species will have assumed
on its under surface a protective colouring which by its dark, brown,
yellow, or red tints will tend towards a similarity with such leaves. If,

however, the descendants of this species should be subsequently com-
pelled, no matter from what cause, to adopt the habit of resting higher
up, on the green-leaved branches, then, from that period on, the brown
colouring would act less protectively than the shades verging towards
green ; and a process of selection will have set in which consisted first

in giving preference only to such individuals whose brown and yellow
tints showed a tendency to green."

Development in the direction of an increase of green colour,

Weismann points out, is only possible on the assumption that the
l)iopliors composing the determinants of the scales affected could alter

in quantitative proportions, so as to increase the green and decrease
the number of brown scales. When the determinants which give rise

to green, however, once begin to prevail, "the selective process must
continue until the highest degree of faithfulness required by the species

in the imitation of fresh leaves has been attained."
" That the foregoing process has actually taken place is evidenced,

not only by the presence of the beginnings of such transformations, as
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found for exiuuple in some greenish-tinted specimens of KaUiiiia, but

mainly by certain species of the South American genus Catuni'iihclr, all

of which are forest-butterflies, and which, with many species having

dark brown under surfaces, present some also with bright green under

surfaces—a green that is not like the fresh green of our beech and oak

trees, but resembles the bright under surface of the cherry-laurel

leaf, and is the colour of the under surfaces of the thick leathery

leaves, coloured dark green above, borne by many trees in the tropics."

The essential difference between the selection process, as explained

by Weismann, and the old theory is this :—That under the old con-

ception variations were fortuitous, and that selection had to wait for

these chance favourable variations before it could commence its work.

Under the new conception every portion of the organism contains in

its initial stages an indefinite number of variations within itself, some
of which are almost sure to be in the direction required. Selection

chooses those she requires, and by the process of intra-selection com-
pels them, as it were, to overcome their competitors, and utilises them
to produce those results which will be of service to the organism.

" This is the only way," Weismann says, "in which lean see a pos-

sibility of explaining the phenomena of mimicry—the imitation of one

species by another. The useful variations must be produced in the

germ itself by internal selection-processes if this class of facts is to be

rendered intelligible. I refer to the mimicry of an exempt species by

two or three other species, or, the aping of (liferent exempt patterns by
one species in need of protection."

It has until recently been considered that some degree of similarity

between the copy and the imitation was present from the start, but

Dr. Dixey has recently shown* that even this is not at all necessary.

Weismann considers that the minute similarity in the design which
exists between the mimic and the mimicked, would have been

impossible if the process of adaptation had depended entirely upon
personal (individual) selection. Were this so, a complete scale of the

most varied shades of colour must have been continuously presented

as variations in every species, which certainly is not the case.

" For example, when the exempt species Acraea eijina, whose
coloration is a brick-red, a colour common only in the genus Acraea,

is mimicked by two other butterflies, a Vapilw and a PsewJacraea, so

deceptively, that not only the cut of the wings and the pattern of their

markings, but also that precise shade of brick-red, which is scarcely

ever met with in diurnal butterflies, are produced, assuredly such a

result cannot rest on accidental, but must be the outcome of a

definitely directed, variation, produced by utility. We cannot assume
that such a coloration has appeared as an accidental variation in just

and in only these two species, which fly together with the Acraea in

the same localities of the same country, and the same part of the

world—the Gold Coast of Africa. It is conceivable, indeed, that non-

directed variation should have accidentally produced this brick-red in

a muile case, but that it should have done so three times and in three

species which live together, but are otherwise not related, is a far more
violent and improbable assumption than that of a casual connection of

this coincidence. Now, hundreds of cases of such mimicry exist in

which the colour-tints of the copy are met with again in more or less

* "On the relation of mimetic patterns to the original."

—

Trans. Ent. Soc.

Lond., 1896, pp. 65-81.
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precise, and sometimes in exceedingly exact imitations, and there are

thousands of cases in which the colour-tint of a bark, of a definite leaf,

of a definite blossom, is repeated exactly in the protectively coloured

insect. In such cases there can be no question of accident, but the

variations ]> resented to individual selection must themselves hare been

produced by the principle of the survival of the fit I And this is effected,

as I am inclined to believe, through such profound processes of

selection in the interior of the germ-plasm."
Thus far Weismann has at present advanced the study of the

principles by means of which the mimicry of insects has been brought
about. In this manner he explains Bates' statement that " on the

wings. Nature writes as on a tablet the story of the modification of

species, so truly do changes of the organisation register themselves

thereon." Probably, in this country at least, no one knows less of the

general principles underlying the markings, coloration, and patterns of

insects' wings than many of those who style themselves entomologists.

Such will regret that so much has been written without adding a new
species to the British list. We have not, like Weismann, to ask " the

hotspurs of biology
'

' to restrain their ardour, and to remember that
" all our knowledge is, and remains throughout, provisional," we have,

on the other hand, to beg that our readers will bear with us in asking
them to fairly look at Weismann's position, and to assure them that

this is only the beginning of the end. We can promise them that, if

they have once interested themselves in the more intellectual branches
of entomology, they will have added a very great additional source to

the sum total of the pleasure that it is possible for them, as educated
men, to get out of existence.

.SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Parasites on the pup^e of Apamea opmoGRAMMA.—I have identified

the parasite you sent me from pupre of A. ophiof/raiinna as I'hyyadeum
abdoiiiinalis.—T. R. Billups, F.E.S., 20, Coplestoue Road, Peckham,
S.E.

Nomina nuda,—It is certain that in the literature of the Lepidop-
tera one matter will prevent uniformity in nomenclature, unless it is

settled in a reasonable way. It relates to the validity of what are

called " bare " generic names. Schrank's names, and some others now
in use, are " bare " names, in so far as they were originally published
without definition. The " Tentamen " names are in like case. Some
twenty years ago, in studying the subject, I came to the conclusion,

since adopted by me in my writings, that a " bare " name was strictly

speaking one which could not be identified or applied in any way ; as

a species name it is one without a description or a reference, and as a
generic title it must be in the same case. But a generic title, pro-

posed for certain species cited by name as described, cannot fall into

this category, because it gives a reference to facts already known to

science. I formulated the rule in this way. The sole test for the

applicability of the name rests with the possibility of its identification from
what is published about it. Thus a name published by a figure alone is

clearly valid. A generic name published with a known species included
under it is valid, and so are catalogue names for genera. We
know in every case what is meant, and this is sufficient. A little
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retlection will show the reasonableness of this. There is no test of

how much or how little of a description is necessary. Most generic

diagnoses are insufficient, many incorrect. Each generic title must
have its type, a type which shows the points of structure the generic

title covers or indicates. Genera without types are of no value to the

student, he cannot refer to any structure to verify the diagnosis.

Large genera without a type are in a metaphysical condition. They
are supposed to rest on " average characters," but no one species has

precisely these " average characters." Each species, as represented by

individuals of either sex, oft'ers characters specific, generic, and also

such as indicate its position in a certain sub-family, family, or super-

family. The one principle recognised in nomenclature is priority of

publication, and all rules are concerned to show how, under the

different circumstances attending the existence of names, this prin-

ciple is to be applied. The name belongs to literature, and is subject

to literary regulations.

—

(Prof.) A. Eadcliffe Gkote, M.A.
The habits of Porthetria dispar.—During a recent entomologi-

cal trip to the Dauphine Alps, I made some (to me) interesting obser-

vations on the habits of P. dispar. To break my journey I made a

two days' (July 25th and 2Gth) stay at Aix-les-Bains, and visited the

woods on the hills between Gresy-Kur-Aix and the Lac du Bourget, a

locality previously described in this magazine (vol. vi., pp. 169-172).

One of the first insects that attracted my attention was F. dispar, the

males of which were flying rapidly about, in the broiling sunshine, in

much the same way as do those of Onjuia antiqua in Britain. They
were in thousands, both in the lanes and in the woods, but 1 observed

no females, the lack of large trees enabling them to hide successfully.

On August 18th I was at Bourg d'Aru (about 3,500 ft. elevation), in

the lovely Val de Veneon. Near the village I again saw the males in

large numbers, flying in the sunshine, and settling the moment it be-

came cloudy. These haunted the faces of the massive rocks that rise

from the path, and I was not long in detecting the females, seated

upon the bare rock, from which they fell helplessly when disturbed

with a stick. Here, too, some males were resting, sitting much in

the same manner as those of O. antiqua sometimes do, upon a window
or wall. This race, both males and females, was small, although

there was some variation in size ; but on the whole the specimens bore

much the same appearance as do those with which we are familiar in

Britain as the result of persistent in-breeding. There appeared to be little

doubt that the females had emerged from pup* whose cocoons were

hidden in the crevices of the rock, and that the males haunted the rocks

because the females were there. The days of August 20th and 21st

were spent at Grenoble. Both days were continuously wet and dull,

and entomological observations were at a discount. Strolling, how-
ever, under an avenue of plane trees, by the banks of the Isere, I was
soon aware that the trunks were plentifully sprinkled with the females

of /'. dispar. My curiosity awakened, I discovered that all the trees

forming the avenues in the town itself, as well as those in the public

gardens, were similarly tenanted. They were not difficult to detect,

yet they were certainly not conspicuous to the uninitiated. The moths
exhibited no very marked preference for any particular kind of tree on
which to rest, except perhaps in the case of the plane tree (the most com-
mon, by the way), all other kinds having tenants. They congregated
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chiefly at from 10 to 15 feet from the gromid, at those points of the

tree-trunks from which the larger branches spring, but many were
within reach, and some were at the very bottom of the trunks. The
moths were of large size, many quite as large as the largest of those

which we, in Britain, designate colloquially, the " old Fen form." Of
those found near the bottom of the trunks, say within 2 or 3 ft. of

the ground, every female, without exception, was crippled. I observed

some 50 specimens thus crippled in one avenue of about 100 yards.

Those that I dislodged from the higher parts of the trunk, with the

aid of a stick, had usually well-developed wings, but they were quite

disinclined to use them, by day at least, as organs of flight. One
could not help being struck with the degeneracy of the wing develop-

ment, not so much in mere wing-expanse, which was very considerable,

but in the crumpled and crippled condition of the organs in such a

large percentage of specimens. I observed no males at Grenoble,

except two with crippled wings, resting on the tree-trunks. To carry

some of the specimens to the hotel, I deposited a dozen in the top of an
ordinary round felt hat, and wore it for an hour or two without disturb-

ing the occupants, which never stirred from the positions in which they

were placed. Three others I carried on a small piece of bark, just large

enough to allow them to cling to and for me to hold, but although the

rain collected on their wings, and might readily have disturbed them,

they did not move, nor did they during the five or six hours following,

when they were placed on a table. So far my observations had led

me to notice a great resemblance between this species and (hyyia.

My next observation, however, was of a different character. Scat-

tered over the tree-trunks, on which the females were resting, were
their egg patches. These could be seen on all parts of the trunks,

from the base upwards. They varied in size, from patches two inches

long by one inch broad, to x^atches of less than half these measure-
ments. They were chiefly oval in shaj)e, and the eggs were snugly
encased in a large quantity of the dark fluffy scale material, which
evidently comes from the anal tuft, as in the case of I'ortJu'Kia. In
fact, the whole habit and mode of egg-laying suggest as close an
alliance with the latter genus as do the habits of the imagines with
Or

(JIlia.

There is only one more fact to add. An intelligent French work-
man, who saw me depositing the females in my hat, ventured the

observation that the caterpillars stripped the trees early in the year,

but that the trees did not appear to suffer from their depredations, as the

foliage soon grew again, and certainly the foliage showed no signs of

the serious onslaughts that must have been committed a few weeks
previously by the army of larva; which had resulted in producing the

large number of F. (Usjiar that I did see, as well as that probably
nuich larger number that I did not see.—J. W. Tutt.

BoMBYx QUERcus AND B. cALLUN.E.—Capt. Thompsou, in his
" Notes on the deviations in the life-histories of Bombi/.r qucrcus and
B. callunae," states, ante, p. 127, that "in Yorkshire the type occurs only
on the coast." This is an error, as I have specimens of undoubted
B. qurrcus, from Beverley, bred by myself from larvae, and it also

occurs at York and Rotherham. With regard to the date of appearance
for B. callimae, last year I bred some 97 specimens, these emerged
from the 5th to the 29th of June. As to the time of emergence, I
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found the majority emerged about noon. I have never, or, rather, do not

now experience any difticulty in separating the type from the variety.

The following notes as to the number of eggs laid by L'. callunac may
be of interest: 121, 204, 226, 227, 122,''^total for five moths, 900

eggs, or an average of 180 eggs each. As to duration in the egg state,

eggs laid on June 17th hatched on July 13th and lith, and eggs laid

June 20th, hatched July loth and IGth. B. callunac frequently

remains two years in the cocoon. In the Kntomoluiji^i's Fwcunl, vol. v.,

p. 198, is a note from Mr. Alfred F. Johnson, Erdington, on the

" copulation " of two male B. ipwrcus ; it may interest Mr. Johnson,

and others, to know that on June 17th last, whilst " assembling
"

with the females of B. callunac, the males were so eager to copulate

that two male 7J. callunac copulated together on two difieront

occasions during the day, and it required the exercise of con-

siderable force to pull them asunder, and a male copulated with a

female whilst held between the fore-finger and thumb. The females

commence to " call " about noon, and continue to attract until 3 p.m.

The males always come up against the wind. The females do not

exercise any choice in the selection of their partners.

—

William
Hewett, 12, Howard Street, York. September Vlth, 1896.

:f^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Description of the full=grown Larva of Amphidasys strataria

(prodromaria), witli some notes on its Protective Coloration.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Early in May, Mr. Garland sent me larvae of A. strataria f jinxlnnii-

ariaj, with the intimation that there was not a description of it extant in

any of the generally used books. As these usually consist only of New-

man's British Moths and Stainton's Manual, both, of course, wofully

out of date, I was somewhat sceptical, and suggested that it was pro-

bable that more than one description of the larva might be found in

our magazines and more recent works. I only make these preliminary

remarks to excuse myself for doing again, what has possibly been

done much better, several times before.

Descuiption of larva.—Head.—The face Hat, bright red-brown in

colour, the clypeus well-marked as a triangular shield, Avith a small

black angle (/\) at apex ; the whole face covered with brown and white

warts, giving it a scabrous appearance ; the crown of the head with

median furrow, giving a horned appearance to each side ; the cheeks

duller brown than the face, thickly warted with brown ; the ocelli

black, remarkably bead-like in appearance, of varying sizes (under a

one-sixth lens). Head somewhat retractile within the prothorax.

Shin.—The skin appears to be of a dark, dirty-brown colour, to the

naked eye, but under a one-sixth lens is pale greyish, with a tinge of

green, and marvellously covered with remarkable little spherical warts

of two distinct kinds :— (1) Black. (2) White. The skin of_ the

thoracic segments is very much wrinkled, and presents a great differ-

ence in appearance when compared with the less wrinkled skin of the

abdominal segments, the latter, except at the incisions, where they

are wrinkled, being fairly well filled out. The use of the wrinkled

thoracic skin is evidently to give the larva greater reaching power, an

important factor in its existence.
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Thorax.—The prothorax is broader than the head, with two rod-

dish-brown warty (apparently corneous) projections behind the two

horned structures of the head, which are brought up close to the

latter when the head is retracted, but seem to be at some distance

from it when the larva is stretching. There appear to be five ill-de-

fined subsegments ; a medio-dorsal furrow on the 1st subsegment is

not continued backwards. The prothoracic spiracle is very distinct,

and under a one-sixth lens looks like a deeply excavated flesh-coloured

basin, with a shiny black rim. The skin is well sprinkled with black

rounded warts, and rather larger but similarly rounded white warts,

following the subsegments transversely. Certain black warts appear

to be provided with tiny black bristles, but I could not satisfy myself

that these were analogous with the ordinary tubercles. A collection

of whitish warts below, and another in front of the spiracle, suggest

the sub- and pre-spiracular tubercles respectively. The mi'sutliorax

is about as wide as the prothorax, apparently with six subsegments,

but these are difficult to make out, owing to the skin being so wrinkled.

The mctatJiorax almost as wide as the two preceding segments, appar-

ently also with 6 subsegments, and the skin also very much wrinkled.

The triu- lei/s have the hooks bent forward. The legs are pale brown in

colour, with whitish joints
;
pale brown but strong hooks, with which

it climbs rapidly up the abundant, thick, fiossy silk that it spins.

Abdomen.—The 1st abdominal segment is narrower (transversely)

than the thoracic segments, but about the same length (from front to

back), and the skin is scarcely as wrinkled. The 2nd abdominal is much
longer (from front to back) and less wrinkled, whilst the Brd abdo-

minal increases slightly in width. The 4th abdominal is still wider,

and has a small lateral projecting wart on each side, whilst the 5th

abdominal is the largest of all the segments, and has a large projecting

wart on each side. This segment (5th) is the most modified of all,

because it is the one nearest to the branch on which the larva rests, but

with which it does not actually lay hold. The 6th abdominal carries

large lloshy prolegs, but is narrower, both dorsally and laterally, than

the 5th. The 7th is more nearly of the width of the 6th, but it bears

no prolegs. The 8th abdominal is provided with two small lateral

tubercles, joined by a transverse ridge across the dorsum of the seg-

ment. The 9th and 10th segments are hardly distinguishable from

each other ; the former appears to carry the two large well-developed

anal prolegs, between which is a highly specialised and well-developed

anal flap. The anal prolegs form a well-developed arch, and exhibit

tremendous clinging power.
Abdominal markini/s.—On the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th

and 8th abdominal segments are lateral oblique ridges, commencing
in a wart on the anterior subsegment in the subdorsal area of each

segment, and continued downwards and backwards to the posterior

subsegment, ending in a tumid latero-ventral flange, which is broken

at the segmental incisions. The warts on the 4th and 5th abdominal
segments are large and prominent, especially those on the latter,

where their rather paler reddish -grey colour makes them bear a close

resemblance to the excrescences on an oak twig. On the 1st sub-seg-

ment of each segment is a pair of small whitish dorsal dots, repre-

senting, apparently, the anterior trapezoidals. The subdorsal warts

appear to represent the posterior trapezoidals. The position of the
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prolegs is occupied on the 2nd abdominal by a whitish spot, those on the

3rd, 4th and 5th abdominal by brownish plates, surrounded by a pale

yellowish-grey patch. The ventral area between the two pairs of

prolegs whitish.

C'dlinir variatinit.—The colour of the younger larvfe is pretty

constant, and varies little. It is of a dull brown hue, with the lateral

warts paler brownish, and the pale anterior trapezoidals (?) and four

points on the dorsum of the 7th abdominal segment whitish or

yellowish. When full-grown, however, there is considerable varia-

tion. Then some individuals have a distinctly grey prothorax, whilst

the segmental incisions (for a distance extending over the two posterior

subsegments of each segment, and forming a row of somewhat quadrate

medic-dorsal grey blotches) are similarly coloured. These blotches are

darker centrally and in front, and extend over the posterior half of

each segment, and are terminated by the two pale anterior trapezoidals

on the succeeding segments. In the palest specimens, the 5th abdom-
inal and two following segments are almost entirely grey dorsally.

It is noticeable (under a one-sixth lens) that the pale tubercular

spots are composed of a number of whitish warts, but the grey patches

on the pale specimens, just described, are really due to the sldn being

of a different hue, and not to the presence of pale warts. There can
be no doubt, I believe, from my observations of the larvse, and the

fact that they are somewhat polyphagous (on trees, at least), that this

pale form of variation has been evolved to protect the larva? on trees

with pale-coloured twigs sach as birch, the darker ones being better

protected on oak. I am under the impression that every brood will

give examples of each form

—

i.e., the dark and pale forms^and that,

whilst under one environment, the pale will be better protected, under
another environment the darker will be so. At any rate, both forms
were produced, with me, from a small brood, the individuals of which
were kept under exactly identical conditions.

Variation in time of feedinn up.—It may be well to remark that,

whereas some specimens fed up very rapidly, and had reached

maturity by the first week of June, i.e., in about four weeks, others

were then not more than an inch long, and arc now (July 1st) not

more than half-grown. I do not suppose that these will be full-fed

for at least another three weeks yet.

The NEWLY-nATCHEu LAHVA OF Hadena dissimilis.—To the naked
eye the newly-hatched larva of H. (lissiiiiilis appears to be of a dark

purplish colour, corresponding almost with the final colour of the egg.

This is due, perhaps, to the closeness of the tubercles. It suspends

itself by a thread, or lets itself down to the ground, and coils up when
disturbed.

Twenty-four hours after hatching it is about treble its size when
hatched, and is now distinctly green in colour, with black warts. The
head is pale brown, and bears a number of black tubercular warts,

which appear to bear some analogy in position to those on the body
segments. Like the latter, each tubercle bears a single black hair.

The ocelli are minute, and form a lunule of close black spots, not very

different in appearance from the ordinary tubercidated warts, but

much more oval and without hairs. The crown of the head is

depressed centrally.
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The PROTHOR.AX is very different in its armature from the meso-

and meta-thorax. The anterior and posterior trapezoidals are placed

directly behind each other in two pairs, one pair on either side of the

median line. A well-developed lateral tubercle on each side of these

is evidently the supra-spiracular, whilst there are well-developed pre-

and sub-spiracular tubercles. The spiracle itself is placed well back

toAvards the segmental incision, and is larger than the abdominal

spiracles. The meso-thorax and meta-thorax are very similar in

their structure and armature. They are narrow, and the tubercles

are crowded into a single transverse row, five on each side of the middle

of the dorsum. These represent in order, judging from the analogies

of the tubercles of the pro-thorax, the anterior trapezoidal, the

posterior trapezoidal, the supra-spiracular, the pre-spiracular and the

sub-spiracular tubercles. Of these, the pair nearest the median line

of the dorsum {i.e., the anterior trapezoidals) are very small, the

posterior trapezoidals well-developed. Below the sub-spiracular

tubercles is a slightly tumid longitudinal ridge, below which, on each

of the thoracic segments, is a marginal tubercle just above the legs,

and another in front and another behind the base of each leg. The
legs are greyish, with a single terminal claw, and a few grey hairs

at each joint ; a black ring surrounds the leg where it joins the body.

From the 1st to the 8th abdominal segment the tubercles are

arranged in typical fashion, viz., the anterior trapezoidals on the 2nd

(?) subsegment, placed somewhat closer together than the posterior

trapezoidals on the 4th (?) subsegment. These make up the dorsal

series, whilst the lateral series consists of a supra-spiracular tubercle,

a post-spiracular tubercle and a sub-spiracular tubercle. It will be

observed that on the abdominal segments there is a post-spiracular

and no pre-spiracular tubercle, whilst on the thoracic segments there

is a pre-spiracular and no post-spiracular tubercle. On the 9th

abdominal segment the tubercles are crowded, and the trapezoidals

lose the definite positions of the preceding segments, whilst on the

anal segment the hairs of the tubercles form a sort of marginal

fringe, the tubercles being placed on the lateral edges of the flap. On
all the segments the tubercles are simple raised warts, and bear a

single black hair. The colour of the 8th, 9th and 10th abdominal

segments is yellowish rather than green.

The larvae loop very distinctly. They possess, when newly-hatched,

anal prolegs, and a pair of prolegs each on the 5th and 6th

abdominal segments. Those on the 3rd and 4th abdominal

segments are traceable (with a one-sixth lens), but are totally useless for

walking purposes. At rest, the larva is extended, but when startled,

draws itself up. Geometer-fashion, into a hook before dropping by a

silken thread. (LarviB hatched 29th June, 1896. Described 30th June,

1896).—J. W. TuTT.

Egg of Enodia hypeeanthus.—Unattached. Surface very finely

ribbed, shiny, pale yellow in colour ; a deep depression at the

broad end, which is somewhat flattened ; the remainder of the egg

forms about f of a sphere. Edge of summit pitted with concentric

rings of polygonal cells, which are continued down the sides, the micro-

pylar cells forming a rosette of very minute cells, but with scarcely any
trace of a special micropylar depression. A bright yellow patch near

apex of egg, with two or three brown spots, the remainder of egg pearly
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yellow (bri(?ht yellow area = ? head of larva) . Just before hatching, the

egg becomes more orange, and shows a number of tine reddish streaks.

Ecici OF Epinephele ianira.—In shape a truncated cone, with

deep micropylar area; about 24 well-developed longitudinal ribs

running from apex to base becoming evanescent where attached to

grass leaf ; a large number of faint circular ridges run trans-

versely between the longitudinal ridges ; the longitudinal ridges pass

over summit into micropylar depression. There is a series of irregular

red-brown patches scattered over surface and in micropylar depression
;

these blotches are variable in size. Transverse markings between longi-

tudinal ridges somewhat ladder-like. Diameter of summit (micropylar

depression) about ^ base. Height rather more than width at base.

The egg is attached to a grass culm.

I am indebted to Mr. Wolfe for the ova from which these

descriptions were made. A one-sixth lens was used for the descriptions.

—J. W. TUTT.

Egg of Hipparchia semele.—Laid on a grass leaf ; firmly attached

at base ; egg not quite perpendicular to surface to which attached

;

somewhat oval in shape, slightly narrower at base, white in colour

with a very faint yellowish tinge ; surface of shell shiny ; the summit
with a greyish cloud (probably head of contained larva). Under a

two-third lens about 24 longitudinal ribs may be counted, some of

which unite before reaching the apex. The micropylar depression

scarcely distinguishable. Under a one-sixth lens the longitudinal

ridges are somewhat raised, and traces of transverse markings extend

between the ridges. Some of the ridges (as has been observed) unite

towards the apex, but, as they approach the summit, end in concentric

rings of hexagonal cells, which surround the rosette of minute cells

placed quite at the apex and forming the micropyle. The trace of the

micropylar depression is very indistinct. The egg is somewhat flat-

tened on the top. The longitudinal ribs pass under the base at the

point of attachment. The eggs were laid on August 23rd. Described

September Hth. Hatched September 16th.

I am indebted to Mr. Wolfe, of Skibboreen, for ova of this species,

which are, I believe, now described for the first time. Eight eggs

obtained in captivity were laid by a female H. aemele on its (or a com-

panion's) middle pair of legs, a most extraordinary position.—J. W.
TuTT. Sept. 8th, 1896.

:iS^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Captures in Epping Forest.—Not having had much time to

myself, I have done very little collecting this year. The following is,

however, a list of specimens seen and captured in Epping Forest :

—

Pieris brmdcae, common; J', ntjiac, common; Kuchloc canlamines, oriQ

male captured ; (iouopteri/.r rJiatuni, one seen ; Brcnt/iis eujihrosync,

saw several ; At/lais iirticac, common ; Yaneum io, captured one

female ; Parari/c mcijacra, three taken ; Epinephele ianira, common
;

Coemmympha paiiiphilm, common; Chrijaophanns phloeas, common;
Pdh/diiiniatJiK icants, common; i'ljaitiris aiujiolus, rather plentiful, the

males far outnumbering the females, only two of the latter taken

;

A'isoviatles tai/es, two taken ; Paiii/ihila sijleanux, plentiful ; Zipjaena

Jilipendulae, three taken ; IP/luphila jyrasinana, one captured ; H,
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hicolnrana, one larva ; Xola cncullatrUa, larva? plentiful ; two ( 'alli(/r)iia

iniuiaUt, one taken on the wing, the other taken at rest on a tree

trunk, by my friend Mr. Mardle ; Enc/iclia javohacae, plentiful in one
spot, flying in the sun, larv;e also common. Ih'piabts liumuli, two
males seen; H. lupulinm, abundant; //. hrctus, rather common;
Port/u'sid siinilis, very common ; I:>())nhi/x iicit.stria, larva? common, but
badly ichneumoned ; B. rnbi, very plentiful, flying in the sun

;

Drcpana falcataria, not common ; D. hinaria, saw eight specimens,
captured five, all males

;
D. cultraria, plentiful, but flying only while

the sun was shining. Triaena jisi, fairly common ; Diloba caendeo-
cejihala, larvffi common : Lcucania coiiiiiia, one captured ; Diptenpiia
Hcahduxcula, fairly common ; A(/rutis e.cclaiiiationis, common; Tripliaena
jtnninha, very common ; Taeniorajiipa pulrcndenta, fairly common
Cali/)iinia trapL'zina, IsLVXx very plentiful; Aplccta nehulosa, common;
Xi/ldccaiipa arcdla, three taken ; Cucidlia umhiatica, one taken at rest

on a fence ; Kuclidia mi, several seen ; Brep/tos parthenias, saw several
captured five, all males ; rruptcri/.c saiidmcaria, took four females •

Uumia lutfolata, very common ; Venilia maeidaria, common in one
spot ; Mi'trocaiiipa iiian/aritaria, common, and distributed nearly all

over the forest ; Pericallia si/riiii/aria, saw several ; Odontopcra hidentata,

one taken at rest on a hornbeam ; Crocallis dini/iuiria, captured
one female and two males ;

Knnomos qucrcinaria, one male taken •

Amphidasi/s strata ria, one female taken at rest on an oak tree •

Boarmia tjemmaria, two taken on a fence ; Tcplmma hiundidaria
[cnqmsndaria), common ; Pseudoterpna prumata, four seen ; (Teomctra
papilionaria, one larva ; Phurodesma pustulata, fairly common

;

Hemithea strv/ata, common ; Zonoaoma porata, saw one ; Acidalia
remutaria, common; A. avermta, common: Cabcra pumria, common *

Bapta temerata, one taken ; Panaiira pietraria, moderately common •

Ematun/a atoinaria, very common ; Abraxas <irossulariata, common •

Lomaspilis marginata, one captured ; Hi/beniia rupkapraria, common •

H. mart/inaria, plentiful ; Anisopterg.v aescidaria, common : Larcntia
d'uhjmata, captured two males ; L. inultistrigaria, two taken male
and female ; L. olimta, captured three; Mtdanthia ocellata, common •

M. albicillata, four taken ; Melanippe sociata, common ; Camptw/rawvm
bilineata, common ; Cidaria prunata, three taken ; (J. fulrata, common •

EiiboUa jdiwiba ria, coTJimon in da,YaTp places; Chcsias spartiata, larvfB
common on broom.—G. R. Garland, 94, Sedgwick Eoad, Leyton
Essex. October, 1896.

Plusia festuce double-bkooded.—When collecting to-nio-ht in
the garden adjoining this house, I was much surprised at takin" a
fine fresh specimen of Plusia festncae, in perfect condition. I saw
the insect flying over some French marigolds, and it subsequently
settled on one of the flower heads, when I captured it with the net.
Is it usual to take this species at this time of the year ? Is it double-
brooded ? I have always taken it in June, but never saw it on the
wing so late in the season before.—H. Shortrtdge Clarke, F.E.S.
Sulby Parsonage, Lezayre, Isle of Man. September Srd, 1896. [The
species is, we believe, always more or less double-brooded. We bred a
long series, last September, from pupfe received from Mr. Cross. We
have repeatedly taken it at light in August, in Wicken Fen etc.
Will correspondents please give their experience ?

—

Ed.]
I caught another specimen of Plusia festncae on French mario-olds

on the evening of September 10th.

—

Ibid,
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Insects at Hampstead.—It may interest some of your readers to

know that a friend of mine took a very fine specimen of C'atocala

nnpta, settled on a wall in Lyndhurst Road, Hampstead, on Saturday,

August 15th. Among other unusual visitors to Hampstead may be

mentioned a specimen of Cossm liiinipcrda, taken at rest on a young
sapling, near Hampstead Heath Station ; and also SincHntJins ocdlatus,

caught in the booking office at Camden Town Station. Diptrri/iiia

pinastii has been plentiful at sugar, as usual.—F. A. Newbery, 10,

Gillies Street, Haverstock Hill, N.W. September IWt, 1896.

Five-spotted Burnet moth in Isle of Man.—I took a five-

spotted Burnet here this year for the first time. I never knew it

occurred here until this season. Zmiaena fiUpendidae is very common.
—H. Shortridge Clarke, F.E.S., Sulby Parsonage, Lezayre, Isle of

Man.
Double broods of lepidoptera in Suffolk in 1896.—The most

peculiar point about the season of 1896 is—to my mind—the number
of double broods. (Ujaniris arniohis, July 28th, and into August,

extremely abundant. BreniMs selene, Xoctuabaia ( ), Geometra papilio-

naria, Af/intis piita, Thnandra amataria, Drepana hamula, Cilix

yumda, Stretiia dathrata, Poh/ommatiis astrarche, Acidalia inornata,

DiantluH'cia cajmncola (sugar), D. cuctibali (sugar), Macaria notata,

Li'i/dia aduxtata, Zonosoma anmdata, Lophopteri/.e ramelina, Noctua
c-niiiruin, CrambiL^ pinetellus, Cidaria truncata, Leucania palleiu (very

common), Pharetra rumicis, Noctua riibi, Plnhalapterij.v vitalbata,

Acidalia aversata, Zonomma porata, Z. pxinctaria, Z. orhicularia,

Anaitis plac/iata, Acidalia via rf/inepunctata (in confinement), Diptenj;/ia

pinastri, Hadena trifolii, Melanippe jiuctuata, AgrotiH saucia, A. suff'usa,

A. se(/et.u)ii, Piwiria crataei/ata, Ortji/ia (jonoHthima (in confinement, 3rd

brood now feeding), all taken in August. Acidalia »ianii)tepn)uiata

(at large), Plusia cJtrydtis, Leucajiia pallcns and Ai/ratis sejietniii, in

September.—(Rev.) C. R. N. Burrows, Rainham Vicarage, Essex.

Captures in Suffolk.—Besides the species mentioned in the fore-

going note as being probably double-brooded, I captured, during

August, the following species : (Tonejitenj.c rJiamni, Dnjafi papkia,

T/ii/)nelicus thaiiinas, Knodia In/peratitlim, Zejihi/rus (pwrctcs, Ar(/ipinis

adippe, Eui/onia jicdi/cldoros, Hydroecia nictitans, Noctua daJdii,

Litliosia complana, Miana bicoloria, Amphipyra pyramidea, A. trayopo-

yonis, Ayrotis niyricans, Porthesia aurijitia, Clisiocaiiipa neustria, Ennumoa
erosaria, Catocala nnpta, Aplecta ocndta, Noctua stiymatica, Ceriyo

tuatura, Noctua umbrosa, Luperina testacea, Boarinia yemmaria, Xylo-

jihasia polyodon, Leucania litJiaryyria, Calyinnia ajfini.s, C. trapezina,

SarrotJin'pa undulanus, Trypliaena timbria, T. pronuba, T. ianthina,

T, (irbtina, Mania vianra, Noctua .ranthoyrapJia, Ayrotis tritici, Eupi-
thecia subfulvata, Epione apiciaria, Hypsipetes elutata, Iladena oleracea,

Catocala nupta, Apamea didyina, Dyseliorista tiuyiecta (common on one

evening), Aaphalia diluta, Luperina cesjiitis, Hydroecia micacea,

Hepialns sylrimts, Xanthia fnlrayo [cerayti), Hypena rostralia dnd Lcj)to-

yravima literana. In September, I took Helotropha leucostiyma

[fibrosa), probably belonging to a second brood.

—

Ibid.

Additions to the Rainham list of Lepidoptera.—I have added
several species to our local list, among others (roHcpteryx rhamni,

Cyaniris aryiolus, Acidalia niaryinepu)ictata i^promutata) and Noctua

stiymatica

,

—Ibid,
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Abundance of the LAEViE of Acheroistia atropos.—About seventy

A. atrojios lai'VfB have fallen to my share. The "Potato-diggers"
bring them to me. Many, of course, are dead or dying, but I have
50-60 healthy pupte.

—

Ibid.

Butterflies at Skibbereen.—All our common butterflies were, I

think, decidedly earlier than is usual, except perhaps Pi/mmns atalanta,

which was remarkably late and scarce, unlike 1898, when it swarmed,
and P. cardiU was here, as I believe everywhere else, totally absent.

—J. J. Wolfe, Skibbereen, co. Cork. Sept., 1896.

Leucania impudens in the New Forest.—I was sugaring at

Ranmore, in the New Forest, on the night of June 24th, and captured

a specimen of L. iwpudens (pudorina). I was much surprised to find

the species there, as I had never taken it before except in Wicken Fen,
a damp place, whereas this was captured upon a clay hill, and I do
not know of any reeds near. I found all the insects in the New Forest

very early and plentiful ; some very nice aberrations of Limenitis dhtjlla

B,nd J >i!/:is f Ann/unisJ paphia were taken, the aih. ralesina being also

fairly plentiful.—W. J. Cross, Ely. [The New Forest is an old lo-

cality for L. hnpiideiis, see Brit. ]Soctuae and their Varieties, vol. i.,

p. 36.—Ed.]
Collectors and Chattenden Woods.—On p. 83 of the Kntomnlo-

f/ist's Record there is a statement as to professional collectors in Chat-
tenden Woods. Lord Darnley has as strong an objection to the dealer

who makes a business of it as the Entomological Society of London
can have ; but the difficulty is to know him from the scientific

amateur, and I do not know how to exclude one without the other.

If you or your society can inform me who the offenders are, their

passes will not be renewed.—C. H. Scriven, Agency Office, Thong,
Gravesend. Juh/ 21.st, 1896.

A WEEK AT Lyndhurst.—I Spent a week at Lyndhurst at the end
of May, but not a very successful one. ylpatura iris had not put in

an appearance ; Tate's usual beating of the sallows producing but two,

so that was not good enough to set me sallow-beating. Macro(/lossa

bombi/lifarinis (narrow border) was really over, the four we saw being
badly worn, (reometra papiliimaria had evidently spun up, and out
of our way, whilst Scodiona beUjiaria were going over, being neither

plentiful nor in good condition. On the other side, Boiubyx trifolii

was more plentiful than usual, and Cleora (jlabraria worth looking
for.—E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S. Sept., 1896.

Collecting in the Reading distkict.—The season has been
fairly successful. On some nights, moths were plentiful at the sallows,

but of the usual common order. I except one Dasijcampa rubiijinea,

taken by a friend. At the same time, Taeniocampa iiiunda, etc., came
freely to sugar. Asjihalia jinvicornis also was very abundant at rest

on the twigs of birch underwood. Stauropus fagi has turned up
again in some numbers, the first being taken as early as April 26th,
and it continued until well into June. The second brood was also

bred in July by a friend. Aeontia luctuosa was more than usually
abundant in May. On the other hand, Sesia sphef/ifonnis was
exceedingly scarce. A friend and myself spent three or four days
working for it at Whitsun, and only obtained six between us, and,
although we had a couple of virgin females, we only assembled one
male. By working oak stumps that had been cut two years, I obtained
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larviT:; and pupa' of .S'. ciiiiijiiforDii^, and so bi'cd a nice series, which
was a welcome addition, as I had never ohtained the species before.

The spun-up leaves of the broad-leaved sallow yielded a few larva- of

Tctlira rctiisa and ('leoccj-is riiiiiiudiH. J>icj/cl(t no has also unexpectedly

turned up in some numbers ; we only know of two specimens having
been taken in this district before.— A. H. Hamm, 24, Hatherley Boad,
Reading. Sept., 1896.

Appearances of Melanippe fluctuata.-—This species was abundant
again [vide, ante, p. 88) from July 15th to July 23rd (when I left

London), the specimens very fine and fresh. It began to appear

again on August 28th, and was still to be seen here and there through-

out this part of the S.E. district (Blackheath) vip to the middle of

September.—J. W. Tutt.

Trochilium ckabroniforme in Ireland.- I have bred some half-

dozen specimens of this insect from larva; I found when cutting down
some willows. The flowers in early July swarmed with the I'lKsias and
Curullia U)))br((tiea.—W. B. Thornhill, Castle Cosey, Castle Belling-

ham, Ireland.

Galls of Pemphisus huusakia.—On a poplar in a steep narrow

gully behind the village of La Grave, the galls of I'evijiliiHus Imnaria,

Linn., were very abundant. I broke one open, and a large number
of the perfect insects immediately made their escape. I am indebted

to Mr. Newstead for the name of the gall.—J. W. Tutt.

Early emekcenck.—I took twelve Tiiiiamlra aiiiatcuia the last

week in May.—(Rev.) E. C. Dobuke Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton

Vicarage.

Oporabia uilutata.— (). (Ulntata is seldom taken here before the

beginning of October, and is then very common in almost every wood
where oak trees are to be found. Some of my specimens of this

species are quite similar in size, colour and markings to specimens of

(>. filiiirammaria from the Lancashire district.—A. Adie Dalglish,

Poliokshields, Glasgow. Sept., 1896.

Abundance of the first bkood of Cyanthis argiolus.—The first

brood of this species was common here. I never knew it common
before. I also hear from Worthing that it has been unusually com-

mon there. My impression is that the spring brood is more plentiful

than the August brood, but, as the insect is not usually common
here, I have no great experience to go by.—^W. M. Christy, M.A.,

F.E.S., Watergate, Emsworth, Hants.

Second brood of Cyaniris argiolus.—This year, the first brood

of C. aiyioltis was abnormally abundant, and the second brood was

on the wing on June 28th, an unusually early date. It occun-ed in

about the same numbers as the first brood. The females of the

second brood were very scarce, only about one specimen to fifty males.

I find that they are very fond of the flowers of the Ceauotlms, Gloirede

Versailles, which is in bloom on a Avail, when the sun is shining,

coming to and going from the blossoms from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.

The colour of the flowers of this beautiful climber are, as nearly as

possible, that of ('. arf/iolns.—J. Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge,

Somerset. Sejit., 1896.

Honeydew.—Sugar was very unproductive in June and early

July, owing to the vast amount of honcydcw, wliich was then

actually dropping from the trees.

—

Ibid,
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Chrysophanus dispar.—In May last I forwai'ded to the Record an
extract from the Bazaar, offering for sale living specimens of three

large " English Coppers," and three " Camberwell Beauties," re-

marking at the same time that I had written for further particulars.

Thii I did, asking Mr. J. W. Tattersall (the advertiser in question) for

full details in order that these important captures might be duly

recorded. I received a most courteous reply to my query from Mr.

Tattersall, informing me that the insects were all taken " in the

neighbourhood of Beaumaris, N. Wales," and that he was much sur-

prised (as an entomological novice) at the number of replies evoked by
his "ad." He further informed me that he had disposed of them " to

a gentleman who refused to give his name and address, but got all

particulars as to locality, etc., and remarked that he contributed to the

magazines," winding up with the remark that ho identified them by
Gordon's Our Countnj^ Bntterjlie:^ aiuJ Mothx. I wrote him again,

pressing for more exact information, and pointing out the rarity (to

say the least of it) of the " Large Copper." To this, Mr. J. W, T.

(not our worthy editor, by the Avay) replied that he, " or more strictly

speaking, my brother caught them, but, at present, I will not give the

exact locality, as Iknow, /Vo/» experience (! ), that a swarm of collectors

would soon be on the spot, and, so far, I have not been able to folio >v up
entn)iioloi/i/ solel;/ for jdeasure !

" He goes on to remark that he has

caught "a very fine butterfly or moth," which he is unable to

identify, it being " 1| inches across the wings, and entirely black and
quite sooty in appearance, also several fine cinnabar butterflies, but I

do not know whether they are common or not." He finishes by
asking me if I can tell him Avhere he can purchase " a list of tlie

market prices of butterflies, dc." Here I dropped the matter, owing to

my holidays intervening. I should be sorry to doubt the correctness

of Mr. Tattersall's statements, for his letters are courteous in the

extreme, and would rather think that he had " mis-identified " his

insects, which seems to me just possible from what I have seen of the

plates he mentions. This supposition, however, hardly fits in with
the fact that he disposed of them immediately on the day that the

advertisement appeared ! Will not some Liverpool reader " beard the

lion in his den," and try to get at the root of this mystery ?—S. J. Bell,
150, Stockwell Park Koad^ Brixton. Sept. 15th, 1896.

Pupa digging in the New Forest.—I recently spent a few days in

the New Forest, and although there is little in the way of lepidopterous

imagines in the New i^'orest so late as the end of August, especially in

an early season, I did very well at pupa-digging, and obtained over

200 pupye of all sorts and sizes. Sugaring produced only Awphip>jra
pi/ramidea.—Harold Hodge, M.A., 6, Crown Office Row, Temple.
Sept., 189b.

Synia musculosa as a British insect.— It seems strange that, in

the face of Mr. S. Stevens' assertion that at least 15 specimens of

Synia musculosa were, to his certain knowledge, taken at and near
Brighton early in the present half-century, "John Bull" should still

be apparently so sceptical as to its having occurred in Britain. Hut
if he had thought of referring to the Ent. Annual or the F.nt. Wk. In-

telligencer, he would have found that any such scepticism was quite

unjustifiable. In Knt. Ann., 1856, p. 16, Mr. Stainton records the

capture, on August 17th, 1855, of an example of S. uiusculosa, on a
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gas-lamp at Brighton, by Mr. Winter [We learn, oj). cit., p. 25, that

his fuller name was "John N. Winter," and that he was of the Sussex

County Hospital, and Mr. Stevens says that he was house-surgeon

there] , and a coloured figure of the insect is given on the fnjndspiccc

to that volume. As Mr. Stevens tells us that Dr. Winter still resides

at Brighton, "John Bull "has in him exactly what he has been

wanting to hear of, viz., " a living lepidopterist who can honestly say

that he has captured at large (wild) a living specimen of H. iiitisculusa

in Britain." Again, in Ent. W/,\ Int., i., p. 154, Mr. A. J. Wigginton,

writing from the Sussex County Hospital, Brighton, on August 8th,

1856, says, " I took last evening a very beautiful specimen of S.

inuscidosa ;" whilst, on p. 173, Mr. Henry Cooke, of 8, Pelham Ter-

race, Brighton, under date August 25th, 1856, records the recent

capture by himself of an example, which was flying round a lamp in

that town. These two captures are alluded to in Knt. Ann., 1857,

p. 115. Then, in Knt. Wk. Int., v., p. 12, Dr. W. H. Allchin, of

Bayswater, has a note to the effect that he took a very fine S. inu.scu-

losa, which had been so identified by jMr. F. Bond, at rest on a flower

at Brighton, on August 15th, 1858; and in Jvnt. Ann., 1860, p. 140,

under the heading, " Rare British species captured in 1859," Mr.

Stainton says that at the September meeting (1859) of the Ent. Soc,
London, Dr. Allchin exhibited a specimen taken at Brighton. Pre-

sumably this latter was taken by Dr. Allchin, but was a different in-

dividual from the former, for Stainton notices it among the captures

of 1859, and thirteen months elapsed between Allchin's capture of

1858 and his exhibit of 1859. The above records, which are all the

reliable ones that occur to me, are sufficient to prove beyond dispute

that the species used to occur at Brighton some forty years ago, and
I have reason to believe that the sum total of specimens then taken

there certainly exceeded the number given as a minimum by Mr.

Stevens. It seems equally clear that it disappeared from there not

long afterwards [which accounts for the Salvages not having confined

their attention to their own "back doors!"] , and I have been informed

that this was due to its head-quarters having been built over. I know
nothing about the reputed Bexhill specimens in Mr, C. E. Fry's col-

lection, and cannot mention any authentic British captures made of

recent years, or made elsewhere than at Brighton. It is a well-known

fact that of nearly all the Lepidoptera that are very rare in Britain,

there are in collections in this country plenty of .'^n-rallcil " British
"

specimens, which have no right whatever to the name ; but it seems

to me unwise to publicly question the occurrence of any species in

Britain when satisfactory published evidence of it is so easily acces-

sible ; and in the case of S. iinisculom, and numbers of other rarities

that I could name, the authentic rccardfil captures known to the many
are largely outnumbered by the ('(jnallij authentic unrccdnlnl ones,

known only to the few who are " behind the scenes." Eustace R.

Bankes, M.A., F.E.S., The Rectory, Corfe Castle. Srjd., 1896.

CURRENT NOTES.
We trust that Mr. Briggs will exhibit the specimen of the new

British moth (supposed to be ( 'aln])liasia idati/ptcra), taken on September
14th, by Mr. J. T. Carrington, on the Sussex coast (between three and
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four miles west of Brighton), at the approaching meeting of the

Entomological Society of London.
On October 27th and 28th the first part of the collection of Mr. C.

A. Briggs will be sold. The collection is especially rich in hermaphro-
dite and gynandromorphic forms of many of the Diurni - (Tjnoptcnjx

rliamni, Euchloe carckuiiim's, Plrheim ae;/<m, Pob/ommatiis bdlar(/iis,

P. icarm, P. cnn/don and Ci/cndris arf/inliis. Thbre is an unequalled

series of underside aberrations of the " blues," of " bleached " forms of

Epincphiie ianira, and unique aberrations of many other species. The
(Jluijiiophanm dispar will be distributed over the four days' sale. The
first day's sale (Oct. 27th) will comprise part of the Diurni ; on the

second day (Oct. 28th) the remainder of the Diurni and part of the

Sphingides will be sold.

Mr. Champion (?^.M.M.) advises the use of " gum arable mixed
with a little loaf sugar, to give consistency, and an infinitesimal

quantity of carbolic acid (mixed with a small amount of spirit)
"

instead of " gum tragacanth," for carding small Coleoptera, Hemiptera,

etc. He adds : "Dr. Sharp's recipe for the preparation of gum arable

is :
' Best gum arable, 60 parts ; loaf sugar, 80 parts ; strong spirits of

wine, 8 parts ; and purified carbolic acid, 2 parts. Dissolve the gum
and the sugar separately in as little water as possible, and then mix
thoroughly together. Dissolve the carbolic acid in the spirit, and
add it drop by drop to the larger mixture, stirring thoroughly while

doing so.'
"

Mr. Hamm states that Pamphila comina feels with its ovipositor

several blades of grass before selecting one on which to deposit an Qgg,
which is always laid singly, although a second may be deposited within

half an inch of the first. The eggs are also laid on leaves and stipules

of clover.

Ac/wnnitia atr(ip<ht is recorded from Culross,N.B. (imago, Sept. 11th)
;

Swanage (imago, Sept. 9th) ; Fleetwood (larvae) ; Panton and Market
Rasen (^larvfe) ; Kingston, Oxon. (larva?) ; Lewes (larvfe) ; Little-

hampton (Iarv;e) ; Hay, Brecon (larvse).

When a first-class field naturalist forms an opinion on a set of

facts, dift'ering from that formed by other observant naturalists from
the consideration of the same facts, one likes to get to the bottom of

the cause. This we are now able to do with regard to Mr. C. G.

Barrett's oft-repeated opinion that Tri'lirosia histartata (cn'pusculaiia)

and T. crepuscularia [hiundularia) are identical. He states [F'.M.M.)

emphatically that " the second brood of the brown crepuscularia

[ — bistortata) is obviously hiundularia.'' Arguing from such erroneous

premises as these, Mr. Barrett's conclusion is quite understandable.

Some years ago, it appears, Mr. Doubleday named the aberration

of / '<d!/!i<mia c-alhum , with ochreous underside, ab. /; iitrli iusou i. Recently,

Mr. W. Harcourt Bath, evidently not an fait with previous literature,

re-named it ab. lutcscrns. It is, of coui'se, the ab. pallidior of old

Petiver and other British authors, so that both /lutc/iiiisdiii 'dxid lutcsceiis

are much ante-dated.

Mr. Sidney Cooper, of Chingford, records (PJntoni.) the capture of

what is apparently another specimen of Catocala nupta ab. caerulescens.

Mr. Sabine records the capture of a gynandromorphous Chrijsophanus

phlocas, left wings ^ , right wings $ . The Rev. A. D. Pattison

records Deilephila livurnica from Lymington, whilst Mr. A. R. Upton
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records Choerncampa ncrii from the village of Stowfcing, in Kent.

Eurancssa antinpa is recorded [Field) as captured on Sept. 10th, on
the slopes of S([iu-r na Gillean, in Skyc, by Mr. P. JM. Ellis.

The advantages of high-flat setting are lauded periodically, once in

about 7 or 8 years. The last bad attack was in 1888, and it may be
traced back in about arithmetical progression to the days of the

IntcUii/enrer. The time elapsing between the outbreaks allows a new
lot of men to come in. The newer men with small collections, etc.,

prefer a change, the older ones do not see what is to be gained by it,

nor do we. Our advice to young entomologists who may be inclined

to adopt it, but who want to exchange with the more experienced

collectors, is, " Don't," We have no personal bias, and examine
annually some hundreds of insects, set in various ways, from
the low English to the high Continental, and we fail to sec any great

advantage or disadvantage either way. Mr. Cant, who opened the

discussion in 1888, sets thousands of insects, professionally, annually,

for a collection set entirely in the Continental fashion. Mr. Leech,

who opened it in 1896, employs a professional setter. Neithc^r of

these gentlemen, probably, understands the purely British collector's

position.

.SOCIETIES.
South London Entomologicu. and Natural, History Society.—

Sept. 10th, 1896.—Mr. A. E. Hall exhibited a grand female of the

large Wkst African Ti'diws bcllii-osiis, from Cape Coast Castle.

Also CAPTURED Callimorpha HERA froiii NewtoH Abbot. This was con-

sidered interesting, as showing that the species had a more extended

range than was at first supposed. Mr. Lucas : a female of J'latetrnm

ih'im'ssHiii HAviNG^ MALE coloratioH, and a male of ('alopU'iij.v rin/o

having the right wing without any trace of the usual dark pigment

;

also a pair of the rare grasshopper, Thaumotrizeu ajitrra. Mr.

Montgomery : bred specimens of lUuntJioeda caimncola from East-

bourne. One specimen was a beautiful form, having the submarginal

line with the usual zigzags very clear, while the marginal area was
without the customary wavy markings. Sept. 24th, 1896.

—

Larv.e

OF Cyaniris argiolus.—Mr. E. Adkin, living larvjeof Cijaniria artjiolm,

ill utii on the buds of ivy blossom, from Eastbourne. These were
distinctly of two forms, one purplish, the other green. He also ex-

hibited full-fed larvae of Ajilccta occulta. Aberrations of Enodia
hyperantmus.—Mr. Filer, a fine aberration of Enodia IniperanthuH,

having the white spots surrounded by yellow rings only, the black

rings being entirely obsolete. It was taken in Essex. Exotic insects.

—Mr. Moore, specimens of Tlicli/plionHs (jiiianteus, a species midway
between the scorpions and the spiders, from Florida, and contributed

notes. He also shewed specimens of Polistcs annulana, and a nest.

Aberrations of Noctu.t..—Mr. Turner, a varied scries of Xoctua

xunthixii-apha. including a black form, a pale form, a red form, and a

form with unusually well-defined stigmata ; a very dark Af/rotis

sff/i'tuiii, from Kent; a TripJiaiiia pronnha, with a remnant of a

discoidal spot; and two bred Apatcla aceri.s, with the veins of the

secondii.ries deeply lined with black. Noctua ditrapezium in York-
sHiuE.—Mr. Montgomery, specimens of Xoctua ditraprzium, from S.

Yorks. TePHROSIA BISTORTATA (cREPUSCULAlilA) AND T. crepuscularia
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(BiUNinjLARiA).—Mr, llarrett exhibited series of Tcjilini^ia hisfiirt((/a

((rrp)!sr)d(iiia) aucl T. rnjiuscitlaria [hiiiiuhdaria), the latter very

variable. He then exhibited a box containing- two typical T. histnrtati,

of the early brown form, and three specimens of the second brond of

T. hixfiirtdta, bred by Mrs. Bazett. These were of the ordinary dead-

white (with a faint leaden tint) colour, and of the form (var., Gen. 2,

nni.ion(iria, Haw.) so well-knoAvn to those who have reared this insect.

In the same box were two typical T. crcpmcularia [hiwuhdaria, the

May-June species), and also eight specimens, which Mrs. Bazett had
had given to her, a,nd which wjre captured in July last, at light, in a

wood near Reading, in which the early species (histortata) has never

been found but in which the later species {crcpmcularia) is abundant.
On this assaiuption, Mrs. Bazett considered that the eight specimens
must be the progeny of the later species, and the opinion of Mr. C. G.
Barrett coincided with this. Mr. Adkin considered that the fact of

Mrs. Bazett not having found T. histortata in that particular wood
was no proof that the insect did not occur there, and that the evidence'

that these specimens were a second brood of the later species was,

therefore, altogether inconclusive. Mr. Tutt agreed with the opinion

expressed by Mr. Adkin, and, after careful examination of the species,

said that he was as certain as he could be, without having actually seen

the female lay the eggs from which they were produced, that the

specimens were a second brood of the early species, 2\ histortata (or

crcpmcidaria as the species used to be called). He had bred the

species repeatedly, perhaps a dozen different times, and had no hesita-

tion in referring them to a second brood of the early species, and not
the later one. The two typical crcjjiisodaria (hiaiKhdaria) in the box
were of an entirely different tone and character from these Reading,
July specimens. After further discussion, it was decided to adjourn
the matter for further consideration until the next meeting, to give

members the opportunity of exhibiting their own series.

LANCAsmBE AND CHESHIRE ENTOMOLOGICAL SociETY.—An exhibition

meeting was held on Sept. 14th, under the presidency of Mr. S. J.

Capper, F.L.S., and was decidedly successful, the number and variety

of exhibits being in excess of those of any previous meeting. Some of

the morenotable exhibits were as follows :—The President: a drawer con-
taining BOO aberrations of Sfnlosoina luhricijicda, including abs. choraci

and radiata, and many other tine aberrations, and a similar drawer of

S. inentliastri, including a long series with brown upper wings. I')y

Mr. B. H. Crabtree : a very long series of C'oennnj/iiqjha ti/dioii var.

jihiloArnus, from Witherslack, three very light Brcnthis [Anjtpinis)

eiiphrusijnc, and two dark ]>. srlotc, and a drawer of Sesiid.e, including
Scsia sjihcijiforiiiis, inmcifdrijiis, ic/uicwiuiiiiforniis, chrijsidiformis and
scaliiforims. Mr. Harold Milne : long series of Krehia aethiops and
Clnaiitlia solida(/i7iis, an extreme form of Plchcius aci/on var. Corsica, a
magnificent C. tiphon, having the ocellated spots very large and elon-

gated (similar to an ab. of Enodia lnjperantkus recently figured), a fine

KiUiicmonia russida, with immaculate hind-wings, a melanic Macaria
liturata, and a very large Abraxas (jrossulariata, deeply suffused with
yellow. Mr. .Joseph Collins : a collection of Moss insects, including

fine series of Carsia imhutata, Hi/dmccia jM'tasitis. and a melanic
race of Ci/matoijhora duplaris. Mr. T. G. Mason : series of

Hy.'lroecia paludis, Dasychira fascelina, and a black ab. of C. duplaris.

Mr. R. Tait : imagines aud living larvte of Aijrotis canihiarum
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var. asliirnrtliii, a splendid ab. of /Uplialin ridcufi, having the base

and apex broadly light, and the central fascia very dark, and

a Noctuid which is probably an ab. of Af/rotis af/at/dna. Mr. Prince:

series of lloiuhiix trifolii, and two Li'Uroma salicis, with the outer

margins of the fore-wings suffused with smoky black. Mr H.
Bickerton Jones: series of Lcucania Uttoralis and iJasi/c/iira fascdi)ia,

including two asymmetrical ^ s, both having black blotches on the

costa of the left upper-wing ; also a box of Geometrids, including

Psixlos tirpidan'a, tiijria auroraria, Asthoia blomeri, Lohophora viretata

and Phihalaptcii/.r lapidata. Mr. F. N. Pierce : abs. of CJiri/sophanm

phlocax, and a curious malformation of Strenia dathrafa. Dr. J.

Harold Bailey : a collection of Coleoptera, from the banks of the

Ribble, including Bli'dim .subtrrraneus and ]>. pallipcs, and Ti'li'phorus

pahuhimn, which is new to Lancashire.—H. Bickerton .Tones, Jion.

Sec, 180, Lodge Lane, Liverpool.

The Xoi:th London Natural History Society.—The 5th Annual
Pocket-Box Exhibition was held on Thursday, September 29th, IHOG.

Mr. R. W. Bobbins exhibited I'aniassius apolln, several Erebias,

Lycfenas, etc., from Lucerne ; also British Lepidoptera, including

Boinbijx trifolii, from Lyndhurst ; Stmiropm fatji, from Oxshott, etc. ;

Mr. Battley exhibited specimens of Sena cliri/sidifoyini.s, 'J'apinustula

viorrisii (^hnndii), Xi/lophasia subliistria, Lithosia uriscola, Eupithccia

((inniata, and Aciilalia imitaria, from Folkestone; also Lithosia

coiiiplana, L. iiicsoiiifila, Minoa murinata, and ficrminia deriralis, from

Canterbury.

Jg^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
DiK Saturniiden (Nachtpfauenaugen), by A. Radclifte Grote, M.A.

Mit 3 Tafeln und 18 Zinkographien. Juni 1896. [Published by

August Jax, Hildesheim. Price 8 marks] . — This is an excellent

piece of work, being a revision of the Saturniikes, and is notable as

containing the first illustrations of living Lepidoptera by means of

photography. Scientifically, it demonstrates the fact that there are

only two families in this super-family, riz., Saturniid.e and Agliid.e.

It attempts to show, from the study of the newly-hatched larvae of

Kndnmris and of Jloiubi/x viori, that these are not Saturniids, but are

allied to the Lasiocampids, and belong, in reality, to the superfamily

Agrotides, as defined in the Sijstema Hildesiae, but which is now
called BoMBYCiDEs. To those who are working at this superfamily,

the publication is indispensable, and the Catalogue of the Saturniids

of America and Europe, with their distribution, etc., is excellently

worked out. The photographic illustrations, referred to above, are

exceedingly good, as also are the illustrations (antennae, neuration, etc.)

scattered throughout the book.

Errata.—p. 162, line 12, for " 155," read " 133 "; p. 175. line 2, for " 13th,"

read " 18th."

The NEURATION OF Sphinx ligustri.—On comparing my original

drawings with i';«^ liec, Vol. viii., Plate i., I find that fig. 7 (Sjdiiii.r

li(imt)-i) wants another hind-wing nervule close to the lower margin

(there should bo two nervules). This escaped my notice when I

examined the proof. I have rectified my own copy by filling in with

ink, the required nervule.

—

Ambrose Quail, Sej)t. 22)id, 1896,
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The Antennae of Lepidoptera. Their structure, functions and
evolution.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Ill his Evolution and Taxonomij,''-' Professor Comstock suggests

that "the logical way to determine the affinities of a group of

organisms, is first to endeavour to ascertain the structure of the

primitive members of this group, and then endeavour to learn in what
ways these primitive forms have been modified by natural selection,

keeping in mind that, in each generation, those forms have survived

whose parts were best fitted to perform their functions."

Among the various structures that have been thus utilised as a
basis of study, in order to show which insects have a close genetic

relationship, are the antennae. f There can be no doubt that com-
munity of descent aflbrds the surest guide to similarity in the greatest

number of characters, and we can agree with Dr. Bodine that entomolo-
gists can now congratulate themselves that, " from a dry and wearying
process of sorting and pigeon-holing different forms for convenience in

management, we have advanced to a study of their development, and
the varying lines of descent through which they have attained their

present condition."

The natural position of the antenn;B varies greatly in different

species. In some Lepidoptera the antennre " are directed nearly
cephalad ; in others, almost as nearly caudad, and all possible positions

between these extremes may be assumed." Dr. Bodine says, that after

considerable study of the natural attitude of the antennae in living

specimens, both in flight and at rest, the conclusion has been reached
that " the normal position is assumed when the antenna3 are extended
directly laterad, with the most specialised surfaces ventrad, and the
pectinations, where they exist, arising from the ventral surface,"
although some exceptions are afterwards noted.

The anteniiic belong to the preoral somite. They are slender segmental
organs, placed symmetrically one on each side of the meson, and in

the Papilionides and Hesperides, according to Scudder, and probably
in all other Lepidoptera, are inserted at the ends of the suture (PI. II.

fig. 7, cl. su.), between the epicranium (fig. l,ep.) and clypeus (fig. 7

* "Evolution and Taxonomy," Wilder Quarter-Century Book, Ithaca, NY
1893, pp. 38-39.

t " The taxonomic value of the antennse of the Lepidoptera," by Donaldson
Bodine, Trans. Am. Ent. Sac, .Jan. 1890. Price 3s.
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ell/.). Kolbe*-' says: " In the Diptera, Lepidoptera and Trichoptera,

whose mouth-parts are stunted, absent or transformed into sucking

organs, the antennae are brought very near each other, while in biting

insects, they are usually separate from each other." The antenna?

of Microptenj.v, which has retained its mouth parts, are relatively

far apart, and hence appear to bear out this generalisation.

The proximal segment of the antenna is called the scape (fig. 7,

see.). Next to it is the pedicel (fig. l,p.), the two together being

sometimes known as the base. The remaining segments make up the

clavola (fig. 7, cL). Among moths, the latter is often pectinate, when
that part of the antenna made up of the bodies of the segment is

called the shaft, and the projections, the pectinations. Among the

Papilionides, Hesperides and, to a less extent, the Zyg.enides, the

clavola is divided into the funicle or stalk, and a clavate portion or

club. The scape is somewhat rounded at the end, and is inserted into

a little cup-like depression in the head, so that a very serviceable

ball-and-socket joint is produced in some species. This explains

the freedom of movement often observed.

Although the scape is abundantly supplied with strong, striated

muscles, the other segments appear to be devoid of muscular tissue.

The chitinous parts of all the segments are held together by a tough

flexible membrane, and it is due to the elasticity of the latter that,

when the clavola is bent by external force, it is able to resume its

original shape. The clavola itself consists of (1) The chitinous parts

of the segments held together as just described. (2) A layer of dermal

and nerve cells, with numerous interlacing nerve-fibres just within the

chitinous coat. (3) A large tracheal trunk, supplying branches to the

segments. This lies along the ventral part of the shaft. (4) A pair of

large nerves, which come from the frontal ganglion, and send out

branches to the various organs of sense located in the antennjv. These

nerves are just by the side (dorsad) of the trachea. (5) The remainder

of the substance in the antenna is blood, which bathes the tissues, and
nourishes them.

The chitinous covering of the antennae is supposed to be formed

by secretion from the dermal cells directly underlying it. Its surface

is frequently marked into roughly hexagonal areas (PI. II., figs. 8-9),

which, in Xotolojihiis {On/i/ia), are limited by thin continuous ridges of

chitin. Frequently the surface is broken up into fine points and
ridges, and the outlines of the plates are thus obscured.

The many structures found on the antenna^ of Lepidoptera are

regarded by Bodine as modifications of a simple hair. "Each has

its origin in a hypodermal cell, and is, therefore, connected with the

interior through a pore-canal. The simplest form is that of a simple

protective hair. When the hair is flattened out, we have the typical

scale, which also rises from a hypodermal cell. The antennal scales

are inserted differently from those found on the wingmembrane." " The
pedicel or stalk is set in a goblet-shaped cell, lying in the chitin, with

its long axis nearly perpendicular to the surface, but pointing

slightly distad. The bottom of the cup is at the end of a pore-canal,

but there is no evident vital connection with the interior." In the

scales which are inserted in the wing membrane, " the cups have their

long axes nearly parallel with the surface, and they seem rather to be

built up upon the membrane, than to be hollowed out of it."

* Einsfiihrung in die Kenntniss der Insekten, von H. J. Kolbe, Berlin, 1893.
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Bodine describes a patch of extremely long, but little specialised,

scales on the dorsal surface of the scape. These sometimes form
striking tufts. On the clavola the scales are more specialised, and in

moths, for the most part, are arranged on the dorsal surface in two
transverse bands. The antennal pectinations also, in some species,

bear scales. " Even in those antennaj which are scaled apparently

over their whole surface, there is a comparatively free space on the

ventral and more highly specialised face " (Bodine).

There are, at least, six kinds of antennal organs which are in

communication with nerves, and are, therefore, presumably organs of

special sense. These are :

—

(1) Short, slender, pointed sense-hairs, hollow, but closed at the

free end. They are attached to the chitinous ring at the end of a pore

canal, and are usually more or less flexible. From the interior a nerve
fibre (from the antennal nerve) enters the cavity of the hair. This
type of sense-hair is found very generally in Lepidoptera (Jugate,
Frenat.e and butterflies) (PI. II., fig. 3).

(2) Long, and very stout rigid bristles, closed at the end, easily

recognised by their thick base and tapering form. They vary greatly

in size, and more than one nerve-cell is in connection with this kind of

sense-hair. There are but few found on a single segment (PI. II., fig. 4).

(3) Long, stout stift' hairs, hollow and closed at free end. It is

very like the first type, but the nerve cell is smaller, and the hair is

more firmly attached. Their distribution is limited, and they are said

not to occur in the JuoATiE, Hespekides and Papilionides (PL II., fig. 5).

(4) Pits or depressions, guarded at the opening by stiff projections

of chitin, and containing single rods or cones, connected with nerves

from the interior (PI. II., fig. 6). Sometimes two or three pits grow
together. Among the butterflies they are much deeper. In Pyramci^
canhd there is a circle of stift' points around the base of the cone. A
similar circle is described in Vanessa io by Hauser. These pits are found
usually on the ventral surfaces of the shaft and pectinations,

whilst in the butterflies they are most numerous on the club, but

sometimes extend to the other segments.

(5) Short conical projections, which have become so thick as to

lose their character of hairs, and, in a manner, resemble an everted

pit (4), the nerve apparatus being similar to that described under the

first type of sense-hair, and like that which supplies the pits. The
apex varies—blunt, pointed, hollowed, etc. These sense-cones are

found in all the B'renat.i:, but not in butterflies, nor in the Jugate.

(6) Another set of nervous apparatus is always situated in the

pedicel. It consists of a number of nervous rods, which are gathered into

small conical bundles, and terminate within pores situated in the

membranous ring which connects the chitinised walls of the pedicel

and the proximal joint of the clavola. It will be at once evident that

any movement of the clavola upon its base, whether caused by contact

or vibration, would be at once felt in the membrane in which these

rods lie. As there are rods in every part of this membrane, a

definite impression of the movement would be produced in the sense-

rods.

The presence of so many nervous structures in the antennae leaves

no doubt that these organs are the seat of more than one special

sense. Difi'erent as must be the range of perception in insects.
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compared with that of our own, yet there must be considerable similarity
in the organs, due to the fact that the external forces work through
the same media in both cases.

(To be continued.

)

Description of Plate II.—(The figures after Bodine).—Fig. 1.—Antenna of
Microptenjx semipnrpurclla, cephalic aspect. Fig. 2.—Antenna of $ Fapilio
jxjh/.vcnes, cephalic aspect. Fig. 3.—Part of transection of clavolaof ^ Callosdiiiiu

pyomothca, showing sense-hairs of first type. Fig. 4.—Part of longi.section of

clavolaof J" CVZto.vrt/;;;'*; ^jro»(of//M, .showing sense-hair of second type. Fig. 5.

—

Part of transection of clavola of J CaUoaainia proniotJiea, showing sense-hair of
third type. Fig. 6.—Part of the transection of clavola of ^ Cdllusamia promothea,
showing pit and rod. Fig. 7.—Dorso-cephalic aspect of denuded head of Sphinx
[oc. =: occiput; cp. =z epicranium ; cly. = clypeus ; cl. su. = clypeal suture;
see. = scape; ^j. =: pedicel ; cZ. = clavola ; ZZ). = labrum; /ye. = gena; iiid. =
mandible

; pf. = pilifer ; )nx. = maxilla ; c.c. = compound eye ; _/;Z. = palpi.].
Fig. 8.—Chitinous surface of J ryrauxta oxydalis (1. Pit and rod). Fig. 9.

—

Chitinous surface of ^ Papilio polyxenes.

Notes on Coenonympha tiphon and its allies.

By H. .J. ELWES, F.Z.S., F.L.S., &c.

Whilst staying in Westmoreland recently I had an opportunity of

taking, for the first time in Great Britain, Coenonyuiji/ia tipluDi

(following Staudinger, I use this name in preference to that of darns,

which, though older, is of doubtful application to the species), on a
large moss between Witherslack and the estuary of the Kent, near
Milnthorpe. The insect was in great abundance, and the females
quite fresh about the middle of June, and, though very variable, both
in ground colour of the wings and in the number and size of the

ocelli, were of the form called pJiilnxenus, ItLs^.n-otlUiebi, Stgr.), which
is typical of such low-lying mosses in England, and is found in similar

situations near Bremen and Hamburg, but not further east in Germany,
as far as I know. A few days later, on the Kedesdale Moors, in

Northumberland, at an elevation of about 1,000 feet, I found the same
insect abundant on grassy hills of the typical Cheviot character, that

is to say, where the grass is more luxuriant than the heather, and
the moors are consequently better for sheep than grouse. Though
I kept the insects separate, I did not label them before .sending

them to be set, and now I have got them back 1 cannot dis-

tinguish the specimens from the two localities, though at the time
I thought the Northumberland ones were lighter in colour. On
referring to Newman, I find that this form is confined to England,
whereas the form laidion, Bork, [davns of English collectors), is found
in Scotland and Ireland. I have in my collection a series of both
from Bang's and Harper's British collections, and some of danis from
the Hebrides. Though amongst these there are a few specimens
which have the pale colour of laidinn and the large ocelli otjdiilo.renns,

and others, which have the dark colour of jdnhu-enm and the underside

of laidion, yet I cannot say that the two forms run into each other.

On comparing the English with the Continental specimens in my
collection, I find that those from Stettin and Berlin, both of which are

taken in low-lying peat moors, are like the Scotch form on the under-

side, but of a darker colour above, and the ocelli below much more
conspicuous. In the Alps the insect is comparatively rare. I have
only taken it myself in the Vorarlberg, in the first week of August,
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where it is confined to a flat peat moor, frequented by caper'Caillie and
Colim palaeno. There is another form, known as isis, Thunb., which
I have from Esthonia, Finland, and a single locality in the North
Trondhjem province of Norway ; these have the underside of tiphon,

but are smaller and less ocellated, and often as dark as pldlo.renufi.

From Turkestan and Siberia I have a very small pale non-ocellated
form, described by Staudinger [Stett. Kiit. Zeit., 1886, p. 251) as ccwca,

which he says (and I quite agree with him), is not improbably either a
variety or the stem-form of tiphoji, although they are hardly half as
large and much paler ochre-yellow. Btaudinger says that the entire

want of ocelli, in the twenty-four examples which he received of caeca,

is very surprising, notwithstanding that the disappearance of the whole
or some of the ocelli in the Satyridjie, is not unusual. Next I have a form
from the Vilui river, in North East Siberia, sent to me as var. viluemifi

of Menetries by Alpheraky, which is like isls in size and markings, but of

a pale grey fawn-colour above, and without ocelli. What has been
described by Leech {Butt. China, etc., p. 96, PI. xi., fig. 3) as tiphon

var. ti/dem, in my opinion, has no affinity with tiphon, but rather belongs
to the species named si)iica, by Alpheraky {Horn. Mem. nir Lep., v.,

p. 121, PI. v., fig. 7), and is more nearly allied to rinda. Men., from
Amurland, both of these having a distinct line beyond the ocelli on
the hind-wing below, of which there is no trace in any form of tiphon.

Next we come to the numerous North American forms, which have
received many names from W. H. Edwards. I have a good series of

most of these, taken by myself and others. Though they differ con-
siderably inter se, there is nothing like the same amount of difference

that there is among the European and Asiatic forms, and some
specimens from Montana are indistinguishable from typical tiphon.

The only ones which, so far as I can see, are worthy of even varietal

names are innrnata, of which ochrarea is but a synonym. Though
Strecker, in his Catalogue, keeps these distinct, he states that he has
no doubt that ochracea is a variety of tiphon, and Kirby, in his

Catalogue, puts inornata as a variety of tiphon. Of this form the
darkest specimens are those from the Black Hills of Montana ; some
from the Yellowstone Park, taken by myself in June, 1888, are
smaller and paler, as are those which I have taken in various parts of
Colorado, from 7-10,000 feet, and at Laggan, Alberta, in the Northern
Rocky Mountains, at 5,000 feet. On the Pacific coast, however, a usually
paler form occurs, which I found very common on the 20th May, at
Victoria, B.C., and which Morrison took as late as the 21st July, in
the same place, proving that two broods occur, though I see no
difference between them. Morrison sent me the same form from
Washington Territory, and Professor Owen, from Fort Klamath, Oregon.
These are usually known under the name ampelofi, W. H. Edw. From
Nevada I have a pair of what seems to me quite the same species,
under the name of elho, and I took a similar female in Idaho, on the
line of the Northern Pacific Railway. Of what has been described as
painphiloide!^, by Reakirt, I have no authentic specimens, but Strecker
states, in a foot-iiote (Streck., Cat., p. 100), that he possesses the
original type, which in no way diflers from pamphilm, though, as far
as I am aware, nothing from America which could be mistaken for
pamphilm has since been heard of. Kodiak, W. H. Edw., from
Alaska, is probably a small Arctic form like isis. The most distinct
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of all the American forms, and one which may possibly be a distinct

species, is caHfoniica, Dbldy., which I have taken abundantly in May, on
the dry foot-hills of Southern California, in the Yosemite Valley, at 3,000
feet, and in marshy forest meadows at Sissons, Oregon. What I

believe to be the 2nd brood of ealifoniica is known as eri/fu/ii, H.
Edw., and hrcnda, W. H. Edw., and differs in the much paler colour

of the underside. As I have seen nothing intermediate between any
of the Californian forms and those from the Northern Pacific coast

and Rocky Mountains, it may be better to consider valifornira as a

distinct species, but I can see no grounds for treating any of the other

American forms as distinct from tijihon. The male genitalia of all

these forms are alike, and do not difier from those of C. tij/hon.

I had written the above notes on Ctwnonijmplia tiphtn when Mr. J.

Edwards (to whom I am indebted for the examination of the genitalia)

called my attention to Dr. Buckell's paper in the Fyntomulwjui's Record

for December, 1895. I have nothing to say with regard to his con-

clusions, except that isU is certainly more worthy of a name as a

geographical variety than what he calls the British middle form,

which in my own collection I am not able to separate. But I think

his careful attempt to identify the British forms with the names given

by Continental authors fails, because he had not sufficient foreign

specimens, and I prefer to abide by the nomenclature of Staudinger's

C'ataln(/u<', 1871, with the addition of the varieties which I have
mentioned in my notes.

If my conclusions are accepted, the synonymy will stand as

follows :

—

CoeiKmi/nipha tiphon, Rott. (so spelt by Staudinger. I am not able

to refer to the original description). This name has two years priority

over danis of Fabricius, which must therefore be treated as a synonym.
Hab. : Northern, Central and Southern Germany, Sweden, Alps.

Some English specimens (the middle form of Buckell) may be, perhaps,

better grouped with this form, than with the typical Northern
Scotch and ? Irish form. This I call

Var. et. ab. laiiJUm, Bork., because it occurs, according to

Staudinger, as an aberration in localities where tipluni is typical,

just as tiphon may occur as an aberration where lairh'on is typical.

Var. et ab. philoxcnus, Esp. = rotldiehi, Stdgr,, occurs apparently

as a typical variety only in peat-bogs in England and North West
Germany, but probably as an aberration elsewhere [ride, p. 237.

—

Ed.] .

Var. et ab. Ms, Thunb.—Hab. : North Russia, Finland, Northern
Scandinavia, Lapland, and parts of Siberia. As an aberration rarely

in Britain, and probably elsewhere.

Var. rilwusis, Men.—Hab. : N. E. Siberia, on the Vilui river, and
probably elsewhere.

? Var. caeca, Stdgr. {Stett. Ent. Zeit., 188G, p. 251).—Hab. :

Turkestan, S. Siberia.

? Var. inornata, W. H. Edw. = ochracea, W\ H. Edw.—Hab. :

Rocky Mountain States of U. S. America.

? Var. aiiipelos, W. H. Edw.— Hab. : Oregon, Washington, British

Columbia.
? Var. hodiak, W. H. Edw.—Hab. : Alaska.

? Var. caUfornica , Dbldy.-Hew. (= hrcuda).—Hab. : California,

Oregon.
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1

NERVURES.
By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Neuration has now become a part of the work of all studious

lepidopterists. Even the " man in the street," entomologically, has

learned something about it. The influence which the study of neura-

tion has had on recent systems of classification of lepidoptera is most
marked.

Every student who takes up the study of entomology, without any

previous biological training, mechanically follows his favourite author

in matters of terminology. He may have installed this particular

author in the first place for many reasons. Probably he has picked

up more "localities" from his book ; maybe, the figures in his book

are good for naming by (and hence, discourage study). In short, he

may be installed first favourite for any reason except the fact that he

is scientific. The student observes that various authors have called

the structures which make up the neuration—nervures, nerves and
veins. He makes his own choice, usually without consideration, of

these names, and is forthwith prepared to back his opinion.

Those entomologists Avho happen also to be biologists in the wider

sense, have long drawn attention to the fact that the structures in an

insect's wing, sometimes called " nerves " or " veins," bear no analogy

to the structures known to anatomists by the same names. Hence
they have very properly objected to the use of names, which already

have well understood technical meanings, for structures bearing no

relation to those known under these names.

Dr. Sharp states this position very clearly. He says :
—" It has been

shown by Hagen that the two layers (of membrane) can be separated

when the wings are recently formed, and it is then seen that each

layer is traversed by lines of harder matter, the nervures. These

ribs are frequently called wing-veins, or nerves, but as they have

no relation to the anatomical structures bearing those names, it is

better to make use of the term nervures" (" Insecta," Gamhruhje

Natural Hhtonj, vol. vi., p. 107). Dr. Sharp's conclusion is the

only one to which anyone who has had a biological training can

possibly come, and appears, indeed, so self-evident, that the universal

use of " nervures " for the structures that traverse the wings of

insects, should, in future, be assured. The term defines the exact

thing described, and does not clash with already existing terms.

Notes on Coleoptera.

A DAY AMONG THE DeAL SAND-HILLS.

—

ThE BEETLES OF OLD
COAST-LINES.

By CLAUDE MORLEY, F.E.S.

What coleopterist does not look back, with something approaching

regret that the time is past, and can never be repeated with the same
thrill of purely entomological pleasure, nay, excitement, to his first visit

to the almost historical sand-hills between Deal and Sandwich, to that

visit which undoubtedly marks a red-letter day, both in his mind and

in his diary ?

The remembrance I carry with me of my first approach to the

unconscious sand-hills, armed cap-d-jiir, with a somewhat superfluous
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swoep-net, is very vivid. It was towards the end of April, and perhaps

rather early in the season for the better coast species. Arrived at the

sand-hills, the first thing that caiight the eye was a dead specimen of

JldiojiatJu's i/ihhns, which afterwards occurred abundantly at the roots

of the grass, by pulling up which the majority of the good things were

taken, though loose sods and stones appeared to afford an equally

secure and acceptable retreat to many of the (jrcodephai/a. A pair of

forceps proved quite capable of performing what little digging was
necessary, though they were of biit slight use for capturing the small

species, as a grain of sand larger than the insect would often be care-

fully raised for examination, the coleopteron the while scuttling away
with might and main to some approximate hiding place, wherein, if

not previously detected, he Avould lie jjcnlu till again disturbed by the

all-ferreting forceps.

I shall not soon forget the exquisite pleasure of lying at full length

upon the warm sand, with pockets, eyes, boots, and hair quickly

absorbing its grains, beneath the genial and still novel warmth of the

April sun, with pipe in mouth and collecting tube in hand, bottling

species with which I had only previously become acquainted through

the kindness of my correspondents and friends. The beetle I was
especially desirous of obtaining was that essentially sand-hill species,

Hi/pcra faseicnlata, but for some cause or other I failed to turn it up
;

perhaps the season was too young, though more probably I overlooked

its food-plant, Erodium viarittiimm, the stork's bill, which grows almost

exclusively, and somewhat rarely, on sandy sea coasts,'-' and which, at

the time, I knew simply as " a kind of wild geranium." Carefully

pulling up the maritime grass and sand-wort in handfuls, soon pro-

duced the desired effect ; many species I had never seen alive before

were abundant, such as Harpalm f^erripes, Denietrius vionostu/nia, and
Otiorhynchus atroapterus. Calathufi mollis, flnvipes, fusciis, chteloidefi,

and melayiocephalm fell out in great numbers, and the haste with

which they essayed to regain their exalted hiding-places by traversing

the sand was most ludicrous, as for every inch they progressed, the

loose grains, upon which they could find no secure fulcrum, slipped

back another.

TrachijjiJiljcus ncabriculus, and similar small species, are so easily

overlooked on account of the close resemblance they bear to their

pabulum, that great circumspection is needed to detect them as they

lie curled up into tiny balls of grey, Cocrindla li-jumctata, on the

contrary, which appears to be the sand-hill species of the genus ])ar

excellence, comes, a relieving flash of scarlet from among the roots of the

capping sods of the pit. This was the only time I took Ontlwphaiim

nuchicornis at the roots of plants, whence several specimens came up

with. Aet/ialia a rciutria , Mei/acroniisanalis, ( 'ueor/iinns iiiiiihiatus,nsndothev

common things. The searching of precarious stones in the immediate

neighbourhood yielded many good species, such as Harpalun semis,

rotwulicollis, (ni.riiis and tanlus, Awara fulra, JMcon mnrinus, etc., and

short grass, of which there was a little, was productive of a few

Phyllotreta lepidii, commoner, however, at its roots. Onthoplnnins

michiconm was also very abundant i)i stercore, with AjiJiodius jiiiietarius

* Erodium maritimum used to occur at Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, and is still

to be found growing on the sand-hills of the ancient coast-line to the east of Laken-

heath, in Suffolk, where I saw it in flower as recently as last September.—CM.
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and putridus, Sphacridiwii. scarahacoides and bipUstidatHs, and would

doubtless have been joined later by Nitidida 'i-iymtidata, and the

maritime species of Saprimis.

A note or two upon other Coleoptera generally found in similar

situations may not be out of place, while writing of the sand-hills. It

is most interesting to notice that, although the sea is now nearly fifty

miles away, familiar sea-side beetles continue to breed in the sand-

hills which mark the erstAvhile coast-line, at Brandon, in north-west

Sutiblk. Here ]Jivsrns n'phalotes, Cncorhinus ijcminatm and (Jri/pticus

ijnixiiitilitis still flourish, and Harpalus anxiu^i, some still immature, are

common under stones in September. Calathus fmcus, fiaripe-'i, and

Ainara fidra Sbve abundant; Hi/pera fascicidata occurs very sparingly

beneath Emdinm, and Sitancf; uriscus may still occasionally be swept.

The Eastern counties are very rich in what were once coast-lines, but

from which the sea has long receded, and which it has left high and
dry with their complement of I'aJdle, Arenaria, OiioHis, and other

plants that love a light soil. Here Curtis took Microzowii tihiale, at

Southwold, in abundance, and many good things are continually met
with.

Anthocdiuus fasciatHs, which occurred to me on the sand-hills at

Felixtowe this year, is a somewhat unlooked for species in such a

situation, since its larva lives in the nests of certain species of Crabro,

or solitary wasps, in their borings in old posts. At Southwold,

VncorJiinm e.raratus, OliMhopm rotundatm, and many other species are

common on the cliffs, or rather at their base, Avhich is remarkable

from the fact that at high tide the sea washes quite up, rendering it

impossible for one to pass along the shore, and the insects must con-

sequently often become submerged, which proceeding, although

natural enough in the economy of Aepus, and probably also of Pof/oiuis,

one hardly supposes is as congenial to the tastes of Amara and its

confreres. Under a piece of stranded timber, probably part of the

debris of some ill-fated ship on the beach, I once took HelnpJionis

ruf/osuii, congregated in great numbers, but the insects were difficult to

distinguish from the small pebbles surrounding them ; so abundant
were they under this one piece of timber (the only one of the kind,

unfortunately), that I secured some sixty specimens in half an hour or

so, at the above locality. Near Kessingland, and in most sandy places,

Apion ononis is abundant upon its particular pabulum, and Crijpto-

ccphalus minutus connnon on ragwort flowers. A very great number of

species might be enumerated, either especially addicted to sand-hills

and their vicinity, or occurring there in greater numbers than else-

where, but the above will show that the most barren places, in the

usual acceptance of the term, are often rich in insect fauna.

On a small collection of Lepidoptera made in the neighbourhood

of Aix=les=Bains.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E S.

I have before described the locality of Gresy-sur-Aix, in Ent. Rec,
vol. v., pp. 109-172. On that occasion I spent a few days there

towards the end of August. This year I was a month earlier, and
spent the two days, July 25th and 26th, collecting there. The
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following are the meagre notes I was able to collect with regard to the

insects observed.

Hespkrides. — Si/richtJnis sao.— Occurred sparingly; specimens
captured whilst sucking moisture from the roadway. Nisojiiadfs tai/cs.

—A single specimen only, of the ab. unicolor. Evidently belonged to

a second brood. Pamphila sijlvanus.—Several worn specimens observed.

Papilionides.—-Erert's an/iadcs.—A few specimens observed in a

clover field, flying about much as P. icarus does. Although of the

second brood, these were not of the larger size usually ascribed to the

summer seasonal form, aiin/iitas. Xomiadea souicoyus.—Flying about
with P. irarw< and P. con/ihin, on wild sainfoin flowers. The ? large

and dark. P(di/(iiniiiatus astran-hc.—Not uncommon, with orange
marginal spots on the margins of upper side of all wings. P. icarm.

—Common. /'. cdri/ilun.—Common. The undersides of the males
very white. (Jliri/sopJntmis (hirilis.—.Just appearing ; a single male, in

fine condition, was the only specimen captured. Papilio podalliius.—
Everywhere, but not in great numbers. Most abundant at the puddles

made by the water-carts in the town. Also common in clover fields

at Gresy, resting on the floAvers. Pien's rapac.—Abundant ; a large

form with indistinct black markings. Lcucdphcma miapu.—Abundant.
The females busy ovipositing. This was, of course, a second brood.

The males were not unlike those of the first brood in England, in having
a square apical spot, but with whiter ground-colour (thus resembling

the second brood). Some ab. diniemis, however, were observed, and
most of the females were of the ab. eri/simi. Colicoi hijale.—Abundant,
but difficult to catch, as usual. The ab. ohxnlrfa and ab. intermedia

Avere observed, (ionopterij.c r/ianini.—In marvellous abundance. The
females chiefly of the form known as ab. intermedia. Pohjuonia

e-allnim.—Several specimens flying about the hop-plants covering the

front of a small inn, near the Lac Bourget. These were worn, and of

the ab. pallidinr. Limenitis ramilla.—One or two only observed.

These were large, and more like the specimens from St. Michel-de-

Maurienne, and not like the small specimens that I have obtained

at Courmayeur, Aosta, Bourg d'Oisans, and other localities. Melitaea

(in.da.~The second brood well out, and in tine condition, in a rough
pasture. Rather smaller than British specimens. Melitaea athalia.—
Second brood just going over. The species was found sparingly in

the wood clearings, settled on flowers. The females in much better

condition than the males. Melitaea didi/ma.—Not uncommon. Some
specimens in good condition. l'arar(/r me(/aera.—Second brood just

appearing. The underside approached the ab. hpsxa. Hippanhia
hermione.—Persisted in settling on the trunks of some tall trees, quite

out of reach of the net. Hippareliia briseis.—.Just appearing, one or

two only. These, when settled on the white (limestone) paths, were

most difficult to see. Uipparchia iiemeh'.— Th.Q underside exquisitely

marbled. The females of marked var. arifitaem form. Sati/rm

dri/as.—Two only seen, both Avorn. In spite of this, it was CAddent

that the species A\^as not properly out. (It was seen in abundance
here in 1894, a month later). Kjiinepluie l;iraon.—Just coming out.

A great many specimens in the lane leading up to the Avoods. No
males were observed Avith two ocellated spots on fore-Avings.

Epinephele ianira.—Abundant, and getting AVOrn. The females pale,

the undersides grey. Ejdnejdiele (/ Cueiioni/mpha) tithonm.—Common
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with the two foregoing, and in fine condition. Cueiioni/inpha arcania.—
Large, typical form. Some specimens flying along the paths and over

the brambles and bushes in the same way as E. tithonm, which they

resembled very closely. I also saw the females in a rough grass field

ovipositing. The latter were in much poorer condition than the

former. Enndia hi/pcrantkm.—Common on the roadside between

Gresy and Aix-les-Bains, but pasne. The females were remarkably

well ocellated. Melanan/ia ijalathca.—In great abundance, but quite

jmsse. I do not think I saw a really good specimen.

BoMBYciDES.

—

Pnrthctria dispar.—In untold profusion. The males

were everywhere, flying madly over the bushes, or zigzagging in the

lanes with E. hjcaon and E. ianira. No females seen. Euthemonia

rmsula.—Second brood just appearing.

Geometrides.—Acidalia rufaria and A. ochrata.—I should be

inclined to refer the males of a species captured among the sainfoin

to the former, and the females to the latter species. I see the two

species have been telescoped at the British Museum. Yet even in the

long series there, I find no specimens just like mine, and am not at

all satisfied yet that the two sexes of my moths do not belong to two

species. Acidalia mnniliata.—Going over, only one or two specimens

observed. Acidalia Jiuniiliata.—Not uncommon, but too worn to be

worth collecting.

—

A^thena candidata.—A few specimens of a second

brood occurred. Eubolia bipuuctaria.- A somewhat dark grey form

was not uncommon. Gnophoft fnrvata.—Several specimens of a huge

Gnophid were disturbed, and one captured. I am not at all certain it is

this species, as it is very different from our dark Mendel Pass specimens

of G. furrata. This was in poor condition, and very pale.

NocTuiDEs.

—

Eiuiidia [/li/jdiica.—A form with rather dull-coloured

fore-wings and somewhat suffused hind-wings was observed. Acnntia

luctiwsa.—A few specimens noticed in a stubble field.

Pterophorides.—Aciptilia tetradact ijla was the only plume observed.

Pyralides. — />o<//.s rubit/indftalis.— This was abundant on the

sides of the pathway leading through the wood. IJoti/s fnscalis.—
Common in the same locality as the last. Endotricha jiaiiDiicali^.—
A few specimens disturbed from the undergrowth. Craiiibus fahcllus.—
A pretty pale form, with very white ground colour, was abundant in

the same locality as the last.

TiNEiDES.

—

Phnirnta ><chlac<icrclla.—Not at all uncommon among
the junipers.

Zyg.enides.—These were in full force, and here and there were in

countless profusion, all the species mentioned sometimes occurring on
the same flowery bank. I saw no cross pairing. Ziji/aena carniolica.—

Very abundant, and very variable. The following aberrations were

taken, viz.—{l) ab. diniemis, found commonly here, (2) ab. hcdnmri,

not uncommon, (3) ab. intciinedia, not common, (4) ab. beroliwnsis.

This last aberration, with ab. dinicmiH, made up the bulk of the captured

specimens. The fully cream-ringed type was rather rare, and on the

whole, the specimens incline to be devoid of this characteristic marking
of the type. As a race, therefore, the Aix specimens tend towards a

form with the red markings not strongly ringed with ochreous. There

is also a strong tendency for the two red basal and the two red

central spots to coalesce. Zi/i/cwna achilleae.—Common, but showing

no marked variation. Zijgaena tramalpina.—Not common, and not
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exhibiting any variation. Xni/cuiia jilipendidac—Of fair size, bnt not

(lift'ei-ing from British examples. This was the rarest species of the

five common ones. Zytjaena hmiccrac.—Of large size and common,
but showing no variation. One five- and one six-spotted species with

red abdominal rings have not yet been determined.
It must be borne in mind tliat these captures were all made in two

mornings. The most I could do was to sample the insects met with,

as my space was limited. Many small species, therefore, were
probably overlooked, and many others not differing from our British

examples were discarded. These latter, of course, are not included in

the above, as I bear only the faintest recollection of them.

i^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
AiTTNiTiEs OF Ei'iNEPHELE TiTHoNus,—An observatiou that I made

on the habits of Cocnonymplia airania, in the woods at Gresy-sur-Aix

at the end of July last, leads me to ask for the gift or loan of an egg,

larva and pupa of K. tithonus. This observation was simply that

C. airania has exactly the same habits on the wing as K. titJionux, and
that I carelessly netted three or four specimens of the former under
the impression that they Avere of the latter species. In my recent re-

arrangement of these species {BritisJi Butterflies, p. 376) I included

K. tithonus in the same genus as 7'A ianiya, Avith some amount of doubt,

which that casual observation made at Gresy increased. I have since

examined the ocellated spots critically, and am inclined to think that

tithonus is much nearer the genus Coeiionijiiqilia tlian that of Kpinepluie.

I should be glad of pupae and larv® whenever obtainable, for descrip-

tion, and to confirm or correct this view. I observe that Dr. Jordan

made an identical observation [K.M.M., xvi., p. 89) on the similarity of

habit between L'. an-ania and E. tithonus.—J. W. Tutt.
On the colour of the cocoons of 8aturnia pyki.— I was in-

terested in your remarks (ante, pp. 195-6) about the cocoons oiS-jii/ri.

Those I found outside are both darker and harder than those which
spun in my possession. The larviu seem to me to spin a light-coloured

cocoon, and then to consolidate it by secreting a dark Huid, which " felts
"

thesilk. Thelarva, which pupated in a paper " poke " at Bourg d'Oisans,

is not only lighter, but not so hard, as the others.—E. Harrison,

Eosetta, Peebles.

Number of eggs laid by Dasychira pudibunda.—A female J>asi/(hira

jnulibunda, which I took in vop. on a beech-trunk at 7 p.m. on the 14th

May, had laid 274 eggs by 5.10 p.m. the following day. I counted

these three times to ensure accuracy.

—

William Hewett, Howard
Street, York.

Porthetria dispar at light.—I omitted in my note on the habits

of this species {ante, pp. 208—209) to mention that the males came
freely to the lighted windows of the hotel where I was staying, at

Bourg d'Oisans, from about 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. No females were at-

tracted.—J, W. Tutt.
Queries as to TEniRosiA bistortata (chepusculaiua) and T.

CREPuscuLARiA (biundularia).—As I am working at these species, I

should be glad of information from as many entomologists as possil)le re

the following (j[uestions :— (1). The earliest and latest dates on which they

have taken either of these species '? (2). When they consider each species

to be in its prime ? (3). Is T. biundularia ever double-brooded with
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them, or oven partially so ? (4). Do two broods of T. orpusrularia oc-

cur, and, if so, what is the usual date for the second brood to occur
;

and do the specimens of the second brood dilier from the first in size,

colour and markings? (5). Is there a melanic form of either species, and,
if so, in what proportion does it occur to the type, and has the melanic
form increased of late years ? (6). Do both species ever occur at the same
time and place, that is, do late specimens of T. crcpuscnlaria ever
occur with early specimens of T. bmndularia, and, if so, have they
ever been known to pair, and were the hybrid eggs fertile or sterile ?

(7). Do intermediate aberrations occur which imperceptibly unite both
species, or in each spGcies in any of its forms readily distinguished

from the other. (8). If both species have been bred, whether any
ditt'erence was noticed in the colour or markings of the larvie, and on
what were they fed ? (9). Have both forms remained distinct for a lono-

period of time? (10). Are T. biumhdaiia and T. crepmcularia partial

to any particular tree (or trees), and, if so, which ? (11). At what height
above the sea-level does either species occur, and what is the average
temperature of the district ? Information as to the geographical
distribution of these species is much wanted, especially from Irish,

Scotch and Welsh entomologists.

—

William Hewett, Howard Street,

York. [We trust as many lepidopterists as possible will assist Mr.
Hewett, as far as lies in their power, by giving answers to these ques-
tions, as he is preparing an exhaustive paper on this subject for pub-
lication in this magazine. - Ed.] .

^^ ARI A T I N.
Syrichthus MAiiV^ AB. TARAs.—Ou June 14th, near Wokingham,

Berks, I had the pleasure of taking a very fine specimen of
Si/richthus malme ab. tanis. It Avas rather remarkable that it was the
only specimen of that species seen on that day, in fact, the last I have
seen.—A. H. Hamm, 24, Hatherley Eoad, Reading.

Local races of Hypsipetes sordidata.—There is a wide difterence
in the forms of //. sonUdata (elutata), found in Forres and Aviemore.
The former resembles more our southern green form, but the latter

is varied — red, brown and grey of dilierent shades. Of course,
Forres, lying low, is pastoral, a green country. At Aviemore you have
every colour of environment, in the lichens, mosses, stones and trees.

Given initial variation, with few selective agents, or little eliminatino-
force, and a wide range of forms is preserved.—H. Tunalky, F.E.S.
Aviemore, Inverness-shire. Oct., 1896.

Aberration of Melampias epiphron.—I captured a very pretty
variety of Mdanipias epiphrun this season. It is a dark male specinum,
with a sharply defined very pale band on fore-wings, instead of the
usual dark red band.—H. A. Beadle, G, Station Street, Keswick
October IQth, 1896.

Coenonympha tiphon vai:. philoxenus in Scotland.—Whilst the sub-
ject of the variation of Ciicn(i}ii/)iipha tiphon is before the entomological
public again, it may be well to remind entomologists that in Kirkcud-
brightshire (Cobend), Dr. Buchanan White found the Engli.sh form,
var. philo.cenus, on Cloak Moss, in 1870 {K. 21.21., viii., p. 66). It may
also be advisable to note that the distribution of the varieties of
this species in the Scotch counties, south of the Clyde and Forth is

very imperfectly known.—J. W. Tutt.
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OlOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARV^, &c.

Changes in the colour of the Pupa of Epinephele ianira just

previous to emergence, with some incidental observations

on the Pupal structure.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The typical pupa of Kpincphde ianira is well-known, but the

changes in its coloration previous to the emergence of the imago are

probably not so well-known. The wings are perhaps always rather

yellower than the rest of the pupa, which is of a delicate green. The
foll(3wing notes were made from a pupa sent to me towards the end of

May, byMr. Wolfe, of Skibbereeu, co. Cork.

On June 8th, the green pupa of E. ianira had become largely

yellow. Dorsalli/.—The central mesothoracic ridge is yellow, bifur-

cating into a double dorsal yellow line, terminating at the cremaster.

The incisions of the segments are greenish. A pair of red-brown

tubercular dots are conspicuous at the back of each segment. Latrralli/.

—The wings are yellow (very pale), with a raised ridge along the

inner margin, edged (dorsally) Avith brown. Another broAvn line runs

froi^i the base to the centre of the outer margin of the wing ; a short

brown line lies near the apex. Vcntralhj.—The nose-horns are very

pale ; the tongue and legs yellow; the antennjie, slightly orange. The
abdominal segments green. The tongue extends slightly beyond

the antenna' and the tip of the wings. The antennae do not quite

reach the tips of wings. The larval skin is attached to the cremaster,

the larval head lying on the ventral part of the 6th abdominal

segment of the pupa.

On the morning of June 9th (9 a.m.), the Avings and legs had

become somewhat orange tinted, the antennae Avere of a someAvhat

deeper orange hue. The dorsal area and abdominal segments were

greenish-yellow.

On June 10th (9 a.m.), the wings Avere of a deeper orange hue,

Avith a strong tinge of brown about the basal area and towards the

apex of the Aving. There was also a slight trace of the apical ocellated

spot.

On .June 11th (9 a.m.), the pupa Avas entirely black. The head,

Avings, thorax and abdomen thinly dusted AA'ith AA^hite as with flour.

The pupal skin, especially that of the legs, antennte and maxillae

evidently transparent. The dark colour of the imaginal Avings, the

orange blotch and pupilled spot, all distinctly A'isible through the

pupal skin. The three dark streaks belonging to the pupa, viz., (1)

along the dorsal edge of the ridge along the inner margin of the Aving,

(2) the longitudinal streak across the centre of the Aving, (8) the

short streak near the apex all dark, and AA'ithout the dusted appearance

the remaining skin of the pupa has. The dark colour of the pupa at

this stage shoAvs up a number of Avhite spots on the skin of the pupa,

of Avhich the tAvo rows representing the anterior and posterior trape-

zoidals are very conspicuous, the former, at the front of each segment

and not far removed on either side from the medio-dorsal line, the

latter, at the back of the segment, and further separated than the

anterior. The anterior trapezoidals are not visible until the imaginal

coloration approaches maturity. The movable incision betAveen the

abdominal segments 4 and 5, is stretched considerably just before
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emergence, that between 5 and 6 much less so. The imago emerged
some tmie during the day (June 11th).

Length of larval life of Emydia cribrum.—It may be of interest

to you to know that some hliuijdia crihnun larv«, which I took hist

Easter, three parts fed, are still feeding. One pupated a week ago.

—

W. G. Hooker, Claremont, Alington Eoad, Bournemouth. September

23rf/, 1896.

Egg of Epunda lichenea.—Eggs laid closely side by side, but not

overlapping. Somewliat globular in shape (depressed sphere), and
pale yellowish in colour ; the more advanced eggs with a broad dull

orange band round the centre, and a dull circular patch at the apex.

About 36 well-developed transverse ribs running from micropyle to

base. Under a one-sixth lens the ridges stand out as distinct bead-

like bands, each adjacent pair becoming united towards the apex of the

Qgg, so that only about one-half the number of ribs passes over the top

into the micropylar depression. Faintly marked transverse ribs unite the

raised points of the longitudinal ridges. The micropyle is exceedingly

small, forming a tiny rosette of minute cells at the base of the

micropylar depression. A dark point is in the centre of the micropyle.

Egg described September 16th. Eggs hatched October 6th. I am
indebted to Dr. Chapman for the eggs.—J. W. Tutt.

Egg of Epunda nigra.—-The eggs laid closely side by side, with-

out overlapping. Under a two-thirds lens they appear smaller than
those of E. lichenea. In shape, a depressed cone, the base to height

as about 3 : 2, so that the broad base narrows rapidly to micropylar

depression at the top. Colour of the egg, purplish, its upper half dull

orange below (amore advanced egg looks blacker) . Eibbed longitudinally

from apex to base, with transparent shiny ribs, the latter glassy-white
and shiny. The micropylar depression distinctly marked at apex, the

micropyle forming a raised central rosette of minute cells at the bottom
of the depression. Under a one-sixth lens, the colour resolves itself

distinctly into a yellowish basal area, with purple patches, and a
purplish upper area. There appear to be about 12 ribs passing over
from the sides into the micropylar area, and these are continued down
the sloping sides of the micropylar depression. These 12 ribs are

formed from a much larger number, which, running up from the base
towards the apex of the egg, unite in couples before they reach the

rim of the micropylar area, and then again in couples as they go over
the rim, thus making a total of about 4(S ribs, starting from the base.

These longitudinal ribs are raised bead-like ridges, with transverse

sculpture running between them. The egg-shell itself is perfectly

transparent. The larva eats its way out at the upper edge of the

egg, directly below the micropyle, which is not disturbed or injured by
the operation. I am indebted to Mr. Tunaley for the eggs. He
informs me that they were pale yellow when first laid. The eggs were
described on October 4th, and one larva hatched the same day.

—

.J. W. TuTT.

Egg of Pamphila comma.—Attached by base, which is somewhat
flattened. In shape it is a truncated cone, Avhite in colour, with a
conspicuous slaty-coloured, basin-shaped, micropylar depression. The
shell, under a two-third lens, apparently smooth ; under a one-sixth

Jens, minutely pitted ; the micropylar depression is edged with similar
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pitted cells, Avhilst at the bottom of the depression the micropyle is

seen in the form of a tiny, raised, conical point. An ochreous shad(>

in the coloration of the sides suggests that the embryo is already well

formed, although the larva will not, if Buckler's observation be correct,

hatch until next spring. Eggs described September 16th. I am
indebted to Mr. Hamm for the eggs.—J. W. Tutt.

Notes on the life-history of Papilio machaon.—The ova were
found by Mr. F. B. Harvey, on wild carrot, at Kanworth Marshes,

June 2Gth, 1896.

Descriptinn of aifi.—Half sphere in shape, dull reddish when
found, turned afterwards to a dark livid hue. Hatched June 30th.

Larva, 1st sla>i.—Length about |^ of an inch. A short square-ended

larva with a large black shiny head ; in superficial appearance very

similar to a young Liparid. Head.—Large, black, shiny, rather

square, notched at crown, with stiff black scattered hairs. Bo(h/.—Black,

except on dorsal area of the abdominal segments 8 and 4, where the

light cream patch (which makes the larva so closely resemble a

bird's dropping) is beginning to show. The scutellum large and
chitinous looking ; segments, very distinct. Body tapers towards

anus, and ends abruptly. Anterior trapezoidals large, bearing only

one hair. The posterior trapezoidals are immense, tall and
fleshy, bearing numerous long stiff black hairs, nearly half the

thijkness of body in length. At tip of hairs there is what appears to

be a knob of viscous paste, or drop of liquid. The (?) posterior trape-

zoidals on the pro-thoracic segment show up very plainly, though
perhaps not much larger than the rest, this still further heightens its

Liparid appearance, and, though the position of these tubercules is not

the same as the ear tubercles of Liparid, still the superficial resemblance

is remarkable. The height of the posterior trapezoidals is nearly, if

not quite, one-fifth of the thickness of the body. The folds of skin

between the head and the scutellum are pale grey, and shoAv up clearly

when the larva moves its head. The ostnatcrium is present in the

first skin, and appears very long in proportion to the size of the larva.

It is of a pale straw-colour.

July 5th, 2nil Shin.—The body is not so flat, still rather short and
stumpy. Head.—As before, about same size as pro-thorax, or slightly

smaller. BikI;/.—The meso- and meta-thorax, and the abdominal
segments 1 and 2 are larger than the other segments, the meso-thorax

being the largest of all. The body tapers towards anus. The colour,

velvety black, with white patch on dorsum of 8rd and 4th abdominal
segments. This patch is divided into two by traces of a black medio-

dorsal line. (?) Anterior trapezoidals on thoracic segments bear

several hairs, but on abdominal segments only one. On the

1st abdominal they are nearly as large as on the thoracic. The
posterior trapezoidals are tall, conical and fleshy looking, they bear

several small hairs. The lateral tubercles are : the supra-spiracular,

the post- or pre- and sub-spiracular, the latter being very close together.

Numbers of secondary hairs are now present on body. All hairs

appear moist at tip, or slightly knobbed. By 9th July the larva was
about to undergo second moult.

I was so busy after this date that I was unable to continue the

notes on this species, but as far as memory serves me the larvjo

pupated after the 4th moult. The resemblance of the young larva to
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a bird's dropping is very perfect. When searching for larvfe on the

Fen, I picked up a carrot leaf with what I took to be a young larva

on it, but which proved, on closer examination, to be the excrement of

some small bird.—A. Bacot. October 1st, 1896.

The re.aring of Polia xanthomista var. nigrocincta.—Last winter

there was an account in The Record describing how to rear P. var.

ni()rocincta from the egg. I obtained some eggs, and did my best with

them, but was unsuccessful. I daresay other people have been rearing

che same species during the summer, as the eggs were a good deal

advertised. Would some of the successful people tell us how their

success is obtained ? My experience with these larvae was that they

would eat groundsel freely, and other things too, but after the first

week or two, I kept them upon the flowers of garden thrift. They
were very healthy until full-fed, when they all died off gradually. The
larva very much resembles that of F. eld in colour, until the last

moult, when it changes from green to brown, and the lateral white

stripe becomes much less distinct. It also resembles it in shape and

attitude. The larvie seem to be minus the tAvo front pair of claspers

or prolegs until nearly half-grown. This causes the young larvtB to

"loop" a great deal as they travel.—W. M. Christy, M.A., F.E.S.,

Watergate, Emsworth, Hants. September 22nd, 1896.

:]i>RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for November.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—During the winter, stacks of heath, turf and bracken should be

beaten for hybernating Depressarias and other moths.
2.—Pupte of Eupithecia fraxinata are to be found under loose bark

and moss, on the trunks of ash trees, all through the winter.

3.—During the Avinter the pupte of PaiKdis phdiirrda are to be found

under the last year's layer of needles and moss. Koll back the carpet-

like layer, and the pupte are usually found at about the distance of a

foot from the tree.

4. - The larvffi of .SV»w.sia o5,s(:ifrrt;trt {ijalUcolana) live through the

winter in the old dried oak-apples fixed on the twigs of young oaks.

The oak-apples should be collected in Avinter and early spring.

5.—To keep eggs through the Avinter in a natural state of dampness,
" I get a clean smooth piece of that velvety moss Avhich grows on old

walls and cottage roofs, and, having carefully sprinkled the eggs over

it, place it in a floAver-pot, together Avith the food- plant ; as the eggs

sink into the moss, they cannot get shifted about ; and, moreover, the

moss Avill not entangle the legs of the ncAvly-hatched larvffi. Of course

the moss should be groAving " (J. Hellins).

6.—The first specimens of ('urpocapsa nliiihana obtained in this

country Avere " bred by Lord Walsingham, from larvte found hybernating

in cocoons under moss on beech trunks, in Buckinghamshire " (Barrett).

:iaOTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Notes from East Devon.

By W. S. BIDING, B.A., M.D., F.E.S.

When Mr. Tutt Avrote to me, a few weeks ago, to ask if I would

send him some account of our season in East Devon, I felt inclined to
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reply in the words of the knife-grinder, " Story, God bless you f I

have none to tell, sir," for this has been the worst year, from a lepi-

dopterist's point of view, since I settled down in the south-west ; but,

perhaps, I may manage to string together a few desultory recollections

as a substitute.

Thanks to the kindness of Mr. Wm. Hewett, who sent me a large num-
ber of the eggs of CaUiiiKirjiiia liera, that he obtained from Starcross last

autumn, I have been able to watch the life-history of that species. I

found the most trying times were about the first moult, when I lost

10%, and again at pupation, when a considerable number failed to

perfect their changes. I reared about 40%, and only two of these

Avere crippled. I did not find the larvae cannibals, as some say, and

kept as many as 25 together in 8-inch pots. It is true, some three or

four disappeared at the first moult without my finding any traco-^, but

that might easily occur with such small objects whilst changing food.

I fed them at first on forget-me-not [Mi/osntis) and raspberry, and when
these began to fail, I gave strawberry and purple dead-nettle. My larvte

refused ground-ivy, and, when young, dandelion ; so about Christmas

I tried them with groundsel, which they ate eagerly. Later on, I

gave dandelion again, and relishing it, they kept feeding on both till

full-groAvn. Those that pupated successfully, did so between April

11th and 20th ; the majority of the remainder spun a slight cocoon,

and then shrivelled up inside, whilst some could not even manage the

spinning. I suppose they were weakly ones, that had not enough vital

energy to complete their changes, but think, too, that some may have

been those I unavoidably disturbed in giving fresh food just as they

had settled down jn snug corners, and that the extra work entailed was
the straw that turned the scale. They had an uncomfortable way
with them, of getting just under the rim of the pot, between the

muslin and elastic, and so had to find new quarters and begin spinning

over again. All those that pupated, spun up above ground, in moss

and bits of blotting-paper and food-plant, generally with one side of

the cocoon on the earth, particles of Avhich were there freely mixed

with the web. None pupated underground, though I gave them a good

depth of earth, as advised by some breeders. I tried to pair a couple,

and kept them for three days in a large band-box with muslin top and

sides and a plant of groundsel, but, finding at the end of that time, the

arrangement had not been successful, I killed both, as, contrary to the

usual experience, they were scarcely at all damaged.

I hear that ab. lutescens has been unusually abundant this year at

Starcross. I bred five of that form, and several with orange secondaries

( = ab. aaturnina, Oberth.). The perfect insects emerged between June

16th and 2<Sth, generally between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Towards the end of May, when hedge-working and dusking ought to

have been profitable, I did little but cover myself and my net with a

general stickiness, for Aphides reigned supreme. Trees, high and low
;

shrubs, great and small
;
plants and climbers of all kinds were at their

mercy ; and many of the weaklings had their growth stunted for the year

by the insects sucking the juices of the growing shoots. Food for larvae,

for the most part, had to be washed, for it was difficult to find leaves

not infested ; oaks, beeches, elms, sycamores, wild cherry trees were

especially damaged, and one nut bush in the garden, that I keep con-

stantly cut low, and has unusually large leaves, might have been
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varnished. When searching for insects on the honey-dew, this bush
seemed a favourite, and most nights I could find many of the common
garden moths enjoying its sweets. Another, and a greater favourite

still, was a silver fir

—

Pieea piiisapo—-which, for a couple of months or

more, was the great attraction for Af/rotis e.rclamatimm, Triphaena

prnnuba, Lcucania pallenfi, and Apamca diiJipaa, besides many common
Geometers and Micros. At first I thought there must be some exuda-

tion from the tree, but failed to find any, and though I could not

satisfy myself with traces of the plant-lice, I can attribute its attractive-

ness to nothing else. It was not flowering— its leaves, which form a

sort of clu'vaux dc frisi', made it very difiicult to work, but gave great

shelter to insects whilst feeding. By day, bees, wasps and flies revelled

on it, as they do on ivy in full bloom. No wonder sugar was a failure !

In July, I could only find three Cal;ininla pi/ralina to box off it, and,

searching honey-dewed leaves, I found none, though records say it has

been taken in considerable numbers by their means. Two other worn
males came to light. Hi/pcnodes albistrif/alis was fairly abundant, though
few came to sugar, but by dusking towards the end of June (somewhat
earlier than last year), I was able to take a larger proportion in good
condition. I kept a good many for eggs, but none were laid, most of

the insects dying very soon in confinement. In August, I again noticed

a large batch of eggs of Triphaena pronuha, on the meshes of a

boundary tennis net, as recorded in 1895. This must be a protective

arrangement, to save the massacre of the innocents that takes place on
low plants, though, if all the females lay at the same rate (700 to 800
eggs), it is scarcely one for which we should be grateful, as their larvirs

are only too fond of garden produce.

Despite the drought, more prevalent in Devon and Cornwall than
elsewhere, and the destruction of early pupi:e, that must have occurred

from want of moisture and inability to break through the iron-bound

earth, my champion pupa-digger has brought in over 1,000 pupa?

already, and though other boys seem only able to find a dozen or two
now and then, there cannot be any great dearth this year. One would
have expected larvae to be abundant ; the absence of rain and the warm
weather ought to have been favourable to the young and their growth,

barring any unusual multiplicity of enemies, but, if so, I have not

been able to find them in any number. Just now, the constant heavy
rains are playing havoc with our autumn species, and the last few
mornings I have had to be contented with three or four larvt^ of

Hi/pnipeteft iuipliwiata and a few nondescripts, as the result of a couple

of hours searching and beating the alders ; from the sallows I can get

nothing, though I know Macaria alternata and Lohophora Hcxalimta,

breed on the spot.

How comparatively scentless flowers have been this year ! A
large bed of Nicotiana affinh is often scarcely perceptible of an evening,

a few yards off ; so no wonder few Sphinx- convolvuU have been seen.

My son has taken two, the first, in perfect condition, on August 31st,

the second, somewhat worn, about a week ago, and since then it has
been too wet to watch at dusk. He and I both noticed what shy
insects they are, off in a moment if they hear voices, and, the other

night, one hovering over the flowers, darted away on the church bells

suddenly ringing, not to appear again, though there is no similar

attraction within miles.
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Light has proved a disappointment, too, and whenever I have
foi;nd any considerable number of moths in the trap, it was the

common Crambites that swelled the list ; only one Lupenna resjn'tis ; both

it and Xcvninia pnjudaris were late for us, being taken first at the end of

x\ug-ust, and in as good condition as if bred. They did not seem to

appear till the rains had thoroughly soaked and softened the ground.

About a week ago I found two Anchocdis lunosa in the trap, a new
record with me for these parts ; they probably came from some hills

right opposite, where, I believe, Liiperina vespitis breeds. In spite of

failure, I still keep lighting the lamp, in the hope, Micawber like,

of something " turning-iip."

Heath insects seemed to find no sweetness in ling, nor the Scotch

Erica, and the survivors of the drought were evidently determined not

to run unneccessary risks by exposure.

Cryptocephalus hypochaeridis at Lautaret.—It may be interesting

to note that this beautiful, but rather common, British beetle was
abundant at Lautaret (August lst-6th), at an elevation of some 8,000

feet. The species were found commonly in coindd, resting on the

herbage, fully exposed to the sun.—J. W. Tutt.

Acherontia atropos near York.—On the evening of the 13th inst.,

I captured a specimen of AcJierontia atropos in good condition at

Scotch Farm, Elrington, near York, I noticed it first when flying

round the chimney stack at dusk, and it shortly afterwards flew near

the ground, close to where I was standing, and then into an outhouse,

where it was easily secured. Although a large area of land in the

district is devoted to potato growing, I have not heard of larva> being

seen this year.— S. Walicer, 23, Portland Street, York. S,'jit<'iiili<r

21.si, 1896.

Autumnal emergence of Achehontia atropos.—With the exception,

possibly, of the three winter months, it would not be difficult, perhaps,

to establish a record for this insect for every week in the year ; but

yesterday, October 8th, the evening of an exceedingly rough, cold

and miserable day, would not generally be thought conducive to the

appearance of A. atropos on the wing, but so it was. About 8 p.m.

I heard an extraordinary noise in one of my breeding cages, and, to

my astonishment, found two A. atropos {^$ and ?) flying madly
about. They had only been to earth seven weeks, were in quite dry

sand, without any moisture, and were in a very cool, cold, in fact,

outhouse. I have a larva still feeding, and they are yet procurable in

the fields. I believe these two would readily have paired, but, partly

on the principle of a " bird in the hand, etc.," but chiefly because I

could have done nothing with the resulting ova, if any, they are now
on the setting boards.—W. Bond Smith, Potton. October, 1896.

I see {ante, p. 193) reports as to the abundance of Acherontia

atropos this year. I had 13 larvae sent me from Lincolnshire some
time ago, of which 9 have successfully pupated, and I have already bred

G fine moths from them. All the moths squeaked readily, as did one
of the pupae, and a larva also made the sound which they have the

power to produce.—L. S. Bhady, 580, Ecclesall Eoad, Sheffield.

October Ht/i, 1896.

Sugar in Yorkshire.—Sugar seems to have been a failure this year

in most places. My friend, Mr. Benj. Moiiey, and myself have done
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very well, but we have had to leave the woods and go into the old

green lanes. We were in Defter Wood last night, and took Urrhodia

lii/ida, J>irhnnia aprilina, Misdia n.rj/accoithaf, Anc/iocdis nifina, A.
liUira, (}. rarrinii, and Bmtolcnnla virticulosa. It was the best night we
have had in a wood the whole season.

—

Feed. Lawton, Common End,
Skelmanthorpe, nr. Huddersfield. September 21.st, 1896.

Notes on Apion l^vigatum.—I have read, with considerable

interest, Mr. Morley's article on the genus Apion in the October
number of the Entoiiwlor/ist's Record, and would like to add the

following note on the rare species, laerit/attwi, Kirby. The first specimen,

a female, was taken by Rev. Mr. Kirby, at Barham, in Suffolk, many
many years ago, and was in his collection ; and the second, a male,

by myself, in a field at BirchAvood Corner, about 50 years ago. I

afterwards (same year) took 7 or 8 specimens of both sexes, in the

same field, when accompanied by Messrs. Walton, Waterhouse and F.

Smith. Altogether about 18 specimens were captured. The field,

the following year, was ploughed up, and laerii/atuin has not been taken

since. We took them early in September, by sweeping ; the herbage
was very mixed, and we could not find the plant it frequented.

—

Samuel Stevens, F.L.S., F.E.S., Loanda, 61, Beulah Hill, Norwood.
October nth, 1896.

Deilephila celerio at Cheltenham.—I took a fairly good speci-

men of Deilephila celerio on September 24th, at rest on the stable wall

here.—(Major) R. B. Robertson, Wellington Court, Cheltenham.
October IQth, 1896.

Boletobia fuliglvakia at Hull.—The enclosed specimen, which
I believe to be Bnletohia fidiiiinaria, was obtained at light in Earle's

shipyard, in Hull, about three weeks since. It was given to Mr.
Russell, who has recently gone to South Africa, and has left the insect

in my care for the present.—J. W. Boult, 9, Finsbury Grove, Fountain
Road, Hull. October l.v^ 1896.

URRENT NOTES.
The second part of the sale of Mr. C. A. Briggs' collection will

take place on November 10th, when the magnificent series of Kwloridae,
in 29 lots ; the " Plumes," including Mr. Vaughan's extraordinary
variety of O.ri/ptilus parvidactylm ; the Ckambides, including three
CrambuH verellm, C. myellus, C. rorellus, Ephestia pri/erella, Cateremna
terebrella, Kepliopteryx rhcnella, etc. ; and a few Tineides, including
fine series of Solenobia triqnetrella, S. inconspiciiella, I'l/sehoides

rerliuellella, E.vaeretia allisella, etc., will be disposed of.

Mr. R. A. Cooley describes (and figures) in Psyche, vol. vii., pp.
395-398, " a new structural character in insects." It is a small oval
patch of short sharp spines on the underside of the fore-Aving near
the base of the hind margin. It is present on very many Heterocera,
and is accompanied by a corresponding patch on the thorax at the
place where the spines rest when the Avings are in repose. It is an in-

teresting fact that some Trichoptera possess similar spiny structures, and
that in the Hymenoptera the spiny area has been found in two species,
Ti-emex columba and Urocerus cremmi; in these latter, the patch on the
wings bears a close resemblance to that of the Heterocera, except that
the spines are more blunt. They are found in both sexes, and hence
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Mr. Coolcy docs not believe that they are for sexual attraction. He
considers that they serve to hold the wings in place when at rest,

thus allowin,!^' a relaxation of the muscles of the wings.

Dr. Dyar considers that the structure in Dioni/cliDpus nirtits (related

to SpilosomaJ, which made the chirping noise described by Dr. Donitz in

the Uciiincr Ent. ZciUrhrift, vol. xxxi., was not that described by Mr.

Cooley above, but was made by a semi-circular bladder-like structure,

about Sunn, long, with a series of fine curved teeth along its straight

front edge. It is placed on the anterior edge of the nieta-thorax, directly

below the hind-wing, on which, near the base of the cubital nervure,

is a rounded, pointed chitinised knob, which may serve for rasping on
these teeth.

Dr. Nagel describes I Biol. Centmlh., xvi,, 1896, 51-57 and 103-

112) the method, of feeding in larvfe of Dijtucus. In these larvae, the

mouth is very much reduced in size, and the ingestion of food is per-

formed by means of suction through the nnich modified mandibles,

the process being facilitated by the powerful digestive action of the

saliva, Avhich has a marked poisonous action, killing other insects and
even tadpoles, twice the size of the attacking larvte, very rapidly.

The larva? not only suck the blood of their victims, but absorb the

proteid substances. Drops of salivary juice seem to paralyse the

victim, and to ferment the proteids. Similar extra-oral digestion

seems to occur in larva' of ant-lions and spiders, and. according to

Krause, in Cephalopods.

In The Annals of Scottish Natural Histori/ for July, 1896, is a list

of the Hymenoptera and Hemiptera, collected by Mr. W. S. Bruce on
the summit of Ben Ne\ is.

SOCIETIES.
The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—October 6th, 1896.

—

Sirex juvencus at Eltham.—Mr. J. A. Clark

exhibited a specimen of S. juvencus, captured the preceding day

(Oct. 5th), at Eltham. Dr. Sequeira remarked that he had taken

it some years ago in the month of August, in the Warren, at

Exmouth. Skcond brood of Hemerophila abruptaria.—Mr. J. A.

Clark exhibited a specimen of a partial second brood of Hemero-

phila ahruj)taria, that had emerged a few hours before the

meeting. He had, up to the present, bred five specimens out of

about 30 pupa). Boletobia fuliginaria. — Mr. Tutt exhibited a

specimen of 7i.. /»/////);«/•/«, which had been sent to him to name by

Mr. Boult, and which that gentleman stated had been captured just

previously at Hull. It was noticed by the members that the insect

was loose on its pin, and appeared to have been re-set. Callimorpha

dominula ab. rossica, Kol.—Mr. H. May exhibited bred specimens of

Callimorpha dominula, the larva" having come from Deal and Plymouth.

Two had the hind-wings somewhat suffused (approaching ab. persona),

and one had orange-coloured hind-wings. The latter was dwarfed

and somewhat crippled. Intermediate Duyas paphia-valesina and an

aberration of D. papiiia.—Mr. Bayne exhibited a ^ aberration of

D. paphia, with the spots joined so as to form longitudinal streaks

crossing the wing, and with the black spots at the end of the nervures

much enlarged. He also exhibited a grand ? paphia, much suffused

with the valesina tint, and which Mr. Tutt remarked reminded him of
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Drj/afi pandora. Also typical ab. raledna, and one very dark one,

suffused with tawny. All were captured in the New Forest. Apokophyla

AusTRALis AB. iNGENUA.—Mr. Prout exhibited two specimens of this

aberration from Sandown, one taken in 1895 and one in 1896, and

drew attention to its great rarity, both here and on the Continent.

Mr. Tutt drew attention to the close superficial resemblance between

this aberration and Kpwida lutulenta. Dark abeiiratioxs of Tephrosia

BisTORTATA (crepuscularia).—Mr. Prout exhibited, on behalf of Major

Robertson, some dark aberrations of T. bistoi-tata, and one specimen of

the second brood, also one specimen of the extreme melanic form of

T. m-jimcularia, and drew attention to the fact that the dark

aberrations of T. bistortata always showed a strong broAvn tendency,

whilst those of the allied species, T. crepuscularia {biwulidaria) were

black. He also drew attention to the remarkable statement, made re-

cently by Mr. C. G. Barrett, that the second brood of T. butortata was
obviously T. crepuscularia. This view, he said, was quite untenable.

Mr. Tutt agreed Avith the remarks made by Mr. Prout, and described the

differences existing between the second brood of T. bistortata and
T. biundularia [crepuscularia). Although the ground colour of both

could be called " white," the dead-grey white (almost Avith a trace of

lead-colour in it) of the second brood of T. bistortata Avas very different

from the purer Avhite (or creamy Avhite) of the May-June species.

Zyg^.na caeniolica from Boukg d'Oisans.—Mr. Tutt exhibited

.^. crtrnwZiV-ft from Bourg d'Oisans, and read the folloAving notes:—
" The type of this beautiful species has the red spots of the anterior

wings surrounded Avith broad creamy-yelloAV rings, and the abdomen
has a red ring surrounding it, but the insect is so variable that many
aberrations have been named, a summary of Avhich may be found in

Notes on the Zipiaenidae. These Bourg d'Oisans specimens are

peculiar (1) in haA'ing scarcely any creamy rings to the red spots, and

(2) in having the bodies entirely black= ab. diniensis, H.-S. Sometimes
the first character is carried to the extreme, and no creamy rings are

present at all. This form is the ab. berolinensis of Staudinger. A
combination of these two aberrations comprise almost 90 per cent, of

the sum total of the specimens of this species observed at Bourg d'Oisans.

I would also call attention to the union of the central and basal pairs

of spots in many specimens." Caksia paludata ab. imbutata and
Melanippe montanata. — Mr. Oldham exhibited Carsia paludata

ab. imbutata, from Manchester Mosses, and remarked on the gradual

restriction of the mosses by drainage and cultivation. The Melanippe
montanata Avere from Cambridgeshire, and some were very Avhite, Avitn

very distinct bands. TRiPH.^iNA fimbria ab. virescens.—Mr. Heasler
exhibited a specimen of T. fimbria ab. rirescens, Tutt, from Wimbledon.
In the NeAV Forest, he said, it Avas generally looked upon as being

very rare. Mr. Tutt thought it Avas a generally distributed form.

Variation of Eupithecia sobkinata.—Mr. Tutt exhibited a picked

series of Eupithecia sobrinata, captured by Mr. and Mrs*. Tunaley, at

Aviemore. He said he believed the Scotch race as a Avhole

was named var. scotica, by Dr. F. B. White, but the name Avas

generally restricted to the pale variegated forms, Avhich did not appear

to occur in the South of England. The series shoAved that there Avas

considerable variation among the Scotch specimens, the indi-

viduals arranging themselves into tAvo parallel groups, one
running through a series of broAvn forms, until the species
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became almost unicolorous brown. The other through a series

of grey forms, until they culminated in an almost unicolorous

fuscous form. Scotch forms of Emmelesia ericetata.—Mr. Tutt

then exhibited a series of Knniwlcsia ericetata, also captured by

Mr. and Mrs. Tunaley, at Aviemore. These showed considerable

variation:— (1) In depth of ground colour, some being much
whiter, others greyer. (2) In the amount of ochreous tint. (8) In

the width and completeness of the central band (forms with this

central band broken just below the centre were very rare). Aberra-

tions of Abraxas urossulariata.—Mr. C. May exhibited a marvellous

series of aberrations of A. (/rossulariata (about 100 specimens). They
had all been bred during the last two years under identical conditions,

and showed every phase of variation, from being almost devoid of

black markings to being exceedingly suffused, and almost entirely

black. A few specimens had lost all trace of the yellow markings, and

others were of the semi-transparent sufi'used character, so well-known

to breeders of this species. Banded form of Hvrernia aukantiaria.—
Mr. May also exhibited a form of H. awantiaria, with two dark

bands very distinctly marked, owing to suffusion of the outer and

basal areas. Dark aberration of Plusia gamma.— Mr. C. May then

exhibited i very suffused aberration of P. (jaiuma, the ground colour

being of a dark reddish-brown. Mr. Tutt said that a similar aberra-

tion was described in Tlie British Nuctuat' and their Varieties (vol. iv.,

p. 82). Second brood of Arctia cata.—Mr. Bate exhibited specimens

of a second brood of A. caia, Avhich had been bred from eggs laid in

June last. The specimens had a tendency to assume a yellowish

coloration in the hind-wings, due, perhaps, to the rapidity of feeding-

up, and the rapidity with which they came to maturity. Hairs of

Leucojia salicis a\d Psilura monacha.—Mr. Bacot exhibited drawings

of the hairs of the larvjt (in first skin) of these species. Heliothis

ARMiGERA FROM IMPORTED TOMATOES.—Mr. Soutliey exhibited a long

series of //. aiiiiii/era, bred from larvae obtained in North London,

from tomatoes, which had been imported from Spain and Teneriffe.

Second brood of AcmALiA dilutaria (holosericata).-—Mr. W. G. Pearce

exhibited a living specimen of A. hohisericata, bred from a Bristol larva

which had come from an egg hatched last June. Mr. D. C. Bate read a

paper " On the early stages of Psilura vwnacha and its allies." In the

course of the discussion that followed, Mr. Bacot made the following

remarks :—" The larvae of Psilura inonacha and Vurthetria dispar

develop within the egg before the winter. I examined same last

January, and found the larvte fully developed, even to the thorns and

bulbs on the hairs. In the ova of (hyi/ia antiijiia, no apparent develop-

ment had taken place until spring. In the 1st skin of the larva of

P. monacha, the 8rd thoracic segment is weak, the tubercles on it

smaller than in other segments (this feature is not present in P. dispar).

The anterior trapezoidals very small, only bearing one hair
;
posterior

pair very large, bearing numerous hairs (this is also the case with P.

dispar, Avhile with L. salicis it is questionable if the anterior pair are

present, as I have, up to the present, been unable to find them).

There are, at least, two distinct kinds of hairs present :—(1) Short

spines, with slight traces of thorns, and a bulbous swelling, about ^
up from base (the small hairs arising from anterior trapezoidals have

this bulb). (2) Long and more slender hairs, many of them very

thorny. The hairs in P. disjiar are identical, but there is no trace of
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the bulb on hairs of Leucoma salicis, or any other species that I have
yet examined. They are present in F. riKniacha and P. iliapar in the

1st skin onlij. The upper part of the biilbed hairs is frequently bent
at a sharp angle, just above the bulb. In the 2nd skin, I noticed

that the 5th abdominal segment is weak, both it and the 3rd thoracic

are pale and have smaller tubercles than the other segments (this is not
the case with P. dispar). In 3rd skin, the head becomes grey mottled
with black. The anterior trapezoidals still very small, but bearing five or

six small hairs. In the 4th skin, the tubercles and hairs smaller, in

proportion to the size of the larva. In the 5th skin, as in the fourth. I

could trace no further moults in P. nionacha, but I think P. diapar

sometimes has a fifth moult. There is a tendency for the eversible

and small glands on the abdominal segments, 1 to 4, to dwindle
in the later stages of P. monacha, but this does not occur in P. dispar.

Larv^ of p. monacha vary greatly in coloration. In one of my
'94 broods (all from same parent) they varied from a form with a large

amount of white in its coloration, to nearly black with hardly a trace

of white. I consider that the larva? when young are protected by their

resemblance to a bird's dropping, and in later stages by their lichen-

like coloration, the darker forms being difficult to detect, even on the

smooth bare bark of cherry twigs from a London garden. Poethesia
siMiLis.—This species spins a large thin transparent cocoon, in which
it changes its skin, it then spins a smaller and much denser cocoon,

occupying about half, or not quite half, the space of the old one, and
in this inner cocoon it passes the winter, leaving its cast skin in the

outer chamber."
South London ENTOJioLOGicAii and Natural History Society.—

October 8th, 1896.

—

Setting moths in natural mode of resting.—
Mr. Ficklin exhibited several species of Lepidoptera

—

Catocala (8
species), IHpteiyijia scabriuxcula, Cahx-ampa retmta, etc., set in their

natural positions of rest, thus showing the pattern of the transverse

markings which adapted them to their surroundings. Aberrations of
butterflies.—Mr. Carpenter : a male specimen of Polyomwatus ivarus,

with a completely bleached hind-wing, from Folkestone ; several

female examples of P'araiys vieyaera, bred from Ranmore Common,
having a tendency to form a broad black median band ; and a bred
series of Chry.wphanus phlocas, from Abbot's Wood, having well-

developed blue spots on the secondaries. Uxotic Orthoptera.—Mr.
H. Moore : two large species of Orthoptera, from Florida, viz.,

Rouialea microptera and Ci/rtacantliacns suhdttaca. A new British

Noctuid.—Mr. J. T. Carrington : Calophasia plati/ptera, a species of

moth new to Britain, taken by himself between Shoreham and
Brighton, on September 14th, 1896. The species is closely allied to

the " shark " moths, and is a native of Central and Southern Europe.
The larva feeds upon toadflax (Linaria). Rare Coleoptera.—Mr. Ash-
down : a specimen of the rare Coleopteron, Molochua minor, from Mickle-

ham, and a black ab. of Toxutus weridianns, from Surrey. Scotch Calo-
CAMPA vetusta.—Mr. Adkin : a bred series of Calncampa veUista, from
Sutherland, and a bred second brood of Acidcdia riryxdaria {incanaria),

from Brockley. Remarkable aberration of Pyrameis atalanta.—
Mr. Lucas : a hitherto unnoted variety of Pijrawcif< atalanta, having
the indistinct deep black blotches, which are interior to the red

marginal band of the hind-wings, with well-marked blue centres. It

was captured at Claygate by Mr. H. L. Hearsum, of Kingston. Cocoon
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OF Pamphila comjxa.—Mr. Barrett : a pupa case and cocoon of Pam,

phila comma, which had been found by Mr. Hamm, of Reading, and
also some eggs which had been deposited on stems of grass by an
observed female. Food-plants of P. cojlaia.—A discussion took place

as to what was the usual food-plant of this species. The general

opinion was that it was a grass feeder, as most Pamphilids. Dipterous

PARASITE ON STARLING.—Mr. C. A. Briggs : a fly taken from a starling,

presumably Oniithomyia avicularia, one of the Hippuboscidac infesting

birds. Second brood example of Uropteryx sambucata.—Mr. H. J.

Turner, a living specimen of Uropteryx samhucata, taken in his

garden on October 8th, and no doubt a second brood individual.

The Nonpareil Entomological, and Natural History Society.

—October 1st, 1896. — This meeting, being the annual general,

the exhibits were not very numerous, in view of the more im-

]3ortant business of the election of officers. Exhibits :—Mr. Gurney :

Cyinatuphora ridens, one of which was a very dark form. Mr.
Huckett : Polyommatus hellanjua, both male and female, from Folke-

stone. Mr. Samson : Arye yalathea, from Andover Downs. Mr.
Martin : a specimen of Acherontia atropos, bred from a larva taken in

the Isle of Wight. The election of officers resulted as follows :

—

President, Mr. Thos. Jackson ; Vice-President, Mr. W. Stevens

;

Curator, Mr. W. Harpur ; Secretary, Mr. F. West ; Treasurer, Mr. H.
Blake ; Reporting Secretary, Mr. F. A. Newbery ; Librarian, Mr.
F. A. Newbery ; Trustees, Mr. Gurney and Mr. Huckett ; Committee,
Messrs. Huckett, Gurney, Norman (E.) , Cooper, W. Harpur, Farmer,
Butt, Lusby, Moore, Samson, Norman (A.). Towards the close of

the evening Mr. J. A. Clark visited the society, bringing with him, for

exhibition, the following :—A male and female IS^yssia lapponaria, three

superb aberrations of Abra.vas yrussulariata, one of which was almost
devoid of black markings on the fore-wings and entirely so on the

hind-wings. Another was a very fine black-mantled form, whilst the

third showed the yellow mantle very well ; also a series of Oporabia

filiyramviaria, the specimens comprising which varied very greatly.

—

F. A. Newbery, Rep. Sec.

JHEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
British Butterflies. By J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. 476 pp., 10 plates

and 45 woodcuts. [Published by George Gill and Sons, Minerva
House, Warwick Lane, London, E.G. Price 5/-.]—We are often

told that a cheap book resembling Newman's, but quite up-to-date, is

wanted. That is what this book professes to be. The bringing the
work up-to-date has resulted in the production of a work more than
twice as large as Newman, and published at two-thirds the price.

The larvfe, pupte and eggs which were unknown in the time of

Newman have been added. So also has the synonymy (generic and
specific), summaries of the general variation of each species, the
diagnoses of 282 varieties and aberrations (of which 110 are described

for the first time), and the foreign distribution of each species. There
are figures of every British butterfly. Sometimes three or four
figures of the same butterfly, to illustrate the two sexes, underside,
and variation, are given. The fviU-page illustrations and most of the
woodcuts have been drawn by the well-known entomological artist,

Mr. W. A. Pearce.
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The letterpress is divided into the following chapters :— 1. General

-observations on butterflies and moths. 2. Egg-laying and eggs.

3. Caterpillars, their structure, and how to obtain them. 4. The
chrysalis or pupa. 5. The imago or butterfly. 6. Variation of

butterflies and its causes. 7. Hybernation and aestivation. 8. Names
and classification of butterflies. 9. Collecting, killing, setting and
storing insects. 10. Arrangement and labelling of a collection of

butterflies. 11. Preservation of insects : mites, grease and mould.

12. Preservation of larvs. 13. The Hesperids or Skipper butterflies.

14. The Coppers, Blues and Hairstreak butterflies. 15. The
Papilionids, Swallow-tails, Whites and Clouded-yellow butterflies.

16. The Fritillaries and Vanessids. 17. The Emperors and Satyrids

(or Meadow-browns).
Besides the above there is an "Index-Catalogue of Species,

Varieties and Aberrations," an " Index to the General Subject," an
"Index to the Vernacular or Common English Names," an "Index
to the Family, Sub-family, Tribal and Generic Names," and an
" Index to the Plates."

Each British butterfly is described under the following heads :

—

•(1) Synonymy (Generic and Specific). (2) Imago. (3) Variation

(with general remarks and summarised diagnoses of all described

forms, British and Continental). (4) Egg. (5) Larva. (6) Pupa.

(7) Time of appearance. (8) Habitat and Distribution. Besides

these, there are extended remarks on each of the Tribes, Sub-families,

Families, Divisions and Super-families. The descriptions of the

"Larvffi " and " Pupae " are largely original, and made directly from
the objects by the author.

The errors in the old standard works (Newman, etc.) have been
•corrected, and the data which have accumulated during recent years

have been incorporated. This is especially the case with the life-

histories of the various species, a complete detailed life-history of

every species being given.

At the end of each chapter is a concise summary giving the following

information about each species : —I. Dates for finding (1) the ovum
;

(2) the larva; (3) the pupa; (4) the imago. II. The method of

pupation. III. Food-plants.

There is no need to have the book reviewed in any more exhaustive

manner in the Kecord. We can only ask that readers of the Furord
should give to the publishers, who are quite new to our branch of

work, their encouragement and support.
The Gypsy Moth, Porthetria dispar (Linn.). A report of the

WORK OF destroying THE INSECT IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
TOGETHER WITH AN ACCOUNT OF ITS HISTORY AND HABITS, BOTH IN

Massachusetts and Europe. [By Edward H. Forbush and Charles
H. Fernald, A.M., Ph.D., Boston, 1896. 1 vol., pp. 495, with
appendices, 66 photographic and colored plates and five maps.] —

I

have no hesitation in saying that this work, for beauty of illustration

and the thoroughness with Avhich the subject is treated, is unrivalled
in the annals of American economic entomology. It is not possible,

within the brief limits of this notice, to do more than draw attention
to its publication, and to state that, whatever could be done to abate
this imported pest, has been done by Messrs. Forbush and Fernald,
and that in this case the right persons have been entrusted with the
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work. The United States is suffering from imported European insects^

some of which have found their way Avitli transported plants, others
through the opportunities afforded by the immense steamer traffic

between the Continents. There is not a particle of doubt that the
intensity of life in America acts favourably upon imported European
insects, and that they multiply excessively. Scudder says that the
number of broods increases so that lepidoptera which are monogoneutic
in Europe become polygoneutic in the United States. The rapidity
with which the White Cabbage Butterfly has spread over North
America, on its accidental escape in commercial harbours from
vegetables used on passenger steamers, is something magical. Another
pest has appeared about New York, the Leopard moth, Znizera jn/rina

(acsculi), and bids fair to become a dangerous nuisance. Immunity from
parasites may at first contribute to aid the spread of European insect

pests, Avhile the vegetation and congenial climate assist their

propagation. According to the latest theory, the P/ii/llo.nra was known
to the ancient Greeks, and would be hence of European origin, so

that it seems as though x\merican insects have not met with the same
amount of success in Europe as European immigrants in America.
The late Dr. C. V. Riley asserted that destructive insects introduced
from America into Europe make no headway against their more
" highly developed " allies on that Continent, while the reverse is true

of European pests introduced into America. Scudder opposes the
idea that the more specialised European types, on that account,

succeed in America, but it appears to me that Riley's view is also

entitled to consideration. At first sight it seems to have been suggested,

by the result attained by the white as against the red race of the

human species on American soil, but it may well be that the types of

insects which have spread are specialised types, although no
investigations on this head are known to me. While no American
lepidoptera appear to have gained a natural foothold in Europe, we
have in America, Picrifi rajiae, Purthetria dUpar , Sesiatijiuliforviis, Zeuzera
pyrina{aesculi), all of which have been imported, and of all, except the

Sesia, we have historical record. T am inclined to think that other

species, which have not yet excited attention by their numbers, have
been imported through commerce, or introduced by enterprising

collectors. I congratulate the authors of the valuable report on the

Gypsy moth upon their industry, and the results they have to show for

work accomplished. As to the name which Prof. Fernald gives to

the insect, it is unquestionably correct. The species is the type of

Porthetria, and is generically distinct from L)/))iantria wonarha. The
oldest name for the family is Ihjiiniiijmnae, Hiibner, 1806, which I

have changed to lli/pniij/innUac with the type //. moria.—A. Radcliffe
Grote, M. a., Roemer Museum, Hildesheim. [We would add our heartiest

congratulations to the authors of this work. It is impossible to

summarise such a comprehensive work, or to do justice to its excellence,

by a cursory review. We advise our readers to press the Societies

with which they are connected to write to the learned Professor of

Zoology in the Massachusetts Agricultural College, U.S.A., for a copy,
and we would appeal to the generosity of the authors to see that at

least The Entomological Society of London, The City of London
Entomological Society, and the South London Entomological Society,

have copies.

—

Ed.]
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Contributions to the fauna of the Dauphin^ Alps.

I.

—

The Rhopalocera of Le Lautaret—Ccenonympha satyrion
A var of C. iphis—Are Melampias pharte and M.
MELAMPUS THE SAME SPECIES ?

By J. W. TUTT , F.E.S.

The Col du Lautaret crosses the ridge which separates the valley
of the Romanche from that of the Guisanne. At its highest point,
6,800ft. above the sea, is a Maison Hospitaliere, founded in the 11th
century, whilst near it is a Hospice, built in 1864, and now serving as
an inn. This was much enlarged last winter (1895-1896), and a
large clean dejimdancc built directly opposite the old building, the
former being remarkable for its satisfactory sanitary arrangements.
The Hospice may be looked upon as being situated upon the highest
point of an elevation in the middle of a huge basin, and, if the
Hospice be taken as a centre, a radius of some three or four miles
would strike the Roche du Grand Galibier (10,636ft.), on the east,
the Pic des Trois Eveches (10,137ft.), on the north, and the Pic de
Combeynot (10,378ft.), on the south. Between the first and last of
these peaks the road leads down to Briamjon, whilst in the opposite
direction (almost due west) the road leads to La Grave. Situated as
Le Lautaret is, above the tree limit, one is astounded at the marvellous
luxuriance of the flora of the pasturages here. The Alpine plants of the
higher pasturages, usually stunted and dwarfed, grow to an enormous
size, and one wades hip-high among giant Alpine lilies, hieracii, um-
belKfers, campanulas, etc. At this height, too, one can get quickly on
the skrees, and hence, not only can " Alpine" entomologising be begun
literally at the doors, but the purely Alpine species that haunt the
highest rocky slopes can be obtained without the expenditure of so
much energy as is necessary when one is staying at a much lower
level. My visits to the higher levels were, however, marred by the
clouds which, on both occasions that I attempted to explore the
highest rocky skrees, prevented the butterflies from taking wing,
although the open basin below was sunny enough.

The following is a list of the Rhopalocera captured and observed
during the six days' collecting (July 30th-Aug. 5th) I had here.
•July 28th and 29th were too wet for entomologising to be practicable.

HESPERIDES. Fam. : Hesperid^. Tribe : Hesperidi.— Spilo-
thrijHs altlicae.—A few specimens only occurred, and these rather small
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in size. I can confirm the observation that newly-emerged specimens

of this species rest with the wings outspread, after the fashion of a

Geometer moth, except that the insect raises itself to its full height

upon its legs, and that its wings then curve over as if it were set upon a

bevelled setting-board. The end of the abdomen is turned very

strikingly upwards. Sijriclithm alccwi.— Several specimens were

captured. Three well-marked and well-coloured individuals I should

have referred to .S. andromedae, but for Mr, W. E. Nicholson's opinion

that they were referable to this species. The underside of these speci-

mens is brownish, with white markings. A dark grey inner margin on the

underside of the hind-wings is most marked. S. ab. serratidae.'^—

Two specimens may be referred here, whilst a male and female, the

ground colour dingy brown, and with the- white spots on the fore-

wings very small, may be referable to ab. caiiinae, Rbr. Another

specimen is of the same size and general appearance as the last three,

but it has a much better marked ante-marginal elbowed line of whitish

spots. Tribe : Pamphilidi.—Paiitjihila coiitiiia.—Not uncommon, but

evidently not fully out. The specimens approach the var. catena, and

are much darker than those I have captured in the Tyrol (Mendel,

Cortina, etc.). Thijimiicm Unenla.— lhis species occurred rather

sparingly by the roadside, and on the flowery banks. My experience

would lead me to suppose that this and the last species are by far the

commonest and most generally distributed of the Alpine Pamphilids.

They appear to be almost everywhere in Piedmont, the Tyrol

(Dolomites), and Dauphine, all, by the way, more or less limestone

districts. There appears to be no difference between the specimens

obtained at Le Lautaret and on the Essex coast.

PAPILIONIDES. Div. : LYC/ENIDA. Fam. : Lyc.^nid.e.

Tribe : Chrysophanidi.— Chri/sujduntus hijijiatlioi' var. eunjhia.—This

occurred rarely. The males are of a brilliant copper colour, with a

trace of purple along the costa, and vary in the degree of development

of the discoidal spot on the upper side of the fore-wings. The females

are larger, and of a very unicolorous fuliginous brown hue, with the

normal black spots distinctly marked. The underside varies much in

the amount of spotting. The same form occurs commonly in the

Upper Engadine, at 5,500 to about 7,000 feet. Tribe : Lyc.enidi.

Lijraena arion.—One specimen only was netted, and that worn to

tatters. Ciipido miniina.—This species was very abundant on one

huge flowery slope, from about 7,200ft. -8,000ft. elevation. Some of

the specimens are typical, but others were of the ab. alsoidcs, a form

as large as the following species. Mr. Nicholson took a large speci-

men of this species this year at Bodo, within the Arctic Circle.

Xomiades soiiian/iis.—Not very common, and rather poor in condition.

The specimens were rather smaller than those from the Tyrol. It

was found flying with the preceding species up to quite 8,000ft., and

was rather more widely distributed than the last species. Fohjimmatm
cun/don.—I have an idea that this species occurred, but, if so, I have

not brought a specimen home, and am not at all certain of the matter.

I'ulyotiniiatiis hcllan/Hs.—One very worn male specimen. r<il!/(iiiniiatiis

eras.—Locally common on the flowery slopes at the back of the

*Kane refers to this form as inhabiting " Lautaret, Pyr." (Eiirop. Biittx., p. 1-iO).

One is puzzled to know whether this is Lautaret in Dauphine, or Cauterets in the

Pyrenees, or whether there is another Lautaret in the Pyrenees.
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Hospice, towards the Col du Galibier. The underside of the male is

very like that of an indistinctly marked P. icarm. The female has

the marginal lunules distinct beneath. Above, the females have the

bases of the wings shaded with blue as far as the discoidal spot, and
thus approach very closely to Oberthiir's ab. caendescens, from the

Pyrenees. PoUjimviiatm icarus.—Not very common, small in size,

and the males rather purplish in tone. The females not sprinkled

with blue scales. The ab. icarinus occurred in both sexes. Pohjnm-

iiiatus orhituliis.—This species was not uncommon at its favourite

haunts, viz., puddles in the road^vay. Both sexes were captured, and
specimens of both sexes show considerable variation in the shape of

the wing, the latter being occasionally longer and more pointed than

is usual in typical specimens. This appears to be not unusual, for

Mr. Nicholson says that he has frequently seen the wings as pointed

as those I have captured. The undersides of all the wings vary in

the number and intensity of the spots. I'dlyotmnatm clamon.—This

species, the Blue butterfly of Dauphine, was just emerging. The
specimens Avere rather smaller than any I had taken previously

(Piedmont, St. Michel-de-Maurienne). The females were not out, I

was surprised to find the insect at 8,000ft. elevation. I'ohjoinuiatm

eiiiiiedoii.—Only one seen (and captured). The specimen is typical,

Mr. Nicholson says, although the underside is rather less spotted than

Kane's description would lead one to suppose, rob/uiiiiiiatus astran-lie.

—Occurred sparingly on all the lioAvery slopes. The male specimens

with only a few marginal orange spots, the female with a strongly

developed series of them bordering both the fore- and hind-wings.

Plebeiiis optilete.—Only one female specimen seen. Fairly typical.

Mr. Nicholson informs me that he captured a form of this species this

year in Arctic Norwa}', so that it is widely distributed. Plcbcius anjus.

—Not uncommon on a steep rocky slope, covered with a profusion of

wild flowers, at an elevation of about 8,000ft. I only haw males, the

females probably not having emerged. The males have the greyish-

brown undersides, small spots, and rather large silvery blotches of

typical an/m. Oberthiir's notes on this species and the allied /'. aei/oji

[Etuih's, vol. v., p. 21) are most interesting.

Div. : PAPILIONIDA. Fam. : PAPiLioNm.i:. Tribe : Papilio-

Nmi.

—

Papiliu inachaon.—This species occurred up to about 9,000ft.

It loves the top of a grassy knoll situated at or near the summit of a

mountain peak, round the highest point of which it flies with great

speed. The Alpine form taken here is only a little more heavily

marked than British examples. Tribe : Parnassidi. Parnasdm drliiis.—
Seen but not caught, although there can be no doubt about the

species. Its only haunt, so far as I could discover, was a steep rocky
slope, where it was totally impossible to follow it ; and, as I only
found the species on the morning of the day that I left Le Lautaret, I

had no chance of surprising an unwary example.
Fam.: Pierid^. Tribe: Aporidi.— Aporia rratacf/i.—Occasional

males and females occurred up to 8,000ft. What the larv:e could
feed on here I cannot guess, and strongly suspect that they Avere

stragglers from the lower valleys, where they were abundant enough.
If so, it would suggest that this species is in reality somewhat of a

wanderer, an opinion that I formed both at Courmayeur and in the

Tyrol, when odd specimens were frequently captured in unlikely
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places. Tribe : Pikridi.—Pieris ralUdice.— Rare, and difficult to

catch. Both sexes were in fine condition. Tribe : Rhodocekidi.—
C'olian palacno.—Rare, but in fine condition, occurred round the

Hospice, as well as on the higher slopes. Colias plik-u)iiu)U'.—Fairly

common, and distributed all over the district. The specimens varied

in condition ; some were very fine. One female drying her wings was

taken ; but, although I searched closely, I could not find the pupa

case.

Fam. : Nymphalid.e. Tribe : VANESsiDi.^J//Zrt/s- »r^/r<:«'.— Exceed-

ingly abundant in the larval state on stinging-nettle. The few

imagines observed were all of the large, deeply-coloured, Alpine form
;

but larvae, which I took when nearly full-fed, and which pupated

after a few days' starvation, produced in London, on August 80th,

specimens of the most ordinary British type as to the colour of the

upper sides, although there is a marked distinction between the pale

and light areas of the underside, and the ante-marginal row of blue

lunules on the underside of the hind-wings is especially well-marked.

Tribe: knoY^'^iMi. — AnjijnnU lathonia.—I should have left Lautaret

with the impression that the sjjecies did not occur in the district, but

for the fact that I captured a fine freshly emerged specimen on the

morning of my departure. An/ij)inis niohe ab. cris.—A single speci-

men only seen and captured. Probably it was not fully out. An/i/nni-s

ai/laia.—A few male specimens only captured. The species was pro-

bably not fully out. Those I caught were fully coloured, but rather

small. Ihent/iis pairs. — Common all over the fiowery slopes, and

found up to 9,000ft. Some of the males are well marked and

richly coloured. Others (ab. dhxalcsccits) have the black markings

much reduced, and these form a very large percentage of the whole.

The female ab. napaea was more common than females of fulvous

coloration. The undersides of many of the specimens are remarkably

free from black markings (ab. isis). Tribe : Melit/Eidi.—Mditaca

ci/ntliia.— Both sexes were on the wing, the males tattered, the

females worn. Evidently the species was over. The species occurred

near the Hospice, but was much more abundant about 1,000ft.

above it. Mditaca auruiia \a,r. iiu'rapc.— This species also was over.

A few worn specimens passed through the net, and two females,

rather larger than is usual in this variety, were brought home.

Fam.: Satyrid^e. Tribe: Ccenonymphidi. Coenunympha iplds.—
Probably the most abundant and interesting butterfly in the district.

The sexual dimorphism is very marked on the upper sides, the male

of a deep fulvous, the female with the fore-wings much paler. The
variation of the undersides of both sexes presents such a slow

gradation from the entirely unocellated, to the conspicuously

banded and strongly ocellated form, that one is confronted at

last with all the recognised characters of ('. mtijrion in undoubted

specimens of ^'. iphis. The most extreme form of the under-

side of both sexes has no ocellated spots on either the fore- or

hind-wings, the latter being entirely greenish-grey, but for the brown

tint of the base, and a small triangular remnant of the whitish trans-

verse band that crosses the wings in some specimens. The ocellated

spots gradually increase in number, until they reach a maximum of

six on the underside of the hind-wings, and one on the fore-wings. The

white patch, too, is accompanied in some specimens by another towards
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the anal angle ; these, in turn, increase until a series of whitish

blotches, stretches across the wing within the ocellatecl spots, and these,

again, give place to a white band enclosing them. In this extreme

form they show, save for their larger size, no character to distinguish

them from C. satiinon, typical forms of which occur with this

remarkable race of C. iphu. My series leaves no doubt whatever

that satyriun is a form of the latter species, or that the two species

here assume such similar forms that they present no character which
renders them separable, either on the upper or underside, for, if we sort

out those with a white transverse band on the underside of the hind-

wings as C. mtiirion, and leave the remainder as C. iphis, we should

separate two specimens that I found /;/ copula, of which the male
would go to mtijriun and the female to qihis. One of the most sati/rion-

like $ specimens that I captured is identical on the upper side with

Hiibner's figure (250) of ? iphis. Another satyn<»i-\ike 2 on the

upper side has two indistinct ocellated spots on the upper side of the

hind-wings. The underside of this specimen is peculiarly ijiJu's, and it

comes, perhaps, nearer to the specimens of iphis in the British

Museum collection than any others I have taken. A few^ female

specimens have a washed-out appearance. This form is the mandanc
of Kirby. The males vary in tint on the upper side from a warm
fulvous hue to a dirty fuliginous brown, with every intermediate shade.

The worn male specimens are particularly dingy looking. The orange
marginal line is quite absent in some male specimens, in others it

forms a very distinct and conspicuous mark near the anal angle of the

hind-wing. The upper side of the female extends from a form with
entirely bright tawny fore-wings, with an orange marginal line, to a form
with a dark outer margin (more than one-eighth of an inch in expanse),

through which the orange marginal line runs. These latter graduate

to male forms in which the grey suffusion is more or less spread over the

fore- wings, and the specimens then become typical sati/rion. The
hind-wings of the females are all more or less fuliginous brown, with
a fulvous tinge in the centre and towards the base. So unlike the

typical forms of this species as figured by Hiibner (figs. 249-251; are

the Lautaret specimens that I propose calling this race var. dauphini.

The race is composed of specimens which may be classified as :

—

(1) ab. nb.tnlrta. Without any ocellated spots on the underside of fore

and hind-wings. (2). Ab. inteniwdia. With a more or less complete
series of ocellated spots on the underside of the hind-wings (and
sometimes a trace of a single one on fore-wings), but the white band
only represented by two or three broken blotches. (3). Ab. virfjata.

With a complete white band crossing the underside of the hind-wings,
and containing the ocellated spots towards its outer margin. I may
here mention that this latter differs from Hiibner's type (fig. 251), inas-

much as in the latter the white band is complete, but does not reach
to, and therefore does not include, the ocellated spots. The var.

daupJiini may be best separated as a whole from the ordinary typical
German form (evidently the one figured by Hiibner) by the almost entire

absence, in both sexes, of ocellated spots on the upper side of the fore-

and hind-wings. Coenonynipha satijriun.—I have already stated that I
believe, and that my series proves, 6'. sati/riaji to be a form of C. ipliis,

or, if the two be distinct species, that the latter assumes a form with a
well defined white band, containing a series of ocellated spots on the
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underside of the hind-wings, inseparable from C. sati/riau. There is

every possible intermediate grade between the most typical ip/n'.s and

(J. satijrion, the latter of which, in its most typical form, occurs here.

It should be added, in order that the matter may receive that judicial

consideration that it deserves, that I had an opinion that those

specimens that were most like typical fiati/n'on were rather more jxisse

than the mass of the typical specimens of ipMs, but it may be that

their worn condition, which certainly made them appear darker, was
the cause of this. To this species (or variety), then, I refer a few of

the smaller and darker specimens of both sexes, the males of which are of

a dark fuliginous brown, and the fore-wings of the females more shaded

with brown grey than is usual with the females captured at Lautaret.

These darker specimens have nothing to separate thein from ab. vinjata

above, except the more fuliginous tint of the fore-wings. Home male

specimens of the abs. obsolcta and inteniK dia are not at all separable

from these on the upper-sides. Coenont/mpha pamphilus.—Decidedly

rare. Of a bright tawny colour, with darker outer margin. The
underside fairly typical.

Tribe: Erebiidi.- -3/r/rt;;/j*/V/.s cjtiiilinni.—The form that occurs

here shows, in the male, the fulvous band of the fore-wings reduced to

a series of small interneural fulvous blotches, each containing a black

dot, whilst on the hind-wings there are usually two or three small

fulvous rings, each containing a black dot. The females have a wide,

continuous, fulvous band crossing the fore-wings, containing 2, 3, 4

or 5 small black dots, whilst the hind-wings have four small

fulvous rings, three of which contain black central dots. The under-

side of the fore-Avings of the females is almost entirely fulvous, whilst

the underside of the hind-wings is much paler than that of the males,

and bears only the faintest traces of the fulvous rings and dots that

characterise the upper side. Miiawpias welanipux and M. pliarte.—At
Lautaret, the males run from typical melaiiijni.s, with four or five black

dots in the fulvous band, through specimens with 3, 2, 1 and no black

dots, /.('., to typical male phartc. The shape of the wings, too, varies

from the typical rounded-Avinged wdawpm to the more pointed-winged

ji/iartc, some of the specimenr; which are pliarte, so far as their

unspotted band goes, being nwlaiiijius by the rounded character of the

apices of the fore-wings. The females are all typical pliarte, with a

band more orange than fulvous, and with the band distinctly pale, as

in pharte, on the underside. It would appear that here nit'lampiis and

pharte form but one species, however distinct they may be in some
districts. Of course, it would be easy to separate the spotted forms

from the unspotted forms, and call the former nickniipiis, and the latter

pliarte, but it would not get over the difficulty of the females

being all of one form, nor of the fact that a proportion of

the H/f'Za»V'"-^'-shaped males are unspotted, and vice versa. The
species were not uncommon in the flowery meadows, but rather

passe. Mr. Nicholson, to whom I have submitted the specimens,

writes: " I believe all these specimens to be mdampm. The round-

winged si:)ecimens are very like my Swiss ones. Melampus is hai-d to

define as a species." If Mr. Nicholson's views were to be accepted, it

would create a difficiilty, for I observe of Hiibner's figs. 491-494, from

which the species pliarte is named :
— " Hiibner's figs. 491 and 492 are

identical with the Lautaret females, whilst his figs. 493 and 494 are
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identical with most of the unspotted males, only Hiibner, strangely

enough, whilst showing the colour dimorphism that exists between

the sexes, has transposed the bodies, so that figs. 491-492 have ?

coloration and ^ body, whilst tigs. 498-494 have S' coloration and

$ body." Berce (p. 188) makes the following suggestive observation

about M. pliarte : "A little larger than indampm, from which it differs

in that the ferruginous blotches are altogether devoid of black points,

those of the superior wings more rectangular, those of the inferior

wings a little oval. It has the same habits as melampun, and is found

at the same time, and in the same localities. ' Mdainpias cctn.—
Two specimens only were captured, both worn, so that the species

was probably going over. These were both captured close by the

Hospice. Kane gives Lautaret as a locality for this species. Krchia

mnestra.—A single female specimen of a species of Erebia, which I

think must be referable to this species, was captured. It is of a dark

fuscous brown colour, with an ill-defined unspotted tawny band
running parallel to the hind margin of the fore-wings, and continued

faintly on the upper half of the hind-wings. The underside of the

fore-wing is bright tawny, except for a grey-brown outer margin and
a narrow grey-brown costal margin. The hind-wings grey-brown at the

base, extending rather more than half way over the wing, followed by

a pale grey band, and with the outer margin of the same colour as the

basal area. Those who know the ordinary form of K\ imu'stra,

especially the male, will recognise that this is very different on the

underside, and its banded character gives us (if I am right in my
determination) a species in which the male belongs to the " Epiphron-
vu'laiiijms group," whilst the female approaches the " ti/ndai-iis group,"

I see that there is a female specimen with a trace of the band on the

underside of the hind-wings in the British Museum collection, but this

specimen possesses also ocellated spots towards the apex of the

upperside of the fore-wings, which the Lautaret specimen lacks. Erclna

tj/ndaius. — The specimens of this species are remarkably well

marked, they are also of very fair size. The males have the fulvous

patch variable in size (in some it is almost absent) ; in the females

it is much larger, in one, occupying all the central area of the wing,
almost to base. In another female it is of an orange tint. 1 here
are usually two well-developed ocellated spots on the fore-wings, and
three or four on the hind-wings. In one J" and one ? the ocellated

spots on the fore-wings are much reduced, but none have them quite

absent, nor without white centres. I saw nothing resembling the ab.

coecodromm from Mont de la Saxe, the Penegal, and Oberalp. One
female has four large well-ocellated spots on fore-wings, another with
two large ocellated spots and two blind smaller ones beneath. The
form with extra ocellated spots on fore-wings I would call ab. addenda.

One $ and one ^ are pallid, the pigment largely failing. Two forms
of the underside of the hind-wings occur :— (1) Dark grey with darker
central band. The females of this form have the ground colour paler

grey, with darker central band. (2) Dark grey, unicolorous, with only
the faintest trace of transverse lines. The ? s belonging to this form
have the underside of hind-wings unicolorous, greyish or silvery-

white. There is a faint tint of ochreous in the undersides of a few of

the specimens. Erebia (/on/e. - Only two specimens captured, owing to

the clouds that persisted about the highest peaks, Probably the
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insect is common on the higher skrees. Erchia tiinjalf.—Two very

fresh examples only were captured. These were dark, with well-

defined fulvous transverse spotted band on the upper side of the

fore-wings, and no trace of white transverse markings on the underside

of the hind-wings. This is of the same form as was obtained between St.

Michel-de-Maurienne and Valloire. The adi/te of Hiibner is given by
Staudinger as a var. of li(/i'a from " ? Lapland." I have examined
Hiibner's figures {7~)d and 760) carefully, and find them to represent the

Lautavet form of eiiri/alc, in which the underside of the hind-wings is

without any trace of the white transverse markings of the underside

of the hind-wings. The insect is probably rare here, unless it was
not yet fully out. The height (above 7,000ft.) would suggest that

it was near the limit of its range (altitude).

A new British Coccid (with plate).

By E. EENEST GREEN, F.E.S.

RhhococeKs (?) dcvoniensis, sp. nov.—Sac of adult ? creamy white
;

closely felted and firm, but with short erect fibres on the surface
;

broadly oval ; convex. Size very variable ; length from 1'75 mm. to

2*50 mm. ; breadth from 1*50 mm. to 1-75 mm. ; depth from 1 to

1-25 mm.
Sac of ^ small; white; linear. Length 1'50 mm.; breadth

0-50 mm.
Adult ? reddish-purple ; oval, rounded in front, narrowest and

tapering posteriorly ; the extremity with a pair of prominent anal

tubercles. Dorsal area (fig. 1) rather convex, and studded with

numerous short conical tiibular spines, some of which are rather

sharply pointed, while others have the apices slightly truncate. The
spines are snbequal in size, and evenly distributed over the surface

without any definite marginal series. Ventral surface (fig. 2) without

spines, except towards the lateral margins ; their place being taken by

a few fine hairs or bristles. There are some small circular pores

(ceriferous glands) scattered over the surface of the body. Antenna

(fig. H) of seven joints, of which the 8rd and 4th are usually subequal

and longest, though sometimes the 8rd and sometimes the 4th is

the longer 'I'lie 5th and 6th joints are subequal, and shortest. The
terminal joint bears from 10 to 12 stout hairs ; the 3rd joint is hairless

;

each of the other joints have two or three placed near the distal

extremity. The legs (fig. 4) are rather stout ; the tarsus a little longer

than the tibia ; the tibia and tarsus together slightly longer than the com-

bined femur and trochanter. The extremity of the tibia is considerably

broader than the base of the tarsus ; both joints have some stout

spines on the inner margin. Claw stout, and curved at the tip. Tarsal

and ungual digitules, both in the form of long knobbed hairs, the

tarsals being the longer. Rostrum situate between the coxje of the

anterior pair of legs ; the conical mentum doubtfully trimerous, three

darker chitinous bands crossing it. Spiracles large and conspicuous,

situate posterio-lateradof the first and second pairs of legs respectively.

The anal tubercles each bear a longish stout seta at the extremity,

and a smaller one on the inner side, besides several conical spines.

Anal ring with six stout hairs. Lengtli (of prepared and compressed

examples) from 1-50 to 2-50 mm. Breadth 1 to 1-50 mm.
Adult S not observed.
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Larval and second stages not observed.

Eggs pink or pinkish-yellow, dusted with a mealy powder.

Length 0-30 to 0-35 mm.
Habitat:—On Erica cincrea: Budleigh-Salterton, S. Devon;

August, September.
My attention was first drawn to the insect by its habit of distorting

the young shoots of the plant upon which it fixes itself. In many
cases the terminal part of the shoot is twisted up in a rosette-shaped

knot, enclosing one or more of the insects. Other shoots are bent at

right angles at the point of irritation. This distortion occurs only

when the insect has attached itself to the young growing parts of the

plant ; the older stems are not affected in the same way.
In August, when the insects were first noticed, the female sacs

were already packed with ova, the female being much shrivelled, and
occupying the anterior extremity of the sac. The male sacs had
apparently been vacated for some time. No other stages of the insect

were observed ; but the white sacs of the adult insect were abundant,

and widely distributed on this one species of Erica. Not a single

example occurred on either the common heath or the " ling " {Gal-

luna vulr/aris).

I at first supposed the species to be Eriococcus ericae, Sign.

;

but a microscopical examination proved it to be both specifically

and generically distinct (according to Signoret's classification). The
7-jointed antennae separate it from typical Eriocnccm, but allow

of its inclusion in PJuwcoccus, though Mr. Maskell considers that

that genus should be reserved for species that remain naked in the

final stage. Signoret, in defining the genus, says :
—" It closely

resembles the preceding species of the genera Eriococcus and Acantho-
cocciis, but without the sac ;

perhaps it possesses one later. But in

any case, it must form a distinct genus on account of the T-jointed

antennfe." The structural character being the same, the presence or

otherwise of an ovisac would scarcely be of generic importance. The
same differences are allowed, without question, in the genera Dacty-
lopius and Pseudococciis. Personally I am also of the opinion that the

number of antennal joints—other characters being similar—is insuflfi-

cient for the separation of the genera, and that Eriococcus and Rhizo-

coccus might be combined under one name.
It will be noted that the present species has six hairs only on the

anal ring—an unusual number—all the other members of the genus
being apparently possessed of eight.

Description of Plate III.—Fig. 1.

—

Rhizococcus devoniensis, Green, adult J
dorsal view. Fig. 2.

—

Rhizococcus devoniensis. Green, adult $ ventral view. Fig.
3. —Rhizococcus devoniensis, Green, antenna of adult $ . Fig. ^.^Rhizococcus
devoniensis, leg.

The Antennas of Lepidoptera. Their structure, functions and
evolution.

(Concluded from j)- 228).

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The senses which are supposed to have their peripheral organs in

the antennae are those of touch, taste, smell and hearing. (1) Touch.—
It is supposed that the several types of sense-hairs already described

are especially adapted for the reception of tactile impressions. The
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external chitinous skeleton of an insect makes it possible that the
hairs are even more effective than usual as intermediaries in the trans-

mission of the external force to the nerve termination. It is also

probable that the different types of hairs receive different sorts of im-
pressions, which ultimately produce the idea of touch, pressure, weight,

etc. (2) Smell.—The sense of smell is very acute in Lepidoptera,
and a large number of species of both moths and butterflies are known
to possess special organs for the emission of odours. The rapidity with
which NocTuiDEs, Tortricides, etc., find sugar, spread as a bait on
trees ; the ease with which all Lepidoptera detect the right food-plant on
which to deposit their eggs, and the wonderful cases of assembling,

which have been chronicled, are all sufficient to show that some
marvellous power of perception is owned by Lepidoptera, and all

logical enquiry suggests that this power must closely resemble our
sense of smell. We have elsewhere"-'' enlarged considerably on this

topic, and need only add here that there are many reasons why the

pits and rods of the antennaj should be regarded as the peripheral

organs of this sense. Viallanesf says the antennal nerve is provided

with two roots ; one, ventral, composed exclusively of fibres affected by
special sensibility, arises from the olfactory lobe ; the other, dorsal, which
includes at once motor fibres and fibres of general sensibility, arises

from the dorsal lobe of the deutocerebron. It has been stated that
" Lepidoptera possess this faculty (gift of scent) beyond doubt, and as

the air inhaled is the carrying medium, we must look to the spiracles

as the organs of smell." This opinion is absurd, for it rests upon the

assumption that the condition found in the higher vertebrates must
also obtain in lower forms. Air is doubtless the carrying medium,
but air has access to the rods in the pits of the antennae. That
simple diffiision of the air containing the olfactory particles is sufficient,

and that a current of air is not needed to excite the nerves, is

abundantly proved by the conditions existing among the lower verte-

brates (sharks, Aviia calva, Petromyzon marimis, etc., have been
instanced). HauserJ states that bees and wasps have 14,000 to

15,000 cavities, and about 200 cones in each antenna ; the leaf-wasps

a smaller number. The flesh and dirt flies have 60 to 150, while the

flies that live on plants have only 5 to 6 on each feeler. Hence the

number of cavities (pits and rods) and cones occurring in an antenna
appears to be correlated with the importance of the power of dis-

tinguishing scent, in the life of the species. 8. Hearing.—It is extremely

probable that, from Child's
1|
experiments on the Cw^ic u/rtf and C7r/ro??o-

midae, that the antennae function as organs of hearing. Bodine
thinks that the set of apparatus described under section 6 {ante, p. 227),

is especially adapted to the perception of any sort of delicate pulsation of

sound waves. 4. Taste.— It has been supposed by some biologists

that the rods and cones of the antennae function as organs of

* Random Recollections of WoodUmd, Fen and Hill, 2nd Edn., pp. 22-24

;

124-127. * British Noctuae and their Varieties, vol. iii., pp. iv-viii. * British

Biitterjiies, pp. 19-20 ; 02-03.

+ " Etudes histologique et organologique sur les centres nerveux et les Organes
des sens des Animaux articules."

—

Ann. de Sci. Nat. Zoologie, 8 Series, T. 14,

Paris, 1893, pp. 409—456.
t Popular Science Monthly, vol. xxiii., p. 284.

II
Zeit.f. u\ Zool., Bd. 38, 1894. pp. 475—528.
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taste, but the evidence previously offered is of the most unsatisfactory

character.

The evohition of the antenna is a comprehensive, but interesting

subject. The antenna of Mkropterijx (PL II., fig. 1) is probably the most

generalised form now existing among Lepidoptera, and Bodine thinks

that " the primitive antenna was made up of a scape large enough to

afford room for the strong muscles to provide for the movement of the

pedicel, and also to contain the large trunks of trachea3 and nerves

which supply the parts distad ; of a pedicel large enough to provide

space for the nervous apparatus previously described (and numbered

6, ante^. 227), of a clavola composed of numerous segments, probably at

least a score, all of them very much alike. What was the character of the

chitinous surface we cannot say. Doubtless there were hairs of the

first type. There may have already been specialised hairs of the second

type."

As may be expected in the evolution of any complex organ, modifi-

cation of various parts may progress together. This has happened in

the case of the antenna, and, although it is convenient to consider the

modifications separately, it must be understood that the same antenna

may present more than one modification.

The variation of the scape and pedicel is usually dependent on the

changes of the clavola. The scctpc has become modified in two direc-

tions : (1) Increase in diameter and relative shortening, as in the

Papilionids (PI. II., fig. 2), Hesperids, etc. (2) Lengthening without

marked increase in diameter, as in the Adelids. The first tends to

produce exact and definite movement. The second, more indepen-

dent movement. The jJCf/trcZ shows but little variation, although it

is relatively larger in those families which are highly specialised.

Its development is probably correlated with that of the contained

nervous apparatus.

The clavola is the part of the antenna that has undergone most
variation. The primitive form of the segments of the clavola was
probably cylindrical, probably covered with hairs having the double

function of protection and sense-perception. Differentiation of the

hairs into different types was accompanied by their concentration in

particular areas, and hence those connected with sense-perception

became localised on the ventral, those for protection on the dorsal,

aspect. Since the chief function of the antenna is sense-perception,

specialisation in the direction of enlarging that part which bears the

sense organs, as well as an increase in the efficiency of the organs,

went on side by side.

The enlargement took place in two ways : (1) By the formation of

a ventral ridge, as in r>jrausta, Crambus, Sphingidae, etc. (2) By the

projection of small portions of the segments to form pectinations, as

in the Saturniids, Bombycids, etc. In many Lepidoptera the pectina-

tions are more marked in the male than in the female. Poulton,*'-

argumg from the similarity of the pupal antennae in both sexes, con-

siders that the difference has been produced by a degeneration of these

organs in one sex, and a corresponding development in the other.

Woodf has suggested that sexual functional stimulus causes the

development to take place in both sexes alike at the comihencement of

* Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., 1890, p. 247 et seq.

t Entom. Rec, vol. iv., pp. 237-238.
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the pupal stage, and that, whilst those of the male continue to develop,

those of the female cease their temporary growth, and then perhaps tend
to be reduced by absorption, whilst the register of the point of develop-

ment reached at the crucial point of growth cannot be removed by absorp-
tion, but remains permanently impressed on the pupal skin. Bodine
thinks that in the large majority of cases the females have simply not
kept pace with the males in the specialisation of their antennae, calling

attention to the fact, that in these insects, early oviposition is the rule,

and that the struggle of the males to find the females quickly would
cause a sudden and extreme specialisation of their antennas without a

corresponding influence upon the female.

Side by side with the increase in the area of the sensitive surface,

the differentiation of the hair structures, and a corresponding increase

in their efficiency, probably took place. It is not difficult to uncler-

stand how the sense-hairs 2 and 3 (PI. II., figs. 4-5), originated from
the typical form (fig. 8). Different antennae give different degrees of

variation, and whilst the long rigid hair of the second type probably
arose before the separation of Jugate and Frenat^, the third type

appears not to have been evolved until after the Hesperids and Papi-

lionids had branched from the Frenate stem. It is highly developed

in the Noctuids and Arctiids. The pits, are very different from the

simple sense-hair, yet, in many insects, the pits carry hairs instead of

the rods in the more highly developed pits, and, according to Bodine,
" different specimens will present various stages of transition from the

hair in a comparatively slight pit to a short rod in a deeper one."

The cones are a distinct development, and, according to the same
author, " must have originated after the separation of the Jugat.e and
the Frenat^e, and also after the Hesperiina and Papilionina branched
from the latter. All the Frenat/e, except these two super-families,

and possibly the Pi/romorphidac/-^ possess these organs. In all of the

Microfrenat^e, and in most of the MacrofrenatyE, they are distributed

one to a segment In some of the Macrofrenat^, however, they

number more than one to a segment, and in pectinate antennae they

have often migrated from the shaft to a position upon the pectinations.

.... Among the Satnnnidac, the number of cones to a segment is

greatly increased It is perhaps worth noting here that, while

the females are usually behind the males in the development of

pectinations, they are not at all deficient in the number or the per-

fection of the cones." The surface of thechitinous exoskeleton of the

clavola is, as a whole, even in the JugatvE, but " has numerous slender

prolongations, which have received the name of ' fixed hairs,' " and
which are continuous with, and parts of, the general surface, and are not

articulated with the chitin like true hairs. These are not found in

the Fkenatve, but the whole surface is "divided up into more or less

hexagonal areas (PI. II., figs. 8-9)." Bodine thinks these two kinds of

surface indicate a dichotomous division in the line of descent. The
surface-marking of the chitin of the clavola, Bodine considers, probably

exists in its most primitive condition in the antennje of the

Pyralidina (PI. II., fig. 8), in which the general surface, though
somewhat smooth, is divided up into more or less hexagonal areas.

In the Tortricids, the areas become elongated, in the Tineids, the

lengthening is carried much farther, whilst in Ort/i/ia and Cerura,

*Very close to Zyyaciiidae.
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there is much development in the direction of the formation of

ridges, which give the whole an appearance of being covered with fine

points. In Papilionids (PI. II., fig. 9) and many other lepidoptera

the plates are smaller, more uniform, and form a regular imbricated

surface. Bodine then adds :
—" As might be expected, the extent to

which these surface-modifications of the structure of the chitin is

carried, depends largely upon the development of scales. Where the

antenna is heavily clothed, we find usually less departure from the

primitive form of surface, especially if the scales are closely and
compactly arranged. In most cases, the surface of the scape and
pedicel is practically smooth. This is doubtless in consequence of the

covering of thick tufts of long slender scales, and also because the

abundant scales of the vertex of the head afford it sufficient protection."

To those who wish to follow the application of antennal structure

to the classification of Lepidoptera, we can confidently recommend a

perusal of Dr. Bodine's excellent paper. It will show our younger
entouiological students what is being done on the other side of the

water, and will serve as a splendid guide as to the course of study,

which may usefully be pursued with any special organ of a lepi-

dopterous insect.

:]^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

DouBLE-BROODEDXEss OF Acidalia subsericeata.— In the Ent.
Record, ante, p. 192, there is a note from Mr. Tutt with regard to Acidalia

subsericeata, in which he expresses surprise (even in the past hot
season) that there should have been two emergences in one year.

This is the rule, and not the exception, in confinement, as it is also

with Acidalia trit/eminata, as the following dates in my own experience

will show :—(1). A. .mbsericeata.— 1884 :—Ova obtained .June 21st,

2nd brood bred August 9th; 1885:—Ova obtained July 10th, 2nd
brood bred end of August ; 1887 :—Ova obtained June 27th, 2nd brood
bred August 17th to 28th. On one occasion I bred a third brood,

but unfortunately omitted to record it. I think the form vicmcimiata

is the second brood. (2). Acidalia trif/cminata. -1894:—Ova obtained
July 7th, 2nd brood bred September 16th ; 1896 :—Ova obtained
June 13th, 2nd brood bred August 15th to 22nd.—C. Fenn, F.E.S.,
Eversden House, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee. October lOtJi, 1896.

Newly-hatched larva of Hipparchia semele.—The empty egg-

shell appears to have been partly eaten, one-fourth or more of it

remaining. This is of a pearly white colour, and the ribbing is very
distinct.

The young larva is, in some ways, highly specialised, and wriggles

about very much when disturbed. It has two large well-developed anal
points. The skin is of a dirty whitish colour. A brownish dorsal line

runs down the length of the body ; a similar sub-dorsal brownish line on
each side includes the posterior trapezoidals ; another brownish supra-

spiracular line on each side includes the supra-spiracular tubercles.

The surface of the body is, therefore, made up of alternate longitudinal

stripes of pale and darker colour, there being two dark longitudinal

lines on each side of the dark median line. The skin is covered with
minute shiny points, bearing fine glassy-looking bristles. The head is

much larger than the thoracic segments. It is of a pale orange
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colour, minutely pitted, and bearing numerous whitish hairs, of which

eight on the crown and front of the face, arising from black points,

suggest a tuberculate origin. The ocelli are exceedingly black, and closely

packed, and hence are very conspicuous on the pale cheeks. The
mouth parts are very pale brownish. The thoracic segments each bear

four minute black tubercles, arranged in a straight transverse line over

the dorsum of each segment. Each of the two anterior and two pos-

terior trapezoidals (arranged thus .
* • ) of the abdominal segments

bears a short pale shiny bristle. The anterior trapezoidals are

much larger than the posterior. The anterior are placed on the first,

and the posterior on the third sub-segment. The abdominal segments

appear to be sub-divided into four main sub-segments, of which two

are again more or less sub-divided. The thoracic spiracle is large,

black and conspicuous. There is a black prespiracular tubercle,

bearing a long black hair. Across the dorsum of the thoracic seg-

ments there are 8 small black tubercular points, the most lateral pair

(one on either side) being situated a little out of the line of (behind)

the others. The true legs are transparent and glassy, and each one is

terminated with a black hook or claw.

The abdominal segments 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, are about the same
width as the thoracic segments, but the hinder abdominal segments

narrow off to the anal segment. The anterior trapezoidal tubercles

are placed on the pale skin which runs down on each side of the dorsal

line. The posterior trapezoidals are placed on the brownish sub-

dorsal lines. The supra-spiracular tubercles are on the brownish

supra-spiracular line. There are two sub-spiracular tubercles, one

slightly in advance of, and the other slightly posterior to, the spiracle,

but some distance below. The segment preceding the anal segment

bears only two dorsal tubercles. The abdominal spiracles are black

and conspicuous ; the lateral tubercles are also black, each bearing a

pale hair. The anal points are made up of the coalesced tubercles of

the anal segment (3 for each point). The tubercles themselves are

conspicuously placed at the end of a pale prolongation, each bearing

a pale glassy-looking hair directed backwards. The prolegs are almost

transparent, each bearing a pair of black marginal tubercles on the

upper joint. The anal prolegs are large and spreading. The crotchets,

or hooks, at the end of the prolegs are black. Description made
September 16th, the day of hatching.

The larvfe were observed to be much greener two days after

hatching (Sept. 18th). This was probably due to the food they had

eaten.—J. W. Tutt.

The egg-laying of Hipparchia semele.—I found one egg only out-

of-doors, but several others were deposited in a glass case under fairly

natural conditions. Almost all these were placed about midway down

a grass blade. They were always laid on a fresh green culm or blade,

as is the case with Paranje c(ieria and P. vityacra, and unlike Epine-

phele ianira and E. titlionm, which seem to prefer to get near the

ground, and, I think, most often select the brown pieces of grass on

which to lay. Two or three only of the H. semele eggs were laid on

the glass sides of the case, and, as you saw, eight were on the middle

pairof legs of one of the butterflies (vide, ante, p. 214). I imprisoned

two rather worn females, and I had the impression that but one laid.

Those eggs on the butterfly's legs were probably the last she laid.
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When they had been in captivity just a week, I noticed, one morning,
two eggs on each of the middle pair of legs of one of the butterflies. She
was standing on the ground, and, to see if she was still vigorous, I dis-

turbed her, when she flew about for a few minutes, banging herself a good
deal against the glass, as the eggs prevented her feet taking hold. The
eggs seemed very strong, and firmly attached, as I could plainly see some
of them knocked against the glass, yet not one was either loosened or

broken. I allowed the other butterfly to fly away, and she seemed
none the worse for her seven days' imprisonment. On my return

that night the second was dead, and on the same legs four additional

eggs (3 on one leg, one on the other) had been laid. On the 21st and
22nd day after the eggs had been laid the whole eight hatched. The
young larvfe did not eat their egg-shells, or only so much of them as

was necessary for their escape ; indeed, they seemed to eat nothing for

three or four days, but are now doing well. They do not yet leave the

grass culms day or night, and when I lift the glass they are in, to look

at them, none of them drop, but all bend themselves into little hooks,

holding on with the claspers and turning their heads to one side, in

which position they remain still. The empty egg-shells are pretty

objects viewed with a very low power (li inch I use).—J. Wolfe,
Skibbereen, co. Cork. September 30th, 1896.

j^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Lepidoptera at CmcHESTER.—I cannot say that I have found the

past season one especially good for Lepidoptera. I fancy that droughts

are prejudicial rather than favourable to their increase. During May,
AstJtena candidata was abundant, and on the 9th of the month the first

Smerinthus populi was met with. A little later Emmcleda ajfinitata,

K. decolorata and Eur;/ di cue dolobraria were taken. The first

Euchlo'e cardamines I noted was a $ , taken asleep, in Hunston
Coppice. In June, Spilosoma vienthastri, Zonosoma trilinearia, Brenthis

selene, Anaitis plagiata, AstJwna hiteata, Eupithecia rectangulata, Sesia

tipuUformis, Miana strifiUift, Timandra amataria, Melanippe procellata,

A.vylia putris, Cidaria dotata {pi/raliata), Hadena hepatica, Ourapteri/.v

mmbucata, Acidalia imitaria, and cocoons of Leucoma salicis were found.

During this month both sexes of the great stag-beetle were to be seen

in the evening flying round elms, limes, and other trees, and some
coming within reach were knocked down and captured. On July 1st,

Nola cHcuUakila ; on 4th, lodis vernaria first appeared ; on 9th,

Triphaena interjecta, Larentia didi/mata ; on 11th, TrocliUimn cra-

broniforme was found settled in the evening on a hawthorn leaf, not
far from a bed of osiers. All subsequent searching failed in discovering

more than this solitary specimen. On 16th, Cili.v glaucata (spimda)
;

18t\i, Selenia bilunaria [illunaria), and a larva of Smerintkua tiliae were
taken. On the 20th, the first of the second brood of Cyaniris (Lycaena)
cuyiolm was seen flying in the garden. On the 21st, Crocallis

liinjiuaria, Hydroecia nictitans ; 22nd, Epione apiciaria ; 24th,
Pli ibalapteryx vitalbata, and during the lastweek of July several C. aryiohis

were beaten between 7 and 8 p.m , from a hedge, whilst collecting Geo-
meters, another Triphaena interjecta being taken on the last day of the

month. On August 12th, Ennomos fiiscantaria was captured at a
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lamp, and at sugar a very black Apamea ocnlca [didyma), and Af/rotis

puta. Sugar, however, has been ahnost a complete failure, yielding

little more than Catocala nupta, Hi/ilrotria micacea, and the very

common species. During August and September some good Neumnia
pnpularla, including one female, were taken at light, and early in the

latter month FJnnomos aJniaria {tiliaria) a,nd Anaitis plai/iata . October,

as yet, has yielded only E. alniaria, Cidaria miata and Ortholitha

cervinata {cervinaria).—Joseph Anderson, Jun., Aire Villa, Chichester.

October, 1896.

Abundance of Pararge megyEra and occurrence of Aporia crat^gi.

—The feature of the year with us has been P. nm/aera. As in my
boyhood, this butterfly has fairly swarmed, and, faithful to its name,
not a wall of ten yards in length but had, at its second brood, an
equal number of the insects flying about it. Aporia cratatyi has been

almost abundant in its now almost unique locality, whence numerous
specimens were brought to show me alive in a single chip box, of

course, irretrievably ruined. Poh/oinmatus hellanju^ has been a visitant

to my garden this year, the first time in twelve years. Ennomos
antunmaria has shown up, as usual, in the garden.— Sydney Webb,
Dover.

Rarity of Colias edusa in 1896. — With an almost frostless

winter, such as the last, the absence of Colias edusa here is unaccount-

able. They were certainly not plentiful last autumn, but sufficiently

numerous to hope for better things. It would appear, therefore,

that, like C. hijale and Arininnis lathonia, they are not truly British,

but that the supply is regulated by the ova deposited here in the

spring by Continental travellers. I have only heard of three speci-

mens so far, one in June.

—

Ibid.

Butterflies in 1896.—I should call this a good butterfly year.

Cyaniris aryiolus was unusually abundant, and about for a consider-

able time. Pararr/e megaera was almost common, although, in this

district, I have never known the insect other than rare before. Pohj-

ommatus icarns was abundant everywhere. On the other hand,

Vanessa io and Pyrameis atalanta have been scarce. I saw one fine

fresh P. atalanta on October 2nd, whilst Colias edusa has not been

seen.—W. M. Christy, M.A., Watergate, Emsworth, Hants.

C. argiolus (as I have recorded) has been unusually abundant here,

so also has Pararge megaera, but all other species, with the exception

of Pohjommatus icarus, have been scarce. I have not seen a single

specimen of Pyrameis cardui or Vanessa io. EucJdo'e carda))rincs was

fairly common, the Pierids less so.—J. Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge,

Somerset.

Collecting in Devonshire.—The season here has been, on the

whole, a very good one. Butterflies fairly numerous, especially

Cyaniris argiohi.t, of which there was a very large (in number) second

brood. I have neither seen nor heard of Colias edusa yet, no Pyrameis

cardui, and no Vanessa io. The latter, which used to be very plentiful

here years ago, has got quite scarce of late years. Sugar, as usual,

has been almost a complete failure, but light has been very

successful. Many things which are usually very scarce here have

been comparatively common. For instance, I have been able to fill

up a long series of the following, of which I previously had only an

odd specimen or two, w. ;

—

Notodonta trepida, Aventia Jisxula,
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Hijixmodea albistru/olis, Boarmia ahietaria, B. rcpandata ab. cnnrcr-

sariu, Lobnphora viretata, FAirjpnene dulohraria, and Xiicnla lunar ia,

besides taking several Cleora t/labraria, and other good things.—-E. F.

Studd, M.A., F.E.S., Oxton."

Collecting in Yorkshire.—Aberrations of T.eniocajipa gothica.

—The season here has been a very poor one, and, since the middle of

June, hopelessly bad. An utilitarian road-surveyor destroyed nearly

all my sallows during the winter, and I had to go to Bishop's Wood to

get any sallowing. There I had two good nights. Tacniocawpa
pnjndfti swarmed, and Pachnohia leucufirapha \^Q,-g, out in fair numbers.
Later on, larv;e of T. pnpuleti were very plentiful in the wood. Two
remarkable specimens of T. gothica are worth noting. They were both

very small, not larger than T. pidrerulenta. the ground-colour of one
being a glossy pale rose-colour, and the other silvery-grey. Spring
larvae were very scarce ; but out of some fifteen larvfe of Ai/rotu

a;iathi)ia I managed to breed eight moths. Sugar has been a complete
failure throughout, but now common species are beginning to show up
in some numbers. Larva-beating in August was quite useless, two
hours' hard work yielding about a dozen individuals, mostly common.
Pleurota bicostdla and Amp)Jiisa f/erniuf/aua, generally abundant here,

have been extremely rare.— (Rev.) C. D. Ash, M.A., Skipwith
Vicarage, Selby, Yorks.

Notes from Durham.—I have noticed that Pirris rapae and P.

hraadcae have been unusually abundant this year. I have only seen

one Pijrameu atalanta ; whilst a friend of mine stated that he saw
Eucanessa antiopa, at Ryhope, in April, but, I think, he must have
been mistaken. He did not catch the insect, and, not being a

collector, I expect he was wrong. It is curious that Polia chi, usually

quite plentiful here, has been very scarce this year, and the few
specimens taken have nearly all been of the aberration oUiacra.

Possibly this may be owing to the wet weather which prevailed here

in July, and has since been the predominant sample. Spring larvre

were very plentiful, but autumn larva very scarce indeed.—T. Maddi-
soN, South Bailey, Durham.

Butterflies at Carlisle.—Taken on the whole, the season here

has been below the average. The Rhopalocera, however, have been
fairly well represented. I have never seen so many Picric byossinn'

before, while P. rapae and P. napi were also in greater abundance
than usual. FAichloe cardamines was abundant ; I found plenty of

larvfe in July, feeding on towering mustard. They fed up very rapidly ;

some that I took when only half an inch long were in pupse in less

than three weeks. Argi/nnis aglaia was also abundant, but Brenthia

Hclcne did not occur so numerously as usual. Of P>. cuplirosiinc I only

took one specimen. It is a rare species here. Mditaca aurinia was
decidedly commoner than usual, and judging by the number of
" nests " of larvas now to be seen, it will be equally common next
year. Vanessa io did not turn up ; it was pretty nearly exterminated
in this district some years ago by picture makers. A(/lais fo-tirac was
well to the fore. Pyramris cardni and P. atalanta were both scarce.

The latter is generally plentiful with us, but P. cardui seldom is.

I'ararije meuaera was very common, both in the May and August
broods. HipparcJiia semcle was abundant on the coast at Silloth.

Epinephele ianira occurred everywhere, and so did Coenonympha
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pamphihis, while C ti/phou swarmed in its boggy haunts. CaUophrys
ruhi and C/in/sop/ianus phlaeas were moderately common, and Cupido
minima, PobjummatUH icarm, PatnpJiila sijlvanm and Nisoiiiadcs tar/cs

were fully up to the average as regards numbers.—F. H. Day, 6, Currock
Terrace, Carlisle.

Notes from North Devon, the New Forest and Bournemouth.
Occurrence of Trichoptilus paludum. Strange habit of Macaria
alternata pup.e.—My time for collecting has been very limited this year.

I was in North Devon for a week in June, but, apart from Toxncampa
craecae, I turned up nothing of note. Insects were very early, and
Biiannia rrjnindata, which is usually scarcely out, was nearly over, all

the specimens being worn. I was interested also this year in noticing

the occurrence of Dijsehorista su^pL'cta as far south as the New Forest,

and Hepialus rdleda in North Devon. I also captured the black

ab. ny/ra of ('raniophnra liniistri in North Devon. Lithosia coin-

plana occurred in unusual abundance in this neighbourhood, as

also did Fjulcpia crihnon and Dasi/rhira fasrelina . TrichoptiluN paludum
occurred very sparingly, and Scoparia pallida in great abundance. I

noticed also a very curious thing in regard to Macaria aheniata, this

being three years' experience of breeding this insect. When the pupje

obtained from the first batch (larvae usually obtained in June) are kept

in the warmth and sunshine, they go over until the next year. But
if put into the cellar, where it it is dark and cold, they emerge in

August. This is a very curious thing, as forcing this species seems to

retard, and not hasten its emergence.

—

Percy M. Bright, F.E.S.,

Roccabruna, Bournemouth.
Hybernation of Pyrameis atalanta.—Apropna of the hybernation

of /'. atalanta, I may mention that three years ago I found a pupa
of /'. atalanta on St. Herbert's Island, in October. It appeared to me
that it meant to hybernate in the pupal stage, as the insect usually

appears in September, and continues to fly in October, in suitable

weather. I took the pupa home, and placed it in a warm room. In

two or three days it turned colour, and soon afterwards produced a

fine and very perfect specimen.—H. A. Beadle, 6, Station Street,

Keswick.

Sugaring in Northamptonshire.—A flying visit to Northampton-

shire showed the sugar patches fairly crowded with moths, for the most

part commoners ; but there were also Af/mtis ahscura {rarida), A. c.rcla-

mationistih. pla;/a, and Dicijda oo, with its aberration rcnaijo to gladden

our eyes. The abominable weather we are now experiencing will, I

fear, prevent us having Orrhodia erijthrocepltala, or Eupithecia stcrcn-

mta, the latter of which should now (Sept. 26th) be in good condi-

tion.

—

Sydney Webb, Dover.

P1.USIA BRACTEA and CiRRHCEDIA XERAMPELINA AT MoRPETH. 1 looked

for Plusia hractca and CirrJioedia .verainpcUna, and found both very

scarce. I only got two specimens of P. hractca, and very few C. xerampe-

lina. Polia eld ab. olivacea was also rare. I take /*. chi on the trunks of

ash trees at rest, and C. .ccrampdina at rest at the base of the same trees

from 5 p.m. until about 7 p.m.—J. Finlay, Meldon Park, Morpeth.

ReKLECTIONS and QUERIES ON THE VALUE OF RARE BRITISH LePIDOPTEUA.

—With reference to "John Bull's" further remarks on this subject

{ante, p. 113-4), his speaking of the year 1858 as being " in the mists

of antiquity," probably explains his not knowing anything about those

distinguished entomologists, Messrs. T. and W. C. (J. B. incorrectly
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writes it " C. W." on p. 113) Boyd, the former of whom has been a

Fellow of the Ent. Soc. London, since 1852, and the latter was so

from 1867 till 1894. There is no reason why he should be puzzled

by the list of localities for D. rainbiirialis, given in Leech's British

Pijraliih'H: Mr. Leech obviously received information about unpublished

captures, and entered the localities where they were made. An author

would indeed be behind the times if he had to depend for localities

entirely on published records, for nowadays those of us who are " in

the swim " know additional localities, beyond those published in the

magazines, for numbers of rare British species. 1 am fully aware

that a good many reputed British specimens of D. rauiburialis and E.

catalawialis (as well as of most other species that are very rare in this

country) have passed through the sale rooms in the last 20 years,

and equally well aware that an enormous percentage of them was
imported from the Continent, and that neither species is a " resident

native, in sufficient quantities to supply the demand." No one would
dispute this last remark, and I may add that I do not believe either

insect to be a resident native at all, but consider both to be occasional

visitors only, which cannot continue their race in England for more
than perhaps a generation or so. All this makes no difference to the

statements in my note (ante, p. 67), in Avhich I showed that the

reason why both species are considered British is because examples of

both have been captured in Britain. Sterrha sacraria and plenty of

other species are unable to permanently establish themselves here,

but they must not on that account be excluded from the British list.

The answer to " John Bull's " question about Mecijna poli/i/onalis

is so simple, that one wonders at his asking it. The two individuals

in the Tugwell collection realised 95/- and 63/- respectively (the

difference in price marking the difference in condition), because it was
well-known that they were genuine British specimens, taken by Mr.

Tugwell himself in Kent, whereas the example in the Fry collection

fetched, with many other insects addjd, only 16/-, because no one,

whose opinion was likely to be correct, believed it to be British ; it

was catalogued as coming from Warren's collection, which was
certainly not the case, for Mr. Warren had no specimen, and the

fact of its having been in Waring' s collection was considered no
guarantee of its being British.

I am sorry to have to dissent entirely from " John Bull's " dictum

that " no professional collector who sells 0. hmaris, and equally rare

species, without recording such, can be above suspicion." I know a

few professional collectors who are regarded by all competent judges

to be absolutely reliable and above suspicion, and of whom the captor

of the unrecorded Brighton specimen of 0. lunaris, in the Fry collection,

is one, who never record their captures, for the reason mentioned in

my first note, viz., that they know they can get as good a price for

them without doing so ; the fact of the matter is that they have plenty

of customers who know them to be trustworthy, and will at once give

them large prices for any rare insects they take. And it is extremely

fortunate that this is so, for if " John Bull's " statement were true, a

published record would mean so much more money into a dealer's

pocket, and the dishonest dealers would be constantly sending up to

the magazines notices of fictitious captures in order to secure laiger

prices, and an increased demand for specimens imported from the
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Continent, and ofifered as "genuine British." It is even easier to

concoct false records than to import specimens, and it would be quite
impossible for an editor, especially if he was not thoroughly " in the
know, "or for au author searching the magazines for published localities,

to be able to sift the false from the true records.—A Country Cousin.
Oct., 1896.

S.UiE OF Mr. C. a. Briggs' collection of Butterflies, Sphingides,
Zyg.^nides and Psychides.— On October 27th and 28th, the collection

of butterfiies made by Mr. C. A. Briggs sold for a grand total of

d£420, whilst the Sphingides, Sesiides, Zy'g.i^nides and Psychides
p.'oduced just under ^6100. High as the prices ruled, there can be no
doubt they would have been much higher had not there been so many
forms precisely alike. As a rule, there are not more than three or

four men who are willing to pay a long price for any particular

form of aberi'ation, and each only wants one or two. Several
well-known buyers, whom one would have expected to have
attempted to enrich their collections with abnormal forms, were
notably absent. Some of the chief prices reached were : £3 3s.

for a dark ab. of I'apilio machaon; Pieris brassicae, ab. (described

A'nt. Bee, iv., p 122), £1 Is. ; Euchloe canlamineR, 3 , with excep-
tionally pale orange tips, £5 ; E. eardcnniiu's, right side male, left

female, £4 10s. ; E. canlauiines, right side male, left female, £4 10s.
;

E. cardaminefi, right side female, left dashed with male colouring,

£3 lOs. ; E. cardamines, right side female, left side streaked with
orange on upper and undersides, £2 10s. ; E. canlamines, male, with
orange blotch in hind-wing, £3 10s. ; (ionopteryx rliamni, right side J ,

left fore-wing g , with dash of 5 colouring, hind-wing $ , with
dash of (? colouring, £4 10s. ; another, left side male, right side

female, £5 ; Colias hi/ale, with dark fore-wings, hind-wings with a
pale marginal band, £1 Is. 6d. ; i'olias edum, J with absolutely

spotless margin, £1 10s. ; a specimen, fore-wings ab. helice, hind-wings
typical, £5 ; another, left side and right fore-wing ab. /lelice, right

hind-wing tvpical, £3 5s. The prices of Chn/sopJianus dispar were:
£3, £5 IDs.', £2 ir,s. £4 15s., £3 5s., £2 lOs., £1 2s., £3 15s.

for males, and £2 2s., £3 10s., £5, £1 Is., £2, £4, £3 10s.,

£1 15s. for females. Aberrations of C. pJdaeas produced £1 7s. 6d.,

8s., 21s., 10s., 14s., 12s., £2 10s., 12s., £2 5s., and £1 apiece,

whilst a broken Lawpides boetica (Andover, Hants, from Elton,

Trin. Coll., Cambridge) produced 12s. Gynandromorphous Plebeim
aeipn went for 7s., 6s., 6s., 8s., 8s., 22s. per pair, whilst a pale male
went for 35s., and other aberrations for 18s. and 14s. Underside
aberrations of Polijinnniatiis astrarche produced £1 12s. 6d. and £3
apiece, whilst three P. icanm, left side male, right side female, fetched

£3 5s., £3 and £2 2s. each, one, right side male, left female, produced
35s., and then the price dropped to 6s. (for one), and 8s. and 18s. (for

two). Other aberrations of this species produced £1 6s., £1 15s., £3 5s.,

£5 10s., £1 2s., £1 2s., £3 3s., £5 apiece, whilst aberrations of /'./><'//(;>v/i<.s

went for £1, £1 6s., £1 12s. 6d., £4 15s., £1 Is., £2 15s., £1 5s.,

£2 15s. respectively, others going for £2 15s. (for two) and £6 (for

two). Individual /'. corydon produced £3 5s. (right side male, left

female), £1 5s., £2 10s., and £1 15s., £2, £3 15s., whilst £1 12s. 6d.,

£1 17s. 6d., £2, £1 7s. 6d., £1 5s., £2, and £2, for two, were also given.

A specimen of i'l/anirix aryinlns (right side J" , left $) went for £3 3s,
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Two dark aberrations of Lhnenitis aibi/lla for 10s., were not dear;

whilst Apatura iris ab. iolc went (with five typical A. iris) for

£1 15s. KKvancssa antiopa ])vodncedSs., 10s., 16s., 18s., 8s., 8s., 10s.,

16s., 18s., apiece, and an underside aberration of I'l/yanwis atalanta,

£4. Vanessa in, with obscure ocelli, £2 and £1 10s. ; whilst certain

lots of A. urticae went for £3 15s. (five specimens), £1 10s. (five).

Aberrations of Melitaea athalia fetched £4 5s., £1 10s. and £1 2s. ;

whilst single specimens of M. aurinia brought £1 Is., £4 10s. and
£1 10s. Aberrations of BrentJm aelene went for £2, £1 7s. 6d., £2,

and of An/i/nnis a<jlaia, £1 15s., £1 Is. and 12-^. A specimen of

A. niobe, reputed from the New Forest, July, 1868, went for £1 Is.
;

whilst A. lathonia produced 10s., 12s., 20s., 12s., 12s., 8s. and 203.

per pair. The bleached Kpincplwle ianira went for next to nothing,

although £7 for one and £2 10s. for two, Avere higher prices. A pale

ab. of E. tithonm went for £4 10s. ; but splendid series of ab. arete of

Enodia lujperantlms went for 10s., 7s. and 8s. per lot of 20 ; and
four .S'. malvae ab. taras produced only 6s. Among the moths, a

hybrid Sineriutlnis ocellatus-populi, went for 21s. ; whilst another hybrid

(right side male, left side female) produced £3 5s ; a dark aberration of

Sji/iiu.elij/ustri, £610s. ; a ('/merocajnjia nerii, £2 os. ; 1 Kdlepli ila euphorhiac

only produced 12s., 30s., 14s., 14s. apiece, and the prices suggest that

at last Eaddon's specimens are being appraised at their true value.

D. lineata produced 12s., 18s. and 8s. (for two) ; whilst C. celerio

went for 18s., 16s., 16s., 14s. apiece, and Seda .y^/m/iformis and
S. scoliaeforDiia produced just Is. each ; S. ve-ynfoniris went for 12s.

and 8s., and .S'. andrenifinnis at £1 15s. and £3 per specimen.

The rest of the prices call for no comment, the Zygaenids, consider-

ing their actual value, being almost given away.—J. W. Tutt.

URRENT NOTES.
The first meeting of the " Committee for the protection of British

Lepidoptera in danger of extermination," appointed by the Ento-
mological Society of London, was held at the Society's Kooms on
October 14th, 1896. Professor Meldola, President of the Society,

was in the chair. Mr. C. G. Barrett, F.E.S., was appointed
secretary of the committee. Letters from the City of London Ento-
mological and Natural History Society, the North London Natural
History Society, and the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society,

expressing warm sympathy with the object of the committee, were
read. After discussion of the best methods of securing the objects of

the committee, it was resolved to invite information as to species in

special danger of extermination, with a view to future action.

The third part of the sale of Mr. C. A. Hriggs' collection will take

place on November 24th and 25th. This Avill comprise the " Tigers,"

including Longley's celebrated specimen (the somewhat similar com-
panion to which fetched £15 15s. in Mr. Vaughan's sale), fine Dciopeia
pulchella, Gastropacha ilicifolin, from Standish's collection, Laelia
caenosa, SpiJosoma mentliastri, S. urticae, Odonestis potatoria etc.

The whole of the Noctuides, the fine lot of Geometkides, and the
larger Pyralides will also be included in the sale.

The Rev. A. P. Morres records (Sept. 19th, 1896) the capture of

of a specimen of Choerocampa nerii, captured in 1892, at Stoke Henning
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(Dartmouth), by the son of a Mr. Owen. Mr. Morres saw the

specimen in 1892, on the setting boards. It appears to be a pity that

such rare insects are not reported without delay. The Rev. G. Hughes
records the capture of Leuccmia mdpuncta {twtranca) in the New
Forest, on October 8th of this year. Mr. G. M. ElHson, the capture

of a specimen of Kuvanessa antiopa, at Bracebridge (Lincoln) ; Mr. W.
F. Kirby, the capture of several specimens of the same species from
" Forfarshire, from the Isle of Skye, and other localities in Scotland."

Mr. P. W. Abbott, the capture of Tjcuccuiia ritt'llina and L. alhipiuuta,

at Freshwater.

Mr. Durrant points out that Stainton described {Ent. An., 1860,

pp. 144-145) the larva of (ii'lcchia pelidla as "dark chocolate-

brown," etc., and as spinning a web "along the stems of liumcx

curtusdla." Warren then described [E.M.M., xxv., p. 161) the larva

as " pale whitish-green in colour, etc." Lord Walsingham has proved

that Stainton's original description is correct, and that the larva

Warren described belonged to another species ; the latter has now
been described {E.M.M.), and named Gelechia mppdiella by Lord
Walsingham.

Mr. G. C. Champion states [E.M.M.) that " the insect known to

British coleopterists under the name Anisodactijlm (Harpalus) atri-

cornis, St., is a variety of A. ui'iiiorivaf/us, Duftschm., and not of

A. bmotatus, Fab., as hitherto supposed, and Duftschmid's name must,

therefore, be added to our list of Carabidae, it antedating that of

Stephens by twenty years.

Eeading of the abundance of Tdvtrixviridana larv;p, Mr. C. W. Dale

examined the oak trees on September 14th, and reports [K.M.^l.)
" never having seen better foliage." Did Mr. Dale expect to find

the foliage of the oak-trees showing the traces of the feeding of

T. viridana in the middle of September ?

Mr. W. Holland reports breeding Tiliavea (Xaiithia) aitrai/o on
hornbeam. When newly hatched, the caterpillars buried themselves

in the buds. Later they spun the young leaves together and lived,

two or three together, in the little tents they formed. By the middle

of May they were full-fed, and spun little cocoons amongst the leaves

and rubbish at the bottom of the cage. In these they remained six

weeks before changing to pupa^.

The death of Mr. Joseph Chappell, at Manchester, is announced

in the Manclwstcr i'itij News of October 10th, in his sixty-seventh year.

SOCIETIES.
The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—Oct. 20th, 1896.— Aberrations of Crocallis elinguaria and

Himera pennaria.—Mr. Oldham exhibited a very pale specimen of

Crocallis elinguaria, and a female specimen of Ilimera pennaria, with

the transverse lines very strongly marked. Hypsipetes ruberata from
Cambridgeshire. — Mr. Oldham also exhibited a bred series of

H. rnherata from Cambridgeshire, which Mr. Tutt said appeared to be

identical with the Wisbech form. Ehyssa persuasoria from Norfolk.

—Mr. Oldham then exhibited a specimen of this Hymenopteron, taken

in Norfolk. Selenia tetralunaria.—Mr. D. C. Bate exhibited a female

specimen of the summer brood of Selenia tetralunaria, which, although
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it pupated in June with the rest of the brood, did not emerge until

within a few days of October 3rd, when it was found alive in the cage,

which still contained the pupje of that brood. Suffolk captures.—
The Rev. C. R. N. Burrows exhibited— (1). A male aberration of Epione

apiciaria, orange in colour, without reticulations, and with an entire

dark purple marginal band. (2). A specimen of AcidaUa subsericcata,

taken in August (1896), and presumably belonging to a second brood.

(3). A specimen of Ai/rotis niiirUam, without markings. (4).

Dyschorkta suspecta, one without spots, but with transverse lines. All

were captured in Suffolk in August, 1896. Syrichthus ma.lv^ (taras)

AND Pyrajieis atalanta.—Mr. T. W. Jackson exhibited a specimen of

S. vialvae with a whitish central blotch on each fore-wing (ab. taras,

Meig.), from Horsham, and also a bred Pyravwis atalanta, with two of

the white apical spots large and suffused, a small apical dot near
apex of hind-wings, the spots in the red band on the latter being
absent. The food-plant of Carpocapsa saltitans.— Mr. T. F.

Clarke exhibited a sprig of the species of Euphnrhia, Avhich bears the

seeds known as the "Jumping Beans," showing the "beans" in

position. Captures at Sandown.—Mr. Prout exhibited five specimens
of Caradrlna amhitjua, captured this year, at Sandown. Mr. Tutt
remarked that the species would appear to occur further west than was
generally assumed, as Mr. Woodforde had taken it at Exmouth, this

year. Mr. Prout further exhibited two specimens of Leucania
alhipwicta, one very red, the other quite grey, = Sbh. r/rtsea, Tutt; also

a strongly marked aberration of Hadena ahjccta of the variegated form,
approaching in superficial appearance to 11. (jenistae or A. (jeurina ab.

remissa. All the specimens were taken at Sandown. Resting
HABIT OF Nisoniades tages AND Spilothyrus alth^^.—Mr. Bayue
asked whether any of the members had seen Xi.wmades ta;/efi at rest at

night. He said he had noticed that, when the lantern-light fell on
them, they immediately dropped their wings from the orthodox
butterfly position of rest to that described as the " penthouse

"

position. Mr. Tutt, referring to Spilothjrus althaeae, a Continental
species, said that he observed that a very fine specimen rested naturally
with outspread wings, much after the fashion of a Geometrid moth,
and continued to do so for several days, but that a worn specimen of

the same species rested in quite orthodox butterfly fashion. Mr. J.

W. Tutt (President) read a paper on "The Antennae of Lepidoptera
;

their Structure, Functions and Evolution."

Entomological Society of London.—October 21st, 1896.

—

Emus
hirtus in Kent.— Mr. J. J.Walker, R.N., exhibited a specimen of

Emus hirtus, L., taken at Gore Court Park, Sittingbourne, Kent, on
the 30th May last. Gryllus campestris from Italy.— Mr. W. B.
Spence sent from Florence, for exhibition, some specimens of a
cricket, (jri/llus cawpestris, hi small wire cages, which he stated
were, in accordance with an ancient custom, sold by the Italians

on Ascension-day. Prestwichia aquatica.-- Mr. F. Enock exhibited
a specimen of the curious aquatic Hymenopteron, Prestwichia
aquatica, J , which Sir John Lubbock first captured in 1862,
but which had not been recorded since that date until its redis-

covery in May, 1896. Mr. Enock said that the male had remained
unknown until June last, when he captured several swimming about
in a pond at Epping. The male was micropterous, and, like the
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female, used its legs for propelling itself through the water. Aberra-

tion OF Tephrosia bistortata.—Mr. Tutt exhibited a beautiful aber-

ration of Tephrosia bistortata (rrcjmscular ia) , in which the ochreous

ground-colour was much intensified, and the transverse shade between

the median and subterminal line was developed into a brown band
;

the transverse basal, median and subterminal lines on the fore-wings,

and the median and subterminal lines on the hind-wings, being

strongly marked in dark brown. It was taken by Mr, J. Mason, at

Clevedon, in March, 1893. Cocoons and aberrations of Zyg^na
ExuLANs.—Mr. Tutt also exhibited the cocoons, pupal-skin and aber-

rations of the imago of Zi/i/acna cculana. The cocoons were spun upon
one another, five in a cluster, and Mr. Tutt stated that the species

was exceedingly abundant in the pupal and imaginal stages during

the first week of August on the mountain slopes above Le Lautaret,

in the Dauphine Alps, at from 7,000 to 9,000 feet elevation. The
pupa-skin was very similar to those of other Zygtenids. The ima-

gines exhibited were all aberrations, and consisted of females of the

ab. fiarilinra, with bright yellow nervures ; a large male and several

females of the ab. striata, with the red spots more or less confluent

and developed into streaks ; also an unique female aberration in which

the wing, from the base to far beyond the centre, was entirely crimson.

A STRANGE EFFECT OF Pakasitism.—Dr. Sharp exhibited a specimen

of a lepidopterous insect that had been alluded to in The Kntoiiiolo<jisVs

Monthli/ Magazine, Sept., 1896, p. 201. It was a caterpillar which, having

received the eggs of a parasite on the anterior part of the body, the

abdomen, nevertheless, went on to the pupal metamorphosis, while the

head and thorax remained attached to it in the caterpillar stage.

Pigmentation of pupa of Plusia moneta.—He also called attention

to some peculiarities in the pupa of Plusia moneta, pointed out to him
by Mr. Fleet ; in this species the pigmentation varies greatly in extent,

and is sometimes entirely absent. The Tsetse fly.—Mr. Blandford

called attention to the recent discoveries relating to the Tsetse fly, made
by Surgeon-Major Druce in Zululand, which proved that this insect

aflected animals by injecting them with a parasitic Protozoon. The
disease had spread from wild animals to domestic animals, and the

parasite was more widely distributed than was generally believed,

and had been found in India and England in sewer rats. He said

that Surgeon-Major Bruce had proved that the Tsetse fly was pupi-

parous, which was of importance as aftecting the classification of the

Diptera. Dr. Sharp said that, in his opinion, the Tsetse fly would

cease to be troublesome with the advance of civilisation. Pupa-skin,

COCOON AND eggs OF Pamphila COMMA.—Mr. C. G. Barrett exhibited

the pupa-skin, cocoon and eggs of Pamphila (o)iiiiia, found on chalk

hills, near Reading, by Mr. A. H. Hamm. Tephrosia bistortata

(crepuscularia) and T. crepuscularia (biundularia).— Mr. Barrett

also exhibited, and remarked on a series of both forms of Tephrosia

crepuscularia and T. bimuhdaria, showing an unbroken line of variation

from brown to white, and also to grey and black. In addition, he

showed several second-brood specimens obtained in the past summer
by Mrs. Bazett, of Reading. Messrs. Tutt, Tunaley and Fenn made
some remarks on the specimens exhibited, and gave it as their opinion

that the two insects were abundantly distinct. Papers.—Mr. Tutt

read a paper entitled, " On the specific identity of Coouini/injjha iphis

and C. satyrion," and exhibited a long series of specimens. The Rev.
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T. A, Marshall communicated, a iDaper entitled, " A Monograph of

British Braconidte. Part VII." Mr. T. D. A. Cockerell communi-
cated a paper entitled, " New Hymenoptera from the Mesilla Valley,

New Mexico." Mr. E. Meyrick contributed a paper entitled, " On
Lepidoptera from the Malay Archipelago." Dr. Sharp read a paper

by Mr. G. D. Haviland and himself, entitled, " Termites in captivity

in England."
The North London Natural History Society —Oct. 8th, 1896.

—

Abnormal form of Nemeophila plantaginis.—Mr. Woodward exhibited

an abnormal form of N. plantaninis, having the last pair of legs,

replaced by wings. Captures.—Mr. C. B. Smith exhibited J/rt(;To//Zo.ssa

t'uciformis, M. boiiibijlifonnl.s and Bomhj.v trifolii, from Lyndhurst,
Macrot/lossa stellatariim from Cromer, and FAlopia j)ros(ipiaria from
Oxshott. Catocala fkaxini at Stamford Hill.— Mr. Goymour
recorded the capture of a specimen of Catocala fra.vini, at rest, on the

trunk of a lime tree, in the Stamford Hill district, on September 27th.

The insect measured 4 in., and was in very fair condition.

"Transplantation—is it justifiable?"—Mr. R. W. Bobbins
opened a debate on this subject. He took a decided affirmative, and
maintained that transplantation was not only justifiable in all cases,

except when it was practised for fraudulent and dishonest purposes,,

but generally advantageous. In agriculture, and many other instances,

there was no disagreement between himself and his opponent, but the

main objections to scientific transplantation appeared to be :

—

(1). That it destroys the balance of Nature. (2). That it hinders

scientific work. But, said Mr. Bobbins, the balance of Nature is being

inevitably destroyed by man every day, in the ordinary course of his

existence. It is perpetually fluctuating in all well populated countries,,

and the effect of our own small scientific transplantations would
practically not be felt among all this fluctuadon. Dealing with the

second objection, Mr. Bobbins said that he presumed the scientific

work chiefly hindered by transplantation was the compilation of local

lists, and the study of the phenomena of distribution deduced from
ttiem. This seemed a serious consideration, but the hindrance was-

more apparent than real. In a country like our own, the fauna and flora,

are already so well known that any introduction is quickly recognised

as such, and if the introduced species thrives, it enriches our fauna
and flora, and provides us with additional scientific material, without
creating confusion. An artificially introduced species would have no
chance of survival if the conditions were not similar to its native

haunts. Moreover, transplantation was often of great use in preserving

a rare species, and might sometimes be necessary to ascertain scientific

facts by experiment. In conclusion, Mr. Bobbins recommended the

introduction of pines and conifers into Epping Forest, and the

re-establishment therein of Limenitis sibi/Ua and Dnjaspaphia, and said

that, quite apart from utility, he considered almost all genuine work
of this kind justified by the increase of beauty and interest which
might thus be provided in the world around us. Mr. Prout opened
in the negative. He agreed with Mr. B. W. Bobbins, that " Trans-

plantation ' was, of course, justifiable under certain circumstances,,

but objected to it as a practice, and claimed that, unless, from the

point of view of a naturalist, it could be proved perfectly harmless, the

point of view of the artist, or that of the utilitarian, could not come at

all before the consideration of the meeting. He proceeded to contend
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that our mission is to study Nature, not to improve upon her. Many
of the most important scientific problems in natural history are

worked out chiefly or entirely on data of geographical distribution.

And no naturalist has any right to hinder, or even risk hindering,

the progress of scientific research in the department of which he
professes to be a devotee, merely for the sake of some selfish gratifica-

tion, or even for the sake of giving pleasure to the lovers of variety in

natural surroundings. Transplantation without the fullest publicity is

an acted lie against scientific knowledge. Transplantation to save exter-

mination is chiefly, or entirely, within the same district. Transplanting

to restore extinct forms is indefensible. Accidental transplantation is

sometimes inevitable, but that, of course, was not under consideration,

and is generally too inconsiderable in extent to do any serious harm.
Summing up, Mr. Prout said that biological science demands accurate

data of geographical distribution ; that transplantation, especially of

the more obscure forms of life, can hardly possibly be made so public

that all consequent error is avoided ; and that only too often, if

naturalists do not set their faces firmly against the whole practice,

there will be found those who are willing to transplant with the intention

to deceive, and a very fruitful source of error and trouble is thereby

created. Mr. Bacot said, that with regard to its causing ditficulties in

settling the geographical distribution of animals and plants, would
Mr. Prout consider, because 100 or 1,000 specimens of any given

species were to be found in a certain district, that this would prove it

to be firmly established in the country ? Would he not try and
discern if its environment were suitable to it, and whether it might have
been transplanted by some agency other than its own, before con-

sidering the point settled ? After reading a modern work on the

distribution of organic life, is it not patent that every portion of the

globe must be visited occasionally by winged or finned animals, or

seeds, and that there are numberless chances of getting from place

to place for species which do not possess these advantages ? Was not

the crucial question of distribution rather one of suitability of environ-

ment and adaptability of the organism, than of actual opportunity of

the plant or animal, in one or another stage, to reach any particular

destination ? There were, of course, exceptions to this, but they were
not so numerous as might be supposed, at first consideration. The
question being subsequently put to the vote, the meeting decided in

the alflrmative by 8 to 5.

Cambridge Entomologicax, and Natural History Society.— Oct.

16th, 1896.—Dr. Sharp exhibited a larva, believed to be of a species

of Hepialufi, which is at present doing much damage to vegetation in

Northamptonshire ; a pupa of SpJiinx convolnili, prepared to show
the way in which ihe proboscis is folded in its case ; also one of the

colonies of " white ants " {('alotermes (hwieftticits), exhibited a year ago,
" ill extremis." He said that one of the individuals had been trans-

formed into an egg-producer, and specimens of the other Termites
were seen in the spring carrying the eggs ; the small colony had, in

fact, established a " substitution queen," after the fashion described

by Grassi.

The Nonpareil Entomological and Natural History Society.—
October 15th, 1896.—Exhibits:—Mr. Huckett : a living specimen of

Pijrameiit cardiii, which had emerged that day, also a living specimen
of Boarmia (jemmaria {rhomhoidaria). Mr, Lusby : several dwarf
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representatives of Aijlais (Vioiessa) urticac, specimens of Chri/sophanns
jjJdacas, in which the coppery gloss of the upper wings was of a very
light hue. Mr. Harper, on hehalf of Mr. Muncer : an aberration of
P;/raiiu'is atalanta, which Avas bred from a larva collected on the
Hackney Marshes, six weeks ago. The broad red band on the
superior wings, which distinguishes this species, was perfectly straight

in this specimen, and not angular, as in the type form, on account of

the absence of one segment nearest the anal angle. The white spots

on fore-wings above the red band were much larger, and not so sharp
in outline, giving them the appearance of having been put on with
white chalk and then smudged. On the end of the red band, nearest
the anal angle, there was a distinct Avhite patch. The red margin on
the hind-wings Avas devoid of the four black spots found on the usual
form. At the foremost tip of the hind-Avings there Avas also a clearly

marked white spot. A discussion then ensued on the subject of

the HYBERNATION OF Pyrameis c.ardui, " as souie little surprise Avas felt

at Mr. Tutt's doubt on the point (Oct. 1st No. of this magazine)."
The general opinion was that this species did hybernate in the imago
stage, as in Avhat other way can the appearance of specimens in the
early spring be accounted for ? Mr. Norman stated that his brother
had taken A'ery small larvtB in the late autumn, Avhich, under a
microscopical examination, he made out to be P. cardiii, and this led
him to think that this species hybernated in the lar\'al stage.'-'

South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—
Oct. 22nd, 1896.

—

Food-plant of Luperina cespitis.—Mr. Ficklin bred
specimens of Luperina ceftpitu from larva taken on grass stems in the
spring. He suggested that their small size was due to their proper
food being grass roots, and not the green blades. Tephrosia bistor-
tata (crepuscularia) and T. crepuscularia (biundularia).—A large
number of specimens of Tephrosia c re}) use ularia and T. biundularia
Avere shoAvn by Messrs. Tutt, Henderson, Barrett, Auld, Mera, Mans-
bridge, de V. Kane, Tunaley, H. Williams, and Chittenden, forming
such a collection of forms as, in the opinion of all present, had never
before been brought together. In reply to Mr. Barrett's re-assertion,

based on Mrs. Bazett's captures, that these tAVO Avere one species, Mr.
Tutt read a very exhaustive paper, Avhich Avill appear in our next
number. Mr. Henderson said that he had taken T. crepuseularia in
the very woods where it Avas stated, by Mrs. Bazett, not to occur.
His experience and remarks agreed Avholly Avith those of Mr. Tutt.
The remarks made by the other exhibitors all tended to support the
case as put forth in Mr. Tutt's paper. Mr. W. F. de Vismes Kane
sent an account of the occurrence of the only species, T. biundularia,
occurring in Ireland, together Avith an exhibit of Irish specimens. In
reply to the vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. Barrett, and seconded by
Mr. Auld, Mr. Tutt said that the idea of species Avas largely a matter
of utility, and as there Avere tAvo distinct life cycles exhibited by
T. bistortata and T. crepuscularia, it Avas more conA'enient to consider
them as two species, although they might be very closely allied. Noctua
ditrapezium in Yorkshire.—Mr. Montgomery reported that there was

* Some of the members of this society would appear to be rather behind the
times, and not to have seen the paper on the subject, Eitt. liec, vii., pp. 110-111,
which answers their query. We may suggest that " opinions " in plenty have been
pubUshed for years. What is wanted are facts. We hope that some lepidopterist
will find and exhibit living imagines of this species during December, January
and February of the approaching winter.

—

Ed.
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considerable doubt about his record on September 24th, that N. ditra-

jiezuim occurred in Yorkshire.

:KiEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Monograph of the Bombvcine moths of America, North of Mexico,,

includiiig their transformations and origin of thk larval markings
AND ARMATL'RE. Part I.—NoTODONTiD^, by Dr. AlphfBus S. Packard.
—Quarto, 292 pp., 49 Plates and 10 Maps.— [Published by the

National Academy of Sciences, New York, U.S.A. Price £3.] .—This
monograph is, without doubt, the best piece of work ever yet done on
the Notodonts, and no entomologist who aspires to know anything of

the group can afford to be without it. Although the descriptive part

deals with American species, it must be remembered that these are, in

some cases, so closely allied to the European, that even the descriptions

(especially of the early stages) are as interesting to European as to

American entomologists, especially as they are illustrated by 49 well-

executed coloured plates, and a large number of woodcuts. The ten

general chapters with which the work opens are indeed excellent, and
without committing ourselves to an agreement with the details of

some of the theories discussed, we have no hesitation in saying that

they are far beyond anything yet offered on the subject by any writer.

We recommend this work as being especially worthy of the most
serious attention of all lepidopterists.

Uber die Palpen der Rhopaloceren. Ein Beitrag zur Erkenntnis
DER verwandtschaftlichen Beziehungen unter den Tagfaltern, von
Enzio Reuter. Quarto, 578 + xvi. pp., 6 Plates.— [Published,

Druckerei der Finnischen Litteratur Gesselschaft, Helsingfors, 1896..

Price 16s.] .—This bulky quarto volume is probably the most compre-
hensive study ever given to the relationship of the Rhopalocera of the

world, based upon the consideration of a special structure of the

imagines. To enter into a discussion of the contents of this pains-

taking and monumental work is quite impossible here, but we have no-

hesitation in asserting that the diagnoses of the various tribes, genera,

etc., of the Rhopalocera, have never before received such judicious treat-

ment, and that it is rare to find an author who has so closely searched every

possible source of information to compare with his own conclusions.

As a result of the author's labours, we find the butterflies divided intO'

two sub-orders :— (1). Grypocera (the Skippers). (2). Rhopalocera (all

other butterflies). The latter are divided into six Gentes, viz.^

Papilioncs, fjijcaenae, Lihi/thcae, Danaiilae, Satyri and XijnipJiales.

These again undergo sub-division into Families, Sub-families, Stirpes,

and Tribes. We find a close relationship between the Papilionids and
Pierids maintained, contrary to Dr. Chapman's views, and a close

alliance between Lycfenids and Erycinids, in accordance with the latter.

We find practically our own grouping of the Satyrids, as set forth in

our most recent work, British Buttcrjiics, upheld, although the author

adversely criticises the position we assign to the Apaturids. Our sub-

division of the Theclids and the Argynnids also falls in with the

author's conclusions. We can congratulate the author most heartily for

having brought us a step nearer to the desired end of a rational

classification of the butterflies of the world, and recommend this

monumental and painstaking work to the attention of all scientific

lepidopterists.
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JOURNAL OF VARIATION.
Vol. VIII. No. 12. December 15th, 1896.

A critical resume of the arguments for and against Tephrosia

bistortata (crepuscularia) and Tephrosia crepuscularia (biundularia)

being considered distinct species/-^

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

In his recent paper on " The Tephrosia tangle " {Rnt. Rec,

vol. viii., pp. 76-81), Mr. Prout has shown most conclusively that, of

our two closely allied species of Tephrosia, the earlier and more or

less double-brooded species should be called T. bistortata, Goetze, the

later and single-brooded species, T. crepuscularia. I need not point

out that previously T. bistortata was known as crepmscularia, and
T. crepuscularia as biundularia.

Whether are Tephrosia bistortata and T. crepuscularia two or one

species ? This is a question that has been repeatedly asked and
answered, and it is almost needless for me to say that there is a

remarkable unanimity in the minds of British lepidopterists whose
opinions are worth having, that they are two, and not one

species. Only three lepidopterists of repute have taken a dis-

tinctly opposite view, viz., the Rev. CI. A. Smallwood, Mr. R. South
and Mr. C. G. Barrett.

The discussions relating to this matter are now becoming somewhat
absurd. The whole principle involved, so far as it has any scientific

bearing, is purely a matter of definition. Mr. C. G. Barrett, who has

repeatedly raised the question of their specific identity during recent

years, has never defined his position. If, in his opinion, a " species"

can consist of " two distinct races, each with a distinct life-cycle,

each with a distinct facies, and one of them presenting, in addition,

marked seasonal dimorphism," then we shall agree with him that

these may be but one species ; but, if he considers that every group
of insects with a distinct life-cycle that breeds true to its own group,

has a separate time of appearance, and, therefore, does not normally
hybridise with the members of any other group, constitutes a species,

then there can be no doubt that he is in an utterly illogical position in

maintaining that Tephrosia bistortata and 1\ crepuscularia are one
species.

The progress of science has taught us that, however distinct certain

species may be, others must always be in a state of flux, dependent on
the degree of evolution they have undergone. These closely allied and

* Paper read before the South London Entomological and Natural History
Society, October 22nd, 1896.
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not completely dift'erentiated species will always oive us individuals

which our training fails to locate with certainty to one of two par-

ticular species. Certain Melit^eids, Hesperids, Erebiids, Agrotids,

Larentiids, Zyganiids, etc., will at once occur to all entomologists who
are not purely British collectors. Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher has crossed,

inter .sr, Zi/i/acua trifolii, jiliju-ndulai' and hmicerae, and their hybrid
progeny is fertile. Are we, therefore, to consider these as one species "?

Sincrinthns ordlatus and S. fiDpiili, Aiiipliidasi/s hi'tularia and A. strataria,

J^dli/dnniiattis rori/tlon and /'. htitan/u.s are in somewhat similar case.

But the tw^o insects under consideration do not e\en occur (except

very occasionally) at the same time. There is no suspicion of their

hybridising. Their life-cycles are separate and complete. Each
produces its own kind. They are purer species from this point of

view than any of the above-mentioned insects.

]\Iany errors have been committed by those who do not know^ both

species in a state of nature. The opinions of such are obviously

excluded at once from consideration. Another source of error (and

perhaps the most vital one) is the general ignorance of lepidopterists of

the remarkable summer brood of 7'. histartata. Few entomologists

know the individuals of this brood well enough to draw conclusions

concerning them. We do not wish to blame lepidopterists who have
fallen into error owing to the misleading statements in Newman's
British Mot/is, except so far as we regret that they ha\e not corrected

the errors by observation of the facts for themselves.

Attention may now be directed to a few^ historical details, and for

this purpose Ave will stick to the old synonymy, calling the early and
double-brooded species rrcjiustidaria (= bisturtatd of the earlier part of

this paper), and the later, single-brooded species, liiimilidaria \ = rir-

jinsndaria of the preceding part of this paper).

In The Jv)ito)ii., xix., p. 99, we pointed out that Newman states in

his account of T. erepuscidaria :
—" Yellow-brown tinge ; appearing in

April," and of T. hiundidaria :
—" Occurring in April, and generally

again in July." Both these statements evidently refer to the early

species. Stainton describes bisturtata as lariraria, and says that it

occurs from " the end of March to the beginning of May," whilst

T. crepuiicularia (Stainton uses the correct name for the later species,

according to Front's later determination) is given as appearing in

" April and beginning of May." With such data as these to go on, it

is no wonder that those of our collectors whose libraries begin and end
with the Manual and Ihitisli Maths (and perhaps only one of these j,

continually exercise their minds on a matter Avhich is as clear as noon-

day to all those who are an fait with current literature, and study

entomology as well as collect insectc.

There is no need for me to go deeply into the matter of dates.

Suftice it to say that the double-brooded rrepu^eidaria occurs normally

in March and July, and the single-brooded hiiinilidaria in late May.
Wide variations must necessarily be allowed when one compares the

dates for such years as 1888 and 1898, but the relative times for any
given year will be found to be maintained.

To those who have not bred both species, the appearance of the

specimens of the second brood comes as a revelation, and to those

who are not particularly apt at distinguishing critical characters,

these specimens are often a cause of stumbling. iSuch a want of
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critical faculty is evident in a note by Mr. T. B. Jefferys, of Clevedon
{Entom., xxi., p. 237), where it is assmned, on the most slender data,

that " the early and late forms are one and the same brood," although,

strangely enough, he makes a reference to the seasonal dimorphism
of the undoubtedly double-brooded Selenia hilunaria, a species, the

seasonal dimorphism and times of appearance of which run remark-

ably parallel with those of T. crepuHcularia. Another similar critical

failure occurs when Mr. J, Harrison (Entom., xix., p. 160) states that

he fails to separate the specimens of the second brood of T. crepnucu-

laria, taken in the New Forest in July, from the specimens of biundu-

laria, taken at Barnsley, in May. He states that " he fails to see any
perceptible difference." One would certainly not suggest that Mr.

C. G. Barrett is Avantingin critical ability ; but all lepidopterists know
that the keenest men will sometimes go astray in forming a hasty

conclusion from insufficient material, especially when one has already

preconceived ideas about the subject in hand. This is the only expla-

nation that I can ofter to account for Mr. Barrett's marvellous state-

ment [K. M. J/., xxxii., p. 229) :—" The second brood of the brown
rrrpKscularia is obviously biiindularia.

"

Yet another factor comes into play. The superficial similarity in

ground-colour of the second brood of T. crepuscularia, to that of the

only brood of T. hiundularla, has led many lepidopterists, who are

quite convinced that we have here two species, into the error of

supposing that the second brood of T. crepuscularia is, in reality, a

second brood of T. hiundularia. I gathered recently, in conversation,

that this was the opniion of that excellent lepidopterist, Mr. C. A.

Briggs. Doubleday warned entomologists on this point. He Avrote,

in a letter [KntoiD., xix., p. 161), dated Sept. 12th, 1861:—" Crcpm-
lularia has a second brood Some specimens of the summer
brood of crcjiHsodan'a very closely approach the spring ones of

hiundularia."

I am not quite sure, but I believe, that Mr, G. T. Porritt was the

first entomologist to breed and describe the larvte of these species.

At any rate, I find in 187B (Entom., vol. vi., pp. 385—386) a descrip-

tion of the larva of Tepknma hiundularia. The species was taken by
Mr. J. R. Wellman, and the eggs Avere laid in May, 1872. There is

no doubt that the species was true biundnlaria. There is no need to

quote the technical description, but Mr. Porritt observes :
—" The

larvae were much darker and redder than a brood I had reared to

moderate size the year previous, which were much more nearly like

the pale-greyish variety of the larva of crepuscularia. Probably the

larvie of hiundularia vary as much as do those of that species." Now,
in 1871, Mr. Porritt had described (E. M. M., vol. viii., p. 209), the

larva of T. crcpuficidaria, and, at the conclusion of his description,

adds the following : - " At the time that these larvae were changing to

pupae, I was taking the perfect insect of T. hiundularia at large." Here,

then, is an entomologist, who has bred both insects from larvae,

entirely supporting the view that they are distinct species. They had
distinct life-cycles, they bred true, and, in short, fulfilled the condi-

tions Avhich we usually require of species.

My article (Entom., xix., pp. 98-101), previously referred to,

formed the basis of a series of articles. Mr. Adkin (Ihid, pp. 158-159)
supported the contention for two species by adducing evidence as to
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their behaviour in confinement, and concludes :
—"1 see no reason at

the present time for considering T. crepuacularia and T. biundidaiia

other than distinct species." Mr. Harrison, who appeared to know
only T. hiundularia, and the second brood of T. crepuseularia, a,nd who,
to square dates, assumed an allowance of a month later for the times of

appearance in Yorkshire, compared with our southern counties, con-

sidered them to be one species. A full criticism of Mr. Harrison's

note appeared in the Kntom., xix., p. 184. The Rev. G. A. Smallwood
maintained that Newman and Stainton gave him no help, and qiiotes

a series of letters from Doubleday to Hellins. Under date of October

20th, 1861, Doubleday writes:—"The dark Tephrumi is far more
difficult to procure than the pale one, being very local in this country,"

the reference to the " dark " species evidently (from the next quotation)

refers only to the more ochreous cn'/niscnlaria, which is, in its typical

forms, darker than bmndidaria, and not to the melanic aberrations with

which we are now familiar. On February 5th, 1863, he further

writes:—"There is still a mystery about them. I am firmly of

opinion we have two species in Britain. Here (Epping) we have
nothing but bituididaria, they never have the ferruginous tint of

crepiiscidaria. About Warrington biundidaria occurs, but they get a

dark smoky variety, totally unlike the Scotch cirjutsrularia. In the

New Forest, Birchwood, etc., both species occur, but rrcjiusrulurin is

always out three weeks or a month before biimdul'iri'i," whilst on
February 23rd, 1863, he adds :—" I have always considered the

peculiar rusty freckling as one of the most striking characteristics of

crt'puscmlaria, which seems to be a very local species in this country
"

{Ibid, pp. 161-162).

Mr. Smallwood, commenting on these notes, shows distinctly that

the difference between the '

' one species
'

' believers and the ' • two species
'

'

believers is purely a matter of definition, for he writes : "I can see a

difference between the double-brooded crepiiscidaria and the single-

brooded biundidaria," and then goes on to diagnose the imagines and
larvae from his point of view, concluding:—"But we Avant more
definite difterences than these, and they will, I think, be found in the

egg state, if at all." What is this, if it be not a matter of definition ?

If an individual will only tell us exactly how much or how little he

requires to constitute a species, we will tell him whether, under the

conditions laid down, we consider crepiiscidaria and biundidaria one or

two species. Probably the " one species " man is still a believer in

the immutability of species, and requires a difterence equal to that

which separates an ox from a hors(>, before we may label them species.

At any rate, there appears to be little advantage in discussing a

question where the non-contents will not define the position they

assmne. They cannot, however, get away from facts. It is proved

up to the hilt that T. crepiiscidaria and T. biundidaria have

distinct life-cycles. It is further certain that there are dozens of

lepidopterists who can discriminate between them in the imago state.

There are certain broad distinctions between the larvae. The non-

contents acknowledge this, but they say :--" This is not sufficient for

us to recognise them as two species," We ask, what would be

sufficient, in other words we say, " Define your term ' species ' ?
"

This has proved, so far, too difficult for them, and we would ask

whether there is any advantage in prosecuting such an unprofitable

subject any further.
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Let us examine, now, how far Mr. Smallwood defines (or even

explains) his position. He writes {Kntom., xix., p. 182) in July,

1886 :— " The view, therefore, that I take at present is, that we have

only one species, varying immensely in shade and colour, and that,

in the south, where the insect emerges so early as March, we have a

degenerate second brood, or half brood in July, but that, in the

north, it is uniformly single-brooded. In the south, the early bright-

coloured variety [crepmcnlaria), which gives birth to the second brood,

has been held to be a distinct species, merely as an opinion, and

without any foundation in fact, by Doubleday and some of his

disciples." Now, if this means anything, it means that all our

specimens from March to May (or June) in the South of England,

form one long drawn-out brood, corresponding with the later one in

the North of England, while the July brood is simply the result of

the early emergence of some of the specimens. Now, in October of

the same year, the same gentleman describes [Entom., xix., p. 268)

fully the larva (and more shortly the pupa and egg) of the insect we
have known as himuhilaria. He then gives us a summary of what he

considers the principal forms of the imagines'-* (which comprises

probably three forms of hinndnlaria and three of crepuacularia), and
then adds:—"The moths generally emerge in May, but I have seen

it a month earlier, and received it alive this year (a backward year)

from Mr. Harrison, of Barnsley, on June 25th. In the South of England
a remarkable form or ' sub-species ' of this moth appears on the wing
in March, and produces a second brood at the end of July. The ques-

tion, is this a distinct species ? will only be solved finally when we
know more of the egg and larva of this double-brooded insect. It

may prove to be a distinct species If, on the other hand, it

be not a distinct species, we have to observe these two remarkable

facts, viz., that, in the South of England, the first brood continues to

fly from the beginning of March till the end of May (a most unusual
duration), and also that a double-brooded variety of tlie species exists

side by side with the single-brooded type, and constantly retains its

own economy. In view of these difficulties, and believing, as I do,

from the remarkable fineness of Scotch specimens, that this is origin-

ally a northern insect, the idea constantly recurs to me, have we here

discovered, in this double-brooded insect, an instance of how a

varirtij, originated in the altered conditions of a southern climate,

develops its own characteristics and habits, until it becomes a sepa-

rate species ? If so, this insect appears to be now in the act of tran-

sition, having its own constant characters, which still have not yet

developed into any conspicuous or specific differences." There is no
need for me to point out how much this final pronouncement of Mr.
Smallwood differs from the preceding one of three months before.

He now grants that crepmculana is a " sub-species," says that " if it

be not a species," the facts concerning it are " remarkable," and then
concludes that it really is a species in the process of formation, and
that, although it has " its own constant characters," these " have not

yet developed into specific differences." We are quite ready to accept

the view that hiumhdaria is a species, and crepiisndaria is a sub-

species, so long as he does not ask us to believe (1) that March
* We disagree with the diagnoses, but that is quite beside the question.

—

.J.W.T.
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rrepiisrnlaria and May hiwuhdaria are one brood of the same species,

(2) that the May hinndidaria is the second brood of rrcpusctdaria, or,

(3) that the second brood of rrfpimularia is typical hlunilidaria. In

fact, we doubt whether we could have stated our own views so well as

he has stated them for us.

Now, Mr. Snaallwood having laid his own ghost, we are con-

fronted by Mr. South. He {Entoin., xix., pp. 269—272) recognises

that the difference of opinion which had arisen was a matter of

definition, and that the point in disagreement was—" What consti-

tutes a species?" He then refers to his own series of the species

which came from various British localities, and compares individual

specimens. " The palest specimen is one of the Wiltshire detach-

ment, taken end of March, and the darkest normal examples are the

Perthshire contingent," and so on. He also compares the month of

capture of the various specimens, quite leaving out the year of cap-

ture, on which everything depends, and after this uncritical procedure,

in which, having shown that one of the Wiltshire specimens is the
" palest in the series," and another Wiltshire specimen "has a brown
tinge," and that " other examples of the Wiltshire group are as like

Essex June specimens as this insect from widely distant localities can

be," he sums up, "that the insects from both localities are of the

same species, and as such I certainly regard them." Mr. South then

adds, that " the fact of an insect appearing in the perfect state at three

distinct periods of the year is exceptional only in one respect—that is,

the first and third flights of crcjnisciildyid would appear to be quite

independent of the second or middle brood." The rest of Mr. South's

note is beside the question, except one remark. This occurs at the

end of a speculative exercise, in which Mr. South considers that the

day may come when only the double-brooded ci-rpmcidaria will occur

in the South of England, and the single-brooded biuiidularia in the

North, and then concludes : — " The British entomologist of the future,

who may consider the double-brooded insect of the South distinct from its

single-brooded brother of the North, will, perhaps, have nothing more
trustworthy than colour and ornamentation to guide him in forming
his separate series of each, unless he should consider all northern

specimens hiidniidaria, and all southern examples vri})us()duria,

without regard to such unstable characters as marking and coloration"

[Ibid, p. 272). Now, does it not strike you that Mr. South rather

gives his case away when he surmises that " the entomologist of the

future will, perhaps, have nothing more trustworthy than colour and
ornamentation to guide him," considering that he has taken about a

page of print to show that colour and ornamentation are, so far. as he

can discover, absolutely useless, even at the present time, to separate

Wiltshire rrrpiiscidaria from Essex hinndidaria .' And is not the

assumption of the "double-brooded insect of the South" in contra-

distinction to its " single-brooded brother of the North," entirely mis-

leading ? Tcphrosia crepuscular ia is not a double-brooded southern

species. It is partially double-brooded in our southern counties,

and single-brooded in Perthshire, whilst the so-called single-brooded

species of the north

—

biimdularia—swarms in many localities in the

southern counties, and does not reach so far north as Perthshire or

Scandinavia, where rrepiiscidaria occurs. I am afraid some deeper

biological studies will have to be made before Mr. South can hope to
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shake the position taken up by those lepidopterists who have studied

the insects in all their stages. Juggling with a few captured

specimens on the " white" and " brown," and " March " and " June "

lines will not do it.

(T« be CDiitinucd).

The characters of the eggs of Lepidoptera, as affording a basis

for classification.

Uy T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.E.S.

The strong tendency of all eggs is, no doubt, to be spherical, a

tendency that is as obvious in the highest as the lowest groups of

animals. It is not, therefore, surprising that this form of egg is very

common, or, at least, a near approach to it is common, in the Lepi-

doptera, and it is, perhaps, no proof that they are lower forms that

this is the shape of the eggs of the EKiocEPHALiDFri and HEPiALiDtis,

and that in the Mickopteryuides it is only so far modified as to be, in

many cases, somewhat flat-shaped, by a slight lengthening and
narrowing towards the micropylar pole.

In nearly all groups, however, in Avhich the egg is laid on some-
thing (a leaf, or what not), it is more or less flattened on the attached side.

When we come to examine the nature and extent of this flattening, and
its relation to the form of the egg generally, we find it possible to

place eggs under one or other of two large classes, one, in which the

flattened side is at the antipodes of the micropyle, and which we may
regard as being placed in an upright or vertical position on its

proper or natural base. The other lies, so to speak, on its side, so that

the micropyle is at one end, the proper base at the other, both equally

removed either from the upper surface or the attached face.

Though I have suggested the nadir of the micropyle as the proper
base of the egg, this idea is really quite conventional, and there is

some reason even to suppose that it is erroneous, since the upright or

vertical egg is possibly derived from the flat or lateral form, whilst

there is little ground to believe the lateral is ever derived from the

vertical form.

When we enquire what species or families of lepidoptera possess

these two difterent types of eggs we are met at once with facts that

shoAV that the distinction is one of importance. Amongst the Inco3iplet.k

(Micros) we find a great preponderance of forms with flat eggs, but our
knowledge of the ova of these is so imperfect that it is safer to pass
them by, not, however, without a suspicion that amongst them a
variation from a flat to a vertical egg is not uncommon. But amongst
the higher forms, or Obtecta; (Macros) we find in each family that the
whole of the family adheres throughout to one form of egg.

We find, further, that those families, which have been for various
reasons associated together in our more recent classifications, agree in

the type of egg, and it seems highly probable that a classification that

so places any particular family is more correct as regards that family
than is one that places it otherwise ; for instanfte, Mr. Dyar associates

the Notodonts Avith the Noctuid group, and since both have vertical

eggs, he is more probably correct than Mr. Meyrick, who places them
amongst groups with flat eggs.

If Ave consider first the vertical eggs, we find them in IJutterflies,
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in Noctuids, in Arctiids, Lithosiids, Liparids, Chloephorids, and some
others. This grouping of the butterflies can only be objected to by
those who still regard them as a group of phylogenetic and classifi-

catory value equal to all the rest of the Lepidoptera, but there is no
doubt that their value, as a group, is merely that of one of a con-

siderable number of groups.

If all these groups with vertical eggs are related, to the exclusion

of those with Hat eggs, we should expect to find some other character

in common, which does not occur in the flat-egged groups. Doubt-
less there are a number of such characters, but the one I have been
most struck by is that of the possession by the larvte of some species

of that very peculiar organ, the chin -gland. I have not been able to

hear of any flat-egged species possessing a chin-gland, yet it occurs

in many species of the Butterflies, the Notodonts and the Noctuids,

the three groups that are perhaps most in need of a confirmatory

common character.

Since the Hesperides are a very low group of Obtect^e, it follows

that the vertical egg and the chin -gland must have been established

characters at an early stage of evolution, before the Heterocerous

groups separated from the Rhopalocerous, and probably before they

were definitely Obtect^.
When we look at the eggs of the butterflies as a group, we find

that the Hesperids and Papilionids have eggs which are simple and
smooth, with sculpturing, when at all definite, tending to a hexagonal
pattern. In the higher groups they tend to more elaboration. In

the Lyctenid.e they retain a more or less hexagonal network. In the

PiERo-NvMPHALm^ they reach a pattern of primary vertical ribbing

and secondary transverse ribbing, the hexagonal nature of the cells

so formed being, however, usually more or less distinct. It is, in

fact, rare to find the transverse ribs continuous across the primary
ones, they usually alternate between each rib. I cannot at present

certainly call to mind an instance without reference to my note-book.

When we come to the Macro-Heterocera with vertical eggs, we find

a similar progression from the Notodonts, whose eggs are often not

dissimilar to those of Hesperids, to Arctiids and Liparids, Avhich have
an obscure hexagonal pattern, but are usually rather smooth, and to

Noctuids, which are parallel in their sculpturing with the Piero-

Nymphalids. All these vertical eggs, no matter how much they may
vary in height, whether they be tall and narrow, or short and sqiiat,

are circular in a horizontal section, one namely that is parallel to the

base and transverse to the micropylar axis. There is a definite

micropylar axis, a, biit the second and third axes, b and c, are in no
definite position, and are equal to each other. When we come to the

flat or horizontal egg, the micropylar axis, a, is not vertical to the base,

but parallel to it, and there are two other axes, h vertical to the

surface of attachment, and <• parallel to it, but at right angles to the

other two. These axes, b and c, are usually of difierent lengths, and
when they are equal, are so, one might say, accidentally, rather than

necessarily. The groups that present this form of egg appear to fall

into two sections, the Bombycid and the Geometrid, These divisions,

though not always very easy to distinguish, and equally difficult to do

so by the eggs, still present in the Geometrid section more frequently

than in the Bombycid, a harder, rougher egg, and one in which the

micropylar end is decidedly narrower than the opposite one.
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The Geometrid section includes the Geometridks, Brephides,

Cymatophorides, and probably the Drepanulides. In the Geometridks,

we find some instances in which the sculpturing of the egg very much
resembles that of a Pierid or Nymphalid egg ; these are, probably, the

highest families of the group, and there seems, in one or two species

of these that I have seen, a tendency to assume the vertical position.

The great mass, however, have a surface either smooth or rough, by

reason of pitting in a more or less hexagonal pattern.

In the Bombycids, including the LASiocAMPir.T:, Endrosud^,

Sphingfd^, Saturniid.'e, etc., the egg is usually very smooth, and equally

rounded at each end. In some of these groups, the eggs are laid so as to

appear to be vertical, as in Krioijaster lanestris and ( 'lisiocainpa nciistria,

but the true position here is that the eggs are placed on one another,

and not strictly on the twig round which they are laid ; a simpler case

being that of Gastropacha queirifolia, Endromi^^ versicolor, and SatHrnia

carpinl, when they are distinctly laid on each other. I have seen

some exotic eggs that suggest that this may, however, result in a

position difficult to distinguish from a true vertical one, but I have

not seen any of this group adopt a ribbing, similar to that of Noctuids

or Piero-Nymphalids.

A small collection of Lepidoptera from Lapland.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E S.

On his return from a trip to Lapland, extending from about July

24tli to August 24th, Dr. Chapman handed over his collections to

me to deal with. The other Orders were accordingly given to

specialists ; whilst the following are my notes on the meagre lot of

Lepidoptera which came to hand. A very large percentage of these

specimens came from Bodo (a place in about 67"10'^ N. lat., and
14-45'' E. long.), and were captured on July 30th. Where not other-

wise mentioned, it may be assumed that the specimens described came
from this locality. Vactso is about TO-lyO n, i^t., and30-45o E. long. ;

Elvenaes is on the South Varanger Fiord, and is about 69 •50'-'

N. lat., and 30-55" E. long. Dr. Chapman says:—" No butterflies

were seen or captured at Vadso. They were probably very rare,

or wanting there at so late a date, but the dull, cold weather

experienced there may have had more to do Avith it. One day at

Bodo afforded many specimens, six days at Vadso not one."

Papiltonides. Div. : LYCiENiDA. Fam. : Lycaenidae.— C'Jiri/aophanus

phlacas.—A single specimen of an exceedingly bright copper colour

(both the fore-wings and the marginal band of the hind-wings). Two
small blue spots on hind-wings, just within the coppery margin.

Beneath, the hind-wings are very pale grey, except the outer margin,

which is faintly orange. Plcheim artjus.—Ten males. One female

without orange marginal spots on fore- and hind-wings. Five females

with orange marginal spots only on hind-wings. Seven females with

orange marginal spots on both fore- and hind-wings. Of these

thirteen females, six have the bases of the fore- and hind-wings dis-

tinctly sprinkled with blue scales, three are strongly shaded Avith blue,

which extends almost over the whole of the hind-wings and beyond

the centre of the fore-wings (= ab. arfpjroipioimin, diagnos(>d by

Staudinger as " ? , supra caerulescens." On the underside there is
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considerable variation in the number of the little black spots on both

fore- and hind-wings, and also in the development of the orange band
in the males, one specimen having most of the usual black spots

obsolete. In the females, the orange band is strongly developed, and
of a very rich tint on both fore- and hind-wings ; whilst the silvery

studs in some specimens are magnificently developed. Plrbcins (iptilctc

—Seven specimens, of which six have the orange spots on the hind
margin of the underside of the hind-wings well marked, although the

usual silvery-blue marginal studs in them are quite evanescent. One
specimen is smaller, and in it the orange marginal spots on the under-

side of hind-wings are also evanescent. This is, perhaps, Htaudinger's

Lapland var. ci/iiarissHs, Hb., which he describes as "minor." So
far as size is concerned, the first six specimens do not appear to be

less than those I have taken in various Alpine localities, and hence
Staudinger's limitation of the type form to " Southern " Scandinavia,

and the var. ci/parissiis to " Lapland " would appear to be unwar-
ranted. Poli/iiiiniKttHs icanis.—A uuile specimen from Bodo (July

80th), typical above, but pale and faintly marked beneath. The bases

of the underside of the hind-wings covered with bright blue scales.

Another male specimen, from Elvenaes (August 4.th), is of the same
form. /'. icitnis was seen at each locality, except Vadsii, always worn,
and even tattered, nowhere common.

Fam. : Pierid.e.—7v(tt7(Zoe ranlainincs.—One female from Naes,

captured July 28th. Of rather small size, but not remarkably so,

shaded slightly with dark along the costa from the base to the rather

large discoidal spot. The green of the underside of the hind-wings
paler than with us.

Fam : Nymphalid.e. — Ann/nnis ai/laia.—One specimen of each sex

in line condition, the 2 much larger than the S . The upper side of

both specimens is rather more orange than is usual with us. The
striking character of the specimens is an attempt, as it were, to crowd
the black markings a little towards the base, and leave a rather wider

fulvous band through which the row of small round black spots (rather

ill-developed) runs from the costa, near the apex, to the inner margin.
The undersid(! of the fore-wings of the male shows the black s}K)ts

larger than usual, and the silvery spots of the hind-wings rather

smaller, otherwise the hind-wings are fairly typical beneath, greenish-

fuscous at the base, a yellowish ante-marginal band, and a marginal
row of well-developed silvery spots. A. aijlaia was abundant, but

rather worn, at Bodo, and the species was seen at several other places.

linntliin pales.—Fifteen specimens captured at Bodo, on July 30th.

These consist, apparently, of 14 males and 1 female. One of the males
inclines to the 5 ab. najnica, nine of the remaining males and the

female are all deeply fulvous in colour, and heavily marked with black.

The other fovu- males are paler fulvous, and the black spots are less

strikingly developed. The female has a faint suspicion of greenish in

the dark shading of the fore-wings, in three of the males, and the

one female, the black markings tend to form blotches towards the

inner margin of the wing, owing to the union of the two central trans-

verse bands in their lower parts. Beneath, these specimens have the

underside of the fore-wings distinctly marked with black= var. arsilarltc,

which Staudinger diagnoses as :
" Al. ant. subt. nigro-maculatis.''

The hind-wings beneath are deep red-brown, and almost unicolorous,
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but such pale markings as remain are exceedingly silvery and metallic,

and not pearly white, as in most Alpine specimens. The four males

mentioned as somewhat intermediate between var. arsilache and the type,

are probably ab. lapponica, whilst a male specimen from Elvenaes

(Aug, 4th) is also referable to this aberration. Of two specimens

captured at Harstad (July olst), one is a very fine specimen of var.

arsilac/ie, the other belongs to ab. lappiniica, whilst a male and female,

both fulvous in colour and heavily marked, captured at Odde
(July 28th), belong to var. arsilache. The form lapponica here would

appear to occur as an aberration of the var. (or local race) arsUacltr.

Jlirnt/iis eiiphrosi/iw.—Two specimens, both apparently males. Both
are pale, although one is decidedly more fulvous than the other, the

latter very pale, especially in the centre of the wing and towards the

base. The paler one is under average size, the other quite up to the

average. Beneath, the larger specimen is well marked, the smaller one

indistinctly so, especially on the hind-wings.

Fam. : Satyiud^.—Krebia U<jca and K. eunjalc.—There are four little

lots of this (or these) species in the collection. (1). Three large worn
typical specimens of K. lujea, from the Horre Pass (captured July 28th).

(2). Two males and four females, from Odde (July 2Sth). These are

rather less than the Horre specimens, of full colour, and appear to be,

both on the upper and undersides, undoubted K. I'ujcu. (8). Thirty-

three specimens from Bodo (captured on July 80th). These are

smaller than the preceding lots, and are most like the specimens of

K. eurijale, which Dr. Chapman, Mr. Lemann, and myself captured

at Mendel Pass, in late July and early August, 1895. They have,

however, on the whole, a little more of the Iviea characters about

them. The Bodo females are, generally, K. lit/ca. They have well-

developed fulvous bands, and the ocellated spots and white band on
the hind-wings are more nearly E. lujea than l\. ruri/ali'. The males,

however, on the upper side, tend rather towards the latter, and some
are undoubted I'lirj/alc, being, in fact, quite indistinguishable from
certain Tyrolean examples in my collection. The Bodo S2:)ecimens

may be described in detail as follows :^G round colour very dark, the

fulvous bands broad ; those of the females rather orange- fulvous in

colour. Usually, there are foiir ocellated spots on the band of the

fore-wing. Five males and one female with three spots only, and one

male with four on the right and three on the left fore-wing. The spots

are variable in size. In three male specimens the spots are very

small and blind, whilst others show a gradation until the normal large

ocellated spots are reached. The broad fulvous band on the hind-

wings is, in some of the females, divided into sections by the dark

nervures. A parallel variation in the size and number of the ocellated

spots with that exhibited by the fore-wings is shown on the hind-

wings. The underside of the fore-wings, has a broad fulvous band, the

base rather darker ; the hind-wings, with traces of the normal white

band on the costa and towards the centre of the wings ; the females

with this character more strongly developed. The ocellated spots on
the underside of the hind-wings are surrounded by fulvous in the

males, by orange-yellow in the females. This is a remarkable character,

rarely, if ever, developed in the males of southern cnnjalc or liiica, but

found as a rare aberration among the females of the latter. This gives

the whole of the specimens captured by Dr. Chapman (at Horre, Odde,
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Bodo and Harstad), a particularly li(ica facics on the underside.

(4). Six male specimens from Harstad, captured on July 31st. These
arc just a trifle smaller than the Bodo specimens, but still of the

average size of typical Alpine eunjole. The ground colour is duller than
the preceding ; the fulvous bands broad, and the spots in that of the

fore-wing, althougli not reduced in number, perfectly blind. On the

hind-wing one (in four specimens! or two (in two specimens) of the

spots only are ocellated. The underside of the fore-Avings with a broad
fulvous band. The underside of the liind-wings with distinct costal

and central traces of the white band, and the ocellatod spots are (as in

the Bodo, Horre and Odde specimens) ringed with fulvous. On the

uppersides these are much nearer eunjale than typical luiea. [N.B.

—

Staudinger gives E. lii/ea ab. adytc, Hb., as a Lapland form. I find

on reference to Hiibner's figures (759-760), that ailjitr is a form of

enri/alc, with no trace of the white band on the underside of the hind-

wing. None of Dr. Chapman's captures belong to this form.

Staudinger diagnoses Tengstrom's cunjale var. euryaloides, from
" Finland," as " occllis subnullis," and this might be stretched to

include the Harstad specimens, which have unocellated spots on the

fore-wings. The Harstad specimens, however, are identical with some
Bodi) specimens, and some of the latter are inseparable from the Odde
and Horre (Naes) specimens, which are undoubted lii/ea.]

.

NocTuiDES.

—

Pharetra rumicis.— Three pupje from larvfe found at

Yossevangen. Asphalia Jiavicornis.— One pupa from larva found at

Elvenaes. Characas (jrcuninis.— One red-brown male, with yelloAV

stigmata and pale blotch beneath the reniform = ab. tricuapix, Esp.

;

another male specimen is of an unicolorous dirty-grey, with indistinct

stigmata, and a paler blotch below the reniform = ab. obsoleta, Tutt.

Geometrides. - Larvntin caesiata.—One poor specimen of a pale

form, with a tendency to have a darker central band to fore-wings

(= ? ab. amiulosata, Zett.). Two other specimens, from Elvenaes
(August 4th), are pale grey, very feebly marked, but have the central

and outer marginal bands of the fore-wings of a darker hue than the

ground colour. /.. car^iata was seen, sometimes freely, at each
locality, but Avas difficult to catch, and always worn, usually too

much so to be of any use. Lan'jttia didi/mata.—An exceptionally pale

female sf)ecimen, from Bergen. L. didi/viata males were flying in

many localities, but accidents happened to the few specimens cap-

tured. Larcntia veapertaria, Schifl".—Two males and two females,

in fine condition, captured at Bergen. This species must not be

confounded wnth Epionc parallelaria, which British entomologists

used to call E. rcspertaria. This species was veiy frequent on the

tree trunks, etc., near Bergen. Cidaria popxdata.—One male speci-

men, of a very bright yellow form, from Bodo. Two male specimens,

from Vadso (August 14th), are very slightly suffused. Another
bright specimen was captured on the Horre Pass, and a very fine,

dark ab. ??nf.srH<rtM"rt was taken at sea south of Trondhjem. Cidaria

imwanata.— Two specimens (one 3 and one 5 ). of dark ground-
colour, with the blackish-grey basal area and the blackish-grey

central band separated by a narrow, transverse, reddish fascia
;

a whitish apical patch, and white antemarginal line ; captured

at Naes. ('arsia paludafa. — Two male specimens of the bright

form, with well-marked transverse fasciae, and with red patches
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towards the outer margin and apex of tore-win,n-s. These are, of

course, the var. iinbiitata, Hb., to Avhich most of our British speci-

mens belong. This form was abundant at Bodo, common at

Elvenaes. A specimen of this species, from Vadso (August 4th), is

dark unicolorous leaden-grey with very indistinct markings. Melanippc

hastata.—One pupa, the larva taken at Elvenaes. ( 'urcniia unoiitata.—
One female specimen, taken at Elvenaes (August -ith). The fore-

wings of a creamy grey, with a purplish central band.

Crambides.— Crambus crlnilns.—One brightly coloured specimen

only, very small in size, from Bodo.

Pyralides.—Scdjiarid iiinrana.—One brightly-marked specimen,

from Odde.
PTEROPHORmEs. — I'lati/ptiUa chap^nani, n. sp. — There is no

doubt this small species is at present undescribed. It comes nearest

to P. jiallulacti/l(i, Haw. (= bertntitii, Ross.).

The fore-wings are of the usual Platijptilia shape, and measure two-thirds of an
inch from tip to tip. The fore-wings are divided by a fissure into two lobes, the upper
slightly curved on the costa towards the apex, which is sharply angulated. The
outer margin oblique and continuous, as if not broken by the fissure ; the latter

extending about one-fourth of the length of the wing. At the termination of the

fissure is a fuscous dot. The inner margin of the wing is curved downwards
towards the anal angle. The colour of the fore-wings is whitish-grey, without any
markings or dots from the base to the dot at the end of the tissure ; the two lobes

almost white, except for a narrow dusky costal edge reaching to the apex, and a

dusky outer marginal line. The hind-wings, divided into three plumules, of a pale

greyish tint, shiny, the fringes concolorous with the wings. The legs are also white.

The head and thorax are of the same greyish-white colour as the fore-wings ; the

abdomen rather darker, almost of the same tint as the hind-wings. The underside

of the fore- and hind-wings is entirely without markings. The specimen is a male,

and was captured at Elvenaes, between August 4th and 9th.

Mimaeseoiitiliti: bipunctidactijlns.—A couple of specimens [^ and $ )

which I should refer to this species, Avere captured at Odde
(July 28th). The S^ is paler, but the ? is a very strongly coloured

example.
ToRTuiciDEs.— J//.r<;f?trt schiihiana.—One example only, a female,

from Odde. The ground colour pale, and the red bands and markings

rather more restricted than in British examples. Ajilidia osscana

[prutaiia).—One specimen from Odde, the fore-wings silvery ochreous,

with a few scattered black scales. The hind-wings shiny, leaden-grey
;

fringes white. Hypciinoecia cnKjustana var. cruciana. — OnQ specimen

from Odde, with the pale ground-colour of var. cruciana, and the dark

bands of awimtana. Var. obscitra, n. var.—A dozen specimens of this

species, from Elvenaes, are very remarkable, and without Dr. Chapman's
hint that they probably were this species and were taken flying

rapidly over dwarf Avillow, would have gone unnamed. They are

unicolorous blackish-brown, some specimens without markings, but

two individuals show slight traces of the bands, Avhich are identical in

shape and position with those of the more typical forms. Sericoris

palustrana.—A well-marked specimen from Odde, with the basal patch,

central band and ante-apical mark strongly developed. Graphulitha

(jeminana.—One very typical specimen, taken at Naes (Horre Pass).

I sent the MS. of this article on to Mr. W. E. Nicholson, of

Lewes, who was with Dr. Chapman during the trip, and asked him to

supplement it with his own observations. This he kindly did, and his

notes are appended.
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Lepidoptera from Lapland.

By W. E. NICHOLSON, F.E.S.

I have read with interest your account of Dr. Chapman's Lepi-

doptera from Lapland, and I am much interested to learn that he has

taken a new species of riati/jitilia. My own collection adds but very

little to that made by Dr. Chapman, and consists of the following :

—

Paplionidks.— Chri/soiihamis p/dacas.—Two male specimens of the same

bright copper as you describe in Dr. Chapman's. The pale ashy-grey

of the underside is a noticeable feature—from Bodo. I'lcbcius ar(fi(s.—
Four uuiles and four females from Bodo. All the females have orange

marginal spots on the upper surface of both fore- and hind-wings,

though faint on the fore-wings in two specimens. One is much
suffused with blue, and, in all, the orange marginal spots of the under-

side of both wings are very strongly dexeloped. I'lcbcius oiitilctc.—
Two males and five females, froni marshy ground above Bodo. I do

not find that my specimens are either smaller or paler underneath than

my iMigadine examples, indeed, they are rather darker on the under-

side than the latter. I have none of the var. c!/2)arissus for comparison,

but I cannot see how the specimens can be referred to that form, though

it is said to inhabit Lapland. Poli/onimatm icarus.—One worn male

specimen from Bodo. The spots on the underside of the fore wings,

between the discoidal spot and the base of the wing, are entirely absent

from the right Aving, and are only represented by a few scales on the left,

so that the specimen approaches the var. icaruniH. Cupido ininiina.—
One large $ specimen from Bodo, except that it is rather larger than

usual, it is typical, l-jichloe canhmiiiics.—1 presume that the specimen

was captured in the early nu^rning of the 2Hth -luly, at Naes, as we
reached this place at 11 p.m. on the 27th, and left again at 7.80 a.m.

on the 28th. The weather was dull all the time. Anmnnis ai/laia.—
A male and a female, in good condition, from Bodo. The species was

abundant on comparatively dry peaty ground, close to the town. The
specimens agree, more or less, with your description of those taken by

Dr. Chapman. Jlrcnt'iis- jtalcs.— Six specimens from Bodo (5 J and 1 ? ).

They are all brightly fulvous, and rather heavily spotted with black.

The female presents less difference from the male than is usual with

Swiss specimens. A single fenuile was taken at Harstad, on July ;-}lst,

in which the fulvous ground-colour is very rich, and the black

markings are all much enlarged, the central row of spots on the

fore- wings coalesce, and form an irregular band outside the discoidal

cell, giving the insect a striking banded appearance. I have also H

males and H females from lidvenaes. South Varanger, taken on the

6th August. The males approach the form taken at Bodo, but the

fulvous marking is rather duller. The females have the fulvous

ground-colour much duller, and the black spots are considerably larger

than usual. The insect has a superficial resemblance to a dark

Ji. sclcnc, and I take it to be Staudinger's var. lappotuca. The Bodo
specimens approach this form, but are not so characteristic. They are all

much smaller than the type. 1>. cupltrosiinc—One ? specimen from

Bodo, darker and duller than the type, probably referable to the var.

fuKjal. lircnthis frcija.—This species was not seen on the wing, but

I have a single damaged specinien, given to me by the landlady at the

hotel at Elveuaes, South Varanger. It had been captured by one of
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her children, aliout three weeks before nnr visit, when it had been
quite connnon in the birch wood close to the hotel, l-'.nbla lapponica
had been taken about the same time. l\rehia Uijca.—Seven g and
6 $ specimens, all from Bodo. The insect was over on the low ground,
near the sea, but might be taken in fresh condition on the 80th July,

in the hills at the back of Bodo, at 700 to 1,000 feet elevation. The
specimens, though small and dark, mostly approach the typical

K. Ill/I'd of Central l^jurope, though others show some tendency towards
/','. curi/ali', which probably has but little value as a species. ( 'alias

jHilacno.—One male and one female of this species, taken by ])r.

Chapman, who kindly presented them to me, in a marsh, near Elvenaes,
South Varanger, August 6th. The male is distinctly paler than the

type, but it is also worn. The female has the dark marginal bands
paler and narrower than the type, and is certainly crossed by faint

Avhitish lines, but not more so than in some Swiss specimens. The
specimens would probably be referred to the var. lajijioiiira, Stgr.
Aj/lais iirtirdc.—I have also, since our return, bred a considerable
number of .h/lnis urfirar var. palaris, some of Avhich ai'e very dark
indeed. The larvie were collected by Dv. Chapman, at Harstad,
Elvenaes, Hammerfest and Tromso. Most of the pupse were subjected

to temperature experiments, but those which emerged in the tempera-
ture of a cool room at about 68*^ F. (the weather being cool at the time),

are very much darker than the type. The dark border of all the wings
is rather broader than usual, and the blue spots are very conspicuous,
especially on the hind-wings. The fulvous ground-colour is darker
than usual, and the black spots are considerably larger, and the inner
marginal spot tends to join the central costal spot, giving the fore-

wings a banded appearance. One specimen is remarkable as having
reached the perfect state with a larval head. Its wings are mucli
crumpled.

I have no moths other than those taken by Dr. Chapman, but I

found two larvae feeding on birch at Elvenaes, which have since turned
to pupae, and which I believe to be iVv-s-.s/rt lap/ionaria.

Hymenoptera from Lapland.

By EDWARD SAUNDERS, F.L.S., F.E.S.

The Aculeate Hymenoptera captured by Dr. Chapman at Vadso
and Elvenaes, from August 4th—9th, are as follows :— ^ Psit/ii/nis

quadrirohir, Lep. ; fi ^ V,spa jinnri/icct, Fab. ; 2 J^ , 1 ^ . 1 $ Jloiiilnix

lapponirus, Fabr. ; 2 5,1$ JJuiiibus jondlns, Kirby ; 1 J J-lmiihiis

(((jrortiiii, Fab. ; 4 ^ lUimbuH pratorum, Linn. ; 1 ^ IlrDiilnis stmioisis.

Fab.; 1 ? L^>y//6/^s• sp. '? This last specimen puzzled me. It is too
large- for a 2 !>• soivcnds, and yet the cheeks are too long for II.

ffrrrstris, and not long enough for Jl. /idifondii. I fear it is one of
those cases where the name must remain in doubt. lUnnbus is a
difficult genus to study, and, without the J , it is often impossible to

name a species. There are, I fear, no special observations to be made
on the specimens. They are just like those one would take in Scotland
of the same species.

By Rev. T. A. MARSHALL, M.A., F.E.S.

Both the IchneumonidiP are new. The following are the des-

criptions of the two species ;

—
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Mcsoh'iiig cDiiijxir, n. sp. Subnitidus, suhtiliter alutaceus, clj'peo apiee depresso,

ill ? noil emiiiginato. Area metathoracis superomedia linearis, perangusta,
inforius dilatala

;
posteromedia subcompleta. Segraentum primnm apicem versus

sensim dilatatuni, canalicula obsoleta, foveola basali parva. Alarum nervus trans-

versus analis intra medium fi-actus. Niger ; clypeo, mandibulis, palpis, fiavidis
;

his apicem versus fuscescentibus. Scutellum supra rufum. Pedes c. coxis rufi

;

tibiae postic£e subliavescentes vel testacese, apicem versus latins fuscse ; tarsi postici

fusci ; calcaria pallida. Long. 4 lin. J" Ignotus.

Head transverse, much narrowed behind the eyes, black, except

the oral parts, which are yellow. AutenniB rather longer than

the body ; 1st joint black beneath (not yellow, as in most species).

Face beset witli pale hairs. Thorax wholly black, alutaceous, except

a shining spot under the wings, near the metathoracic suture ; lateral

arei« of metathorax (spiraculitera and pleuralis) well defined ; the

superomedia reduced to a mere line, widened at the bottom
;
postero-

niedia distinct, rounded, acutely margined : mesonotum subtrilobate,

the sutures faintly indicated by shallow lines. Wings hyaline ; stigma

fuscous ; no areolet ; radial nervure almost straight. Abdomen sub-

fusiform ; 1st segment longer than the hind coxse, its apex three times

as Avide as the base ; central channel obsolete ; basal fovea minute,

triangular ; 2nd segment shorter than the 1st, longer than broad ; 8rd

shoi'ter than the 2nd, transverse ; none of the segments pale at the

hinder edges, lielly and plica ventralis black.

Nearly allied to aulicus, Gr., (Iiihiita, Ilolmgr., etc. Belongs to

Sect. II., Divis. 1, A, a, x, +, p. 1H4, of Holmgr., Mon. Tryph.

About nine cognate species are described, several from the Scandi-

navian peninsula ; this sp. agrees with none of them, but is, perhaj)s,

nearest to fura.v, Holmgr., p. 13G.

Norway (Bodoj, taken by Dr. Chapman, Aug. 4-9, 1896.
Ba^nua reiiiotus, n. sp.—Laevis, nitidus ; metathorax rugulosus, area superomedia

elongata, distincta, c. posteromedia confusa. Segmeutumprimum. $ latins quam
longius, basin \ersus angustatnm, bicarinatum, coriaceum, punctulatum. Niger,

segmento abdominis secundo postice, 3tio toto testaceo. Palpi testacei. Pedes
rufi, postici femoribus infuscatis, incrassatis. Long. 2| lin ^ Ignotus.

Antennae 20-jointed, rather stout, shorter than the body, the first

three joints of the flagellum elongate, cylindric, especially the first.

Wings hyaline ; squamuhe testaceous ; stigma fuscous, triangular
;

1st abscissa of the radius only half as long as the 3rd ; 2nd obsolete
;

3rd quite straight ; no areolet. Coxae rufous ; tarsi longer than the tibia'

;

calcaria minute, hecond abdominal segment transverse, coriaceo-

punctulate and black as far as the middle, the posterior half smooth,

testaceous ; 3rd smooth, testaceous, slightly infuscated at the sides
;

4th and following smooth, black, shining. Abdomen sub-compressed

towards the apex, perhaps by accident, for the valvula ventralis is

pushed down, and the terebra unnaturally exserted, as if by force ;

this last is curved, and appears now as long as half the abdomen.
I have placed this obscure and isolated species in the genus Bassns,

as being the nearest, but the 1st segment is narrower at the base than

in other species. The incrassated hind-legs resemble those of the

allied genus (h-t/iocottrus.

Norway (Vadso), taken by Dr. Chapman, July 30th, 1896.

Trichoptera from Finmark.

By HOBT. McLACHLAN, F U.S., F.L.S.. F.E.S., F.Z.S.

Mr. McLachlan reports on the Trichoptera as follows :—There are

about 25 specimens in all, in about nine species. More than one half
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are TJinnop/tUns fenwratm, Zett., mostly of small size. The others
are : LUmwplnlus f/riseus, L., 1 2 ; Asj/narchus, 2 J , not to be
determined without the t? . Mivropterna sequax, McLach., 1 J ;

Hah'sus tessellatm, Ramb., 1 ^ ; Apatania stigmatella, Zett. (?) 1 5 ;

Molanna palpata, McLach., 1 5 ; Hydropsyche nevae, Kol., var.

fenniea, McLach., 1 <? ; Plectrocnemia conapersa, Curt., 2 J ;

FiJiyacophila nuhila, Zett., 2 $ .

Note on a few Norwegian Insects.

By W. F. KIEBY, F.L.S., F.E.S.

I have just been looking over the Norwegian insects that you gave
me the other day, from Dr. Chapman's collection, made in August last.

I identify them as follows :

—

Coleoptera.—A'jabiif: elo7u/at7ts, GylL,
Hab. : Bergen. Coccinella l-piuutata, L., Hab. : Bergen. Odonata.—Leiicnrhinia ruhieunda, L., Hab. : Elvenaes, Aug. 6th. Somatochlora
alpestris, De Selys, Hab. : Elvenaes, Aug. 6th. Acscltnajuncea, L., Hab.

:

Elvenaes, Aug. 6th ; and Bergen. Orthoptera.—Stenohothrus bicolor,

Charp., Hab.: Bergen. Podmiia frii/iduw, Boh., Hab.: Elvenaes,
Aug. 6th. Some of these are good species, and I was glad to get
additional specimens, although none were actually new to the Museum
collection.

Collecting Coleoptera in the New Forest, Whitsuntide, 1896.

By FRANK BOUSKELL. F.E.S.

The most noticeable feature compared with last season was the
abundance of hawthorn blossom, where only an odd bush was then to be
seen, this year, appeared a mass of white. Attention was turned to

beating the blossom, one FAater elonyatulm dropping into the umbrella,
E. sanyuinicollis and E. jtoinrniae, both of which were taken last year,
were absent. I fancy the best plan to get Elaters is to search for them
in their winter quarters, but, owing to the early season, searching under
bark was unproductive, Clcnis fonnicarim only turning up. Two or
three of the rare hcJuiouwra mnyuinicollis were secured, while the
commoner I. caerulea and Oedemera livida were fairly abundant.
Cetonla aurata was also on the blossom, with many common things
which, though useful to a Midland collector, are hardly worth recording,
such as Lvperm ftaripi'H, CryptocejiJialus lineola, ('. fulta, etc. Beating
oak, near ants' nests, produced a good series of Clythcra i-punctata,
which is found in both the larval and perfect state inside the nests,

A few lUiyncJiitcs pubonccmi turned up, and Calosowa inquisitor was
exceedingly abundant ; it seemed that the Forest specimens were both
larger and brighter coloured than our Leicestershire ones. Silj,/,a

A-punctata was as common as usual. By beating pine a few variable
Alyzia ohlonyniiuttata, and one fine form of M. ocMata, with one spot
only on each elytron was secured.

On the outskirts of the Forest (I will not give any nearer locality,

for obvious reasons), with Mr. W. C. -Jackson, I found ('arabvs nitr'ns

quite abundant. By the way, is it generally known that toads are
partial to this beetle ? We found the remains of 25 in the droppings
of one, rather a wholesale order. Not very far away, Cicindrla
sylvatica was plentiful, and hard to capture, owing to its swift flight.
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Amongst the Longicorns we had good hick, a great numher of

species, but, as a rule, few individuals being taken, including

CalUilium rarlabile, one brown form on the thorn blossom. Last year,

I got the blue, black, and brown forms all out of one stump.
C. alni (1), Ch/tus arieth (common), ('b/tus mi/sticus (6), out

of holly bloom, JAopus nchiihmis (1), on bracken, Fnntmochacrm
(hmtatus (1), out of thorn, when in the umbrella it looks just like a

bit of dead stick. Pnli/npna praeuata (4), Rhaf/mm inquuitor,

R. bifasciatufi (odd specimens), Toxotm meridianuH (1), Stranualia

armata (a few), 8. nvjra, sweeping mowing grass (3), N. mdamira (B),

Leptura lirida (1), A nopindent G-//uttata, on thorn and holly blossom,

also by sweeping, all four species of (irammopdcra on thorn, but only one
specimen each of d. aiialis and (i. j>r(iei(sta. I mention these, as to take

one-third of our British species in three days is decidedly unusual. I

searched hard where last year I found a fine specimen of Axciintiii

sfriafu))), crawling on a pine stump, without avail. I believe

that it was the second English record, although it is not very rare in

Scotland. It is curious no more should be found in the Forest, where
pine and fir enclosures abound.

On sallows, (inniocWna rhiiinali'< abounded, the black markings
being very variable in size, and quite obsolete in some specimens. On
water plants, a few Donacia thalamna were found, with plenty of

D. sericea and D. simple.v ; and on yellow composita^, ('niptocephalus

aurenlm.

Whilst beating oak, naturally a few lepidopterous larvte came down.
Taeiu'oraiapa mixiosa (common), A^plialia ridcns (a few), and (Jatorala

ywnsa (8), oft* the trees almost denuded of leaves. Although I have
worked the same place in other years, I have failed to get more than
an odd one before, and then it has been crawling down the trunk. Is

it that it is a high feeder, and that this season, owing to the ravages

of Tortricid larv;e, it has had to seek food lower down ? Shortness

of food tended in this case to produce dwarfs, the specimens which
hatched being much smaller than usual. As I conclude mere lists of

captures are of no interest to your readers, I refrain from mentioning
the 150 other odd species which I observed.

Critical Notes on tlie specific identity of Bombyx quercTis and
Bombyx callunae.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

In his paper on Bomhij.r quercnH and B. callunae, read before the

City of London Entomological Society, in May last. Captain Thompson
came to no conclusion as to how far these insects were the same or

distinct species. To the impartial evidence he oftered us, I should

like to ofier a few criticisms, taken from the records of the Knt. Mo.
Ma<i. and the Ent. Rev. (which he seems to have overlooked), and also

based on my own observations.

(1). Captain Thompson supports Newman's statement that y>. callunae

occurs in " May." That it does so occasionally is certain, but I would
suggest that late June is its more normal time. Referring to the date

of emergence, Mr. Collins writes [Knt. Rec, i., p. 130) :—" I picked

up a good number of Boiiihi/.c callunae on June 27th, at Rixton Moss "
;

whilst Mr. Milburn, of Darlington, writes [Ibid, p. 133), that on
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June 25th, 1890, he took some larvfe of Bomhyx callunae, about three

parts grown, and an imago of the same species. My own specimens

have always emerged in late June. Mr. Finlay {Ent. Bee, iii., p. 7),

says the eggs are laid at the end of June or beginning of July.

(2). Captain Thompson says :
—" The larva of B. quercus is full-fed

at the end of May, pupates in June, and emerges in July, whereas
B. callunae is full-fed at the end of August, spins its cocoon in

September, hybernates the second winter as a pupa, and emerges in the

following May." Now, Mr. W. Mackmurdo writes [Ent. Bee, ii., p. 186),

that he found a full-fed larva of B. quercmon August 26th, 1891, in the

Warren, Folkestone, which spun up in due course, and remarked on the

lateness of the find. Mr. Barker reported [Proc. Sth. Lond. Ent. Soc,

1891, p. 141) that he had taken larvfe at Folkestone the same autumn
(1891), that these had pupated later in the autumn, and added that in the

same year "many larvae of B. quercfts were reported as having been taken
full-fed in the Warren, at Folkestone, during August and September."
Mr. Bond records (Ent. Mo. JMa;/., p. 86) that from pupse received from
Stafit's., which had gone over the winter as pupte, one of six specimens
which had emerged in June was "certainly the form called quercus."

Mr. Daws, of Mansfield, Notts., writes [Ent. Bee, i., p. 109) :
—"I have

had a B. quercus lie over two seasons, and then produce typical </?^fr«('s,

not var. callunae, in the early spring." This bears very strongly on
Captain Thompson's contention {Ent. Bee, viii., p. 160). Mr.
Tunaley records {Ent. Bee, viii., p. 167), that he found 29 cocoons
of B. querciis at the bottom of a hawthorn hedge, at Derby, on
February 14th, 1865. Mr. Beadle states {Ent. Bee, vi., p. 278)
that on Skiddaw the larva of B. callunae is full-fed in June. Mr.
Pitman, too, brings the appearance of B. quercus and B. callunae

within a fortnight of each other. He states {Ent. Bee, vi., p. 34)

that the larvfe of B. callunae hatched a good fortnight before those of

B. quercus. He does not, hewever, tell us whether callunae laid first,

or whether he obtained ova at about the same time. Mr. Merrifield

{Trans. Ent. Sne Land., 1892, p. 40) writes :—" I believe temperature
applied early in the larval stage has efiected a complete conversion as

regard the habits of these insects." The following is rather a strange

note. The time that the larvre were captured would suggest

B. callunae, the time of emergence B. quercus, but the note by Mr.
Daws, from the same locality (Mansfield),suggeststhatthe species may
really be q^u'rei'ts. The note relates to the time of appearance, and
Mr. Richard Tyrer, of Mansfield, writes, on Sept. 21st, 1867 :- " A
female {Lctslocauipa quercus) has just made its appearance in a friend's

breeding-cage. The larva was taken, with two others, last September,
and they spun up about the middle of the month. Is it not an
uncommon occurrence for the insect to remain in the pupa state a full

year, and to emerge at this season ? The two other pupse are

awaiting their change, when will they appear ? " The appearance of

either B. quercus or B. callunae in September, after being in the pupal
stage twelve months, is sufficiently remarkable.

(3). As to the fact of B. quercus going through its metamorphoses
in a year, the experience of Mr. Daws, Mr. Tunaley, and Mr.
Barker, just recorded, all oppose it. The two former gentlemen talk

of typical B. quercus going over the winter as pupte. As to B. callunae

taking less than two years, Mr, Finlay writes {Ent. Bee, iii., p. 7);—
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" The usual period required, in the neighl)Ourhood of Morpeth, for

Jj. callunac to pass through its different transformations is two years.

The eggs are laid at the end of June, or beginning of July, and hatch

in from 10 to 18 days, according to temperature. The larva during

the winter is about an inch and a half long. The full-fed caterpillar

spins up in June or July, and, if the weather is very fine, a few

insects may occasionally emerge on the moors at the end of August

;

but the usual time of emergence is about the end of the third week in

June in the following year." Again, the specimens of B. callunac,

exhibited by Mr. C. Nicholson, in May last, were from ova laid in

July, the imagines emerging in November of the same year, a period

of about four months.

(4). As to the food-plants, it is probable that ling is the most
natural food for B. callunac ; but I understand that Mr. C. Nicholson

obtained his specimens from a district where there was no ling. The
following note as to the food-plant of both B. ijncre i if; and B. callunac,

by Mr. G. T. Porritt, is interesting. He writes:—"! have once or

twice been asked whether the larva of Ji. (jucrcim will eat heather,

and this season, having collected, on the Lancashire coast, a few larvfP

of that species, I supplied them with heather (Calhnia nihiarh), and
they immediately began feeding with apparent relish, although an
abundance of fresh hawthorn (on which they had previously fed) had just

been taken out of the cage. Of course, it is well known that rallwiae.

will eat almost anything that qncrcus will" {K.M.M., vi., p. 117).

Again, iMr. F. Hutchinson writes (7*;'.3/^.il/'., vii., p. 17) that B. callunac

will, in confinement, feed well upon ivy. Mr. 0. S. Wilson (K.M.M.,

xix., p. 1G5) gives Portugal laurel as the food-plant of a larva of

J}, (picrcus, captured in May, when half-grown, reared to full growth
on this plant, spinning up on June 22nd, and emerging on August
17th, the same year (1882); whilst Mr. Elliot {E.M.M., xix., p. 237)
records the rearing of a fine series of B. qucrciiR var. callunac, the

larvfe being fed exclusively on poplar and hawthorn. Mr. Prideaux

[Ent. Rcc, v., p. 213) reared forty specimens of B. (jucrcushoni ova

laid in August, 1886, and fed throughout the following winter on
bramble. Mr. Pitman says [Ent. Rcc, vi., p. 34) that both

B. qucrciis and B. callunac feed on plum, whitethorn, blackberry, and

laurel.

(5). I observe that Mr. Merrifield f Trani^. Ent. Soc. Land., 1892,

p. 39) talks of B. qiicrcus and B callunac as the "southern" and
" northern " forms respectively, and Captain Thompson says that

Mr. C. G. Barrett classes them as the " northern race" and "southern

race." This is deplorable, because it is so utterly misleading as to

actual facts. The distinction seems to be a matter of altitude, rather

than latitude or longitude, although the distribution of callunac in our

more northern latitudes, being usually in places that exhibit an in-

crease of altitude, the latitude, rather than the altitude, is apt to be

considered as the important factor ; but the high-lying moorlands of

the Isle of Wight, Hampshire, Cornwall, Devon, Wales, etc., produce

B. callunac as marked in character as those from the Scotch moors
;

whilst Dumfries, Lancashire and Yorkshire, at the sea-level, produce

typical 7f/('>c/).s. Birchall says (E.M.M., iii., p. 35) that ^^ Jnnnhi/.r

quercus var. callunac is abundant in Ireland, and that he has not met
with the true qucrcus there." Hellins says that ^' qucrcus, of course,
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occurs at Epping and in the London district, and is the form taken at

Cambridge, but, as yet, we cannot say whether it prevails throughout

the counties eastwards of this line." " Callnnae prevails universally

north of Manchester, also westwards from Hampshire to Cornwall

;

but we have no certain information yet about Wales" [K.M.M., iv.,

p. 15). Bond says :
—" I have this season, pupa; from Staffordshire,

which have been lying by all the winter. The imagos are now
appearing, and of six individuals which have already emerged, one of

them is certainly the form called (jwn-us, and differs in no respect

from those that only passed about a month as pupse bred some seasons

ago, from Cambridgeshire" (E.M.M., iv., p. 36). Bond further says

that he can " assert that quercils does occur in Ireland, for, some years

ago, I captured three specimens near Queenstown, and saw many
more on the Aving, and I still have an example in my cabinet."

Porritt also shows {E.M.M., vi., p. 191) that Hellins' notion of the

distribution of the two insects was more or less incorrect, for he

records the larvte of JL quercm as common on the sandhills at Lytham
on May 17th and 18th, 1869. Again, in 1870, Porritt writes {K.M.M.,
vii., p. 17) that on April 15th, at Southport, he found the larv^ of

B. (jueniis common, more especially on the south sandhills.

(6) Captain Thompson thinks that the wing rays and the shape of

the curvature of the bands are of " great use in enabling the student to

distinguish the races at once." In a general way, I quite agree with

this, although neither character will bear any close examination.

Hellins says f E.M.M., iv., p. 15) :
—" I suppose it is generally known

that the distinction between qiierciU and callunac really lies in the

different curves of the pale fascia on the wings of the moths, and not

so much on the greater or less depth of colour, nor on the length of

time passed in the pupa state."

I think that I have now drawn attention to the leading points

that have made lepidopterists generally accept, or, at least, silently

acquiesce in, the general principle laid down by Bond, who (J'^.M.M.,

iv., p. 36), "after some years' attention to the subject," was " inclined

to believe that quercus and callunae are only forms of one variable

species."

One of the most important scientific facts relating to these insects

was quite overlooked by Captain Thompson. This was Mr. Merri-

field's temperature experiments f Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1892, pp. 39-

40), and the conclusions that he deduced from them. The pupa; of

B. qiu'fcas, which were experimented upon, came from Windsor, those

of B. callunae from Perth and Aberdeen. He found that " the same
general result obtained in both forms, that is, those at the higher

temperature were lighter than those at the lower temperature. This
particularly applies to the males, the females varying less, but in both
males and females, the forced ones have a reddish tint, Avhich is

wanting in the others. In some cases the effect of temperature is so

considerable that I think some of the forced callunae would, so far as

regards colouring, be classed as quercus, while the individual quercus,

brought out in 71 days at the lower temperature, is very dark for

(juercns. I think these experiments tend to shoAv that the southern

form and its northern car. are respectively varieties of so fixed a kind

when they reach the pupal stage, that it is probably only in exceptional

instances, if at all, that temperature could convert the one form so

far as its appearance is concerned, into the other."
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I have attempted to show from the records concerning these species

that the conchisions of Newman have been proved to be largely er-

roneous by writers to the Kntvm. IiLTord, and to the Ent. Mo. Mo(/. There

is one point to wliich I personally take objection, and that is the analogy

that Captain Thompson draws between B. rpierem and B. callunae, on
the one hand, and TepJirosia biMortata and T. crepuscularia {hiundularia)

on the other. Those who fail in distinguishing the latter are either

working on insufficient material, or on erroneously named individuals.

Their life-cycles are complete and separate, and their specific dis-

tinctness may be looked upon as established by natural environmental

causes. It is not so, I venture to think, with regard to B. qiwrcits

and B. raliunae. The opinions of all those lepidopterists whose facts

and observations I have quoted tend to show that, at present, the insects

are in a state of flux, distinct even to the extent of species, when
B. caUimae of Aberdeenshire are compared with B. quercm of Kent,

but questionable where the two insects overlap, and some particular

character of the one form is developed (sometimes with an individual

or two only in a broods in a brood which gives the general characters

of the other. Mr. Merrifield's results go to prove the specific

distinctness of Aberdeen B. callunae and Surrey B. ifnerciis, but thirty

years ago. Dr. D. Sharp very clearly defined the position of B. callunae

with regard to B. qiiercuH, when he defined the former as a " race " of

the latter. He said a "race" is "generally found under evidently

somewhat different circumstances to the type form of the species to

which it belongs, and is distinguished by constant though slight

characters, but specimens forming the passage from the race to the

type occur, though in many cases very rarely." He then instances

Bumbi/.v callunae as an example of a race, and goes on to say :
—" A

race, it will be seen from the definition I have given of it, approaches

very nearly in validity to a species ; indeed, the connecting forms are

the only reason that can be satisfactorily assigned for its non-

distinctness. It is, in fact, a species nearly formed ; and it is probable

that, under a somewhat greater differentiation of the circumstances in

which the type and race live, intermediate examples would cease to

occur, and the race would become a distinct species" {K.M.M., iv.,

p. 70). I do not know that Dr. Sharp has ever had cause to modify
this opinion. At any rate, I quite agree with it.

It may be well to mention, in conclusion, Staudinger's summary
of the forms of this species, with their distribution :

—

Querciis, Linn.—" Europe (exc. Graec. '?), As. Minor, Arm., Sib.,

Can?"
ab. (et var.) callunae, Palmer, Zool., 1847, p. 1656.—" Scot.,

Suec, Germ.'-'*— $ , obscurior, vix nom. conserv. = queiriis,

Linn., Faun. Suec."

ab. (et var.) sj)artii, Hb. 173 3 i
ribur)ii, Gn., An. Soc.

France, 1868, p. 405.—" Obscurior, al. omnibus anguste

flavo-fasciatis.— Germ, (south) (ab.), Gal. (south) et Ital.

(north) (var.)."

* I may add that, in June, 1895, a fine J B. callunae emerged from a cocoon
spun by a larva found the previous August. The full-fed larva was found on Mont
de la Saxe (Piedmont), about August 8th, feeding on Hippojjhaeti rhaniituidex, at an
elevation of about 4,000 feet. This is important, as being outside the range given

by Staudinger for callunae, and also as showing that callunae is the highland form
in those districts where spartii is the lowland form.
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ab. catalaunica, Stdgr., p, 69 (1871).— " Obscurissima J
maris colore, al. ant. fascia angustissima flava. al. post.

unicoloribus (fascia subnulla).— Catalonia."

var. (et ab.) <? , roborin, Schrank.—" (J , al. ant. fasciis latis

flavis, al. post, margine late flavo.—Germ, (south) (ab.),

It. (north) et Gal. (south-w.) (var.)."

var. Simla, Stdgr., Cat. (1861), p. 30.—" Al. ant. fasciis

angustis flavis, al. post, margine lato flavo,— Sic. ? And."

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Generic types in Plusia.—The object of the present notice is to

give the types of what seem distinct genera among the British species

passing under the title Plusia. Reference should be made to a short

summary given in the Proc. Am. Philosopldcal Sucieti/, Dec, 1895, 417.

Plusia, Hiibn., 1806.—Type: P. chri/sitis {chnjsitis,Ij.; cJiri/si>n, Esp.
;

bractea, Fab.). Polychrisia, Hiibn., 1816. — Type : P. moneta

[iiioneta, Fab.). Chrysaspidia, Hiibn., 1816. — Type : C. festucae

Ifestucac, L.). AuTOGRAPHA, Hiibn., 1816. — Type : A. ;jamma
[j/aiiima, L. ; iota, L.

;
pulrJirina, Haw. = v-aureum, Gn. ; interro-

(jationis, L. ; ni, Hiibn.). Of the other generic terms the type of

A;/rapha is glauca. Cram. ; the N. Am. acrea is a Plusia. The yellow-

winged species, deveiyens and diverf/ens, belong to Si/ngrapha, Hiibn.,

1816—with the type devenjens, Hb.—A. Radcliffe Grote, M.A.,
Roemer Museum, Hildesheim.

TePHROSIA BISTORTATA, var. gen. II., CONSONARIA. A CORRECTION.

This varietal name, referred to in my paper on " The Tephrosia

Tangle " [ante, p. 81), should be cited to Steph., Wood, ncc Haw.
The error, though trivial, annoys me greatly, as I rather pride myself

on my care in this kind of work. Through an unfortunate combina-

tion of circumstances, I was unable to get access to Haworth's
Vol. II., at the moment, and I therefore trusted to Wood—who so

often figures the very same specimens from which Haworth describes

—

for my determinations. These references to Haworth were the only

ones which I did not personally verify, and the error shows the

importance of obtaining ccenj one at first hand. Haworth's consonaria

was described after a single specimen captured in May, and is no
doubt the true consonaria of Hiibner (tetragonaria, Steph., Wood).
His crejmscularia (p. 177), which would have priority if indubitably

referring to the second brood of T. histortata, is too uncertain to be

substituted for the clearly defined consonaria of Wood. It {crepuscu-

laria, Haw.) certainly includes this second brood, for the month
indicated is July ; but in all probability (from the description, and
the citation of Hb., 158, as well as from Stephens' and Wood's inter-

pretation) it also includes, or is even chiefly based upon, the single-

brooded species. The argumentum e silentio, founded on the

omission of any mention of May and June, as times of appearance,

would be ridiculous. Many of Haworth's descriptions are made from
cabinet specimens, and it is most improbable that he always obtained

precise data ; consequently ho might have described from any number
of cabinet specimens of the single-brooded species, and yet, having
captured but one specimen of T. histortata second brood in July, have

indicated that as the month for his species ; that is, if we assume
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that— like our friends, Messrs. Barrett and Briggs—he took the

July form to be specifically identical with those of May and June.

—

LouisB.PRouT,F.E.S.,246,RichmondEoad,Dalston. Oct. 26th, 1896.

The gexus Neuronia.—This genus is established by Hiibner,

Verz., 215, for jinjndaris and pcrplexa. The date of the Vci-zcichniss is

1816, but an earlier date than 1818-1822 cannot be assigned this

portion of the work (see Scudder, HisUnical Ski'tc/i, 97). Xcuronia is

limited by Stephens to the type jiopularis. This restriction must be

followed, and renders T/mlcra, Hiibn., IV^c, 214, for ce.sjiiti.s, furra,

e.vtrema, again a mixed genus, a quantite neglv/ible. The type of

Tholera must, if crspUis be strictly congeneric with p/qnilaris, be sought
in furra or e.vtreiiia,aitex Stephens' useof Xeuronia for the typepopularis.

Therefore, under ]\Ir. jMcLachlan's statement that AVz?ro»/rt is preoccu-

pied, a new term of replacement must be proposed for the type ptijtiilaria,

and I hope Mr. Tutt will propose one, Avhich will then enter into all the

rights which Xeuronia held at the time of its restriction to the type

popularis. Ochsenheimer, iv., 70, 1816, refers jtopularis to Hadcna,
which is one of the largest of Ochsenheimer's mixtures, but includes

the type of Hadena, viz., rurubali. Should ccspitis be generically dis-

tinct from popularin, the term Tholera, since neglected, would be

available for the species ; but Stephens' action, and that of other

authors, prevents a recurrence to this earlier term for the genus
represented typically by jxipularis.—A. Radcliffe Grote, M.A.,

Roemer Musevim, Hildesheim.

^y ARI ATION.
Melanic insects in the New Forest in 1896.—One very curious

feature of the New Forest collecting has been the very marked ten-

dency to melanism, shown in several species. Those in which I have
noticed it more especially have been Limenltis sibi/lla, Drt/as jiaphia,

and Cleora lichenaria. The number of black, or nearly black, L. sihi/lla

taken was extraordinary, amounting in all to not less than forty, I

should think. I know also of about a dozen fine aberrations oi iKpaphla,

most of which showed a decided increase of the black markings on
the wings, while the tawny ground-colour remained. The tleora

lichenaria, in bred specimens, showed a decided tendency to darker

colour than ordinarily, and I have two specimens of quite a melanic

form. The characteristics of the weather from March to middle of

August, were a great excess of sunshine and lack of moisture. I do

not know whether these were the causes. It would be very interesting

to know if, in dry, hot climates, these particular insects showed this

tendency to melanisn.—P. M. Bright, F.E.S., Roccabruna, Bourne-

mouth.
Variation of Boarmia repandata.—I have been much struck with

the tendency of Boarmia repandata to run to dark forms this year,

and the ab. concermria has been quite common. This is striking, as

B. repandata itself has not been more plentiful than usual. The pro-

portion of conrersaria this season, as compared with the last, would be

about ten to one.—E. C. Studd, M.A., F.E.S., Oxton.

PiERis RAP^ AB. NovANGLiiE.—I havc bceii struck with the very

yellow tint assumed by Pieris rapae. During the very hot summer
1 took them of quite a sulphur colour.

—

Ibid.
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Aberrations of Cleora glabraria and Plusia moneta. — I bred
a very dark female C. rjlahraria, from a New Forest larva, and a rich

chocolate-coloured P. moneta, in a second-brood batch, from Ascot.

—

E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S., Waltham Cross.

Aberration of Bombyx callun.t;.—The best aberration that has
come under my notice this season is a bufl'-coloured male Bombijx
ealluncu', almost as pale as an ordinary female specimen. It was reared
from a larva found feeding on heather on Hazelhead Moor, near
Aberdeen.—A. Horne, Aberdeen.

Aberrations of Limenitis sibylla and Dryas paphia.— It has been
a great season for aberrations among the Diurni in the New Forest.
Many black Liwenith sihi/lla have been taken, one of which, an
ab. nii/rata, is in my cabinet. Several good aberrations of /^/v/rt.s-

paphia have also been taken. I have one, a $ , in which the black
spots and dashes on the wings are so strongly confluent, as to form an
almost continuous dark band.— J. C. Moberly, M.A., F.E.S.,
9, Rockstone Place, Southampton.

Hermaphrodite Fidonia piniaria.—I found F'uIoii'ki ju'niaria very
abundant this year, and I got one hermaphrodite specimen.—F.
Norgate, Bury St. Edmunds.

:]^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

The egg-laying and cocoons of Pamphila comma, with some
REMARKS ON ITS ABUNDANCE.— On August Ist and 3rd I was with a
friend on the downs, near here, and was surprised at the abundance
of P. cn)itiiia. They were all over the downs, and it was no uncommon
sight to see a dozen or more males chasing a female. I had as many
as live in the net at one time, and many times three and four. I was
fortunate enough to see a female depositing ova, which it did singly
on blades of grass. I subsequently obtained a good number of ova
from females, which I put in a glass jar with grass and a few pieces
of lucerne. Finding several of the insects drying their wings, I looked
for the empty pupa-cases, and succeeded in finding three or four,

which were spun up among the short herbage near the ground, but
not actually on the ground, enclosed in a very slight silken cocoon.

—

A. H. Hamm, Reading.
ACIDALIA DILUTARIA (hOLOSERICATA), partially DOUBLE-BROODED, WITH

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LARVA.—On Junc 25th last I took, in the usual
Bristol locality, about twenty specimens of A. dilHtaria (Iioloscricata),

very much worn, although in previous seasons I have found them
just coming out on that date, and in perfect condition. I kept
all the females for eggs, as they were not worth setting. They com-
menced laying at once, and altogether I obtained over three hundred
eggs. I was staying in the West of England for three weeks, and
experienced exceptionally hot weather while there, and this may
account for the larva' beginning to emerge in nine or ten days' time.
In ordinary seasons I have found them take from a fortnight to three
weeks. I fed the larv« on knotgrass, and they grew quickly at first,

but after three or four weeks seemed to feed but slowly. I then gave
my friend, Mr. W. A. Southey, about thirty larvje, which he fed up
indoors, and kept them much warmer than mine were ke})t. They
got ou rapidly, and began to pupate the first week in September, and
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the first imago emerged about September 26th. The imagines seem
to emerge at all times, day and night. The larvae spin a loose

cocoon on the surface of the earth, or if there is no earth or sand in

the pot, they spin a few leaves of the food-plant together, or any
rubbish they can find. They seem to like the bloom and seeds of the

knotgrass, and prefer it slightly withered. They are very sluggish in

their habits, A few of my larvae fed up, but the majority have settled

themselves for their winter sleep, and I fear I shall lose them, as the

knotgrass is so late in making its appearance in the spring. A large

proportion of those bred are females.—W. G. Pearce, 94, St. James'
Koad, Holloway, N. Oct. Ut/i, 1896.

Third bkoods bred in 1896,—Dr. Eiding {ante, p. 189) has
recorded one instance of a partial third brood this season {Ti'p/irosia

bistortata). I add two others from my own experience. Sfiilnsonui

fulit/i-nosa, J , captured at Sandown, July 30th ; 29 eggs laid. One
larva escaped from the breeding cage, 5 have laid up for hybernation

in the orthodox Avay, 23 pupated in the latter half of September,

From these the first two moths have emerged (indoors) this morning,
October 26th (cfr, Barrett's Lepidoptera, ii,, p. 275), Acidalia suh-

sericcata.—This species, in forward seasons, is double-brooded, at

Sandown, in a state of nature [vidi', Ent. Rec, iv., p. 278 ; viii., p. 192).

I observed a pretty full second brood in 1889, 1893 and 1896, and
an odd specimen on August 28th, 1895. A female, captured this

year, on July 31st, laid a few eggs (about 17). All but two (which

are now hybernating) fed up rapidly, pupating about September 20th,

and the imagines commenced emerging (indoors) on October 16th.—
LomsB.PRouT,F.E.S., 246, Richmond Road, Dalston. Oct. 26th, 1896.

Forcing Plusia bractea.—I captured one female Plusia bractea,

on July 11th, which laid eggs on the night of July 12th. These eggs

hatched July 19th ; another female P. bractea was captured July

20th ; she laid a few eggs on July 21st, which hatched July 28th. These
larvae were kept in a cold frame, fed on lettuce (var. " All-the-year-

round)" and groundsel [Senecio v idgnria) \\ni\\ August 31st, when they

were put into a cucumber-house, where the temperature varied between
68° and 80° Fahr. As lettuce and groundsel are both very succulent,

they soon rotted in the high temperature, and the excrement from
the larvae appeared to be too soft, so I introduced dandelion (a French
var. grown in gardens for salads), which the larvii? preferred to either

lettuce or groundsel in the high temperature, and fed up splendidly on
it. The first larva spun up on September 13th, and several more on
September 19th, and continued to do so up to the end of the month.
The first insect emerged on September 24th, and the last of 26
insects on October 15th. It appears that t'. bractea. only remains
about fourteen or fifteen days in the chrysalis state in the above high
temperature.

—

John Finlay, Morpeth.
Double-broodedness of Plusia festuc.e.—In answer to the letter

from Mr. H. Shortridge Clarke {ante, p. 215), re Pliiaiafestucac, 1 can
say that here it is always double-brooded. About four years since I

had several pupte in September, which emerged and laid their ova in

the box they were in, and in about ten days they hatched, and I kept

them some time, but did not succeed in hybernating them ; and I fancy

they do not get through the winter well, as we only find a few perfect

insects in June, but in August, every year, we find the larvic and pupte
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in plenty. This bvoocl flies at the end of August or beginning of Sep-

tember, according to the season.—-W. J. Cross, Ely. October, 1896.

In answer to Mr. H. S. Clarke's query, I saw a fine caught speci-

men of the above species, at Wicken, on June 7th last. I also took

a number of larvcne, in North Wales, during the last weeks of July,

feeding on Iris psi'iul-acorus, from which imagines emerged, between

August 6th and September 9th. I have a note that I took P. fc'stucae

in fine condition, at Wicken, on June 25th, 1889. Is it the Editor's

experience that the light form is confined to the Fen district ?—E. B.

Nevinson, F.E.S., 3, Tedworth Square, Chelsea, S.W. [Our experience

with this insect in a state of nature is somewhat limited. Will those

with more experience please reply ?

—

Ed.] .

While away from home, a specimen of Plmia festiicae emerged in

my breeding cage about September 10th, from a pupa which had been

found by a boy working in my garden.—-W. B. Thornhill, Castle

Cosey, Castle Bellingham, Ireland. October 2,5tJi, 1896.

Notes on the ovum and life-history of Phibalapteryx vittata.—
I found that Phibalapterijx vittata {li(jnata) was well out on June
3rd, and from tAvo females I obtained a nice lot of ova. One I

sleeved upon a growing plant of Galium, reriim, and she laid her eggs

on the extreme edge of the small leaves. The eggs were of a dull

primrose colour, and appeared very conspicuous. All the ova obtained

hatched out within ten days, and the larvfe rapidly fed up amongst
the dead food and the loose soil. The first moth was out on July 31st,

the remainder emerging the following fortnight. I noticed them
drying their wings between eight and nine in the morning.—S. Walker,
Edderclifi'e, Queen Anne's Road, York.

Notes on the early stages of Exodia hyperanthus.—The ova

were received from Mr. J, W. Tutt, July 15th, 1896. Pm/.—The egg

is larger than that of EpinepJuie ianira, and is of a very different shape.

It forms an irregular rounded dome, about same height as diameter

of base ; base depressed, semi-transparent, no ribbing, except

faint traces near shoulder. The top has a honeycomb appearance.

The surface smooth and shiny, but irregular. The larva eats a slit round

the shoulder. Yowkj larva.—None of the eggs hatched, but one larva

had already emerged when they came to hand ; this was placed with

young larv^B oiEpinephele ianira, and I did not again come across it until

July 23rd, when I made the following note : Very similar in appearance

to the larva of E. ianira. Head.—Brown, with very rough surface,

and rounded in shape. Body.—Thickest in middle, tapers slightly

towards head and anus ; faint traces of an anal plate ; colour, pale

brownish-green ; a broad green medio-dorsal band, and narrow sub-

dorsal lines. The lateral area greener, with pale whitish spiracular

band. The anterior trapezoidals much larger than posterior ones,

also hairs arising from them. Hairs black, long, stiff" and thorny,

curved as in E. ianira.

August 7th, 1896, (?) 2»r/ nr Srd shin.—Length, about -^^ of an
inch. Head.—Rather larger than pro-thorax, rather inclined to be

tall, and slightly notched on crown
;
pale brown, mottled with darker

;

pitted all over, the bottom of pits being dark brown. Hairs on head

are still long, stiff" and thorny ; they are not, however, so remarkable

for their large size as in earlier stages. Bod;/.— Scutellum indistinct.

A broad, very dark clear green medio-dorsal band ; dorsal area,
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whitish, with a faint greenish tint ; narrow clear green sub-dorsal

lines ; lateral area, green, with a broad whitish spiracular band.

Ventral area, whitish. The skin is very rough, has a granular

appearance. Division of segments, indistinct. Thoracic segments,

very large. Tubercles, cone-shaped, not chitinous ; hairs long, stout and

thorny. A few small secondary bairs, each arising from small tubercles,

similar to those previously mentioned, are present in this skin, but no

trace of spicules. On anal segment there are two large cone-sbapcd

processes, very like large tubercles, bearing long hairs ; they point

backwards, and project beyond the anus, giving the larva its forked

appearance at the posterior extremity. In this stage I noticed that

the spiracles were mounted on short dark-coloured stalks or tubes, in

appearance something like the partially developed feathers one finds

on young birds. The disparity in size between those on the pro-

tborax and on the Sth abdominal segment, compared with those on the

abdominal segments 1 to 7, is very striking. Probably the spiracles

are stalked in 1st skin, although I did not notice them ; at any rate,

this is the case with the larva of K. ianira in 1st stage.

September 23rd, (?) -itli Skin.—About f of an inch long. Short,

stumpy, and slug-shaped, tapering considerably towards head and

anus. The head is taller and Avider than pro-thorax ; it gives the

larva the appearance of having a neck. 1 1 fail.—Tending towards

trapezoidal shape, notched at crown, colour as before, only dark

mottlings are formed into long ovals, one on either lobe of face ; still

thickly covered with hairs. Bodij.—Of a pale wainscot-brown colour,

Avith dark medio-dorsal stripe, traces only of subdorsal stripes, and a

broad whitish lateral flange. Segments, fairly distinct ; the thoracic

segments divided into 4 sub-segments. The abdominal segments appear

to have 3 sub-segments (1 very large and 2 small), the large one, how-

ever, has a faint partial sub-division. The hairs and tubercles are in

structure and appearance as previously, but small secondaries are, I

think, more numerous. Spiracles are still mounted on stalks, but are

smaller in proportion to the size of the larva.—A. Bacot. Oct. l^t, 1896.

;^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Notes from Reading.—I have already given a note as to the early

spring collecting in this district {a)ite, p. 217). On Easter Monday I

had the pleasure of taking, for the first time, that fine species, Evdromis

versicolor, capturing one S on the wing, and finding a ? hanging to

the birch twigs, as is usual, two others being taken the same day by

friends. I also found two small batches of ova, one of 1 1 and another

of 15, laid on the small twigs of the birch. Stauropus fatji has also

turned up in some numbers, the first being taken as early as April 26th,

the earliest date of which we have any record here, and it continued

well into June. Acontin Jncliwsa, which I have already recorded as

being more than usually abundant, was well out by the middle of

May, and I have already recorded my want of success with Sesia

xphegiformis. I find the best way to obtain this species is to get on

the ground early, say between 7 and 8 a.m., and search the alder

stems carefully, when you will find the pupjE protruding ready for

emergence, or the insect actually emerged; care should be taken to

keep a virgin $ for assembling. On several occasions I have found
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pupa' protrudin.q- thomselvcs in the evening, when I carefully fit over

thcni a glass-bottomed box, and leave. Such I have generally found

in the morning emerged and safe. On one occasion it was not so,

for on visiting it in the morning I found it still protruding. Thinking it

would emerge later, 1 left it for some hours, to work a more distant

part of the wood, but on returning in the afternoon it was as I had

left it, evidently intending to emerge next day ; as I should not

be there again for a week, I did not want to leave it, so I carefully got

it out, no easy task to do Avithout injuring it, as it was so soft. I

laid it on the palm of my hand and gently cracked the pupa, when the

moth immediately freed itself from its pupa shell, and, running to the

tip of my finger, settled itself to dry and expand its wings, which
operations were completed in about 15 minutes. I find the virgin

females do not call until nearly mid-day, and those that I have taken

in cop. have always been thus taken in the afternoon, sometimes as

late as 5 p.m. Sei<ia formiciformis was again exceedingly scarce. I

had never taken Sesia ci/nij)iformis until this season, when I Avas

fortunate to find it in oak stumps. The larA'a feeds between the bark and
solid Avood, and may be easily found by the frass Avhich it throAvs out.

I should say it takes tAvo years to feed, for in stumps Avhere the trees

had been felled last year, only half-fed larvae could be found, but in

older stumps both full-fed larvre and pupte were obtained. Li'ucophaaia

slnapis Avas as plentiful as ever during May and part of June, the

second brood, var. diniensis, being fairly out by July 10th, but Avas by
no means so plentiful as in 1893. The spun-up leaA'es of the broad-

leaved salloAV yielded a few larv;^ of Tethea relusa and Cleocerh

viminalis, one of the latter, Avhich I bred, being the rare type Avith the

basal half of the fore-Avings very dark. Jjy beating blackthorn for several

hours, I obtained about a dozen larva? of Zephyrvs helulae. Sugar
has been generally unproductive and most uncertain. Some nights it

paid very AA'ell, and yet the next night the same round AA^ould be almost

a blank, although as regards' temperature, Avind, etc., identically the

same conditions prevailed. The most notable species at sugar has

been Dicyclu oo, a species of AAdiich only .two had previously been

taken here. On one or two nights it AA'as fairly plentiful. Unfortu-

nately for me, I did not go on those nights, but several of my friends

did Avell. The ab. renago Avas also taken. During July it AA^as almost

a blank, but toAvards the end it paid better, Avhen Noctua rhomholrlea

came on fairly Avell, and did so until the middle of August, Avhen it

dropped oft' suddenly. During the first AA'eek in August oneNnctua dahJii

and two Triphnena suhsequa (= orhona) Avere taken, both being neAV

to the district. The Xanthids Avere so late that it appeared at one

time that they Avould be a complete failure, although a feAv Melllnid

(jUrago and Cirrlioedia .rerampeUna Avere taken at the lamps in the

toAvn, but in October the Xanthids made an appearance, and Tilincea

{Xanthia) aurago Avas not uncommon.—A. H. Hamm, Reading.

Catocala fraxini in the Orkney Islands. — I saw a very fair

example of Catocala fraxini last week, in Orkney, taken by Mr. Jas.

L. Shaw, at the end of August, resting at the roadside betAveen Kirk-

wall and FinstoAvn. Unfortunately the thorax is quite bald, but the

Avings are in fairly good condition, considering the usage it must haA'e

got. This is the fourth specimen that I knoAv to haA-e been taken in

the north of Scotland during the past tAvelve or fifteen years, I

Avonder if they breed here ?

—

Arthur Horne, Aberdeen,
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CAtOCALA FRAXINI AND EuVANESSA ANTIOPA AT ABERDEEN. 1 heard

from a member of the Aberdeen Working Men's Natural History

Society, that the above were recorded at one of their meetings as being

taken at Aberdeen. On making enquiry, I found that the specimen of

C. fra.vini was taken on September 14th, by one of the railway

servants, resting on a wagon at the railway station. It was taken to

Mr. George Sine, naturalist. King Street, and kindly presented by him
to me. Apart from the tip of the left fore-wing being slightly damaged,

it is otherwise in good condition. The K. antiopa was likewise cap-

tured on September 14th, flying at bramble blossom in Rubislaw

Quarry, It was taken by a boy to Mr. J. Johnston, who is employed

there, and does a little collecting. I have to thank Mr. Johnston for

kindly adding it to my collection. It is in pretty good condition and

well set.

—

Arthur Horne, 52, Irvine Place, Aberdeen, N.B.

Butterflies in Norfolk.—This district is not particularly rich

in Rhopalocera, but Gonopterijx rhamni seem to have been more than

usually abundant here—the larv;e upon Rhamnus frangula being full-

fed about the end of June, at which time my search for them nearly

proved a failure, only one being found in a district, in which, judging

from appearances, they must have been common a few days earlier.

Vanessa io again appeared in numbers, where, last year, it was

scarcely to be seen. Pyrameis atalanta has also been plentiful,

freshly-emerged specimens being observed on July 20th. On the

contrary, Aglais urticae has been comparatively scarce. Last year it

was in evidence everywhere. Larvae of Notodonta zicznc, found

nearly full-grown on July 19th, produced imagines on August IGth

and 18th.—E. A. Atmore, F.E.S., King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Captures during July and August near Cheltenham.—Sugar

paid pretty well during July and the beginning of August. I took

Noctua depuncta, Iladena ahjecta, H. dissimilis (suasa), Calymnid

nfl'mis, C. diffinis, Agrotis ohscnra (ravida), A. simulans [pijrophild)^

A. ab. aquilina, Gossus ligniperda, etc. During the day-time I

captured Thecla w-alhum, Zephijrus quercus, Polygonia c-alhain,

Cyaniris nrgiolus, Pohjommatns hdlargus and P. «(/cs</s.—(Major)

R. B. Robertson, Wellington Court, Cheltenham.

Tethea retusa in Wales.—I bred three specimens of T. retvxa

from three larvfe picked off a sallow in Carmarthenshire.

—

Ibid.

CiRRHCEDiA xerampelina IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.— I captured, In the

beginning of September, four specimens of this species at rest.

—

Ibid.

Re.mung Polia xanthomista var. nigrocincta.—My experience with

the " much-advertised eggs " of/', var. » (7rortju'^a is precisely the same

as that of Mr. Christy {ante, p. 241), except that, out of fourteen ova

sent (for fifty-six perfect imagines) only five hatched. The remainder

are at the disposal of anyone who wishes for them.--H. Tunaley,

F.E.S., 30, Fairmont Road, Brixton Hill, S.W.
ScoLYTus IN Warwickshire,—A storm which passed over a part of

Warwickshire, in the early part of 1895, uprooted a very large number
of elm trees. The market was overstocked, and the timber was almost

unsaleable at the time ; consequently, an enormous quantity of trees

remained where they fell, and still lay there when, in August last, I

visited the neighbourhood of Kenilworth. One result of this has

been, that Sroh/tus destructor has had a high old time. I examined

some scores of trunks, and found the bark in every case riddled with
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the original parent borings, and filled with countless myriads of larvfe.

The holes made by the parent beetle are almost always situated in the

crevices of the bark, and the larvas are usually found in the bark,

though also on the wood. In many cases I found the whole interior

of the bark, for a space of several square feet, reduced to powder.
On August 14th I took the first perfect insects, just emerged. They
were all of small size, from If to 2 lines. The dead parent beetles,

found in the same tree, varied from 2^ to 3'"
. There are two broods,

one emerging in May— June, the other in August—• September,
the former being larger. I have noticed this difference in many
other species. There can be no doubt that, when plentiful, this

insect does attack perfectly sound and healthy trees. I fear, therefore,

that the Warwickshire elms have a bad time coming. This destruc-

tive beetle is well known in London, having destroyed many fine

elms in Kensington Gardens; and, in 1825, a fine avenue of elms in

Camberwell Grove was ruined by them. It has also done great

damage in France, Germany and Belgium. It is, therefore, to be
hoped that measures will be taken to stay its ravages, by at once
destroying the bark of the infected timber.—E. A. Elliott, 41,

Holland Park, W.
Further note on Boletobia fuliginaria at Hull.— I have

been to see the captor of the specimen of Boletobia fitlii/inaria,

recorded ante,]). 245. It is a Mr. Keeble, 3, Victor Street, Holderness
Road, Hull. He is not a collector, but he boxes insects for his

l)rother-in-law, ^Ir. Russell, Avhen he sees any. He was working all

night in the ship-yard (either on the 21st or 28th of August), when
the moth came to the light (al)out 12.20 midnight). He put it in a
match-box, laid it on one side, and it was forgotten for some days.

When he remembered it again it was dead and stift'. This accounts
for its being loose on the pin (antt', p. 246). I think it was bred in

the neighbourhood, for there is an abundance of fungi on rotten wood,
iu the timber yards, timber ponds and docks, near which it was found.
—J. W. BouLT, 9, Finsbury Grove, Fountain Road, Hull. October ISt/i,

1896.

Collecting near Bury (Suffolk) ix 1896.—On the Warrens in

the Bury neighbourhood, larvte of Dianthoecia irregulnris, ]>. car-
pophaga and Ghariclea umbra (marginata) were unusually abundant
this season. HeUothis dipsaceus was also fairly abundant in the
larval stage, chiefly on Lychnis vespertina. Both broods of Acidalia
rubricata were on the wing in fair numbers on the "\\'arrens this

season. Ghoerocampa porcellus was fairly abundant in my garden
at the blossom of Centranthus (red valerian). Hecatera serena larvJE

were also abundant on the blossom of Crepis rirens, whilst Eupithccia
iinariata and E. coronata (?) larvae have been locally common on
certain patches of Linaria and Eupatorivm respectively. Sugar has
been a failure with me this season, until the end of August, since when
MeUinia gilrago, Polia flavicincta, Ancltocelis pistacina and A. litura

have been fairly numerous, Noctua c-nigram and Agrotis segetum a
few, with only one each of Scopelosoma sateUitia and Cali/mnia

diffinis, and two or three each of Hijpena rostralis and Brotolomia
meiicidosa. The larvae of Cuc^dlia vcrbasci were in fair numbers,
and those of Krio(/aster lanestris were abundant in Norfolk, on the
roadsides between Dereham and Foulsham, whilst Plmia chn/son
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{(nirhahi'd) larviP were very scarce at Chippenham. Ut/iostfi/e i/rixeata

was rather scarce, whilst Anticlea bcrberata and Scutosia certata were in

fair abundance, both in the larval and imaginal states. Larvae of

Fidoiiia Ihnharia {innspiniata) were very scarce. I fancy this species

has been all but exterminated, as also its food-plant. The broom is

mostly very young and small, and difficult to work, and the few older

bushes do not appear to be in a fit condition to afitbrd sufficient nutri-

ment for the larvae.—F. Norgate, Bury St. Edmunds.
Anticlea sinuata in Suffolk.—I took eleven larv;e of A. sinuata

from two adjacent plants of Galium verum, but all succumbed to

parasites (two species), and careful search of acres of Galium in the

same and adjacent warrens failed to produce another larva ; but on
searching a large extent of the same plant, about sixteen miles oft',

two more larvje were obtained from the same plant, both of which
pupated.

—

Ibid.

CoLEOPTERA ix SuFFOLK.—The beautiful blue and red beetle,

Chri/somela disfinguenda has been numerous on Linaria (yellow

toadflax). I took one Ocijpns ci/ancus here, and a friend sent me
six Ithlpiphorus [^[l'ta^'(^^'Us'j parado.tus from one wasp's nest near

Bury.

—

Ibid.

Tenby in June.—I spent the first fortnight of June at Tenby, and
found sugar very productive, Agrotis ripae, Mamestra albicolon and
Leucania iittoralis turning up in numbers.—(Rev.) E. C. Dobree
Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton, Tewkesbury.

Food-plant for T^niocampa miniosa.—Have any lepidopterists

tried the large oak-galls for feeding T. miniosa larvae ? I brought a

great number back from the New Forest, and they grew to a large size

when fed upon this food, which they preferred to fresh oak-leaves. The
large rough galls were very plentiful this year, and as the larvae

seemed to like them so much, it was an easy way of satisfying their

voracious appetites, the galls keeping juicy longer than leaves.—D.

L. BrouctHton, Doddington, Nantwich.

Late appearances.—Although insects were unusually early this

year, I was surprised to find they remained flying long after their

usual time. For instance, when I was sugaring at Ramnor, in the New
Forest (not Ranmore, as printed ante, p. 217), on September 10th, I

took a specimen of Catocala sponm, and on September 29th, a specimen

of Boarmia consortaria. Of course both were in poor condition.

I found both larviB and imagines scarce in the Forest, on account of

the wet, but as soon as the ivy was in flower many insects put in an
appearance, r/:., Xijlina socia, Srojiclo.snina satellitia, DicJionia

(ijiiiliiui, Xj/lina rhiziditha, Onhudia vaccinii, (). lif/ida (spadicea),

McUinia rircellaris, Miselia o.ri/aranthac, Anchorelis pistacina, Hadena
jiinti-a, Anrhucdix macilenta, A. rujina, ('it>-ia fulvat/o, Cidaria

psittacata, etc. Several larvae of Demas conjli, Th-cpana nnf/uiada, two
of Hi'temienea liinarodef;, and also three of Crnira furcida, occurred in

October. These last must have been very late, as I had two which
pupated in August.—W. J. Caoss, Ely. October 20t/t, 1896.

Second broods of Lepidopteka. — A specimen of Leiocampa
dictaenidex came to light on August 10th. Lvjdia adnstata, ova sent

me from Chichester, and sleeved out in the open, produced a second

l)rood at the end of August.— (Rev.) C. D. Ash, M.A., Skipwith
Vicarage, Selby, Yorks.
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SOCIETIES.
Entomological Society of London.— November ith, 1896.

—

Cast

NYMPH-SKINS OF DEAGON-FLiEs.—Ml' McLachlaii exhibited a collection

of the cast nymph-skins of more than one-third of the species of

European Dragon-flies from the Department de I'lndre, France, sent

to him by Mons. Rene Martin. Two or three of the species had been

reared in an aquarium, but the identification of most of them has

been secured by finding the imago drying its wings in the immediate

vicinity of the cast skin. Aberrations of Acidalia makginepunctata.

—Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a long series of Acidalia laart/inepwictata,

taken on the sea-coast at Eastbourne, Sussex, during the past eight

summers. The series included examples of a bone-coloured form

with slightly indicated transverse markings ; others much dusted with

black scales, giving them a deep grey tone, with well-developed

markings ; and sundry forms intermediate between the two ; also

three taken this year, in which the whole of the wings, with the

exception of a pale submarginal line, is densely covered with

scales, giving them a similar appearance to the so-called "black"
forms that are found among some of the species oiBoarmia and TepJtrusia.

Aberration in the elytra of a female Dytiscus circumcinctus.—
Mr, Horace St. John Donisthorpe exhibited a female specimen of

Di/tivcus circumrinctus, Ahr., with elytra resembling in form those of

the male. He said the specimen had been taken in Wicken Fen in

August last. Mellinia ocellaris at Southend.—Mr. Tutt exhibited

a specimen of Mdlinia ucdlaris, recently taken near Southend,

together with a specimen of M. (jilva<iu for comparison. Argyresthia

ATMORiELLA. —He also exhibited four specimens of An/i/n'sthia atiiio-

riiila, taken by Mr. Atmore, last June, at Lynn, Norfolk. Pupa-case

OF Thymelicus lineola.—He also exhibited a pupa-case of T/njiiniicm

liiu'oJa, from the Essex salt marshes. He d:dw attention to the

structural characters exhibited by it, and pointed out that it diflered

markedly from the pupa of Pamiildla comma, exhibited at the last

meeting. These structural differences led him to suggest that the

separation of the old genus IIcsj)eria (as still maintained by some
British lepidopterists) into Pamjthila &ndi T/n/iiuiicH.s, should be insisted

upon. Melampias pharte and M. melampus.—Mr. Tutt also ex-

hibited a long series of a Melampias which he had captured at Le
Lautaret, in the Dauphine Alps, at an elevation of 7,000-8,000 feet.

He observed that the specimens exhibited were peculiar in some very

important particulars, combining some of the characteristics of Krchia

{Melampias) melampus, and M. pharte. He said his attention had
been first drawn to this form by some fine examples, captured by
Dr. Chapman and himself on Mont de la Saxe in 1895. Compared
with the Tyrolean examples of M. vielampus, this form showed a

tendency to a lengthening of the fore-wings and to an obsolescence of

the black dots, thus approaching M. pharte ; but the females presented

none of the typical characters of the female of M. pharte. On the

whole, he felt satisfied that the ]\Iont de la Saxe specimens were a

form of M. melamjnis. Mr. Elwes observed that, though all the Conti-

nental butterflies had been so long studied by P^uropean entomologists,

he did not think the form exhibited by Mr. Tutt had been hitherto

noticed. He considered that ]\Ir. Tutt had made out his case, and he

agreed in the conclusion at which he had arrived. Mr. McLachlan,
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Hei'i- Jacoby, and Professoi" Meldola continued the discussion. Aber-
ration OF AciDALiA MARGiNEPUNCTATA.—Ml'. E. Eniest Green exhibited

a typical specimen of Eplnjra omicronaria, together with what he
believed to be a remarkable melanic variety of the same species, taken

by Dr. Dudley Wright, at Pegwell Bay, near Ramsgate, in September
last. Some of the Fellows present, after an examination of the

specimen, expressed an opinion that it was a variety of Acidalia

inaniincpunrtata, and not of E^iht/ra omicronaria.—November 18th,

1896.^Tephrosia bistortata and T. crepuscularia, etc.—Mr. Tutt
exhibited a series of the ochreous form of Teplinmn bistortata, Goetze,

known as ab. ahietaria, Haw., captured by Mr. Mason in March, 1895
and 1896, near Clevedon, Somerset ; also a series of the second brood
of the same species (ab. consunnria, St.), bred from ova laid by the

Clevedon specimens. He also exhibited a series of Tephrosia cre-

puscularia, Hb. [biundiilaria, Esp.), taken by Dr. H. H. Corbett, at

Doncaster ; a peculiar variety of /i/j^yjavc/fm semele, captured by Mr.
H. S. Clarke, near Ramsey, Isle of Man ; also a series of Plusia

hractea, bred by Mr. J. Finlay, of Morpeth, from ova laid in July last.

The eggs and larv.'e had been subjected to forcing treatment, with the

resiilt that the moths emerged in October. Mr. Tutt also exhibited a very

dark specimen of I'olia chi ab. oliracea, captured at Meldon Park,

Morpeth, by Mr. Finlay. Development of wings in the Coccid/E.— Dr.

Sharp called attention to Mr. Ernest Green's plates of the Cuccidae, of

Ceylon, which were exhibited on a screen in the room, and said that

he was inclined to consider the ('occidac as a distinct order of insects,

but at present the evidence was hardly sufiticient to warrant this. He
asked Mr. Green if he could give him any information with regard to

the development of the wings in the male. Mr. Green said that in

the males of the Coccidac the wings first appeared in the penultimate

stage as small projections on the sides of the thorax. These wing-

pads grew to a certain extent without any further ecdysis. Though
the insect was then quite inactive, and took no food during this stage,

the rudimentary wings and legs were free from the body, and were

capable of some slight movement. After the final ecdysis the wings
of the imago were fully expanded, and assumed their natural position

before the insect left the sac, or puparium, in which the resting stage

had been passed. Mr. McLachlan and others continued the dis-

cussion. Insect-catching spiders.—Mr. Bethune-Baker exhibited a

yellow spider from Orotava, which was of the exact colour of the

flowers that it usually rested upon, and which had been observed to

catch Vancsaids which settled on these flowers. Mr. Barrett said he
had noticed a spider with the same habit on the Ox-eye Daisy in

Surrey. Mr. Bethune-Baker also exhibited a very curious dark

variety of Arctia caja, bred by Mr. Moore. Injury to bristles by

Tinea biselliella.— Professor Meldola stated that it had been of late

found difficult to store bristles in the City, owing to the ravages of a

moth, of which he exhibited living specimens of the larvte and pupae.

Mr. Barrett said that the moth was Tinea biselliilla. Mr. Blandford

stated that the bisulphide of carbon treatment might be found to be

of advantage if it were practicable, but more would have to be

ascertained with regard to the extent and character of the ravages

before anything could be determined upon. Mr. Merrifield, Mr. Green,

and others took part in the discussion which followed. Formalin as a

preventive of mould.—Mr. Blandford called attention to the use of
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formalin as a preventive of mould, and said that it would probably be

found of use in insect collections ; an object once sprayed Avith this

substance never became mouldy afterwards. Professor Meldola said

that formalin was another name for a solution of formic aldehyde : it

is now much used in the colour industry, and is, therefore, produced
on a large scale.

The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—November 3rd, 1896.

—

Insects from Wisbech.—Mr. Oldham ex-

hibited tlmia iota, P. chrysitis (larger and darker than usual), and
Euchlo'e cardaiiiine-s, with the central spot very small, all from Wis-
bech. Aberrations.—Mr. H. H. May exhibited Boaiinia repandata,

ab. conversaria (3 S^ and 3 J ), taken at Lyndhurst, June, 1896. Also

a male Himcra pennaria, having the wings suffused with smoky brown,
and the apical white spot rather larger than usual ; and a $ A(jrotis

exdainatioHts with confluent stigmata. Egg of Pamphila comma.— Mr.
Bacot said he had opened an egg of Paiupliila comma on October 11th

last, and had found the young larva fully developed within. Pup^e of

Papilio biachaon.—He also read the following notes on pupae of

Papilio machaon :

—" During the past season I had some larvre of

Papilio machaon. They were fed up on carrot-tops, in a hat-box, with

a small muslin-covered opening in the lid to admit light and air.

Three or four fastened themselves upon carrot stems, and produced

green pupaD. Three attached themselves to a red terracotta flour-

pan (exhibited), and turned to grey pupte, strongly shaded with dark

brown. The remainder (seven) pupated on the white sides and top

of the box, and were in every case of the grey form, though varying

greatly as to the extent and depth of the brown shading, one being

dirty white rather than grey, with hardly a trace of darker shading on
it." Mellinia ocellaris in Essex.—Mr. Tutt exhibited a specimen of

M. octilaris, and read the following notes :
—" The specimen exhibited

was captured by Mr. F. Whittle, in September, 1894, who writes :

—

' I send for your inspection a fine specimen of M. <iilra(io. I suppose

it is (lilvaijo, not ocellaris, although its superior wings are sharply

falcate, and there is a conspicuous white spot at the base of the

reniform. M. ijilvaijo was not uncommon at the time.' There is no
doubt that it is M. ocellaris. The fact that the British individuals of

Mellinia ocellaris are almost always taken where M. (/ilra[/o occurs, leads

me to refer to a quotation from The Brit. Noctuae and their Varieties,

vol. iv., p. 122. This relates to a statement by Fuchs, who says :

—

' My own captured (/ilvat/o and ocellaris, however, lead me to believe

in the identity of these species, as I have one [/ilra;/u with the tips of

the fore-wings acutely pointed as in ocellaris. All my specimens,

both of !/ilvai/o and ocellaris, have been taken in the noted poplar

avenue of Hamburg, where nilrai/o is the rarer, and ocellaris the

commoner species. The freshly-emerged specimens were taken on the

trunks of poplars during the afternoon' (Stett. Knt. Zeit., \ol. x\i\.,

p. 264)." Mr. Tutt said that, in his opinion, the species were abun-
dantly distinct, and he exhibited a typical specimen of Mellinia (jilraf/o

for comparison. Isle of Man insects.—Mr. Tutt exhibited, for Mr.
H. Shortridge Clarke, a box of insects from the Isle of Man, com-
prising, among others, Hipparchia semele, a male specimen of the ab.

addenda, Zijgaena trifolii, Ai/rotis corticea, A. resti>iialis, A. tritiei,

Pseudoterpna pruinata, Relotropha leucostii/ma, Epunda Inttdenta
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ab. sc'di, Hadoia conthiua, Caradrina tdra.raci, AnclioccHs nifina,

Purt/u'sia siniilis, etc. ; also an aberration of Abraxas //rassulariata, with

very strong black and orange markings, and a female aberration of

Atiiphidasi/s hctidan'a, in which the usual black peppering was absent,

the whitish ground colour, with only the traces of the ordinary trans-

verse lines, giving the specimen a strange appearance. The type

occurs in the Isle of Man. Bombyx quercus and Bombyx callun.e.—
Capt. Thompson re-opened the discussion on these insects, and said

that he had, since he read his paper in May last, looked up the

Zoohii/ist, 1847, for Palmer's description of B. callnnae, but found that,

although there was a very complete description of the early stages,

there was no mention of the imago. The antennae, however, were

somewhat fully dealt with. Mr. J. C. Warburg stated that the data

given by Palmer did not prove to be correct when a number of

specimens were carefully examined. Mr. Warburg exhibited a very

long series of B<»iihi/j- qiicn-m and Bdwbj/.v spartii, from Cannes. He
stated that he had separated the larva? by certain markings mentioned

by Milliere, Constant and Guenee, as being characteristic, but that

certain larvae might be classed with either group, and, as a result, he

failed to find any clear distinction between the imagines bred from the

larvae thus selected. Mr. W. Hewett, of York, sent a very interesting

series of specimens, consisting of— (1) nine female caUnnac, all bred

specimens, selected from a great number of females, and including a

very striking pale aberration, another without the whitish band on
the hind-wings, also a male with the bands sufi'used with olive

colour
; (2) eight male calhumc, bred, and two male ijucrcm, one from

Beverley, Yorks, and the other from York ; also a half-grown larva

of callunae, and two cocoons of calhinai . Mr. Hewett notes :
—" I do

not possess any cocoons of B. quercus, but those that I have seen have

been lighter than those of i>. caUunae. Mr, Nicholson exhibited a

series of 1 c? and 6 $ , undoubted quercm, bred from a female, taken,

newly emerged, on a gate-post on top of the clifi's, at Overstrand,

near Cromer, 26th July, 1894 ; 4 males, attracted by her, were

also shown ; also a pair of Yorkshire caUunac, and a specimen

taken flying over a heathy bit of land at Ringwood, Hants,

probably in August, 1880. The date of this capture was uncer-

tain, but Mr. Nicholson remembered that Hipparchia t:i'iiu'h' was on

the wing, and in good condition, when the specimen was taken. This

specimen united several of the characteristics supposed to distinguish

quercns and callunae. Also a series of one <? and six $ , undoubted
caUunae, bred from a female, captured at dusk, while ovipositing,

flying along a grassy, herbage-covered bank between two fields, at

Pwllheli, N, Wales, July 17th, 1895. There was no moorland or

heathy ground near, and the land round about was only a foot or

two above sea-level. The larvje of both broods were hatched about

the same time after the eggs were laid, and were treated in exactly

the same way, being kept indoors in a warm room, and fed at first

on willow, bramble, and hawthorn, and afterwards on privet and ivy,

till full fed. The qiieiriis pupated during January, 1895, and the

first imago (a female) appeared on June 4th, 1895. The callunae

had all pupated before Christmas, 1895, and the first imago (a

female) emerged April 4th, 1896. A good many larvit of botli broods

died, and only about a dozen cocoons in each case were produced

;
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the (juercm which did not emerge were found to be all males, and were
apparently unable to escape from the pupae ; the cnUunae which did

not emerge were found not to have pupated at all, the larvie having
dried up in the cocoon. The cocoons of both broods were exactly

similar in colour, but in each brood they varied from dark brownish-
black to greyish ; none were yellow. Mr. Nicholson did not notice

any difference between the larvEe of the two broods in any stage
;

there was certainly no marked difference, and the ova were similar.

Commenting on the material exhibited, Mr. Nicholson said that there

did not seem to be a single character in the imago sufficiently con-
stant, as far as he could see, to infallibly differentiate qncn-iis from
callwiae, or calhmae from spartU, although, generally speaking, the

two latter seemed, on the whole, darker than quercus, and more
closely allied to each other than to it. It seemed to him that the

three so-called species were, in all probability, simply local or racial

varieties of one species, and Mr. Tutt's remarks would appear to con-
firm or, at any rate, strengthen this view. Mr. Prout stated that he
had found a female raUunac (?) drying its wings on a plant of heather
{(\dluna), at the end of July, 1894, near Lyndhurst. Mr. Home (of

Aberdeen) sent for exhibition a representative series of Aberdeenshire
callwiae, consisting of eight males and ten females. Two of the males
were of a dark buff" colour, with the usual markings rather darker
buff". These were justly admired. Mr. Bayne asked if anyone
knew whether there was any form corresponding to caUunae found
in mountainous localities on the Continent. Mr. Warburg said

he thought Milliere would have described it, if such a form
existed. Mr. Tutt, however, stated most distinctly that B. calhmae
occurred in the mountainous districts of Southern Europe. He
said that he captured a larva in August, 1894, on Mont de
la Saxe (above Courmayeur), that it spun in due course the
following month, and produced a fine typical female calhmae the
following summer. Mr. Bacot exhibited specimens, and read the

following notes :
—" 2 <? s. Pupae received from Aberdeen Nov. 1894,

emerged June, 1895, as typical calhmae. 2 $ s. Larvae taken on
Exmoor, Aug., 1890, hybernated as pupte and emerged May, 1891,
one a cripple, the other a pale callunae form. 1 $ . Taken on Lundy
Isle, Devon, Aug., 1887 (typical querciln). 1 5 . Larva taken at

Folkestone, Aug., 1891, hybernated as pupa and emerged the following
year, in 1892 (? June), as typical querent. 1^. Taken at Lyme,
Dorset, July, 1893 = typical ca//»/tae upper side, tends rather to quercus

coloration underneath. 1 ^ . Larva received from St. Anne's-on-Sea
in May, 1892 ; emerged same year, and resembles the last. 1 <? , 2 $ s.

Larvae taken in Essex, May, 1894, emerged July, 1894, as typical

quercus. The basal patch is probably a remnant of the inner or basal

band, B. trifnlii, representing a transition form between callunae and
B. ruhi. It (the basal patch) appears to be present in nearly the
whole of the callunae exhibited, and is absent in all the quercus, save
one specimen, exhibited by Mr. Prout, from Southend, and others from
St. Anne's-on-Sea ; none of Mr. Warburg's South of France quercus

and spartii showing the slightest trace of this marking." Mr.
Garland exhibited two female Bmuhiix qiiereus, bred from pup;^ found
at Eastbourne, the lower specimen being nearly colourless in the hind-
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wings, but somewhat crippled ; also two female Pohjinmnatm ir.arus,

the top specimen taken at Riddlesdown, 1896, the wings being of a

brighter blue than usual ; the second specimen, taken at High
Beach, 1896, having the fore-wings splashed with streaks of white,

and of a bright blue colour.

Nov. 17th, 1896.

—

Insects from Wisbech. — Mr. Oldham:
2 Choerocampa elpenor, taken with other insects, flying round the

flowers of Ceraftm iusitanica (Portugal laurel) and honeysuckle,

at Wisbech ; also BomhyliuK major (the Bee-fly), from the same
locality. Spilosoma fuliginosa.—Mr. S. J. Bell : a bred series of

Spilosoma fnJiijinnm, from Yorkshire ova, one slightly malformed
specimen showing a tendency towards yellow, instead of red, on the

hind-wings. Second brood of Arctia caia.—Mr. Bate : specimens of

a second brood of Arctia caia, bred by himself and Mr. Shields from
eggs laid by a female, taken at Woodford, Essex ; in most of the

specimens the red on the hind-wings was more or less tinged with

yellow, and in one female the red was almost entirely replaced by
yellow. Ennomos autumnaria.— Mr. Garland : 3 S" and 2 $
Knnouios auUuimaria, bred by himself from larvae obtained from
Messrs. J. and W. Davis, of Dartford, who reared them from eggs,

laid by a Deal specimen ; also cocoon, pupa-shell and eggs of the

species ; the latter strongly resembled those of K. quercinaria as

regards shape, colour, and manner of deposition. Tephrosia crepus-

culakia (biundularia) and T. bistortata (crepuscularia). —Mr. Tutt

exhibited a very fine series of T. hiunduJiria, captured by Dr. Corbett,

in the neighbourhood of Doncaster, in May and June (1898-1895).

The specimens exhibited a very wide range, from the whitish typical

form, to the dark ab. delamerensis ; also, for comparison, a series of

Tepltrosia bistortata var. abietaria, Haw., taken by Mr. Mason, of

Clevedon, Somerset, in March, 1891-1895, and a series of the second

brood form oiT. bistortata, var. consonaria, St., bred in June last, by
himself, from Clevedon eggs. Orrhodia vaccinii, ab. obscura.—
Mr. Tutt exhibited, on behalf of Dr. Riding, some dark specimens of

I), vaccinii, and pointed out how parallel the variation appeared

to run with that of (>. cri/t/irocepJiala ab. t/Iahra. Plusia bractea

bred in autumn.—Mr. Tutt then exhibited a series of Plusia bractea,

bred by Mr. J. Finlay, of Morpeth, from eggs laid in July last, the

larvie having been forced in order to procure autumnal specimens.

He also exhibited a specially dark aberration of Polia chi ab. olivacea,

taken at Morpeth, by the same gentleman. New Zealand Psychid. —
j\Ir. Tutt also exhibited some cases of a Psychid (Liothnla oiintirora)

which he had received from Mr. W. W. Smith, of Ashburton, New Zea-

land. This appeared to be the nearest approach to the " basket worms "

(described in Kiit. Bee, vol. vii. No. 6) found in that country.

Hybrid Smerinthus ocellatus-populi. Mr. Bacot, on behalf of

himself and Mr. J. A. Clark : 3 hybrids between Smerinthus

ocellatus and N. populi, bred by them ; also the parents, and
typical specimens of each species. Mr. Bacot read, " Notes on hybrid

Siiierint/ius ocellatns-popuii," illustrating his remarks by means of the

specimens exhibited, and drawings of the genitalia, prepared by Mr.

F. N. Pierce, of Liverpool, and kindly lent for the occasion.
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"Record" Exchange List of British Butterflies.

RHOPALOCERA.

Super-family : HESPERIDES.
Family : HESPEKID.E.

Sub-family : Hespekinv^.

Tribe : Hesperidi.

Nisoniades, Hb., tages, L.

Syrichthus, Bclv., malvce, L.

Tribe: Pdinphilidi.

Pamphila, Fab., sylvanns, Esp.

comma, L.

Thymelicus, Hb., actteon, Esp.

lineola, Ochs.

thaumas, Hufn.

Tribe : Cijclopidi.

Carterocephalus, Ld., palfemon. Pall.

Super family PAPILIONIDES.

Division : Lycaenida.

Family : LYC.ENID.E.

Sub-family : Lvc.i^.NiN.ii:.

Tribe : (7; ri/sojilid nidi.

Chrysophanus, Hb , dispar, Haw.

phheas, L.

Tribe : Liicacnidi.

LycEEna, Fab., avion, L.

Cupido, Schrk., minima, Fuess.

Nomiades, Hb., semiargus, Kott.

Polyommatus, Latr., corydon, Poda

bellargas, Pott.

icarus, Pott.

astrarche, Bgstr.

Plebeius, Linn., a^gon, Sehiff.

Everes, Hb., argiades. Pall

Cyaniris, Dalm., argiolus, L.

Lampidsf?, Hb,, boetica, L.

Tribe : Thcdidi.

Callophrys, Billberg, rubi, L.

Zephyrus, Dalm., quercus, L.

betnlffi, L.

Thecla, Fab., w-album, Kn.

pruni, Tj.

Family : LEMONIID.E.

Sub-family : Nemeobiin-.?e.

Tribe : Xeiin-obiidi.

Nemeobius, St., lucina, L.

Division : Papilionida.

Family : PAPILIONID.E.

Sub-family : P.^riMONix.B.

Tribe : J'apilioiiidi.

Papilio, Linn., machaon, L.

Family : PIERID.E.

Sub-family : Pierin-F..

Tribe : Aporidi.

Aporia, Hb , crataegi, L.

Tiibe : I'ieridi.

Pieris, Schrk., brassicte, L.



vapa?, L.

napi, Ij.

tlaplidice, L.

Tribe : Anthomridi.

Euchloe, HI)., cai'damines, L.

Leucophasia, St., sinapis, L.

Tribe : Bhodoceridi.

Colias, Fab., hyale, L.

edusa, Fab.

Gonepteryx, Leach, rhamni, L.

Family: NYMPHAIJD.E.

Sub-family : Nyjiph.\lix.e.

Tribe : Arm/iuiidi.

Dry as, Hb., paphia, L.

Argynnis, Fab., lathonia, L.

adippe, L.

aglaia, L.

Brenthis, Hb., euphrosyne, L.

selene, Sehiff.

Tribe : Melitdfidi.

Melitffia, Fab., athalia, Uott,

cinxia, Ij.

aurinia, Rott.

Tribe : Yunaoiidi.

Vanessa, Fab., io, L.

Euvanessa, Scud., autiopa, L.

Aglais, Hb., urticae, L.

Eugonia, Hb., polychloros, L.

Polygonia, Hb., c-album, L.

]')Taiiieis, lib , cardni, Ti.

atalanta, L.

Tribe : Xiiiiiplndidi.

Limenitis, Fab., sibylla, L.

Sub-family : D.ix.ux.F,.

Tribe : Dminidi.

Anosia, Hb., archippus, L.

Family : SATYEID.E.

Sub-family: Apatukin.^.

Tribe : Aimturidi.

Apatura, Fab., iris, L.

Sub-family : Satyrin.*;.

Tribe : Pararqidl.

Pararge, Hb., megaera, L.

egeria, L.

Tribe : Hipparcliiidi.

Hipparchia, Fab,, semele, L.

Sub-family : EKEriiix.T-;.

Tribe : KpinepheUdi.

Epinephele, Hb., janira, L,

tithonus, Ij.

Tribe : ( (ii'iioiii/iiijihidi.

C(enonympha, Hb., tiphon, Rott.

pamphilus, li.

Enodia, Hb., hyperanthus, L

Tribe : Krrhlidi.

Erebia, Dalm., Kthiops, Esp.

Melampias, Hb., epiphron, Knoch.

Melanargia, Meig., giilatea, L.





Recent Alterations in the British List

for Labelling.

Citria, Hb.

fiiiviigo, Fall,

falvago, Tjinii.

Tiliacea, Tatt.

citvago, liinii.

aurai^'o. Fab.

I
Melliiiia, Hb.

[

}j;il^''i^go, Esp.

ocellaiis, Bkh.

circellaiis, Hufn.

Xanthia, Hb.

paleacea, Esp.

Family: APATELID.E.

Sub-family ; ACRONYCTIN.E

Tribe; CUSPIDl.

AcRONicTA, Ochs.

LEi>ORi\.\, Linn.

Al'ATEL.\, Hb.

.\ci';i!is, Linn.

Ct'wPii)i.\, Chaj)!!.

irKCKVCK 1>H AI,.V. Fa 1 >.

Hyik.ma. Hb.

STIlKiOSA, Fai).

TlU.KNA. Hb.

I'si, Linn

Tuinicxs. ScJiilL

JOCHE^RA, Hb.

Ar,\i, Linn.

Tribe : YIMINIDL

Pharetka, Hb.

AURICOM.V, Fal).

MEXYAXTHIDIS, VieW.

Eui'HOKKia:, Fab.

car. MYRiCiE, G.

KUiiici.s, Linn.

ALDOVENOSA, Gl'iZC.

Tribe ; BISULCHJI.

CuANioPHORA, Snell.

EiGUSTRi, Linn.
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All Goods at Sioro Trices.

SPECIAL. INDEX
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The Entomologist's Record & Journal ofVariation
Contains every reference to every insect mentioned in the Volume.

VOL. III. VOL. IV. VOL. V.
By (Miss)M.KiMBER,F.E.s. Lepidoptera by H.E.Page, f.e.s. Lepidoptcraby G.B.Koutledge, f.e.s.

Other Orders by G. A. Lewcook. Other Orders by G. A. Le wcocii.
VOL. VI. VOL. VII.

By .J. W. Tutt, F.e.s. By G. B. Routlkdge, F.E.S.
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New Cross, S.E.
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The Back Volumes (I. -VIII.) of TJie E)itomolofiist's Record, dr., can be obtained at 7s. 6d.

per Volume. " Special Index" to Vols. III., IV., V., VI., VII. and VIII., price I- each.

Single Back Numbers of Vols. I. -VIII. can be obtained at double the published price,

from H. E. Page, F.E.S.. 25, Casella Koad. New Cross. S.E.

Vol. IX. will corr>mence with the next number—Jan. 15th.

All Exchange Magazines must in future be forwarded to J. W. Tutt,
Westcombe Hill, Blackheath. S.E.

Reprints of Articles or Notes (long or short) appearing in this Magazine can be arrangedl

for by Authors at a very low price, on application to Mr. H. E. Page, F.E.S.,

25, Casella Road, New Cross, S.E.

KT orrxc e: .

Subscribers are kindly requested to observe that subscriptions to Tits Entomologist's Record, &c.
are payable in advance. The Subscription (including an extra shilling for the Special Index to VoU
VIII., to save trouble) is Seven Shillings, and must be sent to Mr. H. E. Page, 25, Casella Road»
New Cross, S.E. Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to J. W. Tutt.

Advertisements of Books and Insects for Sale will be inserted at a minimum charge of 2s. 6d>
(for four lines). Longer Advertisements in proportion. A reduction made for a series. Particulara
of Mr. H. E. Page, 25, Casella Road, New Cross, S.E.

Subscribers who change their addresses must report the same to Mr. H. E. Page, 25, CaseUa.
Boad, New Cross, S.E., otherwise their magazines will probably be delayed.

--HH
[Exchanges, which should consist only of the specific names of Duplicates and Desiderata, are

inserted for Subscribers without charge so long as there is available space, but they MUST NOT
be written on Post or Letter Cards, the inconvenience arising from which is very great. No e.xact
limit is placed on the length of lists of Duplicates, but lists of Desiderata should be as short as possible.
Entomological Books wanted may also be inserted in this column.]

[The Editor wishes to state that the publication of Exchanges, Advertisements, etc., in this
Magazine, is in no way to be taken as a guarantee of the authenticity, good condition, &c., of th&
specimens. This Notice is not inteu'led to throw doubt upon the bona fides of Advertisers, etc., bub
to free the Editor from responsibility, should the pi'ivilege be abused.] Marked * are bred. N.B.—Ex-
change Lists addressed to J. W. Tutt, Westcombe HOI, S.E., must be received before the 6th, for
publication on the 15th, and before the 20th for publication on the 1st.

Exchange Baskets.—New members wanted. Rules sent on application.

Exchange Baskets.—Nov. 2nd, No. '\.—Messrs. Mousley, Christy, Page, Bayne,.
Norgate, Bowles. Buchan, Studd, Mason, Fenn, Moberly, Finlay. Oct. 23rd, No. Q.—~
Messrs. Moberly, Cheeseman, Studd, Finlay, Christy, Ash, Maddison, Mason,
Brown, Eichardson, Bowles, Mera, Webb. Nov. 2nd, No. 3-—Messrs. Beadle,.

Walker, Robertson, Whittle, Home, Riding, Atmore, Hamm, Corbett, Finlay, Richardson.
Nov. 14th, No. 4--—Messrs. Fox, Robertson, Warburg, Ash, Cannon, Webb, Christy,

Hall, Robinson, Riding. Oct. 31st, No. 5-—Messrs. Norgate, Fenn, Broughton, Fox,
Robertson, Dalglish, Mason, Williamson, Studd, Maddison, Whittle.

Desiderata (for cash).—Eggs or young larvae (the younger the better) of the following

species from the warmer parts of Italy, etc. ;—Machaon* (from spring parents), Daplidice,

Bella, Edusa, Cleopatra, Phlseas,* Egea,* Syllius, Egeria, Urticce (if approaching the
ichnusa form). From 100 to 200 of each species desired and, where practicable, from the
same parent. Such as will form only summer pupae (i.e., non-hybernating pupaa) by far

the more desirable. Those marked thus * specially wanted.

—

F. J. MerriHeld, 24, Vernon
Terrace, Brighton.

Dtiplicates.—Dahlii, Ravida, Xerampelina, Suspecta,* Cordigera, Trepidaria, Lobulata
(banded), Gothicina, Chi, Ulmata,* Falcula,* Flavicornis, Piniperda, Adusta, Instabilis

(vars.), Rubricosa, Nigricans, Blandiata, Strobilana. Desiderata.—Fine to renew (on
black pins), W-album, Alsus, Agestis, Argiolus 2 > Alveolus, Sylvanus, Comma, Actaeon,
Aureola, Helveola, Quadra, Complana, Bombyliformis, Myopaeformis, Formicaeformis, D.
pinastri, Scolopacina, Aceris, Grossulariata (r rs.) and others.

—

T. Maddison, South Bailey,
Durh'ivi.

Duplicates.—Ova of Autumnaria (Alinaria), and pupte of Strataria (Prodromaria).

—

Desiderata.—Exulans, Praecox, also numerous ova and pupas. Only line and medium set
insects accepted, with data and locality. Black pins.— G. R. Garland, 94, Sedgwick Road,
Leyton, Esse.r.

Wanted.—A copy of the " Lepiclopterist's Calendar," by Joseph Merrin. Cash
or exchange.

—

G. R. Garland, 94, Sedijwirk Road, Leijton, Essex.

Duplicates.—Zonaria, Edusa, Tipuliformis, Reclusa,* M. rubiginata (Irish), Cas-
trensis $ ,* Margaritellus (Irish), Ulmata (I. of Man),* Ypsilon.* Desiderata.—Ova :

Monacha, P. populi, Apiciaria. Pupte : Pictaria, Dolobraria, Porata, Punctaria,
AfHnitata, Pumilata, Coronata, Albicillata, Rivata, Pulveraria, Ridens, Tridens, Pinastri,

Putris, Adusta, and many others.

—

Colonel Fartrid<ie, 20, Hornscy Rise Gardens, Grouch
End.

Desiderata.—Live cocoons of Asiatic Saturniides wanted. Address with price to

—

A. R. Grote, Roeiner Museum, Hildeshei)ii, Germany.



Duplicates.—Lineola, Turca, Absinthii, Carpophaga, Dysodea, Cuprealis, Sticticalis,

Cilialis, Decrepitalis, Myelins, Palealis, etc. Desidcmti.—Rubrotibiella, Ficella, Semirufa,
Hieracii, etc.

—

J. B. Hodgkimtoii, Roaebenj Hoii^e, Aaliton-oii-Ribble.

Diq)licates.—Arion, Galii, Strigosa, Auricoma, Subsequa, Nigiocincta, Erythocephala,
Scrophularia;, Sicula, Bractea, Reticulata, and others (two each). Desiderata.—Ambigua,
Lapponaria, Gemmiferana, Ocellaris.

—

J. B. Hodgkinxon, Rosehery House, Ashton-on-Rihhle.
DupUcatex.—Irish : Sinapis, Argiolus, Aurinia,* Hyperanthus, Egeria, Paphia, Urtieae,*

Napi, Eapffi, Alexis, lo,* Brassicse,* Cardamines, Janira, Prunaria, Populata, Montanata,
Mensuraria, Cratregata, Crepuscularia, Repandata, Elutata, Chferophyllata, Atomaria,
Lunaria, Hectus, Russula J , Festiva, Gemina, Pronuba {vars.), Gothica {pars.), Cruda,
Oculea, Litura, Nebulosa, Orbona, Strigilis, Polyodon, Meticulosa, Blanda ; English

:

Comma, Polychloros, Corydon, Adonis, Testudo, Lubricipeda. Desiderata.—Numerous.
(Rev.) W. W. Flemyng, Cooljin, Portlaw, co. Waterford.

Duplicates.—L. comma, Morpheus, Rumicis,* Testacea, Gemina, Nigricans, Typica,
Literosa, Augur, Impura, Lubricipeda,* Flavago,* Nictitans, Oculea, Albulata, Populata,
Jacoboese. Desiderata. — Hyale, Betulae, W-album, Pruni, Minima, Argiolus, .Egon,
Astrarche, Lucina, Sibylla, Aurinia, Cinxia, Epiphron, Egeria, Actseon, Palaamon, and
many others.

—

T. Ashton Lofthouse, The Croft, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough.
Duplicates.—Aglaia, Sylvanus, Lonicerte,* JacobBese,* Dispar,* and ova of Monacha,

rotatoria,* Caeruleocephala,* Comma, Impura, Pallens, Phragmitidis, Ochracea,* Testacea,
Basilinea, Gemina, Strigilis, Nigricans, Plecta,* C-nigrum,* Umbrosa, X. flavago,*

Libatrix,* Venosata,* Sociata,* Vetulata.* Desiderata.—Very numerous.—-/. W. Boult,

9, Finsburg Groi^e, Fountain Road, Hull.

Duplicates.—Mundana, Jacobasae, Fuliginosa, Maculata, Pilosaria, Piniaria, Ulmata,
Aurantiaria, Boreata, Dilutata, Decolorata, Olivata, Nanata, Rubiginata, Albicillata,

Immanata, Flavicornis, Perla, Rubricosa, Suspecta, Trapezina, Chi, Flavicincta,

OxyacanthfE, Aprilina, Glauca. Desiderata.—Other common insects.—/f. Broadleij, 20,
Carleton Street, Keighley.

Duplicates.—Edusa ^ , Paphia, Sibylla, Argiolus, Corydon, Ligustri,* Populi,*

Elpenor,* Fibrosa, Sponsa,* Pyramidea, Saucia,* Libatrix,* Verbasci,* Illunaria var.

Juliaria,* CitrariaJ",* Rectangulata,* Testata.* All fine, on black pins. Desiderata.—
Ova, larvffi, or pupae only :—A. urticte, Illustraria, Abruptaria, Pendularia, Derivata,

Tersata, Vitalbata, Batis, Flavicornis, Menyanthidis, Piniperda, Rubricosa, Gracilis,

Flavicincta, Thalassina, Falcula. Scotch or Irish Instabilis, and offers.—J. IF. Moore,
194, Stratford Road, Birmingham.

Duplicates.—Lubricipeda var. Radiata* (intermediates), Menthastri var. Carbonica*
{intermediates) Ochracea, Viminalis va r. Obscura, * Russata* (black) , Rhomboidaria*(black)

,

Repandata* (black), Biundularia (dark), Pulveraria,* Sylvata, Tristata,* Suffumata,*
Hubidata,* Comitata,* Subfulvata,* Templi (fair), Filigrammaria,* Connexa, Advenaria,*
Dromedarius,* Hexapterata,* Prunata,* Hastata,* Sparsata, Fimbria,* Tortrices, &c.—
J. Harrison, 7, Gawber Road, Barnsley.

Wanted. —Eggs, larvae and pupae of butterflies and moths for description.

—

J. W. Tittt,

Westcomhe Hill, S.E.
Duplicates.—Aglaia, Selene, Blandina, Davus, Artaxerxes, Exulans, S. populi* (and

pupae), Velleda, Plantaginis,* Fascelina,* Fuliginosa var. Borealis,* T. cratsBgi,* Cal-

lunas* (and pupae), Carpini* (and pupee), Repandata (pale vars), Caasiata, Olivata,

Ericetata, Immanata (vars.), Suffumata, Populata, Pyraliata, Mensuraria, Dictaaa (pupae),

Rurea and var. Alopecurus, Polyodon (black), Furva, Gemina, Literosa, Tenebrosa,
Nigricans, Tritici, Cursoria, Lucernea, Festiva (var.), Dahlii, Brunnea, Piniperda, Sus-

pecta, Macilenta, Ruflna, Litura, Vaccinii, Chi, Oxyacanthae, Thalassina, Rectilinea,

Solidaginis, Vetusta, Exoleta, Myrtilli, H. urticee, Chrysitis, Festucae, Pulchrina, Resi-

nana,* &c. Desiderata.— Very numerous.

—

Arthur Home, 52, Irvine Place, Aberdeen, N.B.
Duplicates.—Coleoptera, Orthoptera, Neuroptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Hemip-

tera, and Diptera personally collected in Sierra Leone. Desiderata.—Foreign Lepidoptera.—W. G. Clements, Linden Cottage, Frindsbury, Rochester.

Duplicates. —Fertect papered Diurnal Lepidoptera from United States, Central

America and S. America, for papered Diurni from Slalay Archipelago. S. A. Diurni also

wanted.

—

Levi W. Mengel, Reading, Pa., U.S.A.

Wanted.—Larvae or ova of any of the European Liparid^ (except the common
English species). Cash or exchange.—-4. Bacot, Bow House, St. James' Terrace,

Clapton, N.E.
Desiderata. —Eggs and larvae of Bombycine moths are required for description by

Dr. A. S. Packard, Providence, R.I., United States, America.

Change of Address.—H. E. Page, to 25, Casella Road, New Cross, S.E.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Entomological Society of London, H. Chandos Street, Cavendish Square,

W—Wednesdays:—Annual Meeting, Jan. 20th, 1897. Presidential address by Professor

Meldola.



The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society,
Xiondon Institution, Finsbury Circus, E.G.—The first and third Tuesdays in the montn,
at 7.30 p.m. Papers and Notes at every Meeting. Dec. 1.5th, " Pocket Box Exhibition."

Members are particularly requested to bring varieties and aberrations. Non-members
cordially invited.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society,
Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge.—The second and fourth Thursdays in each month,
at 8 p.m. Jan. 14th, " Some Marine Mimics," by E. Step, F.L.S. " The Tephrosias,"
by W. Hewett. Jan. 28th, Aainual General Meeting, at 7 o'clock. Presidential address
by R. South, F.E.S.

North London Natural History Society- Meetings on the 2nd and 4th
Thursdays in each month, in Room No. 4 of the North East London Institute, Dalston
Lane, N.E., from 7.45 (sharp) to 10 p.m. Visitors are cordially invited. The Council
have fixed Saturday, Jan. 2, 1897, for the Society's fifth Annual Exhibition. Intending
exhibitors should communicate with Lawrence J. Trem.4.yne, Hon. Secretary, 51, Buckley
Road, Brondesbury. Jan. 2nd, Fifth Annual Exhibition. Jan. 14th, Presidential

address.

Nonpareil Entomological Society, Mansfield Street, Kingsland.—The First

and Third Thursdays in the Month. Visitors cordially invited.

MONOGRAPH OF THE PTEROPHORINA
BY J. W. TUTT. F.E.S.

A full description of every British Plume under the following heads :

—

Synonymy, Imago, Egg, Larva, Pupa, Food-plants, Time of Appearance,
Localities and Distribution. With full instruction for collecting, setting

and preserving these delicate insects.

PRICE 5/-

To be obtained onUj from J. E. ROBSON, F.E.S., Hartlepool.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8th.

A General Collection of.

Natural History Specimens,
including some choice Exotic Lepidoptera, Curiosities, &c.

MR, J, C. STEVENS
WILL SELL THE ABOVE BY AUCTION,

At his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

On Tuesday, December 8th, at 12.30.

On View Morning of Sale only, and Catalogues Jiad.



Notice.—If any of our provincial subscribers have interesting series of variable species

of Lepidoptera which they would like exhibited at the meetings of one or other of the London
Societies, and will pack such most carefully and forward with a stamped return label, we
should be pleased to hear from them.

—

Ed. [Rayleigh ]'illa, IVestcoinbe Hill, Blackheath.

S.E.]

OVA, LARV/E, AND PUP/E.
The Largest Breeder of Lepidoptera in the Jkitish Isles is

H. AV. HEAD, ©ntomologtet,
SCT^RBOROUGH.

Full List of Ova, Larvae, and Pupae, also Lepidoptera, Ajiparatn>i, CahinetSy

etc., sent on applicatiim.

Many Rare British Species and Good Varieties for Sale.

ENTOMOLOGIST,

Healthy Caterpillars, scarce British species from growing Food Plant

CHRYSALIDES ALL THE YEAR ROUND. LiST, STAMP

Exotic Butterflies, new collections arriving almost daily.

Prices to suit all Buyers. Set or Unset. 6000 Species.

Selections on Approval. Collections Purchased..

Now Priced Catalogue of Lepidoptera. 6,000 Species (80 pp.)
6d. post free (returned to purchasers).

PQR SALE. MANY FIXE SPECIMENS OF

BRITISHL LEI>Il>OPTE]RA,
including a few very fine vars. of Pachnobia alpina, Hepialus humuli, and
other Shetland insects. Many local varieties from all parts of Britain.

Pupae, larvse and ova in their season. Any good cars, bought for cash

or exchange.

For in'ices ajyply to—
THOS. SALVAGE, ARLINGTON (late Brighton), SUSSEX.

WILLIAM FARREN, jlaturttUeL
Well authenticated Birds' Skins, Nests and Eggs.

British and Foreign Lepidoptera.

ENTOMOLOGICfi^L. AND ^t> BIRDS, MAMMALS, FISH, Etc.,

GEf^ERAL APPARATUS. ^"j^f PRESERVED AND MOUNTED.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN LEPIDOPTERA, BIRDS' Sb.INS,
BOUGHT OR EXCHANGED. i

Fine specimens of Sibylla 4d., Adippe 4d., Selene 4d., Paphia 4d., Piomissa Cd.i Jponsa 6d.

Meliloti 6d., Miniata 4d., Ravida 9d., Advena 6d., Flammea 9d., "^t^enos^-Gd. Living

pupte : Machaon 3d., Sagittata 5d., Dysodea 4d., Undulata 6d., Pini^i^-ia 4d., Ridens 6d.
_ _

, fr ..^

Special Attention to Orders for Rare and Local British Lepidoptera.

14, M7=^RKET PT^SSKGE, CT^MBRIIDGE.



SPEGIALITE.

The Best Boots for Travelling in all Weathers.
ABBOTT'S

120, High Holborn, W.C.

ABBOTT'S

60, Ludgate Hill, E.G.

ABBOTT'S

434, West Slrand, W.C

ABBOTT'S

183, 185, GosweU Road,

EX.

ABBOTT'S

Corner of Holloway Road

& Seven Sisters Road.

Sporting Boots of every Description

made to order.
~~~-

WATKINS & DONCASTER,
Naturalists and Manufacturers of Entomological Apparatus and Cabinets.

Plain Ring Nets, wire or cane, including Stick, 1/3, 2/-, 2/6. Folding Nets, 3/6, 4/-.

Umbrella Nets (self-acting), 7/-. Pocket Boxes, 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/6. Zinc Relaxing
Boxes, 9d,, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-. Nested Chip Boxes, 8d. per four dozen. Entomological Pins,

assorted or mixed, 1/6 per ounce. Pocket Lanterns, 2/6 to 10/6. Sugaring Tin, with
brush, 1/6, 2/-. Sugaring Mixture, ready for use, 1/9 per tin. Store Boxes, with
camphor cells, 2/6, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-. Setting Boards, flat or oval, 1 in., 6d. ; 1^ in., 8d.

;

2 in.', lOd. ; 2^ in., 1/-; 3^ in., 1/4; 4 in., 1/6; 5 in., 1/10; Complete Set of fourteen

Boards,' 10/6. Setting Houses, 9/6, 11/6 ; corked back 14/- Zinc Larva Boxes, 9d.

1/-, 1/6. Breeding Cage, 2/6, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6. Coleopterist's Collecting Bottle, with tube,

1/6, 1/8. Botanical Cases, japanned, double tin, 1/6 to 7/6. Botanical Paper, 1/1, 1/4

1/9, 2/2 per quire. Insect Glazed Cases, 2/6 to 11/-. Cement for replacing Antennae
6d. per bottle. Steel Forceps, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 per pair. Cabinet Cork, 7 by 3|, best quality

1/4 per dozen sheets. Brass Chloroform Bottle, 2/-. Insect Lens, 1/- to 8/-. Glass-top
and Glass-bottomed Boxes, from 1/4 per dozen. Zinc Killing Box, 9d., 1/-. Pupa
Digger, in leather sheath, 1/9. Taxidermist's Companion, containing most necessary
implements for skinning, 10/6. Scalpels, 1/3 ; Scissors, 2/- per pair ; Egg-drills, 2d., 3d.,

1/- ; Blowpipes, 6d. ; Artificial Eyes for Birds and Animals ; Label-lists of British

Butterflies, 2d.; ditto of Birds' Eggs, 3d., 4d., 6d. ; ditto of Land and Fresh-water
Shells, 2d. : Useful Books on Insects, Eggs, etc.

Label-list of British Macro-Lepidoptera, with Latin and English names (1894 edition),

1/0. Our new complete Catalogue of British Lepidoptera (every species numbered), 1/-

;

or on one sid^ "or lab 'Is, 2/-.

Now R :. -The Exchange List and Label List, compiled by Mr. Ed. Meyrick, B.A.,
F.L.S., F.L.,- ftccortiing to his recent "Handbook of British Lepidoptera." Exchange
List, l.jd. e;>. 1. 8d. per dozen, or 4/- per 100. Label liist, 1/6 each.

THE "DIXON ' LAMP N ex invaluable for taking moths off Street Lamps
<vithout climbing the Lamp Posts' 2 6.

SHOW ROOM FOR CABINETS
Of every description of Inskcts, Birds' Eggs, Coins, Microscopical, Objects, Fossils, &c.

Catalogue (66 pages) sent on application, post free.

A LARGE STOCK OF INSECTS' AND BIRDS' EGGS (British, European and Exotic).
lUi.Is, }laiiii}iali, etc., PrcsfiVid and Mounttd by First-class Woikmai.

.,.,rL-36, STRAND. LONDON, W.C. "(5 doors from Charing Cross).



THE BACK VOLUMES OF THE

Entomologist's Record & Journal of Variation
Sliouki be read by all Entam jlo^ists who havi? recently conimeiiCDd the stiuly.

VOL. VII.
The titles of some of tlie articles arc as follows.—'The Ilestin;; Habit of liisi tl-^ a-i exl.ibitctl in

the Phenoinena of Hybernation and il-lstivation."— K''. !• . at- V'.Kcinf M .A., F.E.t^., W S kuliut'
li.A ., M.D., F E 6'., J. W. Tutt. F.E.S. " Some Aspects of Hibeniation." - Dr. F. A . Uixcv, M.A ., F E.S.
"The Lepidoptera of 'rennv'iie."—Sidney E. Crompton. F.E.S. "On the Development of Sex in
Social Insects (a critique on Professor Weismann's views)."—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S " On the Larva of
Saturuia (with special reference to the American forms,)" — P;o/tss<)r A. K. Grotf, M.A. "'J'he
Lepidoptera of the Tyrol (Jleudal Pass, Pejo, Oampiglio)."—F. C. Lemaun, F.E.S., J. 11'. Tutt, F.E.S.
" On the Briti.sh Species of Hmerinihi\s."—E)i>jessui' A . K. Giote, M.A. "On the Generic names iii
" Apatela (.\croiiycta)."— /")r/(s.so)- .-1. R. Grate, M.A. , Dr. T. A. Clupmiiti, F.E.'i., E. Jl t'rout. F.E.S.,
J. VV. Tutt, F.E.S. "On Anthtrsea. mylitta.."—Dr. T. A. Chip'iKiii, F.E.S. " Hydrcecia lucens and
H. palndis."— 7'. Acton. "On the Identification of Acidalia dilutaria, llh."—L. B. Fioul, F.E.S.
" Cerura bicuspis as a Herefordshire insect."— D)-. T. A.Ch.ipmnn^F.E.S. "On the Interbreeding
of Spilosoma meudica and its var. rnstica."—3^. W. Tntt, F.E.S. "The Varieties of Leucophasia
sinapis.' —£)r. IV. S. Ridiiii;, h'. -i ., F.E.S. " On the Panal Sllspen^ion of Thais."—/;;-. T. A . Ckapmau,
F.E.S. "Differentiation of Eupithecia succenturiata and E. subfulvata.— /i;. Freer, M.li., W. G.
Sheldon, L. B. Proul, F.E.S. " Habits of Callimorpha hera, on the Continent."—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S.
" Coenonympha typhon and its varieties (with a critical review of the svnonymv)."—F./. /iiuAf//,
M.n., B.S. " The hybernatim: stage of Pvrameis cardui."—J. VV. Tutt, F.E.S. ' " The Coleoptera of
Ipswich."— C/«ir(/f Morlfv, F.E.S. "Sounds emitted by Lepidoptera."— /'o/. A. R. Grate, M.A
"The early stages of the Satyrinae."—/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. " The larva of Epischnia bankesiella."—
y. .U. Richardson, B.A., F.E.S. "The wing clothing of the Lepidoptera."—F^o/. A. R. Grate, M.A.
" On the Basket Caterpillar of Argentine, aid the Bagworm (Thyridopteryx ephemerseformis) of
the United States " .with plate).—/. \V. rutt, F.E.S. " Lycrena regou var. cor.sica on the Westmore-
land Mo.sses." -//frtc»7 iUasstv, F.ES. "Schinx pinastri in Suffolk."—Wo;i. F. Thelius^on. "On
Noctua festiva, Hb., and N. confiua, Tr."— Frederick J. Hanburv, F.L.S., F.E.S. "On the variation of
Melitaeaaurinia."— IK. F. de V. Kane, M.A., F.E.S., J. W. Tutt F.E.S. " The Introduction of Callimorpha
hera into Britain."— IF. A. Luff. "Life-history of Thecla roboris."— IK. E. .\icholson, F.E.S.
"Acidalia dilutaria, Hb. (holo^ericata, Dup.) as a British insect."—G. C. Griffiiths, F.Z.S., F'.E.S.
"Probable Specific Identity of SciaphilapenzianaandS. colqnhounana."—/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "The
introduction of Sphinx ninastri into Suffolk."— AJ^r O. Picktird-Cnmbrid^e, M.A., F.E.S. "The
Genera in the sub-family Lycaeninag applied to British species."—/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "The
rolat.onshin of Eiidroinis versicolor to the Sphingides."

—

.4. B >cot, F.E.S. "Some named varieties
of Larentiidse (with critical notes on the synonymy)."— L. B. Prout, F.E.S. " How Colias ednsa
winters.'—/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "The Coleoptera of Lymington Salterns."—Fiy?;//; Bouskell, F.E.S.
"On Alucita (Orneodes) hexalactyla, chiefly ia relati(ni to the structure of the Pupa "-Dr. T. A.
Chapman, F.E.S. "Calamia lutosa, its variation, habits, etc." -AVi,'. C. i?. A'. /} /miK's. "Oporabia
filigrammaria, its variation, life-history, etc. (with plate)."—/. ^. C'rt;/>. F.F.S. " The Coleoptera
of Cromer and Horning." —F. G. EHinian. Mesogona acetosellse : a Noctuid newto the British List

;

The re-occurrence of Xylina lambda in Britain: Sphinx pinastri as a British insect ; On the dorsal
spines of the larva of Euvanessa antiopa; Tlie hybernating stage of Dianthoecia capsophila;
Eudryas stae-johannis (Professor J. B. Smith, D.Sc); Argyresthia illuminatella and A. atmorella
(£. R. Binkes, M. A., F.E.S., J. W. Tutt F.E S.): On the larva (and rearing) of Folia xanthomista;
Aberrations of British Lepidoptera (with plate) ; The variation of certain Noctnids occurring
near Montrose; On the Affinities of Demas coryli; On the Variation of Xanthia fulvago; Habits
of the larva of Coccyx cosniophorana ; On the Variation in colour of the Cocoons of Saturnia
pavonia ; The type of Agronoma ; Description of the larva of Acidalia dilutaria (holosericata) (C.
Fenn, F.E.S.); On the Food-plant of Scia")hila colrpthounana (Colonel Partridge) : Sirex juvencus
and S. gigas {C. IK. Williams) ; Coenonympha tiphon at home (/. E. Robson, F.E.S.) ; The Lepidoptera
of Dulwich ; Entomology, Evolution and Romance (F. IK. Fiost).

VOL. VI.
The titles of some of the articles are as follows :

—"Notes on Butterfly Punse, with some remarks
on the Phylogenesis of the Rhopaloeera."

—

Dr. T. .4.. Chapman. F.E.S. "Phytophagic .S|)ecies."

—

Prof. ,4. Radrliffe Grote, M..4. "Varieties and aberrations of Noctuae from Doncaster." - //. W.
Coihett, .M.R.C.S. "The frenulum of the British species of Smerinthus."

—

G. C. Griffiths, F.Z.S.,
F.E.S. " Eudrvas stae-johannis."

—

.4. Radcliffe Grate, M.A. " Parthenogenesis or Agamogenesis."

—

/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. " Larvae " -Rev. G. M. A . Hewett, M.A .
" Retrosneet of a Lepidopterist for 1894."

/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. " Generic Names in the Noctuidae."

—

P> of. .4. R Grote, M.A. "Pupa hunting in
October."—/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "Polygamy and Polyandry in Moths," "The nature of certain
insect colours "—IK. S. Riding, M.D.. R. 'Freer, MB., J. W. Tutt, F.E.S.. Rev. C. R. N. Burrow.]. A uderson,
Jun. " The Lepidontera of Swansea."— A/ayor i?. /?. /?fi6c»fsn»!. "Caradrina ambi'ina in the Isle of
WiShV—A.J.Hodi^es. "The insects of Bonrg St. Maurice."—/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "Orrhodia
erythroeephala ab. glabra from Devonshire and comparison with O. vacc>inii."—£)r IV. S. Ridinf;;
F.E.S. " Notes en Caradrina ambigua and C. snperstes."— /. IK. Tutt F.E.S. " Entomology and
Entomologists, being the Annual address to the City of London Entom. Society." "Notes on
Aphoniia sociella" (with plate).— IK. /'. Blackhume Maze, FE.S. " .\pterous females and Winter
Emergence."—F. F. Stiidd, M.A., B.C.L.. F.E S.. L. B. P-out. F.F.S.—"Collecting Noctuidw by Lake
I'Irie."

—

.4. Ridcliffe Grote, M..4. " Coleoptoi'a at Ipswich."

—

Claude Morey. F.E.S. "Notes on
Bombus visurgiae." " Synonymic notes on Acidalia humiliata and A. dilutaria." - /-. B. Prout, F.E.S.
"The Lepidoptera of Gresy-sur-Aix."— /. \V. Tutt. F.E.S. " Apatura iris."

—

Rev.'fi. M. .4. Hewett.
"Scheme of (Classification of the Rhopaloeera founded on the structure of the Pupae."—r. .4.

Chapman. M.D., F.E.S. "Glimpses of American Entomolocy."— /. W.Tutt, F.E.S. " The Genus
Smerinthus."—.4. Bacnt. "Variation considered biologicjillv : Some notes suggested by the
Romanes Lecture of 1894."-/. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "Wing structure."—/. Alston Moffut. "O'n the
dovclopment of sex in social insects."—/. W.Tutt, F.E.S. "The British representatives of the
Genus Caradrina."

—

L. B. Pr"ut. F.E.S. "Habits and Variation of Lithosia lutarella and its

variety pygmaeola."—/. IK. Tutt, F.E S. "On the gradual disappearance of Ijepidoptera from South-
Ea^itern London and its neighbourhood."—C. Fenn, F.E.S. " A hunt for Nourotcrus aprilinus."—
T. .4. Chapman, M.D., F.E.S. "On the development of pigment in Nemeobius lucina. '—F. /.
B 'cketl. MB. "The Macro-Lepidoptera of Keswick."—//. A. Bead'e. " Varieties of .4rgynnis
selene" (with plate).—5. G. C. Russell, F.E.S. "Hadenoid genera with hairy eyes."—Prof. A. R.
Grote, M.A. " Zvga?na minos and its varieties."— f. IK. Tutt, F.E.S. "Notes on the pupae of
Castnia and Anthocaris."— 7". A. Chapman. M.P., F.E.S. Besides these articles, a large number of
short notes are issued in every number under the following titles :

" Scientific Notes and
Observations," "Variation," "Notes on Larva; and Life-histories," "Notes on Collectine,"
"Current Notes." The renorts of S(^cioties are very carefully edited, and only scientific

paragraphs published. The ".PrMfeicftl Hinto'' and " Field work " for each month are quite unique.

The yonng entomologist who will read carenilly through the back numbers of r/ie Ffi/omrt/os-f.u's

Record will find himself better equipped for the futher study of his pet subject than by any other »
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